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Abstract

This thesis is a reference grammar of Martuthunira, an Australian language
of the Ngayarda subgroup of Pama-Nyungan, and originally spoken in the
locality of the Fortescue River in northwest Western Australia. There are
now just three remaining speakers and this thesis is based on the speech of
one man - Algy Paterson.
Chapter 1 provides a general introduction to the Martuthunira language
and its speakers; the traditional patterns of social organisation of the
Martuthunira people, their post-contact history and the wider linguistic
affiliations of their language.
Chapter 2 describes Martuthunira phonology.
number

of

general

theoretical

Martuthunira morphology.

issues

raised

Chapter 3 discusses a
by

the

description

of

Parts-of-speech classes are defined and the lack

of an adjective/noun distinction for nominals discussed.

I

also argue

against the establishment of a form class 'particle', preferring a plethora
of idiosyncratic minor parts of speech.

This chapter also describes

general patterns of word structure and the organising principles of nominal
suffixation.

The functions of individual nominal suffixes are described in

Chapter 4.
Chapter 5 describes the forms and functions of pronouns, demonstratives
and the minor nominal subclasses.

Chapter 6 describes the inflectional and
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derivational morphology of verbs.

Chapter

7 describes

the

class of

proposition-modifying adverbs, clitics and the minor parts of speech.
Chapter 8 describes the structure of Martuthunira noun phrases.

The

analysis of apparent ellipsis is discussed in some detail leading to a
quite

liberal

approach

copula constructions.
clause

predicates.
implications

the

identification

of

endocentric

nominal

Chapter 9 discusses the structure of non-verbal clauses and

expressions.

basic

to

types

Chapter 10 describes the syntax of verbal clauses:
are

presented

according

to

a

classification

of

The syntax of the active/passive voice contrast and the
of

double-object

constructions

for

grammatical relations are discussed in some detail.

the

assignment

of

Finally, the strong

preference for SVO word order is discussed.
Chapter 11 describes complex sentences; the various types of subordinate
clause marked by special verbal inflections, and the role of the passive in
presenting subordinate clause pivots.
Three appendices are also included.

Appendix A details the phonological

history of the Ngayarda languages thus setting the phonological discussion
in

Chapter

2 in

a

wider

context.

role

of

description

of

the

participants

in

text.

Martuthunira texts.

Appendix

anaphoric

Finally,

Appendix

B provides

a

detailed

demonstratives

in

tracking

C presents

selection

a

of

Due to the limitations of space, I have had to leave

out a substantial Martuthunira wordlist.
Martuthunira dictionary separately.
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Chapter 1
The Language and Its Speakers

1.1 Names and Location

The name 'Martuthunira' appears in many different forms in the literature.
Tindale (1974) uses the spelling Mardudunera, also used by O'Grady et al

(1966) and Oates and Oates (1970), and lists ten alternatives.

These are

given below together with the source of the spelling (where I have been
able to check this).
Mardudjungara
Mardudhunera
Mardudbunira
Mardudhoonera
Mardathoonera
Mardutunira
Mardutunera
Marduduna
Mardathoni
Mardatuna
Maratunia

(Radcliffe-Brown 1913)
(Wurm 1970)
(Connelly 1932)
(Daisy Bates)

( "Yabaroo" 1899)

To this list can be added von Brandenstein's (1967) spelling, Mardutbunira,
which is followed by Wordick (1982). It should be noted that the phonetic
representation of the language name differs depending on the main language
of the informant.
speakers

Martuthunira speakers give [ma.rooone;1a.} Yinyjiparnti

give[ma.ro~one;1a.J,and

Thalanyji speakers
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give[ma.ro~oniya.}In

this

grammar I employ an orthography based on a voiceless stop series and the
new spelling Martutbunira is used in keeping with this.
derives

'Hartutbunira'

from

the name

of the

lower

reaches of the

Fortescue River, Hartuthuni, by the addition of the provenience suffix -ra
(see section 4.8 .. 5). Thus, as a name for the people, Hartutbunira means
'those who live around the Fortescue River'. It may be possible to further
analyse the name Hartuthuni as a root • martu and a suffix -thuni, which
occurs in a handful of Martuthunira place names but I have not recorded a
separate

word

martu

in

Martu thunira.

Wordick

Yinyjiparnti word martu as 'space, place or spot'.

( 1982)

glosses

the

In Panyjima martu is

'back'. Von Brandenstein suggests the language name Martuthunira means
n 'Flat-

or River-landers' showing mardu 'flat, low' which occurs in a

similar compound as Marduiidja, the name for the lowlands of the upper
Fortescue

River."

(1967:3).

Whatever

the

etymology,

speakers

of

the

language do not consider the name to be analyzeable.
The reported location and extent of Martuthunira territory also differs
from one description to another.

Map 1 (overleaf) shows the extent of

Martuthunira territory as based on my own data..

Map 2 presents previous

representations of the boundaries.
Radcliffe-Brown describes the Martuthunira as occupying "the coast of
Western Australia from a point somewhere between the Cane and Robe Rivers
as far as the Maitland River" (1913:175). His map shows the territory
extending as far to the southeast as the Hamersley Range. However, the map
does not conform to the description in the text and places the southwestern
boundary between the Fortescue and Robe Rivers (see Map 2).
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Map 2

Present study
von Brandenatein (1967)
Tindal• (1974)
Radcliffe-Brown (1913)

Previously Described Boundaries

Tindale (1978) makes a more confined estimate:
Coastal plain of the Fortescue River; north to visited
islands of the Dampier Ar~hipelago on log rafts; inland only to
foot of ranges.
[Radcliffe-]Brown (1913) gave them a
tribal area of 3,500 square miles (9,100 sq. km.) which seems
to be an overestimation.
Tindale (1978:248)
Tindale gives the area as 2,100 square miles.
My own information supports Radcliffe-Brown's original estimation.
northeastern

boundary

between

the

Martuthunira,

Ngarluma

The
and

Yapurarra/Pijurru is marked by a group of three hills - Mt. Leopold,
Moondle Hill and Mt. McLeod - just to the south of the Maitland River. Mt.
Leopold is the 'cornerpeg' of Martuthunira country.

On the Fortescue River

the Martuthunira extended as far inland as Booloomba Pool though much of
the gorge country was shared with the Kurrama and Yinyjiparnti. The ancient
river valley linking the Robe and Fortescue Rivers, in the shadow of Mt.
Elvire, effectively represents the southeastern boundary with the Kurrama.
The Robe River (Jajiwurra), Jimmawurrada Creek and the Buckland Hills were
also Martuthunira. Warluru Pool, where the Robe River leaves the Hamersley
Range, marks the eastern extent of Martuthunira country.

Warluru also

marks the eastern boundary between the Kurrama and Pinikura, whose country
borders the Martuthunira in the Buckland Hills from Warluru to Chalyarn
Pool on the Robe. The Nhuwala and Pinikura meet nearby at Darnell Hill. On
the west coast, the grass plains and mudflats between the Robe River and
the Cane River wer.e shared with the Nhuwala. Warramboo Creek (Wartampu) is
described as the boundary although the Nhuwala foraged as far to the
northeast as the Robe River.
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The Martuthunira visited the islands of the Dampier Archipelago, which
they presumably shared with the Yapurarra/Pijurru, and the Mary Anne Group.
Tindale also includes Barrow Island within Martuthunira territory (see Map
2).

However,

pre-contact

there

is

occupation

no
of

reliable
Barrow

archeological

(Peter

Randolf

evidence
pers.

of

recent

comm.)

and

certainly no belief on the part of present inhabitants of the Pilbara that
the island was ever visited.
Von Brandenstein's (1967) map of the Pilbara languages gives a quite
inaccurate picture of the location of the Martuthunira in relation to other
groups.

His map restricts the Martuthunira to the coastal plain between

the Maitland and Robe Rivers and assigns the uplands between the Fortescue
and Robe to the Ja 'unmalu, which he describes as a 'sub-group' of the
Yinyjiparnti. The status, linguistic,

local or otherwise,

of the term

'sub-group' is not made clear in his paper although the map implies that
the Ja'unmalu were Yinyjiparnti speakers.
studied

both

Ja'unmalu

and

Von Brandenstein reports that he

Yinyjiparnti

in

depth.

Tindale

(1974),

presumably on the basis of his own field survey of the area, records
Jawunmala as a Yinyjiparnti term for the Martuthunira and this is certainly
supported by the description of tribal boundaries given by Radcliffe-Brown
and myself.
Von Brandenstein reports two terms used for people to the southwest of
the Martuthunira:
Jardira is a collective name for the Kauarindjarri, the
'Westerners' and the Kurrama, the 'Highlanders', because they
live both 'on the one side' as seen from the Marduthunira.
von Brandenstein (1967:3)
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While yarti does occur as a word for 'side' in Pilbara languages (Panyjima
for example), it does not occur in Martuthunira. Jardira (Yartira in the
present orthography) is most likely a local group term for people living on
the Cane River

(Yarti).

The word

for

west kauari does

not

occur

in

Martuthunira, nor does the suffix -Ddjarri.
Von Brandenstein 's errors appear to arise from a confusion between the
names of language groups and the names of local residence groups.

This is

an understandable error as far as the Martuthunira are concerned because of
the etymology of the language name.
means,

literally,

'the people

As we have seen, the name Martuthunira

who

lived

around

the Fortescue River' •

However, the term is also applied to a language and to a territory that
encompasses country that is not in the immediate vicinity of the Fortescue.
In many cases this territory includes local residence groups that may be
referred to by similarly derived terms:

for example the Wartampura on

Warramboo Creek and the Yartira of the Cane River (Yarti). These residence
groups do not represent different linguistic territories or necessarily
have any relationship to particular linguistic varieties.
some of the groups

living on Warramboo

Creek

had

Quite likely,

primary linguistic

affiliation to Martuthunira while others were primarily Nhuwala.
Merlan (1981) demonstrates clearly that the relationships of language to
land,

and language to particular groupings of people are usually very

complex.

She argues that linguists and anthropologists alike have been too

eager to accept

the other's definitions of terms such as

'tribe' and

'language' in attempting to describe the relationships of a people and a
language to an area of land.
Martuthunira,

are

She points out that language names, such as

sociolinguistic
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labels

that

invoke

complex

land/language/group

Her

relationships.

description

of

the

Mangarayi

language/land/people label of the Western Roper River region appears to be
very similar to what I understand of the situation in the Pilbara.
The clearest description that can be given of names like
'Mangarayi' is that they designate large-scale areas (the
definition of which in any specific context is somewhat
flexible, especially towards the peripheries) onto which a
particular sociolinguistic identity has been projected. This
identity, activated through a number of variables including
residence, marriage, language competence and use, totemic
affiliation and scheduling of ceremonial and other events, may
be projected back onto people who recognize and renew their
links with this country. The boundaries of Mangarayi country
are permeable, so that new personnel may be recruited to it.
Today, native language competence, as well as inclination to
use native languages, are declining rapidly among younger
people, but the sociolinguistic identity of the country as
1 Mangarayi' persists.
Merlan (1981:145)

1.2 Neighbours and Linguistic Affiliations

Map

3 (overleaf) shows relative location and genetic relationship

between Martuthunira and

other

languages

in

the

Pilbara area.

This

classification represents the current state of thinking but is liable to
change as

more

information on some of the

as

yet poorly documented

languages becomes available.
The earliest classification of the languages of the northwest of Western
Australia, O'Grady et al (1966), lists Martuthunira as a member of the
Ngayarda subgroup

of the

Nyungic

group

family.
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of

the
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language
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This

classification

was

based

on

a

lexicostatistical

survey of

the

languages and, in the case of Martuthunira, involved a simple 100-item
wordlist compared with similar lists for Ngarluma (54% cognacy), Kurrama
(64%) and Nhuwala (68%). The Ngayarda subgroup included the following
languages:

Ngarla,

Kariyarra-Ngarluma,

Nyamal,
Martuthunira,

Palyku-Panyjima,
Pinikura,

Kurrama-Yinyjiparnti,

Jurruru,

and

Nhuwala.

This

classification includes three dialect pairs based on cognate densities of
79%

for

Palyku-Panyjima,

78%

for

Kurrama-Yinyjiparnti,

and

79%

for

Kariyarra-Ngarluma.
In his 1966 paper, O'Grady lists a number of grammatical features that
support the lexicostatistical grouping of the languages.

Firstly, the

Ngayarda languages show phonological and morphophonemic features which
distinguish them from members of the Marngu and Wati subgroups: 1 ) they
have a laminal contrast and have lost a contrast between initial laminals
and apicals, only initial laminals are attested in the Ngayarda languages;
2) they preserve a 'Proto-Pama-Nyungan' morphophonemic alternation in the
form of the 'agent-instrumental' suffix, •-lu/-ngku, conditioned by the
length of the word stem; 3) they have a morphophonemic rule of nasal
dissimilation reducing the locative suffix -ngka to -ka where it is
attached to a nominal containing a nasal-stop cluster (in fact this rule is
restricted to Panyjima, Kurrama, Yinyjiparnti and Ngarluma).
O'Grady then lists four morphosyntactic features shared by members of
the Ngayarda subgroup and which set these apart from other languages of the
Nyungic group:
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1.

The

better

known

languages

of

the

subgroup

(viz.

Ngarluma

and

Yinyjiparnti) have a productive active/passive voice distinction.
2.

With

the

exception

of

Palyku

and

Nyamal,

the

reflex

of

'Proto-Pama-Nyungan •-lu/-ngku is not used as a marker of transitive
subject in these languages.

3.

The

'Proto-Pama-Nyungan'

suffix

has

•-ku

shifted

"from

the

specialized meaning indirect object to the broader meaning object
(noncommittally direct/indirect)".
4.

The 'Proto-Pama-Nyungan' verb suffix •-(l)ku has shifted "from future
(or optative) to present".

Oates

( 1975)

Brandenstein,

adopts

a

different

which distinguishes

Inland Ngayarda subgroup.

classification,

a Coastal

devised

Ngayarda subgroup

by

von

from

an

Von Brandenstein 's classification is based on

grammatical criteria similar to those recognised by O'Grady ( 1966). He
distinguishes three types of language (von Brandenstein 1967): those having
an 'Active Verbal Concept'

(AVC) (read accusative case-marking pattern),

those having a 'Passive Verbal Concept' PVC (read ergative case system),
and

an

features.
Kurrama,

intermediate

type

having

a

combination

of

The Coastal Ngayarda languages are AVC
Yinyjiparnti,

Kariyarra,

Ngarluma,

both
and

AVC

and

PVC

include Ngarla,

Martuthunira,

P~ikura,

Nhuwala, Jiwarli and Thiin. The Inland Ngayarda Subgroup are intermediate
between the AVC and PVC type.

Oates describes these as "being basically

accusative languages like the coastal group,
suffixes like the Western Desert

languages
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but also having ergative
(AVC with PVC

intrusions)"

(Oates

1975:73).

The group

includes Nyamal

(including

'Widagari'

and

'Bundjuwanga' described by von Brandenstein as 'light' and 'heavy' Nyamal
respectively), Panyjima, Jurruru, Warriyangka, Janadjina and Yinhawangka.
Von Brandenstein classifies Palyku as a member of the Wati subgroup
(Western Desert), the term 'Palyku' being (correctly by my information)
described as the name of a local group speaking the Nyiyaparli language.
Unfortunately, von Brandenstein 's 1967 paper which introduces the AVC and
PVC patterns includes almost no actual language data and provides nothing
but very general statements about the purported differences among the
various languages.

It is thus impossible to evaluate his arguments.

Austin ( 1985) presents a new classification of the languages of the
Ashburton

and

Gascoyne districts

syntactic criteria.

based on lexical,

morphological

and

He places Pinikura together with Payungu, Purduna and

Thalanyji in the Kanyara group, and Jiwarli, Thiin and Warriyangka together
with Tharrkari in the Mantharta group.

Austin argues that his earlier

(1981c) classification of Jurruru as a Mantharta language is incorrect and
that the language is properly of the Ngayarda group.

He also notes that

"von Brandenstein 's errors have been reproduced by Wurm and Hattori eds
1982, in their map 20, which appears to be based on the same classification
as that described by Oates" (Austin 1985:6).
O'Grady's (1966) list of Ngayarda morpho-syntactic features provides the
best set of grammatical criteria for a Ngayarda group yet devised.

The

first three features are the result of a syntactic change in a number of
Ngayarda

languages

such

that

an

accusative

case-marking

system

has

developed from a predominantly ergative case-marking system (see Dench
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1982b). This innovation is shared by Panyjima,

Jurruru,

Yinyjiparnti,

Kurrama, Ngarluma, Kariyarra and Martuthunira.
Nyamal does not appear to have a productive voice distinction (though
the data is limited) but shows evidence of a split-ergative case-marking
system dependent on tense and polarity (Klokeid 1978). Additional data is
likely to be crucial in fUrther determining the nature and scope of the
syntactic changes in the Ngayarda group.
Palyku/Nyiyaparli
surprisingly,

fails

retained

as

a
a

number

of

O'Grady's

Ngayarda language in his

tests

but

is,

classification.

Firstly, it lacks a laminal contrast though it does appear to share with
its Ngayarda neighbours a restriction against initial apicals.
it shows no evidence of a voice distinction and
essentially ergative case-marking pattern.
bound pronominal suffixes.

appears

Secondly,

to have an

Thirdly, it makes great use of

Thus despite sharing 79% of basic vocabulary

with Panyjima, Palyku/Nyiyaparli is best considered a member of another
language group.

Von Brandenstein's grouping of this language into the Wati

subgroup is correct.

As for the other languages - Yinhawangka, Nhuwala and

Ngarla - there is not yet enough data to enable confident classification.
I have retained them in the Ngayarda group for the time being.
O'Grady's fourth feature, the shift of a ruture tense verb suffix to
present tense status occurs only in Panyjima, Kurrama and Yinyjiparnti. By_
itself it cannot be used as a defining criterion for the group as a whole
but it is suggestive of a sub-classification of the Ngayarda languages.
More recent descriptions, including the present study, Wordick (1982) for
Yinyjiparnti, and Dench (1981) for Panyjima, allow a more detailed analysis
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of both the internal and external genetic relationships of the Ngayarda
Unfortunately,

languages.

an in-depth historical comparison of these

languages, as important as it is, is a task well beyond the confines of
this thesis.
While initial comparison of Martuthunira with each of its neighbours is
very revealing of possible genetic relationships and of as yet unconsidered
problems in subgrouping the Pilbara languages, detailed comparison is best
left until the various phonological, morphological and syntactic systems of
each language have been described in detail.

This grammar of Martuthunira

will provide a basis for further research in this direction.

For the

purposes of this study, then, I take the Ngayarda group to include Ngarla,
Nyamal, Kariyarra, Ngarluma, Yinyjiparnti, Kurrama, Panyjima, Yinhawangka,
Jurruru,

Nhuwala

and

Martuthunira.

Although

there

is

evidence

that

Yinyjiparnti-Kurrama and Ngarluma-Kariyarra be considered dialect pairs, I
prefer to conform to the local socio-political perception of each as a
separate language.

1.3 Traditional Life

1.3.1 Introduction
Unfortunately

there

is

no

detailed

ethnographic

description

of

the

Martuthunira people, and in the present situation it is very difficult to
arrive at a clear picture of traditional practices.
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The first,

and

effectively

last,

true

ethnographic

Radcliffe-Brown's (1913) paper.

description

appears

in

Here, in addition to an analysis of the

kinship system, he makes a few observations on the organization of local
groups

and

group

totems

Martuthunira resembled

indicating

that,

the Kariyarra in

for

the

most

these respects.

part,
It

is

the
also

possible to glean some additional information from the reports of early
explorers, settlers and from descriptions in traditional texts.

Although a

certain amount of detail of traditional life is remembered by people in the
Pilbara community today, such information must be treated with care.

The

traditional practices of the Martuthunira have been dead for a long time
and

memory

institutions

can
of

be

corrupted

other

by

groups

knowledge
in

the

of
area.

the

surviving

Because

of

social
this,

Radcliffe-Brown's descrip·tion possibly remains the most reliable source.
In this section I give a short sketch of traditional Martuthunira social
organization, economic life, and a few remarks on aesthetic expression
through language.

I have not made a detailed study of any of these aspects

of Martuthunira culture but,

beyond

the sources mentioned,

base this

discussion on an overall impression built up through general discussion
with informants and a number of years of participant observation of
everyday life and ritual in the semi-traditional Pilbara community.
that the reader treat my description with sympathetic skepticism.
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I ask

1.3.2 Social Organization

1.3.2.1 The kinship system
As in all Australian Aboriginal communities the most important aspect of
Martuthunira social organization was

the

system of kinship

ties

that

allowed every person to reckon a relationship to every other person with
whom they would ever have contact.

Rights to language, to the land and its

resources, performing rights to songs and dances, as well as the simplest
of interactions between people were all mediated by the kinship system.
The Martuthunira kinship system is no longer in use and unfortunately
much of the kinship terminology I

was able to collect showed signs of

contamination from the prevailing Panyjima and Yinyjiparnti systems.

For

this reason, Radcliffe-Brown's ( 1913) reported data, gathered from actual
genealogies,

provides

the

basis

for

the

present

analysis.

Radcliffe-Brown's description is generally consistent with my data and in a
number

of

instances

relationships.
different.

helped

jog

Algy

Paterson's

However, the conclusions I

memory

of

terms

and

draw from the data are very

Radcliffe-Brown describes the Martuthunira system as of the

Arunda type, but this has been successfully questioned by Scheffler (1978)
who argues instead that the system is of the Kariera type.

While I accept

this aspect of his analysis, the description offered here differs from
Scheffler's in important ways.
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Table 1.1: Martuthunira Kinship Terminology
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I

....1

I
I

0DD
ngapari

As a Kariera system, the Martuthunira system can be successf'ully described
in terms of just two patrilines (in effect patrimoieties).

Table 1.1

presents the basic Martuthunira kinship terminology for a male ego without
indicating marriage or affinal terminology.

Both Radcliffe-Brown's data

and my own are seriously deficient in terminology reckoned from the point
of view of a female ego.

For this reason the charts present relationships

from the point of view of a male ego only.
Some additional explanatory notes to Table 1.1 are necessary:
1.

The terms for mother's brother's children depend on the sex of ego.
Bgathal is same sex MBC, punkali is opposite sex MBC. Thus for a male

ego MBS is ngathal, for a female ego MBS is punkali.
2.

Terms for grandchildren are also determined by the sex of ego.

For a

male ego, son's children are ma.ya.li while daughter 1 s children are
thami. For a female ego, son's children are ngapari and daughter's

children are kantharri.

3. · The superclass terms in the second ascending and second descending
generations are thand and kantharri with no distinction for sex.

The

terms maya.li and ngapari are used specifically for agnatic kin.
4.

Terminology repeats every four generations.

Thus kin in the third

descending generation are called by the terms used for the first
ascending generation, and kin in the third ascending generation are
called by the terms of the first descending generation.
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1.3.2.2 Alternate generation sets and sections
The terminological equivalence between the second ascending generation
and second descending generation, and a rule of relative age levelling for
kin in the first ascending and first descending generations ( 1 • 3 .2. 3),
clearly points to a system of merged alternate generation sets 1 •
of

ego's

own

generation,

his

grandparents

and

his

All kin

grandchildren' s

generations are in one merged generation set, while all kin in ego's
parents and children's generations are in the other set.

As in many

Australian societies, the alternate generation sets are extremely important
in the organization of ritual in the Pilbara area, so much so that the
division is reified in a number of common Ngayarda grammatical systems (see
Dench 1987).
The crosscutting of the two patrimoieties and the two merged alternate
generation sets defines a system of four named sections.

The Martuthunira

section system is represented in Figure 1.1:
Figure M: Martuthunira Sections
Panaka

Karimarra

I

I
I
I
I
I
I

I
I
I
I

Pal.yarri

Purungu

---- indicates marriage,
vertical lines indicate patrilineal descent,
diagonal lines indicate matrilineal descent.
The same four section system was shared by all groups in this area but the
actual naming of sections differed between groups.

To the south of the

Fortescue River, the Martuthunira, Kurrama and Panyjima shared the system
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as set out in Figure 1.1. The Nyiyaparli and Mardudjarra (Tonkinson 1978),
now mainly at Jigalong,

also shared this pattern of section naming.

However, Radcliffe-Brown (1913) reports a different arrangement of the
section names in Kariyarra and Ngarlwna:
Ngarluma Sections

Figure 1.2

Karimarra

Palyirri

I

I
I
I

I
I
I
I

Purungu

Panak a

Figure 1 .2 can be mapped. onto Figure 1 .1. That is, a person who is Panaka
in Martuthunira will be Palyarri in Ngarluma. In both cases he or she will
marry a person who is Karimarra. The difference between the two systems can
be seen as a simple 'flip-flop' of the section names in one patrimoiety.
The

current

communities

system

(in

of

translation

particular

the

between

Onslow

the

Panyjima

southern

and

the

Yinyjiparnti/Ngarlwna community at Roebourne is somewhat different.

The

Yiny jiparnti arrangement of the section names,

community)

Fortescue

in comparison with the

southern Fortescue arrangement (Figure 1.1), is presented in Figure 1.3.
Figure 1.3

This

system

Yinyjiparnti Sections

Purungu

Panaka

Karimarra

Palyirri

is

identical

I

to

the

Ngarluma

system

Radcliffe-Brown but the section correspondence between
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as

described

by

Panyjima/Kurrama/Martuthunira and Yinyjiparnti is quite different from that
reported between Martuthunira and Ngarluma. I think it is probably wrong to
draw

the

inference

from

these

arrangements

that

the

Ngarluma

and

Yinyjiparnti, who have the same pattern of naming, had a complex rule
allowing translation from one system to another, or that the translation
rule

between

groups

north

and

south

drastically in the last sixty years.

of

the

Fortescue

has

changed

Instead it would seem that different

section naming translation rules applied for different groups, irrespective
of whether those groups shared the same system.

Such a scenario would

presumably reflect differing conventions of exogamous marriage but there is
unfortunately no relevant data for either the historical or contemporary
situation.
The sections are relatively unimportant from a sociological point of
view.

The section system allows the principles of kinship organisation to

be easily stated without reference to complex genealogies but cannot be
seen as a defining principle of the kinship system itself.

Section names

are used in reference and address but there are very few contexts in which
members of one section will operate together by virtue of their shared
section membership.

1.3.2.3 Marriage
Evidence suggests ·that the Martuthunira did not practise the orthodox
Kariera

marriage

between

classificatory

mother's

brother's

children.

Instead it appears, from my data, that the usual marriage was between
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people two generations removed from one another.

Thus by Table 1.1, a man

marries a woman who falls into the class of kin he calls thami, either in
the second ascending or the second descending generations.
A •grandkin• 2 marriage pattern has one extremely important implication
for the reckoning of kin relationships within the Martuthunira system:
every person has (at least) two possible kin relationships relative to any
other person, depending on whether the relationship is reckoned through one
parent or the other.

The apparent indeterminacy in this pattern is checked

by two general rules: firstly, kin relationships may be determined solely
through uterine links; secondly, a rule of relative age levelling allows a
reclassification of any person in the first ascending or first descending
generations depending on their age relative to ego.

That is, a man who is

by genealogy in the first descending generation from ego but who is older
than ego will be reclassified into the first ascending generation, and vice
versa.
Table 1.2 (next page) presents the basic affinal terminology.

In each

case the (consanguineal) class of kin from among whom the particular affine
is chosen is given in parentheses.

The terms ngany.i

and tbal..yu

refer to

prospective mother-in-law and prospective or actual mother-in-law's brother
respectively.

Actual mother-in-law is referred to as nyirti, a term which

can be extended to father-in-law (yaji) and brother-in-law (marryanu).
These terms are reciprocal and so, for example, ngany.i is also used by a
woman to her daughter's prospective husband, and by a man to his sister's
daughter's prospective or actual husband.
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Table 1.2

G+1

~

..

GO

Affinal Kinterms

yaji
WF

0

ego

WMM
tburtu
(pUDkali)
I

I'

--·--

0

G-1

I

~

WM
nganyi

WMB
thal .yu

nyirti

(m.ra)

(kurntal)
I

--'--

6

G-2

W
yaan

( thami)

l

WB

marry.mu
( thami)

There are apparently three contexts in which the term tburtu 'elder
sister'

(or parallel cousin) may be applied to a woman in ego's same

generation

but

opposite

patrimoiety

(classificatory

cross-cousin).

Firstly, the term may be used for ego's own mother's brother's daughter, by
a rule

which treats

actual mother's

brother's

children as

siblings.

Secondly, an older woman whose brothers have all died may be adopted into a
sibling group.

Finally, a pUDkali is made tburtu so as to obtain rights to

her daughter's daughter.

While marriage to a member of the pUDkali class

was permitted in exceptional circumstances, a man would only have ever been
allowed one such marriage in his lifetime.
Marriages were typically arranged before birth.
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Radcliffe-Brown gives

an example:
Let us take the case of a newly married man, whom we may
call A, who has as yet no children. A man C, who is the talyu
[thal.yu] • • • of A, has a daughter born to him, whom we may
call D. It is arranged that this girl D shall be the nganyi •••
of the first son born to A. When A has a son born to him this
son B is told that the woman D is his nganyi, the man C being
his kandari [kantbarri] • The woman D grows up and has a
daughter E, who is by betrothal the wife of B. He keeps his
claim alive by visiting the father of the girl, that is, the
husband of his nganyi, and by making him presents.
• • • The
mother's brother of a girl occupies an important position. If
there are several claimants for his sister's daughter it is
often he who decides which shall be the favoured one. This man
is the talyu of the girl's future husband. If a man wishes to
obtain a girl in marriage he must therefore pay his attentions
not only to the girl's father • • • but also to her mother's
brother.
Radcliffe-Brown (1913:185)
The

relationships

are

shown

in

the

following

diagram

(adapted

from

Radcliffe-Brown 1913:184):

I

I

c ~~o

6=0
I

I

I

I

A

6=0

B

A marriage

6=0D

I
I
I

I
I
I

L. ================= Q E

arrangement

was

o~en

determined

through

a

chain

relationships as Radcliffe-Brown points out:
A man's nganyi, that is the woman to whose daughter he has
the first right, is often the daughter of his own father's own
talyu • • • In other cases a man A and his wife may ask the
woman's father's sister • • • to promise her daughter as the
nganyi of the yet unborn son of A and his wife. • •• Whenever a
man is made nganyi to a woman his mother is at the same time
made nganyi to this woman's son.
That is, there is
exchange of sisters.
Radcliffe-Brown (1913:185)
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of

From this description it follows that a man's nganyi may be either his own
mother's mother's brother's daughter (MMBD) or his own mother's father's
sister's daughter (MFZD), each of which would appear to be in the first
ascending generation and hence their daughters, ego's prospective spouses,
would be in ego's own generation.

However, it must be remembered that the

assumption of a grandkin marriage system with a rule giving precedence to
uterine descent has the effect of shifting every relationship with an
apparent agnatic

link by two generations.

Thus

a mother's mother's

brother's daughter (MMBD) is also a mother's mother's brother's wife's
daughter (MMBWD). Since mother's mother's brother's wife (MMBW) will be in
ego's own generation her daughter, ego's nganyi, will be in the first
descending generation, and ego's wife will be in the second descending
generation.
Finally, it is worth noting that the grandkin marriage rule does not
affect the structure of the section system.

A Panaka man will still marry

a Karimarra woman though not one of his own generation.

Instead he marries

a woman of the same generation as his grandkin.

1.3.2.4 Initiation
Unlike the inland Yinyjiparnti, Kurrama and Panyjima, the coastal tribes Ngarluma, Kariyarra, Martuthunira, and Nhuwala - and the tribes of the
Ashburton Region - Thalanyji and Jiwarli for example - did not practise
initiation by circumcision.

Instead, the initiation of young men involved

the tying of a string or sinew band around the upper arms just above the
bulge of the bicep, and so as to partially sever the muscle.
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The band was

kept in place often for up to a year during which time the youth was kept
in partial seclusion and was forbidden certain foods.
by Radcliffe-Brown for the Kariyarra and

Ngarluma

Although described
(1913:167&174),

and

reported for the southern groups, Algy Paterson maintains that this ritual
initiation was not practised by the Martuthunira.
However,

there

Martuthunira,
eastern

is

clear evidence

from

traditional

texts

that

the

like the Kariyarra and Ngarluma, sent young men to the

Yinyjiparnti

and

Kurrama

tribes

for

circumcision.

The

two

Martuthunira culture heroes travelled up the Fortescue River, were captured
by the Yinyjiparnti culture heroes who initiated them, and were sent back
to the coastal peoples to 'lay out the law'.

The Martuthunira thus looked

to the east for the origin of their law and would have sent young men to
the eastern peoples for their 'higher schooling' in that law.

Whether or

not this practice was restricted to the most eastern of Martuthunira local
groups - that is, to those people who would have had some links through
intermarriage to Yinyjiparnti and Kurrama clans and country known.

The reader is referred to Tonkinson

initiation practices involving circumcision.

is not

(1978) for discussion of

I have recorded a number of

Martuthunira terms for particular relationships established during and
maintained after the process of initiation, although the Martuthunira did
not practise circumcision themselves.
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1.3.2.5 Local Groups
Radcliffe-Brown describes the Martuthunira as living in a number of local
patrilineal groups, or 'clans', each with its own defined territory.

These

groups were not named but could be referred to by citing the names of the
more prominent camping places within the group territory.

Radcliffe-Brown

notes that the local organization of the Martuthunira clan was nin all
respects similar to that of the Kariera [Kariyarra]n (1913:176). Thus his
description of the Kariyarra local group can be included here:
The country of a local group, with all its products, animal
and vegetable, and mineral, belongs to members of the group in
common. Any member has the right to hunt over the country of
his group at all times. He may not, however, hunt over the
country of any other local group without the permission of the
owners. • •• Hunting, or collecting vegetable products on the
country of another local group constitutes an act of trespass
and was in former times liable to be punished by death.
Radcliffe-Brown (1913:146)
In addition it was assumed that hunting success would come only to members
of a local group within their own territory.

For example, a Purungu man

could not guarantee the success of an excursion through country belonging
to a Panaka/Pal.yarri patrilineal clan.
Although the clan organization was patrilocal, a woman retained some
right to the country of her birth and a man often held some rights to the
country of his mother and , often more importantly, his mother's mother.
Radcliffe-Brown notes, however, that such secondary affiliations seemed nto
have meant no more than that a man was sure of a welcome in the country of
his wife or mothern (1913:147).
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Within the group the basic social unit was the family, consisting of a
man and his wife, or wives, and their children.

Usually such family groups

moved from one campsite to another, both within a man's country and that of
his wives, without reference to other families within the local group.
However at times of ceremony, or when a particular food source became
plentiful in the country of one group, a number of families would meet and
camp together, often for some weeks.
In the camp each family had its own hut or shelter with its
own fire. The family had its own food supply which was cooked
and consumed by the family. • •• A native camp is composed of
two parts, the married peoples camp and the bachelors' camp.
The latter contains all unmarried men, including widowers;
unmarried women and widows live with one or other of the
families of the married people. If a visitor comes to the camp
and brings his wife with him, he puts his fire and shelter near
the married people, on the same side as his own country lies.
If he is unmarried, or if he has not brought his wife with him,
he goes to the bachelors' camp.
Radcliffe-Brown (1913:147)

1.3.2.6 Local Group Totems
Each local clan group had associated with it a number of •totems' to which
all members of the group shared the same responsibilities.

For each clan

totem there was a totemic centre or ceremonial ground, called thalu, within
the clan territory.

Ceremonies held at the totemic site served to increase

the supply of a particular animal or food resource, bring rain or wind or
the tide, or affect some human condition such as fertility or sanity.

The

word thalu is also used to refer to places characterized by an abundance of
some resource, such as stone suitable for knives.
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Radcliffe-Brown lists the totems for a number of Martuthunira local
groups.

For example, the totems of a Panaka/Pal.yarri clan centred on

Janyjarra pool on the Fortescue River, included the following:

insanity, craziness
possum
carpet python
edible gum of kanyji bush
type of wild bean
common fly
bardi grub

wanta
walulpari
1mlyaru
kartangu
valyuru

varrari
jarnungu

Radcliffe-Brown points out that there is no prohibition on a man eating one
of his clan totems.

1.3.3 Language Use and Social Organization
Like other Australian groups the Martuthunira observed strict rules
according

respect

to

certain

in-laws

and

people

bearing

relationships through the processes of male initiation.

particular

In particular, a

man was expected to avoid all contact with his mother-in-law and with the
man responsible for his circumcision, his nhaankurti or mangkalyi. 3 . Beyond
this,

a certain degree of respectful avoidance was accorded to other

affines, especially father-in-law, and by members of an initiate's family
to members of the wangkalyi' s family.
permitted

at

all,

usually

involved

Speaking to these people, where
the

use

of

a

special

avoidance

vocabulary called Kurntangka.
The avoidance style, called either Kurntaka or Paatbllpattm in other
groups, was common to all the Ngayarda languages.
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Von Brandenstein (1982)

notes that much of the avoidance vocabulary was shared by the different
Pilbara

languages

demonstrative

and

class.

particular language

was
My

most
own

highly

elaborated

observations

the avoidance style

bear

in

this

involved

the

the
out.

verb

and

In

each

use of special

vocabulary, some from the common stock and some language specific, but with
the morphology and syntax of the everyday language.

Avoidance styles of

this type have been called 'mother-in-law' languages or styles (for example
Dixon (1972), and see Haviland (1979)), but this label is inappropriate in
the Pilbara where the use of the style for
least as prevalent.

1

mangkalyi avoidance' was at

I was able to record some Martuthunira Kurntangka but

not enough to be able to make valid generalizations about the semantic
structure of the avoidance vocabulary.
While affinal and 'mangkalyi' relationships demand a degree of respect
and avoidance involving a special vocabulary, different degrees of relative
restraint and familiarity were appropriate to all kin.

As a general rule,

relationships between members of the same merged alternate generation set
were characteristically symmetrical, -

what I

could do/say to/with my

'brother' he could do/say to/with me - while those across generation sets
were asymmetrical

(Dench 1987, Tonkinson 1978).

Of course the actual

behaviour appropriate between particular kin was more particular.

For

example, between father's father and father's son existed a relationship of
easy familiarity extending to obscene sexual joking and horseplay.

Between

classificatory brothers a similar relationship existed although between
actual brothers there was greater restraint.

These various relationships

demanded different ways of speaking; topics which could be discussed and
those that were proscribed, words that could be used and those that could
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not, and forms of address that were either too familiar or too formal for
use with particular kin.
These rules of behaviour, and to some extent the styles of speaking
appropriate to them, are still observed by some members of the Pilbara
community.

For example, for two months during my last field trip (May -

July 1985) , Algy Paterson, his wife Mabel and I, were joined by Mabel's
widowed sister-in-law as we travelled from camp to camp on the upper Robe
River reaping the benefits of a bumper honey season.

Algy had initiated

one of Mabel's sister-in-law's sons two years before and during the time we
were all together never once spoke to her, ate with her, touched her
belongings except by accident, or stood or sat near her without some person
or object between them.

For two weeks we were joined by a seven year old

girl who, being Algy's great-granddaughter and thus in the same class as
his

father's

sister,

was

potential mother-in-law.

treated

with the respect

appropriate

to

a

As my father, a relationship demanding a certain

degree of respect and formality,

Algy was never particularly keen to

provide an insight into Martuthunira verbal abuse and obscenity, but always
used the excuse that other members of the camp, none of whom know the
language and who were usually out of earshot, would be offended.

1.3.4 Economic Life
The Martuthunira people were lucky to live in a rich and diversified
country.

Their territory, extending from the coast to the foothills of the

Hamersley range, gave them access to the flora and fauna of a wide variety
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of

habitats.

Life

in

this

region

was

not

harsh.

The

different

environments and ecosystems meant that by taking advantage of seasonal
abundances in particular resources the Martuthunira were able to live
comfortably and

relatively peacefully.

The

few needs

that were not

fulfilled by the resources of their own country were obtained by trade with
neighbouring groups.
In the warm and shallow waters

among

the

islands

of the Dampier

Archipelago and the Mary Anne Group, and in the mangrove estuaries of the
mainland, the Martuthunira fished with spears and lines, and hunted dugong
and turtle.

The turtle hunter would leave his log raft and swim onto the

back of the turtle, turning it over and stabbing it in the throat with a
poisoned wooden spike.

Dugong were herded up a mangrove creek and, on

their return, were ensnared by a loop of spinifex rope positioned by men on
either bank of the creek.

One man would be towed behind the dugong as it

made its way to the open sea, and there would climb on its back, stick it
with a poisoned spike, and then paddle the dead animal, like a log raft,
back to the beach.

Shellfish were collected from the beds of the muddy

estuaries and King ( 1827) reports that the mouths of many of the creeks
were planted with fish weirs.

On the sandy beaches of the islands the

Martuthunira dug for turtle eggs and collected the eggs of seabirds from
the many rookeries.

Water was obtained from soakages in the sandhills

behind the beaches and from rock pools further inland.
Unfortunately I was unable to collect much information on the life and
language of the sea-going Martuthunira. Algy Paterson grew up with an
inland group

on the borders of Kurrama country and

firsthand experience of the coastal people's way of life.
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has very little
He knows little

in the way of vocabulary for different species of fish or of the various
hunting and trapping methods employed by hunters.
On

the

mainland,

resources.

the

Martuthunira

exploited

quite

different

food

The two major rivers , the Robe and Fortescue, hold permanent

water in numerous deep and clear pools and these are well stocked with fish
which were 'poisoned' or were herded into nets by teams of people clapping
rocks together as they swam the length of a pool underwater.

The riverbeds

were also home to many edible birds and animals and provided a cool and
shady watering place for the animals of the open plains or rocky ironstone
hills and tablelands.

Emu, wild turkey and kangaroo were hunted on the

grass plains of the coastal hinterland, and euroes, wallabies, goanna and
echidna in the ranges and valleys f'urther inland.
Usef'ul and edible plants were abundant 4 •

The women collected mangrove

nuts in the coastal creeks, the nuts of rushes in the river pools, and wild
beans and various seeds were collected in the grasslands and ground to
flour.

The wooded sandy banks of the many inland perennial creeks yielded

underground tubers and species of succulent vines bearing fruits and
berries.

Honey, lerps, edible grubs and medicinal vegetable gums were

collected from different species of trees in the river beds and wooded
flatlands of Jimawurrada Creek. Rope and string were made from the beaten
leaves of one species of spinifex (virpinykura) and the resin of another
species Cai.ma), once collected and built into nests by a type of ant, was
then

gathered

and

refined

for

use

in

the

manufacture

of

various

implements.
Although they were hunter-gatherers, the Martuthunira made some attempts
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to influence the productivity of their land.

For example, hunters stripped

the limbs from saplings or thinned stands of particular species of bush to
ensure straight wood for spears and other implements in fUture years.
Areas of spinifex sandplain were fired at different times of the year to
promote the growth of different plants.
were destined for human consumption.

Not all the plants so encouraged
The Martuthunira made sure that

plants forming a basic food source for particular animals were in plentifUl
supply so as to ensure numbers in a coming season.
The

Martuthunira

hunter-gatherers

with

all-purpose implements.

toolkit
maximum

resembled
efficiency

that
being

of

many

gained

Australian
from

a

few

Long spears with fire-hardened heads were launched

from spearthrowers that doubled as musical instruments.

Fishing spears had

barbed heads, like the shorter hand-held punishment spears.

A number of

types of throwing stick were employed, including a returning boomerang
which was used to kill flying birds as well as in fighting and as a musical
instrument.

Traditional stories recount the innovation of the returning

boomerang and suggest the introduction of the hafted stone axe.

Knives

were chipped and pressure flaked from quartz and chert, and the usual red,
white and yellow ochres, together with ash and charcoal were used for the
decoration of the body and various implements.
Women used digging sticks which doubled as fighting staves, winnowing
dishes and grindstones, which generally remained at often visited camping
spots.

The older men and women wove spinifex rope which was knotted into

nets used to trap birds and fish.

Baler and conch shells were collected on

the seashore and used as cooking utensils and water carriers.
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I was unable to get a description of how the Martuthunira travelled
between the mainland and the offshore islands but luckily King (1827) gives
a detailed account and description of a log raft.
It appears that the only vehicle, by which these savages
transport their families and chat tals across the water, is a
log of wood; that which we had brought alongside with our
captive friend was made of the stem of a mangrove tree; but it
was not long enough for the purpose, two or three short logs
were neatly and even curiously joined together end to end, and
so formed one piece that was sufficient to carry and buoyant
enough to support the weight of two people. The end is rudely
ornamented, and is attached to the extremity by the same
contrivance as the joints of the main stem, only that the two
are not brought close together. The joint is contrived by
driving three pegs into the end of the log, and by bending
them, they are made to enter opposite holes in the part that is
to be joined on; and as the pegs cross and bend against each
other, they form a sort of elastic connexion, which strongly
retains the two together. When it is used, they sit astride
and move it along by paddling with their hands, keeping their
feet upon the end of the log, by which they probably guide its
course. Such are the shifts to which the absence of larger
timber has reduced these simple savages: they shew that man is
naturally a navigating animal; and this floating log, which may
be called a marine-velocipede, is, I should suppose, the
extreme case of the poverty of savage boat-building all round
the world.
King (1827:43-44)

1.3.5 Trade
Traditional narratives give clear descriptions of a trade route established
between the Martuthunira and their southern neighbours.

For example, The

story of which the text presented in Appendix B is part tells how chips of
snakewood, a very important source of wood for boomerangs, were thrown to
the south by a 'devil'. As a result, no good trees grow in Martuthunira
country and the Martuthunira were forced to look to the southern peoples
for a source of snakewood boomerangs.

In the terms of the story, the

southerners knew that the trees originated in the north and so were in
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effect

sending

the

manufactured

implements

Martuthunira gave them hair-string belts.

home.

In

return,

the

Although I have no information

suggesting other well established trade routes, the Martuthunira probably
sent such items as baler shells and pearlshell ornaments inland up the
Fortescue River.
But manufactured goods and raw materials were not the only things that
were actively sought from neighbouring groups.

I have recorded stories in

Kurrama telling of families travelling many miles into foreign territory to
attend the opening of new songs and dances (see 1 • 3. 6 below).

And, as

noted above, young Martuthunira men were sent inland to the Yinyjiparnti
and Kurrama for initiation.

It is possible that some of these men then

travelled even further to the east (the Panyjima travelled well into the
Western Desert) and brought back with them new ideas and new law.

1.3.6 Art and Language
It is not possible to say very much about the artistic life of the
Martuthunira as much of this knowledge has been lost.

There is no rock or

bark painting in the area and local people report that the numerous rock
carvings were 'laid out by the gods' rather than being the work of their
forbears.

Very few of the traditional Martuthunira body painting designs

are remembered and such knowledge may, once again, be corrupted by the
influence of the prevailing eastern cultures.
decoration

of

wooden

implements,

mainly

For the most part,

spearthrowers

and

the

shields,

resembles that of their neighbours and depicts, in stylistic form, maps of
the main watercourses within a man's own country (see von Brandenstein
1972).
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Musical forms

and

neighbouring tribes.

dance

styles

also

appear

to

resemble

those of

Together with any memory of male initiation, any

knowledge of the songs and dances accompanying ritual has been lost.

I was

only able to collect a few secular songs and have yet to analyse the
language of these in detail.

There were essentially two song types:

jalurra and tbavi. Jalurra properly refers to the combination of a song and

dance sequence performed by a group of singers and dancers and accompanied
by clapping boomerangs (by the men) and the beating of skins stretched over
the thighs (by the women).

Tbavi songs, referred to in the literature as

J!E.!., are solo performances sung to the accompaniment of a wooden or bone
Dhirrimpa rasped against notches carved in the back of a spearthrower,
mirru.

Neither jalurra nor tbavi songs were consciously composed but were
'dreamed'. A particular person (usually a man) may receive the gift of a
jalurra, melody, words and choreography, from a spirit in a dream, often

over successive nights.

The more personal tbavi songs recount the exploits

of the dream traveller and his impressions of particular places and objects
as seen through the dream state.

While the text of a jalurra usually

consists of just one or two couplets, the text of a tbavi song is longer
and may incorporate a number of verses.

A set of tbavi songs may recount a

sequence of journeys taken by the spirit songman over successive nights.
Although secular songs became public knowledge, the 'composer' retained
special rights and obligations of ownership.

The first performance of a

new song, especially a jalurra was conducted with some celebration and
families would be invited to attend and lend their young men to help
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stage-manage the dances.

The songman had an obligation to 'open' the song

in his own country, to fail to do so was considered a gross insult to his
family and would ensure a continuing quarrel.
like

his

name,

became

proscribed

for

a

On a man's death his songs,
time.

Eventually,

after

a

sufficient period of mourning had been observed , the family of the man,
usually a brother or sister, would announce that the song was to be once
again opened to the public.

At the opening ceremony the sister or brother

who had inherited rights to the song would start to sing as others wailed
in mourning for the deceased.

The song could then be freely performed by

anyone until the current custodian died.
The ceremonial reintroduction of a song has not been practised for a
long time and as a result many songs remain locked away in the memories of
old men and women.

While small groups may sing these to one another, far

away from any close family of the deceased custodian, they are often
reluctant to have their performances taped or discussed with other members
of the community.

The irony is that in many cases the current custodians

of 'closed' songs do not actually know the songs or have any knowledge of
the need for their consent in opening them.

To make them aware of the

problem would offend propriety as much as the actual performance of the
song itself.
The appended texts include an example of a

half-sung,

half-chanted

mourning recitative, delivered as a daily eulogy to a dead brother by an
old woman on Mardie Station, remembered from Algy Paterson's childhood
(Text C. 6). The woman, the last in her family, mourns the loss of her
relative and heaps obscenities on the man whom she holds responsible for
killing him with sorcery.

Although perfectly serious in its delivery,
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people fought to contain their mirth at the extremely humorous images
conjured by the embittered old lady.
of

an

abusive

obscenities.

harangue

filled

The text presents a very good example

with

personal

criticism and

directed

The ability to produce such abusive outbursts with the

required stylistic flair was highly valued by the Martuthunira.
On the basis of the data it is very difficult to say very much about the
aesthetics of narrative text style and how it differs from the everyday
style of spoken Martuthunira. Algy Paterson's particular style and ability
as a storyteller, in English, Kurrama and Yinyjiparnti, is valued and
respected by all who know him.

His Martuthunira stories are delivered with

the same panache but unfortunately there is now no-one who can properly
appreciate them.
Halliday ( 1985) argues that in the analysis of text there are two
possible goals to aim at.

The first is an understanding of the text, which

can be achieved through linguistic analysis providing that a reasonably
good grammar of the language is available.
The higher level of achievement is a contribution to the
evaluation of the text: the linguistic analysis may enable one
to say why the text is, or is not, an effective text for its
own purposes - in what respects it succeeds and in what
respects it fails, or is less successf'ul. This goal is very
much harder to attain. It assumes an interpretation not only
of the environment of the text, its 'context of situation' and
'context of culture', but also of how the linguistic features
of a text relate systematically to the features of its
environment, including the intentions of those involved in its
production.
Halliday (1985:xv-xvi)
While this grammar of Martuthunira allows the interpretation of the literal
meaning of narrative texts and, to a lesser extent, the texts of songs, I
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fear that a full understanding and evaluation will never be possible.

Too

much of the cultural context which gives them their deeper meaning has been
irretrievably lost.

1.4 Post-Contact History

The post-contact history of the Martuthunira is one that has led to their
almost complete extinction in little more than a hundred years.

Their

decline is part of a general pattern which has seen the people of the
coastal Pilbara and Ashburton River districts almost completely wiped out
while inland groups such as the Panyjima and Yinyjiparnti continue to boast
thriving communities.

The demise of the coastal groups can be attributed

firstly to introduced disease, and secondly to a general despair following
the complete breakdown of social structure following European settlement.
The first European contacts with the Aboriginal people of the northwest
region of Western Australia were most likely the brief encounters reported
by early maritime explorers.

King ( 1827) describes at length a meeting

with

people,

a

group

of Aboriginal

probably either Martuthunira or

Yapurarra, in the islands of the Dampier Archipelago in February 1818:
As we advanced, three natives were seen in the water,
apparently wading from an island in the centre of the strait
towards Lewis island: the course was immediately altered to
intercept them, but as we approached, it was discovered that
each native was seated on a log of wood, which he propelled
through the water by paddling with his hands. • •• On the boat
coming up with the nearest Indian, he left his log and, diving
under the boat's bottom, swam astern; this he did whenever the
boat approached him, and it was four or five minutes before he
was caught, which was at last effected by seizing him by the
hair, in the act of diving, and dragging him into the boat,
against which he resisted stoutly, and, even when taken, it
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required two men to hold him to prevent his escape. During the
interval of heaving to and bringing him aboard, the cutter was
anchored near the central island, where a tribe of natives were
collected, consisting of about forty persons, of whom the
greater number were women and children.
King (1827:38-39)
King goes on to report what may be the first words of Martuthunira, or of
Ngarluma, ever to be recorded on paper.

Unfortunately, I cannot interpret

them.
He was then taken to the side of the vessel from which his
companions were visible, when he immediately exclaimed, with
much earnestness, and in a loud voice, ncoma negra, n and
repeated the words several times.
King (1827:40)
The captive was freed soon afterward and the next day, February 27, 1818,
King attempted contact with the main group.
Upon the boat's touching the beach, I landed, and taking
Boongaree [a Sydney Aborigine] with me divested of his clothes,
walked towards the natives, who were standing together, a
little in the rear of one, who was probably their chief. The
whole party were trembling with fear, and appeared quite
palsied as we approached and took the chief by the hand. A
little coaxing, and the investiture of a red cap upon the
chief's head, gradually repossessed them of their senses, and
we were soon gabbling each in our own language, and therefore
mutually unintelligible.
• •• The chief
ridiculed our
repugnance to partake of a piece of the raw gut of a turtle
which he offered to us, and to expose our folly, ate a piece,
which he appeared to think a dainty, although it was quite
fetid from putrefaction. our attempts to collect a vocabulary
of their language were quite unsuccessfUl.
An axe, some
chisels, and other tools were given to them, but they expressed
no pleasure in receiving the presents, or astonishment at their
effect. • •• We now took leave of these friendly Indians, and
went through the ceremony of shaking each other by the hand, a
mode of taking leave they appeared perfectly to understand.
King (1827:46-47)
In the early 1860s the region was opened to European settlement and it

is from this time that we can date the beginning of the decline of the
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Martuthunira and their neighbours.

While it is possible and even likely

that actual contact with the settlers was preceded by contact with their
diseases,

it is difficult

to provide evidence of this 5 •

The first

important contacts were with pastoralists who moved their sheep and cattle
into the newly opened grazing lands of the coastal plain.

The squatters

commandeered waterholes and were intent upon protecting their livestock
from local Aborigines who were quite indiscriminate in their hunting.
Crowley (1960) briefly describes this early period:
The north-west was the first region in the colony in which
the settlers had to face more than inconvenient opposition from
the aboriginal people who were being dispossessed of their
lands
for a number of years the pastoralists felt
particularly unsafe. They were outnumbered by the aborigines,
they were separated from one another often by as much as fifty
or a hundred miles, and the hardy north-west natives stole
their stock and speared their shepherds and stockmen almost
with impunity. Reprisals on both sides led to much brutality,
and it was not for thirty years or more that the whole region
within some two hundred miles of the coastline had been
occupied and the surviving natives absorbed into the pastoral
industry.
Crowley (1960:48)
Despite these early conflicts the transition from the traditional life of
the hunter-gatherer to the station life of stockman, kitchenhand and maid,
working for rations of flour, sugar and tobacco, blankets and clothing, is
remembered as being relatively peaceful.

Men and women who grew up in the

station camps remember those days with nostalgia and affection.

Although

many of their parents' traditional practices were lost by then,

they

remember that they were free to sing their own songs and speak their own
languages and spent long months in the summer off-season, when it was too
hot to work cattle and sheep, in 'holiday camps' living off the land,
enjoying dance meetings and organizing ritual initiation ceremonies.
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Nancy

Withnell Taylor (1980) in Yeera-Muk-A-Doo, a history of pioneering families
in the Roebourne area says of the station people,
At the time they appeared happy and contented and the
squatter liked to think they were for after . all, he did what
was expected of him and treated many as his faithful friends.
But they were a depressed society, especially the old people
who jealously guarded their sacred beliefs and ceremonies, and
saw what was happening to them.
Taylor (1980:82)
Of course not all pastoral managers were entirely benign.

Taylor also

points out that,
Unfortunately there were the unscrupulous settlers and it is
recorded that they treated the Aborigines cruelly and harshly;
they considered them lazy and dishonest, scoffed at their
tribal habits, interfered with their women and 'developed a
custom of periodically teaching the niggers a lesson with boot,
stock-whip and bullet ••• '
Taylor (1980:81)
The quote is taken from Crowley (1960:48).
Although the move from hunting and gathering to life on the stations
resulted in many irrevocable changes in the life of the Aboriginal people
in the northwest,

station life was reasonably comfortable and was not

solely to blame for the rapid decline of the coastal populations.

Instead

it was the pearling industry, established in 1867, which wreaked total
havoc.

Young Aboriginal men and women were in great demand as divers and

in the lay-up season, pearlers "went nigger hunting as it became known,
riding about the countryside recruiting Aborigines for labour"
1980:115). Divers were

o~en

(Taylor

kidnapped and were taken many miles from their

homes with little chance of maintaining contact with their own people.
This practice drastically affected the whole fabric of Aboriginal society.
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Marriages and relationships among participants in the process of male
initiation were typically established at birth and these vitally important
social systems broke down with the departure of so many young men and
women.

The burgeoning pearling industry also saw the outbreak of smallpox

in 1886. Taylor writes,
Hundreds of Aborigines died. Bodies could be found in the
mangroves and throughout the country for many months.
The
wailing and howling of the Aborigines around Roebourne at night
was eerie. There was no vaccine and no known cure.
Taylor {1980:115-116)
Radcliffe Brown (1913) reported on the conditions and numbers of the
Kariyarra, Ngarluma and Martuthunira in 1910-11. Be estimates the number of
surviving

Kariyarra

at

between

numbering not more than sixty.

eighty

and

ninety

with

the

Ngarluma

Be makes reference to the 1866 smallpox

epidemic and also mentions an outbreak of measles soon afterwards that
caused

a

f'urther

decrease

in

the

Ngarluma

population.

As

for

the

Martuthunira:
Their numbers have decreased greatly during the last fifty
years, and there are probably not a hundred members .of the
tribe now alive.
Radcliffe-Brown (1913:176)
Around the turn of the century the prevalence of venereal disease,
certainly a problem in the northwest since the advent of the pearling
industry, became of serious concern to the authorities.
reports:
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Biskup (1973:112)

[I Jn 1905 the Principal Medical Officer made a plea for a
strict application of the Contagious Diseases Act to northern
areas. Two years later the incidence of the disease reached
alarming proportions - up to 15 per cent in certain districts.
Biskup (1973:112)
It was decided that two

'lock hospitals' be established on Bernier and

Dorre islands west of Carnarvon and these were opened in October 1908.
The usual method of collecting prospective patients was to
send a police party into an area, catch as many aborigines as
appeared afflicted with the disease, put them into chains and
take them to Carnarvon for transhipment, • • • The death-rate
among the patients was so high that in 191 O the hospital
superintendent felt justified in ordering a bone-crusher, in
order to •utilize all organic matter for the object of
improving the nutritive value of the soil•.
Biskup (1973:112-3)
The breakthrough in controlling the disease did not take place until the
eve of the war.

After the treatment of some 800 patients in all, the

hospitals were closed in 1919 and the remaining patients were transferred
to Port Hedland.
As well as the immediate deaths, widespread venereal disease probably
reduced the fertility rates of Aboriginal populations quite substantially.
It is certainly the case that the birth rate in the north of the state was
very low in the early part of this century.
During the twenties and early thirties, for instance,
children under fourteen accounted for about one-third of the
total population of the northwest, and only for about one-tenth
in the Kimberleys.
Biskup 1973:97)
Many factors contribute to the decline in birth rates and it would be
simplistic to assume

that

venereal disease
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was

the main determinant.

Perhaps as important was a general lack of willingness to carry on.

After

only sixty years of disease and conflict with an invader, their society in
complete disarray, their population dwindling, people who had the closest
contact with Europeans, such as the Martuthunira, simply gave up.

Algy

Paterson does not remember any particular disease among the Martuthunira
and gives an explanation for their rapid decline more in keeping with this
general idea.

He remembers from his childhood that few people lived past

the age of thirty; that seemingly strong men and women would succumb to the
slightest chill or fever and would die within days.

It was as if they had

lost the will to live.

1.5 Language Teachers

There are only three remaining speakers .of Martuthunira, although a handful
of other people in Onslow and Roebourne have some very limited knowledge of
the language (amounting to a basic vocabulary and a few well worn everyday
phrases).

The bulk of the material on which this thesis is based was

collected with the assistance of Algy Paterson who learnt the language from
his mother and mother's mother.

Brothers Mipin Lou and Alfred Boona are

Purduna men who learnt Martuthunira as children living on Mardie Station.
Although I was able to do some work with Mipin, his encroaching deafness
made it very difficult to do much more than simple vocabulary checking.
Also, circumstances made it difficult for me to work with Alfred Boona.
I was not able to extensively check Algy Paterson's Martuthunira with
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the other two speakers but it became clear that his basic knowledge of the
language,

intuitions

concerning grammaticality and awareness

of where

Martuthunira ended and some other language began, were in each case more
reliable than theirs.

Of course working mainly with just one speaker of a

language raises a number of important methodological issues and affects the
claims that can be made on the basis of the data.
discussed in section 1.6.2 below.

These points are

I hesitate to cast Algy Paterson as 'the

informant' since his role in the study has been much more that of an active
collaborator.

Instead I will refer to him, throughout the thesis, by

name.
Algy's unsurpassed knowledge of the customs of his people is partly due
to

a

childhood

very

different

from

that

of his

peers.

While

his

contemporaries were growing up in the permanent camps established on
pastoral stations, he was following an almost traditional nomadic existence
living with his grandparents in the hills above the more established
stations.

Because his natural father was a European, Algy fell under the

terms of the Aborigines Act of 1905 which gave the Chief Protector the
power to fulfil his stated intention to take part-aboriginal children away
from their mothers and have them placed in institutions.
Where there are no evil influences these half-castes can be
made into good useful workmen and workwomen
But
unfortunately they are more often found in communities whose
influence is laziness and vice; and I think it is our duty not
to allow these children, whose blood is half British, to grow
up as vagrants and outcasts, as their mothers now are.
Annual Report of the W.A. Aborigines Department (1901:3)
quoted in Biskup (1973:142)
When Daisy Bates left to accompany Radcliffe-Brown on his ethnological
expedition to the northwest, at the time Algy was a young child, she was
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given the following instructions by the Chief Protector:
I am extremely anxious to clear the Native camps of
half-caste children and I trust you will be able to do some
very good work in this direction. Half-caste children removed
from Native camps should be immediately placed in the charge of
the nearest police, or, where there are no police some
responsible Government official.
notes of Colonial Secretary's Office 1023/10
quoted in Dagmar (1978:53)
For fear of him being stolen away by the constables, Algy was hidden in
the bush with his grandparents, travelling with them as they moved from one
campsite to another, living off the land rather than off station rations of
meat, flour and sugar, and learning the stories and skills of the old
people.

From the only father he ever knew he learned the language and

culture of the Kurrama people.

Finally, when he was five years old a

sympathetic station manager eventually woke up to the fact that a small boy
was being kept away from the settlement and promised to protect him from
the Act. Nevertheless, although he then began proudly to wear trousers and
learn the skills and way of life of a stockman, his parents' lack of
complete trust kept him in the bush.

He did not learn any English until he

was fifteen.

Since then he has worked as a stockman and dingo trapper on pastoral
stations mainly in his own Martuthunira and Kurrama country.

He has helped

develop and maintain the stations of the area while owners and managers
have come and gone, and still points proudly to the windmills, watertanks
and miles and miles of fence line he has built.

Today he is retired and

lives at old Warramboo homestead on Yarraloola station, having worked for
three generations of the Paterson family.
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But Algy's skills and knowledge come to no person simply through the
accident of an advantageous childhood.

While he has always accepted that

life for his people must change, he refuses to allow his received knowledge
to fade from memory and .from public awareness,

believing that

it is

relevant not only to the Aboriginal people living on the pastoral stations
and in the towns of the Pilbara today, but also to the white community.
He, rather than any visiting linguist, decided that his language should be
preserved in written form for future generations and so sought out someone
who

could

record

it.

In

the

same

spirit

he

spends

days

recording

Martuthunira songs on cassette tape so that he can dance to the recordings
at the all too infrequent dance meetings held for primary school children
at weekend bush camps.

No one else knows the dances or the songs that

accompany them.
My collaboration with Algy Paterson began in January 1980 when he asked
to be introduced to me at an initiation meeting on the Cane River near
Onslow. At the time I was learning Pany jima and Algy asked me to find the
time to record Martuthunira. He saw himself as the last fully competent
speaker of his mother's language and was keen to pass on that knowledge.
Two months later he made the hundred mile journey into Onslow and we made
our first recordings.

Since then I have made a number of trips to the

Pilbara and have lived with Algy and his wife at Warramboo homestead and
travelled with them throughout Martuthunira country.

our collaboration

goes far beyond the material that forms the basis for this thesis.

I have

been lucky enough to learn something of Martuthunira bushcraft and music,
and have learnt much of the rules by which Aboriginal people in the Pilbara
still interact and organize their lives.
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Having decided that I

have

achieved a reasonable grasp of Martuthunira, Algy has started to devise
Kurrama language lessons and has begun to send me these on cassette tape.

1.6 The Data

1.6.1 Discussion
In this section I wish to describe in general terms the data on which this
grammar of Martuthunira is based.

Over recent years the number and depth

of grammatical descriptions of Australian languages has been rapidly
increasing.

To some extent these grammars have come to look very similar,

loosely following a pattern of exposition reified in the three volumes of
The Handbook of Australian Languages (Dixon & Blake eds, 1979, 1981, 1983)
and, because of the theoretical interests of the field, weighting the
discussion of certain aspects of grammatical structure over others.

Beyond

the obvious danger that too strict an adherence to a model can lead to
languages coming to resemble 'clones• of one another, this approach ignores
the very great differences between language situations.

For example, the

third volume of The Handbook includes a grammar of Djapu (Morphy 1983), a
member of the Yolngu language group numbering 3, 000 speakers, and Uradhi
(Crowley 1983) described by the author as having probably less than a dozen
speakers in 1973. Although the editors point out that Yolngu is a viable
language while the other languages described in the volume are moribund,
the descriptions differ very little except in the confidence with which the
author of each is able to make categorical statements about grammaticality
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imd acceptability.

One of the aims of The Handbook is to foster detailed

comparison of languages.

However, the nature of the data on which each

description is based must,

of necessity,

be very different

and

any

'

comparison must take this into account.

1.6.2 Working with a single informant
As noted in section 1.5, the bulk of the data forming the basis of this
study was collected with the help of one speaker.

Obviously there are very

definite limitations to an analysis based on the speech of just one
person.

Most importantly, there is no way of knowing whether a particular

phenomenon is a general rule of the language or a rather idiosyncratic
quirk of the speaker's.
speakers

and

be

Ideally, the linguist should work with a number of

constantly checking

collected

data

against

directly

observed usage, but this is not always possible.
In the case of Martuthunira I was able to check some lexical material
and

the basic patterns of nominal and

verbal morphology with other

speakers, but beyond this their fluency was limited and I have had to trust
that Algy Paterson is producing correct Martuthunira. There is no doubt
that the Martutbunira data I have collected from him over some five years
is internally consistent.

Although there are some early irregularities in

the data, as much due to the inexperience of the linguist as to the
inexperience of the language teacher, later data is remarkably free of
error.

Nevertheless,

the

fact

still

remains

that

Algy is

producing Martuthunira in his own idiosyncratic style.
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probably

He is widely

regatded as a inaster story-teller in a number of languages and clearly has
his own way of presenting a narrative.

The frequency in text of certain

constructions, and of certain clitics and particles, is a function of his
personal style as much as it is a part of the grammatical system of the
language.

I can do little more than point this out.

With only one speaker

giving texts it is impossible to separate individual style from normative
grammatical style.

1.6.3 Is Martuthunira a dying language?
It must be said that Martuthunira will soon be a dead language, in all
senses of the term.

It will not be remembered in any detail by any

speakers and very few words, if any, will be remembered as words of
Martuthunira (with the possible exception of place names).

That these

remembered words are Martuthunira rather than, say, Panyjima, Kurrama or
Iinyjiparnti, will mean nothing to the community of speakers.

At present

there is no group of young people for whom their Martuthunira origins are
important and for whom marking those origins with the use of Martuthunira
words is anything but meaningless.
But saying that Martuthunira will soon be a dead language does not mean
that it is at present dying; at least not in the sense that the phrase
'language death' normally implies.

There is no analogical simplification

of paradigms or massive syntactic interference from other languages.

The

language is not dying, its speakers are; those that remain appear still to
speak the standard language.

But as well as Martuthunira is understood and
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spoken by the few remaining speakers, it serves almost no communicative
function in the modern Pilbara community.

The only reliable data that can

be obtained comes from text and elicitation and while this data base is
enough for the discovery of normative rules of grammar it does not allow an
investigation of rules of language use.

Most information on language use

is gained from the reports of the few remaining speakers and, since they
have little opportunity to demonstrate that usage, must be assumed to be an
idealisation.
Although Martuthunira is not a dying language in the sense that there is
no drastic erosion of the morpho-syntactic systems, Al.gy's Martuthunira is
affected by the lack of constant use; he is losing his lexical fluency.

In

a situation in which a language is not used and the words for things and
actions are rarely heard, speakers can simply forget them.

As a result,

the incidence of borrowing increases and speakers may rely more heavily on
periphrastic

constructions,

forgotten lexemes.

allowing

the

grammar

to

do

the

work

of

Algy made no secret of the fact that he disliked

lexical elicitation sessions; they depressed him and usually ended with him
berating himself for forgetting a Martuthunira word which he felt he should
have known.

In checking texts or lists of previously collected lexical

items Al.gy often recognised and replaced Kurrama or Thalany ji words.

I

believe that some of this correction was unwarranted and have often not
made the corrections in reproducing the texts.

From experience of other

languages in the area I suspect that words from other languages form a
stock of useful synonyms, in this essentially multilingual community, which
can be called upon to enhance the style of a text or song.
Nevertheless, actual borrowings and adaptations of borrowed words do
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occur and mli'st be recognised.

In one particularly interesting case, Algy

borrowed a common Pilbara word for 'wild onion', ngal.yu, restructuring it
to conform to Martuthunira phonological history.

Checking with other

speakers reminded him that the 'real' Martuthunira word is partunya and he
explained his borrowing by citing the cognate set:

Panyjima ngarlku,

Kurrama ngartku, therefore Martuthunira ngal.yu. Although it appears he
quite

consciously constructed

this

word

based

on

the

perception

of

phonological differences among the languages of the area, he continued to
use ngal.yu as a synonym for partunya in later texts.

1.6.4 Data types
The collected data can be classified into five broad categories as follows:
1.

Sentences elicited by translation

2.

Sentences constructed to check grammaticality

3. Elicited text
4.

Unelicited text and long narrative text

In addition I make a cross-cutting distinction between 'situated' and
'non-situated' text.

For each of these categories there are certain limits

to the sorts of conclusions which can and should be drawn from its
examples.

In the next few pages I will discuss each class in turn.
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1.6.4.1 Sentences elicited by translation
These take the form of a request for Martuthunira translation equivalents
of English sentences and are used to fill morphological paradigms, to test
the productivity of syntactic rules and to provide contexts for particular
lexical items.

Data of this sort has obvious limitations.

The way in

which the request is framed and the grammar of the language of elicitation
will, to some extent, determine the form of the response.
Much of the data on which this description of Martuthunira is based was
collected by translation elicitation.

In most cases the language of

elicitation was a form of non-standard English. In other cases the language
of elicitation was Panyjima, and everyday Martuthunira was used to elicit
Martuthunira avoidance language.

Although much of the syntactic analysis

is based on elicited data I have been careful to check the results against
unelicited text material.

1.6.4.2 Constructed sentences as grammatical tests
The advantage in checking the linguist's constructed language examples
is obviously the building of a data base of ungrammatical utterances which
greatly aids the discovery of general syntactic rules.

However, I made

very little use of this type of elicitatipn until I was reasonably well
advanced in the data collection process.

While last speakers, if they are

consistent, allow the accumulation of a data base uncluttered by the sort
of variation found i.n a viable speech community, they are not Chomsky's
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{1965) ideal

speake~-listeners.

Because they are isolated from an active

community of speakers constantly reinforcing each other's intuitions about
what is

and

what is

overgeneralize rules.

not grammatically acceptable
It is

o~en

they may tend

to

the case that last speakers of languages

are the last speakers because of a genuine passion for language.
'amateur linguists' can be very dangerous •

An

Such

informant who has worked

with a linguist for a long time is likely to begin his or her own analysis
and , as time goes on, will begin to make judgements based more and more on
analytical reflection and

less and

less on untainted native speaker

intuitions.
I was lucky enough to be given an object lesson in the dangers of this
approach.

I recorded one unelicited example of a same-subject purpose

clause controlled by a matrix accusative object.

Thinking that this was an

error I constructed a set of similar examples, together with the expected
purposive different-subject sentences, and put these to Algy Paterson. He
tentatively accepted all of the aberrant forms but, on fUrther quizzing,
stated that while he wouldn't use the construction himself and had never
heard it used, it sounded like good Martuthunira to him.

He went on to

point out that there were different dialects of the language, some of which
he had never heard spoken, and these constructions probably came from a
different dialect.

Given the possibility of such rationalizations I used

specially constructed grammatical tests sparingly in the hope that Algy's
grammar would stay 'clean' longer.
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1.6.4.3 Elicited Text
Most of the data consists of what I will call elicited texts, which are
short texts ranging in length from about ten clauses to ten pages.

In each

case the text was a continuation of an elicited translation sentence.
example, Text

c.3

For

has as its first sentence a response to the elicited:

How would you say, "This spear broken by you r"ellas should
have been given to my uncle for him to fix it"?
Algy then continued to create a story, complete with reported dialogue,
with the moral that young people were not learning traditional artefact
manufacture properly.

The body of such a text can be considered as a

legitimate natural language production although the initial few sentences
should perhaps not be.

To some extent the introduction of the participants

and their relative topic-worthiness is a direct response to a request for
translation and may suffer interference from the language of elicitation.

1.6.4.4 Unelicited and long narrative texts
These include texts of varying length which are not a response to
elicitation.

The 'unelicited texts' vary from short descriptive passages

. to long stretches of language which can best be described as letters.
These are reports on events and feelings about events recorded on tape and
sent as messages to other speakers (including the linguist).

The 'long

narrative texts', on the other hand, are mostly traditional stories or
myths,

or are personal recollections which through a great number of
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retellings have become somewhat formalised.

They differ from unelicited

texts in being much less spontaneous.

1.6.-4.5 Situated and Non-situated Text

In the absence of any reliable conversational Martuthunira data (that
is, ignoring the very questionable interactions between the linguist and
teacher) , I make some use of reported speech in text as a separate data
base (see especially 5.5). Reported speech is 'situated' in that it is
assumed to take place in some defined extralinguistic context and makes use
of deictic categories not available in narrative reporting of events.

Of

course I make no claim that reported speech is a true reflection of actual
conversational style.

Non-situated text, on the other hand, is largely

divorced l'rom a particular spatio-temporal context and relies on purely
linguistic devices in tracking reference and maintaining text cohesion.

No

oral narrative can be purely non-situated since its recounting takes place
in a particular location that may bear some relationship to events in the
narrative, and at a particular time in relation to those events.

1.6.5 Use of examples

Where an example serves only to demonstrate a simple morphological or
syntactic pattern it

is common practice to construct a

illustrative sentence.

I have avoided using such artificial sentences and

instead have, where possible taken real examples from texts.
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very simple

Although they

are often longer and more complicated than is necessary to illustrate the
particular point, there are good reasons for making life this little bit
more difficult for the reader.

Firstly, well chosen examples can give a

perspective on the life and language of a people that is usually not
otherwise presented in a formal linguistic description.

To some extent,

the use of real examples lets the language tell its own story.

Secondly,

real examples increase the total amount of data presented in the thesis and
so better allows for secondary reanalyses by interested parties.

1.7 Previous Investigations

Perhaps the earliest reference to the Martuthunira language appears in a
pamphlet

entitled

"Aborigines

of

North-West

Australia"

by

"Yabaroo",

published in · Perth in 1899. This paper lists some two hundred words
gathered from Aboriginal people who claim to be Ngarluma or Martuthunira.
The name of the group is spelled Hardathoni.
Daisy Bates recorded some Martuthunira linguistic data and her series of
questionnaires
territory.

had

respondents

from

stations

within

Martuthunira

However, the importance of this material has decreased with the

subsequent collection of more reliable data and I have so far avoided
attempting

an

analysis

of her

data.

From around

the

same

period,

Radcliffe-Brown's (1913) description of the Martuthunira kinship system
includes vocabulary in the form of kinterms and names for flora and fauna
with a totemic association to particular local groups.

Radcliffe-Brown's

description has led to a prominence in the secondary anthropological
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literature that

is

way out of proportion

to

the

amount of primary

ethnographic and linguistic data recorded for the Martuthunira.
More recently, Fink (1958) recorded a number of Martuthunira songs and a
basic list of 100 items was recorded independently by Sharpe in 1957 and
O'Grady in 1958 (O'Grady et al 1966). O'Grady also recorded a few sentences
in 1970. While working on Yinyjiparnti from 1975 on, Wordick was able to
record some Martuthunira vocabulary which appears in his dictionary of
Yinyjiparnti (1982).
The most extensive investigation of the language prior to the present
study was conducted by von Brandenstein who recorded songs, short texts,
vocabulary and sentences in 1965 and 1968. However, apart from mentions in
a number of papers (eg. 1966, 1972, 1973, 1975) he has never published a
description of his findings on this language.
von Brandenstein's diaries

in

I have been able to consult

the Australian Institute of Aboriginal

Studies but because of access restrictions have not been able to include
his field notes as part of the data base of this investigation.

By

observation only then, the grammatical data collected by von Brandenstein
appear to be consistent with those forming the basis for this study.
Unfortunately, despite the material he managed to gather in just a few
hours of work with Martuthunira speakers,

von Brandenstein apparently

decided that little else could be collected.

The entry for Martuthunira in

Oates and·oates' (1970) survey of Australian languages based on information
supplied

by

von

Brandenstein

is

dangerously

misleading;

they

give

Martuthunira a code classification that reads as, nall language possible
has been collectedn.

This thesis and the accompanying texts show how badly
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mistaken such conclusions were.

It is :all too easy to believe a language

is forgotten but you can never be sure you have met the right speakers.
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Chapter 2
Phonology

2.1 Introduction

In the description of Martuthunira phonology presented in this chapter I
have made no attempt to build a theoretically coherent synchronic model of
phonological

processes.

Instead,

the

phonological

reasonably close to the surface phonetic facts.
for this.

description

stays

There are two main reasons

Firstly, a 'finished' analysis of the data would need to ignore

as yet unexplained variation in the data.

Certain phonetic details and the

possible phonological analyses based on these require the gathering of
additional material

and

extensive instrumental analysis.

Secondly,

I

believe that the most aesthetically pleasing abstract synchronic analyses
that might, in a number of instances, be constructed for the data imply
particular diachronic analyses.

Rather than prejudge the case I prefer to

leave the data open to later and more extensive historical comparative
analysis.
The chapter is organized as follows: Section 2.2 presents the consonant
and

vowel

variation.

inventories

and

gives

general

statements

of

allophonic

Section 2.3 describes the general phonotactic patterns of the

language while section 2.4 discusses the phonetics and two alternative
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phonologd.cal analyses of what is, given these patterns, a very unusual
consonant cluster consisting of the retroflex rhotic glide and an apical
stop.

Section

2.5

summarizes

the

recurrent

morphophonemic

processes

involved in allomorphic alternations in the language and, finally, the
general word stress patterns are discussed in section 2.6. Together, the
description of phonotactic and morphophonemic patterns suggests an internal
reconstruction of phonological changes affecting Martuthunira consonant
clusters.

However, although there is no room in the body of the thesis for

a detailed historical investigation, an initial discussion of diachronic
trends in the languages of the area 19

presented in Appendix A.

2.2 Inventories

2.2.1 Consonants
The

Martuthunira

consonant

inventory

conforms

closely

to

a

common

Australian pattern (see Dixon 1980:132ff) with six points of articulation
for stops and nasals, four laterals, two rhotics and two glides.
presents the consonant phonemes.

Table 2.1

The orthography used here follows that

recommended by the Australian Institute of Aboriginal Studies.
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Table 2.1: Consonant Inventory
peripheral
bilabial velar
stop

p

nasal

•

laminod ental palatal

k

lateral

apicoal veolar postalveolar

th

j

t

rt

nh

ny

D

rn

lh

ly

1

rl

rr

r

rho tic
glide

w

The following sets of

(near) minimal pairs

illustrate the

laminal

contrast in initial and intervocalic positions:
thami
tbuli
nhartu

mother's father
frogmouth
what

patha-L

to blow
awkward
chip
soft

manbamanba
yi.lhi
kulbuwari.

medicine
intestine
emu feathers

jami
juli

nyartu
pajapajangu

manyarrka
yi.lyilyi

ngulyurr

type of bird
sugar
tree type
bridge of nose

Despite the contrasts illustrated by the above examples, some variation in
laminals occurs in certain lexical items, for example:
Dyim
nganaju

nbim

nganatbu

spinifex mouse
1sgACC/GEN

The following examples establish the apical contrast for nasals and
laterals.
nyina-f'
Dhu.unu
juna

wilawila

to sit
spouse
spirit
shaken

yi.rna

nyuurnu
jurna

wirlayj.
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thisACC
grizzle
hitting stick
tired

Examples below illustrate firstly the contrast between apical stops and
then the contrast between the alveolar stop and the alveolar tap/trill.
matimati
mitavanti
putangara
thaata
witiwiti

place name
place name
goanna
place name
hanging

martiju
llirtamirta
purtatharta
thaarta
wirti

father's sister
white
head ornament
mouth of hollow log
pearl shell

118.timati
putangara
witiwiti

place name
goanna
hanging

llBrriDgkarri-0 to wave
purra-L
to chop, hit
·flame
wirrirri

2.2.2 Consonant Allophones
As a general tendency, stops are voiceless and unaspirated in word initial
position and following a nasal, and voiced between vowels.
is

However, there

a degree of free variation in voicing for all stops in all positions.

Firstly, the peripheral stops /p/ and /k/ are most often voiceless, even
between vowels.

Similarly,

the alveolar stop /t/,

which is rare in

intervocalic position is always voiceless and involves a longer period of
closure than is usual for other stops in this position.
By contrast, the apico-postalveolar stop /rt/ is realized as a (voiced)
retroflex flap

[rJ 1 between vowels and both apical stops tend to be voiced

following a nasal.

The laminal stops are usually voiced in intervocalic

position with the

interdental /th/ showing the greatest tendency to

lenition.

This stop is variously realized as a voiced interdental stop

[~],a dental fricative

[o], or as an interdental

glide[~]. The variation

appears to be partly determined by the particular lexical item.

For

example, in some words the interdental stop is never realized as a glide:
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/pitbangara/

cork bark tree
cold
small python

[PL ci,al)O..JO.]
[mog.o] •
[ ma.L Q.a]

/mitbu/

/11ay.i.tba/

In other items there is free variation between voiced stop or fricative and
the glide:
/puut:tmni/
/withawitba/
/pithirri/

[po· :x:on L J
[ WL:X:aWL~a J
[PL :x:en]

-

[po·Q.onL]
[ WL Q.aWL Q.a J
[ pq;ten]

hook on spearthrower
lost
chill

And morphemes with the interdental stop in initial position always result
in a word with a lenited form of the stop:
-tharra
-t!mrti
-tha-

-DUAL
-CONJ
-VERB

[ WL.CO.:X:O.CO.]
[ p LWL :X:ttrL ]
[ ka.ra.~E: ~ i re i

J

two boomerangs
and mother
will chop

In some words the stop loses all laminal definition:

in the following

examples /th/ is realized as a syllabic break between identical vowels, as
the retroflex rhotic continuant [ ..: ] , as a palatal glide [ y] , and as a
labial/velar glide [ w] respectively.
/Dbu.latharra/
/warntitharniDyji/
/witiwititharniDyji/
/thatburninyji/

[ 0,ol a.· a.ca.]
[ wa.nd L..Ja.n L re i ]
[ WL i ~ w~ t ~ya.~ Lre i ]
[ ia.won Lre j ]

Table 2.2 summarizes the most commonly occurring allophones of the stop
phonemes in each position.
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Table 2.2: Stop Allophones

'-

If_

v_v

p

p

p

p

k

k

k

k

t

d

t .

rt

c;!

~

j

j

c

c

th

i

i

Q. 0

~

vitiwititharniDyji
thathurninyji
varntitharniDyji
Dhulatbarra

y
w
J

¢

Laterals are articulated with slight pre-stopping where they close a
syllable.

For example:

/kurntaU
/pal.ya/
/llirtily/

[ kont a.t I ]
[ pa.f i ya]
[mL~Lcf..]

Similarly, the alveolar rhotic /rr/ is realized as a tap [.r] between
vowels

and

voiceless.
heard.

as

a

trill [ r]

in

final

position,

where

it

is

usually

Preceding a consonant both tap and trill articulations are

However, the single tap is not strictly a tap 'gesture'. Rather it

is a single vibration made with the tongue in the trill position.

The

single vibration variant of the trill involves a definite articulatory
'posture', rather than 'gesture'

(see Catford 1977:130), and appears to

result in a longer period of occlusion than the intervocalic tap (although
this has not been measured) •

The exaggeration of lateral pres topping and

the single-vibration trill preceding a glide often results in the apparent
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insertion of an epenthetic vowel between the two consonants.

This.,has yet

to be tested by instrumental analysis.
The retroflex continuant /r/ is relatively invariant in its articulation
as [ ~]. However, it is worth noting at this stage that it is typically
articulated with a degree of lip spread that may affect the quality of
adjacent vowels (see section 1.2.4 below).
The glides /y/ and /w/ suffer some reduction in degree of occlusion in
intervocalic position but this varies.

Although phonetic vowel clusters or

diphthongs occur most often, alternative pronunciations with intervening
glides are also heard 2 •

Much depends on the degree of emphasis given to

the particular word in a certain context.
Inga.vu.I
/ngawurr/

/may.Lili/

Similarly,

[!)DO]
[ opor]
[ma.e· IL]

[ f)OWO]
[ f)OWor]

[ma.ye· I L ]

the palatal glide /y/ need not be articulated in initial

position preceding the high front vowel /i/. Loss of initial /w/ preceding
/u/ is very rare.

2.2.3 Vowels
Tab le 2. 3 presents the six vowel phonemes, three long and three short.
Although the long vowels are not common (accounting for some four percent
of vowels in initial syllables) they must be recognised as a separate set
of phonemes.
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Table 2.3: Vowel Inventory

high
low

front

back

i, i i

u, uu
a, aa

The following examples demonstrate the length contrast for the three vowel
qualities:
twenty-eight parrot
foot
go-PAST
soft

parnparn

jamanu
pnni]ha

kulhu.wari

paarnpaarn
jaamarnuru
puniina
kuulbu

silly
yawn-PRES
plant type
tadpole

2.2.4 Vowel Allophones
There is a high degree of variability in the articulation of the vowels.
Table 2.4 illustrates the phonetic locus of each of the vowel phonemes:
Table 2.4: Vowel Allophones

a

a.
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The short high front vowel /i/ is u,sually articulated as the lax vowel [ 1 ]
though this

varies

with [ i]

near a

palatal consonant.

The

"

alveolar

consonants /rr/ and, to a lesser extent, /n/ and /1/ have a lowering effect
on a preceding /i/ and it is often realized as [e]in their proximity.

For

example:
/nyinal.ayi/
/virrirri/
/yi.rra/
/aartuthunira/

The

long

high

counterpart.

front

[renal eL]
[ wererL]
[ yera.]
[ma.rooone.:ia.J

vowel /ii/ is generally lower than

its shorter

It is realized as [ L~. ] in syllables which would regularly take

stress (ie. morpheme initial syllables) with the allophone [e·] occurring
elsewhere:
[cL"nl)o]
[ kL · rkL · r]
[ma.ye· I L]
[ wa.re· p]

/j11Dngu/

/kiirrkiirr/
/11ayi.ili/

/warriirtU

The short back rounded vowel I u/ mainly varies between [ u] and [ o] with
the lax vowel most common in unstressed syllables.

The vowel is generally

fronted to [ t:t] following a lamino-dental consonant but the same fronting
occurs in the immediate environment of all laminal consonants to a lesser
degree.

Preceding the retroflex approximant /r I the fronted allophone is

often the high mid unrounded vowel [ +] :
[Qttla.]
[ it:t~a.J
[ pMt:tJ"ICL]
[ ya.J. +.:io J
[ pa.r+Jo J

/nbulha/
/tburna/

/palyunyjU
/yallmru/

/parrura/

Once

again

the

long

back

rounded

vowel
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is

lower

than

its

short

counterpart.

The

lower

allophone [ ~»· ]

typically

occurs

following

a

lamino-dental consonant, elsewhere the vowel is consistently[ 0 · }
The low vowel /a/ has the widest range of allophones.

Following a

lamino-dental, and to a lesser extent lamino-palatal, consonant the vowel
is well fronted and raised, approaching cardinal [ E ]

•

Following a back

rounded segment (usually /w/) and preceding a velar consonant the vowel is
realized as a back rounded [ o] • In unstressed positions /a/ is slightly
centralized and approaches schwa.
Finally,

preceding

a

Elsewhere, the vowel is an open mid[Q].

lamino-palatal

consonant

typically characterized by a palatal off-glide.

the

mid

allophone

is

The long low vowel /aa/

shows almost no allophonic variation and is consistently realized as[Q· l
The different allophonic tendencies of vowels can be summarized as
follows:
1•

Long vowels are lower than their short counterparts and have a more
restricted range of allophonic variation (longer segments have a
higher degree of phonetic integrity).

2.

Unstressed positions have a centralizing effect on vowels.

3.

A preceding lamino-dental consonant has the effect of fronting the
low vowel /a/ and the back vowel /u/. Interestingly, the long back
vowel /uu/ is lowered to [ o · ] in this position.

4.

Alveolar consonants, in particular the rhotic /rr/, have a lowering
effect on the high front vowel.
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2.3 Phonotactics

In this section the general phonotactic patterns of the language are
described.
phoneme

An

examination of the frequency of occurrence of different

combinations

allows

a

more

general

statement

of

preferred

phonotactic patterns than arises simply from a consideration of occurring
forms.

It

is

thus

possible

to

class

certain

lexical

items

as

phonotactically marked.

2.3.1 Constraints on Positions of Occurrence
All Martuthunira words must begin with a consonant and may end in a
consonant or vowel.

Permissible initial consonants are restricted to the

peripheral and laminal stops and nasals and the peripheral and laminal
glides /w/ and /y/. Final consonants are chosen from among the apical
nasals and laterals, the lamino-palatal nasal and lateral, and the trill
J..5

TableAillustrates the

/rr/. All vowels may occur in word final position.
permitted initial and final consonants:

Table 2.5: Permitted Initial and Final Consonants
p

k

th

j

t

rt

•

Ilg

Dh

ny

n

rn

lh

l.y

l.

rl

IC-

rr

v

Table

2.6

lists

the

frequency

C#

Ir

y

of consonants

in

initial,

intervocalic positions for a dictionary sample of 1300 words.
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final

and

Table 2.6: Frequency of Consonants
IC

p
k

th
j

v_v

C#

IC

21
30
48
29
6
209

227
217
95
122

t
rt

C#

lh

ly
rl

1
25
1

rr

38

1

r
m
ng

nh
DJ'
D

194
162
25
52

rn

85
53
20
32
99
50

19
47
15

,.
v

v_v
51
74
129
74
323
226
185
130

179
93

A number of patterns emerge from the figures listed in Table 2. 6.
Firstly, those consonants that occur in word initial position are less
common in intervocalic position.

The only exceptions are the two glides

/w/ and /y/. The difference is most marked for the peripheral stops /p/ and
/k/, and to a lesser extent the palatal stop /j/, and reflects historical
changes

affecting

stops

in

intervocalic

position

(see

Appendix

A).

Secondly, the alveolar consonants /n/, /l/ and /rr/ are the most common
finally (although there is no evidence to suggest a neutralization of the
apical contrast in this position).
Thirdly, the alveolar stop /t/ is very rare.

It appears medially in

just six lexical items and does not occur in either initial or final
position.

By contrast, the retroflex stop /rt/ is among the most common

intervocalic segments overshadowed only by the two rhotics Irr/ and /r/.
The full set of words in which the intervocalic alveolar stop occurs is:
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name of unidentified rockhole
in Martuthunira territory
name of a hill on the Robe River
Gould's sand goanna
name of pool on Fortescue River
type of bird
short

matimati
llitavanti
putangara
thaata
tbarratal
kuta

Three of these words are names and in at least the two identified cases
refer

to

places

which

are

close

to

territorial

boundaries

with

the

Yinyjiparnti and Kurrama. The words conform to the phonotactic patterns of
the neighbouring languages and may originate from these languages.

The

word putangara, although once elicited as the word for goanna, never occurs
in text.

However, I

have not yet found a cognate form in a related

language.

On the other hand , the words kuta and vitiviti appear to be

borrowed from Panyjima. This leaves tbarratal as the only word for which
some independent exceptional status cannot be given.

It is thus possible

to assume the non-occurrence of the alveolar stop in medial position as a
general phonotactic rule of the language which admits of a very few
exceptions (see also Appendix A.4). This discovery immediately calls into
question the assumed phonemic status of the alveolar stop.

With the

exception of the few words mentioned here, the stop only occurs in the
homorganic nasal-stop cluster /nt/.

2.3.2 Consonant Clusters
Intramorphemic consonant clusters consist of no more than two consonants
and fall into two classes: a set of heterorganic clusters of different
kinds, and a fUll set of homorganic nasal-stop clusters (there are no
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homorganic lateral-stop clusters).

These are

discus~ed

in

turn in the

following sections.

2.3.2.1 Heterorganic Clusters
The set of consonants which may occur as the first member of a heterorganic
cluster corresponds to the set of consonants which may occur in word final
position.

The second member of such a cluster is drawn from the set of

peripheral consonants plus the palatal glide /y/; that is, a subset of the
consonants which may occur in initial position.
combinations are attested.
various

heterorganic

mono-morphemic items.

However, not all possible

Table 2.7 lists the relative frequency of the

clusters

in

a

sample

of

1300

(apparently)

The exceptional r.t cluster is described in section

2.4 below.
Table 2.7: Intra-Morphemic Consonant Clusters
c2

p

k

•

4
42
8
1
1

2

v

c1
D:J
D

rn
ly
1
rl

rr

16
4
1
1
1
2

4

4

2

6
16
13

42
1

5

21

28

Most clusters consist of either nasal plus stop, nasal plus nasal, or a
non-nasal sonorant (lateral or rhotic) plus a glide.

The few exceptions to

this general tendency involve a non-nasal sonorant plus a stop:
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(= Ng~luma)

lyp

valypa

type of tree

lyk

palykura

flat (but also pal.yura)

lp

vilpilpi

emu chick

l.k:

kurilkura

seagull (= Ngarluma)

rlp

marlpara

surrounded

rl.k:

kurlkura

hair, tur (= Ngarluma)
boy (common in Mantharta languages)

tburlku
jirrpi

rrp

warrpurri~

jarrkurti

rrk

jurrkirta
kurlurrkura
manyarrka

JUrl'lrun

patrimoiety totem
to swim, bathe
three
moon
black-feathered emu
sugar
mangrove crab

The relative frequencies of clusters involving a lateral plus the palatal
glide suggest a defective distribution.

Although all three laterals occur

together with the glide /w/, with just one exception, warlyarra 'shiny,
smooth', only the alveolar lateral /l/ occurs in combination with /y/. This
pattern is the result of a historical change merging laterals preceding the
palatal glide (Appendix A.3.2).

2.3.2.2 Homorganic Nasal-Stop Clusters
The following examples illustrate the six homorganic nasal-stop clusters:
Dga11palyura
ngangka

ngantbari
nganyjali

kanta
karnta
ngarnta

adult head louse
mother
tooth
proscribed object or food
leg
tear (from eye)
wound, injury
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As in most Australian languages, these homorganic clusters complicate an
otherwise simple statement of phonotactic constraints on consonant clusters
and syllable structure conditions (see Dixon 1980:159ff).
Although there is

no

good

clusters as unit-phonemes

evidence

(for example,

at

present

Jagst

for treating these

(1973) treats them as a

series of prenasalized stops in Ngardilpa) , such an analysis would have
some advantages.

Firstly, it would enable a simpler statement of the

phonotactics of consonant clusters.

Secondly,

treating the homorganic

alveolar cluster /nt/ as a unit-phoneme would effectively deny the alveolar
stop /t/ phoneme status.

However, before advocating this analysis for

Martuthunira I would prefer to further test native-speaker intuitions of
the possible phonotactic status of the homorganic clusters and conduct some
instrumental analysis.

2.3.3 Inter-Morphemic Clusters
The possibilities for consonant clusters at morpheme boundaries are very
open and can be characterized in the most general terms as involving one of
the

permissible

word-final

word-initial consonant.
is somewhat smaller.

consonants

followed

by

a

permissible

In reality, the set of actually occurring clusters

These are presented in Table 2.8 below:
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Table 2.8: Intermorphemic Clusters

c2

th

k

p

j

c1

• •
• •
• •
•
•
•
•

ny
D

rn
ly
1

rl
rr
Note:

•

•

ng

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
• •
•
• •

nh

Dy

v

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
• •
•
• •

y

actually occurring
predicted but not occurring in the data

The gaps in the predicted set can be explained as follows:
1.

There are no bound morphemes with an initial bilabial p or initial
palatal stop j in the data.

2.

Morp.hemes with an initial velar stop k have allomorphs with initial y
following the non-nasal sonorants (2.5.2).

3.

The only morpheme with an initial nh is the Proper Nominal marker
-nha (3.1.1.2). There are few examples in the data of this morpheme

occurring on a consonant-final word.
4.

Similarly, the only morpheme with initial y is the Vocative clitic
-yi

(7 .12). There are few examples involving a consonant-final word.

A few morphemes that may be suffixed to consonant final stems violate
the usual constraints on word initial consonants.

Two different strategies

are employed to avoid non-permissible clusters that would otherwise arise
in this situation.

Firstly, the syllable pa (following a final nasal) or
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va (following a lateral or the alveolar rhotic) is inserted preceding the

clitic -rru3 • In the examples presented in this thesis, the 'empty morph'
-pa is set apart from the stem to which it is attached and is glossed as

zero:
pirtan-pa-rru
quartz-,0 -NOW

ld.nthal-va-rru
alone -% -NOW

kanparr-va-rru
spider -fl -NOW

Secondly, an epenthetic vowel u is inserted between a stem final 1 or n and
the clitics -1, -lva and -nu. Similarly, the clitics -lva or -nu following
clitic -1 are separated by u:
pirtan-u-nu
quartz-0'-QUOT

lllinthal-u-lva
alone -,f1-ID

Jd.r.ta-1
-u-lva
not
-THEN-,0'-ID

Despite the existence of a few bound morphemes with initial consonant
clusters, there is little opportunity for these to come together with
word-final stems.

The only possible situation involves the clitic -lpurtu

following a consonant-final nominal.

There are no cases in the data

collected and examples involving this clitic would be difficult to elicit.
However, I would predict that such possibly complex clusters would be
avoided by the insertion of the pa/va syllable between stem and clitic.

2.3.4 Reduplication
Reduplication,

not

a

particularly productive morphological device

in

Martuthunira, involves the complete reduplication of the lexeme root.

As

the

or

following

examples

show,

reduplication

may affect disyllabic

trisyllabic roots, either vowel-final or consonant-final.
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near to death
lost
shaky
striped

jupa-jupa
vitba-vitba
manha-manha

yirti-Jirti

overcast
light breeze

warnan-varnan
puriny-Puriny
wiD~a-wiD~a

wurtura-wrtura
yarlwanlm-yarlwanlm

exhausted
dirty/dusty
speckled brown and white

Trisyllabic reduplications are relatively uncommon and
resemble words in apposition than true reduplications.

appear to more

Although there are

no examples in the data of intervening material, the two parts of a
trisyllabic reduplication bear an intonation pattern and degree of relative
stress more in keeping with their being separate words.
Word-initial /p/ and /k/ are replaced by /w/ in medial position.
bumpy
heaped up
shaken
rolled up

pinyja-villyja
pUDku-WUDku

This

lenition

is

part

of

a

general

historical

process

affecting

intervocalic peripheral stops (Appendix A.3.1). However,- the rule does not
appear to be general for all reduplications.

For two Words in the data the

lenition is optional:
pirntura-Pirntura
parntalha-Parntalba-npa4

ripples
become blistered all over

These two cases happen to be the only examples in the data of reduplicated
trisyllabic roots with an initial peripheral consonant.

The optional

status of the peripheral stop lenition thus supports the notion that
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trisyllabic

reduplications

have

marginal

status

as

singulary

Further checking of this point is clearly necessary.

words.

Other apparent

exceptions cannot be confidently analysed as reduplications despite their
appearance:
bell bird
mud skipper

pakupaku
palhapalbara

2.4 The r.t Cluster

A small number of Martuthunira words reveal an interesting phonetic
contrast between apical stops and a consonant cluster consisting of the
retroflex rhotic glide followed by an apical stop.

In the sections that

follow I will describe the phonetics of the cluster and compare alternative
phonological

treatments.

The

phonetic

cluster

is

represented

orthographically as r.t in contrast to the retroflex stop /rt/.

2.4.1 Phonetic Analysis
The r.t cluster occurs in just four words in the collected data.

These are

listed below together with near minimal pairs involving the apical stops
and /rr/.
kur.ta
clever

kurta

brother

kuta
short
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kurrangu

black

mir.ta
No

mitavanti
place name

mirtamirta

white

mirru
spearthrower

mir.tuwarra
clever person
tburtu
sister

thuur.ta
sweet

The contrast is most clearly established by the minimal triple kur.ta
4
'clever', kurta 'elder brother' and kuta 'short• •
As described in section 2.2.2, the apical stops have quite different
phonetic realizations: the retroflex stop is usually realized as a flap in
intervocalic position while the alveolar stop, rare between vowels, is
typically voiceless and involves a relatively long period of closure.
Although, because of a lack of good controlled recordings, it has not been
possible to conduct a thorough instrumental analysis of the data, some
spectrograms

have

been

contrasting

length

of

made 5 •
/rt/

and

In

the

/t/,

and

few
a

examples

analysed,

corresponding

the

(inversely

proportional) difference in the length of the preceding vowel is clearly
visible (see Figures 2.1 and 2.2 below).
The successful plots of kurta revealed a period ranging from 3 to 4
centiseconds for the flap with a preceding vowel length of between 18 and
20 centiseconds.

The plots of kuta revealed a period of voiceless closure,

with burst release, varying from 12 to 18 centiseconds for the stop and a
preceding vowel length of between 7.5 and 10 centiseconds.

If the period

of the consonant occlusion and the period of the preceding vowel are
combined,
consonants.
vowel was

the

total

length

remains

roughly

constant

for

the

two

The average combined length of the closure plus the preceding
24.5

centiseconds for the alveolar stop in kuta,
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and was

Figure 2.1: Acoustic plot of kurta
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Figure 2.3: Acoustic plot of kur.ta
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0

J

t

a.

6
similarly 24.5 centiseconds for the retroflex flap in kurta •
Figure 2.3 presents two versions of kur.ta which can be compared with
the plots of kurta and kuta. The period of stop closure in kur.ta is
similar to that of the alveolar stop in kuta, ranging between 14 and 21
centiseconds for the examples analysed.

The consonant is voiceless and is

released with some wide spectrum burst of energy.

The preceding formant

structure is clearly divisible between a pure vowel component and a
structure

showing

strong

retroflex

colouring.

Each

accounts

for

approximately half of the formant structure, which varies in length between
19 and 21

centiseconds.

The average length of the closure plus the

preceding formant structure is 36 centiseconds, significantly longer (by a
half) than the combined average VC period for ·either kuta or kurta and
clearly supporting the contention that r.t is a cluster 7 •

2.4.2 Phonological Analyses
The

phonetic

cluster might

be

analysed

phonologically as

a

cluster

involving either /r/ or /rl/ followed by the retroflex apical stop /rt/.
Either combination would appear to fit the phonetic facts though there are
good phonotactic reasons for preferring a phonological cluster /rl/+/rt/.
Firstly,

the phonotactics of Martuthunira,

as already stated,

permit

laterals in syllable final position but do not permit the retroflex rhotic
to

occur

in

this

position.

Secondly,

the retroflex

stop may occur

following a consonant but only where that consonant is the homorganic
nasal.

The hypothesized homorganic lateral-stop cluster could be similarly
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categorized as
intramorphemic

a

principled exception to

clusters.

The

examples

the general constraints on

below

illustrate

the

various

contrasts under this analysis:
short
elder brother
clever
shame

kuta
kurta

kur1ta
kurnta

Alternatively, the phonetic r.t cluster could be described as a single
phoneme in contrast to the retroflex flap.

By this analysis, what has

heretofore been described as the retroflex stop in intervocalic position
would

now

be

described

as

a

separate

retroflex

flap

phoneme

(orthographically /rd/), and the r.t cluster would fill its position as the
intervocalic allophone of the retroflex stop /rt/. Under this analysis the
apical stops share very similar phonotactic and phonetic properties: both
are very rare in intervocalic position, occurring in just a handful of
words, and both are realized in intervocalic position as relatively long
voiceless stops.

On the other hand, the retroflex flap /rd/, like the

apical tap /rr/, is extremely common in intervocalic position (in fact it
only ever occurs in this position).
The phonetic realization of the unit-phoneme /rt/ as a cluster might
then be described as an 'unpacking' of the features of one segment into two
separate segments: in this case the retroflexion of the stop is unpacked
into

a

separate

preceding

glide.

At

present

I

can

offer no

good

explanation; the few examples in the data are not enough to suggest a
phonetic motivation for the unpacking.

The following examples illustrate

the phonemic contrasts inherent in the unit phoneme analysis:
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short
elder brother
clever
shame

kuta
kurcla
kurta

kurnta

Unfortunately, only two of the four Martuthunira words involving the r.t
cluster have clear cognates in other Ngayarda languages 8 •

The cognate

forms are:
llir.ta
thuur.ta

vs

vs

llirta
thukurta

Panyjima, Ngarluma, Yinyjiparnti
Panyjima, Ngarluma

These cognates appear, at first blush, to support the unit-phoneme analysis
of r.t as a retroflex stop and suggest a phonemic split in Martuthunira:
while most instances of proto-Ngayarda J•rt/ are reflected as flaps in
intervocalic position, in some words J•rt/ is reflected as a retroflex
stop.

However, there are not enough examples to suggest a conditioning

environment for the split and the lack of cognates outside of the Ngayarda
group argues against borrowing as the basis for the split 9 •

I am not

prepared to make a case for unconditioned phonemic split.
Of course, the Panyjima and Ngarluma cognates need not be taken as
incontrovertible evidence against the cluster analysis.

It may be that an

original cluster has been simplified in these languages and has reflexes
independent of the retroflex stop only in Martuthunira. However, at this
stage there is no evidence to suggest a reconstruction of homorganic
lateral-stop

clusters

for

proto-Ngayarda 1O.

As

appealing

as

the

lateral-stop treatment of the r.t cluster is, I have no historical evidence
to support it.

In addition, although a synchronic analysis of the cluster

as /rlt/ simplifies the phonotactics it also implies a certain regularity that Martuthunira, and the Ngayarda languages generally, permit homorganic
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lateral-stop clusters - which obscures the exceptional status of the r•t
cluster.

On the other hand, the unit-phoneme analysis, while obviating the need
for any fancy phonotactic footwork implies a history involving (at this
stage) unconditioned phonemic split.

Although I suspect that the ultimate

source

be

of

the

cluster

r.t

strengthening of the

will

found

(phonetically weak)

to

be

intervocalic

some

conditioned

retroflex stop,

without any clear evidence I do not want to reconstruct the split.
On balance, I have decided to treat r.t as a cluster consisting of the
retroflex glide followed by the homorganic retroflex stop and will continue
to

represent

the

cluster

orthographically

as

r.t

(instead

of

the

potentially confusing rrt, that is /r/+/rt/). This approach sacrifices two
quite aesthetically pleasing synchronic analyses, but in this way avoids
assuming unsubstantiated historical change and remains faithful to the
phonetic facts.

The /r. t/ cluster thus stands out as an exception to

otherwise quite regular phonotactic patterns and begs further diachronic
and synchronic investigation.

2.5 Morphophonemics

Martuthunira has very few patterns of morphophonemic alternation and those
that exist are easily stated.

I have chosen to represent each allomorph of

a morpheme rather than writing the words of the language in terms of
underlying forms, no matter how regular or, alternatively, how restricted
the processes may be.

The one exception to this involves the variation
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between apicals affecting the future inflections on verbs and the clitics
-1 and -nu. Because of the degree of apparent free variation here I have
chosen the most commonly occurring allomorph for each form.
This section is organized by recurring morphophonemic processes.

Thus

different allomorphs of one and the same morpheme may be discussed in
different subsections according to the range of processes involved in the
full complement of alternative forms.

Full sets of allomorphs for each

particular morpheme are given as the set of fUnctions of each morpheme is
introduced in following chapters.

2.5.1 Syllable/Mora Counting Allomorphs
All lexical roots in Martuthunira are at least dimoric.
be mono-syllabic with a long vowel or disyllabic.

Dimoric roots may

A number of morphemes

have different forms depending on the number of morae in the stem to which
they are attached.

In all cases, such 'mora counting' alternations are

sensitive to a basic contrast between dimoric stems and stems of more than
two morae.
The clearest cases of mora counting alternation involve the locative and
effector nominal suffixes, which differ only in that the effector forms
have final u where the locative forms have final a. These morphemes follow
the common Australian pattern with forms -ngku/a and -lu/a on vowel-final
stems.

The -ngku/a allomorph occurs on nominal stems of two morae while

the -lu alternant occurs on all stems of more than two morae (see Hale
1976):
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nguu-ngka

f ace-LOC
dog-EFF
euro-EFF
sand-LOC

1111yi-ngku

t.harnta-ngku
Dharnu-ngka

kaara-la
aiJira-l.u
mirntirillarta-1.u
llalarnu-la

hip bone-LOC
dingo-EFF
goanna-EFF
shade-LOC

Similarly, the 'full-laden' suffix -varlaya has a shortened form -warla
which appears on dimoric stems:
1mrti-varla
jinyji-warla

marrari-warlaya
kullkuwarra-warlaya

fast-FULL
fat-FULL

word-FULL
honey-FULL

The shortened form appears to be motivated by a desire to conform, as
nearly as possible, to a disyllabic meter.

No doubt the existence of other

mora counting alternations in the language has an analogical effect.
Finally,

there

are

different

forms

of

the

collective

L-conjugation verbs depending on the length of the verb stem.

suffix

on

On a stem of

just two morae the suffix has the form -yarri-.d while on longer stems the
suffix is -l.warr1..p 11 :
karta-yarri-8
tbani-yarri-:P

tbuul.wa-l.warri-8
kartatha-l.warri-P

2.5.2 Lenition of Peripheral Stops
Allomorphs

of a

number of morphemes

show evidence of a

conditioned

alternation affecting the velar stop /k/. Firstly, the stop is lenited to a
laminal glide /y/ following a stem-final lateral or the alveolar rhotic
/rr/. The clearest example is given by the various forms of the accusative
suffix on consonant final nominal stems:
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jinkarn-ku
kurlany-ku

mkul.-yu
kanparr-yu

The identical pattern of lenition is revealed by the 'body noise' verbal
derivational suffix -karri/-yarri:
Dbllurr-yarri-P

jinkurn-karri-,S

By contrast, the 'belonging' suffix shows lenition of /k/ to /w/ where /y/
is predicted 12 :
jinkarn-kura
kurlany-kura

lllkul-vura
kanparr-wura

Similar lenition of morpheme-initial /k/ to /w/ occurs following a
vowel-final stem.

Thus the genitive has forms:

-ku

-JU
-vu
myi-vu
pavul.D-vu
tbarnta-vu

on stems with a final nasal
on stems with a final lateral or rhotic
on stems with a final vowel
jinkarn-ku
kanparr-yu
mkul.-yu

This same pattern is shared by the belonging suffix (a.) and is also
revealed by reduplications (b.):
a.

pavul.D-wura
kanyara-vura

b.

kurryu-vurryu
kulha-vulha

On vowel-final stems the lenition of the accusative suffix extends to
loss of the consonant and harmonizing of the suffix vowel with the final
vowel of the stem:
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dog-ACC
child-ACC
euro-ACC

111yi-i

pavu.lu-u
tbarnta-a

The divergence of the Accusative and Genitive morphemes is discussed in
section 4 .1 .1.
Morphophonemic lenition of the bilabial stop /p/ to the glide /w/ is
shown by a number of reduplications:
parra-warra
punku-wunku

pulya-vu.l.ya

There are no bound morphemes with an initial bilabial stop and so it is not
possible to discover similar patterns of morphophonemic alternation as
exist for the velar stop.

2.5.3 Vowel Lengthening
Vowel assimilations occur with four morphemes; the accusative and direct
allative nominal suffixes, the

-:ngku~

singular kin possessive suffix.

verbalizer, and the first person

The accusative suffix on vowel-final

stems, consisting simply in a lengthening of the final vowel as the result
of a complete lenition of •-ku, has already been described in the preceding
section.
Comparative evidence shows that the allative -:rta descends from •-Carta
and so similarly involves, historically, the loss of /k/ and harmonizing of
the initial vowel with the final vowel of the stem:
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river-ALL
camp-ALL
far-ALL

vuyu-urta
ngurra-arta
puJi.-irta

There are no examples in the data of this allati ve suffix occurring on
consonant-final stems (see section 4.8).
The most likely historical source of the verbal derivational suf'fix

-:ngku-,f) involves a verb of form

(see section 6.3.9) with a

kVngku...f)

similar pattern of lenition and subsequent vowel harmony.

Where the

stem-final vowel is /a/, the resulting long vowel is reduced:
run after
meet
track

mirti-iDgku_,
tbartu-ungku-,0
jiDa-ngku-,0'

Finally, the first person singular kin-possessive suffix may be given an
underlying form -:Di affecting a lengthening of the final vowel of a
disyllabic stem.

I have been unable to elicit an example involving a

consonant-final stem.
my son
my father
my mother's father

lllra-ani

pavu-uni
thami-iDi

The suffix does not appear on trisyllabic kinterms but instead the vowel in
the second syllable is lengthened:
kantharri
maJi.11
yuman1

This

process,

like

mother's mother
father's father
father's brother
the

addition

kantbaarri
mayiili
ya1muni

of

the

-:Di

my mother's mother
my father's father
my father's brother
suffix,

trisyllabic word with a lengthened second syllable.

results

in

a

There seems little

value in attempting to reconcile the two morphological processes in the
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synchronic grammar since the most likely historical process involved here
is the analogical expansion of a paradigm.

2.5.4 Vowel Replacement
The contemporaneous inflection -rra (and the related sequential relative
suffix -rravaara) effects a change in the form of a preceding

~-conjugation

verb-stem where that stem has a final /a/ vowel: the final /a/ is replaced
with /i/.
nyina-rra
vangka-rra

>
>

nyiDirra
vangld.rra

The modern suffix form -rra descends from a form •-yarra and so the vowel
replacement can be explained, in historical perspective, as the lingering
of the fronting effects of the palatal glide in the original

~-conjugation

allomorph.
The common verb nyina..p' 'sit, be', is similarly affected by the present
relative inflection -nyila. This change is best described as an analogical
extension from the nyinirra form affecting, to date, only this one verb
stem.
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2.5.5 Baplology
A number of morpheme combinations result in the dropping of one of two
similar syllables.

The first such pattern affects the second syllable of

the passive derivational suffix

-CM-nguii~

when followed by certain final

verb inflections:

•-ngu].1-layi

-PASS -FUT
•-nguli-lu

-PASS -PURPss
•-ngu].1-rra

-PASS -CTEMP

>

-ngu-la)'i

>

ngu-lu

>

ngu-rra

Here a syllable li is dropped when the following syllable begins with a
lateral or the alveolar rhotic /rr/.
A similar pattern involves the dropping of the final rri syllable of the
collective (a) and body-noise

(b)

derivational suffixes preceding the

contemporaneous relative inflection -rra13:

a.

...arri-rra
-yarri-rra
-lvarri-rra

>
>
>

b.

-karri-rra
-yarri-rra
-rarri-rra

>
>
>

-karra

-yarra
-rarra

This reduction is optional; unreduced versions are occasionally heard in
text and are usually given in careful response to elicitation.
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2.5.6 Consonant Assimilation
The forms of the locative and effeotor nominal suffixes on stems with a
final consonant can be described in terms of an assimilation of a non-nasal
consonant to certain features of the stem-final consonant.

The locative

forms are:
-ta following n
-rta following rn
-tba following ny
-a
following a lateral or rr
Following an apical nasal

the

allomorph involves a homorganic

stop.

Following the only permissible final laminal nasal the suffix involves the
laminal stop /th/ resulting in a palatal-dental cluster.

While this

cluster is often articulated, in fast speech the common phonetic result is
a double-articulated dental/palatal nasal/stop cluster.

The appearance of

the allomorph -tba (-thu for the effector suffix) rather than the expected
homorganic •-ja may preserve an original allophonic variation for the
laminals.

That is, /j/ only occurred preceding the vowel /i/ while /th/

occurred before vowels /a/ and /u/. This solution is suggested by Austin
(1981c:302) for the same pattern of allomorphy in the Kanyara and Mantharta
languages (and see also Dixon 1980: 153).

2.5.7 Apical Alternation
The initial apical laterals and nasals of some bound morphemes show
variation between alveolar and retroflex articulations.

The morphemes most

often affected are the two (conjugation dependent) forms of the future
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inflection; -rninyji and -layi, and the clitics -1 and -nu:

-1

1-11

/-rninyji/
/-rlayi/
/-rl/

-nu

/-nu/

/-mu/

-rninyji
-layi

/-nlllyji/
/-layi/

Although there are clear environments favouring one or other version of
the morphemes, these are by no means restricting conditions.

Thus, for

example, a verb bearing the future inflection with an initial retroflex
consonant on one occasion may occur in different circumstances with an
initial alveolar.

Because of this relatively free variation I have chosen

not to represent the alternate forms in transcriptions.

Instead, the most

common form of the morpheme is represented in each case.
· · Two factors affect the tendency for one or other apical to occur.
Firstly, the retroflex realization is preferred if the final syllable of
the stem to which the morpheme is attached includes an apical lateral or
nasal.

This tendency is strongest where the preceding apical is alveolar

and agrees in manner with the morpheme initial consonant.

Secondly, the

alveolar articulation is preferred following the high front vowel /i/. Of
course, these two conflicting conditions may co-occur in which case either
articulation is possible.

The preferred variants for each morpheme in each

of the four possible environments are listed in Table 2.9. Where neither
variant is clearly preferred the initial (orthographic indication of the)
retroflex is enclosed in parentheses.
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Table 2.9

c

Conditioned Apical Alternations

-rninyji

-J.ayj.

-1

-nu

v

-rninyji

-rlaJi

-rl

-(r)nu

i

-(r)ninyji

-laJi

-1

~u

i

-(r)ninyji

-laJi

-1

-rninyji

-laJi

-1

[+apical]

c
[+apical]

c
[-apical]
elsewhere

~u

2.6 Stress

Martuthunira stress is very regular and tends to conform to a basic
disyllabic metrical pattern with stress falling on the first syllable.
However, this pattern is confused by non-initial syllables involving long
vowels.

Historically,

most

of

these

dimoric

syllables

involved

two

syllables separated by a since lenited consonant and in the modern language
the effects of the original disyllabic stress pattern are still felt.
As in many Australian languages,

the stress patterns of words are

determined in part by their morphological make-up.
simple

matter

to

devise

regular

stress

rules

However, while it is a
dependent

on morpheme

boundaries (see Dench 1981 :18ff for Panyjima, for example) a number of
clear exceptions show that regular rules of stress are better stated as
operating on the output of word combination in · which stress is already
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assigned to component morphemes.

That is, certain morphemes are marked for

stress in the lexicon.
It

is

necessary

to

Firstly,

morphemes

bear

recognise
a

three

lexical

levels

stress

of

mark.

stress

assignment.

Secondly,

regular

phonological stress rules modify the patterns arising from the combination
of stress-marked morphemes in accordance with a general ban on sequences of
two

stressed

syllables

or

sequences

of

three

unstressed

syllables.

Thirdly, the preferred word-stress patterns may be modified by the marking
of emphatic stress at the phrase level.
Section 2.6.1 describes the basic stress patterns without reference to
dimoric syllables,

which are

then discussed

in 2.6.2.

Section 2.6.3

describes· the assignment of primary and secondary stress marks on the basis
of the word stress pattern.

Finally, section 2.6.4 makes a number of

initial observations on the effects of phrasal stress on the preferred word
stress patterns.

2.6.1 Basic Stress Patterns
At the lexical level, all morphemes of more than a single syllable in
length have stress on their first syllable.

In addition, the monosyllabic

verbalization suffixes ...a-L and -tha-L have lexical stress.
/

panyu

k&n,...ra

....iiyarra
-U-L
-ttJa-L

good
man, person
-ALLative
-CAUSative
-Controlled Contact
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Words which are recognizeable as compounds (even though their component
morphemes do not necessarily occur as f'ree f'orms in modern Martuthunira)
have a stress pattern according to their component morphemes.
~(+)thfuu.
/
/

For example:

'Peter Creek'
'Mount Mistake'

1Rmgkarta(+)llli1ka

Similarly, a f'ew mono-morphemic verbs are stressed as if' they involve the
stressed verbalizers.

In a number of' instances this analysis is probably a

f'alse segmentation based on the shape of' the stem-f'inal syllable rather
than on the basis of' any perceived morphological or semantic similarity
with other verbal f'orms:
~-L

•to do f'or (someone)'
•to try out, test'
'to make'

ldlla,S:-L

varr-'-L

The stress patterns arising f'rom the combination of' lexically stressed
morphemes are modif'ied by regular phonological rules.

The rules f'irstly

remove stress marking f'rom the second of' adjacent stressed syllables, and
secondly, add stress to any syllable f'lanked by two unstressed syllables.
By convention the rules operate f'rom lef't to right.
Rule 1
Rule 2

CV --> Cj I CV_
CV

-> cv / cv_cv

The f'irst ·rule accounts f'or aberrations of' the basic disyllabic pattern
introduced by the lexically stressed monosyllabic verbalizers.

The second

rule assigns a basic disyllabic stress pattern to sequences of' neutral
mono'"':'syllabic morphemes or to sequences of' three unstressed syllables
arising f'rom the operation of' the f'irst rule.
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The following examples

illustrate the regular derivation of stress

patterns on morphologically complex words:
lexical stress

1.

*1tba-rnfnyji
*1tbarnlnyji

2.

patba-rrngul1-ny1la-a
patbarrDgU'llJlyiiaa

lexical stress

kanyara-ng&ra-la

lexical stress

3.
4.

/

/

L

kan,.armiPraia
/

/

lexical stress
Rule 2

JCanyara-la-nguru

kan,.ar&iansUru
/

/

5.

w8Dgkarnu-marri-lba-rru.
~ilh'1-ru.

lexical stress
Rule 2

6.

L
panyu-rri-rra-rru
/
/.
panyurrlrrarru.

lexical stress
Rule 2

7.

/
/minyji
Dbartu-mamiartumatmnyJ1

lexical stress
Rule 1

8.

/
/ "1inyji-rru
vantharni-maw8ntbarni:m8'rninyjirru.

lexical stress
Rule 1
Rule 2

tfunt~yj!rru.

9.

/

/

/

mirru.-ngka-ma-J.alba-rru
L
./
Jlirrungkama]a]harru.

~
10.

/

/

/.

lexical stress
Rule 1
Rule 2
lexical stress
Rule 1
Rule 2

kU.la~-rriiD.yji-rru.

kbla~yjirru.

kUl.a,armnyjlrru.

2.6.2 The Effects of Long Vowels on the Basic Stress Pattern
The stress patterns as described so far make no reference to morphemes.
incorporating long vowels.

As we have seen, morphophonemic alternations

dependent on the length of stems are sensitive to morae rather than to
syllables

(2.5.1)

conditioned.

and

to

some

extent

stress

patterns

are

similarly

But although it is clearly the case that the stress rules (as
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stated in 2.6.1) treat some dimoric syllables as if they were disyllabic
for the purposes of calculating stress meter, it is not possible to
describe the stress system solely in terms of morae counts.

The basic unit

of phonological structure bearing stress is the syllable, not the mora.
The effects of long vowels on stress patterning are best described by
reference

to

a

number

multisyllabic morphemes
For

syllable.

of

examples.

in which a

example,

the stress

long

The

simplest

vowel appears

patterns

of

words

cases
in

involve

the first

based

on

the

disyllabic nominal nbuura conform to the rules already stated:
11.
12.

/

lexical stress
Rule 2

nbuura-npa-rra
nmi'uranparra
,,.
nbuura-ma-lalha-rru
nm1uram81a1har"1
/
/.
L
nlniuramalalharru
/

/

lexical stress
Rule 1
Rule 2

Where a monosyllabic (dimoric) morpheme is followed immediately by a
stressed syllable the situation is more complicated.

Consider the nominal

compound tbaapuva •rotten mouth'.

As a compound this word is expected to

have

on

two

lexical

stress

marks

the

first

and

second

syllables

respectively - tbaapuva. When the word occurs in isolation, in nominative
(unmarked) case, or is followed by a morpheme with an initial stressed
syllable, the second syllable of the stem is unstressed:

13.

/

tbliapuva
/
I"
tbliapuvangara

'rotten mouth'
'rotten mouthed fellows'

This pattern might be expected given the regular rule erasing the second of
a pair of stressed syllables.

However, where tbaapuva .is followed by a

sequence of unstressed monosyllabic morphemes, stress is assigned to these
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as if stress were still present on the second syllable of the stem:
/

t~uva-rru.

1ll.

/

/

thaapuva-lil-rru.

not:

/

/

• tbaapuva-rru.
/
• thaapuva-la-rru.
/

Similar patterns occur where a long vowel (dimoric syllable) results
from the addition of a vowel initial (lexically stressed) morpheme to a
vowel final stem.

For example, the allative suffix -:rta and the verbal

derivational suffix -:ngku-;0 both yield a long second syllable when added
to a disyllabic root.

15.
/

16.

/

~ra-arta~a-rra

ngurraartanparra

• ngilrraart~parra

17.

18.

These examples suggest that Rule 1 affects only adjacent short stressed
syllables and that a late rule removes stress from the second of a pair of
adjacent stressed syllables where either involves a long vowel.
Rule 1
Rule 2
Rule 3

/

CV
CV,....
CV(V)

-> CV
--> CV
--> CV(V)

I
I
I

/
cv_

CkCV
CnV)_

Rule 3 can be seen, from a historical viewpoint, as the reapplication of
Rule 1 following a change in which intervening unstressed syllables have
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been lost.

The change has resulted in trisyllabic stems of four morae

which affect the stress patterning of following morphemes as if they still
consisted of four syllables, and yet bear a stress pattern consistent with
their trisyllabic status.
The issue is further complicated by forms involving the addition of the
-:ngku-,0 verbalizer to stems with a final a vowel.
expected

long

vowel

is

reduced

and

yet

the

In these cases the

stress

pattern

remains

consistent with what is historically a four-syllable verb stem with stress
on the third syllable.
/
vaya-ngku-ngu-rra

19.

vayanglamgUrra
not

lexical stress
'Rule 2

• wilyangldingurra

To account for this pattern the rules of stress assignment, as stated, must
apply before the vowel is reduced.
Not all examples of a lengthened second syllable arise through the
addition of lexically stressed,
stems.

vowel-initial morphemes to vowel-final

For example, the various inflected forms of the verb waruulva-L

'keep on trying' show that the long second syllable acts as if it were
stressed for the purpose of assigning stress to subsequent unstressed
morphemes:
20.

/

varuulva-nngu-rra
7
Rruul~
• vkruulwanngurra

Similarly, a number of disyllabic morphemes have a long second syllable
which, when followed by a sequence of unstressed morphemes, acts as if it
were stressed.

The following example illustrates this for the privative
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suffix -virraa:
21.
not

~un-vlrraa-npa-lha-rru
Jcapunwi?-raanpal.bfu.ru
/
/
/
• JCapunwirraanp8.l.harru

These cases can be accounted for by adding to Rule 2 so that any long vowel
is stressed when it precedes an unstressed syllable:
Rule 2a
b

Rule

2

then

feeds ·Rule

3 which

erases

immediately preceded by a stressed syllable.

stress

from

long

syllables

The fUll derivation of the

last example is then:
22.

,,

/

kapun-virraa-npa...lha-rru
k&punvirraanpalharru
k8.punwirraanpalliarru
/
L
L
kilpunwirraanpalbarru
/

,I'

/

/

lexical stress
Rule 2b
Rule 2a
Rule 3

This can be compared with a derivation in which the long vowel in the
privative suffix does not receive stress:
23.

/

/

/

/

nguyirri-virraa-11a-rn1Dyji
ngU)'irriwi?-r~yji

lexical stress
Rule 1

2.6.3 Primary and secondary stress assignments
It is possible to recognize two degrees of stress on top of the metrical
stress described in the preceding sections.

Words always bear a primary

stress assignment and this typically falls on the first stressed syllable.
Words that involve more than two stress marks often have a second more
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prominent stressed syllable.

In most cases this secondary stress falls on

the last stpssed syllable in the word.

However, if the word involves the

-ma-L causative suffix and this suffix is not the last stressed syllable
then it attracts secondary stress.

Examples of each of these patterns are

given below:
i

24.

/

vantha-rninyji
J.
~-m&rri-1.ha-rru
.L
•
.:L.
/
vantharni...a-rninyji-rru

2.6.4 The Effects of Phrase Stress on Word Stress Patterns
The preferred stress patterns of words are often affected by phrase stress
and intonation patterns, syntactic emphasis on particular morphemes and
metrical rhymes.

At this stage of the analysis it is not possible to

present a full treatment of this syntactic level of stress and intonation
but a number of observations can be made.
Firstly, there is a tendency to stress final case-markers in certain
contexts; usually where some contrast in syntactic function is being
emphasized.

The most common example of this final case stress occurs with

the long vowel allomorph of the accusative case on vowel-final nominal
stems.

This extra stress assignment clearly assists the listener to

distinguish nominative forms (with a final short vowel) from accusative
forms and so serves an important syntactic function.

However, it is by no

means an established rule that final accusative case-marking is always
stressed.
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Secondly, word stress assignments which result in word-final stress
occurring on the antepenultimate syllable may be modified so that stress
falls on the penultimate syllable.
word has five syllables.

A 3+2 metrical stress pattern is generally

preferred over a 2+3 pattern.
25.

/

/

This shift most often occurs where a

For example:

/

/

/

-->
->
-->
->

patha-rralha-rru
/
kanarri-lha-rru
/
/
lliani-ngka-npa-rra
/.
7
yilkarrangu-la

patharralh8.rru
kanarr11.h'8rru
/
/
9'-ningkan.J>arra
y&karrangula

The preference for penultimate word-final stress occasionally results in
stress assignment errors in fast speech.

In the following examples, the

speaker faltered momentarily and succeeded in breaking the penultimate
vowel into an additional stressed syllable.

In the first example, the long

vowel allomorph of accusative case is broken into two short syllables.

In

the second example, the second syllable results from the repetition of the
short vowel.

26.

/

/

~t~a.a'rru

lcurl"JBl"ta-.arta-a-rru
-->
,,,
/
yanga-rninyji-rru
-->

~yji.irru

Finally, the expected stress pattern for a word may be modified so that
it 'rhymes' with the stress patterns of other words in a phrase.
following

example,

the

preferred

stress

pattern

for

the

In the
word

kan,ara-npa-rra-rru is modified to conform to that of panyu-npa-rra-rru:

27.

/

/

/

/

/

panyu-npa-rra-rru kan,ara-npa-rra-rru
I
I

/

/

....,

/

/

panyunparrarru kanyaranparrarru
The expected pattern of stress for kan,ara-npa-rra-rru occurred in the
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preceding sentence of the same text.
In most instances aberrant stress patterns involve violations of Rule 2,
the rule that

functions

to

assign stress

to sequences of unstressed

syllables in accordance with a basic disyllabic pattern.

However, the

unexpected patterns nevertheless conform to the general constraints on
possible sequences of stressed and unstressed syllables.
lexical stress assignment are less common.
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Violations of

Chapter 3
Morphology: Overview

This chapter outlines a number of general issues that arise in the
description

of

Martuthunira

morphology.

Section

3. 1 describes

the

part-of-speech classification assumed in this thesis, concentrating on the
question of nominal subclasses such as noun and adjective and arguing
against a part-of-speech 'particle'. Section 3.2 presents definitions of
suffix and clitic as opposed to independent fr.ee forms and discusses some
of

the

consequences of Martuthunira's

highly

agglutinative

structure.

Martuthunira is a language which allows multiple case-marking and section

3.3 defines the syntactic levels at which nominal suffixes may operate and
the constraints on their occurrence.

3.1 Parts of Speech

The following parts of speech are defined for Martuthunira:
Nominal

An open class of items inflected for number and case.
The superclass nominal includes the closed subclasses
pronoun, demonstrative and locational nominal, and a set
of special temporal nominals.
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open class of items inflected for tense mood and
voice.
Verbs are subcategorized by their argument
structure.

Verb

An

Adverbs

A closed class of uninflected words and which serve to
modify a proposition by presenting some pragmatic
information such as the speaker's state of mind,
intentions, or assumptions about the status of the
information coded in the proposition.

Exclamations

A set of words which may not take suffixes or clitics
and which can function as complete utterances.

In addition to these word classes Martuthunira has a number of minor
parts-of-speech consisting of a single member.
to

adverbs,

their

functions

Although formally similar

justify their separation

into

individual

parts-of-speech classes (see discussion below in 3.1.3).
Finally, Martuthunira has a set of formally defined enclitics which,
depending on their individual functions,

are grouped with either the

adverbs or constitute separate parts-of-speech.

These are described in

detail in chapter 7.

3.1.1 Nominal Subclasses

3.1.1.1 Noun and Adjective
In many Australian languages it is difficult to make a strict division
between the classes noun and adjective.

Firstly, there are

o~en

no clear

formal criteria for a distinction among subclasses, and secondly, it is
often

difficult

to

make

discrete

semantic/functional criteria.
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classifications

based

on

Dixon

(1980)

argues that noun and

adjective classes

in Australian

languages are justified on semantic grounds even if it is not possible to
distinguish between them on formal grounds.
often

has,

in

particular

languages,

He notes that the di vision

certain

syntactic

(functional)

correlates but that these are "of a more/less statistical nature, rather
than being either/or properties that could be used as defining criteria"
( 1980: 275). Dixon's confidence is betrayed in the following statement from
his grammar of Warrgamay:
Nouns and adjectives have almost the same morphological
properties; there is, of course, a clear semantic difference.
Dixon (1981:27)
However, the

~

priori recognition of a semantically based division is

not without its problems.

The fact that a particular nominal may denote an

entity in one noun phrase and yet function as a modifier of a head,
denoting properties of an entity, in another noun phrase, means that we may
not be able to confidently decide whether the particular lexical item is a
noun or an adjective.

For this reason, a number of descriptions choose not

to distinguish nouns and adjectives, instead recognizing that nominals may
have

different

functions

in

different

NPs.

The

contrast

between

entity-denoting nominal and modifying nominal is then handled by positing a
system of functional slots within the NP which may be filled by different
nominals.
This approach is evident in Morphy' s ( 1983) description of Djapu. She
maps the form classes· (noun here corresponds to the class nominal) onto
functions in the following way (adapted from Morphy 1983:31, Table 3.1):
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Djapu Word Classes - Form and Function
Form

Function

Noun phrase bead

Noun, derived noun
Pronoun
Demonstrative

Modifier of Noun phrase bead

Noun, derived noun

Determiner within Noun phrase

Demonstrative

Modifier of Predicator

Noun
Verb
Adverbial particle

Predicator

Verb
Predicate nominal

McGregor ( 1984) presents a similar analysis for Kuniyanti. The NP is
described as a set of functional slots into which

nominal~.may

Again,

in different

nominals

may

have

different

fUnctions

be placed.
NPs

(see

discussion in chapter 8). Both approaches recognize that it is not possible
to identify formally defined classes of lexemes corresponding to the
different fUnctions •

Nevertheless , it is possible to say of particular

items that they more often occur in one fUnction than another.
Thus watu 'dog' functions almost entirely as an NP head but
gurrngan 'dark, darkness' may easily fUnction as either, and
yindi 'big' is most often found in modifying fUnction.
Morphy (1983:32)
Goddard's
definition

(1983)
with

a

description

of

classification

Yankunytjatjara
based

on

combines

functional

notional

slots.

He

subcategorizes nominals into Noun, Stative Adjective and Active Adjective
classes.
reinforced

The
by

criteria
a

for

the

consideration

classification
of

the
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are semantic

co-occurrence

but

restrictions

are
of

particular nominals.

He describes five syntactic frames against which

nominals are compared.

These can be summarized as follows:

1.

nominal is head of a NP,

2.

nominal occurs in apposition to another nominal (head) in a NP,

3. nominal occurs

in

apposition

to

another

nominal

a

in

simple

ascriptive clause,
4.

nominal fUnctions as a second predication on a NP in a verbal clause,

5.

nominal occurs with a copula in a simple ascriptive clause.

Nouns may appear in frames 1, 2 and 3, Stative Adjectives in 2 and 3, and
Active Adjectives in 4 and 5.
The basic division between noun

and

adjective

appears,

from

this

description, to be that nouns can be heads of NPs while adjectives cannot.
Goddard is thus able to use the fUnctional roles of lexical items as
criteria for distinguishing noun and adjective despite the fact that there
is

little direct

correspondence

between

fUnction

slots

and

discrete

categories of lexical items.
The same frames . are appropriate
qualification.

for

Martuthunira,

with one

minor

While in Yankunytjatjara second predications are only

permitted on subjects

(where they typically function like adverbs of

manner) , Martuthunira allows second predications on a range of arguments
and these can have either a manner adverbial (corresponding to Goddard's
Active Adjective) or an ascriptive (Stative Adjective) function.

Similar

comparison reveals that Martuthunira nominals fall into the following
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groups:
1.

Nominals

which

almost

always

appear

as

heads.

These

can

be

recognized on notional grounds as nouns.
2.

Nominals which typically function as modifiers of NP heads,

may

appear as heads of phrases, and which may occur in apposition to
another nominal in a simple ascriptive clause.
number

of

what

are

semantically

These include a large

prototypical

adjectives.

For

example:
hot
sharp
protruding, lump
mud, muddy
long

karlara
jurirri
pangk:lra

ngapala

vi.Dparri
mirtali
ngarniwurtu

3.

big

hot tasting

Nominals which may not be apposed to another nominal in a simple
ascriptive clause but require a copula, and which function almost
exclusively as second predications of manner.

The following items

are good examples of this group:

nguyirri
m.rtivana

asleep
leg propped on knee
lying flat on back
stealthily
excessively
firmly, tightly
alone
straight, directly
hunting

J8D8rra
jirruna

karluvirraa
kartarr
minthal
imlurru

puvany
4.

Nominals which may appear in all five slots.

Most items in this

group can be recognized as prototypical adjectives and include the
following:
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useless, bereaved
good, well
clever, cleverly
slow, slowly
bad, badly
finished, completely

jalya
panyu
kur.ta
jarl"llnl

kuyil
piyuva

Obviously, this division into nominal subclasses is not nearly as neat
as that suggested for Yankunytjatjara. Firstly, nouns and adjectives cannot
be distinguished by the ability of one class to function as the head of a
NP,

and

as

a

result

the

notional/statistical criteria.

classification

is

again

thrown

back

to

However, it should be pointed out that this

conclusion is partly an artefact of the analysis of NP heads, as presented
in chapter 8 •
Secondly, there is no clear division between two classes of

adjec~~ve,

largely due to the greater flexibility allowed in the formation of second
predications in Martuthunira. For example, the interpretation of nominals
in class 4 as either stative or active in any particular instance depends
on the meaning of the primary predication, the referent of the associated
NP, and to some extent on the wider context in which the second predication
occurs.
It is clear, then, that there is little value in establishing nominal
subclasses such as adjective and noun for Martuthunira. The particular uses
of any nominal lexeme are a function of its individual meaning rather than
depending on membership of some lexical category.

The possible exception

here is the set of manner nominals which share the important feature of
requiring a copula in ascriptive clauses and which typically function as
second predications of manner.

I will continue to refer to these nominals
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as a distinguishable subclass but it must be remembered that the slots in
which these nominals occur are not exclusively associated with this class.
The productive inflectional categories for nominals, such as case and
number, are described in detail in chapter 4. The syntax of nominals is
described in a number of different places: the structure of NPs in chapter
8, case-marking and the functions of manner nominals in chapter 10, and
nominal suffixes as complementizers in chapter 11.

3.1.1.2 Proper Nominals: the -ngu and -nha suffixes
A special -ngu form of the genitive and accusative case suffixes (4.1.1)
occurs on a subset of the class of nominals.

Firstly, the form is selected

by the second person singular pronoun kartu, the indefinite/interrogative
pronouns

ngana

'who'

and

nganamarnu

'anyone',

and

the

definite

demonstrative ngurnula. Proper names invariably select the -ngu allomorph
of

the

genitive

accusative suffix.

but

occasionally

select

regular

allomorphs

of

the

In addition, other nominals, particularly kin terms and

human stage of life terms such as Jul.JU 'old man' and jarta 'old woman' may
select the -ngu genitive or accusative when these are used like proper
names.

These patterns suggest that the -ngu suffix has the dual function

of marking case, on the one hand , and status as a proper nominal, on the
other.

For some pronouns and the definite demonstrative the suffix has

become grammaticalized as a case-marker: it no longer contrasts with the
regular common nominal case allomorphs.
The functions of the -ngu case-marker partially overlap those of a
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suffix -Dba which may similarly occur on proper names of persons or places,
and on kin terms or human stage of life nominals.

The suffix occurs only

on nominals in nominative case and thus complements the -ngu suffix as a
marker of proper nominal status.
The -nha suffix is widely reported for Australian languages and appears
in different languages with a number of different functions.

For example,

in the Western Desert languages the cognate -nya is often described as an
allomorph of absolutive case for proper names and some other nominals.
Though Glass (1980) also notes, for Ngaanyatjarra, that it can be attached
to,
a proper name or relationship term which is called out in a
type of joyful greeting, and can be suffixed to a nominal(whose
normal absolutive case is zero) as a marker of definiteness.
Glass (1980:39)
In the Kanyara languages Thalany ji and Payungu,

which have extensive

tripartite case-marking patterns (Austin 1981), -nha is the accusative case
suffix.
the

In an earlier description of Panyjima (Dench 1981:39) I described

-nha

classifier'.

suffix

as

a

The suffix

derivational
is

suffix

labelled

similarly described

in

'proper

Wordick's

noun
(1982)

description of Yinyjiparnti.
While the use of the suffix in the Western Desert and

in

Kanyara

languages displays a strong grammaticalization of the morpheme as a marker
of particular morphological categories {proper names in Western Desert,
accusative case in Thalanyji and Payungu), in Martuthunira the -nha suffix
is never automatically selected by any nominal.

Nor is there any strong

argument for viewing it as an allomorph of some case (for example the
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unmarked nominative).

The suffix must be ascribed a meaning

/1.,

the case

system.
It is quite clear that the use of the suffix on common nominals elevates
these

to

the

status

accusative/genitive.

of

proper

names

just

as

does

the

-ngu

However, this does not explain the use of either

suffix on nominals which are clearly already proper names.

For example:

yini-i -rru yungku-layi, •pantuvarningka -nha Dhiyaa. •
name-ACC-NOW give -FUT
Pannawonica Hill-PNM thisNOM

1•

And then they give it a name, •This is PantuvarniDgka•.
2.

nhawu-lba ngurnu tbarlural
-ngu yini
1sgNOM see -PAST thatACC Deepdale Pool-ACC name

ngayu

wangka-nguli-nyila-a.
call -PASS -PrREL-ACC
I saw that place named Tbarlural.
In these examples the suffix in question does not elevate the nominal to
the status of a proper name.
into

some

meta-linguistic

Rather, it appears to elevate the proper name
context

in

which

proper

names

are

being

discussed: the names are •mentioned• rather than •used• (Lyons 1977:5).
This function of the -nha and -ngu suffixes is extremely interesting and
deserves further investigation 1 •

Unfortunately the present analysis is

based on a very few examples {-nha is very rare in narrative material)
bolstered by my admittedly non-native intuitions.
especially, transcends language boundaries.

It is clear that -nha,

It occurs in all the Ngayarda

languages and is used as freely in the local varieties of Aboriginal
English. Thus the proper treatment of the Martuthunira use of the suffix
will ultimately depend on a characterization of its general functions in
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the wider speech community.

With the exception of some discussion of the

morphological structure of demonstratives in chapter 5, the suffixes are
not described further in this thesis.

3.1.1.3 Closed Classes
The nominal class includes the closed subclasses pronoun, demonstrative and
locational nominal.

These classes can be defined

categories encoded within the classes

by certain unique

(person for pronouns,

types of

referential status for demonstratives, and special directional categories
for locational nominals), and by some irregular case-marking patterns.

The

morphology of these classes is presented in chapter 5. In addition, a
paradigm of possessive suffixes marking person and kin-relationship are
included with the discussion of pronouns in 5.2, and the irregular nominal
puyi

is discussed together with the locational nominals.

Martuthunira has a set of nominals which typically function as temporal
.adverbs.

Although many of the forms

appear to have quite different

patterns of distribution they form a semantically coherent class and have
reasonably

predictable

morphology.

Temporal

nominals

do

not

have

associated with them unique morphological categories (although some might
be described as inherently locative) and it is not clear to what extent new
temporal nominals may be derived.

However, for the present description it

is assumed that the class is closed.

Examples are presented in 5. 1O.
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3.1.2 Nominal and Verb
The patterns of multiple case-marking described in 3.3 below can lead to a
sequence of nominal suffixes appended to an inflected verb form.
freedom with which arguments of verbs may be omitted,
inflected

verbs

look

very

like

nominals.

However,

Given the

many of these
I

refrain

from

describing extensive nominalization in Martuthunira. While there are a few
verbal

inflections

(in

particular

the

habitual

and

passive

habitual

(6.2.5)) which may be used to derive new nominal lexemes, the majority of
nominally inflected verbs retain much of their status as verbal predicates:
they may retain their tense specification and may take a fUll range of
regularly case-marked arguments, including second predications on these
arguments.

3.1.3 Against Particles
It is common in grammars of Australian languages to describe a class of
particles:

n Australian

languages typically have a set of a score or so

'particles' that provide logical/modal type qualification of a complete
clause.

These are often the only types of words which cannot take any sort

of inflection" Dixon (1980:284).
Zwicky (1985) argues strongly against the positing of a syntactic class
'particle' in any grammatical description and suggests that instead an
attempt should be made to place the supposed particles into already
established parts-of-speech classes.
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[T]here is no reason whatever to think that the whole class
of particle words in any language constitutes, a unified group
of items syntactically.
Once again, the class of
'particles' is distinguished entirely negatively: particles are
the words left over when all the others have been assigned to
syntactic categories.
Zwicky (1985:292)
Zwicky goes on to investigate a collection of putative particles and
clitics in a number of languages.

In each case he argues for a reanalysis

of the forms as either affixes or independent words of various syntactic
categories (rather than bound clitics or acategorial particles).

The class

into which most of his example particles are found to fall is the adverb
class.

Thus, in discussing German so-called conversational particles such

as ja, eben, denrt)doch, Zwicky concludes:
There is, of course, no problem if the conversational
particles are adverbs of a special type. Then their privileges
of occurrence are matters of syntax ••• Everything I know about
Ger. conversational particles indicates that they are adverbs
with special restrictions on their occurrence
Zwicky (1985:297)
Similarly, for Welsh:
I conclude that Welsh 'particles' are independent words
(adverbs, presumably, though of a small and distributionally
restricted class) with simple clitic variants.
Zwicky (1985:302)
It is debatable whether lumping particles into an adverb class gains
much more than just the abolition of an embarrassing particle class.

The

problems inherent in a clear definition of 'adverb' in English and the
extensive description of adverb types throughout the literature shows much
the same syntactic and semantic heterogeneity as leads Zwicky to revile
'particle' in the first place.
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However, In Zwicky's defence it should be said that, following Gazdar
and Pullum (1982), he presumes an elaborated system of parts-of-speech
involving a hierarchical arrangement of categories and sub-categories.

It

is in the adverb class that most commentators are happy to, indeed are
forced to accept sub-classes, and so the addition of various particles to
this class presents little challenge to entrenched views on the number and
composition of distinct parts-of-speech categories.
Following

Zwicky,

I

will

not

invoke

description of Martuthunira. Instead,

a

class

'particle'

in

this

the collection of non-inflecting

words are grouped into a number of minor parts of speech with the majority
falling into the adverb class.

Other non-inflecting words form the class

of exclamations and, in addition, a number of words form parts-of-speech
consisting of only one member: 1d1 'if, or , maybe' , a sentence and NP
conjunction;

pala

'IT I '

a

dummy

demonstrative

in

presentative

constructions; and yirla 'only', a quantifier.

3.2 Word Structure

3.2.1 Suffixes
Martuthunira is a suffixing language with a highly analytic agglutinating
structure.

This high degree of visibility of component morphemes in words

is most marked in multiply inflected nominal words and is a direct result
of the following general features:
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1•

most suffixes conform to the general constraints on permissible
phonological word forms,

2.

morphemes of two or more syllables bear a lexically assigned stress
(and some monosyllabic suffixes are lexically stressed),

3.

there are relatively few morphophonemic processes and many suffixes
have an invariant form.

That is,

many morphemes which are nevertheless described

as

bound

suffixes fulfill all the phonotactic requirements necessary for independent
word status.

They are described as suffixes because they are typically

distributed to all constituents within a phrase.

To recognize these

suffixes as independent words would be to admit a level of 'word phrase'
below that of the NP.
Within a nominal word,

the order of suffixes is meaningful and is

determined by a principle of concentric scoping.

That is, items which

occur to the left (in a suffixing language) have logical scope over all
preceding morphemes.

For example:

varrirti-tbarra-marta
spear
-DUAL -PROP

varrirti-aarta-tbarra
spear
-PROP -DUAL

'having two spears'

'two each having a spear'

kanyara-ngara-vu

kanya.ra-vu-nga.ra

man

man

-PLURAL-GEN

'belonging to the·men'
Although

there

are

general

-GEN-PLURAL

'things belonging to the man'
patterns

whereby

some

suffixes

(such

as

possessive markers or number markers) mostly occur close to the root, while
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others (such as the proprietive or genitive) occur at the outer layers of
the word, it is not possible to establish classes of suffix based on
position of occurrence.

How deeply within a multiply inflected word

particular suffixes may be found depends partly on their meaning and on
their availability for marking syntactic relationships at different levels
beyond the word (see 3.3 below and Evans and Deneb (1986)).
There are two apparent exceptions to
scoping.

this

principal of concentric

The suffixes -ttmrti 'CONJunction', and -vu.JU 'SIDE' typically

precede the accusative case suffix but may, on other occasions, follow it.
For example:
4.

DgUDhaa pavu.lu puni-layi vangka-lu

tbatNOM child

go

-FUT

papu-ttmrti-i

pipi-ttmrti-i

speak-PURPss fatber-CONJ-ACC motber-CONJ-ACC

That kid will go and talk to bis father and mother.
5.

ngarnarna Dhavu.-layi kupiyaji

1pl(exc)

see

-FUT

ngurrin,.arta-ngara-a

girl

-i

vu.ntu-ngara-a

-tlmrti

little(pl)-ACC boy -PLURAL-ACC-CONJ
-tburti panyi-rnura-a.

-PLURAL-ACC-CONJ

dance-PrREL-ACC

We'll see the little ones, the boys and the girls, dancing.
The two suffixes -ttmrti and -VU.JU serve to relate nominals within a NP,
while the accusative usually relates NPs to predicates at the clausal
level.

Thus the expected order is for the accusative to follow either of

the two suffixes and the order demonstrated in 5 is quite marked.

However,

I have been unable to discover any difference in meaning between the two
patterns.

It may be that the variation in order is

historical

stage

at

which

-tlmrti

and

-VU.JU

following the NPs over which they bad scope.

were

evidence of a

independent

They may be only recently

captured satellites in a continuing history of agglutination.
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words

3.2.2 Clitics
Clitics may occur on any part of speech with the exception of exclamations,
and

follow

any nominal or verbal suffixes attached

to a

word.

The

definition of a clitic as phonologically dependent is determined by appeal
to the phonotactic constraints on word-formation.

If a form does not

fulfil the criteria allowing it to be considered an independent word, and
because of its syntactic distribution cannot be described as a nominal or
verbal suffix, then it is described as a clitic.
Although formal definition of clitic as opposed to independent word is
quite straightforward, in the case of one particular clitic, -1 'THEN', and
certain case suffixes, the boundary between clitic and affix is somewhat
blurred.

As already

and -wuyu
suffix.

'SIDE'

mention~d,

may,

the nominal suffixes -tlmrti 'CONJunction'

very occasionally,

follow

the

accusative

case

In the other direction, the clitic -1 is strongly attracted to

inner levels of the word to which it is

attached

variation in ordering with respect to nominal suffixes.

resulting in some
However, it must

be pointed out that sequences of clitics, unlike sequences of nominal
suffixes, have a flat structure.

Thus the intrusion of clitics cannot

cause any violations of the principle of concentric scoping for nominal
suffixes.

Variation in the placement of -1 is illustrated in the following

pairs of examples:
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6a. ngayu nguyirr1varla paju, viru.vant1-nguru-l vant1-layi
1sgNOM sleepy fellow REAL morning -ABL-THEN lie -FUT
yakarrangu-u yi.rla tbarrwa-vaa.
sun
-ACC until go in -PURPs=o
I'm a proper sleepy-head, lying-in through the morning
until the sun goes down.
b.

llir.ta-rni vant1-nguru viru.vant1-l-nguru, karlva-nguru
not
-NOW lie -PRES morning-THEN-ABL get up-PRES
yakarrangu-virr1va-la-l.
sun
-PRIV -LOC-THEN
Now I don't lie in through the morning, I get up when there's no sun.

7a. kartu wuraal ngamari-1
mrlimrli-ma-rniny ji mirlimirli-la
2sgNOM alright tobacco-Ace rolled -CAUS-FUT
paper
-LOC
nganajumarta-a kaJCUTa-a-1?
1dl(disharm)-ACC two -ACC-THEN
Will you roll cigarettes for both of us?
b.

nganaju mim1 panyu-ma-lalha varrirt1-1 nganajmlarta-vu -u
1sgGEN uncle good-CAUS-PAST spear -ACC 1dl(disharm)-GEN-ACC
ka,arra-1-yu puni-layi puvany-pa-rni.
two -THEN-ACC go -FUT hunting-0-NOW
My uncle fixed our two spears and we went hunting.

In 6a and 7a the clitic appears in its expected position following the
ablative and accusative suffixes respectively.
precedes these suffixes.

In 6b and 7b, the clitic

Similar variation occurs, not surprisingly, with

the -vuyu 'SIDE' suffix.
Although the alternative orderings might suggest scoping contrasts of
some kind, I have no evidence to support such an analysis.

Also, it was

not possible to check these patterns with other speakers.

However, the

improbability of scoping contrasts is revealed in the following set of
examples.
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8.

kupuyu-1
-yu.
little-THEN-ACC

ngayu thani-lalha ngurnu 111yi.-i
1sgNOM hit -PAST thatACC dog-ACC

• kupuyu-u -1
little-ACC-THEN

I hit that dog when it was little.

9.

nganarna thani-lalha ngurnu -ngara -a 1myi-ngara-a
1pl(exc) hit -PAST thatOBL-PLURAL-ACC dog-PLURAL-ACC
kupiyaji -i -1.
little(pl)-ACC-THEN
• kupiyaji -1
-yu
little(pl)-THEN-ACC

We hit those dogs when they were little.
kupuyu-IUlyarra-1.
little-ALL
-THEN

10. ngayu puni-va,ara thawn-mil,arra
1sgNOM go -HABIT town -ALL

• kupuyu-1
-milyarra
little-THEN-ALL

I used to go to town when it was a small place.
These examples show that the placement of the clitic is affected by the
choice of a particular lexical item as well as by the nominal suffix.
While the lexical item kupuyu 'little' requires the clitic to precede
accusative

case,

kupiyaji · 'little(pl)',

in

requires the clitic to follow accusative case.

an

identical

construction

Example 10 shows that the

attraction of the clitic following kupuyu is restricted to certain case
suffixes and so cannot be explained by setting up a new lexical item
kupuyul. Example 7 shows that other lexical items (in this case kayarra

'two') allow both orders.
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3.3 Multiple Case-Marking

Nominal suffixes can be described as predicates which may take as their
arguments constituents existing at a number of syntactic levels.

Multiple

case-marking will occur where individual words are marked by a number of
suffixes each of which indicates the role of that word in successively
higher constituents.

The patterning of multiple case-marking within any

particular language depends on a number of factors: 1 • what grammatical
constituents are possible arguments of case predicates, 2. the language
specific conventions governing how suffixes are to be distributed to words
within constituents, and 3. the language specific constraints on certain
sequences of morphemes.

In this section I will consider these features of

Martuthunira case-marking patterns 2 •

3.3.1 Nominal Suffix Functions
Martuthunira nominal suffixes may have one or more of the following
functions:
1.

Relational: the prototypical function of case-marking - the coding of
argument roles at the clause level,

2.

Adnominal: indicating relationships between NPs within the one NP.
Inflected words at this level need not be exocentric; as discussed in
chapter 8.3 inflected nominals may function as the heads of phrases.
In the extreme, adnominal suffixes serve in this way to create new
lexemes and so have a derivational function.
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3.

Referential: nominal adjuncts of various kinds are linked to the
arguments of the main predicate in a clause by a system of case
copying.

In Martuthunira this referential case copying codes second

predications and part-whole agreement {10.5).
4.

Complementizing:

subordinate clause verbs bear a nominal suffix

indicating the relationship between the subject of that clause and
some argument in the main clause {C-complementizing), or some logical
relationship between the two clauses {T-complementizing).
Table 3.1 shows the range of possible functions for some of the more
common nominal suffixes:
Table 3.1 Functions of Nominal Suffixes
Ad nominal
Accusative
Effector
Locative
Ablative
Associative
Proprietive
Privative

•
•
•
•
•

Relational

Referential

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Complementizing
C-comp. T-comp .

•
•
•
•

•
•

This table shows that the locative and ablative cover all four functions
{and both complementizing functions).

At the other end of the scale, the

proprietive and privative have only an adnominal use.
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3.3.2 Morphological Coding Conventions
At the level of the NP, Martuthunira exhibits complete concord;

all

constituents of a NP are marked with the suffix indicating the role of that
NP in higher structures.

For example:

11. ngayu nbavu-lha ngurnu tharnta-a 111.rtily-marta-a
1sgNOM see -PAST thatACC euro -ACC joey -PROP-ACC
thara-ngka-marta-a
pouch-LOC -PROP-ACC

I saw that euro with a joey in its pouch.
The most highly inflected nominal in this sentence, thara 'pouch', bears
three nominal suffixes.

The adnominal locative relates 'pouch' and 'joey'.

The adnominal proprietive links the NP 'joey in pouch' to 'euro' and here
the proprietive is marked on both nominal subconstituents of the NP.
Finally, the complex NP 'euro with joey in pouch' is marked with relational
accusative case as the object of the clause.

Again, the accusative case

suffix is distributed to all words within the complex NP.
However, complementizing case on clauses is not distributed
subconstituents but is marked only on the head of the clause.

to all

For verbal

clauses the head is the main verb:
12. ngayu

wiyaa nbavu-layi tharnta-a vanyjarri-nyila-a

1sgNOM maybe see

-FUT

jarruru.
-PrREL-ACC slowly

euro -ACC run

Maybe I'll see a euro running along slowly.
In

this

example

the

subordinate

clause

includes

predicate of manner on the (deleted) subject.
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an

unmarked

second

The following more complex

example illustrates both coding conventions:
13. ngayu nhawu-ngu-layi ngurnu-ragara -lu kanyara-ngara-lu
1sgNOM see -PASS-FUT that -PLURAL-EFF man
-PLURAL-EFF
wirra
-a
yinka -la]ha-ngara -lu.
boomerang-ACC chisel-PAST -PLURAL-EFF

I'll be seen by those men who carved the boomerang.
Here the complex NP, 'men who carved the boomerangs', is marked for number
and effector case.

The plural and effector suffixes appear on the head of

the NP, on the preceding demonstrative, and on the head of the modifying
embedded

clause.

However,

the

suffixes

do

not

filter

down

to

the

accusative marked object of the subordinate clause.
For simple ascriptive non-verbal clauses the head is the predicate NP
(9.1).

Embedded

ascriptives

of this kind

have case

assigned

to all

subconstituents of the head NP. Usually the subject of a simple ascriptive
is deleted

under

following example.

identity with the controlling matrix NP as

in the

The complex predicate of the ascriptive is underlined.

14. nganangu-rru kana kuliyanpa-layi ngaUva

whoACC

-NOW RHET think

-FUT

Dli.Jara-marta-a
1pl(inc) egg
-PROP -ACC

panyu-marta-a mngka-rmguntbarri-marta-a?
good -PROP -ACC eat
-HABITNOM
-PROP -ACC
Who else [other than the chickens] can we think of that has good
eggs that can be eaten?
Unfortunately, I have no examples of a non-verbal subordinate clause in
which the predicate takes an accusative complement (see 9.2).
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3.3.3 Morphological Sequence Constraints
Martuthunira
suffixes.

exercises

a

general

ban

on

sequences

of

identical

The following test examples demonstrate this for the proprietive

and privative suffixes:
15. ngun1m vartirra puni-lha ngurnu ....arta kanyara....arta
thatNOM woman
go -PAST thatOBL-PROP man
-PROP
tharnta-virriva....arta.
euro
-PRIV -PROP
• tharnta....arta....arta.
euro
-PROP -PROP

That woman went with the man

f

who is without a euro ·]
• who has the euro.

16. ngayu nba11U-lha ngurnu kanyara-a kapun-marnu-virriva-a
1sgNOM see -PAST thatACC man -ACC body -ASSOC-PRIV -ACC
jirli-marta-virriva-a
arm -PROP -PRIV -ACC

puni-nyila-a.
go -PrREL-ACC

• jirli-virriva-virriva-a
arm -PRIV -PRIV -ACC

I saw that man going along

7

\ • without the shirt with sleeves.
( without the shirt without sleeves.)

The constraint does not apply where one of two adjacent suffixes is part of
a derived lexeme.

Thus compare 17 below with 15 above.

17. ngun1m vartirra puni-lha ngurnu ...arta airntirillarta....arta
thatNOM woman
go -PAST thatOBL-PROP goanna
-PROP
That woman went along with a goanna (carrying it)3.
In reality the possibility of two identical suffixes coming together is
very remote.

In this respect Martuthunira differs from its Ngayarda

relatives Panyjima and Ngarluma. In both these languages complete concord
of case-marking extends to complementizing case on subordinate clauses.
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Thus

there

are

many

complementizing case

possibilities

suffix,

for

for

example,

an
to

accusative

or

appear

a

on

locative
relational

accusative or locative NP in a subordinate clause (see Evans and Dench
(1986) for discussion).

-

13~

-

Chapter 4
Nominal Morphology

This chapter describes the productive nominal suffixes.

Each suffix is

presented in turn with a description of its functions (as defined by the
typology presented in 3.3.1) and a broad characterization of its meaning in
the various contexts in which it may be used, though at this stage I have
not set myself the task of providing fully specified semantic definitions.
The suffixes are not grouped into classes either on the basis of their
order within nominal words or by appeal to function.

Thus I

do not

distinguish a class of 'inflections' from a class of 'derivations' (see
Dixon 1980 :292). On the other hand, the multi-functional uses of some
suffixes (especially the locative and ablative) argues against establishing
a class of adnominal suffixes as opposed to relational suffixes.
a summary of nominal suffix forms

in section 4. 1 ,

presented in rough semantic groups.
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Following

the suffixes are

4.1 Suffix Forms

This section presents a summary of morphophonemic alternations in the forms
of the nominal suffixes and the resulting phonotactically defined classes
into which nominals fall.

4.1.1 Accusative and Genitive Suffix Forms
The accusative and genitive suffixes are closely related as the following
summary of allomorphs shows:
Table 4.1: Accusative and Genitive Allomorphy
Accusative
proper nominals:

Genitive
-ngu

common nominals:
following a nasal

-ku

following a lateral or rhotic

-yu

following a vowel

-yu
-w

The morphemes have distinct forms only for vowel-final common nominals
and this strongly suggests that both sets of allomorphs are descended from
the one suffix:
•-ngu
•-ku

on proper nominals
on common nominals
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Of course, remembering that the modern Martuthunira accusative descends
from a dative, the conflation of the two cases is quite understandable.
Languages of the Kanyara and Mantharta groups to the south of Martuthunira
share both forms as allomorphs of the 'combined' dative/genitive suffix.
(By

contrast,

the

other

Ngayarda

languages

Panyjima,

Ngarluma

and

Yinyjiparnti have a separate genitive suffix -tharntu.)
In the long run the best analysis of the accusative/genitive conflation
will be a historical account.

In particular, this analysis will need to

explain how the allomorphs of genitive and accusative on vowel-final common
nominal stems came to be different.
solutions.

There are two logically possible

Firstly, one might look for an independent source for one or

other allomorph, either within the language but external to this particular
paradigm, or from some other language.

Alternatively, it can be assumed

that both allomorphs descend from the one source with a conditioned
divergence into two separate phonological forms.

I believe the second of

these to be the more plausible.
The divergence in phonological form was most likely a result of the
contrasting morphological contexts in which the suffix in its genitive and
accusative (or dative - the timing of the change relative to the switch to
an accusative case-marking pattern is not possible) functions occurred.

As

in the modern language, the genitive had a chiefly adnominal function
forming a stem which was further inflected for relational case.

The

accusative functioned as a relational case suffix and was not followed by
any further nominal

inflection.

The more

extensive

lenition of the

accusative may be related to the fact that it usually occurs as the last
syllable in the word, a position of reduced stress.
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The genitive, on the

other hand, is often not the last syllable in the word and is very often
the

stressed

penultimate

syllable

(when followed

by

the

monosyllabic

1
accusative, effector or locative suffixes for example) •
Secondly, syntactic considerations may have blocked any tendency for the
genitive suffix

to

lenite

Had

further.

the

genitive

and

accusative

remained homophonous in all environments, nominals with a final vowel and
marked with both genitive and accusative case would involve a triple long
vowel:
• imyi-1

-i

dog -GEN-ACC
Such a long vowel would not be tolerated and the lenition would likely lead
to a breakdown in the marking of genitive.

As appealing as this view of

the preservation of the genitive form may be, I am not prepared to argue
the case for the historical equivalent of a transderivational constraint
here.
Finally, it should be noted that both arguments assume that the genitive
and

accusative

functions

of

the

one

distinguished by speakers of the language.

suffix

were,

to

some

extent,

Certainly the data argues that

any conflation of dative/accusative with genitive in a previous stage of
the language was a syncretism of forms rather than a neutralization of the
category distinction.
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4.1.2 The -wura Belonging Suffix
The belonging suffix (section 4.13) has the following forms:
on proper nominals, pronouns
and demonstratives
on common nominals following a nasal
on common nominals following a vowel,
lateral or rhotic

-ngura
-kura

-wura

This suffix has a similar pattern of allomorphy to the accusative and
genitive

suffixes

described

above.

However,

it

has

the

form

-wura

following a lateral or rhotic, rather than the •-yura form that might be
predicted (see section 2.5.2). It is clear then, that the suffix does not
involve a simple -ra increment to the genitive, although the contrast
between proper and common nominal forms suggests some historical link with
the old dative/genitive suffix 2 •

4.1.3 Locative and Effector
The locative and effector nominal suffixes have identical allomorphy except
that the effector forms have final u where the locative forms have final a.
The locative allomorphs are:
-ngka
-la

-ta
-rta
-tha
-a

dimoric stems with final vowel
stems of three or more morae
with final vowel
following n
following rn
following ny or nh
following a rhotic or lateral
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This allomorphy conforms to the common Pama-Nyungan pattern with -ogka/-la
allomorphs on vowel-final stems, homorganic stops following final nasals,
and the single vowel following non-nasal consonantal sonorants.

There is

no -ja allomorph following final ny and instead the choice of the -tha
allomorph
articulated

results
in

in

a

careful

nyth

cluster.

speech,

the

Although
usual

this

phonetic

cluster
result

may be
is

a

double-articulated laminal dental/palatal nasal/stop cluster (see section

2.5.6).

4.1.4 Allative
The direct allative suffix -:rta has allomorphs:
-arta
following a vowel-final stem in a
-irta . following a vowel-final stem in i
-urta
following a vowel-final stem in u

So far I have not found an example of the direct allative on a consonant
final stem.

However, it is clear that the suffix descends from the common

Ngayarda •-karta allative.

Like the accusative suffix the lenition of the

allative has led to partial vowel harmony between stem and suffix.

4.1.5 Privative
The privative suffix has two forms:
-wirriwa
-wirraa

The conditioning of the two forms is poorly understood at present though
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there are clear patterns.

Most importantly, the -wirraa allomorph never

precedes the accusative suffix,

and

is rare preceding the -rru

'NOW'

clitic.
The Martuthunira suffix is cognate with the Purduna privative suffix
-wirriya and

the

Payungu.

suffix

The

-pirritha

privative suffix

may also

be

shared

related

to

by Thalanyji
the

'LEST'

and
verb

inflection -wirri.

4.1.6 Characteristic
The characteristic suffix -warlaya has a short form -warla which appears on
all dimoric stems.
conditioning

is

The longer form is preferred on trimoric stems.
based

on

a

preference

for

an

even

The

pattern

of

stressed-unstressed syllables in the word.

4.1.7 Summary of Alternating Suffix Forms
The patterns of variation

for suffixes result

in some phonologically

determined noun declensions where the choice of suffix form is dependent on
the number of morae and

the final segment of a nominal stem.

patterns are illustrated in table 4.2 overleaf.
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These

Table 4.2: Summary of Suffix Forms

Nominative Stem Accusative

-.A

.l=

Genitive

Belonging

Locative

Effector

Direct Allative

par la

parlaa

parlawu

parlawura

parlangka

parlangku

parlaarta

kanyara

kanyaraa

kanyarawu

kanyarawura

kanyarala

kanyaralu

kanyaraarta

muyi

muyii

muyiwu

muyiwura

muyingka

muyingku

muyiirta

warrirti

warrirtii

warrirtiwu

warrirtiwura

warrirtila

warrirtilu

warrirtiirta

nhartu

nhartuu

nhartuwu

nhartuwura

nhartungka

nhartungku

nhartuurta

pawulu

pawuluu

pawuluwu

pawuluwura

pawulula

pawululu

pawuluurta

kurntal

kurntal.yu

kurntal.yu

kurntalwura

kurntala

kurntalu

?

mirtily

mirtily.yu

mirtily.yu

mirtilywura

mirtilya

mirtilyu

?

kanparr

kanparryu

kanparryu

kanparrwura

kanparra

kanparru

?

kalyaran

kalyaranku

kalyaranku

kalyarankura

kalyaranta

kalyarantu

?

kurlany

kurlanyku

kurlanyku

kurlanykura

kurlanytha

kurlanythu

?

jinkarn

jinkarnku

jinkarnku

jinkarnkura

jinkarnta

jinkarntu

?

0

'

4.1.8 Invariant Suffixes
The following nominal suffixes have invariant forms:
Ablative

-nguru

Allative

-milyarra

Directional

-wrrini

Direction Facing

-thartu

Near

-vini

Dweller

-nyungu

Provenience

-ra

Associative

-ma.mu

Proprietive

-marta

Owner

-vaya

Causal

-ngalyarnta

Obscured

-ngurni

Dual

-tharra

Plural

-ngara

Distributed Plural

-varntura

Group

-ma.mu

Side

-wyu

Conjunction

-tburti

4.2 Nominative Case

Transitive and intransitive subjects, and their various adjuncts, are not
marked by a special nominal suffix.

However, demonstratives and some

pronouns do have special nominative forms which differ from forms used in
other argument positions.

In this description I will not use a zero

nominative

sentence

unmarked.

suffix

--

in

examples

but

will

leave

nominals

However, this does not mean that all nominals appearing without

overt case specification are subjects or adjuncts on subjects.

Firstly,

there are classes of temporal and locational nominals which function as
sentence adverbs and which generally bear no overt case marking.

These are

discussed in 5.9 and 5.10. Secondly, object 'topics' in imperative clauses
are

in

nominative

case,

involving

either

unmarked

nominative forms of pronouns and demonstratives.

nominals

or

the

These are described in

10.4.

4.3 Accusative

The accusative suffix has

a number of related

relational

functions.

Firstly, it marks the objects of transitive and ditransitive verbs and the
sub-categorized complements of predicates other than transitive verbs.
(The differing

argument structures of predicates in Martuthunira are
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described in :10 .1) Secondly, a wide range of predicates may take an
additional accusative complement denoting some beneficiary of the action.
Although accusative beneficiaries can be described
predicates are not subcategorized

as core arguments,

for these arguments.

Finally,

accusative is used to mark a particular kind of temporal adjunct.

the

However,

these accusative adjuncts are not core arguments in the clauses in which
they occur.
Given this range of functions it is clear that the accusative cannot be
described as a purely diacritical suffix marking non-subject core arguments
of transitive verbs.

The fact that it has functions as a 'semantic' case

provides a convincing argument

that

the

accusative be ascribed

some

meaning.
The following subsections detail the different relational functions of
the accusative.

The question of the meaning of the suffix is returned to

in 4.3.6. The referential and complementizing functions of the accusative
are described in 10.5 and 11.

4.3.1 Objects of Transitive and Ditransitive Verbs
The examples below illustrate the use of the accusative suffix to mark the
objects of simple transitive verbs.
1•

ngayu

panyi-lalha kanparr-yu.

1sgNOM step -PAST

spider -ACC

I stepped on a spider.
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2.

ngunhu-tharra llanku-lha-nguru kurlany-ku, parrani-nguru-rru.

thatNOM-DUAL

get

-PAST-ABL

knife -ACC

return -PRES -NOW

Those two, having got a knife, are coming back now.
Also, both objects of ditransitive verbs, such as yungku-,¢ 'give' and
mirnuma-L 'show, teach' take the accusative suffix, although it is rare for

both such arguments to appear in the same clause:
3.

ngunhu

kanyara ngurnu

thatNOM man
ngurnula-ngu-u

jiDkarn

-ku

yungku-lha

thatACC digging stick -ACC give -PAST
mimi -1.

thatDEF -GEN-ACC uncle-ACC
That man gave his uncle the digging stick.

4.

kartu

marrari-i kuyil-yu mir.ta nhllura -ma

2sgNOM word -ACC bad -ACC not

-rninyji

knowing-CAUS-FUT

pawulu-ngara-a.

child-PLURAL-ACC
Don't you teach the children bad words.
The two accusative marked arguments of a ditransitive verb are not
strictly ordered with respect to one another.
structure of Martuthunira NPs means

that

there

modifiers being associated with the wrong heads.

However,
is

the coherent

little danger of

Similarly, there is

rarely any possibility of ambiguity in the linking of the two accusative
arguments to predicate argument structure.

In most cases the correct

assignment will be clear from context (see 10.3).
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4.3.2 Alternative Argument Structures
Most intransitive and transitive motion verbs have alternate argument
structures in which some locational complement may be marked either with a
locational case suffix or with the accusative suffix.

These alternative

case assignment patterns are discussed in detail 10.1.5 and 10.1.6.
The examples below illustrate the contrasts for kanarri-P 'come' and
warntitha-L 'throw, drop'.

For kanarri-,0 the goal of motion is typically

marked with the allative suffix.

For warntitha-L the goal of motion may be

marked either with the allative or the locative suffixes.
5.

Dlmlaa kanyara thurlanyarrara ngaliva ~lyarra kanarri-lha
near you man
poor fellow
1pl{inc)-ALL
come
-PAST
vavayi -l..yarra nganangu -u
juvaywaarta-a.
look for-CTEMP
someoneOBL-ACC doctor
-ACC

That poor man came to us looking for a doctor.
6.

ngunhu -ngara

kanarr1-layi nhavani-1-rru, yinki-1
ngurra-a-rru.
thatNOM-PLURAL come
-FUT thing-ACC-NOW beach-ACC land-ACC-NOW

Then they came right to the what's-a-name, to the beach, the
edge of the land.

7. ngaliya kanarri-lha tharnta-a mngka-rnura-a.
1dl(exc) come

-PAST euro -ACC eat

-PrREL-ACC

We came upon a euro feeding.
8.

pavu.lu nganaju parla-a
warntitha-rralha.
thatNOM child 1sgACC stone-ACC throw
-PAST

ngunhu

That child threw a stone at me (hitting me).
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9.

ngayu

parla-a

varntitba-rralha ngurnu-ngka 1111yi-ngka

1sgNOM rock-ACC throw

-PAST

thatACC-LOC dog -LOC

vanyjarri-wa1a.

run away -PURPds
I threw a rock at that dog so it would run away.
For both verbs, the use of an accusative marked goal usually implies some
accomplishment of effect on that goal.
goal is accomplished.

Thus in 6, the motion towards the

In 7 the animate goal is affected by the unexpected

and inopportune arrival of the subject of the verb.

Similarly, in 8 the

use of the accusative suffix on the goal implies that the eventual endpoint
is reached and generally that the goal, especially if animate, is adversely
affected by the arriving object.

By contrast, there is no implication in 9

that the goal of motion, the dog, is necessarily hit by the stone.

The act

of throwing it in the general direction of the dog is enough to scare it
away.

4.3.3 Accusative Benefactive Arguments
Both transitive
argument denoting

and
a

intransitive
'beneficiary'

verbs may take
of the

action

an added
(see

accusative

10.1.9.2).

The

referent of the benefactive argument is typically animate and is assumed to
be affected in some way by the event or action described by the verb.
"Whether or not this effect is interpreted as being of positive benefit
depends on the meaning of the predicate.

Some actions can be assumed to be

of general benefit, others are malefactive.
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Some examples are:

1O. nganaju ya.an pawulu-ngara-a kallpa-lalha airla-a.
1sgGEN wife child-PLURAL-ACC cook -PAST meat-ACC
My wife cooked meat for the kids.
11. ngayu kangku-lha pukarta -ngara -a ngurnu vartirra-a.
1sgNOM carry-PAST firewood-PLURAL-ACC thatACC woman -ACC
I carried firewood for that woman.
12. miyi yanga-lalha tharnta-a kanyara-tburti waruu-lpurtu
dog chase-PAST euro -ACC man
-CONJ
still-COMP
mirntiwul miyi-ngara-a, ..mgka-lvaa airla-a.
together dog-PLURAL-ACC eat -PURPds meat-ACC
The dog, together with a man, chased a euro for the dogs,
so [the dogs] could eat meat.
13. nhiJU
varrirti parli-npa-nsuru.nganaju.
thisNOM spear
bent-INCH-PRES 1sgACC
This spear is going bent on me.
14. mir.ta yimpala -npa -marri-layi kartungu-u mapuji-1.
not
like that-INCH-COLL -FUT 2sgGEN-ACC MoFa -ACC
Don't be like that about/on your grandfather.
Notice that the animate accusative goal arguments of motion verbs are in
many ways semantically equivalent to benefactive arguments.
Finally, it should be noted that this construction is not the only means
of

describing

beneficial

actions

in

Martuthunira.

Most

(positive)

beneficiaries are coded as the objects of a benefactive verb wuruma-L 'do
for' (see 10.1.4).
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4.3.4 Complements of Predicate Nominals
The complements of the psych-predicate nominals nbllura 'knowing', viru
'liking, wanting', and vaya 'fear', select accusative case (9.2.2). For
example:

15. nbllwana Dhuura nganaju yilangu karri-nyila-a.
2plNOM knowing 1sgACC

here

. stand-PrREL-ACC

You know I'm standing here.

16. kartu nyina-fl pawulu jalyuru-la , nyina-'4 vaya -.iyi-i.
2sgNOM sit-IMP child

inside-LOC

sit-IMP fear dog-ACC

You sit inside kid, for fear of the dog.
In addition, kinship nominals may function as non-verbal predicates
taking a nominative subject and an accusative complement.

As the following

examples shows, the complement describes the kin possessor:

17. vayil ngula yaan

ngurnaa vartirra-a.

maybe IGNOR spouse thatACC woman -ACC
Maybe he is husband to that woman.

18. Ohl nguDhaa pala mim1 ngali -i.
Oh thatNOM IT
uncle 1dl(inc)-ACC
Oh! you mean that fella who is uncle to us.
Finally, many non-verbal ascriptive predications may take an accusative
complement which denotes some person or object from whose 'point-of-view'
the ascription of some property to the subject of the clause is made.
Usually, the existence of the property is interpreted as somehow affecting
the referent of the complement.

For example:
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19. ngunhu paya-nnguntharri ngawrr-marta mir.ta panyu paju
thatNOM drink-HABITNOM
foam
-PROP not
good REAL
nganaju-u kurntal -yu.
1sgGEN-ACC daughter-Ace

That beer (lit. thing having foam that is drunk) isn't good for my
daughter.
20. Dhiyu

ngalhangalha ngurnu

thisNOM clever

yarta-a kanyara-a.
thatACC other-ACC man -ACC

This one is clever compared with the other man.
karlarra paju ngaliva -a
puni-vaa.
hot
REAL 1pl(inc)-ACC go-PURPs:o

21

It's too hot for us to go.
Ascriptive predications involving a copula (9.3) may occasionally take
similar complements.

In the following example the accusative complement,

effectively a complement of comparison, has been fronted:
22.

ngu.rnu pilakurta-a , yartapalyu kanyara-ngara
thatACC carpenter-ACC others
man
-PLURAL
jalya -ngara -rru nyina-layi.
useless-PLURAL-NOW be
-FUT

Compared to this carpenter, the other men will be useless.

4.3.5 Accusative of Temporal Extent
Finally, the accusative suffix also marks an adjunct NP of extended time.
The accusative NP specifies either a period of time throughout which an
action is performed, as in 23 and 24, or the endpoint of a period of time
which is thought to be completely taken up with the action denoted by the
verb, as in 25.
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.

23. yakarrangu-u vanarra-a vanti-layi waruu-lpurtu.
day

-ACC long -ACC lie

-FUT

still-COMP

All day long he'll still be lying like that.
24. yaan nyina-nguru malyarra-npa-rra puni-lha-nguru
spouse sit -PRES sick -INCH-CTEMP go -PAST-ABL
jurrvalyi-1 panyi-1.yarra yakarrangu-u karlarra-a.

summer -ACC walk -CTEMP

day

-ACC hot

-ACC

[My] wife is sick from having gone walking through the hot
summer's day.
25. vantharni-npa-layi-lwa? parnta-rninyji wayil waya-a yirla.
how
-INCH-FUT -ID
rain -FUT
maybe dark-ACC until
How will it go from here? Maybe it will rain right through until
it's dark.
These examples can be compared with 26 and 27 below in which a period of
time is marked with the locative suffix (and see 4.5.5 below).
26. ngunhu tharnta vanti-nguru yakarrangu-la.
thatNOM euro
lie· -PRES day
-LOC
That euro (hill kangaroo) sleeps in the day time.
27. ngulangu karalu parnta-rnuru mithu-ngka yirla.
there
south rain -PRES winter-Loe only
There in the south it only rains in the winter.
In these examples the locative NP describes a period of time for some
part of which it may be true to say that the event denoted by the verb is
occurring.

The

accusative

temporal

complement,

on

the

other

hand,

describes a period of time, or the endpoint of a period of time, for all
parts of which it is true to say that the event described by the verb is
occurring3.

In some sense then, the period of time taken up by the action

can be described as affected by that action.
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4.3.6 Discussion
As noted in the introduction to this section, some of the uses of the
accusative can be seen as the automatic and essentially diacritic selection
of a suffix to mark the non-subject core argument(s) of a predicate.

This

is clearly the case where the accusative marks the objects of primary
transitive verbs, the objects of ditransitive verbs, and the complements of
nominal psych-predicates and kinship terms.

However, in other uses the

suffix clearly has a meaning independent of its use as a marker of core
arguments.

Thus where it marks benefactive arguments or the complements of

attributive predications it typically implies some notion of affectedness.
Similarly,

accusative adjuncts of extended time can be seen as more

affected than their locative alternatives.

Finally,

the semantics of

affect are most clearly seen in the alternate argument structures of motion
verbs.

The selection of accusative case rather than a locational case

implies the accomplishment of the action and some effect on the referent of
the accusative marked NP.
That the accusative should be associated with the notion of affective
accomplishment is not surprising.

As the normal case of transitive objects

it very often marks the patients of typical transitive verbs of affect.
Thus the semantics of 'patient-hood' has simply spread to all other uses of
the accusative suffix.
However,

this association of the accusative with the semantics of

'patient-hood r "is· interesting given its historical origins.
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It is clear

that the Ngayarda languages were once morphologically ergative and that the
generalization

of

a

nominative-dative

case-marking

pattern

for

the

arguments of transitive verbs led to a reanalysis of the languages as
nominative-accusative (this is argued in detail in Dench ( 1982)). The
modern accusative suffix thus descends from a dative and

the modern

transitive case-marking pattern from what was essentially an intransitive
pattern.

Thus a (proto-dative) suffix once selected perhaps to avoid the

assumption of affectedness of the object, or to reflect a lack of clear
affectedness in particular tenses, aspectual or modal contexts, has now
assumed the semantics of patienthood through its association with objects
of cardinal transitive verbs.

4.4 Effector

dimoric stems with final vowel
stems of three or more morae with final vowel
following n
following rn
following ny or nh
following a rhotic or lateral

-ngku

-1u
-tu
-rtu
-thu.
-u.

The

effector

case

has

a

quite

idiosyncratic

set

of

functions

in

Martuthunira. Historically it descends from an ergative suffix used to mark
the subjects of transitive verbs and adjuncts of various kinds on these
subjects.

In the modern language it survives with the principal function

of marking 'demoted' actors in passive clauses.

The effector suffix, used

referentially, also marks second predications of manner and instrumental
NPs in passive clauses.

The following examples illustrate these functions:
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28. nhiyu 1myi mir.ta jar:ruru-lu tbani-rnu nganaju-w-lu ya.an -tu.
thisNOM dog not
slowly-EFF hit-PASSP 1sgOBL-GEN-EFF spouse-EFF
This dog was thrashed by my wife (lit. hit not slowly).
29. nhiyu nyamina manku-yangu pinyjura-marta-lu.
thisNOM dugong grab -PASSP rope
-PROP -EFF
This dugong was caught with a rope.

30. ngunhu pawlu kunanyja-nngu-layi kulirr-u, kuyil-u.
thatNOM child

shit on -PASS-FUT

galah-EFF bad-EFF

That kid will get defecated on by a galah, the bad thing.
31. kartu jamanu wrnta-nnguli-yirri parla-ngku jurirri-lu.
2sgNOM foot
cut
-PASS -LEST stone-EFF sharp -EFF
Your foot might get cut by a sharp stone.
As example 31 shows, the NP bearing the effector suffix in a passive
clause need not denote an agent.
objects such as
'rain',

'stone',

The effector NP may denote inanimate

'stick' etc., natural forces such as

'wind',

'sun' , and abstract mental states as in the following, rather

idiomatic, example:
32. nhartu-npa-lha-lpurtu? vanta-ngku viyaa vangka-yangu.
what-INCH-PAST-COMP
crazy-EFF maybe tell -PASSP
What happened? I must have been crazy.
(lit. I was told by insanity).
However, not all uses of the effector suffix can be related to its
historical function as a marker of transitive subjects.

In the following

examples the suffix marks what appear to be instruments in transitive
clauses.
33. palyangu-ma-rninyji-rru ngurnaa ngarri-ngku karlarra-lu,
closed -CAUS-FUT -NOW thatACC coals -EFF hot
-EFF
Now cover it over with hot ashes.
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34. puntharri-lha -rru, yartapalyu malwunpa-wala-rru,
bleed

-PAST-NOW others

help

-PURPds-NOW

kayulu-lu-rru puntha-lwala.
water-EFF-NOW wash -PURPds
They're bleeding now, so others rush to help, to wash them with water.

35. ngayu -rru 111lhaa-lalha, puuthuni-marta-ma-lalha varrirti-i,
1sgNOM-NOW sharpen-PAST

point

-PROP-CAUS-PAST spear-ACC

karntara-thurti-lu manta-lalha, panyu-ma-1.yarra.
sinew -CONJ -EFF bind -PAST
good -CAUS-CTEMP
Now I sharpened it, fixed a point on the spear, bound it up
with sinew and stuff, making it good.
In the following

e~amples,

the effector NP appears as an adjunct of an

intransitive verb.

36. wilyiwilyi-ma-rnu-ngara-a

wantha-rninyji. yakarrangu-lu kampa-rra
clean-CAUS-PASSP-PLURAL-ACC put
-FUT
sun
-EFF burn-CTEMP

pinkarranyu-npa-rra
dry
-INCH-CTEMP
I'll put out these cleaned clothes. They'll be heating up from
the sun, getting dry.

37. nhiyu pawulu wangka-yangu puni-layi karla-ngku kampa-wirri,
this

child

tell

-PASSP go

-FUT

fire -EFF

burn -LEST

llir.ta varuul puni-nguru.
not
still go -PRES
This kid has been told to go lest he gets burnt by the fire,
he still hasn't gone.

38. nganarna punkurri-npa-vayara maruvarla-lu punkurrimarnu-lu,
1pl(exc) covered-INCH-HABIT

many

-EFF blanket

-EFF

wanti-layi punkurri wiruwanti-i yirla,
lie -FUT covered morning-ACC until
We used to get covered up with a lot of blankets and lie-in
until morning.
The effector NPs in the above examples might be described as 'cognate
instruments 14 •

The transitive verbs puntha-L 'to wash, bathe', and manta-L
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'to bind', imply a washing medium and a binding instrument respectively.
Similarly, the intransitive verb ka.mpa-' 'to be burning, cooking', unless
predicated of 'fire' or 'sun', usually assumes a heat source independent of
its subject.

Finally, both transitive and intransitive verbs of covering

or closing imply the existence of some covering medium.
This function of the effector suffix is semantically related to its
function in passive clauses.

A passi vized transitive verb,

taking an

'affected' participant as subject, still implies an agent, effector or
force acting upon that subject, a sort of 'cognate actor', even if no overt
effector NP appears in the clause.

In the same way, certain verbs imply a

•cognate instrument'.
However, it is not clear that the notion of cognate instrument will
account for the following two examples.
on a body-part instrument.
case-marking

with

their

Here the effector suffix appears

Typically such instruments either agree in
wholes

(10.5.2)

or

are

treated

as

normal

instruments bearing an adnominal proprietive suffix.

39. ngunhu-tbarra thani-yarri-nguru juwayu-lu mir.ta kunima-lalha.
thatNOM-DUAL

hit

-COLL -PRES

hand -EFF not

clenched-PAST

Those two are slapping each other (lit. with their hands not clenched)

40. manku-lu

-lpurtu-rru juwayu-lu -rru jal.yu-u

grab-PURPss-COMP

-NOW hand

-EFF-NOW neck

-rru

-ACC-NOW

So instead you grab its neck with your hand.
Only these two examples occur in the data and my attempts to elicit
information on the use of the effector suffix as a marker of instruments
were unrevealing.

Algy Paterson was willing to accept every example I

could contrive in which the effector was used to mark an instrument -
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cognate,
knowledge

body-part or otherwise.
of

other

Ngayarda

He may possibly be affected by his

languages

here.

In

both

Panyjima

and

Yinyjiparnti the old ergative/instrumental suffix is the usual marker of
body-part

instruments

(reflecting

a

historical

between transitive subject whole and adjunct part).

referential

agreement

But in Yinyjiparnti

the suffix has wider instrumental functions and alternates with the use of
the comitative for alienable instruments (Wordick 1982:68-70).
Finally, the effector survives as a marker of transitive subjects in a
rare imperative clause construction.

This is illustrated in the following

two examples and is discussed in 10.4:
41. kuwayi!
Look here

nhawu-lu
kunti jampa. nhawu4 nhuwana-lul
look-PURPss stop moment look-IMP 2pl
-EFF

Hey look here! (Come and) look here for a moment. Look you fellows!
42. yilarla kartungku thani-1.yul
thisNS 2sgEFF
hit -IMP
You hit this [if you can]!

4.5 Locative

-tha
-a

dimoric stems with final vowel
stems of three or more morae with final vowel
following n
following rn
following ny or Dh
following a rhotic or lateral

suffix

has

-ngka

-la
-ta
-rta

The

locative

adnominal,
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relational,

and

complementizing

fUnctions.

The suffix also has a referential fUnction marking attributive

second predicates on locative adjuncts, though there are few naturally
occurring examples of this in the data.

With the exception of certain

complementizing uses (to be described in chapter 11 ) the locative suffix
retains its basic meaning as a marker of spatial or temporal location in
all these fUnctions.
The following examples illustrate the adnominal fUnction of the locative
suffix.
43. ngawu. puni-layi-rru ngali
panyu-ngka-a warra
yes
go -FUT -NOW 1dl(inc) good-LOC-ACC CONT
kalyaran-ta-a thuur.ta-a manku-layi.
tree -LOC-ACC sweet -ACC get -FUT

Yes. We'll go and get some honey (sweet stuff) that's in a better
(less awkward) tree.
44. •warrymmntu•, vangka-nguli-nguru tharnta parla-nyungu
call -PASS -PRES euro
hill -DWELL
kupuyu-marta thara-ngka-marta.
little-PROP pouch-LOC -PROP

"Warryumuntu", that's what that euro that lives in the hills
is called when it has a little one in its pouch.
In this second example the adnominal locative modifier is part of a more
complex adnominal modifier marked with the proprietive suffix.

4.5.1 Locative Complements and Adjuncts
A number of motion verbs are subcategorized for a locational complement.
As already noted in section 4.3.2 above, these complements may be marked
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either with a locational suffix or with the accusative.

Intransitive verbs

of this class may occur in passive clauses with the locational complement
as subject.

Transitive verbs of this class allow a passive either on the

locational complement or on the regularly accusative patient/theme (see
10.2). Verbs selecting a locative marked goal complement include the
following (see 10.1.5, 10.1.6 for sentence examples):
to
to
to
to
to
to

tharrwa-L
thanturri-fl
pungka-L
wirta-~

vantha-R
warntitha-R

enter (into)
go down (onto, into)
fall (onto, into)
climb {up on)
place, put (at, in, on)
throw (at, into, onto)

A small number of motion verbs take a locative complement describing the
path of motion.

These verbs also have an alternate case frame in which the

path is marked accusative and admit passives with the path as unmarked
subject.
go (along on)
swim (along in, through)

puni-9

kurrarti-P

The verbs vanyjarri-J' 'run' and kanarri-- 'come', may also occur with a
locative marked NP denoting the path of motion.

However,

accusative

objects or passive subjects of these verbs unambiguously describe the goal
of motion, otherwise marked with the allative suffix.

Thus these verbs are

subcategorized for an allative goal rather than for a locative path.
Similarly, a number of verbs may occur with locative marked NPs which
describe

the

restrained.

position

in which the

object of the verb

These include:
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is

held

or

to
to
to
to

kampa-L
karlarra-ma-L
kanyja-L
kangku-jf

cook (on, in)
make hot (on, in)
keep, hold (in place)
carry (in, on)

However, these locations may not appear as accusative objects or as the
subjects of passive clauses.

There is thus no reason to suggest that they

are part of the particular verb's predicate argument structure.

These

locative NPs are described as adjuncts rather than complements 5 •·
There are two verbs which might be described as selecting locative
complements on semantic grounds.

For these verbs, the semantic role filled

by the locative marked NP is not obviously one of location.

Firstly, the

verb kuliyanpa-p 'think about', may occur with a locative NP describing a
set out of which the entity denoted by the accusative object of the verb
has been picked.

45. nganangu-rru kuliyanpa-layi pilakurta-a
whoACC

-NOW think

-FUT

jalya

-ngara -la

carpenter-Ace useless-PLURAL-Loe

kanyara-ngara-la yartapalyu -la?

man

-PLURAL-LOC other group-LOC

Now who can we think of that is a carpenter out of that other
mob of useless men?
The locative complement of kulyama-L 'to give in return for', describes
the received gift for which the object of the verb is the return gift.

46. ngayu kuliyanpa-lha ngavayu-la kulyama-lalha
1sgNOM think

-PAST turn

-LOC pay back-PAST

kartatha-lvayara-a-lpurtu ngavayu-la jumpirirri-la.

chop

-HABIT-ACC-COMP

turn

-LOC sharp

-LOC

I thought about my turn, paid him back with a tomahawk in
turn for the sharp knife (he had given me).
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4.5.2 Spatial Setting
Many locative adjuncts describe the spatial setting of the whole situation
described by the verb and its complements.

For example:

47. ngayu tharnta-a nhuva-lalha parla-ngka.
1sgNOM euro -ACC spear-PAST

hill -LOC

I speared a euro in the hills.

48. ngunbu paw.lu nyina-nguru ngayi-rra maya-ngka-rru.
thatNOM child

sit

-PRES

cry-CTEMP house-LOC-NOW

That child is crying in the house now.

49. ngali
parla-ngka puni-layi jarturmarra-a vavayi-1.yarra.
1dl(inc) hill -LOC go ~FUT wallaby -ACC look for-CTEMP
We'll go looking for rock wallabies in the hills.

4.5.3 Comitative
A locative NP denoting an animate participant is usually interpreted as a
comitative expression although the simple locational reading is
possible.

50. kuvarri
now

yilangu nyina-nguru ngathala wirta-tharra.

here

stay -PRES

1sgLOC

boy

-DUAL

Now there are two boys staying here with me.

51. ngayu puni-lha nhaw.-lu ngurnu kanyara-a ngaliva -la
1sgNOM go -PAST see-PURPss thatACC man -ACC 1pl(inc)-LOC
puni-layi-1 viruvanti.
go -FUT-ACC morning

I went to see that man who'll be going with us in the morning.
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o~en

4.5.4 Locative States
In the following examples the locative suffix is attached to the nominal
marrari 'word, language, story'.

The locative expression here describes a

state of activity characterized by talking.

This use of the locative has

clear parallels

in other Ngayarda

languages

(1981:32)).

pattern

appear

The

does

not

(for Panyjima see Dench

to

be

very

productive

in

Martuthunira.
52. kartu kanarri-lha nganaju-mulyarra, kartu kanarri-lha
2sgNOM come -PAST 1sgACC -ALL
2sgNOM come -PAST
nganajullarta marrari-la ny1.na-lu.
1dl(disharm) word -LOC be
-PURPss

You came to me, you came so we could talk.
53. parlura-npa-lha-rru varuu, nyina-marri-layi marrari-la-rru.
full -INCH-PAST-NOW still sit -COLL -FUT word -LOC-NOW
Once we're full (of food), we'll talk together.

4.5.5 Temporal Setting
The locative suffix is the usual marker of temporal adverbial phrases
indicating the time at which the situation described in a clause occurs.
The interpretation of the temporal phrase is largely dependent on the
semantics of the particular predicate in the clause.
examples the verbs describe durative processes or states.
delimits

the

period

of

time

during

maintained.
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which

the

In the following
The locative NP

process

or

state

is

54. thana pinkarranyu-npa-rra kayarra-la vii
yakarrangu-la.
let
dry
-INCH-CTEMP two
-LOC or day
-LOC
Let it dry for two days or so.
55. panyu-rru nyina-layi ngaliva, kankurru-virriwa-la-rru.
good -NOW be
-FUT 1pl(inc) dust
-PRIV -LOC-NOW
We'll be good now while there's no dust.
56. kartu karnkanpa-lha ngaliya -a
nganarna-wu -la
2sgNOM get smart-PAST 1dl(exc)-ACC 1pl(exc)-GEN-LOC
puliyanyja-ngara -la piyuva

-la

yirla.

old person-PLURAL-LOC finished-LOC only
You're getting smart on us only now that our old people are finished.
Where the verb is non-durative the locative expression describes the point
in time at which the event takes place.

57. ngayu vartavirrinpa-rra parrani-nyila-a -rru
1sgNOM wait for

-CTEMP return -PrREL-ACC-NOW

vanthanha-la vii yakarrangu-la.

which

-LOC or day

-LOC

I'm waiting for [him] to return now, which day will it be.
58. ngu.nhaa t.burlanpa-layi yakarrangu-la yawurru-rru
thatNOM wake up -FUT sun
-LOC west
-NOW

Be wakes up once the sun is in the west!

59. mir.ta-rru wanti-nguru viruwanti-la-nguru, karlwa-nguru
not
-NOW lie -PRES morning -LOC-ABL get up-PRES
yakarrangu-virriwa-la-1,

sun

panyu varuul-va-rru.

-PRIV -LOC-TBEN good

still -~ -NOW

Now I don't lie-in from the morning, I get up before the sun,
I'm still good.
In the same way that a locative expression may describe a period of time
in terms of a number of days (as in 54), locative expressions are used to
describe the number of times that an action takes place.
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60. ngayu

wangka-lha nbuwana-a kayarra-la-rni I
1sgNOM tell -PAST 2pl -ACC two
-LOC-NOW

I've told you twice now!
61. Dhiyu nuyi thani-rnu kanyara-lu, yarta-ngka-1
this dog hit-PASSP man
-EFF other-LOC-TiIEN
Dhiyaa thani-lalha pavulu-u.

this

hit

-PAST

child-ACC

This dog was hit by that man, the other time he hit a child.

4.5.6 Locative Complementizers
The locative occurs as a complementizing suffix on the predicate of
subordinate clauses functioning as adverbial modifiers of other clauses.
This follows logically from its role as a marker of temporal adjunct NPs.
The locative is also attached to the verb in a relative clauses modifying
locative NPs. In addition, it is used to mark those relative clauses and
lest clauses for which there is no controlling argument in the main clause
or where the controlling argument is not a core argument.

The syntax of

these complex sentence types is described in chapter 11.

4.6 Ablative -nguru

The ablative suffix marks a point of prior temporal or spatial location.
When indicating a point in past time the ablative is usually suffixed
directly to the nominal or verb describing that point in time.

However,

when marking a spatial location, the nominal to which the ablative suffix
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is added must be either inherently locative, such as a compass term, or
must bear the
adnominal,

locative suffix.

relational

and

Like the

locative,

complementizing

the ablative has

functions

although

its

complementizing uses are quite restricted (11.1.2).
The following examples illustrate the use of the ab la ti ve to indicate
the origin of a motion.
62. ngayu manku-lha parla-a -rru pariiDgku-layi ngurnaa
1sgNOM get -PAST rock -ACC-NOW hit
-FUT thatACC
llirntirimarta-a parna-a, pungka-vaa -rru kalyaran-ta-nguru.
goanna
-ACC head-ACC fall-PURPs=o-NOW tree
-LOC-ABL
I grabbed a rock and hit that goanna in the head so it would fall
out of the tree.
63. nhiyu kalyaran-ngara vanti-nguru ngulavuyu-la
this stick -PLURAL lie -PRES that side-LOC
parla-ngka-nguru ngathu kangku-yangu Jil.angu.
hill -LOC -ABL
1sgEFF carry -PASSP here
These sticks lying on that side were brought here from the hills by me.
64. ngayu nhavu-lha ngurnu pani:ya-a nyina-nyila-a karnta
1sgNOM see -PAST thatACC eye -ACC be
-PrREL-ACC tear
thanturri-rra pani:ya-la-nguru kanarra-lu puntharri-lu
go down-CTEMP eye -LOC-ABL
wind -EFF cold
-EFF
kuyilva-nngu-rra.
spoil -PASS-CTEMP
I saw that man with tears falling from his eyes because of the
cold wind.
Ablative expressions with an adnominal function appear as modifiers
describing the recent location of the entity denoted by the head of the NP.
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65. thawu-rnu varnu pala ngallva ngurnu tharnta-a airla-a
send-PASS ASSERT IT

1pl(inc) thatACC euro -ACC meat-ACC

ngarri-ngka-nguru-u ?
ashes -LOC -ABL-ACC

Weren't we sent that euro meat that came out of (was cooked) in
the ashes?

66. ngunhaa manku-lha-nguru vii panga-a kujavari-la-nguru-u,
thatNOM catch-PAST-ABL

if

itcb-ACC whale

-LOC-ABL-ACC

puni-layi yurra -1.yarra.
go -FUT scratch-CTEMP

If he has caught that itch that comes from a whale, he'll be
going along scratching.
It is tempting to see the accusative marked ablative expressions in the
above examples as second predicates on the accusative objects.

However, in

both cases the ablative expression is making a restrictive modification of
the object rather than describing the particular source from which the
subject of the verb, in each case, received the object on this occasion.
Thus in6Stbe euro meat was not sent from the ashes any more than the child
in66 collected the itch from a whale (the itching substance floats to shore
and is 'contracted' by swimming in the surf).
The following two examples illustrate true adverbial second predications
in which the adnominal ablative is used to describe the immediate prior
location of the linked argument:

67. ngurnaa tbuulva-rninyji karla-ngka-nguru-u, thani-rn1nyji
thatACC pull

-FUT

fire -Loe -ABL-ACC

bit

-FUT

juvayu-marta.
band -PROP

Then pull it out of the fire and wipe it down with your hand.
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What happened?

6 8. nhartu-npa-lha ?

what -INCH-PAST
ngayu kalya-rnu.
1sgNOM bite-PASSP

I've been bitten.

nhartu-ngku 1
what -EFF

What by?

parralhara-lu.
centipede-EFF

By a centipede.

vanthala-nguru-lu 1
where
-ABL -EFF

Where from?

The following examples illustrate the use of the ablative to mark the
starting point of a period of time.

69. nhartu-ma-rnu -lwa-rru ngula kanyara-nguru varruwa-nguru.1
what-CAUS-PASSP-ID-NOW IGNOR person -ABL

devil

-ABL

What became of them after the time they were people, devils?

70. nhartu

-u
wii warnan-ku yirla kuliya-rninyji
something-ACC or rain -ACC only hear -FUT

parnta-rnura-a. ngurnu-nguru-wa karlwa-lha.
rain-PrREL-ACC thatOBL-ABL -YK get up-PAST

All I heard was the rain falling. After that I got up.

71. ngayu nguyirri-warla paju, viruvanti-nguru-1
1sgNOM asleep

-FULL

REAL

morning

-ABL-THEN

vanti-la:ri. yakarrangu-u yirla tharrva-waa.
lie -FUT sun
-ACC until go in-PURPs=o

I'm a real sleepy head, from morning I lie-in until the sun
goes down.

72. ngayu llir.ta warnu panyu paju kuliya-rnuru jankul
1sgNOM not

ASSERT good . REAL feel

-PRES

self

yarta-ngka-nguru-1 yakarrangu-la-nguru.
other-Loe -ABL-THEN day
-LOC-ABL

I really haven't felt very good since that other day.
At present I can offer no explanation for the selection of the locative
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case preceding the temporal ablative suffix in 72.

4.7 Allative Suffixes -:rta and -mil:yarra

Martuthunira,
suffixes.

like

the

other

Ngayarda

languages,

has

two

allative

The -:rta 'Direct ALLative' is cognate with the Panyjima and

Yinyjiparnti direct allatives which typically encode an attained goal of
motion.

Panyjima and Yinyjiparnti have innovated, separately, 'indirect'

allatives which do not imply that the endpoint of the motion is necessarily
reached.

The

Martuthunira

-111lyarra

'ALLative'

suffix

is

also

an

independent innovation but is not exactly equivalent to the Yinyjiparnti
and Panyjima 'indirect' allatives.
The direct allati ve focusses on the goal of the motion and essentially
ignores the process by which participants in the clause arrived at this
goal.

Where it is used in narrative, it serves simply to get participants

from one location in which important action takes place to the next.

The

-1111lyarra allative, on the other hand, focusses more on the motion itself.
The journey is assumed to have some narrative status.

Examples 73, 74 and

75 illustrate the use of the direct allative, 76, 77 and 78 the -111lyarra
allative.
73. jal.yu -u -rru thani-rninyji.puni-rravaara
occiput-ACC-NOW hit -FUT
go -SEQ
ngurra-arta -rru kampa-ru
-rru.
camp -DirALL-NOW cook-PURPss-NOW
Now hit this one in the back of the head and then go home and cook it.
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74. kangku-lha ngurnu -ngara -a wuyu -urta -rru, kalTcU"an-ta
take -PAST thatOBL-PLURAL-ACC river-DirALL-NOW tree
-LOC
warntitha-rninyji pinyjura-a mil.yi-ngka parlu-ngka.
throw
-FUT
rope -ACC fork -LOC top -LOC

They took these men to the river, and threw a rope up into
the fork of a tree.

75.

puni-nguru pawu -urta -rru, ngul.angu-rru nyina-layi
thatNOM go -PRES father-DirALL-NOW there
-NOW stop -FUT

ngunbu

...•

pawu -u -rru wangka-rra •pawu-yi I
father-ACC-NOW say -CTEMP Dad-VOC

He goes to his father, and stops there and says to his father, "Dad! ••• n

76. kulhawulha waruu ngaliwa puni-layi nharnu-milyarra,
bunched up still 1pl(inc) go

-FUT

grave -ALL

mirntiwul-wa-rru wuraal-wa-rru kulhi-ru
-rru thungkara-a.
together -¢ -NOW still -¢ -NOW bury-PURPss-NOW earth -ACC

All in a bunch we move to the grave, and now, still all
together, we bury him in the earth.

77. ngunha nyina-lha jampa, wiruwarri-lha-rru, kuliJClllpa-lha
thatNOM be -PAST while homesick-PAST-NOW think
-PAST
parrani-layi-rru ngurnula-ngu-mil;yarra-wa-rru ngurra-mil;yarra.
return -FUT -NOW thatDEF -GEN-ALL
-ID-NOW camp -ALL

He stayed for a while, got homesick, and thought about returning
to his own camp •

78. ngayu wayula-rru mnhamanba-npa-nguru, kangku-ngu-layi
1sgNOM legs

-NOW awkward

-INCH-PRES

take -PASS-FUT

wiru
nganaju-wu-mil;yarra ngw:ra-mil;yarra.
wanting 1sgOBL-GEN-ALL
camp -ALL

My legs are unsteady, I want to be taken (helped) home.
Despite these differences in meaning the suffixes show a pattern of
defective distribution which suggests that the direct allative is gradually
being replaced by the more commonly occurring -111lyarra allative suffix.
In particular, the direct allati ve does not occur on pronouns or on
consonant final nominal stems.

However, although the -111lyarra allative is
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more common as a marker of goals of motion, the direct allative has other
fUnctions which are not performed.by the -11111lyarra suffix.
Firstly, the direct allative may be used to mark purposive goals of
motion verbs which are not properly locations.

This is illustrated in 79

and 80 below.

79. wuraal, kartu nhawungarra-ma-rninyji nganaju-u 1111yi-i?
alright 2sgNOM look after-CAUS-FUT

1sgGEN-ACC dog-ACC

ngayu puni-nyila kulhaq>a-arta.
1sgNOM go -PrREL fish
-DirALL

Can you look after my dog? I'm going for fish.
80. ngunbu puliyanyja puni-lha marrari-irta.
thatNOM old man
go -PAST word
-DirALL
That old man went for news.
Although the -1111lyarra suffix is accepted in this type of construction it
never occurs in spontaneous text.
Secondly, nominals bearing the direct allative suffix may serve as stems
for the derivation of verbs.

There are no similar examples involving the

-1111lyarra allative.

81. ngayi-lalha-rru, karlwa-layi ngurra-arta -npa-layi-rru.
cry -PAST -NOW get up-FUT camp -DirALL-INCH-FUT-NOW
Having cried, [they] get up and go home now.
Despite examples such as this, allative expressions cannot be used as
adnominal modifiers.
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4.8 Minor Locational Suffixes

4.8.1 Directional Suffix -wurrini
The directional suffix indicates a location in the
action is oriented.

direc~ion

of which some

The action does not involve any motion towards that

point.
82. ngunhaa ngarnngarn-ku lcariya-1.yarra nyina-nguru
thatNOM chin
-ACC point -CTEMP
sit -PRES
nganaju-wurrini.

1sg0BL -DIRECT
That fellow pointed his chin towards me.

83.

pamararri-lha ngurra-wurrini.
1sgNOM call out -PAST camp -DIRECT

ngayu

I called out towards the camp.
The suffix is probably cognate with the Payungu allative suffix -kurrunu,
and perhaps with the Yinyjiparnti indirect allative suffix -purraa/-wurraa.

4.8.2 Direction Facing -thartu
This suffix describes the particular direction in which some object or
person is seen to be facing.

The following examples illustrate:

84. kanyara-varntura parlu-thartu nhawu-rra, vayi yakarrangu-u
person -DISTRIB top -FACE
look-CTEMP maybe sun
-ACC
nhawu-layi.

see

-FUT

Each person is looking upwards, maybe they'll see the sun.
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85. wantharni-vuyu ngunbu kapun wanti-lha? wantharni-vuyu-thartu?
what way -SIDE thatNOM body lie -PAST what way -SIDE-FACE
What way was that body lying? Facing what way?

4.8.3 Near -vini
This suffix is attached to place names and indicates a general locale in
close proximity to the named place:

86. yavarru waruu, Kavuyu-vini pularna-lwa,
west

still name

-NEAR 3Pl

-ID

wanthala JinpiDgaJinu-vini.
somewhere name
-NEAR

Still in the west, near Kawuyu (Mt. Nicholson), somewhere around
about JinpiDga.Jinu (Peter Creek).

4.8.4 Dweller -nyungu
The -nyungu suffix is attached

to a nominal describing the habitual

dwelling place of a person, animal or, in rare cases, an inanimate object.

87. nhiyu

wanpari kalyaran-ngara-nyungu.
thisNOM bee
tree
-PLURAL-DWELL

This wanpari bee lives in a number of different kinds of tree.

88. yartapalyu kanyja-rryarra, ngunbu-nyungu-lpurtu
others
keep -CTEMP
thatNOM-DWELL-COMP
Kurlanypungkunbu-nyungu, Pantuwarnangka-a.
name
-DWELL name
-ACC

The others were keeping Pantuwarnangka Hill, the people who lived
on that Kurlanypungkunha Island.

89. nhiyu martavulyu, palyarri -nyungu, ngunbaa panyu jami.
this

gum type

plant sp.-DWELL

thatNOM good

medicine

This martavulyu gum, which comes from the palyarri tree, is
good medicine.
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90. ngunhu -ngara yinka-lwayara Kawyu-nyungu-ngara -a
thatNOM-PLURAL carve-HABIT
name -DWELL -PLURAL-ACC
yinka-lwayara
carve-HABIT

tbaw-rninyji Wirrawanti-milyarra.
send -FUT
name
-ALL

They used to carve the ones that came from Kawuyu and send
them to Wirrawanti.
The following idiomatic sentence illustrates a metaphorical extension of
the use of the suffix:

91. yarta-lpurtu warnu ma.rrari-virraa-nyungu.
other-COMP

ASSERT word

-PRIV

-DWELL

He's like a different fella altogether, doesn't talk much
(lit. lives in not talking).
And the suffix occurs in a number of independent lexical items.

For

example:
pal.yarra-nyungu
plain
-DWELL
mirta-nyungu
·limbo-DWELL
yarrwa-nyungu
behind-DWELL

4.8.5

Prov~nience

plains kangaroo
water serpent
joey kangaroo at age when it
follows its mother

-ra

This suffix occurs on place names and nominals referring to locations and
derives a nominal which refers to a group of people usually residing in the
named location.

For example:

ma.rtutbuni -ra
Fortescue R.-PROV

the people who live on the
Fortescue River

wartampu
-ra
Warramboo Ck.-PROV

the people who live on the
Warramboo Creek
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ngamangama-ra
Foothills -PROV

the people who live on the
foothills of the Hamersley Range

thanarti-ra
sea
-PROV

sea-siders

4.9 Associative -marnu

The associative suffix has both adnominal and relational functions and is
typically used to mark an entity with which another entity is functionally
associated.
as

generics,

As an extension of this, associative expressions may function
classifying

objects

by

their

usual

association

with

a

particular activity6 •
The adnominal function of the associative suffix is illustrated in the ·
following examples:

92. pavulu-yi I nhartu-ma-lalha kartu nganaju-u
child-VOC

what-CAUS-PAST

2sgNOM 1sgGEN-ACC

ngurriny-marnu-u
jarra-lwayara-a ?
swag
-ASSOC-ACC tie -HABIT-ACC

Child! What have you done with my swag strap (thing that ties,
for a swag).

93.

nhuura-ma-lalha ngurnu virta-a
wantharni
1sgNOM know-CAUS-PAST thatACC youth-ACC how

ngayu

wantha-rrwaa varangarti-i 1m.yi-marnu-u.
put -PURPs:o trap
-ACC dog -ASSOC-ACC

I showed that youth how to set traps for dogs.
A number

of .independent

lexical

items

associative suffix:
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transparently

involve

the

nyurru-marnu
snot -ASSOC

nostril

kayulu-marnu
water -ASSOC

bladder,

purruru-marnu
belt
-ASSOC

waist

karla-marnu
fire -ASSOC

place on thigh where punishment
spear is inserted

parna-marnu
head -ASSOC

hat

wulu-marnu
leg -ASSOC

trousers

punkurri-marnu
covered -ASSOC

blanket

wat~rbag

Like the proprietive, the associative is used to make generic reference
to classes of objects which are used for a common purpose.

The clearest

example of this involves the expression 111rla-marnu 'meat-ASSOC', which
classifies anything that might be used in catching game.

In 94 the

expression refers to a dog, in 95 to a spear:
94. tbalu-vaya panyu-npa-va.la -rru w1ru
ngurnula-ngu-lu -rru
pet -OWNER good-INCH-PURPds-NOW feelings thatDEF -GEN-EFF-NOW
mrla-marnu-lu kanarri-yangu.
meat -ASSOC-EFF come
-PASSP
The owner will feel good now having his meat-getter come to him.
95. ngathu mulhaa -rnu ngunhaa mrla-marnu varrirti.
1sgEFF put point-PASSP thatNCM meat -ASSOC spear
That game spear had a point put on it by me.
At this point is worth noting the existence of a restricted group plural
suffix -ma.mu which might ultimately be related to the associative through
this generic function.

The suffix is described in section 4.17.4 below.
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The following sentences illustrate the relational use of the associative
suffix.

In these examples the associative NP describes

~

eventual purpose

towards which the action described by the predicate is directed.

The use

of the associative here contrasts with the use of the direct allative to
mark immediate purpose (4.7).

96. yurntura-ma-1.yarra purra-1.yarra parla-ngka thawurra-marnu
soft

-CAUS-CTEMP

hit

-CTEMP

rock -LOC

net

-ASSOC

warrapa -a
manku-layi.
spinifex-ACC get -FUT

One grabs the spinifex, hitting it on a rock, making it soft
for (to be made into) a net.

97. •wirpinjkura•, ngunhu -lwa
species name

thatNOM-ID

ngunhaa marntanhu-ma-nnguli-wayara

thatNOM net

-CAUS-PASS -HABIT

puliyanyja-ngara-lu wii kulhampa-marnu.
old man -PLURAL-EFF or fish
-ASSOC
Wirpinykura, that's the type of spinifex that used to be
made into nets for fish by the old men or whoever.

98. ngurra-ngka-npa-lha-rru karla-marnu-rru purnta-ma-rninyji-rru.
camp -LOC-INCH-PAST-NOW fire -ASSOC-NOW hole-CAUS-FUT

-NOW

Having got to camp, make a hole for a fire.

99. ngaliwa karla-a -rru kulhawulha-ma-rninyji
1pl(inc) fire-ACC-NOW heaped --CAUS-FUT
karlarra-npa-waa thanuwa-marnu.
hot-INCH-PURPs:o food
-ASSOC

We'll heap up the fire now, to get hot for the food.
As

these

examples

show,

the

associative

expression

does

not

bear

referential case in agreement with some other NP and so cannot be described
as a second predicate.

The passive clause in 97 clearly shows that the

associative expression is not linked to the clause actor.

Examples 96 and

99 show that there is no link to an accusative object even when such a link
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might

be

expected.

The associative expression is

thus syntactically

equivalent to a locational adjunct modifying the whole clause.

4.10 Proprietive -marta

The Martuthunira proprietive has a range of semantic functions similar to
proprietive

suffixes

described

for

other

Australian

languages

(Dixon

1976:Topic A). The proprietive expression may denote a physical attribute
or a possession, or an accompanying person or object.

In addition the

suffix fills the important role of marking instruments.

These functions

are illustrated in the following sections.

4.10.1 Physical Attributes and Defining Characteristics
The

simple

ascription

of physical

attributes

is

illustrated

in

following examples:
100. ngunbu kanyara jawurta-marta.
thatNOM man
beard -PROP
That man has a beard.
101. nhiyu kanparr-vura parla-marta. ngunhu -ngara-lwa kanparr-ngara
thisNOM spider-BELONG stone-PROP
thatNOM-PLURAL-ID spider-PLURAL
palyangu-raa-lwayara ngurnula-ngu-u
jalyuru-u.
covered -CAUS-HABIT thatDEF -GEN-ACC hole -ACC

This [nest] of the spider's has a stone.
Those spiders cover their holes.
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the

When the body-part attributed to some possessor is one which anyone
might be expected to have ('beard', as in 100 above, is not of this class),
the proprietive expression implies an ability to make productive use of
that body-part.

Such expressions can also be negated.

In

102,

for

example, the old man is not described as having no ears in the sense of
having had

them removed

(see discussion of the privative in section

4.11.1), but in that he can no longer make normal use of them.
102. ngunhaa kanyara mir.ta kuliya-marta, jalya wantamartu,
thatNOM man
not
ear
-PROP
useless crazy
wantha-rru ngunhu yaji ?
where -NOW thatNOM mother's brother

That man who doesn't have ears, the useless crazy fellow,
Where is that uncle?
Remonstrations such as those in 103 and 104 more clearly illustrate this
function of the proprietive suffix.
103. minthal varra panyu-ma-rninyji varrirti-1. pirri -marta warnu?
alone
CONT good-CAUS-FUT
spear -ACC finger-PROP ASSERT
Fix a spear by yourself for a change. You've got fingers haven't you?
104. nbuwana-yi pawulu-ngara kuliya-1.yu varra, kuliya-marta varnu!
2pl
-voe child-PLURAL listen-IMP CONT ear -PROP ASSERT
You kids listen for a change, you've got ears!
The proprietive expression in 105 describes the characteristic ability of
hens to produce eggs.
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105. nganangu-rru kana kuliyanpa-layi ngaliva mijara-marta-a
whoACC -NOW RHET think of -FUT 1pl(inc) egg -PROP-ACC
panyu-marta-a w1ngka-nnguntharri-marta-a?
good-PROP-ACC eat
-HABITNOM
-PROP-ACC

What else can we think of that has good edible eggs?
In the following example a group of people are characterised by an aspect
of their speech - their common use of a meaningless hesitation marker
yirru.

106. mirntiwul-va ngunhu. -ngara marrari martutbunira,
all
-YK thatNOM-PLURAL language
nhiyu
ngayal.yu-ngara •yirru•-marta-lpurtu marrari-marta.
thisNOM devil
-PLURAL
-PROP -COMP
word
-PROP

They were all Martuthunira speaking, but these ngayal.yu people
had the word yirru.
The notion of defining physical characteristic is often employed in
making generic reference.

In the following two examples the speaker is

attempting to elicit a more specific word for the animal in question:
107. nhartu ngunhaa ngaru -aarta?
what
thatNOM testicle-PROP
What's that thing with the balls? (a ram)
1O8. nhartu nhulaa
marra-marta?
what
near you wing -PROP

What's that winged thing? (a bird)
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4.10.2 Object in Current Possession
A further function of the proprietive is to mark objects which are in the
current possession of an entity, or persons who are accompanying another
person.

The proprietive expression may appear in a simple ascriptive

clause (109 and 110), as an embedded ascriptive clause (113) or, more
commonly, as an attributive second predication on an argument in a verbal
clause (111 and 112).
109. ngunhu -ngara juvayu-la-marta parla-marta, kayarra-marta
thatNOM-PLURAL hand -LOC-PROP stone-PROP
two
-PROP
parla-marta yirla.
stone-PROP only

They have stones in their hands, just two stones.
110. nhulaa kanyara vajirr-marta warnu. wantha-a puni-nguru?
near you man
spear -PROP ASSERT where-ACC go -PRES
This man has a fishing spear. Where is he going?
111. ngayu kanarri-lha marrari-marta nhuwana-a vangka-lu.
1sgNOM come -PAST news
-PROP 2pl -ACC tell-PURPss
I came with news to tell you all.
112. thuulva-rninyji-rru, karlva-rrawaara. karlva-layi
pull
-FUT
-NOW get up-SEQ
get up-FUT
ngurnu-marta mirntirimarta-marta.
thatOBL-PROP goanna
-PROP

Pull it out and stand up. Get up holding that goanna.
113. nbavu-layi ngurnaa kurryarta-marta-a-rru, yanga-rninyji-rru.
see -FUT thatACC spear
-PROP-ACC-NOW chase-FUT
-NOW
I'll see that that one now has a spear in it, and I'll chase it.
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4.10.3 Instruments
A proprietive

second

predication

in

a

transitive

clause

is

usually

understood as an instrument used by the actor subject of the verb.
114. nhartu-ma-rnu"1 karntarra-a? mir.ta yirra-marta
what-CAUS-PRES sinew -ACC not
teeth-PROP
kalya-rninyji, wurnta-1.yu kurlany-marta!
bite -FUT
cut
-IMP knife -PROP

What are you doing to that sinew? Don't bite it with your
teeth, cut it with a knife!
115. yurra-rninyji-rru ngurnu-marta kalyarran-ma.rta :mlha jurirri-marta.
dig -FUT
-NOW thatOBL-PROP stick
-PROP point sharp -PROP
Then dig with that sharp-pointed stick.
In passive clauses the proprietive expression can bear referential effector
case in agreement with the agent.
116. nbu.laa karta-rnu wanti-nguru majun wajirr-marta-lu
that
stab-PASSP lie -PRES turtle spear -PROP-EFF
kanyara-lu.
man
-EFF

That turtle lying here stabbed by a man with a fishing spear.

4.10.4 Lexical Derivations
The use of proprietive expressions to denote defining characteristics is
employed in the derivation of new lexical items.
semantic

functions

described

in

the

above

The full range of

sections

is

represented.

Firstly, animals or objects may be named for a characteristic physical
attribute:
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mirntiri-marta
claw
-PROP

Gould 's yellow sand goanna

jawurta-marta
whisker-PROP

type of cat fish

kalaya-marta
handle-PROP

billy-can

ngawurr-marta
foam
-PROP

beer, soap

Similarly, people may be named for a characteristic attribute,

either

because the body-part is characteristic and unusual;
-marta
long chin beard-PROP

kuntha

Chinaman

or by the same principle that governs the use of proprietive expressions in
examples such as 102, 103 and 104 above.
pirri-marta
finger-PROP

doctor

juwayu-marta

doctor

hand
Other

-PROP

expressions

name

people

by

their

possessions:
ngurriny-marta
swag
-PROP

young woman

marntanhu-marta
net
-PROP

policeman

marnta
-marta
iron(handcuff)-PROP

policeman
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characteristic

associated

4.11 Privative -wirriwa/-virraa

The privative typically describes the lack of a body-part, possession or
kinsman.

In addition, certain privative expressions function as second

predicates of manner,

or describe the

lack of an instrument.

These

different functions are described in the following subsections.

4.11.1 Missing Body-parts

117. ngunhaa llirntirimarta panyu-rru, punga-wirriwa-rru nyina-layi.
thatNOM goanna
good -NOW guts -PRIV
-NOW be
-FUT
That goanna is good now, now that it has no guts (has been gutted).
118. ngayu-lwa wi:yaa wruma-rninyji tburlajinkarri-1,
1sgNOM-ID maybe do for-FUT
poor fellow -ACC
yirra-virraa-a warnu pala.
teeth-PRIV-ACC ASSERT IT

Maybe I'll do it for the poor fellow, he really hasn't got
any teeth.
119. yimpala -rru-wa kanarra-1u parnpiingku-yangu vanti-layi.
like that-NOW-YIC wind -EFF throw down -PASSP lie -FUT
nyingkurlu-1purtu warnu pirri-virraa vantharra.
firstly
-COMP
ASSERT hand -PRIV
like

Just like that she was thrown to the ground by the wind and
lay there. Firstly one must say it's as if she had no hands.
Example 119 can be compared with the use of the proprieti ve suffix to
indicate an ability based on use of a body-part.

The privative by itself

does not imply the same reading of ability and must be modified by the
semblative vantharra.
However, derived verbs based on a body-part privative expression do not
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necessarily imply the loss of that part.
120. kulircmpa-yaangu kal.ika-a-lwa kalyaran-ta nyina-vayara-a
think of -UNREAL one -ACC-ID tree
-LOC sit -HABIT-ACC
DUlha-virraa-npa-lha-a.
nose -PRIV-INCH-PAST-ACC
You ought to be able to think of it, that one that always sits
in a tree (as if) having lost its nose.
121. wantharni paju ngaliwa -a paniya-virraa-ma-lalha ngaliwa -a'?
how
REAL 1pl(inc)-ACC eye
-PRIV-CAUS-PAST 1pl(inc)-ACC
kalya-rninyji yirla ngunhaa kartungu, parralhara.
bite -FUT
only thatNOM 2sgACC
centipede
How did it deceive us (lit. make us lose our eyes)? It just bit
you, that centipede (and we didn't know it was there).
Possessed parts or physical attributes of inanimate objects may also
take the privative suffix, as in the following examples.
122. yimpala -rru nhiyu pal.yarra-rru, vanti-vala
like that-NOW thisNOM plain
-NOW lie-PURPds
kalyarran-virriwa-rru. 'Virrawanti'-rru wangka-ngu-layi.
tree
-PRIV -NOW
-NOW say -PASS-FUT
And now it was like that, this plain. It came to have no trees, and
then it was called 'Wirrawanti'.
123. kulaya-rninyji-rru wantharni-1 ngurnta-a virra
-tbarra-a
test -FUT
-NOW how
-ACC style-ACC boomerang-DUAL-ACC
wayii panyu-u ngurnta-a nhawu-layi. panyu-u vayii,
maybe good-ACC style-ACC see -FUT good-ACC maybe
ngurnta-virriwa-a varntitha-rninyji puyi.la -rru.
style -PRIV -ACC throw
-FUT
long way-NOW
I'll try out these two boomerangs for their style. Maybe I'll
see good style. I'll throw away any without style.
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4.11.2 Kin
The use of the privative to mark deceased relatives is common throughout
the Ngayarda language area.

In Panyjima and Kurrama the privative suffix

appears in certain bereaved kin terms, and in Kurrama the privative may be
used as a kind of honorific; marking a participant in a story who has since
died.

A Martuthunira example is:

12 4. nganangu-ngara pawulu-ngara ?
whoGEN -PLURAL child-PLURAL
Whose are those children?
ngunhu -ngara yaan-virriwa-wra.
thatNOM-PLURAL spouse-PRIV -BELONG

They belong to that one who has lost a husband.
In the following example a man is described as being without a wife not
because she has died but since she has left him.
125. ngunbu kanyara-wuyu puni-layi jalya -rru, yaan-virriwa-rru.
thatNOM man
-SIDE go -FUT rubbish-NOW spouse-PRIV -NOW
That man of the pair will be nothing, he's got no wife now.

4.11.3 Possessed Objects
In the following examples the privative expression indicates the lack of
some possession.
126. parla-virraa nganarna.
money-PRIV
1pl{exc)
We've got no money.
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127. ngunhaa kanyara ngurriny-virraa.
thatNOM man
swag
-PRIV
That man has no swag.
128. ngayu nhavu-lha mirtali-ngara-a yirla, mir.ta
1sgNOM see -PAST big -PLURAL-ACC only
not
kupuyu-marta-a, mirtily-virriva-a.
little-PROP-ACC foetus -PRIV -ACC

I'd seen only big ones (kangaroos), not any with little ones,
only those without the small pink babies in their pouches.
In the following example the •used up' contents of a 'plate' are marked
with the privative.
129. jinpi yirla-rru vanti-vaa, murla-virriva-rru, ngunhaa
plate only -NOW lie-PURPs=o meat -PRIV
-NOW thatNOM
nhavu-vala jinpi-1
imrla-wirriva-a.
see-PURPds plate-ACC meat -PRIV -ACC

Only the plate will be left, without any meat. That fellow will
see a plate without meat (I've eaten it all).

4.11.4 Privative Second Predications
In the following examples the privative expression functions as a second
predication describing the manner in which the action is carried out.
130. marrari-virraa-va-nu

word

-PR!V

karlva-lha, kuyil wiyaa.
-ID-QUOT get up-PAST bad
maybe

ngaliva -a paya-npa -rra
wiyaa. thana-rru puni-0
1pl(inc)-ACC wild-INCH-CTEMP maybe let -NOW go-IMP

He got up without even a word, maybe something is wrong.
Maybe he's angry with us. Well let him gol
julyu
vanti-nguru nguyirri-wirraa, tburlajinkarri
thatNOM old man lie -PRES asleep -PRIV
poor fellow

131. ngunhu

That old man isn't sleeping, the poor fellow.
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Expressions of this kind may also form the basis of derived verbs.
132. nhartu-npa-lha ? kartu nyina-nguru-yi
what-INCH-PAST
2sgNOM sit -PRES-VOC
marrari-virraa-npa-lha ?
word
-PRIV-INCH-PAST

What's the matter, why have you gone quiet?
133. nhuwana marrari-varlaya-ngara nguyirri-virraa-ma-rnuru-rru
2pl
word
-FULL -PLURAL asleep -PRIV-CAUS-PRES -NOW
nganarna-a.
1pl(exc)-ACC

You talkative people are preventing us from sleeping.
In the following examples the privative second predication describes the
lack of an instrument.

In 134 the missing instrument is presumably a

cognate instrument (4.4).
134. nhulaa kanyara nyina-nguru puutbuni-i milhaa-rninyji
that
man
sit -PRES point -ACC affix -FUT
varrirti-la pul.ya-ngku yirla, karntarra-virriwa.
spear -LOC wax
-EFF only sinew
-PRIV

That man is putting a point on the spear with just spinifex
wax, without any sinew.
135. ngunhu vartirra viru
thanuwa-a thurnta-rninyji
thatNOM woman
wanting damper-ACC roll
-FUT
kayulu-virriwa-a, pinkarranyu-u.
water -PRIV -ACC dry
-ACC

That woman wants to make damper without [including any] water, dry.
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4.12 Genitive

-ngu
-ku

-yu
-wu

on
on
on
on

proper
common
common
common

nominals
nominals following a nasal
nominals following a lateral or rhotic
nominals following a vowel

The genitive suffix marks the possessor of some object or the propositus of
a kin relation.

Use of the genitive usually implies alienable possession.

Inalienable possession is coded by the simple adposition of possessor and
possessed (8.2.6)
136. ngaliwa puni-layi-rru wawayi-1.yarra ngurra-ngara-a -rru
1pl(inc) go -FUT -NOW look for-CTEMP camp-PLURAL-ACC-NOW
mirntirimarta-wu-u •
goanna
-GEN-ACC
We'll go looking for goannas' holes now.
137. ngunhu ngurra tharratal-JU tbungkara-la wantha-rnu •
thatNOM camp
bird(sp.)-GEN ground -LOC put -PASSP
That tharratal's nest is built on the ground.
13 8.

ma.an kulirr-yu mmgka-rnu pawul-u •
thatNOM seed galah-GEN eat -PASSP fowl-EFF

ngunhaa

That galah's seed has been eaten by the fowls.
13 9 • nhiyu
myi thani-nngu-layi nganaju-wu-lu yaan -tu.
thisNOM dog hit -PASS-FUT 1sgOBL-GEN-EFF spouse-EFF
This dog will get hit by my wife.
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4.13 Belonging -wura and Owner -wa;ya

In addition to the genitive suffix, Martuthunira has two minor suffixes
which indicate particular relationships between possessor and possessed.
The owner suffix has the invariant form -vaya, the belonging suffix has the
following allomorphs:
on proper nominals, pronouns and demonstratives
on common nominals following a nasal
on common nominals following a vowel,
lateral or rhotic

-ngura
-kura
-vura

The belonging suffix is attached to nominals denoting entities which
exert some controlling 'ownership' over another entity.

By contrast, the

owner suffix is attached to nominals which are controlled by some other
entity.

While

genitive

expressions

typically

fun-0tion

as

adnominal

modifiers within NPs, nominals marked with either of the -vura or -waya
suffixes often occur as the head of a NP (see 9.1.3). In these cases, the
-vura expression denotes the 'belongings' of the referent of the nominal

stem while the -waya expression denotes the 'owner' of the referent of the
nominal stem.
Examples 140 to 142 illustrate the -vura suffix, examples 143 to 145
illustrate the -waya suffix:
140. ngurnu -ngura parnparn-kura kupiyaji ngularla
thatOBL-BELONG bird sp.-BELONG little(pl) thereNV
waruu jalyuru-la nyina-marri-nguru parnparn-ngara.

still hole

-LOC sit

-COLL -PRES

bird

-PLURAL

Those little ones belonging to that shell parrot are still
there all together in a hole somewhere.
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141. ngunhaa kanparr-wura wantha-rnu kanparr-u mir.ta
thatNOM spider-BELONG put -PASSP spider-EFF not
nhawu-ngu-la:yi yantharnmarta-ngara-lu , nganyjali ku:yil.
see -PASS-FUT woman
-PLURAL-EFF proscribed bad

That thing of the spider's, built by the spider (a web), shouldn't
be seen by women, its proscribed.
142. ngana-ngura-tharra-a yanga-lalha ?
who -BELONG-DUAL-ACC chase-PAST
Whose were those two who were chased?
:yirna-tharra-vura -a.
thisACC-DUAL-BELONG-ACC

They belonged to these two people.
143. ngayu -rru yanga-lwala ngangka-a, ngurnu -vaya -a -lva
1sgNOM-NOW chase-PURPds mother-ACC thatOBL-OWNER-ACC-ID
kupuyu-vaya -a ngangka-a.
little-OWNER-ACC mother-ACC.

I chased after the mother, the owner of that little one.
144. wangka-la:yi ngurnaa piwi -i, ngurnula-vaya -a ngangka-a,
say
-FUT thatACC mother-ACC thatDEF -OWNER-ACC mother-ACC
•nbamintha-rru jurrkirta?•
how many -NOW moon

Say to the mother, the mother of that one, "How many months old now?"
145. thalu-vaya panyu-npa-vala -rru wiru
ngurnula-ngu-lu -rru
pet -OWNER good-INCH-PURPds-NOW feelings thatDEF -GEN-EFF-NOW
1a1rla-marnu-lu kanarri-ya.ngu.
meat -Assoc~EFF come
-PASSP

The dog's owner's feelings will be good now having his
meat-getter come to him.
An important function of both suffixes is to facilitate reference to
particular kin through other kin that stand in either a superordinate or
subordinate relationship to them.

For example, the -vaya suffix allows

reference to parents through their children while the -vura suffix allows
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reference to children through their parents.

This function is discussed

further in 5.2.2 below.
The -vura suffix has a secondary function as a marker of inanimate
causes of certain bodily states and processes.

This is illustrated in the

following examples:

146. ngayu parlura thanuwa

-vura.
vegetable food-BELONG

1sgNOM full

I'm full of food.

147. ngayu punga pangkira-npa-nguru kayulu-vura.
1sgNOM guts

swollen-INCH-PRES

water -BELONG

My guts are swelling up from [drinking] water.

148. ngayu parna ma.lyarra-npa-nguru kanarra-wra.
1sgNOM head

sick

-INCH-PRES

wind

-BELONG

My head is sore from the wind.
The semantic link between this use of the suffix and the more general
possessive relation hinges on the notion of controlling relationship.

The

implication of controlling possession (by an alcoholic 'spirit') is very
clear in the following example:

149. ngaliwa patharri-lha nyina-lha, thani-yarra
1pl(inc) fight

-PAST be

-PAST

hit

parna-a.
-COLL+CTEMP head-ACC

nyina-lha-nguru kari-vura, nyingkurlu-lpurtu warnu.
be
-PAST-ABL grog-BELONG firstly
-COMP
ASSERT

We were fighting, hitting each other in the head. We were in the
grip of the grog, that's the first thing that must be said.
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4.14 Causal -ngal.yarnta

The causal suffix marks an entity which is indirectly responsible for the
actions of other participants in the clause.

For example:

150. pawulu-ngara nyina-lha patharri-rra ngurnu -ngalyarnta-lwa,
child-PLURAL sit -PAST fight -CTEMP thatOBL-CAUSAL
-ID
virra
-ngalyarnta-lwa.
boomerang-CAUSAL
-ID

Those kids were fighting over that boomerang.
151. yillpala -rru-va, myi-1 ngurnu pawulu-tharra thani-lalha
like that-NOW-YK dog-ACC tbatACC child -DUAL
bit -PAST
mrla-ngalyarnta.
meat -CAUSAL

It was like that, two kids were hitting that dog over meat.
As these examples show, the indirect cause of the action can be something
that the protagonists expect or intend to acquire in the future, as in 150,
or something that is associated with a past happening as in 151. Entities
which are directly responsible for a state of affairs, such as the cause of
a sickness or injury, are not marked with the causal suf'fix.

Inanimate

causes of this kind can be marked by the -wura 'belonging' suffix (4.13),
or a subordinate clause construction is used:
152. ngayu aalyarra-npa-nguru kari-1 paya-lalha-nguru.
1sgNOM sick
-INCH-PRES grog-ACC drink-PAST-ABL
I'm sick from drinking grog.
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4.15 Obscured -ngurn.i

The obscured suffix has a primarily adnominal function and marks some
object or substance which obscures the modified nominal from view.

Usually

the marked expression functions as a second predicate, as in the following
examples:
153. ngayu ngurnaa jirruna-npa-lha, panyu-ma-1.yarra, ngurnta
1sgNOM thatACC sneak-INCH-PAST good-CAUS-CTEMP
style
panyu-npa-lha

jirruna karra-ngurni.

good-INCH-PAST sneak

scrub-OBSCRD

I sneaked up on that one properly, doing it properly, sneaking up
behind the bushes.
154. viyaa yilarla tbungkara-ngurni wanti-nguru,
maybe thisNV dirt
-OBSCRD lie -PRES
mir.ta nhawu-ngu-layi ngartil.

not

see -PASS-FUT

again

Maybe it's under the dirt and won't be seen again.
155.

wa.rnan-ngurni kanarri-nguru, parnta-nngu-rra -rru.

rain

-OBSCRD come

-PRES

rain

-PASS-CTEMP-NOW

He's coming along completely engulfed by the rain.
The referent of the modified nominal may be behind or beneath the
referent of the nominal marked by the suffix (as in 153 above), or may be
completely immersed, embedded or surrounded by the referent of the marked
nominal (as in 155).
In

the

following

sentences

the

adjective ' nominals panyu 'good '

suffix

and kuyil

second predications of manner.
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is

attached

to

the

'value

'bad ' , functioning here as

156. panyu-u vangka-layi, mir.ta kuyil-ngurni-1
good-ACC say
-FUT
not
bad-OBSCRD-ACC
tburlanyarrara-ngara-a.
poor f ellow-PLURAL-ACC

Speak properly, don't talk in a bad way (rudely) to the poor fellows.
157. panyu-ngurni Dhuura-ma-rnu-nguni, panyu varuul
good -OBSCRD know-CAUS-PASSP-ABL good still
nyina-marri-layil
sit -COLL -FUT

You've been taught properly, now stay good!
In these examples the suffix intensifies the degree of the value nominal in
much the same way that the effect of the rain on the subject of 155 above
is exaggerated.

The obscured expression in the following example similarly

exaggerates the degree of the value 7 .
158. ngunhaa parla-ngka-rru wirta-nguru, kanta manamana paju,
thatNOM hill -LOC -NOW climb-PRES
leg
quickly REAL
kuyil-ngurni-la virta-lha, m.rti-ma-rnuru paju.
bad -OBSCRD-LOC climb-PAST fast-CAUS-PRES REAL

He's climbing that hill now, legs moving very quickly,
he's climbed up on that difficult place but he's still going fast.

4.16 Full-Laden -varlaya

Nominal expressions formed by the addition of the -varlaya suffix describe
an abundance of the entity or property denoted by the nominal stem.
following sentence examples illustrate:
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The

159. ngana nhiyu kanyara thaa nyantu-varlaya?
who
thisNOM man
mouth fluff -FULL
Who is this man with his mouth buried in whiskers?
160. ngunhu kanyara nyina-nguru ngulangu parla-ngka
thatNOM man
sit -PRES there
hill -LOC

karra-warlaya-la kuyil-a.
scrub-FULL
-Loe bad -LOC
That man is there on that bad (impenetrable) scrub covered hill.
161. jina-varlaya-ma.-rninyji-nu ngula, jina-varlaya-ma-lalha
track-FULL-CAUS-FUT -QUOT IGNOR track-FULL-CAUS-PAST

thaapuva, pintirrijila jina-varlaya.
big man
scattered
track-FULL
And then apparently he made tracks everywhere, he covered the
ground with his footprints, the old bastard, tracks everywhere.
162. nhiyu
kalyarran kuDkuwarra-varlaya.
thisNOM tree
honey
-FULL
This tree is full to bursting with honey.
The suffix most often appears as a lexeme deriving formative, as in the
following examples:

jinyji-warla
fat
-FULL

fat, plump, obese

ngungku-warla
weight -FULL

strong

11111rti-warla
fast -FULL

fast runner, motorcar

In each of these words the normally trisyllabic suffix has been shortened
to two syllables.

This truncation is most likely motivated by the general

dimoric/disyllabic pattern of stress meter (see 2. 5. 1). Notice, however,
that

the

same

truncation

does

not

occur

where

productively, as in the above sentence examples.
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the

suffix

is

used

4.17 Number Suffixes

Martuthunira has a collection of suffixes marking number.

These are

described in the following subsections.

4.17.1 Dual -tharra
The following examples illustrate the dual suffix:
163. ngayu thawu-lalha nganaju-wu-tharra-a pawulu-tharra-a
1sgNOM send -PAST 1sg0BL-GEN-DUAL-ACC child -DUAL-ACC
wanirarra-a, kurntal-thurti-1 aira-thurti-i, puni-waa
Bro & Si-ACC daughter-CONJ-ACC son -CONJ-ACC go-PURPs:o
nhawu-yarri-lu
mayili-nhanu-ngu.
see -COLL-PURPss FaFa -3POSS-ACC

I sent my two children, brother and sister, daughter and son,
to go and see their grandfather.
164. valyurn-tharra nyina-nguru pUDkurri waruu aithu-ngu -rra.
girl
-DUAL stay -PRES covered
still cold-PSYCH-CTEMP
The two girls are still covered up feeling cold.

4.17.2 Plural -ngara
The plural suffix typically denotes a unified group consisting of more than
two entities.

Some examples of its use are:

165. nhiyu warnan panyu-ma-rnuru mirntirimarta-ngara-a.
this rain
good-CAUS-PRES goanna
-PLURAL-ACC
This rain will be good for the goannas.
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166. kartu paya-npa-layi nganarna-a ngalarri-lha -ngara -a
2sgNOM wild-INCH-FUT 1pl{exc)-ACC forget -PAST-PLURAL-ACC
vantamartu-ngara -a.
crazy
-PLURAL-A CC

You'll get wild with us stupid fellows who forgot.
167. ngunhaa puni-lha kunkuvarra-a wawayi-1.yarra jinkayu -rru,
thatNOM go -PAST honey
-ACC look for-CTEMP up river-NOW
warnanykura-la-ngara-a kunkuvarra-a •
river gum-LOC-PLURAL-ACC honey
-ACC

That one went looking for honey up river, for hives in river-gum trees.
In

this

last

example

the

plural

following

the

locative

suffix

on

warnanykura implies the possibility that there may be more than one source

of honey in any one tree.
In the following examples the plural suffix is used to group together a
set of separate actions which are distributed through time yet involve the
same participants.

Thus in 168 and 169 the plural marks a body-part which

undergoes an action a number of times.

The dual suffix cannot be used in

this way.
16 8. ngayu kalya-rnu ngulu
yi.riny -thu, ngayu kalya-rnu
1sgNOM bite-PASSP thatEFF mosquito-EFF 1sgNOM bite-PASSP
nyina-nguru marnta-ngara-a vii, kartara vii, jal.yu vii
sit -PRES arm-PLURAL-ACC maybe cheek
maybe neck
maybe
panga-ngara-rri-nguru-rru.
itch-PLURAL-INCH-PRES-NOW

I've been bitten by a mosquito. My arms (in a number of places),
my cheek and my neck etc. will be getting lots of itches.
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169. ngayu parna-tburti warrpurri-layi nguu-ngara-tburti
1sgNOM head -CONJ bathe
-FUT face-PLURAL-CONJ
jirli-tburti thala-ngara -rru puntha-layi.
arm -CONJ
chest-PLURAL-NOW wash -FUT

I'll wash my head, face (splash it a number of times) and
arms, and then wash my chest (splash it a number of times).
In 170 the verb paya-L

'drink'

is marked with the plural suffix and

describes a number of acts of drinking grouped together as one event:
170. vantha-rninyji jampa karri-waa
mtbu-npa-rra
warra.
leave -FUT
moment stand-PORPs:o cold-INCH-CTEMP CONT
manyarrka-a-rru vantha-rninyji ngulangu-wa,
sugar -ACC-NOW put
-FUT
there
-YK
mtbumtbu-npa-lha-la-rru nyina-layi wural warra
cool
-INCH-PAST-LOC-NOW sit -FUT still CONT
paya-l.yarra-ngara-1.
drink-CTEMP-PLURAL-THEN

Leave it to stand for a moment to get a bit cooler. Now put
sugar in it, and when it's cool sit for a while and sip it.

4.17.3 Distributed Plural -warntura
The distributed plural describes a group of things taken together but
considered individually.

The suffix can be glossed variously as 'every' or

'each' depending on context.
171. kanyara-warntura nyina-lha pintirrijila wartawirrinpi-rra
person -DISTRIB sit -PAST scattered
wait
-CTEMP
ngurra-ngka pirriyarta-la.
camp -LOC own camp -LOC

People were scattered about, waiting each in their own camp.
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172. ngunhaa puni-marri-nguru kanyara-ngara parnaviirri -rra
thatNOM go -COLL -PRES person-PLURAL head bobbing-CTEMP
lcurryu-warntura-la.
hollow-DISTRIB-LOC

That group of people are going along, their heads bobbing
in and out of view as they go down into each hollow.
In the following examples the suffix appears on an inflected verb and
indicates a repeated action.

Example 173 can be compared with 170 above.

In 173 the acts of drinking are seen as separate events taking place over a
period of time at different places during a journey.

In 170, the drinking

is a single event made up of a number of different acts.
173. nganarna kayulu-u puni-lha paya.-1.yarra-varntura
1pl(exc) water-ACC go -PAST drink-CTEMP -DISTRIB
karlarra-la warnu pala.
heat
-LOC ASSERT IT

We went along drinking water again and again it was so hot.
17 4. ngurnu-marta-va karta-rniny ji karta-rninyji-warntura
thatOBL-PROP-YK poke -FUT
poke -FUT
-DISTRIB
jalyuru-ma-1.yarra-rru.
hole
-CAUS-CTEMP-NOW

Now using that one dig in again and again making a hole.
175. ngunhu pawu.lu nganaju kam-ngull-nguru-warntura.
thatNOM child 1sgGEN hungry-PSYCH-PRES-DISTRIB
kuvarri-1 kuvarri-1 puni-layi jinarri-lu mrla-a.
now -THEN now -THEN go -FUT ask-PURPss meat-ACC

That kid of mine is always getting hungry. Again and again he
goes asking for meat.
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4.17.4 Group -ma.mu
The -aarnu suffix most often occurs on kinterms and indicates a group of
people who are all of a certain class.

In other examples the suffix

appears on terms denoting named groups of people.

Some examples are:

176. ngayu kangku-lha mayiili -marnu-ngu kuJhampa-arta.
1sgNOM take -PAST FaFa+1POSS-GROUP-ACC fish
-ALL
I took my grandchildren fishing.
177. ngunha wangka-lha, •ngayilyu..arnu, Dbuvana kanarri-layi
thatNOM say -PAST
cousin -GROUP 2pl
come
-FUT
Dbuura-npa-rra nhavu-lha virra
-a kayarra-a•.
know-INCB-CTEMP see -PAST boomerang-ACC two -ACC

He said,n Any of you devils can come and find out, having
seen those two boomerangsn.
178. kartu, Dhawu-yarri-vayara nyinu
-mal.yura-ma.rnu-ngu ?
2sgNOM see -COLL -HABIT Bro-in-law-2POSS -GROUP-ACC
Have you ever met that brother-in-law of yours?
In this last example the group suffix clearly does not mark reference to a
group of people.

Here it is used as a polite way of avoiding particular

reference to a single person of a certain kin group.
The suffix also occurs on the interrogative/indefinite pronoun ngana
'who/someone' which is then interpreted as the more general indefinite
'anyone'. For example:
179. ngana-marnu vii pithirri-npa-rra vii, ngurnaa paya-rninyji
who -GROUP if chill-INCB-CTEMP if
thatACC drink-FUT
jami

-1.

medicine-Ace
If anyone should get a chill, they drink that medicine.
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It may be possible to link the -ma.mu group suffix to the generic use of
the -marnu associative suffix described in 4. 9 above.

However, I have

refrained from making the connection in this description.

4.17.5 Idiosyncratic Plurals
I have discovered only one idiosyncratic plural form in Martuthunira to
date.

All languages of the area show different plural forms for either or

both of the words 'child 1 and 'little'. In Martuthunira the word kupuyu
'little' has the plural form kupiyaji. Panyjima and Yinyjiparnti have a
number of special plural forms for botanical terms and it is possible that
similar classes may also have existed in Martuthunira. Unfortunately, Algy
Paterson's knowledge of Martuthunira botanical terms is not extensive.

4.18 Side -vuyu

The side suffix added to a nominal marks the <object or person denoted by
the nominal as one of a set of contrasting entities.

Typically, the suffix

marks one of a pair of items, and by its appearance defines a binary
opposition.
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180. ngavu. ngurnu pirtiyarrangu-u, ngurnaa ngayu kangku-l.ayi.
yes
thatACC kurara wood-ACC thatACC 1sgNC!! take -FUT
nbula
-a pukarti -vuyu-u
ngayu vantha-rnuru.
near you-ACC snakewood-SIDE-ACC 1sgNC!! leave -PRES

Yes. That kurara wood one, I'll take that one. I'll leave that
snakewood one of the pair.
181. ngayu mir.ta wiru kuliya-1.yarra karri-l.ayi Dhuvana-a,
1sgNC!! not
want hear -CTEMP
stand-FUT 2pl -ACC
nga.yu yar.ta-vuyu-lpurtu kanyara.
1sgNC!! other -SIDE-COMP
man
I don't want to be hearing you two, I'm a man of the
other side (affine).
182. ngunha karimarra-wyu puliJBDyja kangku-lha ngurnu
thatNOM section -SIDE old man
take -PAST thatACC
purungu-u
wirta-a Dhuura-ma-ru
yinka-lwaa
virra
-a
section-ACC youth-ACC know-CAUS-PURPss carve-PURPs:o boomerang-ACC
That karimarra old man took the purungu young man to
teach him to carve boomerangs.
-u
viyaa wawayi-rninyji,
183. ngavu. kuliJBDpa-rra ngayu Dhartu
yes
think -CTEMP 1sgNOM something-ACC maybe look for-FUT
jalya -a -vuyu :mirntirimarta-a-rru, tharlvan-ku-wyu
useless-ACC-SIDE goanna
-ACC-NOW tame
-ACC-SIDE
Yes. I'm thinking about something I might go looking for, goannas
are on the useless (easy to catch) side, on the tame side.
The

variable

position of the

suffix with respect

to

the

relational

accusative is discussed in section 3.2.1 above.

4.19 Conjunction -tburti

The -tburti suffix functions as a NP conjunction.

Typically it is attached

to both nominals in the conjoined expression but may appear on only one.
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Where just one nominal bears the conjunction, it is usually understood as
subordinate to the other nominal.

184. ngunhu kanyara puni-layi minthal-va-rru kupa-1.yarra
thatNOM man
go -FUT alone -fl -NOW cook -CTEMP
thanuva-ngara -a
mrla-tburti-1 •
food
-PLURAL-ACC meat -CONJ -ACC

That man will be cooking all the vegetables and meat by himself.

185. ngaliwa tburnta-rnu-ngara pawulu-ngara wirta-ngara-tburti.
1pl(inc) paint-PASSP-PLURAL child-PLURAL youth-PLURAL-CONJ
We've all been painted up, all the kids and the teenagers too.

186. nganarna pul1J8Dyja-ngara-thurti jantira -ngara-tburti
1pl(exc) old man -PLURAL-CONJ
old woman-PLURAL-CONJ
jalurra-a nhawu-layi
dance-ACC watch-FUT

We old men and old women will watch the dance.

187. ngayu kupa-lalha thanuva-ngara-a wurwna-1.yarra
1sgNOM cook -PAST food-PLURAL-ACC do for-CTEMP
pawulu-ngara-a-tburti kanyara-ngara-a-thurti.
child-PLURAL-ACC-CONJ adult -PLURAL-ACC-CONJ

I cooked food for the children and the adults.
Nominals bearing the conjunction suffix may appear as sole constituents of
NPs. In these cases the nominal marked with the suffix is assumed to be
linked to some other nominal bearing the identical relational case in the
immediate linguistic context.

For example:

188. ngurnu varrirti-i yungku-lu ngurnu -ngara -a kanyara-ngara-a
thatACC spear -ACC give-PURPss thatOBL-PLURAL-ACC man -PLURAL-ACC
wurnta-lalha-nguru-u yungku-lll, 11arrari-i-tburti-rru vangka-lu -rru,
break -PAST -ABL-ACC give-PURPss word -ACC-CONJ -NOW say-PURPss-NOW

Give that spear to those fellas who broke it, and say this
to them too, •••
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189. juwayu-la manku-layi jinyji-1 thurnta-rninyji parna-a
hand -LOC get -FUT fat -ACC rub
-FUT
head-ACC
jinyji-marta kuliya-tburti-i.
fat
-PROP ear
-CONJ-ACC

Get some fat in your hand and rub your head with fat,
and your ears too.

190. 111yi yanga-lalha tharnta-a, kanyara-tburti, varuu-lpurtu
dog chase-PAST euro -ACC man
-CONJ
still-COMP
mirntiwl.
together

The dog, together with a man, chased a euro, the two of them
together.
There are not enough examples in the data to allow a full study of the
possible constraints on this long distance conjunction.
Like the side suffix -wyu, the conjunction shows some variation in
ordering with respect to the relational accusative case suffix (3.2.1). On
present evidence I am not able to say for certain whether this variation
represents a low level violation of the principle of concentric scoping, or
whether

the different

order

indicates conjunction of constituents

at

different syntactic levels.
In addition, the -tburti suffix is the only nominal suffix which may be
added to the nominative stem of the first and second person singular
pronouns; all other suffixes are attached to the oblique stem (see 5.1
below).

Together these facts suggest that -tburti has only marginal status

as a suffix.
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Chapter 5

Pronouns and Demonstratives

This chapter describes the forms

and

functions of the closed nominal

subclasses; most importantly, pronouns and demonstratives.
5.3

describe

inflected
nominal.

for

the

personal

person,

and

pronouns,
the

a

system

of

Sections 5.1 to

possessive

indefinite/interrogative

marking

pronoun

and

Sections 5.4 to 5.8, describe the demonstrative system, and the

various interrogative/indefinite demonstrative forms

based on the root

-vantha 'where•. Finally, sections 5.9 and 5.10 describe the closed classes
of locational nominals and temporal nominals respectively.

5. 1 Pronouns

Like other Ngayarda languages, Martuthunira has a common Australian pronoun
system with three numbers for first and second person.

The functions of

third person reference are performed largely by the demonstrative system
although there is a third person plural form with a
function (see 5.1.3 below).

very restricted

There is an inclusive/exclusive distinction

for non-singular first person and, as in many other Australian languages,
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there is also a special set of disharmonic pronoun forms for non-singular
first person (5.1.2).

5.1.1 Paradigms
Table 5.1 presents the nominative forms of the pronoun paradigm.

Table 5.1: Nominative Pronoun Forms

Singular
1(inc)
ngayu

1(exc)
1disharm

kartu

2

Dual

Plural

ngali

ngaJiva

ngaliya

nganarna

nganajumarta

nganajumartangara

nlmvala

nlmvana
pularna

3

Some (historical) analysis of the pronoun forms is possible.
Martuthunira

retains

reconstructs

for

(<~a)

a

number

of

proto-Australian:

pronoun
1dl(inc)

forms
ngali,

which

Dixon

1pl{exc)

Firstly,
(1980)
nganarna

and 2dl nhuvala ( <•RBu[a]paLV) • The proto-Ngayarda 2sg pronoun

llnyinta has been replaced by a form kartu cognate with the Yingkarta and
Wajarri word kartu 'man, person' (De(11ch 1979) • This loss of the original
2sg may be the result of politeness shifts.

Similar replacements of an

original 2sg have occurred in the Mantharta subgroup though in these
languages the 2sg is replaced by a 2pl form (see Dench 1983). The 1dl(exc)
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form nga.11.ya is based on 1dl(inc) ngall with the addition of a suffix -ya.
1pl{inc) is based on 1dl(inc) with an added suffix -va. It is possible that
this

form

is

phonological

related
changes

to

the

common

involved

cannot

Ngayarda tingal:lkuru
be

clearly

though

established

the
for

Martuthunira. Nevertheless, the form is very like the Kurrama 1pl{exc)
ngaliwu and may have been borrowed from this language.

The 2pl form,

Dhuvana, appears to be partially based on the 2dl form Dhuwala. The forms
suggest a partial analysis of Dhuwala as root Dhuva with an added suffix
-la. The identified root then forms the basis of the plural form and a
suffix -na is added, probably by analogy to the 1pl(exc) form nganarna.
Similarly, the 3Pl pronoun replaces an original •thana 3pl and is based on
the old 3dl pula with the similar addition of a -ma suffix by analogy with
the 1pl{exc).
With the exception of 1sg, 2sg and 1dl(inc) all pronouns are inflected
for case by the regular addition of nominal case suffixes.

The 1sg, 2sg

and 1dl(inc) forms are presented in Table 5.2, in comparison with the forms
of the regularly inflected 1pl{inc).
Table 5.2: Inflected Pronoun Forms

1sg

2sg

1dl(inc)

1pl{inc)

NOM

ngayu

kartu

ngalj

ngaliwa

ACC

nganaju

kartungu

ngal.11

ngauvaa

GEN

nganaju

kartungu

ngaJ:fwu

ngaJiwavu

LOC

ngatbala

kartungka

ngaHla

Dga]jwaJ.a

ABL

ngathalanguru

kartungkanguru

Dga] i l.anguru

Dga] jval.anguru

EFF

ngatbu

kartungku

ugalilu

nga.11.valu
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The irregular forms set out in this table can be described as follows:
Firstly, the 1dl(inc) pronoun ngal.i differs from the regular patterns of
nominal inflection by selecting forms of the locative and effector suffixes
The 2sg pronoun kartu

usually restricted to stems of more than two morae.

selects the 'proper nominal' form of the accusative and genitive suffixes
but takes regular locative and effector inflections.

The 1sg pronoun, on

the other hand, has four distinct st.ems with the common syncretism of
accusative and genitive forms,

and

the ablative involving the regular

additon of the -nguru suffix to the locative stem.
With the exception of the locative ngathala,

the forms

of the

1sg

pronoun do not resemble those of the 1sg paradigm of any other Ngayarda
language.

The 1sgNOM form is identical to the Yinyjiparnti and Kurrama

1sgACC form but a hypothesis that the Martuthunira pronoun was originally
accusative would result in a tortuous history of case syncretisms which,
given the syntactic history of these languages (Dench ( 1982b) seems very
unlikely.

Instead,

it

might

be

argued

that

1sgNOM

derives

from

a

proto-form 1sgERG llngatbu. However, this hypothesis has the source of the
modern

1sgNOM .(the proto-S form)

proto-A form).

identical to the modern

1sgEFF

(the

While the historical syncretism might be expected in a

language with an essentially ergative pattern of case-marking (which the
proto-language undoubtedly had), phonological changes would not pick out
just the S form.

It seems most plausible that one or other of the two

forms is borrowed from another language.
The 1sgACC/GEN nganaju cannot be related to the other 1sg forms.

The

cognate form also occurs as 1sgACC/GEN in the Ngayarda language Jurruru,
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and as a 1sgDAT/GEN in the Mantharta languages; Jiwarli and Warriyangka. A
leni ted form nganayi occurs in Tharrkari. In these languages also the
1sgDAT/GEN form cannot be related to other 1sg forms.

The form may be a

replacement for an earlier 1sgDAT/Gen in all of these languages.
With the exception of the conjunction suffix -thurti which is attached
to the nominative stems, all other case forms of 1sg and 2sg involve the
addition of regular suffixes to the stems nganaju and kartungu. Inflected
genitive forms of these pronouns in some cases also involve the genitive
suffix -vu, suggesting that the stems be described as 'oblique'. Different
genitive forms for 1sg and 2sg are set out in table 5.3, once again in
comparison

with

the

regular

pattern

for

the

1pl(inc)

ngaJiva.

An

interlinear gloss is given for each form.
Table 5.3: Inflected Genitive Forms of 1sg and 2sg

NOM
ACC
LOC
EFF

1sgGEN

2sgGEN

1pl(inc)GEN

nganaju

kartungu

ngaliva -vu

1sgGEN

2sgGEN

1pl(inc)-GEN

nganaju-u

kartungu-u

ngal.iva -vu -u

1sgGEN -ACC ·

2sgGEN

1pl(inc)-GEN-ACC

nganaju-wu -la

kartungu-vu -la

ngal.iva -vu -la

1sgOBL -GEN-LOC

2sgOBL

1pl(inc)-GEN-LOC

nganaju-vu -lu

kartungu-vu -lu

ngaHva -vu -lu

1sgOBL -GEN-EFF

2sgOBL

1pl(inc)-GEN-EFF

PLURAL nganaju-vu -ngara
1sgOBL -GEN-PLURAL

-ACC
-GEN-LOC
-GEN-EFF

kartungu-vu -ngara

ngaliva -vu -ngara

2sgOBL

1pl(inc)-GEN-PLURAL

-GEN-PL URAL

The functions of the pronouns are quite straightforward and require
little discussion

here.

The following

example

includes

a number of

pronominal forms and demonstrates quite clearly the use made of the
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inclusive/exclusive contrast for first person.

Other examples can be found

throughout the thesis and in the texts presented in Appendix C.
1. ngunhaa,

thatNOM

nganarna-lu,
1pl(exc)-EFF

jarrkurti-lu.
three
-EFF

yi.lu
ngatbu., ll&Dku-:yangu
thisEFF 1sgEFF grab -PASSP

ngaliva -rru, kartu-tbu.rti-rru puni-layi.,
1pl{inc)-NOW 2sgNOM-CONJ -NOW go -FUT

ngaliwa mirntiwu.1-wa-rru ngurnaa
1pl{inc) all
-¢ -NOW thatACC

jarraa-ru.
tie up-PURPss

That one, we, this fellow and I, three of us, grabbed him.
All of us now, you as well, we'll all go and tie him up.

5.1.2 Disharmonic Pronouns
The two disharmonic pronouns are used as polite forms when the addressee
and speaker are in different alternate generation sets.

The relationship

between any other (third person) included referent and either the speaker
or the addressee is not relevant.

The pronoun forms are synchronically

analyseable as the 1sgOBL stem with the addition of the proprietive suffix
and, in the plural, the further addition of the regular plural suffix.
Thus the dual form means, literally, •the one with me•, and the plural
means •the many with me•.

I doubt that speakers have this literal meaning

in mind when using the form yet it may reveal something of the way in which
interaction between disharmonic kin is viewed.
Although the

pronouns

are

ambiguous

between

an

inclusive

and

an

exclusive reading, the speaker's use of a form referring to the speaker
with another approaches the usual understanding of a first person exclusive
pronoun.

This implied exclusion of the addressee is quite in keeping with
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the type of behaviour appropriate between disharmonic kin (see Dench 1987).
In addition, plural pronoun forms, including the disharmonic plural, may be
used as a gesture of politeness, to refer to individuals or pairs of
individuals.

A similar use of the -marnu group suffix on kin terms was

described in 4.17.4.

5.1.3 Third Person Pronoun pularna
The third person plural pronoun has a very restricted function; it serves
as a definite anaphor for plural NPs. It refers to a group of entities
already established in text and specifically implies that the membership of
that group has not changed.
is

unimportant

for

This emphasis on no change in group membership

anaphoric

reference

to

NPs

denoting

individuals

(singular) or pairs of individuals (duals) and it is thus not surprising
that pularna has no singular or dual counterparts.
In the following examples the 3Pl pronoun and the NP making the initial
group reference are underlined.
2. nganarna karra-ngka-rru tharrva-lha

1pl{exc) scrub-LOC -NOW enter

nyilla...arri-laP, pup.la,
-PAST sit -COLL -FUT long way

-ngara patharri-nP,la kan;yara-ngara vantamartu-ngara.
thatNOM-PLURAL fight
-PrREL man
-PLURAL crazy
-PLURAL

nguntm

vuraal -va-rru nhuva-TcUTi-laP, pularna 71.rla-rru.
alright-~-NOW spear-COLL -FUT 3Pl
only -NOW

We'll go off into the scrub and stay a good distance away, since
those crazy people are fighting. Alright, they can be spearing
each other and no-one else.
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3. nhiyu

vanpari-gara, vantbala vii nyina-marri-layi kalyaran-ta,
thisNOM bee
-PLURAL where
if sit -COLL -FUT tree
-LOC

varrama-lalha pularna-w -u ngurra-a, kanarri-vala uarnu DgUDhu
make
-PAST 3Pl
-GEN-ACC camp-ACC come -PURPds ASSERT thatNOM
jayimarta, manyu -lpurtu ngunhaa.
insect(sp.) hungry-COMP
thatNOM
These bees, wherever they camp in a tree, make their home, that
jayimarta will come, hungry [wanting a feed of honey].

4. •nhuvana mirntiwl kanarri-layi pawlu-tburti wartirra-tburti,
2pl
all
come
-FUT child -CONJ
woman
-CONJ
ngayu patha-rrvala ngulangu Kan.yu-nguru. ngal.in. karln.-layi
1sgNOM throw-PURPds there
name -ABL
1pl(inc) go up -FUT
Kawyu-ngu.• puni-lha pularna.
name -ACC
go -PAST 3Pl
"You all come, children, women and all, and I'll throw it there,
from Kawayu. We'll go and climb Kawayu.n And so they went.
Martuthunira is not the only language in the area to have restricted an
old third person pronoun to definite anaphoric reference.

In Panyjima,

forms based on the third person singular pronoun thana (itself an old
plural) are used to make specific anaphoric reference.

Interestingly,

where no antecedent occurs, the Panyjima third person pronoun is taken to
refer quite unambiguously to a person's father's father or son's son.

5.2 Kin Possessive Pronouns

A number of special morphological systems allow special reference to
kinship possession in Martuthunira. Firstly, there is a special form of the
first person singular pronoun, jurti '1sgPOSS' which is used to indicate
possessive kin relationships.

Secondly, suffixes which denote particular
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categories of kin may be attached to pronouns.

Thirdly, kinship nominals

may be inflected by one of a set of suffixes which indicate the person of
the possessor.

This section describes the interaction of these systems.

5.2.1 1sgPOSS jurti
The 1sgPOSS pronoun is illustrated in the following examples:

5. ngunlm, jurti

ka.11PalaJha, nbuva-lalha tbarnta-a yavarru-rru.
thatNOM 1sgPOSS uncle
spear-PAST euro -ACC missed -NOW

That fellow, my own uncle, speared at a euro and missed it.
6.

jurti
mirtayi mir.ta-rru •mgka-lalha 111rla-a, parlura paju.
1sgPOSS big
not
-NOW eat
-PAST meat-ACC full
REAL

My own elder brother didn't eat any meat, he was too full.

7.

-rru-va kartu, jurti marryanu, nyina-layi nbuvala
like that-NOW-YK 2sgNOM 1sgPOSS Bro-in-law be
-FUT 2dl

yillpala

nbuunuva •••

spouse(pr.)
That's what you're like, my brother-in-law, the two of you
together, husband and wife.
The jurti pronoun is not reported for any other Ngayarda language but does
occur as the general first person singular dative/genitive in Thalanyji
(Austin 1981d). Here it appears to have

replaced an earlier 1sgDAT/GEN

form just as the form nganaju has done in Martuthunira, Jurruru and the
Mantharta languages.
The jurti pronoun,

along with other pronouns may take one of two

suffixes which denote particular kin relationships.
allow reference specifically to member..s
father's sibling group:
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Firstly, two suffixes

of a person's own mother's or

own father(•s sibling)
own mother(•s sibling)

-vu.la

The following examples illustrate the use of these kin-group suffixes on
jurti 1sgPOSS:
8.

jurti-ngul.harn vii jurti -vu.la -t:tmrti. jurti-ngul.harn-tbarra-a
1sgPOSS-PATRI or 1sgPOSS-MATRI-CONJ
1sgPOSS-PATRI -DUAL-ACC
yaanka -a
jurti-vu.la -tbarra vii panyu viyaa Dlmvala.
spouse(pr.)-ACC 1sgPOSS-MATRI-DUAL or good maybe 2dl

That's one of your own father's mob together with one of your own
mother's mob. Toward those two married people, your father's own
people and your mother's own people, you should behave properly.

9.

ngayu DJ:mura-ma-rnu
jurti -vula -lu, pipi -ngku nganaju-wu-lu,
1sgNC!1 know-CAUS-PASSP 1sgPOSS-MATRI-EFF mother-EFF 1sgOBL-GEN-EFF
vantharni-i kanpari-i pani -lvaa.
how
-ACC seed -ACC grind-PURPs:o
I was taught how to grind seeds by my mother.

The suffixes select jurti and kartu stems of 1sg and 2sg respectively but
for other pronoun forms the suffixes are attached to a stem with a
lengthened final vowel.

For example:
our (dl) own father

Dlmvanaa-vu.la

your (pl) own mother

The pronominal stems in these forms suggest that the suffix was originally
a separate word taking an accusative pronoun complement (see 4.3.4 and
9.2.1). However, the patterns of nominal suffixing illustrated in 8 and 9
above make it clear that the forms are now bound to the pronominal stem.
The two suffixes may also be attached to the definite demonstratives
ngurnula and yirnala when these occur together with a proper nominal:
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ngurnula-ngulbarll pirrjilingu
thatDEF -PATRI
name

These kin-referring pronoun forms

Pirrjilingu's own father

are

generally used

only

between

harmonic kin and are considered to be too harsh for use within earshot of
disharmonic kin (most importantly, those people to whom the term refers).
Instead , the belonging and owner suffixes may be used when talking to
disharmonic kin about members of their own generation.

The -ngura 'proper

nominal' form of the belonging suffix is used on both 2sg and 1sgPOSS stems
and on the definite demonstratives, but is optional for other pronouns with
the exception of 1sg, where the -wura form is obligatorily attached to the
oblique stem.

The -va:ra owner suffix selects the bare stem forms of the

1sgPOSS pronoun and definite demonstratives, but selects the oblique forms
of 1sg and 2sg, and usually a stem in -ngu for all other pronouns:
1sgPOSS

1sg

2sg

1dl(inc)

BELONG

jurti-ngura

ngan.aju-vura

kartu-ngura

ngall-ngura

OWNER

jurti-va:ra

ngan.aju-va:ra

kartungu-va:ra

nga11-ngu-va:ra

The selection of a -ngu stem for pronouns such as ngali which do not
otherwise have such a stem form extends on occasions to kinterms human
terms and proper nominals which take the -va:ra suffix.

This suggests that

the -ngu formative in these pronouns functions as a proper nominal marker
rather than as a special oblique stem formative (3.1.1.2).
10. ngunJm -tharra ngurnula-ngu-wura mari -wura pawulu-tharra.
thatNOM-DUAL
thatDEF -GEN-BELONG sister-BELONG child -DUAL

Those two were his younger sister's children.
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11. •ngana-ngura ngunbu jal.yu vanarra?•
who -BELONG thatNOM neck
long
-ngura -nu,

•Ahl ngunhaa jurti

Ah

ngunhaa.

thatNOM 1sgPOSS-BELONG-QUOT thatNOM

"Whose is that fellow with the long neck?"
"Ahl That's one of my lot.n
12. ngayu puni-lha ngurnu Dhawu-lu, DgWlbu -lva ngurnula-vaya
1sgNOM go -PAST thatACC see-PURPss thatNOM-ID thatDEF -OWNER
-ngu-vaya.
SoSo+1POSS-PNM-owner

11ayiili

I went to see that fellow, that one who is the father of that
grandchild of mine.
This

last

example

demonstrates

a

common

pattern

of

reference

to

disharmonic kin through their children (who are thus harmonic to the
speaker).

Teknonymic reference of this kind, which is also common in the

local variety of Aboriginal English, often involves the addition of the
owner suffix to the name of the eldest child in a family.

Reference to

one's own siblings by name

and similar

is also considered

impolite

teknonymic reference is preferred.
The following example illustrates the use of the kin-group suffixes
together with the belonging suffix:

13. nganarna-w.ra -wula llUrtu pavu.l.u. pi.yuva llUrtu yarta-npa -lha
1pl(exc)-BELONG-MATRI HYPTB child

nothing HYPTB other-INCH-PAST

paju ku.,alha paju. pi.rriyarta-wu.la llUrtu kartu

REAL kinsman

REAL

own

pawulu
-MATRI HYPTB 2sgNOM child

nganarna-w.ra

-vu.l.a llUrtu.
1pl(exc)-BELONG-MATRI HYPTB

You're supposedly one of our close kin, one of our 'children'
(mother's mob to one of our family), but it seems not, you've gone
the other way child. You're supposed to be one of our mob.
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Finally,

the 1sgPOSS pronoun has a

form

denoting

'own

sibling group' , for which other pronoun forms have no counterpart.

The

jurtilllpara,

form possibly involves an old dative/genitive suffix •-mpa (see Dench 1983)
with the addition of a -ra suffix which also figures in the -vura/-ngura
belonging suffix.

2.2.2 Possessive Suffixes
Martuthunira kinterms may be inflected for the person (though not the
number) of the possessor.

Table 5.4 presents different possessed forms for

a selection of kinterms:
Table 5.4: Possessed Kinterms

1POSS

2POSS

3POSS

brother-in-law

nyinu-uni

nyinu-malyura

nyinu-nbanu

son

imra-ani

imra...U.yura

111ra-nbanu

mother's brother

mimi-ini

:m1.m1-malyura

mimi-nbanu

father's father

11ayiili

11ayili-llalyura

11ayil1..nhanu

father's mother

ngapaari

ngapari-mal.yura

ngapari..nbanu

daughter

kurntal-JU

kurntal-llalyura

kurntal-nbanu

As this paradigm shows, the second and third person possessive forms
involve the simple addition of suffixes -llalyura and -nhanu respectively,
to the kinterm stem.

The first person possessive forms, on the other hand,

involve three separate processes.

Firstly, disyllabic kin terms w1 th a

final vowel take a suffix of general form -:Di, which involves lengthening
of the final vowel of the stem.

Secondly, trisyllabic kinterms have their
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penultimate vowel lengthened and thus conform to the pattern of three
syllables with penultimate long vowel established by the addition of the
-:Di suffix to disyllabic stems.

Finally, kin terms with a final consonant

take a suffix -JU, which can be related to a -ju first person singular
possessive suffix in other languages (for example, Jiwarli (Austin ms)).
The following sentences illustrate the use of the possessed kinterms:

14. mra-anil kartu wuraal puni-la)'i Jl8Dku-lu ngamari-1?
son-1POSS 2sgNOM alright go -FUT get-PURPss tobacco-ACC
My son, can you go and get some tobacco?
15. ngayu kangku-lha ma)'iili -marnu-ngu kul.hallpa-a.rta.
1sgNOM take -PAST SoSo+1POSS-GROUP-ACC fish
-DirALL
I took my grandchildren fishing.

16.

ngunhaa lli.mi-llalyura puni-nguru, ngunhu-tbarra yaanka.

thatNOM uncle-2POSS

go

-PRES

thatNOM-DUAL spouse(pr.)

That uncle of yours is going, he and his wife together.
17. kartu, nhawu-yarri-vayara nyinu

2sgNOM see

-COLL -HABIT

-mal.yura-marnu-ngu?
Bro-in-law-2POSS -GROUP-ACC

Have you ever met that brother-in-law of yours?

18.

ngunhaa kan:yara llir.ta kanarri-marri-lha ma)'ili-nhanu-ngu

thatNOM man

not

come

-COLL-PAST FaFa -3POSS-ACC

kulhi-lvarri-lu

ttmngkara-a.
bury -COLL-PURPss ground -ACC

That man didn't come to bury his grandson.

19. pul1J8.Dyja papu -nhanu paya-npa-nguru kupuyu-tbarra-a.
old man
father-SPEC wild-INCH-PRES little-DUAL-ACC
That old man, their father, is getting wild with the two little
fellows.
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5.3 Indefinite/Interrogative Pronouns

5.3.1 ngana 'Who/Someone'
The indefinite/interrogative pronoun ngana 'who/someone' has the following
case forms:
ngana
nganangu
nganala
nganalanguru
nganal.u

NOM
ACC/GEN
LOC
ABL
EFF

Other case forms are generally attached to the nganangu stem.

However,

unlike the 1sg and 2sg pronouns, further inflected forms of the genitive do
not

involve the -vu suffix.

Thus

a

form

like nganangu-milyarra is

potentially ambiguous between a reading 'towards whom/someone', where the
stem is

interpreted

as

oblique,

and

'towards something belonging to

whom/someone' where the stem is interpreted as genitive.

In fact, there

are no unelicited examples of such complex inflected forms of the pronoun
in the data and these patterns may be an artefact of elicitation.
When functioning as an interrogative ngana typically appears in sentence
initial position as in the following examples:
20. ngana ngunbu

who

vartirra nyina-nguru karra-ngka muyinu-npi. -rra?

thatNOM woman

sit

-PRES

scrub-LOC

Who is that woman hiding in the scrub?
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hidden-INCH-CTEMP

marll
wurnta-rnu varrirti-aa-nngu-layi. ?
thisNOM cadjebut cut -PASSP spear -CAUS-PASS-FUT

21 • nganalu nhiyaa

whoEFF

Who was this cadjeput wood made into a spear by?
22. nganangu kupuyu puni-nguru kartavi.Dka-rra?

whoGEN

little go

-PRES

unsteady-CTEMP

Whose is this little fellow who's going along unsteadily [toddling]?
The following examples illustrate the general indefinite uses of the
pronoun:
23. ngayu pamararri-lha ngurra-warri.Di, llir.ta vaniul ngana vii
1sgNOM call out-PAST ground-DIRECT
not
still someone or
pamaruvirri-lha nganaju.
call back -PAST 1sgACC

I called out towards the camp, and still no-one called back to me.
24. ngularla-lva viyaa vanyjarri-nguru varinyuva

thereNS -ID

maybe go

nganangu

-PRES Mo&Fa-in-law someoneACC

puranyi.-"1
ngularla-lva karri-nyi.la-a.
see
-PURPss thereNS -ID stand-PrREL-ACC

Maybe my mother-in-law and father-in-law are going to see someone
somewhere over there.
25. ngayu nyina-lha -.rtama -1.yarra palJkura -la nganangu -la
1sgNOM sit -PAST press on-CTEMP
groundsheet-Loe someoneGEN-LOC
I sat down on someone's groundsheet, holding it down.

5.3.2 nganamarnu 'Anyone'
The nganamarnu pronoun is derived by the addition of the
suffix to the indefinite/interrogative pronoun.
accusative/genitive form in -ngu.
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-ll8l"DU

group

Like ngana, it takes an

26. nganamarnu vii. pithirri-npa -rra vii.,
anyone
maybe chill -INCH-CTEMP maybe
ngurnaa paya -rninyji jami
-1.
thatACC drink-FUT
medicine-ACC
If anyone gets a chill, they drink that jami medicine.
27. pawlu, kartu kuliya-rninyji nganaju wangka-nyi.la-a. ngayu
child
2sgNOM listen-FUT
1sgACC say -PrREL-ACC 1sgNOM
wangka-layi. kartungu panyu-ma-1.yarra air.ta nyina-waa
say -FUT 2sgACC
good -CAUS-CTEMP not
sit-PURPs:o
wantawanta air.ta-1 paya-npa -ngu -layi. ng;mamarnu-lu.
silly
not-THEN wild-INCH-PASS-FUT anyone
-EFF
Kid, you listen to me talking! I'll tell you, make you well
behaved so you won't be silly and won't be growled at by anyone.
As these examples suggest, there is a subtle difference between the two
indefinite pronouns ngana

and nganamarnu.

Bgana

assumes

a

particular

referent who is known to exist but whose identity is not known to the
speaker.

However, the nganamarnu pronoun makes no assumption about the

existence of any particular person.

The following examples illustrate this

difference more clearly.
28. Dhulaa kanyara tburlanyarrara ngaliira-mi1yarra kanarri-lba
near you man
poor fellow
1pl{inc)-ALL
come -PAST
wawayi.-1.yarra ngan.a.ngu
juwaJUll&rta-a.
look for-CTEMP someoneACC doctor
-ACC
That man near you came to us looking for a doctor (assuming
there was one).
29. ngayu kuyi.l tburlanyarrara, ngayu puni-layi. nganamarnu-ngu
1sgNOM bad
poor fellow
1sgNOM go -FUT anyone
-ACC
vii. wawayi.-1.yarra juwaJUll&rta-a.

if

look f or-CTEMP doctor

-ACC

I'm poorly, I'll go and see if there's a doctor, if anyone's a doctor.
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5.3.3 Indefinite/Interrogative Nominal nhartu 'What/Something'
The interrogative and indefinite uses of the nominal nhartu are illustrated
in the following examples:
30. ngaliva nhartu
-ngara -a vii kanyja-rninyji myinu-u paju.
1pl(inc) something-PLURAL-ACC or keep -FUT
hidden-ACC REAL
We'll keep things well hidden.
31. panyu-1 kupiyaji
puni-vaa, mir.ta kanta wurnta-rnu
good-THEN little(pl) go-PURPs:o not
leg
cut -PASSP
llhartu -ngku wii, parla-ngara-1.u wii.
something-EFF or
rock-PLURAL-EFF or
Those little fellows will be good then, won't have their legs
cut by anything, rocks or whatever.
32. Dhartu-u nlmvana pawulu-ngara thaapari.npa-marri-nguru?
what-ACC 2pl
child-PLURAL argue
-COLL -PRES
What are you kids arguing about?
In addition, nhartu forms the basis of two interrogative/ indefinite
verb forms; the intransitive llhartu-npa~ 'what/something happen•, and the
transitive

llhartu...a-L

'do

what/something'.

See

10. 6

for

further

discussion of interrogative clauses.
33. nhartu-npa-lba-lpurtu? DgUDbaa parna viJB& kuyil, wantamartu.
what-INCH-PAST-COMP
thatNOM head maybe bad
crazy
What's happened? Maybe he's bad in the head, crazy.
34. llhartu-ma-rninyji-lva ngunhaa y1rna -ngara -a varrirti-ngara-a?
what-CAUS-FUT
-ID thatNOM thisOBL-PLURAL-ACC spear -PLURAL-ACC
What's he going to do with these spears?
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5.4 Demonstrative Forms

The demonstrative class can be subdivided into a set of
demonstratives

and

a

set

of

'adverbial'

'adnominal'

demonstratives.

Adnominal

demonstratives make reference to entities in terms of their relative
distance from the speech act participants.

They occur as either modifiers

or heads in NPs. The adverbial demonstratives, on the other hand, provide
locational qualification of a predication.

Although the two types of

demonstrative differ in fUnction they are semantically and morphologically
related and so are described -together in this chapter.

This section

aescribes the forms of the demonstratives, their fUnctions are described in
sections 5.5 and 5.6.
The basic demonstrative stems are presented in Table 5.5.
Table 5.5

Demonstrative Stems

Proximal

Distal

NOM

Dhiyu

DgUDbu

nhula

ACC/OBL

yirrla

ngurnu

nhula-a

EFF

yilu

ngulu

LOC

yila

ngu1a

'Near You'

The distal stems allow fUrther analysis into a base ngu- {probably an
original monosyllabic
formatives;

root,

nominative -nhu,

see Dixon

1980:361)

with

case

dependent

accusative/oblique -rnu, effector -lu and
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locative -la. The proximal paradigm shows a nominative form distinct from
other case forms which involve the base yi-. The proximal and distal forms
in this paradigm provide the

basis

for all adnominal demonstratives

described below and discussed in 5.5 below.

The adverbial demonstratives

are based on the locative stems and are discussed in section 3.
The

'near you'

demonstrative has a very restricted function and a

similarly restricted paradigm.

It rarely appears in any case other than

nominative or accusative and inflects like a regular nominal.

It has an

anaphoric counterpart nbulaa (indistinguishable from the accusative) but
there

is

no

definite

demonstrative

form

and

no

set

of

adverbial

demonstratives based on a locative stem.

5.4.1 Adnominal Forms
The adnominal demonstratives may take a range of nominal suffixes depending
on their function within NPs and in wider clausal constituents.
illustrates two extensions of the simple paradigm.

Table 5.6

In comparison with the

marked anaphoric and definite demonstratives, these are referred to as
'plain' demonstrative forms throughout the thesis.
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Table 5.6

Inflected Plain Demonstrative Forms

Proximal Forms
singular

dual

plural

NOM

Dllyu

Dhiiyarra

nhiingara

ACC

;rirna

;rirna-tbarra-a

yirna-ngara-a

EFF

#lu

;rirna-tharra-lu

yirna-ngara-lu

LOC

yila

yirna-tharra-la

yirna-ngara-la

ABL

yila-nguru

yirna-tharra-la-nguru

yirna-ngara-la-nguru

GEN

;rirna-w

yirna-tharra-w

yirna-ngara-w

ALL

yirna-llll.yarra yirna-tharra-milyarra

yirna-ngara-mil.yarra

PROP

yirna..-irta

yirna-tharra-marta

yirna-ngara-marta

Distal Forms
NOM

DgUDlm

ngunlm-tharra

ngunlm-ngara

ACC

ngurnu

ngurnu-tharra-a

ngurnu-ngara-a

EFF

ngulu

ngurnu-tharra-lu

ngurnu-ngara-lu

LOC

ngula

ngurnu-tharra-la

ngurnu-ngara-la

ABL

ngula-nguru

ngurnu-tharra-la-nguru ngurnu-ngara-la-nguru

GEN

ngurnu-w

ngurnu-tharra-w

ALL

ngurnu-milyarra ngurnu-tharra-milyarra ngurnu-ngara-llll.yarra

PROP

ngurnu-marta

Firstly,

Table 5.6

demonstratives

ngurnu-tharra-marta
lists

presented

in

the dual and
Table

5.5.

ngurnu-ngara-w

ngurnu-ngara-marta
plural counterparts of the
With

the

exception

of

the

nominative, these involve the addition of the productive number suffixes to
the singular oblique stem, followed by the appropriate case suffix.

The

nominative non-singular forms are based on the singular nominative stem.
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In the proximal paradigm there has been some historical adjustment of the
stem and number suffix combination:
• DhiJU-tbarra
• Db.1111-ngara

> Dhiiyarra
> DhiiDgara

Secondly, Table 5.6 includes inflected demonstratives for which there is
not a unique stem form.

With the exception of the ablative all involve the

addition of regular nominal suffixes to the singular oblique stem.

The

ab lati ve, as expected, is based on the locative stem (but see section
5.5.5). Once again, dual and plural extensions in all case forms are built
on the oblique stem.
Locative and ablative NPs (unlike nominative, accusative and effector
NPs) can occur as adnominal modifiers in more complex noun phrases and may
take rurther relational case suffixes.

Thus the singular locative and

ablative demonstrative forms listed in Table 5.6 can be fUrther inflected.
However, adnominal locative and ablative demonstratives are in fact not at
all common.

Martuthunira employs the locational adverbial demonstratives

in preference to NPs including a locative demonstrative

(see section

5.6.1).
Anaphoric demonstratives, described in section 5.5.2, occur for only the
singular forms of nominative and accusative cases 1 •
Table 5.7: Anaphoric Demonstrative Forms
Proximal

Distal

ACC
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These demonstratives show regular formative changes to the stems listed in
Table 5.5: the addition of a vowel a and a change in the final vowel of the
stem where this was previously u 2 .
The definite demonstratives yi.rnala

and

ngurnula are formed

by the

addition of the -la •particularizing' formative (5.4.3) to the proximal and
distal oblique stems.

Inflected . forms of the definite demonstratives

involve the addition of regular nominal suffixes to these stems.

However,

the genitive form of the definite distal obligatorily selects the -ngu
genitive allomorph and has developed a degree of grammatical specificity
suggesting that the form

ngurnulangu

be treated as a special form outside

of the general paradigm.

This is discussed in section 5.5.3.

5.4.2 Adverbial Forms
The adverbial demonstrative forms all involve suffixed additions to the
locative adnominal demonstrative stem.
Table 5.8

These are set out in Table 5.8:

Adverbial Demonstratives

proximal
locational

yilangu

non-specific

yilarla

non-visible

yilarni.

distal

The locational forms involve the addition of a suffix -ngu to the
locative demonstrative stem but it is difficult to be sure of the origin of
this suffix.

It is tempting to relate it to the proper nominal marker

described in 3 .1 .1.2, but this will require further detailed historical
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analysis.

The non-specific forms involve a suffix -rla which can be

identified with the -la •particularizing' formative (5.4.3) The non-visible
forms show a suffix -mi which is possibly related to the nominal suffix
-ngurn1. 'OBSCuReD' (4.15).

5.4.3 The -la 'Particularizing' Demonstrative Formative
Three

different

demonstrative

systems

show

evidence

of

a

-la

stem

formative: the 'definite' adnominal demonstratives (e.g. ngurnula), the
•non-specific'
interrogative/

adverbial

demonstratives

indefinite

(e.g.

demonstrative

ngularla),

and

(5.8.1).

wantbala

the
The

identification of the -la suffix in the •non-specific' forms depends on the
variable allophonic rule whereby the second of a pair of apical sonorants
(separated by a

vowel)'ll'f.~be

realised as a retroflex (see 2.5.7).

For all of these forms the suffix indicates the speaker's belief that a
particular entity or place filling a certain description exists and can be
found.

The rather different interpretations of demonstratives in the three

classes depends on the referential functions of the stems to which -la is
attached.
Other

These are described in following sections.
Australian

languages

show

evidence

of

a

-la

demonstrative

formative with apparently similar functions to the Martuthunira suffix.
Dixon (1972) describes variants of the Dyirbal noun markers (corresponding
to adnominal demonstratives) involving a lengthening of the root by the
addition of -la. For example, the usual paradigm based on a root ba- has a
set of variants, "heard only occasionally", based on a bala- root, which:
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imply an indefiniteness of locational specification. Thus
•to there•, implying some specific place, but balaru •to
some place or other over there•.

balu

Dixon (1972:255)
Dixon argues that the bala- forms are basic and the shorter and more
common ba- forms occur through general elision of the second syllable.
Alternatively, the ba- demonstratives might be considered the basic (plain)
forms with the bala forms, probably descending from an old locative stem,
being a separate demonstrative class.

Without knowing more details of the

semantics of the 'indefinite• Dyirbal forms it is not possible to be sure
that the same particularizing of a location as described in Martuthunira is
occurring here as well.

The forms and Dixon's comments are, however, very

suggestive.
Donaldson

( 1980)

describes

a

Ngiyambaa

suffix

-la:

'established

reference•, which is added to demonstratives:
-la: indicates that the reference of the determiner to which
it is attached is already known to the participants in the
conversation, whether as a result of an ostensive gesture, or
of some previous remark, or both.

Donaldson (1980:137)
She notes also that -la: is "obligatory where a demonstrative functions
anaphorically as opposed to ostensively" (1980:139). The semantics of this
suffix are not investigated in detail but these comments suggest that the
Ngiyambaa form is similar in some ways to the Martuthunira definite
demonstrative forms.

Again, the similarity of the suffix to the general

Australian locative -la is intriguing.
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5.5 Adnominal Demonstrative Functions

This section discusses the semantics of the ad.nominal demonstratives,
concentrating on the differences

among plain,

anaphoric

and

definite

forms.
The primary function of the demonstratives is to refer to an entity in
terms of its relative proximity to the speaker.

However in addition to

this, the demonstratives play a crucial role in maintaining text cohesion.
Martuthunira has no distinct third person pronouns (either as free forms or
as bound clitics) and thus much of the burden of 'pronominal' reference is
carried by the demonstrative system.

It is important to distinguish this

endophoric function from the primary exophoric function.

The meanings

which must be attributed to the demonstratives in each case are quite
different.
The use of particular demonstrative forms in any text typically involves
an interplay of exophoric and endophoric reference.

For example, once an

object is referred to by virtue of its spatial proximity to the speaker it
becomes a text item.
this

The subsequent use of a demonstrative to refer to

item will depend

partly on

the

referent's

continuing relative

_proximity to the speaker and partly on guiding patterns of cohesive text
organization.
occur.

However, texts involving very little exophoric reference do

In particular, stories describing historical events or the actions

of legendary culture heroes are often narrated in a situation that does not
allow successful exophoric reference to characters or places.
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In these

texts the patterns of endophoric demonstrative usage are most clearly
defined and allow independent definition of endophoric meanings.

The

following sections describe both exophoric and endophoric functions of the
various demonstrative forms.

5.5.1 Plain Demonstratives
The

exophoric

straightforward.
presentative

functions
The

'this• 3 ,

proximal
and

of

the

bas

a

demonstratives

basic

exophoric

is very often accompanied

are
function

quite
as

a

by some gesture

indicating the referent.

35. Dhiyu

varnan parnta-rnuru-rru varnu ngaliwa -a.
thisNOM rain
rain -PRES -NOW ASSERT 1pl(inc)-ACC

This rain is really coming down on us now.

36. Dhawunga.rra ngaliwa, Dhiyu
look out

mirtimlrti-npa-nyila pirntura.
1pl(inc) thisNCM fast
-INCH-PrREL wave

We'd better look out, this wave is coming in quickly.
'
The proximal is generally used to pick out referents which are relatively
close to the speaker while distal forms are used for referents located at
some distance.
Typically the proximal will cover things that are also close to the
addressee,however the separate 'near you' demonstrative, nhula, allows more
specific reference to objects within the addressee's sphere of influence.
For example:
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37. nhula
11811.J8l"rka vantha-rryu nganaju-wu-la parrka-ngka
near you sugar
put
-IMP 1sgOBL-GEN-LOC leaf -LOC
lcaJ8rra llirntiri vinya.
two
spoon
full
Put that sugar in my tea, two spoonfulls.

38.

-tharra pintirri-ma -1.yu, Dlmla
patharri-nguru.
near you-DUAL separate-CAUS-IMP
near you fight
-PRES

nmJa

Split those two up, they're fighting.
39. Yal Dlmla
kanJ8ra .antbavarla paju varnu WJngka-rnU"1
Hey near you man
greedy
REAL ASSERT eat
-PRES
thanuva-tburti-1, jinyjivarla-npa-laJi paju-rru.
food
-CONJ-ACC fat
-INCH-FUT REAL-NOW
Heyl That man's very greedy eating the food and everything,
he'll be getting very fat.
In non-situated text (1.6.4.5) ·the proximal demonstrative serves the
important function of introducing a participant to the action described in
the narrative.

This function is clearly related to the exophoric function

of the demonstrative as a basic presentative.

Where a participant is

introduced for the first time it is generally assumed that the addressee
will be quite able to uniquely identify the person or object referred to;
either through familiarity with the story (or at least the events and
characters taking part), or through familiarity with the participants and
their common roles in stock situations.
some

additional

introduction.

identifying

information

Very often the speaker provides
following

the

demonstrative

For example:

40. Dhiyu urtawulyu, palJ8rringu-nJUDgU, DgUDbaa panyu jam.
thisNOM sap
bloodwood -DWELL
thatNOM good medicine
This sap, from a bloodwood tree, that's good medicine.
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The proximal is also used to reintroduce a participant who for some time
has taken a 'back seat' in the progression of events in the narrative.
Typically,

this

reintroduction heralds

a switch in the

focus

of the

narrative: the new character becomes the central participant; the person
who, in the narrator's opinion, provides the key to the unfolding of the
events in the story4 •
In comparison with the important presentative function of the proximal,
the distal demonstrative as used in non-situated text has very little
deictic meaning.

Its role in maintaining cohesive narrative is more a

function of the contrast between plain and anaphoric forms than the result
of any inherent meaning in the distal stem.

In many ways the singular

plain distal demonstrative is similar to the English definite article
'the'. It indicates that a referent satisfying a description

(if the

demonstrative is part of an NP) or satisfying the grammatical role of
subject or object or whatever (if the demonstrative is the head of a NP)
exists and can be found by the addressee.

The identity of the referent is

assumed to be retrievable from linguistic context, not by strict syntactic
rule but by inference.

Of course, the plain demonstrative stem may bear

suffixes (such as number markers) which add to the referential content of
the demonstrative word as a whole, and so narrow the range of possible
antecedents.
which,

Also, the demonstrative may occur in a syntactic position

given certain rules of grammar,

referential.antecedent 5 •
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leaves no

question as

to the

5.5.2 Anaphoric Demonstratives
The anaphoric forms of the distal demonstrative play an extremely important
Essentially, anaphoric demonstratives

role in maintaining text cohesion.
track

those

interest.

participants

which

form

the

speaker's

current

focus

of

In any portion of narrative typically one of a number of

participants will be singled out for special treatment.

This may be

because that participant's actions are of most interest to the narrator, or
are assumed by the narrator to be of most interest to the addressee, or
because the actions of -the particular participant have the greatest bearing
on the unfolding of events in the narrative.

Participants singled out in

this way may be tracked using anaphoric demonstrative forms.

All other

participants appear with plain forms.
Where the focus of interest moves to a new participant, the change will
be reflected in the switching of anaphoric forms from one participant to
another.

As mentioned already, such a change may be introduced by a

proximal demonstrative though the straightforward switching of anaphoric
reference from one participant to another may serve the same f'unction.
These patterns are illustrated for a lengthy portion of narrative text in
Appendix B.
Anaphoric proximal forms are rare in text and occur almost exclusively
in situated discourse.
exophoric
endophoric

In such situations the demonstrative combines

reference to an object or person located nearby with the
reference

implicit

in

the

anaphoric

form.

That

is,

the

participant located near the speaker is considered to be the focus of
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interest in the discussion.

In 41

the speakers,

a group of devils,

conspire to steal Pannawonica hill from a rival group:
41. Dhiyu parla panyu paju. nganarna w1ru
kangku-layi yirnaa..
thisNOM hill good very 1pl{exc) wanting take -FUT thisACC
This hill is very nice. We want to take this one away.
Table

5. 9

allows

a

comparison

of

the

frequency

of

particular

demonstrative forms in samples of non-situated narrative and situated
reported speech.

Only plain forms contrasting with anaphoric forms were

counted (i.e. singular nominative or accusative case forms).

The sample

also excluded all instances of text reference (5.5.4) and demonstratives
making temporal reference (5.5.5).
Table 5.9

Frequency of Demonstrative Forms

non-situated text

situated text

Proximal
plain

87

79

anaphoric

4

16

subtotal

91

95

plain

206

32

anaphoric

251

24

subtotal

.1157

56

548

151

Distal

Total:

Firstly, the special presentative function of proximal demonstratives is
reflected by a much smaller proportion of proximal to distal forms in the
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non-situated text sample

(91

to 457). Conversely,

the proximal forms

outnumber the distal forms in situated text, where they have a clear
exophoric function (95 to 56).
Secondly, anaphoric forms account for more than half of the distal forms
in the non-situated sample thus demonstrating the important function these
forms play in maintaining a cohesive text.

In the situated text sample

anaphoric demonstratives do not form as large a portion of either distal or
proximal forms.
As might be expected, the foregrounding function of the anaphorics
results in a higher proportion of subject to object forms for the anaphoric
demonstrative as compared with the plain demonstrative.

Figures for the

distal demonstratives are shown in Table 5.10.
Table 5.10

Subject to Object Ratios for Distal Demonstratives

subject

object

plain

142

64

2.2

anaphoric

218

39

5.6

S:O ratio

However, despite their important function, it must be remembered that
anaphoric

forms

contrast

with singular

nominative and accusative cases.
plain

demonstratives

in

other

based

on

demonstrative

forms

surprising.

Firstly,

plain

demonstratives

only in

There are no anaphoric complements to
case
the

anaphoric

forms,

or

plain stem.
forms,

in

to

dual

This

is

tracking

and
not

highly

plural
at

all

topical

participants, might not be expected to occur in syntactic slots other than
the core argument positions of predicates.
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Secondly, demonstratives inflected for number are of greater referential
content than the simple singular stem {the appearance of a singular
demonstrative

does

guarantee

not

a

singular

referent).

Dual

demonstratives, in particular, are highly referential and need no anaphoric
counterpart to facilitate their successful tracking in discourse.

Thus

although it is true to say that typically one participant is tracked by
anaphoric demonstrative forms, other participants, by virtue of their dual
or plural marking, may be equally visible in a text.
The non-situated narrative text sample included 53 proximal non-singular
demonstrative

forms

and

137

distal

situated speech sample included only
forms.

non-singular demonstratives.
~

The

proximal and 5 distal non-singular

These figures can be compared with those presented for singular

demonstrative forms in Table 5.9 above.

5.5.3 Definite Demonstratives
The definite demonstrative is used to refer to a particular entity which
the speaker assumes the addressee is able to identify.

As described in the

last two sections, the plain demonstrative form indicates that a referent
fulfilling a description, or the syntactic role of the NP in which the form
occurs, may be found by the addressee.

The anaphoric form adds the extra

information that this referent is nthe thing that the speaker is talking
aboutn.

The definite demonstrative,

'particular'
antecedents

referent,
still

reduces

further

and

in indicating the existence of a

the
so

set
assumes
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of

possible
almost

full

demonstrative
referential

independence.

Of all Martuthunira demonstratives, the definite forms are

the closest to cardinal anaphoric third person pronouns.
Simple

forms

of

the

definite

demonstratives

occur

relatively

infrequently (only 5 instances in the sample of narrative text and reported
speech forming the basis for the sampling for Tables 5.9 and 5.10) and most
often have an exophoric function (as in 42 and 43 below).

In 44 and 45 the

definite demonstrative and its antecedent are underlined.
42. kartu kangku..- yirnala-a varrirti-1 jankurna-aarnu J
2sgNOM take-IMP thisDEF-ACC spear -ACC emu
-ASSOC
You take this particular spear [offering it] for an emu.
43. Dhiyu
Jirru yilhi yirru, lllr. ta Dhiyu.
thisNOM
chip
not
this NOH
ngurnula-a kartu kanyja-rnuru vanthala.
thatDEF-ACC 2sgNOM keep -PRES somewhere

This chip [pointing] , not this one [pointing].
The particular one you are keeping hidden somewhere.
44. ngunhaa mir.ta jarrkurti vankama-Jalha. tburlajinkarri-ngara vaya
thatNCJ1 not
few
save
-PAST
poor fellow -PLURAL fear
puni-vayara yartapalyu, yanga-nngu-rra
yarta-ngara -lu,
go -HABIT others
chase-PASS-CTEMP other-PLURAL-EFF
karta-nngu-layi vaya, ngurnula-a wirta-lu,
nyina-layi parlu-ngka.
stab -PASS-FUT fear thatDEF-ACC climb-PURPss sit -FUT top -LOC

That [hill] saved not just a few people. Some poor fellows
used to go frightened, one mob, being chased by some others,
frightened of getting stabbed, and climb it, and sit on top.
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45. tburlajiDkarri.-tharra nganajumarta-la 111.r.ta waruul
poor fellow
-DUAL
1dl(disharm)-LOC not
still
kuliJa-1.Jarra nganajumarta-a wangkarnu-marri.-nyi.la-a yilangu.
hear -CTEMP
1dl(disharm)-ACC talk
-COLL-PrREL-ACC here
nbartu-u-lva kuliyanpa-nguru vi.yaa, imyi.vi.ya-nngu-rra.
what-ACC-ID think
-PRES maybe abuse -PASS-CTEMP
111.r.ta wrtu nganajumarta 111.r.ta imyi.vi.ya-rnuru yirnala-tharra-a.
not
HYPTB 1dl(disharm) not
abuse
-PRES thisDEF-DUAL-ACC
These two poor fellows with us still aren't listening to us
talking here. What are they thinking about as they're being
abused [by us]. We won't, we won't run them down.
By contrast, the genitive form of the distal definite demonstrative,
ngurnula-ngu, is very common and serves as an anaphoric third person
possessive pronoun.

Modifying genitive expressions embedded within NPs are

usually single possessive nominals; either the genitive form of a first or
second person pronoun, or the genitive definite demonstrative.

In the

latter case the NP specifying the possessor appears in the immediate
linguistic context 6 •
46. ngunlm kanyara vartavi.rrinpa-rra ngurnula-ngu-ngara -a
thatNOM man
wait for
-CTEMP thatDEF -GEN-PLURAL-ACC

vara -ngara -a piDkarranyu-npa-nyil.a-a.
clothes-PLURAL-ACC dry
-INCB-PrREL-ACC
That man is waiting for his clothes to dry.

47.

nyina-lha jupa, vi.ruvarri.
-lha -rni, kuliyanpa-lha
thatNOM stay-PAST while feel homesick-PAST-NOW think
-PAST

ngunhaa

parrani.-layi.-rni ngurnula-ngu-mulyarra varra ngurra-mulJ&.rra.
return -FUT -NOW thatDEF -GEN-ALL
CONT camp -ALL
Be stayed for a while, then thought about returning to his camp.
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48. jurti mirtayi mir.ta-rru •mgka-l.al.ba murla-a, parlura paju.
1sgPOSS big
not
-NOW eat
-PAST meat-ACC full
REAL
ngayu -rru •mgka-lal ha ngurnula-ngu-u murla-a.
1sgNOM-NOW eat
-PAST thatDEF -GEN-ACC meat-ACC
My big brother didn't eat any meat, too full. So I ate his meat.
49. ngayu nyina-lba ngul.a.Dgu mrna-ngka, tharryitharra ngaJ:I ya
1sgNOM be -PAST there
close-Loe
side by side 1dl{exc)
nyina-lba, ngurnula-ngu-lwa paW11lu-ngara nyina-lba
sit -PAST thatDEF -GEN-TOP child-PLURAL be -PAST
pamaru-marra
ngu)'irri-virraa-ma-1.yarra nganarna-a.
shout-COLL+CTEMP sleep
-PRIV-CAUS-CTEMP
1pl{exc)-ACC
I was there close, the two of us sat side by side, his
children were shouting, keeping all of us awake.
50. ngayu yanga-l.al.ba ngurnu tbarnta-a, ngurnula-ngu kupuyu
1sgNOM chase-PAST thatACC euro -ACC thatDEF -GEN little
Dlmwa-rnu -la yarta-ngku kanyara-lu
spear-PASSP-LOC other-EFF man
-EFF
I chased that euro, and its little one was speared by
the other man.

51. nguDlm -ngara mir.ta Dlmura nyina-nyila-a virta-ngara -a
thatNOM-PLURAL not
knowing sit -PrREL-ACC youth-PLURAL-ACC
ngurnula-ngu-11arta-ngara-a nlmrnti-ma-rninyji ngurnungara-a.
thatDEF -GEN-PROP-PLURAL-ACC dead -CAUS-FUT
those
-ACC
Theyi didn't know that those. young men keeping those things
of tneirsj were going to kil1 the~.
These

examples

illustrate

the

most

common

patterns

relationship between the demonstrative and its antecedent.

of

syntactic

In examples 46

and 47 the genitive demonstrative is part of a non-subject NP and the
controlling antecedent is the subject of the same clause.

In 48 however, a

non-subject genitive is controlled by the subject of the preceding clause;
the 1sg subject of the same clause is not a possible antecedent of the
third person genitive.

In 49, the antecedent of the genitive definite
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demonstrative is the third person included in the first person exclusive
pronoun ngal.iya. The genitive demonstrative is part of the subject NP in
one clause and is similarly controlled by the subject of the preceding
clause.

In 50, the 1sg subject of the preceding clause is not a possible

controller and instead the object of that clause controls the genitive
demonstrative.

Finally, in 51 the genitive definite demonstrative is an

endophoric expression embedded within an adnominal proprietive modifier in
a complex NP and is controlled by the head of that NP.
However,

there are some counter-examples to the general pattern in

evidence here.

Compare the following two examples:

52. ngunhu kanyara thani-lalha nganaju-u 111yi-~. DgaJU llir.ta
thatNOM man
hit -PAST 1sgGEN-ACC dog-ACC 1sgNOM not
thani-lwayara ngurnula-ngu-u

hit

-HABIT

myi-~.

thatDEF -GEN-ACC dog-ACC

That man hit my dog. I never used to hit his dog.
53. Dlmlaa pawulu jirruna-npa-lha ngurnu parnparn-ku.
near you child sneak-INCH-PAST thatACC parrot -ACC
ngurnula-ngu, Dlmlaa
jalyuru parlu-ngka kalyaran-ta.
thatDEF -GEN near you hole
top -LOC tree
-LOC
That child (near you) was sneaking up on a parrot. Its thing, its
hole is in the top of the tree (near you).
Example 52 conforms to the general pattern in which the subject of a
preceding clause controls a genitive expression in the following clause
(which cannot be controlled by the subject in the same clause).

However,

in 53 the demonstrative is controlled by the object in the preceding
clause.

These examples show that the reference of the genitive definite

demonstrative is not determined solely by syntactic rule but depends on an
understanding of possible antecedents given the particular situation being
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described in any utterance.

5.5.4 Text Reference
The distal adnominal demonstratives can be used to make reference to
portions of text allowing comment on the facts or situations described in
the narrative.

Text deixis

(or discourse deixis)

(Halliday and Hasan

1976:52, Levinson 1983:85) of this type is a common device in closing or
opening episodes in narrative.

A number of set phrases asserting the

veracity of events appear often in the texts I have collected.
the phrase palwarru
presents

the

closing

ngunhaa

lines

The use of

illustrated in 54 below is typical.
of

a

long

text.

In

this

demonstratives refer to the narrative in its entirety.
54. ngayi-lba-nguru-rru karlva-layi Jllirntivul,
cry -PAST-ABL -NOW get up-FUT all
vuraal -va-rru ngurra-arta-npa-layi-rru.
alright-¢ -NOW camp -ALL-INCH-FUT -NOW

palvarru ngunbaa.
true
thatNOM

kulil
-lalba-nguru-rru ngurra-arta...arri-layi-rru.
satisfied-PAST -ABL -NOW camp -ALL -COLL -FUT -NOW
palvarru ngunbaa.
true
thatNOM

Having cried they all get up. Alright, head for camp now.
That's that. Now that they're satisfied they go off to
camp together. That's that.
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example

55
the

55. ngunhaa ngunhaa. piyuva-rru ngunhaa,
thatNOM thatNOM end
-NOW thatNOM

piyuva-rru ngunhaa PantawarniDgka.
end
-NOW thatNOM name
That's that. That's the end. That's the end of [the story about]
Pannawonica Hill
The set of narratives of which the Pannawonica story is one episode
contains twenty instances of textual reference involving demonstratives
(example 55 above is counted as one instance).

Although most of the set

phrases employed with this function involve anaphoric demonstrative forms,
plain demonstratives also occur with some frequency (24 anaphoric to 19
plain forms in the 20 instances cited).

5.5.5 Temporal Reference
Distal demonstrative forms are sometimes used as temporal deictics in
narrative.

Firstly,

the

plain

nominative

form

of

the

definite

demonstrative is used to refer to a particular point in time at which an
event occurred, thus allowing comment about other things that happened or
might have happened at that same time.
56. kartungu myi mrla-a

2sgGEN
ngayu

dog
ngurnu

w1ngJca-lalha.

meat-ACC eat
myi-1

For example:

-PAST

thani-miarni ngurnula-1.

1sgNOM thatACC dog-ACC hit

-CONTR

thatDEF-THEN

Your dog ate the meat. I should have hit it at that time.
Secondly, the ablative suffix may be added to either the plain or
definite demonstrative stem indicating that the current event is occurring
after the completion of the event referred to by the demonstrative stem.
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Notice that the ablative suffix with this temporal function selects the
accusative form of the plain demonstrative rather than the usual locative.
This follows the general pattern of temporal ablative marking described in

4.6.
57. puni-lay.l. ngunhu-ngara lli.rntivul virta-lu
Kavuyu-u-rru
go -FUT that -PLURAL all
climb-PURPss name-ACC-NOW
parla-a. ngurnu-nguru DgUDhu kanyara yinka-lalha-nguru
hill-ACC that -ABL
thatNOM man
carve-PAST -ABL
patha-rralha-rru. ngunhu-ngara karri-ny.l.la Dhawu-rra.
throw-PAST -NOW that -PLURAL stand-PrREL watch-CTEMP
They all go to climb Kawuyu hill. And then that man who
carved [the boomerang] threw it. They stood and watched •
58. ngurra -a DgUllhaa kuyilva-lalba, ngaJ8].yu yirru.
country-ACC thatNOM ruin
-PAST devil
ngurnula-nguru, ngunhu-ngara nyina-lha :mir.ta-rru
thatDEF -ABL
that -PLURAL sit-PAST not
-NOW
panyu ngurnu kuy.l.lwa-lalba-a y.l.lhi-1.
good thatACC ruin
-PAST-ACC chips-ACC
He ruined the country, that devil. From that time on they weren't
happy with that one who had ruined the [boomerang] chips.
The temporal use of these demonstratives can be seen as an instance of what
Halliday and Hasan ( 197b) call extended reference, "the referent is more
than just a person or object, it is a process or sequence of processes"
(197G:52). The point in time is established by the event taking place at a
particular time and the event described by the clause in which the temporal
demonstrative occurs is then situated in time with respect to that event.
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5.6 Adverbial Demonstrative Functions

5.6.1 Locationals: yil.angu, ngulangu
The use of either the proximal or distal locational involves an assumption
by the speaker that the addressee is able to identify the particular place
being referred to.

The proximal form typically denotes the location in

which the speech act is taking place and a general notion of 'speech act
locale 1 is assumed by both the speaker and the addressee.

Thus the

proximal most often occurs without any additional identification of the
place being described as 'here'. However, where the speaker is making
reference to a place which is more particularly located within the speech
act locale, some additional information may be given.

59. ngawu,
yes

ngall

vangkarnu-aarri-layi yil.angu malarnu-la.

1dl(inc) talk

-COLL -FUT

here

shade -LOC

Yes, we'll talk here in the shade.
60. kartu pil.yi-npa-layi yilangu kalyaran-ta kuvilyavuyu-la.
2sgNOM flat -INCH-FUT here
tree
-LOC this side -LOC
You crouch down here on this side of the tree.
61 • nyina-ft kartu yilangu ngathala.
sit-IMP 2sgNOM here
1sgLOC
Sit here by me.
Specific indications of location are often given by manual gesture thus
obviating the necessity for any fUrther identification in the text.

The

use of gesture with an adverbial demonstrative also performs a fUnction in
non-situated narrative.

In the following example the proximal is used
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together with a gesture to indicate a place near the feet of the narrator.

62.

ngunhaa karlwa-lba

yilangu, thani.-nngu-rra vakupurra-lu

thatNOM get up-PAST here

hit-PASS-CTEMP stick

-EFF

ngurra yirla.

ground only
Be came up here (pointing), and only the ground got hit
by that hitting stick.
Heath (1983:330) cites similar uses of demonstratives in Nunggubuyu, using
the term •perspective shift' for situations in which the speaker's point of
view is imposed on locations and events taking place in the narrative.

As

in Nunggubuyu, instances of this kind of perspective shift in Martuthunira
commonly involve a location on a body part, or a location very close to the
speaker's person.
The location referred to by means of the proximal may be extended beyond
the usual limits of the speech act locale.

Most often this involves

description of definable areas of territory within which the speech act is
taking place, or the area of country with which the interlocutors most
identify.

Traditional stories include proximal references to the territory

in which the language of narration was traditionally spoken.

Usually wider

reference of this kind is accompanied by a locative phrase defining the
particular area described as proximal.

The following examples are taken

from texts recorded within Martuthunira boundaries but not within the
immediate vicinity of the events recounted.
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63.

marrari-ngara-a vantba-rninyji, mara1.:ya-la-a
1sgNOM story-PLURAL-ACC put
-FUT
devil -LOC-ACC

Dga.JU

jina-ngka-a, vantharni-marri-lba-la-a palalJi-ngara-la,
track-LOc-ACC how
-COLL-PAST-LOC-ACC before-PLURAL-LOC
kuvarri -la -1,
ngurra-ngka, JilaDgu, Martutbuni.-la.
beginning-LOC-THEN country-LOC here
Fortescue -LOC
I'll put down the stories, about the devil's 'tracks', how they were
before, in the beginning, in the country, here, on the Fortescue.
64. DhiJU kanyara kanangkalva-nmarni, ngunhaa Jilhi vanti-marni
thisNOM man
make clear -CONTR
thatNOM chip lie -CONTR
Jilangu-rru
here
-NOW

jalya -ngara -rru ka1yaran JilaDgu.
useless-PLURAL-NOW wood
here

That man should have showed [them to him], those chips should be
here [in this country] ••• the wood here is useless now.
The distal locational, unlike its proximal counterpart, cannot rely, for
its usual interpretation, on a received notion of speech act locale.

In

some instances the speaker can rely on an addressee's shared knowledge of
an event in identifying locations, but more often reference to what is
assumed to be a known location depends on the independent identification of
that

location.

This

identification

may

be

achieved

in

three

ways.

Firstly, identification may be by gesture (simple pointing with the hands
or lips):
65. vantha-rnillyji DgU].angu-val
put
-FUT
there
-YK
Put it there!
Secondly, and most commonly,

the demonstrative occurs together with a

locative NP describing the particular location.
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66.

pala mirntirillarta. parlu-ngka-mi nyina-nguru.
thatNOM IT
goanna
top -LOC -NOW be
-PRES

ngunlm

virta-lha ngulallgu p:iDkarranyu-la kalyaran-ta.
climb-PAST there
dry
-LOC tree
-LOC
That's that goanna. It's up there now. It climbed up there,
up that dead tree.

67.

ngulaDgu

there

karra-ngka ngayu jBllaDU karta-rnu kurarra-lu.
scrub-Loe 1sgNOM foot
poke-PASSP thorn -EFF

There in the the scrub my foot got poked by a kurarra thorn.
Constructions of this type are greatly preferred over phrases involving a
locative

adnominal

demonstrative.

This

accounts

for

the

paucity

of

locative adnominal forms in the data.
Finally,

a specific location may be described,

or implied,

in the

immediately preceding text.

68. nganaju llim1 vantba-rralha punkurrimarnu-u mrtivarla-la
1sgGEN uncle put

-PAST

blanket

-ACC car

-LOC

ngayu nyina-vala ngulangu-lva.
1sgNOM sit-PURPds there
-ID
My uncle put a blanket in the car for me to sit there.
69. ngunlm -mi ngunlm puni-nguru pavu -urta -mi.
thatN<J.i-NOW thatN<J.i go -PRES father-DirALL-NOW
ngulallgu-rru nyina-lay.l..
there
-NOW stay -FUT
That one is going to his father now.
He'll stay there now.
The

locational

demonstratives

may

take

number

suffixes

with

the

resulting demonstrative word referring to a number of places located within
the usual scope of the demonstrative stem7 •
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70. nhiiyarra wirta-tbarra Dlmura thalu-ngara-a vanthala-a
these two youth-DUAL knowing site-PLURAL-ACC where -ACC
kurlany-ngara-a
J'ilangu-ngara-a Martutbuni-i. vanthala-a.
knife -PLURAL-ACC here-PLURAL-ACC Fortescue-ACC where -ACC

These two youths knew the whereabouts of all the stone knife
quarries around here in this Fortescue country.

71. maJ'ii.ll

-marnu nyina-wayara J'ilangu-ngara-la wi.llm-1.
FaFa+1POSS-GROUP sit -HABIT here -PLURAL-LOC penis-THEN

ngalarri.-lba-rru wi.llm-u, mir.ta kullyanpa-laJ'i nganangu
forget -PAST-NOW penis-ACC not
think
-FUT whoACC
w1.i. Dhaw-rra nyina-nJ'ila-a.

or see-CTEMP be

-PrREL-ACC

All our grandfathers used to sit all about here, their penises,
well they forgot about them, didn't think about whoever might be
looking.

5.6.2 Non-Specific: y.ilarla, ngularla
The non-specific forms are used to denote a particular place whose exact
location is not known but which is known to lie within a wider region
denoted by the proximal or distal stem.

The proximal form indicates that

the place is situated somewhere within the speech act locale while the
distal form, like its locational counterpart, requires some additional
specification of the exact location of the area within which the place may
be found.

The English glosses given for the non-specific forms are usually

•somewhere here/there', 'around here/there' or 'hereabouts/ thereabouts•.

72. yj.larla wi.yaa vanti.-nguN -.rll-ngka kartamra-la.
hereNS maybe lie

-PRES

tree -LOC

butt

-LOC

Maybe he's lying around here somewhere at the foot of a
paperbark tree.
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73. purrkuru-lva tbartuungku-marri-layi., yilarla-lva.
true

-ID

meet

-COLL -FUT

hereNS -ID

vanthala ngul.a? ngularla-lwa Hartutlmni-la.
where
IGNOR thereNS -ID Fortescue-Loe
True enough, they met up somewhere here (in this country),
Where exactly? Somewhere there on the Fortescue River.
74. Yurlungarrarnu-aguru, ngunbu Kurlanypungkunha
place name
-ABL
thatN~ place name
vangka-ngu-rra, ngularla yawurru.
call-PASS-CTEMP thereNS west
From Yurlungarrarnu Pool that place called Kurlanypungkunha
is somewhere there in the west.
75. Dhula
kayulu j:lrtinyal thanturri-aguru kaJU].ullarnu-la-nguru.
near you water dripping go down -PRES water bag -LOC-ABL
jalyuru ngularla kaJU].ullarnu-la. m.r. ta vi.lavi.lama-l"llinyji.
hole
thereNS water bag -LOC not
shake
-FUT
kal.ya vantha-rryu karri-vaa
panyu-1
still put
-IMP stand-PURPds good-THEN
There's water dripping down from that water bag. There must be a
hole in it somewhere there. Don't shake it around. Make it stand
still, it will be okay then.
The label •non-specific' is not entirely descriptive of the referential
characteristics of these demonstratives.

The semantics of the derived

demonstrative forms can not be f'ully captured by the simple assignation of
straightforward
non-specific.
of

locations.

terminology

such

as

definite/indefinite

or

specific/

In this case the demonstrative encodes reference to a number
Firstly,

the

locative

demonstrative

location which is definite and specific;

that is,

stem describes

a

the speaker has a

particular place in mind and assumes that the addressee can identify that
particular place.

The demonstrative as a whole describes a particular

place, within this definite location, which is not known to the speaker
(non-specific) and is not necessarily known to the addressee.
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5.6.3 Non-Visible: Jilarni, ngularn1
These demonstrative forms are extremely rare and are poorly understood.
Only one example of a non-visible demonstrative occurred in freely given
text (76 below) and attempts at elicitation were generally unsuccessful.
The following glosses were provided for the forms in isolation:

Jilarni

round the corner, going to turn out here somewhere,

ngularni

coming other side and (we) can •t see him, kurryu-ngk:a
( 'in a hollow' ) •

These glosses include a semantic component of motion as well as the general
idea of lack of visibility.
the

forms

by

analogy

It is possible that Algy Paterson was glossing

with

the

-mi

•centripetal'

forms

of

the

compass-points (5.9) and the vantharni indefinite demonstrative (5.8.2). I
think it is more likely that the demonstratives derive from forms involving
the nominal suffix -ngurn1 'OBSCuReD•. However, without many more instances
of the demonstratives in free text it is impossible to give a confident
semantic analysis of these forms let alone a clear morphological history.
76. •ngµl.angu-lva punkurrilllarnu-la varuu-lpurtu. nyina-lha varuu
there
-ID blanket
-LOC still-COMP
sit -PAST still
ngularla llir.ta Dhaw-ngu-rra

thereNS

not

•purrkuru varnu? ngayu

true

ngal:lva-lll.•

see -PASS-CTEMP 1pl(inc)-EFF
kul1J8Dpa-lba llir.ta-rru ngularla-va

ASSERT 1sgNOM think

-PAST not

-NOW thereNS -YK

parralhara nyina-lha varuu-lpurtu ngularni-va.•

centipede sit -PAST still-EMPH

thereNV -YK

•It's there in the blanket. It was somewhere there and wasn't
seen by any of us.•
"Is that right? I thought there was nothing anywhere there but
a centipede was there, hidden, all along.•
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77. ngul.ar'lli.-va., ngayu mir.ta Dhuura vantharni-1 ngurnu
thereNV -YK

1sgNOM not

knowing how

-ACC thatACC

kanyara-a kanarr1-lba-a. ngayu vangJca-yangu yartapalyu-lu
man -ACC come -PAST-ACC 1sgNCJ1 tell -PASSP others
-EFF
ngurnu kanarr1-lba-a. ngularni kanarr1-lba.
thatACC come-PAST-ACC thereNV come -PAST

From over there, I didn't know how that man came. I was told by
the others that he came. Be came from over there.

5.6.4 Allative and Ablative Forms
The adverbial demonstratives described in the preceding sections may take
the ablative and allative suffixes.

The meanings of these demonstratives

are predictable from the meanings of the stem and the suffix.

78. ngunbu -ngara puni-lba, Dhuunuwarnt1.
thatNCJ1-PLURAL go -PAST

spouse(pl)

yilallgu-nguru-lva. puni-lba.
here
-ABL -ID go -PAST

They went, those husbands and wives. They went away from here.

79.

Dham-layi ngurnu varrirt1-1 kanyara-1u
thatNCJ1 see -FUT thatACC spear -ACC man
-EFF

ngunbaa

thaw-mu -u ngul.angu-m.lyarra puni-nyila-a ngarrawrlu.
send-PASSP-ACC there
-ALL
go-PrREL-ACC away

He'll see that spear sent by the man going away
towards that place.
Allative and ablative forms of the non-visible locationals do not occur
spontaneously in the data and Algy Paterson was reluctant to give forms in
elicitation.

Although an ablative form ngul.ar'lli.-nguru •from the other

side, can't see it• was accepted, the corresponding proximal •yil.arDi.-nguru
was rejected as meaningless.
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5.6.5 'That Side' ngulawyu
The ngulawyu 'that side' demonstrative clearly imrolves the -wJU SIDE
suffix attached to the distal locative stem ngula. However, a proximal form
does not occur and instead the locational nominal kuvilya 'this way' stands
8

in opposition to the demonstrative (82 below) •

The demonstrative often

occurs with an added locative suffix and may have an adnominal function.
80. ngunhaa kurryu-u thurtinti-lha. ngulawyu
thatNOM gully-ACC go down -PAST that side
kapun-virraa-npa-lha-rni. vantharni-npa-lha
body -PRIV-INCH-PAST-NOW how
-INCH-PAST
ngul.aDgu-va kurryu-ngka?
there
-YK gully -LOC
Be went down in the gully. 'Became as if no body' (no sign of him
on the other side). What happened there in the gully?
81. Dhuvana ngulawyu-la -ngara pawlu-ngara ja)'i.Dkul
2pl
that side-LOC-PLURAL child-PLURAL loosely
kanyja-rninyji.
hold -FUT
You children on that side hold on loosely.
82. ka}arra-tbarra karri-layi. kanyja-rryarra,
two
-DUAL
stand-FUT hold -CTEMP
yarta kuvilya -wyu-la, yarta ngulawyu-la-lpurtu.
other this way-SIDE-LOC other that side-LOC-COMP
Two men stand holding (the net), one this side, one on the
other side.
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5.7 Predicate Demonstrative

The predicate demonstrative Jimpala is used to refer to a known property of
some participant in the text.

This property may be ascribed by primary

predication of the subject in a clause ( ie. the fact of performing the
action ascribes to that participant the property of having performed the
action), or by nominal second predication of an argument in a clause.

It

is assumed that the addressee can clearly determine the antecedent.
As the following examples show, the demonstrative may function as a
second predication or as an adnominal modifier in a NP.

83.

warntitha-rralha, thaapuva varru.va, yill!pala
thatNOM throw
-PAST
big man devil
like that

ngunbaa

vanti-vaa. ngurra karalD yirla v1rra
-ngara panyu-ngara.
lie-PURPs=o country south only boomerang-PLURAL good-PLURAL
He threw [the wood chips], that devil, so it would be
like that: only the south country has good boomerangs.

84. vantharni
how

jina-118J"DU-virraa Jimpala -la,
-CONTR foot-Assoe-PRIV
like that-Loe

puni....arni

go

jurrwalyi-la lampa-rnura-la ?

heat

-Loe burn -PrREL-Loe

How could he go without something for his feet when it's like
that, when the heat is burning down?

85. ngana ngunbaa vartirra
who

thatNOM woman

ttmrl.a:manta?

nosey

llir.ta v1"l Ji:lllpala -ngara -a
vartirra-ngara-a.
1sgNOM not
like like tbat-PLURAL-ACC woman-PLURAL-ACC

ngayu

Who is that nosey woman? I don't like women like that.
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86. vantharni-rru •mgJca-rnillyJi Jillpala -a -va,
how
-NOW eat
-FUT
like that-ACC-YK

kaJllpa-rnu -u kayulu-virriva.
cook-PASSP-ACC water -PRIV

Bow is she going to eat it like that, cooked without water.
The demonstrative is often used in narrative text to sum up the current
status of a particular participant and lead on to further description or
detailing of events.

In 87 a man has upset his wife through drinking

against her wishes:
87. Ji,mpala -rru-va viruvirraa-11a-lalha-rru ngurnula-ngu-u
like that-NOW-YK upset
-CAUS-PAST -NOW thatDEF -GEN-ACC
-ku. Ji!pala -rru-va ngunbaa kanyara-wuyu puni-layi
spouse-ACC like that-NOW-YK thatNOM man
-SIDE go -FUT

JUD

jal:ya -rru, yaan-virriva-rru.
rubbish-NOW spouse-PRIV -NOW

Now he's like that, he's upset his wife. Be's like that, the
man of the pair is going along as if he's rubbish, he's got
no wife now.
The demonstrative may make extended reference to situations in text,
allowing the speaker to comment on the situation; to voice an opinion on
events or to simply affirm the truth of what is being said.

This pattern

usually involves an anaphoric form of the demonstrative exhibiting the
characteristic lengthened final vowel.
88. ngayu wurnta-lalha-rru nganaju-u varrirti-1
1sgNOM break -PAST -NOW 1sgGEN-ACC spear -ACC

111rla-118rDU-u. kuyil paju Jillpalaa.
meat -ASSOC-ACC bad
REAL like that

I broke my hunting spear. That's very bad.
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89. nbulaa

tlmrlajinkarri puni-nguru ngalyurr thani-rnu.
near you poor fellow
go -PRES nose
hit-PASSP

Dhiiyarra patbarri-lha walyurn-nga.178-rDta. tillpalaa pala.
these two fight -PAST girl
-CAUSAL
like that IT

That one has a hit nose. These two have been fighting over a
girl. That's how it is.

5.8 Interrogative/Indefinite Demonstratives

The indefinite demonstrative vantba 'where' forms the basis for a number of
derived indefinite/interrogative nominals:
vantba
vantbala
vantharni
vantbarta
vantbanha
vantbarra

(any)where
(some)where
what way, how
when
which
like

The functions of these forms are discussed in the following sections.

5.8.1 vantba(la) 'where'
The demonstrative is described as indefinite since it refers to a location
or locations which are not known to the speaker.

However, although a

location is not known it is possible for the speaker to assume that there
is

a particular place at which an object or person is located.

The vantba

•anywhere' demonstrative indicates a generalized notion of unknown location
while the vantbala •somewhere' form refers to a particular, yet unknown,
place at which the speaker assumes an entity is located.
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The vantbala form

thus corresponds to the

•non-specific• demonstratives and is similarly

formed by the addition of the •particularizing' suffix to the vantba root.
The following examples illustrate the contrast between the two forms.

90. ngarniyarrangu marnta
big group
DgUD)m

-lalha martura-la-ma-1.yarra.

press down-PAST

-ngara w1ru

middle-LOC-CAUS-CTEMP

jaya-rninyji vantba

thatNOM-PLURAL wanting escape-FUT

paju. piyuva.

-a

somewhere-ACC REAL

nothing

A big group closed in on them. They wanted to escape somewhere.
No chance.
91. ngayu 111.r.ta Dlmura ngurnu pul.ya-a vantbala-a.
1sgNOM not
knowing thatACC chew-ACC where -ACC

I don•t know where that tobacco-chew is.
92. virra
-ngara panyu-ngara vantba-nguru yirla kanarri-lba.
boomerang-PLURAL good-PLURAL where -ABL
only come -PAST

Good boomerangs only came from elsewhere (not from here).

93.

ngana Dlmla

who

kanyara? vantba-nyungu, mir.ta warnu

near you man

where -DWELL

nha11U-vayara yiq>ala

see

-HABIT

-a

not

ngayu

ASSERT 1sgNOM

-va kanyara-a. Dhiyaa llBDyjangu

like that-ACC-YK man

-ACC

this

stranger

paju-rru.. vantbala-ngunJ-lva Dhiyaa kanyara?

REAL-NOW where

-ABL -ID

this

man

Who is that man? He's from somewhere else, I haven't ever
seen a man like that. He's a real stranger. Where's he from?
Although morphologically unmarked and semantically more general, the vantba
form is relatively rare and is best considered a semantically marked
counterpart to vantbala. Vantba most commonly appears as a more general
attention grabbing interrogative.

This is illustrated in the following

examples.
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94. vantha-rru, nga11va ngurra-arta-rr1-layi-rru ?
where -NOW 1pl(inc) camp -ALL-INCH-FUT -NOW
Well, are we thinking about heading home?

95. wantha-rru-nu
jurlu? mi.rnt11ftll paju-rru-nu JilaDgu?
where -NOW-QUOT all
all
REAL-NOW-QUOT here
Well is that all or not? Is everyone here now?

96. thana vangka-vala nyingkulu-1 ngunhaa. nhartu-u-lva
let
speak-PURPds first -THEN thatNC!1 what-ACC-ID
marrar1-1 ngali
kul1,a-rn.1Dyj1. wantha-rru-vil?
word -ACC 1dl(inc) hear -FUT
where -NOW-VOC
Let him speak first. We'll hear what it is he's going to say. Well!?

5.8.2 wantbarni 'what way/how•
The main function of the demonstrative is as an indefinite counterpart to
the predicate demonstrative yillpala. That is, the demonstrative refers to
an indefinite predicate, usually of manner:

97. ngayu kangku-yangu Dbuura-ma-rnu JBDt1-1 wantbarni
1sgNOM take -PASSP know-CAUS-PASSP dish-ACC what way
kanyja-rninyj1 juvayu-la.
hold -FUT
hand -Loe
I was taken and shown how to hold a winnowing dish in my hands.

98. wantbarni-rru kartu Dburllt1-ma-rn.1Dyj1 tharntawhat way -NOW 2sgNOM dead -CAUS-FUT
euro -ACC
varrirt1-virraa?
spear
-PRIV
Bow are you going to kill a euro without a spear?
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99. vantharni malyarra-npa-nguru?
what way sick

-INCH-PRES

mir.ta ngalyari nyantarta-npa-nguru.
not
urine
good
-INCH-PRES
In what way is he sick?
Bis urine isn't right.
Interrogative verbs based on vantharni are very common.

Examples 100

and 101 illustrate inchoative and causative forms:
100. kallyara-varntura nJ"i.lla-lha pintirrijila
man
-DISTRIB sit -PAST scattered

vartavirrinpa-rra varnan~ vantharni-npa-vaa.
wait for
-CTEMP rain -ACC what way -INCB-PURPs:o
Each man sat, scattered about, waiting for how the rain was
going to continue.
101. thawul vantharni-ma-lalha? DgaJU nganaju-u kurlany~
Bey
what way-CAUS-PAST 1sgN~ 1sgGEN-ACC knife -ACC

vithavitha-ma-l.alha.
lost
-CAUS-PAST
Beyl Bow did I do that? I've lost my knife.
The second function of the demonstrative is as an allative counterpart
to the locative vanthala.
102. nlmvana puni-lha-lva vantharni vii?
2pl
go -PAST-ID what way or
llir. ta,

no

ngali ya nJ"i.lla-lha varuu-lpurtu yilaDgu.
1dl(exc) stay-PAST still-COMP
here

air.ta puni-lha vantharni vii.
not
go -PAST what way or
Did you go somewhere or other?
No, we stayed right here. Didn't go anywhere.
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103. vantharni-rru kartu puni-nguru?
what way -NOW 2sgNOM go -PRES
Where are you going?

5.8.3 vantharta 'when•
The indefinite temporal is illustrated in the following examples.
104. vantharta-rru nhllvana-lu JUDSku-ngu-layi mirla- ngurnu?
when
-NOW 2pl
-EFF give -PASS-FUT meat-ACC thatACC
When am I going to be given that meat by you people?
105. ngaliwa warnan-ngu-layi viyaa vantbarta vii.
1pl(inc) rain -PASS-FUT maybe when
maybe

ngaw. Dhiyu llBllta vanti-nguru vantbarta-nguru-1.
yes
this cloud lie -PRES when
-ABL-THEN
vantbarta paju parnta-rnin;rji ?
when
REAL rain -FUT
We might get rained in [trapped by floodwaters] sometime.
Yes, this cloud cover has been here for sometime now.
But just when is it going to rain?
106. kuli7B11pa-rra n;rina-nguru vantbarta-a parrani-vaa.
think -CTEMP be
-PRES when
-ACC return-PURPs:o
[She's] wondering when he will come back.

5.8.4 vantbanha 'which•
Like

'which• in English,

this demonstrative implies a set of clearly

defined options, objects or actions, from which a particular object or path
of action may be chosen.

In addition, vantbanba is commonly used as an
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exclamation of indecision or as a rhetorical question - "What to do next?"
- in procedural narratives.
below.

A characteristic example of this occurs in 108

The exclamation is best glossed as "there are a number of things we

could do now, which shall we do?"
107. vanthala-nguru DgUDlm karlva-lha-rru, parla-ngka,
where
-ABL
thatNOM go up-PAST-NOW hill -LOC
111.r.ta Dhu.ura vantballha-la parla-ngka.
1sgNOM not
knowing which
-LOC hill -LOC

ngayu

From somewhere he went up [into the sky], [from] on a hill.
I don't know on which hill it was.
108. vantballha-rru-nu? nganajullarta vanglca-layi?
which
-NOW-QUOT 1dl(disharm) talk -FUT
vantbanha-la-nguru marrari-la-nguru. ?
which -LOC-ABL
word -LOC-ABL
jankurna-a mngka-lalha-la-nguru ?
emu
-ACC eat
-PAST-LOC-ABL

What now then? Shall we talk?
From which word [in the story shall we start]?
From where he's already eaten the emu?

5.8.5 vantbarra 'like'
The vantbarra form functions as a semblative predicate.

Almost without

exception it occurs together with a nominal or verb referring to the object
or action which some other object or action is seen to resemble.

In much

the same way that vantbanba assumes a defined set of entities from which
one is chosen, vantharra assumes a defined entity with which some other
entity is compared.
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109. DgUDhaa Jcampa-lalha mrla-, kuJ'ilva-l.7BJTa-rru,
thatNOM burn -PAST meat-ACC spoil -CTEMP -NOW
puvara vantharra-rru vanti-vaa kurnangu-rru.
charcoal like
-NOW lie-PURPs=o black
-NOW
He burned the meat, spoiling it so that it was like
charcoal, black.
110. kulaJB-lalha viJB.B. ngu1a 111.nthal, kunti jampa, Dhartu-u
try out-PAST maybe IGNOR alone
stop moment what-ACC
vantharra- Dhaw-laJ'i. panyu-u varuu-lpurtu.
like
-ACC see -FUT
good-ACC still-COMP
He probably tried them out by himself, for a while, to see what
they were like. They were good alright.
111 • kartu vantharra-nu, mra. m1r. ta-rru kurnangu, piyuva,
2sgNOM like
-QUOT son
not
-NOW black
nothing
J8l"ta-lpurtu. DgUDbu-tharra valypala vantharra, jivarra.
other-COMP
thatNOM-DUAL European like
white
Apparently they were like you, son. Not black, not at all, altogether
different. The two of them were like Europeans, white.
In the following two examples vantharra follows a verb.

However, it is

clear (in example 112 especially) that the whole situation, rather than
just the event denoted by the verb, comprises the semblative expression.
112. Dlmvana m1r. ta Dlmura kalJB nyina-laJ'i, kuyi.l paju,
2pl
not
knowing still sit -FUT
bad
REAL
kariJllalkarimal paju, karta-nngu-rra

jumpy

REAL

vantharra.
poke -PASS-CTEMP like

vantharra m J bu.
like that poke -PASS-CTEMP like
bum

yillpalaa, karta-nngu-rra

You don't know how to sit still, you're really bad, jumping
all over the place, as if you're being poked. That's what it's
like, like you're being poked in the bum.
113. ngayu nbaw-nguru ngurnu kanyara- 118.l.yarra-rnura- vantharra1sgNOM see -PRES thatACC man -ACC sick -PrREL-ACC like
-ACC
I saw that man looking sick.
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Unlike the other forms based on vantba, the semblative vantbarra form
itself has little meaning independent of the construction of which it is
part.

The essential meaning is "something resembles something else" and it

is necessary for both 'somethings' to be identified in some way for a
semblative construction to make sense.

It is for this reason that the form

does not appear as an interrogative without the indefinite nominal Dhartu
standing in for the semblative expression (as in 110 above).

5.9 Compass Terms and Locational Nominals

The Martuthunira compass terms form a closed subclass of the class of
nominals.

They can be defined as such by the fact that they do not take

the locative or allative nominal suffixes and instead have unique locative
and

allative forms.

In addition,

the compass terms have a separate

•centripetal' form which indicates direction towards the speaker, away from
the

compass point

(and

so contrasts with the simple ablative

indicates direction away from the compass point).
presented in Table 5.11.
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which

The basic paradigm is

Table 5.11

Compass Terms

Locative

Allative

Centripetal

North

vartantu

vartantari

vartantarni

South

karalu

karalari

karal.arni

East/Upriver

jingkayu

jingkaari

West/Downriver

yawurru

yawurrari

The actual orientations of the

compass

terms

are

flexible as

east/upriver and west/downriver terms immediately suggest.

the

Martuthunira

territory is dominated by two major permanent watercourses (the Robe and
Fortescue) and numerous minor streams.
northwest/southeast orientation.

All of these have a predominantly

Nevertheless, the sun rises jingkayu and

sets yawurru. Similarly, the coast and the rise of the Hamersley Range,
which run from west-southwest to east-northeast, provide the main orienting
features for the terms karalu 'south' and vartantu 'north'. Yinyjiparnti
and Pany jima have compass terms for east and

west distinct from the

(cognate) upriver and downriver locationals.
114. DgUDhaa puul.yva-lalha, kanarra-la tbatbu.-lalha yi.lhi-1,
thatNOM puff
-PAST
wind -LOC send -PAST chip-ACC

varntitba-rralba karalu -rru.
throw
-PAST
southLOC-NOM
He puffed, sending the chips on the wind,
throwing them south.
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115. yawurrarni. kanarri-lha, jalya
kanarri•lha yawurrarni.
westCENT
come -PAST bereaved come -PAST westCENT
tbaapuva-tharra mmku-J811SU, kanyja-rnu pirtuvangu,
big man -DUAL grab -PASSP keep-PASSP initiate
parrani-lha-ma -rnu
yawurrari.
return-PAST-CAUS-PASSP westALL
From the west to here they came, bereaved. Those two heroes were
grabbed, kept as initiation prisoners, and then sent back to
the west.
116. nhiyu
murna-ngka-rru puni-nguru jiDgkarni yi.lhi-marta.
thisNOM close-LOC -NOW go -PRES upriverCENT chip -PROP
This one is close now coming from upriver with some chips.
In addition to the demonstrative forms listed in Table 5.11, the locative
stem may take a number of regular locational suffixes.
jiDgkayu-nguru
j.i.Dgkayu-nyungu
jingkayu-ra
jiDgkaJU-'llUJU

jiDgkayu-ngurni

For example:

from the east
dwelling in the the east
belonging to the east
the eastern side
the eastern side of something
obscuring view.

117. Dhiyu vartantu-nyungu varuul.. ngul.arla-lva ngurra ngurnula-ngu.
thisNOM northLOC-DWELL still
thereNS -ID camp
thatDEF -GEN
This man still lives in the north. His home is somewhere there.
118. ngana-rru kanarri-layi. Dhavani
-1
pal.yarra-a
who -NOW come -FUT what's a name-ACC plain -ACC
Viravira-a, yawrru. -ra varuu, kartara-a paju
name -ACC downriver-PROV still flank-ACC REAL
Mitawanti-ngu j1Dgkayu-1111yu-u.
name
-ACC eastLOC -SIDE-ACC
They came to what's-its-name plain, Wirawira, still downriver, on
the east side of Mitawanti hill.
In contrast with some other Australian languages, Martuthunira makes
very little use of compass terms as determiners (relying more on the
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demonstrative

systems

described

in

this

chapter).

The

limited

morphological .possibilities of the compass terms and the collapse of the
east/west and upriver/downriver distinction in Martuthunira reflects this
light burden of function.
In addition to the compass terms a small number of other nominals can be
described as inherently locative.

These generally function as locational

'adverbs' describing a direction of motion or orientation, or the relative
position of some object with respect to the speaker.

The locational

nominals so far discovered are listed below:
kaDkarn1

above

kuvi(lya)

this way

ngarrawurlu

other way

ngunirn1

up to here (indicating with hand)

There are no regular paradigms for these nominals although the actual forms
suggest some relationship with the compass terms.

l:ankarni and DgUD1rn1

appear to involve the centripetal formative -mi, ngarrawrlu involves a
suffix -'lftlrlu which is found in the other Ngayarda languages corresponding
to the 'facing' suffix described in 4.8.2. l:uvi(lya) occurs in the data in
two forms: kuvilya-wuyu 'this side' and kuvi-tbartu 'facing this way'.
llgun1rn1

is a 'perspective shifting' locational (see 5.6.1 above) used

to indicate the position of some object by use of some gesture:
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119. kanarri-layi kanyara-ngara kayulu-la-ngara, ngunirni -rru
come
-FUT man
-PLURAL water-LOC-PLURAL up to here-NOW
thala-ngka-rru kayulu-marta.

chest-Loe -NOW water -PROP
And then the men in the water come along, with water up to here
(indicates) on their chests.
The irregular nominal puyi 'far' bas the following case forms:
puu

nominative and sentence adverb

puyii

accusative

puyila

locative

puyiirta

allative

120. puu-rru ngayu vanyjarri-layil
far-NOW 1sgNOM go
-FUT
I'm off!
121. Dhartu-npa-lha, DgUDhu puni-nguru ngarravurlu, puyila-r"1
what -INCH-PAST thatNOM go -PRES other way
farLOC-NOW
What's happened, he's going away, he's a long way off now.
122. mir.ta-r"1 puyii nhavu-layi, jal)'U"1-la nyina-marri-layi.
not
-NOM farACC see -FUT
jail -LOC sit -COLL -FUT
You won't see far sitting in jail.

5.10 Temporal Nominals

Martutbunira has

a

set

of

temporal nominals

characterizes as 'point-time' qualifiers.
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which Dixon

(1980:283)

These refer to times of the day

or to general points in time located relative to the present of utterance
or an established narrative present.

These may not take the locative

suffix and have the inherent locative sense •at time

x•.

now, the beginning
morning, tomorrow
af'ternoon
nightime
before, early in time
later on

kuvarri
v!Nvanti
tlmlharra
vayal.a

palalyi
mavurru.

123. ngayu nguyirri-varlaya paju v!Nvanti-nguru-1.
1sgNOM sleep
-FULL
REAL morning -ABL-THEN
I've been fast asleep since this morning.

124. nhiyu kanyara nyina-nguru malarnu-la Dlmwa-lalha-nguru.
thisNOM man
sit -PRES shade -LOC spear-PAST -ABL
tbarnta-a yarta-ngka-1
tlmlharra.
euro -ACC other-LOC-THEN afternoon

This man is sitting in the shade, the one who speared a euro the
other afternoon.
By contrast,

Jupa

•moment•

is a durative

temporal qualifier.

It

indicates that an action or state is maintained for a relatively short
period of time and generally signals an impending change from one event to
another.

125.

ngunhaa nyina-lba jupa, viru.varri-lba-rru..

thatNOM stay-PAST moment homesick-PAST-NOW
He stayed for a short while, and then got homesick.
126. Dhavu-§J' kunti j811Pa ngurnu-vurrini marlarra-vurrini
look-IMP stop moment thatACC-DIRECT road
-DIREX:T

Stop and look towards the road for a moment.
~a

may take the locative suffix and then fUnctions as a point-time
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qualifier:
127. kalaJ8ll8l"ta-a vantha-rninyj:l karla-ngka karri-vaa
billy-can -ACC put
-FUT
fire -Loe stand-PURPs=o
karlarra-npa-rra. jampa-ngka-rru varnu pala.
hot
-INCB-CTEMP moment-LOC-NOW ASSERT IT
Put the billy-can on the fire to get hot. [It'll be ~eady] in a
moment.
Jlgarti

'again, next', is illustrated in the following examples:

128. tharrvi-layi vulu-marnu-u
thavuta -a,
put on -FUT leg -ASSOC-ACC trousers-ACC
ngarti-1 tharrvi-layi jaat -ku.
next-THEN put on -FUT shirt-ACC
Put on trousers, and next put on a shirt.
129. ngayu ngarti-rru vurtu vangka-layi kartungu mrrari-i?!
1sgNOM again -NOW HYPTH tell -FUT 2sgACC
word -ACC
Do I have to tell you what I said again?!

130. ngayu mrnta -lalha w1rra
-a ngarti-1
1sgNOM take from-PAST boomerang-ACC again-THEN
patharri-wirri-la ngurnu-ngalyarnta-lwa.
fight
-LEST-LOC thatACC-CAUSAL
-ID
I took away that boomerang otherwise you'd be fighting over it again.
The nominal waruul •still', indicates the persistence of a state or the
continuation of a series of actions 9 •

It also occurs as part of the

apparently derived verb warruulwa-L 'to continue to be unable to do'.
131. nhiyu parnta-rnuru waruull
thisNOM rain -PRES still
It's still raining!
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132. nhiyu
jalya waruui, kartungku m1r. ta parlviya -mu.
thisNOM useless still
2sgEFF
not
straighten-PASSP
This one is still useless, it hasn't been straightened by you.

133. jalya -a.pa -rra -rru puni-rra mmva-1.yarra varuulva-1.yarra.
useless-INCH-CTEMP-NOW go-CTEMP spear-CTEMP
can't do-CTEMP
I'm useless, still can't spear anything •
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Chapter 6
Verb Morphology

This

chapter discusses

the

forms

derivational verb morphology.
function

(such

as

the

and

functions

of

inflectional

and

Suffixes which have an important syntactic

passive

derivational

suffix

and

the

various

subordinate clause inflections) are mentioned only briefly and will be
discussed in detail in chapters 10 and 11.
The first section presents an overview of the verbal system, outlining
the

inflectional

and

derivational

categories,

discussing

transitivity

classes and conjugations, and presenting a summary of suffix forms.
inflectional system is of great
that the syntactic
triggered

by

the

changes

hi~torical

evidenced

reorganization

of

The

interest since it is most likely

by the

Ngayarda languages were

verbal

inflectional

categories.

However, a reasonable discussion of this aspect of the data would require
the exposition of the inflectional systems of the other languages in the
group as well and so is well beyond the confines of the present study.
Rather

than

give

an

impoverished

account

historical analysis in this description.
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I

will

largely

avoid

the

6 • 1 Overview

6.1.1 Inflectional Categories

The Martuthunira verbal inflectional paradigm presents a complex set of
tense, mood and voice interactions.

In the following paragraphs

categories represented in the paradigm are discussed.

the

The sections which

follow will describe and exemplify each inflection in more detail.
Firstly, a distinction can be made between inflections which occur only
in subordinate clauses and those which occur in main clauses.

The former

set includes the present relative, contemporaneous relative and sequential
relative clause inflections, the lest clause inflections and the purpose
inflections, which are marked for switch-reference.

A full description of

the subordinate clause inflections is left until the discussion of complex
sentences in chapter 11. With the exception of the imperative and present
tense, all other inflections can occur in subordinate clauses functioning
as finite relative clauses.
There is a passive verb form corresponding to each active verb form
excepting the imperative (but see discussion of imperative clauses in
10.4). Passive verbs involve either the addition of the active inflectional
suffixes to a derived passive verb stem, or a special portmanteau passive
tense or mood inflection.

Special passive inflections correspond to the

active past, counterfactual and lest inflections.
little

additional

semantic

difference
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There is surprisingly

associated

with

the

voice

oppositions.

The passive perfective carries a greater implication of a

successfully completed action than its active past tense counterpart but
there are no restrictions on the appearance of an agent in passive clauses
of this type.

The passive counterfactual and lest inflections are rarely

used and appear to be no different in meaning to the preferred derived
passive verbs bearing the corresponding active inflections.

The most

likely explanation is that the inflectional passive forms are gradually
being replaced by forms based on derived passive stems.
The habitual nominalizing suffix is historically related to the passive
derivational suffix.

Although essentially a nominalizing suffix it may

still, albeit very rarely, take adjuncts and arguments including an agent.
Derived passive verbs bearing the active habitual inflection are preferred
in fully finite clauses.
Martuthunira has a three way tense distinction defined by the past,
present and future inflections.

Aspect is not an important verbal category

in Martuthunira although unmarked aspectual readings are implied by all
verb inflections.

With the exception of the imperfective present tense,

subordinate relative, and habitual.inflections, all other verbal categories
are essentially perfective.
copulas (9.3) and

Other syntactic devices, such as the use of

temporal nominals and clitics,

conspire to provide

additional aspectual specification of events.
Finally, the imperative, counterfactual and unrealized inflections can
be described as moods.
force of a command.
irrealis moods.

The imperative mood presents the illocutionary

Both the counterfactual and unrealized inflections are

The unrealized verb describes a strongly predicted action
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or event which did not, is not or will not happen.

The counterfactual

similarly describes an action or event which was not realized but which
might have been if other things had been different.

6.1.2 Derivational Categories
The derivational suffixes can be divided into two distinct classes: those
which attach to a verb stem and derive a new verb stem, and those which
derive

verbs

from

nominals.

The

first

class

derivational suffix and the collective suffix.

includes

the

passive

The second class includes

the inchoative and causative suffixes which derive mainly intransitive and
transitive verbs respectively.

In addition there are a number of minor

derivational suffixes of restricted productivity.
The

data

suggest

a

dependence

on

productive

verbal

derivational

processes rather than on a large store of verb lexemes, but it is difficult
to know to what extent this is an artefact of the investigation.

The great

frequency, in text, of verbs derived by the simple inchoative and causative
suffixes is probably due,
lexemes.

in part,

to Algy Paterson's loss of verb

Certainly I have had greater. difficulty eliciting lists of verbs

than nouns and this is true in almost all semantic fields.

The productive

verbalisation processes allow verbs to be built out of the nominals and
nominal phrases already introduced in a text.

For the last speaker of a

language the use of such derived verbs is no doubt an easier option than
searching memory for an elusive lexeme.
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6.1.3 Transitivity and Conjugation Classes
In· most Australian languages transitivity is an important
category.

Verbs

gr~tical

are usually strictly transitive or intransitive and

syntactic processes may be sensitive to the difference between transitive
and intransitive clauses (see Dixon 1980:378). The relative importance of
transitivity in many Australian languages may be directly related
patterns

of morphological

transitivity

of

recognizable

from

a

ergativity.

predicate
the

(and

case-marking

In

an

similarly
of

it~.

ergative
a

clause)

arguments.

language,
is

to
the

clearly

However,

in

languages with an accusative pattern of case-marking, such as the Ngayarda
languages and the Tangkic languages of the Gulf of Carpentaria (Evans
1985),

transitivity

contrasts

are

not

so

e:x;plicitly

conveyed

by

case-marking options and the category of transitivity assumes much less
importance in the overall grammar of the language.
The difficulty in distinguishing transitive from intransitive predicates
in Martuthunira is a result of the following factors:
1.

Transitive and intransitive subjects (A and S) are indistinguishable;
both are unmarked nominative.

2.

Arguments (including both subject and object) may be freely omitted
when understood from context or when already established in previous
text.

3.

Many motion verbs have alternate case frames in which locational
complements can appear as accusative marked objects.
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4.

Accusative objects denoting beneficiaries may be freely added to many
clause types.

The addition of accusative arguments to a clause was first introduced in
4.3 and will be discussed fUrther in chapter 10. Although the presence of
an accusative beneficiary argument in a clause attests to the transitivity
of

that

clause,

it

cannot

be

considered

diagnostic

evidence

of

the

transitivity of the predicate in that clause.
Verbs with alternate case frames are more problematic.

There is no

doubt that these verbs must be subcategorized for the locational argument
that may appear as an accusative object.
occur in intransitive clauses.

Here I

However, the verbs most often
will assume that the optional

accusative locational complement not be considered for the purposes of
ascribing a predicate to a transitivity class.
Thus the class of intransitive verbs includes statives

like nyina._,p

'sit', and motion verbs such as puni..,P 'go' and kanarri-Jt 'come', some of
which may take an accusative argument denoting a locational role.
The class of transitive verbs includes the simple transitive verbs of
affect, such as thani-L 'hit', which are always understood as having an
object, perception verbs such as Dbaw-,d 'see', and induced motion verbs
such as warntitha-R

'drop,

throw',

which may take a second accusative

argument denoting a locational role.
ditransitive

verbs

including

yung1cu-p

There is also a small number of
'give'

and

nlmura-ma-L

'teach,

show'.
There remains a small set of verbs, such as ngayi-- 'cry (for)', which
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may take an accusative argument but which, if no such argument appears, are
not understood as implying this argument.

These can be described as

'ambitransitive' verbs.
Verbs are strictly categorized into one of three conjugation classes
~'

labelled

L and R for the conjugation markers which appear in some verb

inflections.

Membership

of

a

conjugation

inflectional and derivational suffix form.

determines

the

choice

of

In common with the other

Ngayarda languages, Martuthunira has reduced an earlier conjugation system
by the incorporation of monosyllabic verbs
classes.
Four

into the open conjugation

However, this incorporation is not complete.
mono-morphemic

verbs

of

the

~-conjugation,

yungku-fl

'give',

kangku..; 'take, carry',

manku-d •grab, pick up', and nhavu-fi •see', select

special forms of the

'unrealized'

derivational suffix.

-:ngku..p

derivational

verb inflection and the collective

The same pattern applies for verbs involving the
suffix

(6.3.9),

strongly

verbalizer was originally a separate verb.

suggesting

that

the

It is clear that the four

mono-morphemic verbs all descend from the fUture forms of mono-syllabic
verbs of an original NG/M-conjugation (see Dixon 1.980:403-5) and this group
is thus described as the NG-subconjugation of the ,,0-conjugation.
In all of the Ngayarda languages the R-conjugation has a very limited
number of members and there are suggestions that it is, by degrees, being
incorporated into the open L-conjugation. In Panyjima this incorporation is
complete.

In Martuthunira, the remaining R-conjugation verbs often take

L-conjugation inflectional forms even though special R-conjugation forms
exist.

The remaining R-conjugation verbs are:
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place, put, leave
blow (of wind), hit (with thrown
implement), spin (hair on spindle)
throw
keep, hold

vantha-R
patha-R
warntitha-R
kanyja-R

There is a correlation between conjugation membership and transitivity
with

the fa-conjugation

including

mainly

intransitive

verbs

and

the

L-conjugation including mainly transitive verbs.

Table 6 .1 gives the

numbers

for

of

transitive

and

intransitive

verbs

the

two

conjugations, based on a sample of 134 monomorphemic verb roots.

major

All four

B-conjugation verbs are transitive.
Table 6.1

Conjugation Membership by Transitivity Class

Intransitive

Transitive

L-conjugation

20

63

¢-conjugation

38

13

Total

58

76

A few verb roots appear in both conjugations but with a corresponding
difference in meaning:
kampa-L

cook, burn

kampa-;O'

be burning, cooking

tburnta-L

rub, paint

tburnta-,0

rub self, paint self

puntha-L

wash, bathe

puntha..P

wash, bathe self

yinka-L

chisel

yinka-JJ

thrust body

tharrvi-L

put into

tharrvi..P

put on (clothes)

The L-conjugation forms are transitive,

the corresponding intransitive

,0-conjugation forms are inherently reflexive.
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This alternation does not

occur with any derived verb stems.

6.1.4 Suffix Forms

6.1.4.1 Inflectional Suffixes
Table 6 .2 (overleaf) lists the forms of the main clause and subordinate
clause verb inflections for the three conjugations.
It is possible to describe two classes of inflectional forms on the
basis of this table.

Firstly, a number of inflections involve an invariant

-fJ-,

form following a conjugation marker (CM)
Habitual
Lest
Purpose subject:object
Purpose different-subject
Past

-1- or -rr-. These are:

-CH-vayara
-CH-virri
-CH-vaa
-CH-vala
-CHa-lha

The L and R-conjugation forms of the past tense inflection involve a vowel
/al following the conjugation marker and preceding the invariant suffix
lha. The

'unrealized' inflection also involves the L and R-conjugation

markers, with the 1-conjugation form suggesting a conjugation marker -y-.
The -raangu allomorph is selected by verbs of the NG-subconjugation.
The counterfactual, passive counterfactual and habitual nominalization
inflections are also included in this first class.
invariant form follows

an

For these suffixes the

assimilated -n- conjugation marker

L-conjugation:
Counterfactual
Passive Counterfactual
Habitual Nominalization
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-n....arni
-n-ngulaanu
-n-nguntharri

in

the

Table 6.2: Verb Inflections

L

R

Main Clause
Present

-nguru

-rnuru

-rnuru

Past

-lha

-Ja)ba

-rralba

Passive Perfective

-yangu

-rnu

-rnu

Future

-layi

-rninyji

Imperative

_,

-rninyji
-1.yu

-rryu

Habitual

-vayara

-lvayara

-rrvayara

Habitual Nominalization

-nguntharri

-nnguntbarri

-rrnguntharri

Unrealized

-yaangu
/-raangu

-laaDgu

-rraangu

Counterfactual

-marni

-nmarni

-nmarn1

Passive Counterfactual

-ngulaanu

-nngulaanu

-rrngulaanu

Present Relative

-nyi.la

-rnura

-rnura

Contemporaneous Relative

-rra

-1.yarra

-rryarra

Sequential Relative

-rravaara

-1.yarravaara

-rryarravaara

Lest

-wirri

-lwirri

-rrwirri

Passive Lest

no form
recorded

-rniyangu

-rniyangu

Purpose same-subject

-lu

-ru

-ru

Purpose subject:object

-vaa

-lvaa

-rrvaa

Purpose different-subject

-val.a

-lvala

-rrvala

Subordinate Clause
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The imperative and the contemporaneous relative inflections can also be
added to this class.

The two suffixes can be reconstructed as follows:

•-CH-ku
•-CH-karra

Imperative
Contemporaneous Relative

Both suffix es have clear cognates in other languages of the area.

•-CH-ku suffix appears

as

the

present

tense

inflection

in

the

The
other

Ngayarda languages and is ultimately related to a common future/purposive
suffix.

In the ¢-conjugation phonological changes have erased the suffix

completely, leaving the bare stem as the imperative form of the verb.

The

same loss has occurred in Yinyjiparnti. The present tense forms in this
language

are

-fJ

for

¢-conjugation

verbs

and

-ku

for

L,

R

and

1
N-conjugations •
The •-CM-karra suffix functions as the marker of same-subject relative
clauses in the Kanyara languages.

Thalanyji

(Austin 1981d) has L and

R-conjugation forms -lkarra and -rrkarra respectively, and Y-conjugation
forms -yarra on stems with a final a vowel and -rra on stems with final i
or u. The Martuthunira ,0-conjugation form of the contemporaneous relative
is similarly -rra on stems with final i or u. The a vowel of a-final stems
is replaced with 1 when the suffix -rra is attached

(2.5.4).

In some

environments the -rra suffix collapses with a final rri syllable of a
,!3-conjugation verb.

For

example,

the

verb

pamararri~

1

call out

to 1

appears as pamararra in contemporaneous relative clauses.

pamararri-rra
call out-CTEMP

--->

pamararra

The same reduction occurs in verbs involving the collective derivational
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suffix (see below).
The

sequential

relative

inflection

is

apparently

built

on

the

contemporaneous inflection by the addition of a suffix -waara. This suffix
occurs nowhere else in Martuthunira and to date I have found no historical
source.

Austin

(1981:219)

describes a Thalanyji

'preparatory'

clause

inflection -CM-kurrara which appears to be cognate with the Martuthunira
sequential inflection but which is not so obviously related

to

the

Thalanyji relative same-subject inflection.
The second class of inflections includes those for which the L and
R-conjugations share the one form while the ft-conjugation has a different
form:

Present
Passive
Future
Passive
Present
Purpose

Perfective
Lest
Relative
same-subj.

J{

L/R

-nguru

-rnuru
-rnu

-yangu
-layj.

-rninyji
-rniyangu

-nyila
-lu

-rnura
-ru

With the exception of the purposive same-subject inflection, the L and
R-conjugation forms are based on the suffix •-rnu (with an assimilation of
the vowel to 1 preceding a palatal) •

The ,0-conjugation forms are not

similarly related and there are few clear cognates for any of these
suffixes in neighbouring languages.
Algy Paterson's speech shows a certain degree of variation in the choice
of verbal inflections of the first class for R-conjugation verbs.

In many

instances the L-conjugation form occurs rather than the R-conjugation
form.

This tendency to regularize the R-conjugation no doubt reflects the
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process through which the R-conjugation was lost in Panyjima. For the
counterfactual inflection in Martuthunira a separate R-conjugation form
appears to have already been lost.

6.1.~.2

The

Derivational Suffixes

passive

and

collective

have

different

forms

conditioned

conjugation membership of the stem to which they are attached.
exception of the 'body noise' (6.3.6 & 2.5.2) and

-:ngku"'

by

the

With the

(6.3.9 & 2.5.3)

verbalizers, which have phonologically conditioned allomorphs, all other
derivational suffixes have invariant forms.
The passive has a basic form -nguli-e which follows the conjugation
markers -fl-, -n- or -rr-. In addition, as described in 2.5.5, the suffix is
shortened to -CM-ngu- when followed by the future,

contemporaneous (or

sequential) relative or purposive same-subject inflections.
nguli-layi
nguli-rra
ngull-lu

-->
-->
-->

-ngulayi
-ngurra
-ngulu

The passive can also be recognised as historically involved in the passive
counterfactual

and

habitual

nominalization

inflections,

and

the

lest

inflection has taken the first step towards incorporation with the passive
derivational suffix.

Following the passive, the suffix has the form -yirri

rather than the general j'-conjugation form -virri and the combination is
further reduced in fast speech to -nguliirri.
The collective suffix has three separate forms

conditioned

by the

conjugation membership and the length of the verb stem (2.5.1). The
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distribution of the forms is set out in Table 6.3:
Table 6.3: Collective Suffix Forms

dimoric stem

-marri

other

-llBrri

NG-sub.

L

R

-yarri

-yarri

-yarri

-lwarri

-lvarri

The -marri form of the collective suffix also appears on nominal stems
deriving a collective verb.

In all examples found so far the collective

verb corresponds to a transitive verb derived by the addition of the
causative suffix -ma-L to the nominal stem.

For example:

heat each other up
make hot

karlarra-marri-P
karlarra-ma-L

The simplest description of this distribution is to posit a -rri-1 form of
the collective suffix following the -ma-L causative suffix.

Thus the verb

'heat each other up' can be glossed:
karlarra-11& -rri-JJ
hot
-CAUS-COLL
Like the passive, collective suffix forms are reduced when followed by
the contemporaneous relative inflection -rra. The -rri syllable of the
collective suffix is lost.
-llBrri-rra --> -marra
-yarri-rra
--> -yarra
-lvarri-rra --> -lvarra
The results of this reduction are most striking on verbs based on nominal
stems.

The -rri_,, form of the collective following the causative is lost
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altogether:

-->

mtbmmtbu-ma -rri -rra
cool
-CAUS-COLL-CTEMP

mtbmmtbu-marra
cool-CAUS+COLL+CTEMP

The verb wangka-P' •say, tell' has an idiosyncratic stem wangkarnu-9
selected

only

by

the

collective

suffix.

The

normal

p-conjugation

collective suffix form -marri follows an apparent -mu addition to the verb
root.

Similar idiosyncratic stem forms of this verb occur in collective

(or reciprocal) forms in other languages of the area.
Jiwarli
Yinyjiparnti

For example:

wangkaarnivangkayi-

6.2 Inflections

6.2.1 Present Tense
The present tense forms of verbs occur in three basic contexts.

Firstly,

the present is used in simple declarative or interrogative utterances to
indicate that the event or state of affairs described by the predicate is
taking place at the time of speaking.
1. jarruru-ma-1.yu warra I nganaju llalyarra-ma-rnunJ. paju.

slow -CAUS-IMP CONT

1sgACC

pain

-CAUS-PRES REAL

Do it a bit slower! you're hurting me.
2. kartu

nhawu-nguru ?

2sgNOM see

-PRES

Do you see them?
The present tense may aiso be used to indicate a speaker's immediate
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intentions (3) or as a direction to an addressee to perform some action in
the immediate fUture ( 4). Similarly, the present can be used to imply a
continuing state of affairs even though that state of affairs does not hold
at the time of speaking (5).

3. ngayu puni-nguru-rru.
1sgNOM go

-PRES -NOW

I'm going now.

4. kartu puni-nguru ngurnu-m1lyarra kalyarran...ilyarra
2sgNOM go -PRES thatOBL-ALL
tree
-ALL
manku-lu

vurrulyva-a.

get-PURPss leaves -ACC
You go to that tree and get some leaves.

5. wanthanba-vuyu-u kartu vangka-nguru jarru -ngku kalya-rnu-nguru-u?
which -SIDE-ACC 2sgNOM say -PRES marchfly-EFF bite-PASSP-ABL-ACC
Which one of them are you saying has been bitten?
Secondly, the present is used to make statements of fact:
6. ngunbaa yakarrangu karlva-nguru jinkayu.
thatNOM sun
rise -PRES east

The sun rises in the east.

7. •varryummtu• vangka-nguli-nguru tbarnta parla-nyungu
call -PASS -PRES euro
hill -DWELL
kupuyu-marta tbara-ngka-marta.
little-PROP pouch-LOC -PROP

'Warryumuntu', that's what that hill kangaroo with a little
one in its pouch is called.

8.

ngunhu

kanyara kuliyanpa-nguru. nlmura

thatNOM man

think

paju-rru.
-PRES knowing REAL-NOW

That man thinks that he really knows [how to do it].
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9. mir.ta wiyaa tbalka-miguli-nguru, thanuva-a maruvarla-a
not

maybe feed

-PASS

-PRES

food -ACC much

-ACC

paju yu.ngku-nguli-nguru.
REAL give -PASS -PRES

Maybe he isn't fed, isn't given very much food.
In narrative text the present tense inflections most

o~en

occur on the

copulas nyi.Da-,8 'sit, be', karri-;S' 'stand', vanti-,8 'lie', and puni-_e' 'go,
be', where these serve to establish or re-establish a narrative present.
Otherwise, present tense verbs refer to the present of utterance.

These

may convey the speaker's comments on the current status of situations or
participants

discussed

in

the

narrative,

or

may present

universally

accepted truths such as those illustrated in examples 6 and 7 above.

6.2.2 Future Tense
The future is named for its function in simple conversational utterances.
In such contexts it indicates that an event is expected to take place at
some future point in time.

For example:

10. ngaliva vava.Ji.-rninyji ngurnu kanyara-a.
1pl(inc) look for-FUT
thatACC man -ACC

We'll look for that man.
11. nhiyu ngurra ngapala paju varnu. vantharni-npa-layi.-rru
this ground mud
REAL EMPH how
-INCH-FUT -NOW
puni-rra, w11 tharrva-lart ngapala-la-rru'?
go-CTEMP if go into-FUT mud
-LOC-NOW

This ground is very muddy. Bow are we going to get along if
we get stuck in the mud?
The future has an important function in non-situated text.

The main

event line in any part of a text involving a step-like sequence of actions,
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such as a programmatic discourse, generally consists of a series of future
clauses each of which describes the next stage in a process.

The following

portion of text explaining how to cook a kangaroo is typical.

Verbs

inflected for future tense are underlined.
12. ngurnaa tburlwa-rninyji karla-ngka-nguru-u. tbani-rninyji
thatACC pull out-FUT
fire -LOC -ABL-ACC hit -FUT
juwayu-marta. palwarru ngunbaa, 11Ur11ta-rninyji-rru punga-a -rru.
hand -PROP
true
thatNOM cut
-FUT
-NOW guts-ACC-NOW
tburlwa-rn1Dyji nyilyu -u. palwarru ngunbaa, pan;yu-ma-rniDyji-rru,
pull out-FUT
stomach-ACC true
thatNOM good-CAUS-FUT
-NOW
r>gamari-1 tburlwa-rn1nyj1. karla-ngka-rru varnt1tha-rniDyji,
liver-ACC pull out-FUT
fire -LOC -NOW throw
-FUT
kampa-waa -rru panyu-np1-rra -rru. tburlwa-rn1Dyji ngurnaa
cook-PURPs:o-NOW good-INCH-CTEMP-NOW pull out-FUT
thatACC
ngamari-1. wantha-rn1nyj1 wu.rrul.yva-la-rru 1mtbu-np1-rra..
liver-ACC put
-FUT
leaves -LOC-NOW cold-INCH-CTEMP
want1-waa.
•mgk!-rn1nyj1-rru 1mtbu-npa -lha -a -rru.
lie-PURPs:o eat -FUT
-NOW cold -INCH-PAST-ACC-NOW
parlura-rru puni-layj. malarnu-la-rru kartutharra want1-lu.
full
-NOW go -FUT shade -LOC-NOW on back
lie-PURPss

Then you pull it out of the fire, and rub it down with your hand.
Okay, now cut its guts open and pull out the stomach. Okay, fix it up.
Pull out the liver and throw it in the fire to cook. Then pull it out
and then put it on some leaves to cool down. Then eat it once it's
cooled down. Once you're full, go and lie on your back in the shade.

6.2.3 Imperative
Imperative verbs occur only in positive clauses.

The functions of a

negative imperative are assumed by negative future clauses.

Indeed all

future clauses with a second person subject are generally interpreted as
mild

imperatives.

The

following

examples

illustrate

both

positive

imperative clauses, in which the verb bears the imperative inflection, and
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negative imperatives, involving the future inflection.

13. nhartu-ma-rnuni karntarra-a ? llir.ta yirra...arta
what-CAUS-PRES sinew -ACC
not
teeth-PROP
kalya-rninyji, wrnta-1.;yu kurlany...arta.
bite -FUT
cut
-IMP knife -PROP
What are you doing with that sinew? Don't bite it with your
teeth, cut it with a knife.
14. purnU11J>uru-npa-@'1 kartu llir.ta wrnta-rninyji nganarna-a
quiet -INCH-IMP 2sgNOM not
upset -FUT
1pl(exc)-ACC
Be quiet! Don't you upset us.

15. llBDku-@ -rru yirnala-al llir.ta nyj.na-layi Dhavu-rra yi.rla
grab -IMP-NOW thisDEF-ACC not
sit -FUT watch-CTEMP only
tl:mrlamantal karlwa-d manku-lu
nhula
-al
watching
get up-IMP grab -PURPss near you-ACC
Grab this fellow! Don't just sit watching! Get up and grab him!
As

well

as

illustrated
case-marking

the
in

regular
these

found

transitive

examples,

only

in

and

there

positive

intransitive
are

two

imperative

clause

special
clauses.

patterns

patterns
These

of
are

described in 10.4.

6.2.4 Past Tense and Passive Perfective
The past tense and perfective passive inflections complement one another.
Both denote events taking place at a time prior to the present of utterance
but differ in voice.

In addition, both suffixes are usually interpreted as

coding perfective aspect, although this is most marked with the passive 2 •
The following examples illustrate the suffixes in main clauses.
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16 •

nganaju mila1 ngurnaa ya.ma
-lalba warnu
thatNOM 1sgGEN uncle thatACC dissatisfied-PAST ASSERT

Dgalftl, ngunhu

yes

ngatbu yinka -rnu
virra
-a. ngunbaa vanglca-lha
1sgEFF chisel-PASSP boomerang-ACC thatNOM say -PAST
virra
-a
Jalya -a, ngurnta-a kuJil-JU.
boomerang-ACC rubbish-ACC style-ACC bad -ACC

Yes, that uncle of mine was dissatisfied with that boomerang chiselled
by me. He said that the boomerang was rubbish, had bad form.

17. ngunhaa nyina-lha jampa, v:iruvarri -lha -rru, kuli;yanpa-lha
thatNOM sit -PAST moment be homesick-PAST-NOW think

-PAST

parrani-layi.-rru ngurnula-ngu-1111,arra varra ngurra-1111,arra.
return -FUT -NOW thatDEF -GEN-ALL
CONT camp -ALL

He stayed for a while and then got homesick, thought about
returning to his camp.
18. nbula
miJi ngulu
thani-rnu kalyaran-ta nyi.na-nyi.la-lu.
near you dog thatEFF hit-PASSP log
-LOC sit -PrREL-EFF
That dog near you was hit by that fellow sitting on the log.

19. nganalu kartu yunglcu-yangu miJi-i?
whoEFF

2sgNOM give

-PASSP dog-ACC

By whom were you given the dog?
In many syntactic environments, verbs marked with the past tense and
passive perfective suffixes look very like nominalizations.
verbs are common in reduced subordinate clauses.

Firstly, the

These consist of just the

verb word and either immediately follow the head of the NP (as in 20 and
21), or stand in as the head of a NP and bear the nominal suffixes
appropriate to the function of that NP in higher constituents (22 and 23):
20. kartu panJU-npa-layi. nganarna-a nga1arri-lha-ngara-a
2sgNOM good -INCH-FUT 1pl(exc)-ACC forget-PAST-PLURAL-ACC
vantamartu-ngara-a.
crazy -PLURAL-ACC

You be good to us crazy people who forgot.
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21 • nganarna kullyanpa-nguru kartungu-1111,.arra yirla
1pl(exc) think
-PRES 2sgACC -ALL
only
warrl.rti-ngara-a wurnta-rnu -ngara -a.
spear-PLURAL-ACC break -PASSP-PLURAL-ACC

We think about bringing spears that have been broken only to you.
22. yarta-wuyu juvayu tbuulva-rninyji varuul. :rarta-wuyu juvayu,
other-SIDE hand
pull
-FUT
still
other-SIDE hand
thatbu-lalha-wuyu juvayu, ngunbaa puni-layi thu.Dgku-ngka varuul.
let go-PAST -SIDE hand
thatNOM go -FUT back
-LOC still

One hand keeps on pulling. The other hand, the one that has let
go, that one continues to moves down its back.
23. vantha-rninyji wilJiwilJi-ma -rnu -ngara -a yakarrangu-lu
put
-FUT
clean
-CAUS-PASSP-PLURAL-ACC sun
-EFF
kampa-rra.
burn-CTEMP

Then lay out the things that have been cleaned (clothes) to dry in
the sun.
Secondly, past tense verb forms may fUnction as stems for fUrther verbal
derivation.

In the following examples the causative suffix -ma-L (see

section 6.3.4) is added to an intransitive verb inflected with past tense,
to form an effective transitive verb.

Algy Paterson would not accept

similar constructions involving an inflected transitive verb.
24. kartu -lva nganaju kuJil-nguli-lha -ma

2sgNOM-ID

1s~CC

bad

-lalha

-PSYCH-PAST-CAUS-PAST

-rri -vaa
•drunk•-npa-vaa.
like that-INCH-PURPs:o drunk-INCH-PURPs:o

yill>ala

You're the one who made me go bad, to become like that, to
get drunk.
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25. nganarna manku-lba-nguru.-rru thavun-ta-a vuruma-1.yarra
1pl(exc) get -PAST-ABL -NOW town-LOC-ACC do for-CTEMP
kartungu.. parrani-lba-ma-rninyji-rru kartungu.-milyarra..
2sgACC
return-PAST-CAUS-FUT -NOW 2sgOBL -ALL

We got the things that are in town, doing it for you. Then brought
them back to you.
In these examples the past tense inflected verb describes a resulting state
into which the object of the causative verb will be placed by the actions
of the subject of that verb.
Finally, there are a few examples of idiomatic phrases involving verbs
inflected with either the past tense or passive perfective suffixes which
approach

lexical

relationships.

status.

These

idioms

all

refer

to

particular kin

I do not know what the semantic connection is between the

various verbs and the particular relationships encoded in this way.
my mother's brother

kupa-lalha

burn -PAST
my sister's child

ngatbu kampa-rnu

1sgEFF burn-PASSP
nganaju karri-lba
1sgGEN stand-PAST

my elder sister, brother

yini-ma-rnu
kalllpa-rnu
name-CAUS-PASSP burn-PASSP

my mother's brother's son

Despite these patterns, I do not believe that the past tense or passive
perfective suffixes can be described as lexical nominalizations.

There is

no strict dividing line between a fully finite clause including a past
tense or passive perfective verb and one with a reduced set of arguments
embedded

within

some

other

constituent.

There

assignment rules and no semantic idiosyncracies.
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are

no

special

case

At the same time it is

not clear that an appeal to the notion of clausal nominalization (Comrie
and Thompson 1985:391ff) will be any more revealing.
The problem here is reminiscent of the difficulties in grouping nominals
into separate adjective {predicate) and noun (argument) classes and will be
touched on again in the discussion of endocentric adnominal expressions in

6.2.5 Habitual Inflections
The habitual inflection marks an action which is understood as occurring on
a great number of occasions and so which allows the subject of the action
to be characterizable in terms of that action.

The habitual covers the

functions of usitative verb inflections found in languages to the south of
Martuthunira and has an unmarked usitative reading usually translated with
the English •used to VERB' construction.

For example:

26. nganarna wantba-rrva;yara murla-a thana Ellku-val.a lli.Dthal muyi..
1pl{exc) leave -HABIT
meat-ACC let
grab-PURPds alone dog
We used to leave meat so the dogs could get it themselves.

27. nganarna punkurri-npa-va;yara 118.J'Uvarla-lu punkurrillarnu-lu.
1pl{exc) covered-INCH-HABIT many

-EFF blanket

-EFF

We used to cover up with lots of blankets.
However, there is no necessary implication that the actions have taken
place in the past.

Very often, the action is seen as one which the subject

of the verb still, and in the future, will continue to perform regularly.
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28. ngunhu kanyara thani-lvaya.ra myi-1 tburlajillkarr1-1
thatNOM man
hit -HABIT
dog-ACC poor fellow -ACC
mrla-marnu-u llir.ta nhawungarra-ma-lvaya.ra panyu.
meat-ASSOC-ACC not
look after-CAUS-HABIT good
That man is always hitting that poor kangaroo dog, doesn't
look a~er it well.

29. DgaJU puni-lha ngurnu muyi.-1 kangku-rra
1sgNOM go -PAST thatACC dog-ACC take-CTEMP
tburla parra-nnguli-va;yara-a.
eye
hit -PASS -HABIT -ACC
I went, taking that dog that's always getting left behind.
(lit. hit in the eye)

30. nhiJU varrunparrun llir.ta kalya-lva;yara, mrla-a yirla
this blowfly
not
bite -HABIT
meat-ACC only
kunanyja-lvayara. yirlirli-npa-vaa.
excrete -HABIT
maggot-INCH-PURPs:o
This blowfly doesn't bite, it just excretes on meat so that it
gets maggotty.
The

habitual

allows

characteristic activities.

definition

of

objects

or

persons

by

their

This is clearly demonstrated in the following

two examples in which the speaker makes use of the habitual to describe an
object for which no clear Martuthunira word exists.

31.

kanyja-rnu nhavani-ma-lva;yara, tburlva-nnguli-vayara.,
thatNOM keep-PASSP thing-CAUS-HABIT
pull
-PASS -HABIT

ngunhaa

parrapar1-marnu, ngunhu vant1-nguru •powder•-marta varuul,
rifle
-ASSOC tbatNOM lie -PRES
powder -PROP still
vant1-lha kuvarr1 tburlva-rnu. vanthala parrapar1?
lie-PAST now
pull -PASSP where
rifle
That one was being kept, the one that makes it what's-a-name, the
one that gets pulled through, that thing for a rifle. That cloth
still has powder on it as if it had just been pulled through.
But where's the rifle?
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32. pawlu-yi, llhartu-ma-lalha kartu nganaju-u
child-VOC

what.CAUS-PAST

2sgNOM 1sgGEN-ACC

ngurriny-ma.rnu-u Jarraa-lw.ya.ra-a.
swag -ASSOC-ACC tie up-HABIT-ACC

Kid, what have you done with my swag strap?
(lit. thing that ties up, for a swag)
As an extension of this pattern some habitual verb forms have assumed
full lexical status as nominals.

The specific meaning of the item is often

not predictable from the meaning of the verb stem.
kartatha-lvayara
chop
-HABIT

tomahawk

purra-lvayara
hit -HABIT

tomahawk

yurra-lvayara
dig -HABIT

yam stick

The habitual nominalization inflection allows a characterization of an
entity by its typical 'undergoing' of the action denoted by the verb stem.
Some examples are:
vayangku-nguntharri
frighten-HABITNOM

cowering, fearful

mngka-imguntharri
eat
-HABITNOM

'eatables' (generic for both
meat and vegetable food)

varryayi-imguntharri
drag
-HABITNOM

kangaroo tail

kaq>a-imguntharri
cook -HABITNOM

kitchen

ny1na-nguntharr1
sit -HABITNOM

chair, saddle

As these last two examples show, the referent of the nominalization does
not necessarily correspond to an object of the corresponding active finite
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verb.

Nor does it necessarily correspond to a possible subject of the

passive finite verb.
does

not

take

inflections.

Byina-P 'sit' does not take an accusative object and

either

the

passive

derivational

suffix

or

passive

Similarly, the referent of kamp&DDgUDtharri is a location

which may not appear as either an accusative object or the passive subject
of kampa-L 'cook ' •
However, the nominalized verb may, very rarely, appear in a standard
passive clause frame with a nominative subject and ;' an effector argument
denoting the agent:
33. vanthanha-a kartu vangka-nguru?
which -ACC 2sgNOM talk -PRES
ngunhu -lwa ngaliwa -lu

thatNOM-ID

1myi.wiya-nnguntharri.
1pl(inc)-EFF insult -HABITNOM

Which one are you talking about?
That one that's always being rubbished by us.
Interestingly, the Martuthunira habitual nominalization is apparently
cognate with a Ngarluma and Yinyjiparnti suffix
Wordick (1982:110) glosses as 'thing for'.

(-CM)-puntharri which

The suffix occurs both on nouns

and verbs and despite similar semantics does not appear to involve the
passive derivational suffix.
tburla

Some Yinyjiparnti examples are:

-vuntbarri

depression in base of spear

spearthrower peg-'thing for'
warlima-npuntharri
sweep -'thing for'

broom

parni-vuntbarri

chair

sit

-'thing for•
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6.2.6 Counterfactuals
Martuthunira has both active and passive counterfactual inflections.

These

indicate events which did not happen or which are not happening but which
would have been expected to have taken place or be happening if other
events had turned out differently.

Examples 34 and 35 illustrate the

active inflection, 36 and 37 involve the passive inflection 3 •
34. thampa-rru vi.ya.a 118Dku-lha parla-a parrilDgku-marni
almost-NOW maybe grab -PAST stone-ACC hit
-CONTR
warnmalyi-marta, nganaju-u kartara-a-rru parii.Dgku-marni
stone
-PROP
1sgGEN-ACC jaw -ACC-NOW hit
-CONTR
piyuva-ma -lalha-a ngurnula-ngu-u imrla-a.
finish-CAUS-PAST-ACC thatDEF -GEN-ACC meat-ACC
[She] almost grabbed a stone and would have hit me with a stone,
would have hit me, who finished up her meat, in the jaw.
35 • ngawu, ttmrlaji.Dkarri 11ap.ili,
118.lJ8.l"!"U-wa ngunhaa llir. ta
yes
poor fellow
FaFa+1POSS good
-YK thatNOM not
nhawu-lha ngali -i.
see -PAST 1dl(inc)-ACC
ngawu, kuyil, ngunhaa 11&VWltu-u -rru llBDku-marni.
yes
bad
thatNOM harpoon-ACC-NOW grab -CONTR
ngawu, purrkuru varuul ngunhaa karta-miarni ngaJ i
-i.
yes
true
still thatNOM stab -CONTR 1dl(inc)-ACC
Yes, our poor old grandfather, good thing he didn't see us.
Yes, he's bad, he would have grabbed a harpoon.
Yes, true enough, he would have stabbed us.
36. palalyi, kartu thal.a karta-n.ngulaanu, nhnmira-rru
before
2sgNOM chest stab -PASSCONTR penis -NOW
thaatharra -rri -ma.mi.
open mouthed-INCH-CONTR
In the old days you would have been stabbed in the chest and your
penis would have opened up like a mouth [you would have wet yourself].
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37. nhiiDgara jalya-ngara yungku-ngulaanu kapalya-ngara -a
thisPLURAL scrap-PLURAL give -PASSCONTR pet
-PLURAL-ACC
ngaliwa -vu -u
•ngka-lwaa -lpurtu.
1pl(inc)-GEN-ACC eat -PURPs:o-COMP

These scraps should have been given to those pets of ours to eat.
[but for some reason they weren't].
As 37 shows, the attendant circumstances need not be specified but may be
implied by the use of the inflection and other grammatical markers, in this
instance the 'complementary' adverbial clitic -lpurtu (7.2.9).
Counterfactuals are also used to refer to future events.

Here the

speaker predicts that the event described will not happen unless things as
they are now change in some way:

38. nJ:mwana virta-ngara nJ:mura-npa-marni jalurra-a piya-rninyji.
2pl

youth-PLURAL know -INCH-CONTR song -ACC sing-FUT

nganarna wuraal -wa-rru nyina-marni mir.ta-rru piya-1.yarra
1pl(exc) alright-~ -NOW stay -CONTR not
-NOW sing-CTEMP
jalurra-ngara-a purnUllJ>uru-rru.
song-PLURAL-ACC quiet
-NOW

You boys should learn to sing the songs. Alright, we should be staying
quiet and not singing now.
41 • nhiJU warrirti vurnta-rnu

this

spear

nJ:mwana-lu yungku-nguli-ma.rni
break-PASSP 2pl
-EFF give -PASS -CONTR

nganaju-u llimi -1.
1sgGEN-ACC uncle-ACC

This spear broken by you should be given to my uncle [to be fixed].

6.2.7 Unrealized
The unrealized inflection is poorly represented in the data and I am not
completely confident of my semantic characterization of the suffix at this
time.

It generally indicates that the event denoted by the verb did not,
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is not, or will not happen even though there is every expectation that the
event ought to happen.

Usually the speaker is baffled as to the possible

cause of the non-occurrence of the event and in this respect the unrealized
inflection is quite different from the counterfactual.
The

following

examples

were

constructed

to ·elicit

an

English

translation, and are presented here with Algy Paterson's extended glosses.
These make reasonably clear the kinds of implication the suffix encodes.
Notice that the paraphrase given for 42 involves the counterfactual form of
the verb.

40. nhiyu an-la kaq>a
-yaangu.
thisNOM meat be cooking-UNREAL
"This meat should've bin cooked but he's not. He's a meat there
not cooking. He's either hard to cook or no fire there.w

41. kartu jinangku-raangu ngurnaa.
2sgNOM track
-UNREAL thatACC
"What's wrong. Why didn't you track 'im?tt
42. ngunhaa kartarawurri
-yaangu.
thatNOM come around corner-UNREAL
ttinstead he went other way. He didn't come. Fella that supposed to
come around, kartarawurri-marni., he gone somewhere else.w
The

following

illustration.

examples

from

unelicited

text

provide

more

natural

In 43, the speaker has unwittingly seated himself on a

bedroll belonging to a pair of people with whom he is required to maintain
a relationship of strict avoidance.
belongings.

In 44,

This avoidance extends to personal

the speaker is momentarily unable to identify a

particular species of bird •
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43. ngavu, ngayu

puni-lha nyina-lu
ngurriny-tha, kurnta-yaangu.
1sgNOM go -PAST sit-PURPss swag
-LOC shame -UNREAL

yes

Yes, I went to sit on that swag, I ought to have felt 'shame'.
44. ngayu

ugalarri.-lha-rru varnu. kullyan.pa-ya.angu ka11ka-a-lva
1sgNOM forget -PAST-NOW ASSERT think
-UNREAL one -ACC-ID

·kalyarran-ta nyina-vayara-a.
branch -LOC sit -HABIT-ACC

I truly forgot. I ought to have thought of that one that always
sits on a branch, but I didn't.

45. wantharni-npa-lha-lpurtu kuyi.l.yarri-lha, panyu nyina-yaangu
how
-INCH-PAST-COMP become bad-PAST good be
-UNREAL
kur.ta-ngara -lu vankama-rnu, Dlmura -rru nyi.D.a...arni.
clever-PLURAL-EFF raise-PASSP knowing-NOW sit -CONTR

How did it happen that [she] became bad. She ought to be good,
being brought up by the clever old people. She should know.

6.3 Derivations

6.3.1 Passive
The passive derivational suffix, -CM-ngull-Ji is attached to verb stems to
produce new stems of the ,¢-conjugation. The syntax of passive clauses is
discussed in sections 10.3 and 11.5. It need not be discussed at length
here.

Basically, the passive serves to reorganize the arguments of a

predicate so that an accusative object of the active verb appears as the
nominative subject of the passive verb, and the subject of the active verb
(optionally)

appears as an NP marked with the effector suffix.

For

example, compare the passive sentence in 46b with its active counterpart
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46a:
46a.

DgUDhu

kanyara ngurnu

thatNOM man

m.yi-1

yanga-lvayara.

thatACC dog-ACC chase-HABIT

That man is always chasing that dog.
b.

DgUDhu

m.yi yanga-DDgUli-vayara ngulu

thatNOM dog

chase-PASS

-HABIT

kanyara-lu.

thatEFF man

-EFF

That dog is always being chased by that man.
The suffix is shared by all the Ngayarda languages (though the Ngarluma
form is -CM-ngali- as a result of phonological changes) and is probably
related, at least historically, to an inchoative suffix

-ngul.1-,d

to nominal

stems (6.3.7) which also occurs in the Mantharta and Kanyara languages.

6.3.2 Collective
Verb stems derived by the addition of the collective suffix allow three
different interpretations.
activity

described

by

the

Firstly, the suffix may indicate that the
verb

stem

is

performed

together

by

the

participants denoted by the non-singular subject NP. The following examples
illustrate the collective suffix on intransitive verb stems.

The different

forms of the suffix are presented in Table 6.3, section 6.1.4.2 above.
tba'lftlra-la-rru.
47. ku]hanpa-ngara puni-marri-layi tbarrva-lu
fish
-PLURAL go -COLL -FUT enter-PURPss net
-LOC-NOW

The fish will all swim together into the net.
48. ngal1va
nJi,Da-marri-layi vangkarnu-marra.
1pl(inc)NOM sit -COLL -FUT talk-COLL+CTEMP

We'll sit around and have a talk.
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Secondly,

where the verb is transitive

reciprocal action.

the suffix

o~en

indicates

That is, the participants denoted by the non-singular

subject are assumed to be performing the action on one another.

For

example:

49. nhartu-npa-lha-lwa ngula? aarrari-virraa ngalal nhawu-;yarra
what-INCH-PAST-ID IGNOR word
-PRIV
just
look-COLL+CTEMP
marrari-virraa, kamparta...a-rri-nguN.
word
-PRIV
angry-CAUS-COLL-PRES
vantbarlli-ma-rri-layi? parrungka-marri-layj. wiyaa.
how
-CAUS-COLL-FUT shout
-COLL -FUT maybe
What happened? They're just looking at each other without
a word, making each other angry. What will they do next?
Maybe they'll start shouting at each other.
However, in many cases the suffix indicates that the action is performed
collectively by the subject participants.

An explicit transitive object

need not be present.

50. nganarna
marla-a wantha-lwayara pawulu-ngara-a
1pl(exc)NOM meat-ACC leave -HABIT
child-PLURAL-ACC
mingka-;yarri-waa.
eat
-COLL-PURPs:o
We used to leave the children meat so they could eat together.
51. wiruvanti. Ji,rla karlva-marri.-layi, ngarti.l waru.ul
morning
only get up-COLL -FUT
again
still
mng1ca-;yarri-layi ngurnu tharnta-a.
eat
-COLL -FUT thatACC euro -ACC
In the morning we'll get up together, and we'll still have
another feed of that euro.
Thirdly, the collective suffix may be used on a verb to emphasise the
existence of a particular kin relationship between participants in the
clause.

In particular, the suffix indicates that the participants are in
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the same alternating generation set (see section 1.3.2.2).
-rni-va. kartu karri-laJi Dlmrta-npa ..-..rri-ngu-rra-rni
like that-NOW-YK 2sgNOM stand-FUT wild-INCH-COLL-PASS-CTEMP-NOW

52. yimpala

ngayu vanyjarri-laJi. llir.ta-rru Dhuvana-lu Dhuunuvarnti-lu
1sgNOM go
-FUT
not
-NOW 2pl
-EFF spouse pair-EFF
puranyi-lvarri-ngu-layi.
see
-COLL -PASS-FUT

That's bow it is. You're being gotten wild with. I'm going. I won't
[stay where I can] be seen by you two, husband and wife, in-laws of mine.

53. kartu Dhawu-;yarri-va;yara nyiDu
2sgNOM see

-malyura-llBrllU-ngu?
Bro-in-law-2POSS -GROUP-ACC

-COLL -HABIT

mir.ta, ngayu mir.ta Dhawu-yarri-va;yara.
not
1sgNOM not
see -COLL -HABIT
ngawu, ngayu kangku-laJi kartungu Dhawu-;yarri-vaa
yes
1sgNOM take -FUT 2sgACC
see-COLL-PURPs:o
nyiDu
-malyura -ngu.
Bro-in-law-2POSS
-ACC

Have you ever seen that brother-in-law of yours?
No, I've never seen him.
Okay, I'll take you to see your brother-in-law.
The relationship between the collective and reciprocal functions of the
suffix and this marking of kin group is not immediately obvious.

However,

it can be argued that interaction between members of the same generation
set is characterized by a tendency towards collective activity, while by
contrast,

relations

between

people

in

the

different

typically involves varying degrees of respectful avoidance.

generation

sets

The use of the

collective suffix to mark the former relationship is a reflection of these
institutionalized
discussion and

patterns

of social

interaction.

For more detailed

an explanation of the relationship between collective

activity and particular kin relationships in the Ngayarda language area see
Dench (1987).
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To sum up, collective verbs may have three different interpretations:
action performed by a group acting together (collective), action involving
members of a group each acting on the other

(reciprocal),

involving persons in the same generation set (kin group).

or action

The reading of a

particular instance of the suffix partly depends on the verb to which it is
attached and on the syntactic context in which that verb occurs.

The range

of syntactic contexts and associated interpretations of the suffix are set
out in Table 6.4:
Table 6.4 : Possible Interpretations of the Collective Suffix

verb

subject

object

interpretation
reciprocal

collective kin group

intransitive

non-singular

transitive

non-singular

no

transitive

non-singular

yes

transitive

singular

no

yes

transitive

singular

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

Where the subject of the clause is singular the suffix may only have the
kin group interpretation.

This does not imply that the subject of the

clause must be one of the participants linked by the use of the suffix.
For example, in the following sentence the participants linked by the
suffix as belonging to the one generation set do not include the subject of
the clause (the speaker).

One is the object of the verb and the other a

locational argument.
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54. DgaJU kangku.-ya.rri-lha panaka -ngurni karillarra-wuJU-u
1sgNOM take -COLL-PAST section-OBSCRD section -SIDE-ACC
marrari -milyarra, martutbunira-a Dhuura-upa -vaa.
language-ALL
-ACC know -INCB-PURPs:o

I took the karimarra boy along, after the panaka
boy, towards the language, to learn Martuthunira. (I taught two
boys who are together in the same generation set.)
There is no syntactic context which forces a reciprocal reading for a
verb bearing the collective suffix.

Although a reciprocal reading is

available where a transitive verb appears with no object and the subject is
non-singular, a collective reading is always possible here given the
frequent

ellipsis

of

arguments.

To

some

extent,

interpretation

reciprocal or collective depends on the particular verb.

as

For example, 55

below will almost always give a collective reading while 56 will usually
yield a reciprocal reading:
55. nga11va •ngka-yarri-nguru..
1pl{inc) eat
-COLL -PRES
We're eating together.
( ?? We're eating one another.)
56. ngaJ iva thani-yarri-nguru.
1pl{inc) hit -COLL -PRES
We're hitting one another.
( ?? We're hitting together.)
This suggests that separate collective and reciprocal meanings need not be
established for the suffix.

Rather, a single collective meaning will allow

a reciprocal interpretation in certain syntactic contexts and with certain
verbs.
While a clause with a non-singular subject will allow a kin group
reading as well as a possible collective or reciprocal reading, the suffix
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itself does

not

require

that members

of the group be

in

the

same

generation.

This is made clear in the following example in which the

non-singular subject is a disharmonic pronoun (5.1.2) and hence only the
collective (or reciprocal) reading is possible.

57.

ngunbaa mir.ta varuul kuliya-rnuru nganajumarta

thatNOM not

still

hear

-PRES

-a

1dl(different)-ACC

wang1carnu-marri-nyila-a.
talk
-COLL -PrREL-ACC

He still can't hear us talking together (to one another).
Clearly, the kin group meaning of the suffix must be independent of the
collective meaning and the suffix must be described as polysemous between
these two meanings.

6.3.3 Inchoative -npa-9°
The -npa~ inchoative derives mainly intransitive verbs from nominal stems
and is fully productive.

Inchoative verbs describe the process of a change

in state of the subject of the verb resulting in the state denoted by the
nominal stem.

However, in some cases the verb may describe the persistence

or maintenance of a state, assumed to be temporary,

rather than the

inception of that state.
Most examples of the inchoative involve nominal stems which usually
denote properties of entities.

The subject of the verb thus attains the

property denoted by the nominal stem.
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piyuva -npa-fi
f inished-INCH-

become finished, die,

mtbmutbu-npa-0
cool
-INCH-

cool down

jinyji-varla-npa-P
f at
-FULL -INCH-

get fat

waluwaJu-npa-,0
dark
-INCH-

get dark

Where the stem is a nominal which is usually understood to denote an.
entity, the inchoative verb forces an interpretation whereby this nominal
is seen as denoting a property.

It is not possible to say that the subject

of the verb becomes the entity denoted by the nominal stem in all cases.

tburla-npa4
eye
-INCH-

wake up, be born

nganyurta-npa-,ff
sweat
-INCH-

be sweating

puvara-npa-e'
coal -INCH-

(fire) become coals

yirlirli-npa-jj
maggot -INCH-

(meat) become maggotty

pawu.lu-ngara-npajli
child-PLURAL-INCH-

have children

This last verb is illustrated in the following example:

58. ngayu nhavu-lba kayarra-a tharratal-yu, ,aanlra
viyaa,
1sgNOM see -PAST two -ACC bird(sp.)-ACC spouse(pr.) maybe
ja11pa -rru pavulu-ngara-npa-layi.-rru.
moment-NOW child-PLURAL-INCH-FUT-NOW
I saw two tharratal birds, maybe husband and wife, they'll
soon be getting children.
On locational nominals,

either stems involving a locational nominal
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suffix

or

inherent

locatives,

the

inchoative derives

a

motion

verb

(10.1.5).
parlu-ngka-npa-P
top -Loe -INCH-

get to the top

kana-ngka-npa4
clear-LOC-INCH-

come into the clear

yilangu-npa-ft
here
-INCH-

get to be here

ngurra-arta-npa-0
camp-DirALL-INCH-

move to camp

yawurrarni-npa_.p
westCENTRI-INCH-

come here to the west

59. Dhiyu-rru-wa m.rna-ngka-rru. nguJ.angu-npa-lha-rru,
this -NOW-YK close-LOC -NOW there -INCH-PAST-NOW

m.rna-ngka-npa-lha -rru tbanuwa-ngara-urta,
close-LOC-INCH-PAST-NOW food -PLURAL-PROP

nyina-laJi. vangkarnu-marra
-rru.
sit -FUT talk
-COLL+CTEMP-NOW
They're close now. Once they've gQt there, come close up
with all the food, they stop and talk together.
A number of inchoative verbs take an accusative object.

Firstly, the

tWC>-place nominal predicates nbuura 'knowing' and v1ru •wanting', form
verbs with two arguments (10.1.7).
nbuura-npa_,,
viru-npa-,0

learn
want, like

Other inchoative verbs optionally take an accusative argument.
panyu-npa-,D
good -INCH-

become good,
be kind to NPacc

paya -npa4
angry-INCH-

become angry
get angry with NPacc
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get closer
get close to NPacc

111r11&-npa-4
close-INCHThe verb 111r11&-jS

'get close to' implies a changing locative relation

between two arguments, the one coming closer to the other.
the

verb

111rna-ngka-npa-,0

'come

close

up'

exemplified

By contrast,
in

59

above,

describes the attainment of a fixed locational goal defined in terms of the
'close' relation.
Finally,

some

inchoative

'benefactive' arguments.

verbs

occur

in

the

data

with

added

For example:

pirrimanta-npa4
fiddler
-INCH-

become a fiddler
fiddle with NPacc

jirruna-npa-,0
sneaky -INCH-

be sneaky
sneak up on NPacc

6.3.4 Causative/Factitive -ma-L
The suffix typically attaches to a nominal stem and derives a transitive
verb.

As with the inchoative suffix, the most common nominal stems denote

properties of entities.

The subject of the causative verb effects a change

in state of the object of the verb, the eventual state being denoted by the
nominal stem of the verb.
karlara-ma-L
hot
-CAUS-

make hot

jarrala-ma-L
healthy-CA US-

make healthy, heal

DhDrnti-ma-L
dead -CAUS-

kill
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roll up

pUDkuWUDku-ma-L
rolled up-CAUS-

Whan based on a nominal which usually refers to an entity the verb
describes the creation of that entity.

The object of the verb describes

the materials out of which the referent of the verb stem is manufactured
although such an object often does not appear.

The examples below are

given with a typical object in parentheses.
karla-ma-L
f ire-CAUS-

make a fire (firewood)

marntanhu...a-L
net
-CAUS-

make a net (spinifex)

ngurriny...a-L
swag -CAUS-

roll a swag (swag)

varrirti...a-L
spear -CAUS-

make a spear (type of wood)

pul.yu...a-L
plug -CAUS-

make a plug (tobacco)

pirtuvangu...a-L
prisoner -CAUS-

make an initiation
prisoner (youth)

60. ngunbaa varrapa Jlal"D.tanhu...a-nngulj.-vayara.
thatNOM spinifex net
-CAUS-PASS -HABIT
That spinifex used to be made into fishing nets.

61. ngayu Dhawu-lba ngurnu virta-a.
1sgNOM see -PAST thatACC youth-ACC
ngunbaa pirtuvangu...a-nnguli...arni.

thatNOM prisoner-CAUS-PASS

-CONTR

I saw that youth. He should have been taken prisoner.
The causative suffix also

occurs

on

example:
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inflected

nominal

stems,

for

puutbuni -marta-ma-L
spearhead-PROP-CA US-

put a spearhead (on a spear)

nguyirri-virraa-ma-L
sleep
-PRIV -CAUS-

keep awake, make without
sleeping

llirru
-agka-.a-L
spearthrower-LOC-CAUS-

load (spear) onto spearthrower

vilyara -la -ma-L
shoulders-LOC-CAUS-

put (animal carcass) on shoulders

kartara-la-.a-L
cheek -LOC-CAUS-

put (tobacco plug) in cheek

Verbs based on locative expressions are especially common.

When the

locative expression describes a bodypart location the body part is usually
associated with the subject.
to be checked.

Whether or not this is a strict rule is yet

Consider the following examples:

62. ngayu yarta-vuyu-lpurtu kanyara, llir.ta v1ru
1sgNOM other-SIDE-COMP
man
not
wanting
kuliya-la-ma-rninyji Dhuvana-vu-u marrari-ngara-a.
ear -LOC-CAUS-FUT
2pl -GEN-ACC word-PLURAL-ACC

I'm a man of the other side (patrimoiety), I don't want to get
your words in [my] ear.
On some manner nominals the causative suffix derives a verb which can be
glossed as 'do MANNER'. The action described by the verb is assumed to be
transitive and an affected accusative object may appear.

jarruru-ma-L
slowly-CA US-

do slowly (to NPacc)

lllrti-ma-L
fast-CA US-

do quickly (to NPacc)

-.a-L
like that-CAUS-

do like that (to NPacc)

yillpala
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63. nlmla

kalaymaarta tbuulva-1.yu. kartu murti-ma-rnuru
near you billycan
pull out-IMP 2sgNOM fast-CAUS-PRES

karlarra-npa-virri-1.
hot
-INCH-LEST -ACC

Pull out that billycan [from the fire]. Do it quickly lest
it get too hot (to hold).
Finally, the causative has a restricted function deriving transitive
verbs from the past tense forms of intransitive verbs (6.2.4).
vanti-lba-.a-L
lie -PAST-CAUS-

make lie down

parrani-lha-.a-L
return-PAST-CA US-

bring back

Algy Paterson would not accept examples based on transitive verb stems and
produced analytic causatives using various verbs of coercion instead.

6.3.5 Involuntary States -rri-The

-rri-JI verbalizing

suffix

derives

intransitive

verbs

describing

involuntary bodily processes, or the involuntary development of mental
states.
parravarra-rr14
shivering-INCH-

shiver

nguri-rri-1$
odour-INCH-

stink, be smelling

thaa-tbarra-rri..p'
mouth-open-INCH-

become open-mouthed

panga-ngara-rri-,D
itch-PLURAL-INCH-

get itchy

kur.ta-rri-P
clever-INCH-

become clever
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ngala
-rri-d
wrong thought-INCH-

forget

nhuura -rri-fl
knowing-INCH-

realize

A -rri-j inchoative is common to the languages of the Pilbara and often
has a wider function than the Martuthunira suffix.
Ngarluma

the

-rri-- inchoative

appears

to

be

the

For example,
fully

in

productive

intransitive verbalizer (corresponding to Martuthunira -npa.,P). Perhaps
related to this, there are many verbs in Martuthunira which appear to
involve a -rri-j derivational suffix but which do not conform to the
semantics of the suffix as described here.
kanarri~

For example:

cf. kana

come
clear, open

kartaravurri-'
cf. kartara

come around a corner
cheek

karryarri-_d

crouch down (cf. Panyjima karrka
pelvis)

6.3.6 Body Noises -karri...,S
This suffix appears on a few nominals all of which describe involuntary
body noises.

The resulting verbs are intransitive.
ji.nkurn-karri-d
sneeze -NOISE-

sneeze

ngaJiny-karr14
breath -NOISE-

breathe

wu.uny-karri-0
noise-NOISE-

make a 'wuny' noise
(call of male bustard)

thiirr-yarri-JJ
f art -NOISE-

fart
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Dbuurr-yarr14
noise -NOISE-

snore (make a 'nhuurr' noise)

kaal-yarri-ji
?
-NOISE-

click (of sinusses)

The suffix may be involved in the following verbs also:
pamararri-1}
cf. pama-L

call out to
shout

parnta,.arr14
cf. parnta-L

explode
rain

viruvarri-Jf
cf. v1ru

be homesick
feelings, wanting

In the first two cases the suffix (-rarri following stem final a, -yarri
following 1) appears to be attached to a verb stem.

However, there are not

enough examples in the data to be sure of the relationship between these
verb forms.

6.3.7 Psychological State -ngu114
This suffix is common to a number of languages of the area including
Panyjima, Yinyjiparnti and Jiwarli. In Martuthunira the suffix is normally
attached either to nominals denoting some physical property or to nominals
denoting body-parts.

The verb based on the physical property nominal

describes a psychological awareness of the existence of that state in the
body.

Based on a body-part the verb describes a pain in or lack of

function in that part.
punga-nguli..p'

have stomach ache

guts -PSYCH-
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Although

the

psychological

kuyil-nguli..p
bad -PSYCH-

feel awful

111tbu-ngul1-cold -PSYCH-

feel cold

puntharri-nguli-.p'
chill
-PSYCH-

have a chill

two

state

suffixes

have

very

inchoative

is

probably

derivational suffix at some diachronic level.

different
related

functions,
to

the

this

passive

The following example, which

looks very like a passive but involves a nominal stem other than a physical
property or part, suggests that a 'missing link' might exist:
71. ngaJiva wayi yakarrangu vii nha1111-layi
1pl
maybe sun
if see -FUT
kana-ngka-npa -nyila-a vii warnan-nguli-lha-nguru vii.
clear-LOC-INCH-PrREL-ACC if rain -NGULI-PAST-ABL if

Maybe we'll see, if the sun comes out in the clear, if we've
been rained in.
Although similar examples with the nominal warnan •rain' were accepted, my
attempts to elicit similar examples with other nominal stems, or with
additional arguments (such as effector NPs) failed.

6.3.8 Controlled Contact -tha-L
This suffix occurs on just a few verb and nominal stems and may be related,
ultimately, to the Western Desert verb thu-B •to put• (Dixon 1980:405) and
which

O'Grady

(1966)

reconstructs

for

proto-Ngayarda.

The

derived

transitive verb emphasizes a controlled bringing into contact of two
objects.
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6.3.9 The

vitiviti-tba-L
hanging -PUT-

hang up

vurrulyva-tba-L
leaves
-PUT-

place on leaves

punkurri-tba-L
covered -PUT-

cover over

nguri-tba-L
odour-PUT-

sniff at

karta-tba-L
karta-L

chop out (honey), carve (an artefact)
stab, poke, chop

varrpurri-tba-L
varrpurri...-

bathe (a wound, sore)
swim, wash

-:ngku-sJ Verbalizer

This verbalizer derives transitive verbs of the NG-subconjugation from
nominal stems.

On the basis of the few examples it is not possible to

describe the meaning of the suffix.
jina-ngku4

track

foot-VERBvaya-ngku_p

frighten

fear-VERBmirti-ingku-Ji
fast -VERB-

run after

pari-ingku-;ll
flat-VERB-

squash flat, crush

The suffix is also involved in the following verbs.
parrnpiiDgku-9

throw on ground

thartuungku-9'

meet a relative
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Lengthening of the stem final vowel occurs only where this final vowel is 1
or u, suggesting an original suffix of the form:

Given the patterns of lenition that have affected the language, and the
fact that these verbs select the NG-subconjugation form of the unrealized
inflectional suffix, the suffix can be tentatively identified as the result
of the historical incorporation of the independent verb kang)m..P 'take,
carry'.

However, without a better understanding of the meaning of these

few verbs it is not possible to take this analysis any further.

6.3.10 Zero Derivations
A number of verb stems are identical to nominal stems and suggest a
restricted process of zero derivation.
jivarra..P
white

shine white (of eyes)

kurnta..p
shame

speak or feel 'shame'

puntharri-P
chill

bleed, break body part

marnjura-L
urine

urinate

kullJB-L
ear

hear

Jlal,.rra-L

be feeling sick, unwell

pain
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All of these verbs refer essentially to body processes but it is not
possible to make any more specific generalizations.
membership does

not

Choice of conjugation

appear to have any clear motivation

from these

examples, it does not correlate with the transitivity of the verb.
In addition, a number of verbs are based on locative expressions:
get closer (of sun)
kana-ngka-1-kana-ngka-,8 become light (of day)
clear-LOC-?-clear-LOC-

put on head

parna-ngka-L

head -LOCaim at

yurti-ngka-L

side -LOCFinally, two verbs which appear to involve the locative suffix and which
might be grouped with the first set are:
be frightened (of)
fear
blow with the mouth

puungka..p

6.3.11 Other Possible Derivational Suffixes
A few verb forms suggest other derivational suffixes but at this stage not
enough examples have been found to allow a clear definition of the range
and function of these processes.
Firstly,

two verbs

allow identification of a nominal stem with a

lengthened final vowel which may descend from a suffix •-ka cognate with
the Ngarluma productive causative -ka-L
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mlha--L
point-VERB-

put a point on

ngal..y&--L

spin (hair)

spike

-VERB-

The following unanalysable verbs may also have been derived by this suffix:
tie up
tie up
go (avoidance lg.)

jankaa-L
jarraa-L

puraa-L

Finally, two verbs involve the addition of a suffix -nyja to a nominal
stem:
kuna-nyja-L
faeces-VERB-

defecate (on)

yawurru-nyja-L
west
-VERB-

miss a shot at

6.3.12 Summary Examples
A few nominals

appear with a

range

of verbalizing suffixes

demonstrating the different meanings of the morphemes.
nlmura 'knowing' and kullya 'ear' are listed below.
nhuura

knowing

nlmura-npa-j(
knowing-INCH-

learn

nlmura...a-L
knowing-CAUS-

teach, show

nlmura-rri..,D
knowing-INCH-

realize
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clearly

Verbs based on

kuliya

ear

kuliJ&-L

hear

kuliJa-npa~
ear
-INCH-

think, believe

kuliJ&-ma-L
ear
-CAUS-

remind

kuliya-rri-,e'
ear
-INCH-

feel, perceive
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Chapter 7
Adverbs, Clitics and Mi.Dor Parts of Speech

In this chapter I describe a collection of post-inflectional clitics and a
collection of minor parts of speech including adverbs and exclamations
(3.1.3). Since the clitics are semantically and syntactically comparable
with

the

other

parts

of

speech

and

differ

phonologically dependent on a preceding word,

only

in

that

they

are

they will be discussed

together with independent forms in the sections that follow.
The organization of this chapter is as follows.
the relative order of clitics.

Section 7 .1 describes

Section 7 .2 describes the adverb.· classesin

detail while section 7.3 discusses adverb syntax.

The remaining sections

describe each of the minor parts of speech.

7.1 Clitic Morphology

As defined in 3.2.2, clitics may occur on any part of speech with the
exception of exclamations ,

and

follow any nominal or verbal suffixes

attached to a word.

A number of clitics may follow the one word and these

typically occur

a

in

fixed

order.

The

'clitic

cluster'

is

structure, unlike the collection of suffixes following a nominal.
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a

flat

That is,

there is no concentric scoping whereby one clitic is included within the
scope of a following clitic and the meaning is a result of an ordered
combination of the two.

Instead, a number of clitics may have scope over

the same syntactic unit.
Although complex clitic structures are not particularly common it is
possible to work out a preferred sequence from orders betrayed in simpler
Table 7.1 shows the relative ordering of the clitics 1 •

structures.

Table 7.1

-lpurtu

-rru

Order of Clitics

-lwa

-1

-nu

-yi
-wa

The relative positions of the clitics does not. appear to correlate with
natural groupings of clitic functions.
(7.2.9) and -nu •quotative'

The clitics -lpurtu •complementary'

(7.2.2) are functionally equivalent to the

propositional adverbs described

in 7 .2.

The clitics -rru

'now',

-lva

'identification' and -va •you know', have important text-cohesive functions

(7. 9). By contrast, -1 'then', has very similar temporal functions to
locational nominal suffixes.

Finally, the 'vocative' clitic -va is grouped

with exclamations (7.12).
The position of the clitics with respect to other clausal constituents
is variable.

Although there is some tendency for clitics to occur in

second position in NPs (attached to the first word) this is by no means a
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strict rule.

As discussed in section 7 .3, the position of clitics and

adverbs with respect to constituents at a number of syntactic levels is
quite meaningful.

7.2 Adverbs

The adverb class consists of a group of items which modify a proposition by
giving some pragmatic information such as the speaker's state of mind
concerning what is said, his intentions in presenting the information, or
the status of the information 2 :
wrla

warnu
wrtu
ngula

kana
paju
warra

The

group

also

includes

MISTakenly thought
ASSERTedly
HYPoTHetically
IGNORantly
RHETorically
REALly
CONTrastively
the

clitics

-nu

'QUOTative'

and

-1purtu

•COMPlement'. Adverbs have scope over an immediately preceding constituent
and present some interesting problems for syntactic description.

These are

discussed in section 7.3.

7 .2.1 warnu ASSERTedly

This adverb is used to assert the speaker's belief in the truth of what he
is saying.

Varnu also indicates the speaker's belief that he might not be

expected to say what he is saying or to present his personal viewpoint in
such a way.
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The ad verb is often used in complaints or admonitions ( 1 and 2): by
making

blunt

contradiction.

assertions

of

personal

belief

the

speaker

invites

In other circumstances the adverb is used in praising

someone (3 and 4).
1•

Dlmvana-yi pavulu-ngara kuliya-1.yu varra. kuliya-marta varnu I
2pl
-voe child-PLURAL listen-IMP CONT ear -PROP ASSERT
Hey you kids listen for a change. You've got ears (correct me if
I'm wrong)!

2.

Dlmvana panyu-ma.-rninyji lliDthal-va-rru. kanya.ra-lpurtu varnul
2pl
good-CAUS-FUT
alone -~ -NOW man
-COMP
ASSERT
You fix it yourselves now. You're men!

3. ngavul panyu varuul-va-rru yiJlpala,
Yes

good

still

-?

punyjarti varnu kartu.
-NOW like that generous ASSERT 2sgNOM

Yes! You're still good like that, you're generous I say.
4.

Dlmlaa tharnta parna varnu pariiDgku-yangu kartungku.
near you euro
head ASSERT shoot
-PASSP 2sgEFF
That euro has beeri shot right in the head by you (you're a good shot!)
Varnu is often used in giving explanations of situations.

In this case

it is typically followed by pala 'IT' (7.10) which functions as a dummy
demonstrative making extended reference to the state of affairs purportedly
explained by the varnu-marked assertion.

The explanations are presented as

the speaker's personal inferences and are open to contradiction.
5.

m.yi yanga.-1.yarra puni-lha, pavulu-ngara-lu
thatNOM dog follow-CTEMP go -PAST child-PLURAL-EFF

nganaju ngunhu

1sgACC

llir.ta varnu pala jarraa-rnu.
not
ASSERT IT
tie up-PASSP
That dog followed after me, I'd say it wasn't tied up by the children.
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6.

ngayu

nhuura-ma-lalha nganaju-u

1sgNOM know-CAUS-PAST

varangart1-1 miy.l-marnu-u,

trap

vantharni vantha-rrvaa

set -PURPs:o

manku-lay.l mijira-a,

-ACC dog -ASSOC-ACC get

parla-marta-a varnu

aira-a

1sgGEN-ACC son-ACC how
-FUT

dingo-ACC

pala, panyu varuul-wa-rru.

money-PROP-ACC ASSERT IT

good

still

-~

-NOW

I showed my son how to set dog traps to get dingoes.
Well they're worth money, and that's good.

7.2.2 -nu QUOTative
Like many Australian languages, Martuthunira has a clitic which indicates
that the speaker has no direct evidence for the truth of a statement and
instead knowledge of the situation arises from hearsay (Wilkins 1985: 12,
Laughren 1982:137, Austin 1981a:173).
7.

mir.ta-nu

not

jarruru kanarra patha-rralha. ngunhaa-!!!!_,

-QUOT slowly wind

blow -PAST

thatNOM-QUOT

ngunhaa puulyva-lalha kanarra-la thavu-lalha y.llhi-1.

thatNOM puff

-PAST

wind

-LOC send -PAST

chip-ACC

The wind didn't blow slowly, so they say. And apparently that
fellow puffed and sent the chips away on the wind.
8.

jina-!!!!_

ngurnaa pal.yarra-ma-Ja]ha yanga-1.yarra, ngurnu-lwa

foot-QUOT thatACC plain
kaya.rra-a wirra

two

-CAUS-PAST

chase-CTEMP

thatACC-ID

-!!!! ngunhaa
foot-BELONG-QUOT thatNOM

-tharra-a. ji.Da-vura

-ACC boomerang-DUAL-ACC

pal.ya.rra vanti-nguru.

plain

lie

-PRES

It is said their feet made the plain like that, chasing those two
boomerangs. That plain is a result of their feet, so it's said.
The use of the clitic in reporting events for which the speaker has no
direct evidence is most common in mythological texts (Wilkins reports the
same for Mparntwe Arrernte (1985:12)).
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The clitic may also be used in direct orders, suggestions and in making
statements about oneself, to distance oneself from the assertions.

For

example:

9.

nhiyu ~ virra
ngatbu yinka -mu. D.lmvana-nu
thisNOM-QUOT boomerang 1sgEFF chisel-PASSP 2pl -QUOT
kanarri-layi nganaju-aJ.lyarra nhavu-lu -~ virra
-tharra-a.
come
-FUT 1sgACC -ALL
see-PURPss-QUOT boomerang-DUAL-ACC

It is said this boomerang was made by me. Perhaps you can come to
me and see these two boomerangs
10. nhiyu -nu
yarta-lpurtu-nu parla-nu panyu paju.
thisNOM-QUOT other-COMP-QUOT hill-QUOT good REAL
It is said this hill is different, it's very good apparently.
11 • kartu -nu, manyka, puni-lay.i-rru thanuva-a-rru •mgka-ru.
2sgNOM-QUOT son
,go -FUT -NOW food -ACC-NOW eat-PURPss
Son, you're supposed to go and eat some food.

7.2.3 wurla MISTakenly thought
This adverb indicates the speaker's belief that he has made a mistake in
judgement and feels he should have known better.
12. ngayu thani-marni wurla ngurnaa my.1-1 viruvanti.
1sgNOM hit -CONTR MIST thatACC dog-ACC morning
I know I should have hit that dog this morning.
13. ngayu nhavu-lha ngurnu virta-a DJBD;yji
-i.
1sgNOM see -PAST thatACC boy-ACC pre-initiate-ACC
purrkuru wurla wurtu manarr1-ngul1-marn1,

true

MIST

BYPTH capture-PASS -CONTR

purrkuru vurla vurtu pirtuvangu-ma.-nnguli-marni'?
true
MIST BYPTH prisoner-CAUS-PASS -CONTR

I saw that boy who is due for initiation. Shouldn't he have been
caught, should have been made prisoner, or am I mistaken?
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Although the mistake in judgement is usually attributed to the speaker,
this is not always the case.

In the following example a third person is

described as mistakenly believing in his ability to repair an engine.

14. ngunhaa kuliyanpa-lha panyu-ma-rniDyji wurla. ngulangu-rru
thatNOM think
-PAST good-CAUS-FUT
MIST
there
-NOW
karri-lha nhawu-rra imrtivarla-a yinyjiD-ku. PllllJU-m&-rniDjyi
stand-PAST see-CTEMP car
-ACC engine-ACC good-CAUS-FUT
wurla. jalya -npa -lha -rru tbllrlajinkarri.
MIST
useless-INCH-PAST-NOW poor fellow

He mistakenly though he could fix it. He was standing there
looking at that car's engine. He thought he could fix it.
No he's useless that poor fellow.

7 .2.4 wurtu HYPoTHetically ,
This adverb indicates that what is being said is the speaker's humble
opinion or hypothesis and that he wants the addressee to either agree or
disagree.

Vurtu

is very similar in many of its uses to the English

tag-question construction.

However, unlike the tag-question, it does not

'pre-guess' a positive or negative response.
In examples 15 and 16 the adverb indicates a simple polar interrogative:
15. nhuvana puni-layi wurtu tba.wun-111.lyarra?
2pl
go -FUT HYPTH town -ALL
Are you going to town?
16. ngawu I ngayu ngarti-rru wurtu vangka-layi kartungu marrari-i?
yes
1sgNOM next -NOW HYPTH say
-FUT 2sgACC
word -ACC
Yes! I'll say something next, give you my side of it, shall I?
In the following complaints the adverb invokes a challenge to the addressee
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to confirm or deny an allegation.
17. Dhartul kartu kuliyanpa-nguru nganaju ngalavangka-nyi.la-a vurtu?
what
2sgNOM think
-PRES 1sgACC tell lie
-PrREL-ACC HYPTH
What! You think I'm lying do you?
18. kartu m1r. ta wurtu nbuura-npa-nguru kalika-a-lva?
2sgNOM not
HYPTH know -INCH-PRES one -ACC-ID

Aren't you waking up to what this one is?
Finally, the adverb occurs in mild exclamations that invite the addressee
to think about what is being said.

19. mir.ta vantha-rralha yavarnu -u.
not

put

yiq>ala

-PAST

piyuva

vurtul

windbreak-ACC not at all HYPTH

-rru-va kanarra-lu parnpiingku-yangu.
-EF'F throw down -PASSP

like that-NOW-YK wind

She didn't put up a windbreak. Not at all!
That's how she came to be thrown about by the wind.
20. ngunhu kanyara kul:iyanpa-nguru nbuura paju-rru tbu.rlanyarrara.
thatNOM man
think
-PRES knowing REAL-NOW poor fellow
ngaa wurtu pala, jalya

yes

HYPTH IT

wurtu, lllr.ta nlmura.

useless HYPTH not

knowing

That man thinks he really knows how to do it the poor thing.
Yes that's it isn't it, he's useless isn't he, he doesn't know.

7.2.5 ngula IGNORantly
This adverb occurs in a restricted number of environments.

Most often, it

follows an interrogative of some kind and affirms that the speaker does not
know the answer to the question being asked.
21. Dhartu-npa-lha-lva ngula tburlanyarrara kupuyu?
what-INCH-PAST-ID IGNOR poor fellow
little
What's the matter with that poor little fellow?
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22. ngayu virra
-a yi.Dka-lalba wurwaa-1.yarra nganaju-u
1sgNOM boomerang-ACC chisel-PAST do for-CTEMP
1sgGEN-ACC
nhartu-u-lva ngula kuli)'Bllpa-vaa ngatbu
uncle-ACC what-ACC-ID IGNOR think-PURPs:o 1sgEFF

mimi -i.

yi.Dka -mu -u? vantharni-i ngula vangka-lay.1?
chisle-PASSP-ACC how
-ACC IGNOR say
-FUT
I chiselled a boomerang for my uncle. I wonder what he's going to
think of that thing chiselled by me. How is he going to say it is?
23. kalika myi kangku-lha varryay.llvayara-a janurla,
one
dog take -PAST kangaroo tail-ACC mouth
vanthala ngula mngka-ru.
whereNS IGNOR eat-PURPss
One dog took a kangaroo tail in it's mouth to eat it someplace, I
don't know where.
In addition, ngula may follow the modal vay.11 'maybe' (as in 24) or a
word bearing the -nu

1

QUOTative' clitic.

Following vayil it reinforces the

notion that the statement is truly uncertain.

Following the quotative,

ngula reaffirms the speaker's lack of direct personal knowledge about the
thing being asserted.
24. ngunbu-tharra kanyara-tharra patharri-nguru vartirra-ngalyarnta
thatNOM-DUAL man
-DUAL
fight
-PRES woman
-CAUSAL
Jcalika viyaa, vanthanha-vuyu vii, vay.11 ngula J88ll

one

maybe

which

-SIDE or

ngurnaa
maybe IGNOR spouse thatACC

vartirra-a.
woman-A CC
Those two men are fighting over the woman. Maybe one of them, but
which of the two, maybe one is the spouse of that woman, I don't know.
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25. ngayu panyu-ma-lalha varrirti-1 ngurnula-ngu-u kanyara-wu-u
1sgNOM good-CAUS-PAST spear -ACC thatDEF-GEN-ACC man -GEN-ACC
wu.ruma-1.yarra puni-vaa 11Urla-a -rru vavayi-1.yarra
do for-CTEMP
go-PURPs:o meat-ACC-NOW look for-CTEMP
tharnta-a nlmva-rninyji-nu ngu.la.
euro -ACC spear-FUT -QUOT IGNOR
I fixed a spear that belonged to that man so he could go looking
for meat. He'll spear a euro apparently, I don't know.

7.2.6 kana RHETorically
Like ngula this adverb typically follows interrogatives.

Unlike ngula it

indicates that the speaker assumes there to be no answer to the question
being posed.

In this sense the question is purely rhetorical.

26. ngayu-lva wiyaa wuruma-rninyji tmrlajiDkarri-i,
1sgNOM-ID maybe do for-FUT
poor fellow -ACC
yirra-wirriva-a varnu pala. wantharni kana kalya-lvaa
tooth-PRIV -ACC IGNOR IT
how
RHET bite-PURPs:o
varrirti-ma-rninyji, 11Ulhaa-rninyji?
spear -CAUS-FUT
point -FUT
Maybe I'm the one who'll do it for him, because he's got no teeth.
How can he bite (sinew) and make a spear, put a point on a spear?
27.

jirli llir.ta panyu, kuntirri-layi, tbana-rru
1sgNOM arm
not
good
give up -FUT
let -NOW

Dga.JU

tharnta-ngara -a, wantharta kana Dlmrnti...a-rninyji?
euro
-PLURAL-ACC when
RHET dead -CAUS-FUT
My arm is no good, I'll give up (trying to spear them), let those
euros be, when am I going to kill them? (Never)
Although the adverb does not follow an interrogative in the following
two examples, the construction still has the rhetorical force of a question
with no answer.
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28. nganarna varuul-wa-rru piya-rnuru nbuvana-la
1pl(exc) still
-NOW sing-PRES 2pl
-LOC

-p

nbuura-npa-nyila-la-• kana. jalya varuul-wa-rru.
know-CAUS-PrREL-LOC-YK RHET useless still -~ -NOW

We're still singing while you are learning. [Are you? Not at all.]
You're still useless.

29. jarruru-wa kana kampa-rnuru nhiJU
slowly -YK RHET burn -PRES

yakarrangu? kuyil paju
thisNOM sun
bad
REAL

nhiJU ngallwa -a ka11Pa-rnuru yakarrangu.
thisNOM 1pl(inc)-ACC burn -PRES sun

Is this sun burning slowly? It's bad, this sun is cooking us.

7.2.7 paju REALly
The adverb paju has a range of interpretations depending on the word over
which it has scope.

Firstly, paju may have scope over an entire clause.

In such examples it serves to assert the speakers belief in the truth of
what is being stated.

For example:

30 •••• wayil vanti-nyila-a
maybe lie

~ Jilarla jalyuru-la.
-PrREL-ACC REAL hereNS hole -LOC

Maybe there really is something lying somewhere there in the hole.
31. nbuvana nganaju air.ta~ kuliyanpa-layi.
2pl
1sgACC not
REAL think
-FUT
You really don't think about me.
Secondly, following an indefinite/interrogative, it contrasts with the
adverbs ngula 'IGNORantly' and kana 'RHETorically'. Like kana, paju has
much the force of a rhetorical question.

However, it does not imply that

there is no answer to the question being posed.
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32.

puni-vayara jinarri-rra wingka-1.yarra.
thatNOM go -HABIT ask -CTEMP eat
-CTEMP

ngunhaa

vantharta ~ win.ya-npa~layj.'?
when
REAL full -INCH-FUT
That fellow is always going asking for a feed.
When, really, is he going to get full?
33. vantharni ~ ngaliva -a paniya-virraa-ma-lalba'?
how
REAL 1pl{inc)-ACC eye
-PRIV-CAUS-PAST
How, really, did it deceive us? {lit. make us to be without eyes)
34. ngayu viru-varntura-rri-nguru vanthanha-a ~ kangku-layj..
1sgNOM like-DISTRIB-INCH-PRES which -ACC REAL take -FUT
I can't decide really which one to take.
Paju most often follows a predicate describing a state or characteristic
of some entity.

Typically, the predicate is a nominal attributing some

property to its argument:
35. ngayu 118Dku-layj. nganaju-u llimi-1
Wlll"Ulla-1.yarra karntarra-a
1sgNOM get -FUT 1sgGEN-ACC uncle-ACC do for-CTEMP
sinew -ACC
kupuyu-u, mir.ta maruvarla-a ~ nganaju kampal.alha
little-Ace not
much
-ACC REAL 1sgGEN uncle
tbu.rlaji.Dkarri yj.rra mir.ta panyu ~.
poor fellow
tooth not
good REAL
I'll get a little bit of sinew for my uncle, not too much.
My poor old uncle's teeth really aren't good.
36. vantha DgUDhu paw ~ ngurnu -ngara -a'?
where thatNOM father REAL thatOBL-PLURAL-ACC

Where's the one who is really father to that lot?
37. mir.ta varruva ~ ngunhaa, ngunhaa kanyara-npa-rra -rru.
not
devil
REAL thatNOM thatNOM human -INCH-CTEMP-NOW

They weren't true devils, they were moving towards being human now.
In these examples paju changes a description of some object from a simple
evaluation by

the

speaker

to

the

assertion
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that

the

evaluation

is

universally true.

For example, if the speaker describes something as panyu

paju 'truly good' , he makes the

~valuation

that that thing is 'good' as far

as he is concerned, and in addition asserts that that evaluation will be
acceptable to anyone; everyone would agree that the thing is 'good'.
In the following examples paju follows verbal predicates.
38. karlarra-npa-lha-la ~-rru, puvara-npa-lha-la ~-rru,
hot -INCH-PAST-LOC REAL-NOW coal-INCH-PAST-LOC REAL-NOW
ngarri-ngka kallpa-rninyji-rru panyu-ma-rninyji-rru ngurnaa.

ashes -LOC

cook -FUT

-NOW good-CAUS-FUT

-NOW thatACC

Once [the fire]has become really hot, when it's really burned
down to coals, cook that one in the ashes then, make it good.
39.

ngaJ.i

1dl

wartawirrinpa-layi yakarrangu-u kankarni-npa-waa
~·
wait for
-FUT sun
-ACC above-INCH-PURPs:o REAL

We'll wait for the sun to get really right above us.
The derived verbs in 38 and 39 describe progression towards an eventual
state of affairs in which the property denoted by the nominal stem of the
verb is attributable to the argument of the verb.

Following such a verb

paju not only indicates the successful accomplishment of that eventual

state of affairs, but implies that the eventual state is 'really' described
by the nominal stem.
In examples 40 and 41 below, paju modifies a nominal in a part whole
construction.

In 40, it has scope over the whole of which the (assumed)

argument of the verb is a part.

Here the adverb emphasises that the

argument of the verb is a true part of the whole.
hand, paju has scope over a part.

In 41 , on the other

In this case it emphasises that it is

truly the particular part of the whole that is affected by the action of
the verb.
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40. nbuwala puni-layi manku-lu

2dl

go

-FUT

Iturlanypungkunhu-u-va 2!.J!!_.

get-PURPss plaQe name

-ACC-YK REAL

You two go and get [a knife] that is really [from]
Kurlanypungkunhu [quarry].
41 • kanarri-layi kartara-a l!!J!. ngurnu

come

-FUT

parla-a.

corner-ACC REAL thatACC hill-ACC

They come right to the corner of that hill.
Finally, paju is commonly found in constructions depicting an excess of
some state prohibiting some action.
42. ngunhaa imrla karlarra

thatNOM meat

hot

For example:

2!J!!. nganaju

•mgka-waa.

REAL 1sgACC

eat-PURPs=o

That meat is too hot for me to eat.
4 3. nga.yu kartatha-lalha ngurnu

1sgNOM chop
kuta -ma

-PAST

-lalha

mirru

-u

thatACC spearthrower-ACC

~.

short-CAUS-PAST

REAL

I cut that [wood for a] spearthrower too short.
In

such

cases,

the

understanding

that

there

is

an

excess

of some

characteristic (heat or shortness) which has an unwanted effect, usually on
the speaker, is best treated as a an implicature dependent on a particular
situation.

7.2.8 varra CONTrastive
Typically, this adverb follows a predicate describing an action (or state)
on the part of some participant (usually the addressee) which the speaker
wants to have happen.

Varra contrasts the situation involving the action
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denoted by the predicate over which it has scope with another, prior or
present, situation in which that action Qid not or is not taking place.

44. yakayil jarruru-ma-1.yu. nganaju 118.l.yarra-ma-rnuru paju.
Ouch
slowly-CAUS-IMP 1sgACC pain -CAUS-PRES REAL
jarruru-ma.-1.yu warra tbamiini.
slowly-CAUS-IMP CONT MoFa+1POSS
ouch! Do it slowly. You're really hurting me.
Do it slowly for a change Grandad.

45. purnUJIPlm! warra nyina....
quiet
CONT sit-IMP
Sit quietly for a change.
46. kartu pamararr14 karluvirraa varra ngurnu -ngara -a
2sgNOM call out-IMP hard
CONT thatACC-PLURAL-ACC

pavulu-ngara-a.
child-PLURAL-ACC
You call out to those kids a bit harder.

7.2.9 -lpurtu COMPlementary
This clitic has two related functions.

Firstly, it indicates that the

thing to which it is attached is involved in a situation which is seen (by
the speaker) as a natural and expected complement of another situation.

47. ngayu vavayi -1.alha jartunmarra-a, yarta ngunhu
1sgNOM look for-PAST wallaby -ACC other thatNOM
vavayi -rnura-la tbarnta-a-lpurtu.
look for-PrREL-LOC euro -ACC-COMP
I looked for rock wallabies while that other fellow looked for euros.
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48. ngayu wurwna-lalba-lpurtu mrla-a,
1sgNOM do for-PAST -COMP
meat-ACC
nganaju-t..'U -lu mimi-ngku-lpurtu wungka-nngull-waa.
1sg-ACC-GEN-EFF uncle-EFF-COMP
eat
-PASS-PURPs:o
I did the meat for him, on the one hand, so it could be eaten by
my uncle (not me) on the other hand.

49. Jcanyara-tbarra karri-layi Jcanyja-rryarra,
man

-DUAL

stand-FUT

hold

-CTEMP

yarta .kuvilyawyu-la, yarta ngulawyu-la-lpurtu.
other this side -LOC other that side-LOC-COMP
Two men hold [the net], one on this side·, one on the other side.
Secondly, the clitic indicates that what is being said about the thing
to which it is attached stands in contrast to what has been said before,
and (the speaker assumes) is contrary to (the addressee's) expectation.
For example:
50. Jlirntiwl DgUDhu -ngara marrari -1 Martuttmnira.
all
thatNOM-PLURAL language-Ace

nhiyu ngayalyu-ngara 'J'irru'-marta-lpurtu marrari-marta.
thisNOM devil
-PLURAL
-PROP -COMP
word
-PROP
They all spoke the Martuthunira language. But these devils had a
word yirru, unlike the others.
51. Jlir.ta nlmura tbarnta-a nlmva-rninyji varrirti-marta.
not
knowing euro -ACC spear-FUT
spear
-PROP
jirruna-npa-vayara tbarnta-a yunglcu-ngka-a, 118.Dku-lu -lpurtu-rru,
sneak -INCH-HABIT euro -ACC soak -LOC-ACC grab-PURPss-COMP-NOW
juvayu-lu-rru jal.yu-u-rru thani-rninyji mrla-a.
hand -EFF-NOW neck-ACC-NOW hit -FUT
meat-ACC
You don't know how to spear a euro with a spear. You sneak up on a
euro in a soak and grab it instead (not the way anyone would expect
someone to catch it), hitting that meat in the neck, with your hand.
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52. nganangu vii paya-npa-layi, mir.ta-lpurtu thatbu-rninyji.
who-ACC if wild-INCH-FUT not
-COMP
let go-FUT
jirli-1 manku-layi, jal.yu-u tbani-1.yarrawaara.
arm-ACC grab -FUT
neck-ACC hit -SEQ

If they get wild with anyone, we won't let them go (as might be
expected). We'll grab their arms and hit them in the neck.

7.3 Adverb Syntax

The range of distribution and scope of the adverbs and clitics described in
the previous sections raises a number of interesting syntactic problems.
These are discussed in the following sections.

7.3.1 Scoping Patterns
Examples in the sections above show that adverbs and the clitics -nu and
-lpurtu can follow any part of speech and have scope over a syntactic

constituent of some type.

However, there are some problems in determining

just what the constituent over which an adverb or clitic has scope is.
There are some general patterns.
Firstly, an adverb may follow a verb and have scope over either the verb
word or the clause of which the verb is the head, resulting in some
ambiguity.

For example3:
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53. ngayu ngurnaa varrirt:l.-:1. panyu-ma-rniDy ji ~.
1sgNOM thatACC spear -ACC good-CAUS-FUT
REAL
a. Really fix it is what I'll do to that spear.
b. It's really the case that I'll fix that spear.
Adverbs may also follow the negative which itself has scope over an entire
clause.

The negative and the clause within its scope are then included

within the scope of the adverb.

For example, in 54 paju has scope over the

negated clause while in 55, in which the adverb follows the predicate, paju
falls within the scope of the negative:
54. ngayu mir.ta ~ nbuura ngurnu kanyara-a.
1sgNOM not
REAL knowing thatACC man -ACC
I really don't know that man.
(It's really the case that I don't know that man.)
55. ngayu m1r. ta nbuura J!!.1!! ngurnu kanyara-a.
1sgNOM not
know REAL thatACC man -ACC
I don't really know that man.
(It's not the case that I really know that man.)
Secondly, an adverb may have scope over a preceding NP. Given that
multiple

embedding

ambiguities.

of

Example

NPs
56

is
gives

common,
two

this

also

instances

of

leads
the

to

possible

adverb

warra

'CONTrasting', with scope over a preceding NP.
56. tharnta-a jinyj:l.varla-a warra nbuva-rninyj:l., panyu-u warra .urla-a.
euro -ACC fat
-ACC CONT spear-FUT
good-ACC CONT meat-ACC
I'll spear a fat euro for a change, some good meat for a change.
In the first case, the reading is ambiguous depending on whether the adverb
has scope over jinyj:l.varla 'fat', or over the whole NP tbarnta jinyjivarla
'fat euro'.

The two different readings are:
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I'll spear a euro that is, for a change, fat.
The thing that I'll spear will be, for a change, a fat euro.
In the second case there is no ambiguity.

In this NP the modifying nominal

precedes the head and fUnctions as a classifier (see 8.2). The adverb has
scope over just the classifier.

It might be argued that the speaker has

chosen the classifier construction partly as a means of avoiding potential
ambiguity.

The same pattern occurs in the following example:

57. ngal1
panyu-ngka-a varra kalyaran-ta-a
tbuur. ta-a llBDku-laµ.
1dl(inc) good -LOC-ACC CONT tree
-LOC-ACC sweet -ACC get -FUT
°

We'll get honey in a good tree for a change.
This last example introduces another problem.

Here the adverb has scope

over the nominal panyu 'good ' which fUnctions as a classifier on kalyaran
'tree' • However, in this example the NP panyu kalyaran is marked with the
locative suffix as an adnominal modifier of tbuur.ta 'sweet stuff'.

Under

the interpretation given here the locative case-marking predicate does not
fall within the scope of the adverb.

In the following example, however,

the proprietive marked modifier is included within the scope of the adverb:
58. ngayu mirtily-marta-a varra tharnta-a nbuva-rninyji.
1sgNOM joey
-PROP-ACC CONT euro -ACC spear-FUT
I'll spear a euro that, for a change, has a joey.
It is not clear to me at present how these different patterns are to be
accounted for.

It may be that the adverb in 57, occurring as it does

between two subconstituents of the NP is within the scope of the locative
suffix distributed to words within that NP. In 58, on the other hand, the
adverb follows the nominal subconstituents of the NP and so may be read as
having scope over the adnominal suffix.
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If adverbs are to be considered

subconstituents of NPs in some way then the rules of case distribution will
need to be modified to prevent them receiving nominal suff.ixes.

Finally,

it is worth noting that a sentence like 58 may also be potentially
ambiguous.

If the adverb is read as having scope over the nominal stem of

the proprietive expression the interpretation is:
I'll spear a euro that has a joey for a change, rather than
something else.
Clearly, there is a need for more detailed investigation of this aspect of
adverb syntax.

7.3.2 Adverbs as Propositional Modifiers
In the introductory discussion of this section it was suggested that the
adverbs are modifiers at the propositional level - they indicate something
of the speaker's feelings towards, belief in, evidence for, etc.

the

situation described in the clause - and it might be assumed from this that
the proposition modified by the adverb is in fact the clause in which it
occurs.

However, this does not sit easily with the contention that adverbs

have scope over constituents

at different

levels

Consider the following sentence in which the -nu

1

within the clause.

QUOTative' is attached to

a body-part as subject of the main clause:

59. jina-nu

ngurnaa pal.J&rra...a-lalha yanga-1.yarra,
foot-QUOT thatACC plain -CAUS-PAST chase-CTEMP

They say their feet made it a plain as they chased it.
In this sentence, the speaker indicates that it is not his own contention
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that "Their feet made it a plain", but rather something he has been told.
However, jina 'foot' is the focus of the adverbial modification.

The

neatest explanation would be to argue that the constituent within the scope
of the clitic is essentially the thing which the speaker wishes to distance
himself from, while the rest of the clause presents a presupposition.

That

is, in uttering 75 above, the speaker makes no attempt to distance himself
from the statement that something created the plain:
Something made it a plain, they say it was feet.
In

this way,

59 might be seen

(= propositions)

only

one

of

as

containing two

which

is

modified

(minimal)

clauses

by

adverb.

the

Unfortunately, I do not have the data (or the intuitions) to support a
detailed

analysis

of

the

presuppositions

that

may

exist

in

clauses

containing adverbs.

7.3.3 Interaction of Adverbs
The range of adverbial meanings suggests the possibility of adverbs being
included within the scope of other adverbs.

Although there are too few

examples in the data to allow any concrete generalizations it is worth
noting

a

number

of preliminary observations.

Firstly,

consider

the

following example:
60. panyu paju-nu
Dhiyu
virra,
Jilu
kanyara-lu yi.Dka-rnu?
good REAL-QUOT thisNOM boomerang thisEFF man
-EFF carve-PASSP

It's really good, supposedly, this boomerang carved by this man.
Here the quotative has scope over a preceding constituent including the
adverb paju and indicates that someone other than the speaker is making the
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statement that the boomerang is

'really' good.

This shows that some

embedding of adverbs under other adverbs is possible.
However, scoping in the following example in which the quotative is
followed by the adverb ngula 'IGNORantly', is not as straightforward:

61.

ngunbaa vajirr -ma.rta puni-nguru kul.hupa-a-nu ngula kullJBD.pa-rra.

thatNOM harpoon-PROP

go

-PRES

fish-ACC-QUOT IGNOR think

-CTEMP

That man going with a harpoon is thinking about fish, perhaps,
I don't know myself.
The discussion of ngula in section 7 .2.5 pointed out that the adverb
follows interrogatives, the quotative and the modal adverb vayil, all of
which establish contexts in which the speaker is unsure of the truth of
some statement.

Although the quotative feeds ngula it is not clear that

the adverb actually modifies the meaning of the quotative in any way.
Rather, the two operate at a similar level in modifying the speaker's state
of knowledge.
interaction

Without expanding on this any further it is clear that the
between

Martuthunira

adverbs

is

both

semantically

and

syntactically complex and warrants a detailed study in its own right.

7.4 Jirla 'only'

Yirla has two related functions.

Firstly, it operates very like the

English logical operator 'only'. When it follows a phrase denoting an
entity it indicates that that entity is the only one of a class of entities
about which a particular thing is sayable.
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62. kupuyu puni-layi nhaw-ngu-rra parlu yirla mirtali.
little go -FUT see-PASS-CTEMP top
only big
That little fellow looks big only in the top part (his lower body
is puny).
63. ngunhaa jami
kawrru nhartu
-ngara -lu vii llir.ta
thatNOM medicine species something-PLURAL-EFF or not
•mgka-nngu-layi., jankurna-lu yirla.
eat
-PASS-FUT
emu
-EFF only
That kavurru medicine (which is inhaled) is eaten by hardly
anything, only by emus.
64. thana wanti-waa karta yirla vurrulywa-la.
let
lie-PURPs:o bone only leaves
-LOC
Leave only the bones lying on the leaves.
When yi.rla follows a predicate that predicate describes the only thing
sayable about some argument of the predicate.
65. mir.ta nyina-layi. vuruma-nngu-rra yirla, nl:mura-npa-layi
not
sit -FUT do for•PASS-CTEMP only know -INCH-FUT
ainthal varra panyu-ma-rninyji varrirti-i. pirri-marta varnul
alone
CONT good-CAUS-FUT
spear -ACC finger-PROP ASSERT
Don't just sit around only having it done for you, learn yourself
how to fix spears. You've got hands haven't you!
In the following examples yi.rla has scope over a complex NP. Like the
adverbs paju and varra described in the last section, constituents at
different levels may be interpreted as within the scope of the operator.
66. kartu karnkanpa-lha ngal.iya -a nganarna-vu -J.a
2sgNOM boast
-PAST 1dl(exc)-ACC 1pl(exc)-GEN-LOC
puliyanyja-ngara -la piyuva-la yirla.
old person-PLURAL-LOC finish-LOC only
You got boastful with us only once our old people were all finished.
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67.

ngunbll -ngara

juvayu-la-marta parla-marta, ka,arra-marta
thatNOM-PLURAL hand -LOC-PROP rock -PROP
two
-PROP

parla-marta Jirla, tharryi

rock -PROP

-ngara ngunbll -ngara
alongside-PLURAL thatNOM-PLURAL

only

kanyara-ngara nyuulanpa-layi.

man

-PLURAL dive

-FUT

They have rocks in their hands, only two rocks, those men dive
under the water alongside one another.
The second !Unction of yirla is to mark the endpoint of a period of time
during which some event is taking place.

68.

For example:

ngunbll -ngara

nyina-marri-nguru viruvanti-1-nguru yakarrangu-u
thatNOM-PLURAL sit -COLL -PRES morning-THEN-ABL day
-ACC

vinparri-1 tharrva-vaa

long

-ACC go in

yirla.

-PURPs:o until

They sit together from morning, through the long day, until [the
sun] goes in.

69. ngurnaa kayul.u-u jarruni Jl8Ilku-layi varntitha-rninyji
thatACC water-ACC slowly get

-FUT

throw

-FUT

panyu-npa-vaa
yirla.
good-INCH-PURPs:o until

Get that water out slowly and throw it away until it comes clean.
It is easy to relate this second use of yirla to the first.

Here an

activity continues as long as the condition expressed by the constituent
over which yirla has scope continues to be not the case.
condition is satisfied does the activity cease.

Only once the

The general pattern

illustrated in 68 and 69 probably arose out of expressions involving yirla
and the verb kuntirri..p' 'to cease doing', similar to the following:

70. ngayu parla-marta-rru pariingku-lha kulhany
1sgNOM rock -PROP -NOW hit

-ku yirla kuntirri-layi.
-PAST squashed-ACC only cease
-FUT

I hit it with a rock stopping only when it was squashed.
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71. ngunJ:m mJi, yanga-rnu
pavulu-ngara-1.u, ngurra-ngka. Ji,rla
thatNOM dog chase-PASSP child-PLURAL-EFF camp -LOC only
kuntirri-ngu-layi..

cease

-PASS-FUT

That dog was chased by the children right into the camp
(stopping only when it was in camp).

7.5 :air.ta 'not'

Unlike adverbs the negative is forward-scoping and usually precedes the
predicate in a clause:

72. nga111 :air.ta nhavu-lba ngurnu mu.Ji.-i. pavulu-u kalya-rnura-a.
1sgNOM not

see -PAST thatACC dog-ACC child-ACC bite-PrREL-ACC

I didn't see that dog biting the child.

73. Dgali.va llir. ta wiru marrari.-varlaya-ngara-a.
1pl(inc) not
liking word
-FULL -PLURAL-ACC
We don't like talkative people.
Alternatively, the negative may occur as the first word in the clause.
This order adds emphasis to the negation and is comparable to the English
wording, "It is not the case that ···"·
In the following examples the negative immediately precedes the object
of the verb which itself occurs in a marked preverbal position (see 10.7).
Like the ad verbs, the negative appears to have a ·narrow scope over a
sub-clausal constituent in these examples 4 •
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74. kartu vanti-layi.
2sgNOM lie

-FUT

wuraal kartungu-la ngurra-ngka, ttnmgJcara-la.

still

2sgGEN -LOC home

-LOC

ground

-LOC

mir.ta-rru kartungu nhawu-layi. ngartil.
not
-NOW 2sgACC
see -FUT again
You keep lying in your home, in the ground. We won't see you again.
75. mir.ta wiyaa. ngaliva -a w1ru marrari-wirraa varnu karlva-lha.
not
maybe 1pl(inc)-ACC liking word
-PRIV ASSERT get up-PAST
Perhaps he doesn't like us, That's why he's getting up without a word.
76. parnta-rnuru, mir.ta-rru karnkurru-u karlva-vaa.
rain -PRES not
-NOW dust
-ACC get up-PURPs:o
It's raining, so the dust won't get up.
Mir.ta is also used to negate nominal predications.

In 77 and 78, it

negates a second predicate of manner in a verbal clause while 79 and 80
illustrate the negative in an ascriptive non-verbal clause.

77. panyu-u vangka-layi., mir.ta kuyi.l-ngurni-1, tburlanyarrara-a.
good-ACC talk

-FUT

not

bad

-BEHIND-ACC poor fellow -ACC

Talk to that poor fellow properly, not in a bad way.
78. DgUnhaa mir.ta jarruru paya -npa -lha nganaju •ngka-lalha-a.
thatNOM not
slowly angry-INCH-PAST 1sgACC eat
-PAST-ACC
It wasn't slowly that she got wild with me who had eaten it.
79. ngayu llir.ta llBDthawarla.
1sgNOM not
greedy
I'm not greedy.
80. ngunhaa kanyara llir.ta kuliya--.rta.
thatNOM man
not
ear
-PROP
That man's got no ears (he doesn't listen).
Mir.ta may also precede nominals functioning as sentence adverbs.

In these

cases the sentence adverbs have scope over the negative together with the
rest of the clause.

The scoping here is equivalent to that involving the
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negative followed by adverbs.

81. air.ta varuul kartu manthavarla.
not
still 2sgNOM greedy
It's still the case that you're not a greedy fellow.

7. 6 viyaa and vayil 'maybe'

The two

words viyaa

and

vayil differ from adverbs

in two respects.

Firstly, they do not impart the same sort of speaker-oriented pragmatic
information as the adverbs do.

Secondly, although they often follow a

constituent over which they have some scope, this is not a strict rule;
they may occur at the beginning of a clause.

The following examples

illustrate the more common viyaa form:

82. tharnta viyaa panthu-lalha varangarri-1 ngurnaa.
euro
maybe touch -PAST dingo trap-ACC thatACC
Maybe it was a euro that set off that dingo trap.

83. llir.ta viyaa thalku-nnguli-nguru thanuva-a 118.!'Uvarla-a paju.
not

maybe feed

-PASS

-PRES

food -ACC much

-ACC REAL

Maybe he isn't fed very much food.

84. viyaa pawulu Dhawu-lha ngurnaa 111yi-:1.
maybe child see -PAST thatACC dog-ACC
Maybe the child saw that dog.
The vayil. form is similar to viyaa in all respects except that it can be
immediately followed by the v1:1 conjunction (see next section).

Exactly

how vayil. differs from viyaa is difficult to say on the basis of the data
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at hand though it seems likely that the wayi.l form incorporates the -1
'THEN' clitic at some level.

Certainly, some examples involving wayi.l are

consistent with the meaning of the temporal clitic.
85. ngayu kartungu-ngara-a pavulu-ngara-a nbuura-ma-rlliDy ji
1sgNOM 2sgGEN -PLURAL-ACC child-PLURAL-ACC know-CAUS-FUT
marrari-1, Martuthunira-a vangka-vaa.

word -ACC

kuliya-nnguli-vaa

-ACC speak-PURPs:o hear

-PASS-PURPs:o

wayil vii nbuura-npa-lba, kuliya-la-ma-lalba. ngunbu-ngara

maybe if know -INCH-PAST ear -LOC-CAUS-PAST
kupiyaji

thatNOM-PLURAL

wayil vii parna panyu.

little(pl) maybe if

head

good

I'll teach your children to speak the Martuthunira language. Maybe
then they'll be heard, if they've learnt it, if they've got it in
their ears. If they've got good heads, those little ones.

7.7 vii 'if, or'

Vii has scope over an immediately preceding constituent and occurs in three

types of construction.

Firstly, it occurs in clauses which specify the

conditions under which a situation described in some other clause may take
place.

It is glossed 'if' in conditionals.

86. Dhula
kanyara J1aD.thavarla paju varnu. ngal.iwa Dhavu-lay.l
near you man
greedy
REAL ASSERT 1pl(inc) see -FUT
ngurnaa kanyara-a ngartil vii, punga pangkira-a paju-rru.

thatACC man

-ACC again

if

guts

round -ACC REAL-NOW

That man is really greedy. If we see him again he'll be very
round in the guts.
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87. DgUDhaa pilakurta piyuva-npa -lha -la wii, Dhurnti-npa-lha -la
thatNOM carpenter finish-INCH-PAST-LOC if
dead -INCH-PAST-LOC
vii. ngana-rru kana? yilhi-i mir.ta w11 mrnta
-Jalha ngurnaa
if
who -NOW RHET chip-ACC not
if take from-PAST thatACC
pilakurta-a. jalya -rru nyiDa-marri-layi lllir.ta vii
carpenter-ACC useless-NOW sit -COLL -FUT not
if
yungku-yangu yilhi-i pilakurta-lu.
give -PASSP chip-ACC carpenter-EFF

If once that carpenter has gone, has died, who will there be
if no-one took the chips from him (learnt how to carve from him).
They'll all be useless if they weren't given the chips by the carpenter.

88. ngayu ngurnu miyi-i nbavu-lha w11 vantbala, ngayu
1sgNOM thatACC dog-ACC see -PAST if somewhere 1sgNOM
nhuwa-rninyji nyillli-i ngurnaa miyi-i.
spear-FUT
rib-ACC thatACC dog-ACC

If I see that dog anywhere, I'll spear that dog in the ribs.
Secondly,
examples).

w11

is

used

as

a

conjunction

(glossed

as

'or'

in

the

The conjunction operates like the (Boolean) set operator OR,

indicating a progressive widening of the set of objects out of which
something may be chosen.

Often a conjoined sequence of nominals

introduced by an indefinite.

89. nganaju m1m1 vantha-rralha jmlpirirri-i nganaju wrnta-lwaa
1sgGEN uncle leave -PAST

knife

-ACC 1sgACC

cut-PURPs:o

nhartu
-ngara -a
wii, lli.rntirimarta-a wii, tbarnta-a vii,
something-PLURAL-ACC or
goanna
-ACC or
euro -ACC or
jankurna-a wii.
emu
-ACC or

My uncle left me a knife so I could cut things up; goannas or
euros, or emus or anything.
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is

90. ngunhaa

jami
panyu ngurntura-a, tburla-a vii
thatNOM medicine good cold
-ACC eye -ACC or

panyu-ma-rninyji, nhartu
-u vii, ngarnta-ngara-a vii,
good-CAUS-FUT
something-ACC or
sore -PLURAL-ACC or
wunungu-u vii panyu-ma-rninyji, parna-a vii 118.lyarra-rnura,
boil -ACC or good-CAUS-FUT
head-ACC or sick
-PrREL

ngurnaa 11gUritha-rninyji.
thatACC smell -FUT
That jami medicine is good for colds, or it'll fix eyes, or
anything, any sores, or it'll cure boils, or if you have a sick
bead you sniff it.
Thirdly, vii follows indefinites and emphasises the existence of a large
set of persons or things that might substitute for the indefinite.
use

of

vii

is

clearly derivative

of

its

function

as

a

This

set-union

conjunction.

91. mir.ta nganamarnu vii vangka-layi. mir.ta ngurnaa ngana vii
not

anyone

or speak -FUT

not

thatACC who

or

vangka-layi.
speak -FUT
Don't anyone speak. Let's not have someone speak to him.

92. ngayu vanti-lha nguyirri, mir.ta nganangu vii kuli;ra-lalha,
1sgNOM lie -PAST asleep

not

whoACC

or

hear

-PAST

Dhartu-u vii, varnan~ yirla kul.i;ra-rninyji parnta-rnura-a.
what-ACC or
rain -ACC until hear -FUT
rain -PrREL-ACC
I lay asleep, didn't hear anyone or anything, until I heard the rain.
Vii is no doubt related

to viJB& and

vaJi.]..

Perhaps an original

sentential modifier ttwi:ra 'maybe' survives in this function as viyaa, has
assumed a conjunctive function in the reduced form vii, and has fused into
a separate form vayil. with the clitic -1.
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7.8 -1 THEN

This clitic has the important function of indicating a state of affairs
that is true within a given time frame.

For example, in 93 and 94 the

clitic is attached to nominal second predicates which describe the state of
a participant at the time when the action described by the main predicate
is taking place.

93. Dhulaa

111.yu mngka-rnuru vajup1

near you cat

eat

-PRES

-1

vanka-a

-1.

grasshopper-ACC alive-ACC-THEN

That cat eats grasshoppers when they're alive.
(When that cat eats grasshoppers they're alive.)

94. ngayu Dhuura -rru kuvarr1 vantbanha-ngara-a kup1J&j1 -1
1sgNOM knowing-NOW now

which -PLURAL-ACC little(pl)-ACC

-ngara -a. virta-ngku-1
pawu -ngku jalya
vantba-rnu.
bereaved-PLURAL-ACC youth-EFF-THEN father-EFF bereaved leave-PASSP

. jalJ&

I know which bereaved little fellows you mean. Those left bereaved
by their father dying when he was still a young man.
(When their father left them he was a young man.)
The following examples illustrate the use of the clitic on verbs and the
negative mir.ta. In these cases the time frame within which the state of
affairs described by the verb takes place is established by some adjacent
clause.

95.

virrirr1~-rninyj1-rru

flame -CAUS-FUT
nbawu-rra-1

Ji.ma

karr1-nyila-a

karla-mirta-a,

-NOW thisACC stand-PrREL-ACC fire-PROP-ACC

nyi.Da-layi mngka-1.prra panyu-rru virrirr1-la-rru.

see-CTEMPTHEN sit

-FUT

eat

-CTEMP

good -NOW light

-LOC-NOW

Light this lamp standing here, then we'll see, we'll sit and eat
properly in the light.
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96.

nganaju yaan yungku-lba imyj.-i -rru imrla-a, lllir.ta-1 ngayu

1sgGEN wife give -PAST dog-ACC-NOW meat-ACC not-THEN 1sgNOM
•mgka-lvala.

eat

-PURPds

My wife gave the dog the meat, so then I couldn't eat it.
It is difficult to group the clitic together with any other clitic or
independent word.

By its function it is most like a nominal suffix and, as

we have seen, it interacts with nominal suffixes to cloud the morphological
boundary between suffix and clitic (3.2). Also, as discussed in 5.10, it
appears frozen in certain temporal nominals.

However, despite its affix

like function and distribution, the fact that -1 can be attached to any
part of speech argues that it continue to be described as a separate clitic
in a functional class of its own.

7.9 Discourse Deictic Clitics

The three clitics -lwa

1

IDentification', -wa 'You Know' and -rru 'NOW',

contribute to the cohesion of a text by marking their hosts as prominent in
some way.

The clitics often occur on demonstratives which themselves play

an important role in maintaining text cohesion through the tracking of
participants and events.
The -lwa clitic most often appears on demonstratives or pronouns and
serves to identify the item to which it is attached as a particular thing
which has been assumed but has not been previously identified.
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97.

ngana-lwa ngula thani-lalha nganaju-u 1111yi-i?
who -ID IGNOR hit -PAST 1sgGEN-ACC dog:ACC

Who was it that hit my dog?
98.

kartu -lwa ngurnaa marulwa
-lalha, manku-nguli-vaa
2sgNOM-ID thatACC make trouble-PAST
grab -PASS-PURPs:o
marntamarta-lu.
police
-EFF

You're the one who caused the trouble for that fellow, so that he
was picked up by the police.
99.

nhiyu -lwa nhiyu
parla ngaliwa -lu nhavu-yangu kayurtu
thisNOM-ID thisNOM hill 1pl(inc)-EFF see -PASSP smoke
karlwa-rra.
go up-CTEMP

This is the hill that we saw the smoke going up from.
In 100, the clitic is attached to a verb.

Here there is an assumption that

the subject of the verb, the receiver of a favour, will reciprocate in some
way.

The distribution of goods is,

in this instance, the anticipated

response:
100. ngavu.I ngayu vuruma-rnu
nhuvana-lu. yungku-layi-lwa
Yes
1sgNOM do for-PASSP 2pl
-EFF give -FUT -ID
pintirrijila-ma-1.yarra nhuvana-a.
scattered -CAUS-CTEMP 2pl -ACC

Yes! I had it done for me by you. What I'll do is give out, share
amongst you [the things you got for me].
-Va typically occurs on demonstratives and indicates that the speaker

believes the addressee knows what is being referred to.
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For example:

101. ngayu panyu-ma-lalba ngurnu purra-lwayara-a nganthari-ma-lalba.
1sgNOM good-CAUS-PAST thatACC chop -HABIT-ACC sharp
-CAUS-PAST
ngunhaa puu-rru puni-lha wartirra

ngurnu-marta-~.

thatNOM far-NOW go -PAST woman

thatACC-PROP-YK

I fixed up that chopper, sharpened it. That woman has gone
off with that one. (You know the one I'm talking about.)
102. wantha-rninyji jampa karri-waa
1mtbu-npa-rra
warra.
leave -FUT
moment stand-PURPs:o cold-INCH-CTEMP CONT
manyarrka-a-rru

sugar

wantha-r~yji

-ACC-NOW put

-FUT

ngulaDgu-.!!_.

there

-YK

Leave it to stand and get a bit cooler for a moment. Now put some
sugar there, in it. (You know the location I'm talking about)
-RRu is the most commonly occurring clitic and in some texts is present
in almost every clause.

It is used to foreground the item to which it is

attached as something the speaker wishes the addressee to focus on: "As for
this one now ••• n. At the same time, the clitic serves to define a kind of
narrative present, a statement that what has already been said can be now
taken as established, and that the narrative will from here on build on
things as they are.
Examples of the use of the clitic abound throughout the thesis and in
the appended texts.

The following portion of narrative shows the use of

the clitic on various parts of speech:
103. nhiyu
warnan parnta-rnuru-~ warnu ngaliwa -a. m1tbu-npa-layi-~.
thisNOM rain
rain -PRES -NOW ASSERT 1pl(inc)-ACC cold-INCH-FUT -NOW
nhiyu

ngapala-ma-rnu-~

warnan-tu. nhiyu

thisNOM mud-CAUS-PASSP-NOW rain -EFF

parnta-rnuru waruu.

thisNOM rain

-PRES

wantharni-npa -layi-lwa parnta-rninyji? wayil waya -a

how

-INCH-FUT -ID

parnta-rnuru

mir.ta-~

rain

not

-PRES

rain

-FUT

-ACC get up-PURPs:o
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yirla.

maybe night-ACC only

karnkurru-u karlwa-waa.

-NOW dust

still

panyu-rru nyina-layi ngal.iva karnlcurru-wirriva-la -rru.
good -NOW sit -FUT 1pl(inc) dust
-PRIV
-LOC-NOW
Dhiyu warnan panyu-ma -rnuru llirntirimarta-ngara-a puni-waa,
thisNOM rain
good -CAUS-PRES goanna
-PLURAL-ACC go-PURPs:o
jalyuru-la -~ tharrva-lu,
vanti-layi-~ mitbu-u
-~ vaya.
hole
-LOC-NOW enter-PURPss lie -FUT -NOW cold -ACC-NOW fear
ngaliva puni-layi-~ vavayi -1.yarra ngurra-ngara -a -~
1pl(inc) go -FUT -NOW look for-CTEMP
camp -PLURAL-ACC-NOW
mirntirimarta-vu -u.
goanna
-GEN-ACC
It's raining on us now.
Now it's getting cold.
It's
getting muddy now from the rain. It's still raining. What's
the rain going to do? It might go until tonight. It's raining
so the dust isn't coming up. We' 11 be good while there's no
dust now. This rain will make the goannas go into their holes
now, and stay there, now, frightened of the cold. We'll go now
and look for goanna holes.
The interaction among the clitics and the various demonstratives is most
clearly evidenced in a range of presentative constructions.

The following

examples are culled from one text:
104a.

ngunhaa-rru-va ngunbu,

The one we're talking about
now, you know; that's it.

b.

ngunbu-rru-va ngunhaa,

That one now, you know; the
one we're talking about.

c.

ngunbu-lva ngunbaa,

That's the one; the one we're
talking about.

d.

ngunbu-lva ngunhaa-va,

That's the one; the one we're
talking about, you know.

e.

yimpala-rru-va ngunhaa,

Like that now, you know; what
we're talking about.

f.

nhiyu-lva-rru ngunbaa, ngurnula-lva-rru ngunhaa,
This one now, you know; the one we're talking about.
That one in particular now, you know; the one
we're talking about.
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The -va clitic is descended from the same set of 'anaphoric' suffixes as
that involved in the formation of the anaphoric demonstratives (see section
5. 4. 1 ) • However, it is not possible to analyze the anaphoric forms as
involving the demonstrative stem plus the -va suffix at the synchronic
level.

Firstly, forms bearing the -va clitic do not track with anaphoric

forms in text, and secondly, anaphoric demonstrative forms bearing the -va
clitic do occasionally occur (as in 104a and d above).
-Lva probably involves the clitics -1

However,

the

fact

that -1 and

'THEN' and -va at some level.

-lva can

co-occur,

and

the different

positioning of -lva and -va with respect to -rru suggests that the
relationship is a historical one.

7.10 pala IT

Pala functions as a presentative dummy taking the place of a demonstrative

in a range of constructions.

Unlike full demonstratives, pala does not

imply some independent identification of its referent through some other
deictic system.
demonstrative

In the following examples it occurs as the complement to a
or

pronoun

in

a

presentative

illustrated in example 104 above.
105. Ahl ngunhaa paJa, llimi ngall -ii
thatNOM IT
uncle 1dl(inc)-ACC
Ahl That's him, our uncle!
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construction

like

those

106.

pala mirntirimarta, parlu-ngka-rru nyilla-nguru wirta-lba
thatNOM IT
goanna
top -LOC -NOW sit -PRES climb-PAST

ngunhu

ngulangu pinkarranyu-la kalyaran-ta.
there
dry
-LOC tree
-LOC
That's that goanna, now it's up there having climbed up the dead
tree.
107. ngayu kuliyanpa-lha-rru jankul, vayangka-lha -rru varnu.
1sgNOM think
-PAST-NOW self
frighten-PAST-NOW ASSERT
yimpalaa paju pa la_, kuyil paju.
like that REAL IT
bad
REAL
I thought about myself now, I was frightened you see. Well that's
what it's really like, very bad.
108. ngayu pala, purrtru.ru varuul, kuyilva-lalha nganaju-u yaan-ku.
1sgNOM IT
true
still upset -PAST 1sgGEN-ACC wife-ACC
I'm the one, that's true, who upset my wife.
The following examples show pala following nominals other than pronouns
and demonstratives (109 and 110), and a verb (111).
109. mir.ta! piyuva! panyu-lwa pala! thurlajinkarri-tharra
no
finish good -ID IT
poor fellow
-DUAL
kupuyu-tharra llir.ta-lwa kalya-rnu 111yi-ngku.
little-DUAL not
-ID bite-PASSP dog -EFF
Nol Not at all! It's all right! The two poor little fellows
didn't get bitten by the dog.
110. thana-rru yimpala varuul-wa-rru, nguyirri paJa.
let -NOW like that still -¢ -NOW asleep
IT
Let him stay like that now; asleep, that is.
111 • nhulaa kanyara varnu ngarravurlu nyina-nguru.
near you man
ASSERT other way
sit -PRES
nhartu-ma-1.yarra? wirlayi.npa-rra pala!
what-CAUS-CTEMP
on toilet-CTEMP IT
That man is sitting the other way. What's he doing?
He's sitting on the toilet, that's what.
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As illustrated in section 7 .2.1, pa1a commonly follows the varnu adverb
where this introduces the speaker's explanation of a state of affairs.

7.11 thana, varrayi and kunti

The two words thana and varrayi have a similar function to the English
permissive verb 'let'. Thana occurs in clause initial position and makes
the suggestion that' the situation described in the clause be allowed to
take place:
112. thana-rru vanti..P nguyirri, :mir.ta :marruva-ma-rniDyji.
let -NOW lie -IMP asleep
not
wake
-CAUS-FUT.
Let him sleep, don't wake him up.
113. thana vanti-vaa
nguyirri minthal paniya-npa -layi.
let
lie -PURPs=o asleep
by self eye
-INCH-FUT
Leave him to sleep and wake up by himself.
114. varntitha-rniDyji yakarrangu-la vanti-vaa.
throw
-FUT
sun
-LOC lie-PURPs=o
thana piDkarranyu-npa-rra kayarra-la vii yakarrangu-la.
let
dry
-INCH-CTEMP two
-LOC or day
-LOC
Throw them to lie in the sun. Let them dry for two days or so.
Thana typically occurs with imperative or purposive verb inflections.
Example 114 is the only exception in the data and here thana immediately
follows a purposive.

The choice of verb inflection implies different

actions on the part of the addressee allowing the situation described in
the clause:
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thana
thana
thana
thana

X
X
X
X

Let 'X Verb'
Do nothing allowing that 'X Verb'
Do something to X so that 'X Verb'
Do something so that 'X Verb'

Verb-IMP
Verb-PURPss
Verb-PURPs:o
Verb-PURPds

There are very few examples of warrayi in the data.

It appears to

function as a hortative counterpart to thana, suggesting some action on the
part of the speaker together with the addressee:
115. thana kunti pukarra vanti-p. mir.ta warrayi karla....a-rninyji.
let
stop firewood lie-IMP not
let's
fire-CAUS-FUT
Leave the firewood. Let's not make a fire.
116. warrayi ngali
vayangku-layi-rru yirna -ngara -a
let's
1dl(inc) frighten-FUT -NOW thisACC-PLURAL-ACC
marrariwarlaya-ogara -a.
talkative
-PLURAL-ACC
Let's frighten off these talkative people.
Varrayi is

probably related

to

the

adverb

warra

'CONTrastive'

which

indicates something which is not happening and which the speaker wants to
happen.

However,

the different distribution of the two words argues

against treating warrayi as a form of warra in the synchronic description.
Kunti suggests an immediate cessation of an activity.

Like the actions

permitting the situation in a thana clause, the action which kunti brings
to a halt is usually not described in the text.
117. kunti ngaliva puni-layi-rru.
stop 1pl{inc) go -FUT -NOW
We'll stop what we're doing and go now!
118. Dhavu-J kunti jampa ngurnu-vurrini 11arlara-vurr1ni.
look-IMP stop moment thatOBL-DIRECT road
-DIRECT
Stop for a moment and look towards the road.
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119. karri4 kunti
stand-IMP stop

yilangul

here

Stop here!

7.12 Exclamations

Exclamations can be defined as non-inflecting words which, unlike other
non-inflecting words, may not take clitics.
word minimal utterances.

They often occur as single

The following exclamations have been discovered

so far:
ngaa
ngawu

parra
yakayi
yakartayi

parru
ya
thawu

kuvayi
tbuva

paparti
mir.ta
piyuva

Yes!, Go on! (continue talking)
Yes indeed! (affirmation)
Go on, do it!
Ouch! (pain or suprise)
Ouch! (more emphatic than yakayi)
I can see it! (recognition)
Hey!
Look! , Listen!
I've seen something!
You should know!
Damn!

No!
Not at all!, Nothing!

The clitic -yi •vocative' can be grouped together with the exclamations
and appears frozen in the forms yakayi, yakartayi and kuvayi. It is used on
pronouns, terms of address or greetings when calling out to someone to
attract their attention.

The -yi clitic takes the form -vi following a u

vowel.
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120. pawulu-ngara -l!.1 nganaju kangku-p kayulu-u I
child -PLURAL-voe 1sgACC bring-IMP water-ACC
Hey kids! Bring me some water.

143. kartu -vi nhawungarral mir.ta puni-layi ngulangu-va, jamanu
2sgNOM-VOC look out

not

go

-FUT

there

-YK

foot

wurnta-rniyangu parla-ngku jurirri-ngara -lu.
cut
-PASSLEST
rock -EFF sharp -PLURAL-EFF

Hey look out! Don't go there, your feet might get cut by sharp rocks.

144. vantha-rru-vil Dhuvala puni-lha-lwa vantharni vii?
where-NOW-VOC

2pl

go -PAST-ID

Hey hello! Did you two go anywhere?
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what way

or

Chapter 8
lloun Phrases

This chapter describes the syntax of noun phrases.
presents

arguments

for

identifying

a

noun

Firstly, section 8. 1

phrase

constituent

in

Martuthunira. Section 8.2 presents the structure of the NP as an ordered
set of functional slots which may be filled by different nominal lexemes
(and embedded NPs). Part-whole constructions are described in section 8.2.6
and generic-specific constructions in 8.2.7. Section 8.3 discusses the
problems associated with seemingly headless NPs in Martuthunira. It is
argued that a very liberal approach to defining what may be a semantic head
avoids the problems introduced by assuming wide-spread ellipsis.

Section

8.4 describes complex NP structure - the embedding of clauses and phrases
of particular types within the various functional slots - while section 8.5
describes adjoined NP structures.

Finally, section 8.6 discusses apparent

exceptions to the rules of NP structure established in previous sections.

8.1 Does Martuthunira have NPs?

Recent descriptions of a number of Australian languages (Kalkatungu (Blake
1983), Warlpiri (Hale 1983, Simpson 1983)) have argued that it is not
necessary to set up a NP constituent in these languages.
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Where the

language appears to have a relatively high incidence of discontinuous
(apparent) NPs, rules of case concord are required to link similarly marked
nominals together at some level of semantic/functional structure.

These

same rules can be used to handle adjacent nominals thus obviating the need
for any mediating syntactic constituent such as NP; "where an argument is
represented by more than one word we have nominals in parallel or in
apposition" (Blake 1983:145).
Evans ( 1985: 181) shows how this 'apposition analysis' is inappropriate
for. Kayardild. Two of his arguments are valid for Martuthunira: firstly,
ordering restrictions and the usual contiguity of words in an NP are easily
stateable in terms of a:.
incorrectly,
equivalent.

treat

NP; and secondly, the apposition analysis would,

phrasal

inflection

and

lexical

derivation

as

To these two arguments we can add a third for Martuthunira:

the apposition analysis would have great difficulty in coping with the
appearance of more than one accusative marked argument in a clause.

Extra

rules would need to be introduced to ensure the correct integration of a
collection of accusative marked nominals.
NPs

in Martuthunira

can

be

recognised

by

a

number of properties.

Firstly, they consist of a sequence of nominals (or NPs) which fill defined
functional slots.

Secondly, NPs are sequences of nominals over which some

nominal suffix may be distributed.

The distribution of a particular suffix

over more than one word defines a, NP. Thirdly, typically one intonation
contour covers a

NP although complex NPs consisting of a

number of

embedded phrases may be broken up by pauses despite an encompassing nominal
inflection.
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8.2 NP Structure

I

follow McGregor's

(1984)

insightful

analysis

of Kuniyanti

NPs

in

describing the Martuthunira NP as an ordered arrangement of functional
slots 1 •

The sequence of functions within the NP is:

(Determiner) • (Quantifier)
The Entity slot

and

its

A

(Classifier) • Entity

filler

is . the

A

(Qualifier)•

semantic head

of the

NP.

Typically, it is the nominal in this slot that makes the primary reference
to some object or person.

Nominals preceding the Entity, in Determiner,

Quantifier and/or Classifier slots, -restrict the reference of the head
nominal by narrowing the set of entities from which the referent is
chosen.

Nominals following the Entity,

non-restrictive

modifying

in Qualifier position, have a
They

function.

provide

some

additional

information about the entity picked out by the NP.

8.2.1 Determiner
Nominals filling the Determiner slot serve to narrow the reference of the
phrase by contextual identification of the referent.
possessive

pronouns

(including

the

genitive

form

Demonstratives and
of

the

definite

demonstrative ngurnula (5.5.3)) are the most common fillers of this slot.
In addition, the nominals yarta 'other one', and yartapalyu 'other group',
typically

function

as

Determiners.

These

narrow

the

reference

by

distinguishing the referent of the NP from some referent already introduced
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or assumed.

emphasises that a number of people are grouped

Yartapalyu

together as a unit separate from some other group or individual.

The

simple form yarta may take regular number marking despite the existence of
the special group form.
1.

For example:

ngunhaa pawl.u nyina-nguru ngayi-rra thani-rnu yarta-ngku pawl.u-lu.

thatNOM child

sit

-PRES

cry-CTEMP hit-PASSP other-EFF

child-EFF

That child is crying having been hit by another child.
2.

nganaju Ja&D yungku-lha mrla-a yartapalyu-u kanyara-ngara-a.
1sgGEN wife give -PAST meat-ACC others -ACC man -PLURAL-ACC

My wife gave meat to the other men.
3.

kartu-lva puni.-nguru kuyil ya.rta-ngara -a nburmu-ngara -a.
2sgNOM-ID go -PRES bad
other-PLURAL-ACC spouse-PLURAL-ACC

You're the one who is bad to other spouses of yours.

8.2.2 Quantifier
The Quantifier slot may be filled by one of three number words or by a
nominal functioning as a mass quantifier:
kalika

kayarra
jarrkurti
maruvarla
kupuyu

one
two
three, a few
many, much
a little

Only one complex number expression occurs in the data:
4. nbam1ntba ngul.a? kayarra Jina, kayarra juvayu virra
-ngara vi.ya.a.
how many IGNOR two
foot two
hand
boomerang-PLURAL maybe

Bow many were there? Maybe twenty boomerangs (two hands and two
feet of boomerangs).
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The nominal maruvarla functions as a Quantifier for all numbers greater
than

if the

jarrkurti,

entity

is

inherently countable,

relatively large amount of a non-countable substance.

or

for

any

The plural suffix

may be used to indicate an overly large amount of a usually non-countable
entity such as sand, fat or liquid.

The nominal kupuyu 'little' is used as

to indicate a small amount of a non-countable substance.

8.2.3 Classifier
The nominal in Classifier function narrows the reference by picking out a
subset of the set of items to which the nominal in Entity function may
refer.

There are a number of types of subset classification.

Firstly, the Classifier may specify a refer,ent by describing a property
manifested by a subset of the class of objects denoted by the Entity
nominal.

For example:

5 •••• purra-lJBrra parla-marta ,arta-agka pi.lyj.-agka parla-agka.
hit -CTEMP stone-PROP other-LOC flat -Loe stone-Loe
bit with a stone on another flat stone.

6. ngayu kuliya-la warntitha-rrngu-rra kuyj.1-ngara-a
1sgNOM ear

-Loe throw

-PASS-CTEMP bad-PLURAL-ACC

11&rrari-ngara-a llbuvana-lu.

word-PLURAL-ACC 2pl

-EFF

I'm getting bad words thrown in my ear by you.

7. k8111)a-rninyji-rni ngurnaa 11&rl1.-ngka-a ngamari-1..
burn -FUT

-NOW thatACC paper-LOC-ACC tobacco-ACC

Now light that 'paper-rolled tobacco' (a cigarette as opposed to
a plug of chewing tobacco).
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8. ngunhu kartatha-lalha marruva -a virra -a.
thatNOM chop
-PAST snakewood-ACC boomerang-ACC
He chopped out a snakewood boomerang.
Secondly, the Classifier may name a specific type of entity which forms
a subset of the generic class denoted by the nominal in the Entity slot.

9. thatlm-rnu varnu pala ngal.iva ngurnu tharnta-a mu.rla-a.
send-PASSP ASSERT IT

ipl{inc) thatACC euro -ACC meat-ACC

Well it's because we were sent that euro meat.
Thirdly, human stage-of-life terms are used as classifying stage-of-life
terms with some animals.

Animals such as the euro, plains kangaroo, emu

and goanna have their own special stage-of-life terms.

In the following

example paval.u 'child' and julyu 'old man' are used to classify dogs.
Kupuyuvaja functions as a classifier of the first type described above:

10. nganarna yanga-lalha kupuyuvaja-a myi-1, ngurnula-ngu~
1pl{exc) chase-PAST little one-ACC dog-ACC thatDEF -GEN-ACC
pawlu~

myi-1. ngunlm-lva paw,

child-ACC dog-ACC thaNOM-ID

julyu

myi.

father old man dog

We chased off those little dogs, his puppies. That's the father,
that old man dog.

8.2.4 Entity
The nominal in the Entity slot is the semantic head of the phrase in that
it makes the primary

r~ference

to some object.

Usually this slot is filled

by a nominal which is proto-typically noun-like but this is not a strict
requirement.

The Entity slot may be filled by any of the following:
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1.

simple nominal lexemes: pronouns, demonstratives, common nominals,

2.

part-whole composites (8.2.6),

3.

embedded clauses (8.4.3).

4.

derived adnominal expressions (8.4.1),

8.2.5 Qualifier
This slot is filled by expressions attributing some characteristic to the
referent of the NP. While nominals preceding the Entity slot have the
primary function of facilitating successful reference by restricting the
class of items to which the NP may refer, nominals following the Entity
slot add some additional information about an already identified referent.
All nominals which may precede the head of a NP may also function as
fillers of the Qualifier slot, and apparently the converse also holds.
The most common fillers of the Qualifier slot are nominals functioning
as proto-typical adjectives.

Some of these are listed below by semantic

type (following Dixon 1982):
Dimension and shape:
llirtal.1 'big ' , kupuyu 'small ' , ngurrara 'huge ' , kuruuru

'round ' , pangkira 'rounded , bulging' ,
vanarra 'long, tall', purnta 'deep'.

pilyi

'flat' ,

Physical property: vanka 'alive, raw', puva 'rotten, stinking', nhurnti
'dead', DlmDgkurn 'stinking', vurtura 'dirty, dusty',
warl~ 'smooth', ngungkuwarla 'heavy'.
Colour:

'white', jurlviD
martamarta 'red '
(marta
(ochre) ' , palharra 'green' •

Age:

kuvarrira •new', kuvarriDyjangu 'young', 11SD.yjira 'old'.

jiwarra
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'grey', kurnaDgu
'blood ' ) , piyul.u

'black',
•yellow

panyu •good • , ku)'il
•straight, correct•.

Value:
Human

'bad• '

.

jalJ-

•useless• '

JUrlurru

propensity: kur.ta 'clever, knowledgable', payawrtu •savage,
sulky• , paya 'angry, wild • , tbaapu• •a person who
stands out from the crowd, important, distinguished (not
necessarily in a positive way)', tburlajinkarri •poor
fellow, unfortunate' , vantumarta •crazy• , paarnpaarn
•silly• , kamparta
•restless,
stirred up• ,
jalya
•useless, bereaved'.

Other nominal types which may function as Qualifiers include:
Number:
11 • ngayu yungku-la)'i ngurnaa ngawrr-marta-a kallka-a,
1sgNOM give -FUT thatACC soap
-PROP-ACC one -ACC
ara -marnu-u.
clothes-ASSOC-ACC
I'll give him some soap, one piece, laundry soap.
Possessives:
12. ngayu kanarri-lha Dlmvana-a vangka-l.D
ngurra-ngka
1sgNOM come -PAST 2pl -ACC speak-PURPss camp -LOC
nbuvana-w-la nyiDa-n)'ila-a.
2pl
~GEN-LOC sit
-PrREL-ACC
I came to talk to you sitting in your camp.
13. ngunlm ngurra tharratal-yu ttungkara-la vantha-rnu.
thatNOM camp
bird type-GEN ground -LOC put -PASSP
That camp that belongs to the tharratal bird is built on the ground.
Proper Names:
14. nbuval.a puni-la)'i llBilku-lD kurlany-ku l:urlanypungkunlm-u.
2dl
go -FUT get-PURPss knife -ACC place name
~Ace
You two go and get a Kurlanypungkunhu knife.
15. ngunhu-tharra thatbu-rnu puni-lha mimi-ngku l:arnuny-tbu.
thatNOM-DUAL send-PASSP go -PAST uncle-EFF name
-EFF
Those two went off sent by their uncle Karnuny.
A number of qualifying expressions may
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follow the entity nominal.

However, an extended sequence of qualifiers does not usually occur under
the same intonation contour and instead successive nominals are separated
by a noticeable pause.

This argues that they be treated as independent NPs

and fUrther suggests that in fact all qualifiers be considered independent
of a separate head-final NP structure.

Nevertheless, in this description I

prefer to maintain a view of the Martuthunira NP as including a generally
tightly bound post-head Qualifier position though I recognise that on the
basis of the currently available data it is difficult to argue convincingly
for one position over the other.

8.2.6 Part-Whole Constructions
Part-whole constructions are analysed as complex fillers of the Entity
slot.

This conforms with Evans' (1985) analysis of Kayardild but differs

from McGregor's {1984) analysis of part-whole constructions in Kuniyanti
where they are treated as instances of the Classifier-Entity construction.
By the present analysis, the nominals referring to whole and part are
apposed at a subordinate level of structure within the NP 2 • Either order
part-whole or whole-part is possible as the following examples show:
16a.
b.

marli

kartawra
cadjeput butt

butt of a cadjeput tree

lllrtivarla yinyjin

car engine

car
c.

engine

llirntirimarta punga

goanna

goanna guts

guts

d.

DgaJU

jirli
1sgNOM arm

my arm

e.

jina-ngka ngathala
f oot-LOC 1sgLOC

on my foot
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f.

jamanu mip
track dog

dog track

g.

plhi virra
chip boomerang

boomerang chip (the chips of
wood left after a boomerang
has been carved)

For detailed

discussion

of

the

semantic

relationships

which may be

represented by part-whole constructions in Australian languages see Hale
(1981) and McGregor (1985).
Modification of the part in a part-whole construction involves a fixed
construction, almost a compound, of part and modifier.

For example:

17. ngayu yi.rna mirla-a wu.rnta-rni.Dyji milha jurirri-lu
1sgNOM thisACC meat-ACC cut
-FUT
point sharp -EFF
jullpirirri-lu.
knife
-EFF
I'll cut the meat with a sharp-pointed knife.
18. kupuyu-tbarra mir.ta-lva kalya-rnu mip-ngku, jalya -ngku
little-DUAL not
-ID bite-PASSP dog -EFF
useless-EFF
waruul, mip-ngku tharta para -ngku, parna yi.rla mirtali-lu,
still dog -EFF crutch hollow-EFF head only big
-EFF
jalya -ngku varuul, ngarm1arr karta-ngku.
useless-EFF still
rib cage bony -EFF
The two little fellows weren't bitten by the dog, the
useless thing, hollow-crutched, only big in the head, it's good
for nothing the bony-ribbed thing.
As these examples show, the usual distribution of case to all elements in a
constituent is suspended where a modifying nominal is restricted in its
scope to the part.

Were the distribution of case allowed to include the

part, the scope of the modifier would be taken to include the whole.
Consider the following pair of examples:
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19a. ngayu nhawu-lha ngurnu myi.-1 j8J18Du mirtali-1.
1sgNOM see -PAST thatACC dog-ACC track big -ACC
I saw the big tracks of a dog.
b. ngayu

Dhawu-lha ngurnu

1myi.-i

jamanu-u

m.rtali-1.

1sgNOM see -PAST thatACC dog-ACC track-ACC big

-ACC

I saw the tracks of a big dog.
The order of part and modifier is also fixed as the following show:
20a. 1mlha jurirr1-lu jullpirirri-lu

point sharp -EFF knife

-EFF

with a sharp pointed knife
b. • mlha-ngku jurirri jullpirirr1-lu

c. • jurirr1-lu mlha jullpirirr1-lu
d. • jurirri 111lha-ngku jullpirirr1-lu

Despite the blocking of full case distribution and the fixed order,
these part-modifier constructions cannot be described as compound lexemes.
Firstly, as example 18 illustrates, the choice of stem-length-sensitive
nominal suffix allomorphs, such as the effector, is dependent on the length
of the modifying nominal rather than the combined length of part and
modifier.

Secondly, adverbs and clitics may intervene between part and

modifier, again illustrated in 18.
Presumably then, the construction must be treated as a tightly bound
constituent

existing

below

the

case-marking is not distributed.

level

of

the

NP

and

within

which

Alternatively, it may be possible to

devise some principled rule which blocks nominal suffix distribution as a
means of encoding the restricted scope of certain kinds of modifiers.
a rule might

also be employed

Such

in the description of adverb scoping
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discussed in 7 .3 above.

A further alternative was suggested to me by

Nicholas Evans. If it is argued that the part-modifier constructions are
embedded clauses in which the modifier is the predicate and the part an
adjunct on the whole, the (omitted) subject, then the normal rules of case
distribution to subordinate clauses will automatically mark the modifier
but not the part.

As appealing as this analysis is, I do not have any data

which test the hypothesis.

Further investigation of this question will

involve the elicitation of more specific test data and must await a more
formalized model of Martuthunira syntax than I have attempted to present in
this thesis.

8.2.7 Generic-Specific Constructions
Martuthunira makes

very little use of generic-specific

constructions,

unlike some Australian languages in which generic classification is almost
mandatory.

This is not to say, of course, that generic classification does

not exist, just that the use of generic classification of a specific object
in making primary reference to an entity is very rare.

Given this

situation the setting up of a special generic-specific construction just to
explain the few examples which resemble generic-specific constructions in
other languages is hardly justified.

The following examples illustrate

generic-specific nominal pairs (the generic is underlined):
21. nburnti-ma-rnu varuul-wa-rru mirla warrymuntu jinyji-varla.
dead-CAUS-PASSP still -9 -NOW meat mother euro fat
-FULL
It's been killed alright, a nice fat euro with a joey.
22. ngallva puni-nguru mirla-marta jankurna-martal
1pl(exc) go -PRES meat -PROP emu
-PROP
We've got meat, emu.
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23 • ngayu manku-layi thanuva -ngara -a maan-ngara -a.
1sgNOM get -FUT vegetable-PLURAL-ACC seed-PLURAL-ACC
I'll get some food, seeds.
24. ngathu mlhaa -rnu DgUDhaa mrla-marnu varrirti.
1sgEFF sharpen-PASSP thatNOM meat -ASSOC spear
That meat-getting spear was sharpened by me.
The difficulty in dealing with these examples lies in deciding which of
the two nominals is the semantic head of the phrase, ie.
stands in the Entity slot3.

which of the two

Specific-generic pairs were described in

section 8.2.3 as instances of the Classifier-Entity relationship;

the

specific nominal serving to pick out a particular kind of the generic, class
in contrast to all other kinds included in that class.

However, it is not

clear that in examples such as 21 to 24 above, the generic performs a
similar classifying function.

The generic does not convey the notion that

the specific is being considered in one sense (an entity of the type
defined by the generic) in contrast to any other sense 4 •

Instead, I would

argue that the generic nominal fills the Entity slot while the specific
nominal is a Qualifier. Thus the two phrases
mrla tharnta

•meat euro'

mrla panyu

'meat good'

and

have an identical structure.

In each 'meat' is the semantic head, making

the primary reference to some entity, and the following nominal describes
this entity as 'a euro', on the one hand, and as ''good' on the other.

By

this analysis the NP, mrla varryumntu jinyjivarla, in 21, has 'meat' as
its head and both 'mother euro' and 'fat-FULL' are Qualifiers.
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8.3 The Problem of NP Heads

There are numerous examples in the data in which a clearly entity-referring
nominal appears to be missing from an NP. For example,

consider the

following extracts from a single text:
25a. nbuvana puni-rra vii thawun-milyarra, nganaju wuruma-rninyji
2pl
go-CTEMP if town -ALL
1sgACC do for-FUT
yurntura-a manyarrtca-a-thurti vii parrka-a vii?
flour -ACC sugar -ACC-CONJ or tea -ACC or

....

If you go to town will you get some flour and sugar
and tea for me? ••••
b.

nganarna manku-lha-nguru-rru tbawun-ta-a, Wlll"Ulla-1.yarra
1pl(exc) get -PAST-ABL -NOW town-LOC-ACC do for-CTEMP
kartungu, parrani-lha-ma-rninyji-rru kartungu-lmlyarra.
2sgACC
return-PAST-CAUS-FUT -NOW 2sgOBL -ALL

....

Now having got the things that are in town for you, we bring them
back to you.
c.

11arlara-a karri-nguru Dhaw-rra. purrkuru waruul,
1sgNOM road -ACC stand-PRES watch-CTEMP true
still

ngayu

-ngara mrna-ngka-rru ngaliva -a, thanuva-marta-agara.
near you-PLURAL close-LOC -NOW 1pl(inc)-ACC food
-PROP-PLURAL

nhula

I stand watching the road. True enough, they are close to us now,
those people with the food.
· In these examples the NPs tbawun-ta, referring to the things bought 'in
town', and thanuva-marta-ngara, referring to the peo.ple 'with the food',
appear, at first blush, to be incomplete 5 •
There are a number of possible solutions to this problem.

Firstly, such

NPs can be described as elliptical with an Entity nominal having been
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omitted. 6 •

While this analysis seems well motivated in the light of the

above text examples, any discussion of ellipsis must place restrictions on
the extent to which ellipsis may operate.

Once the ellipsis of heads is

allowed, putative heads can be resurrected at will.

For instance, it could

be argued that the demonstrative Dlmla-ngara in 25c fills the Determiner
slot in an NP with an omitted Entity nominal.

Of course we can get around

this by letting demonstratives function as anaphoric pronouns and hence
possible fillers of the Entity slot.

However, if an ellipsis analysis can

be avoided we can also avoid the somewhat arbitrary restrictions that
accompany it.
Alternatively, it might be argued that some NPs are fully formed despite
the lack of an Entity nominal.

I think this will probably only work if it

is also assumed that all slots in the NP are independent; that there are no
semantic dependencies among slots.

I would rather avoid a claim that there

is no semantic head in a phrase.
Instead, I suggest that every NP has an expression fulfilling the Entity
function and that this expression is the head of the phrase.

In the above

text examples, the adnominal expressions thavun-ta and thanuva-marta-ngara
are in the Entity slot making primary reference to some object or person.
In the same way, demonstratives and proto-typical adjectives, such as
'good', 'red', 'dead' etc., can be the sole constituents of semantically
and syntactically complete NPs.
Few would argue with allowing demonstratives and adjectival nominals to
be entity referring but

there

is

an

immediate reluctance to

accept

adnominal constructions as complete referring expressions because they
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appear to be so obviously exocentric.

However, we have seen already that

nominal suffixes which can operate with adnominal or relational fUnctions
may also appear as derivational morphemes in new lexemes.
mirntiri-aarta
claw
-PROP

Gould's yellow sand goanna

marrari-marnu
word
-ASSOC

tape-recorder

For example:

This process is not restricted to lexical derivation but is a productive
device that allows for a great deal of creativity in the construction of
narrative.

Once a participant has been introduced into a text it can be

named by any of the characteristic properties that served to identify it in
the first place (for example, the classifiers or determiners introduced in
the first expression), by the properties attributed to it by way of
qualifying

expressions,

or

by characteristics

or

properties

acquired

through its role in the events recounted in the text (for example, reduced
verbal clauses as NP heads (8.4.3 below)).
In

defending

an

analysis

of

proto-Austronesian

demonstratives

and

'adjectival' elements in NPs as nouns, Starosta et al (1981) come to
similar conclusions:
This is not to deny that semantically, NP's like ang bantog
['the famous'] are similar to pronouns in being anaphoric
elements which presuppose an identifiable antecedent. They
are. However, this is due to the fact that they have very
little semantic content of their own, and serve as icing on the
discourse, not the whole cake. This does not, however, alter
the fact that, like English 'one' in 'the famous one 1·, which
has a similar anaphoric fUnction, such words occur in the
syntactic environments characteristic of nouns.
Starosta, Pawley and Reid (1981:47)
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8.4 Complex NPs

The basic NP consisting of a selection of functional slots filled by simple
nominal lexemes can be expanded by filling the slots with more complex
structures.

These structures are of three types: NPs, conjoined NPs, and

clauses.

8.4.1 Embedded NPs
NPs can be embedded under each of the functional slots described in section
8 .2. The simplest non-basic NPs consist of a single nominal bearing an

adnominal suffix.

Other embedded NPs consist of a number of nominals

conforming to the general NP structure.

Depending on the relationship

between the embedded nominal and the matrix head, some adnominal suffix may
be distributed over the embedded NP. Some examples are:

26. ngurnu
thatACC

l

tharnta-a 111rla-a ngarri-agka-nguru-u
euro -ACC meat-ACC ashes -LOC -ABL-ACC

I

1

I

Determiner Classifier Entity

Qualifier

That euro meat from out of the ashes

21. Jmrla-a

mer-ACC

ngurnula-ngu-u
vartirra-w-u
thatDEF -GEN-ACC woman -GEN-ACC

I

Determiner
Entity

1

Entity

-----~
Qualifier

Meat belonging to that woman
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28. ngurnula-ngu-vura mar1 -vura
thatDEF -GEN-BELONG sister-BELONG

I

I

Determiner

pavulu-tharra

child -DUAL

jtity :

Entity

----~
Deterininer

His sister's two children

8.4.2 Embedded Conjoined NPs
The conjunction of NPs within an NP structure is achieved with the
conjunctive morpheme -tlmrt1. As discussed in 4.19, the status of -tlmrti
as a nominal suffix is not completely clear.

It usually occurs within the

scope of a distributed relational nominal suffix but may occur following
such a suffix.

There is no obvious difference in meaning and whether or

not the different positions should be taken as reflecting conjunction at
different levels of constituent structure is unclear at present.
29. ngayu ngavurr1-ma-rn.illyj1 puvara-tlmrti-1 martarr-tlmrti-1.
1sgNOM mixed -CAUS-FUT
charcoal-CONJ-ACC red ochre-CONJ-ACC
I'll mix up charcoal and red ochre.

30. ngayu kampa-laJha thanuva -ngara -a
1sgNOM cook -PAST

1ftll"Ulla-l.yarra

vegetable-PLURAL-ACC do for-RELs

pavulu-ngara-a-t!m.rti kanyara-ngara-a-tlmrti.
ohild-PLURAL-ACC-CONJ adult -PLURAL-ACC-CONJ

I cooked food for the children and the adults.
Occasionally, -tlmrti appears on only the second of two nominals.

In

such examples there is usually an implication that the second of the two
conjuncts is subordinate to the first.

For example:
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31. llir.ta-1 nguyirri-virraa-ma-rninyji
not-THEN asleep

-PRIV-CAUS-FUT

-ngara -a
thisOBL-PLURAL-ACC

y1rna

kanyara-ngara-a.
vartirra-tburti-1.
man
-PLURAL-ACC woman
-CONJ-ACC

Then you won't be keeping these men, and the women too, awake.
The conjunction suffix may also occur on a nominal in isolation.

In

such cases the -tburti-marked nominal may be construed with another NP
through case concord resulting in an effective conjunction of the two
referents.

Although semantically very similar, this type of conjunction is

syntactically very different from that described here.

8.4.3 Embedded Clauses
Whole clauses may be embedded within an NP, either in the head position or
as a qualifier.

The clause often appears without a subject and it is the

assumed filler of the subject slot that can be understood as the entity to
which the NP as a whole refers.

The use of subject-less embedded clauses

as heads of NPs is equivalent to the use of adnominal expressions as heads
of NPs discussed in section 8.3 above.

Here reference is made to an entity

by describing an action in which that entity has been involved as a central
participant.

32.

vara -ngara -a vantba-rninyji,
1sgNOM clothes-PLURAL-ACC put
-FUT

Dga.JU

vilP.vilyj.-ma-rnu-ngara-a vantba-rninyji.
clean-CAUS-PASSP-PLURAL-ACC put
-FUT

I'll put out the clothes, put out the ones that have been cleaned.
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The verb in an embedded clause usually bears either the past tense or the
passive

perfective

verb

inflection

and

carries

the

nominal

suffixes

inherited from the HP structure.
The examples chosen here all show the distribution of plural marking to
the subordinate clause verb,
clear.

thus making the embedded structure very

In example 33 the embedded clause functions as the head while the

pronoun is a determiner.
qualifier.

The nominal wantamartu 'crazy' functions as a

In 34 and 35 the clause is a qualifier.

The subject of the

clause appears as the head of the HP in 35.
33. kartu panyu-npa-1ayi. nganarna-a ngarlarri-lha-ngara -a
2sgNOM good-INCH-FUT 1pl(exc)-ACC forget -PAST-PLURAL-ACC
vantamartu-ngara-a.
silly
-PLURAL-ACC
You be good to us crazy people who forgot.
34. nhiingara
panyu-ngara virra
-a yinka-1alha-ngara
thisNOM-PLURAL good-PLURAL boomerang-ACC chisel-PAST-PLURAL

...

These good people who carved the boomerang •••
35. ngayu Dhawu-ngu-1ayi. ngurnu -ngara -lu kanyara-lu puvany
1sgNOM see -PASS-FUT thatOBL-PLURAL-EFF man
-EFF hunting
puni-lha-ngara -lu.
go -PAST-PLURAL-EFF
I'll be seen by those men who have gone hunting.
Given that verbal clauses may be embedded in HP slots, it might be
assumed that non-verbal clauses may also be so embedded.

However, since an

embedded clause usually does service for the nominal which ordinarily fills
its

subject

position,

most

embedded

non-verbal

clauses

would

be

indistinguishable from HPs. For example, the non-verbal ascriptive clause;
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kanyara parla-marta.
thatNOM man
money-PROP

DgUD)JU

That man has money.
would appear as simply parla-marta if embedded under some NP.

8.5 Adjoined NP Structures

Complex NPs should not be confused with adjoined NP structures.

These can

be considered special cases of a general pattern in which similarly
case-marked

NPs

interpretation.
recognized.

are

construed

at

some

higher

level

of

semantic

Two general functions of adjoined NP structures can be

Firstly, an adjoined NP may provide a fuller description of a

group denoted by some NP by specifying the membership of the group:
36.

parrani-lha-rru nha:w-lu ngurnala-ngu-u
thatNOM return-PAST-NOW see-PURPss thatDEF-GEN-ACC

ngunhaa

ngarniyarrangu-u, pip1-tlmrt1-1 pavu-tlmrt1-1 mi.mi-tlmrt1-1.
family
-ACC mother-CONJ-ACC father-CONJ-ACC uncle-CONJ-ACC
Be went back to see his family; mother, father and uncle.
37. nganarna jalurra-a Dhawu-layi kup1yaj1 -1, wuntu-ngara-a-tlmrt1
1pl(exc) dance-ACC see -FUT little(pl)-ACC boy-PLURAL-ACC-CONJ
ngurr1Dyaarta-ngara-a-tlmrt1 panyu-ma -rnura-a.
girl
-PLURAL-ACC-CONJ good-CAUS-PrREL-ACC
We'll watch the little fellows, boys and girls, making a good job
of the dance.
The use of an adjoined NP expression to describe the composition of a
group is a common device in explicating non-singular pronoun reference.
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Often adjoined NPs specify just one or two of the members of the group,
typically specifying the third person included within the reference set of
a first person exclusive pronoun.

The following example provides a good

illustration.

38.

nganarna-lu, yi.lu
ngatbu, manku-78D&U jarricurti-lu.
thatNOM 1pl(exc)-EFF thisEFF 1sgEFF grab -PASSP three
-EFF

ngunhaa

ngaliwa-rru, kartu-tburti-rru puni-layi..
1pl(inc)-NOW 2sgNOM-CONJ -NOW go -FUT

That fellow was grabbed by us, this fellow and me, three of us all
together. We, you included, will go now.
The w11 'or' conjunction (7.7) is very common in adjoined sequences:

39. ngayu kalya-rnu ngulu yiriny -tbu marnta-ngara vii.,
1sgNOM bite-PASSP thatEFF mosquito-EFF arm -PLURAL or
kartara vii., jal .yu vii..
cheek
or
temple or

I've been bitten by that mosquito all over my arms, and my cheek,
and my temple.

40.

puni-layi. tbanuva-ngara-a manku-lu
yurntura-a,
thatNOM go -FUT food-PLURAL-ACC get-PURPss flour -ACC

ngunhaa

11anyarrka-a, ngamari-i, lliDthirriDy~ vii, 1iUl"Ulla-l.yarra
sugar -ACC tobacco-Ace rice
-ACC or
do for-CTEMP
nbuunu-nhanu-ngu, jilyarta-a vii kayartu...arnu-u pirriri-i wii,
spouse-3POSS-ACC pipe -ACC or smoke-ASSOC-ACC matches-ACC or
ngawurrmarta-a vii, parrani-rravaara ngurnu -ngara--.rta.
beer
-ACC or return -SEQ
thatOBL-PLURAL-PROP

That one's going to get st0res; flour, sugar, tobacco, and rice maybe,
doing it for her husband, a pipe, smoking gear, matches perhaps,
and beer, then she'll come back with those things.
The second clear type of adjoined NP pattern involves the listing of a
number of NPs all of which give particular descriptions of some object.

As

mentioned earlier, this is very like an extension of the Qualifying slot in
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the basic NP structure.

A common device is to list a set of synonyms to

emphasise some special characteristic of an object or person.
41 • lllmla

vartirra kangku-nguru pawlu-u, purna-a .kupuyu-u
near you woman
carry -PRES child-ACC baby-ACC little-ACC

purlutball-virriva-a.
walk
-PRIV -ACC
That woman is carrlj\~ child, a little baby that isn't walking yet.
42. mir.ta-1 kunti lllmura ngunbu -ngara, vantharni-npa-vaa ngurnaa,
not-THEN RHET knowing thatNOM-PLURAL how -INCH-PURPs=o thatACC
ngurnu-tbarra-a-lva. thaapuva-tbarra, jivarra-tbarra,
thatOBL-DUAL-ACC-ID big man -DUAL
white -DUAL
mirtamirta-tbarra, jurlvin-tbarra.
white
-DUAL
white -DUAL
They really didn't know then what those fellows would do, that's
those two fellows, the important ones, the white ones

8.6 Exceptions

There are some apparent exceptions to the rules of NP structure described
in previous sections.

8.6.1 Aberrant Ordering within the NP
The first class of exceptions includes orders of NP constituents which
appear not to conform to the general pattern of functional slots presented
in section 8.2 above.

Both 43 and 44 below are examples of a principled

exception to normal ordering whereby part of the NP can be preposed for
special, contrastive, emphasis.
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43. jami
ngunhaa kawrru jarrala-ma-rninyji, val.yu-rru puni-vaa.
medicine thatNOM medicine healthy-CAUS-FUT
far
-NOW go-PURPs:o
That jami medicine makes you healthy, so you can keep on going.
44. yirna-tharra-w kanyara-tharra-w DgUDlm ngurra parlu-ngka
thisOBL-DUAL-GEN man
-DUAL -GEN thatNOM camp
top -LOC
parla-ngka.
hill -LOC

These two men's camp is on top of a hill.
The two examples illustrate a pattern in which some nominal precedes a
demonstrative in Determiner function.

In 43, jallli. is a medicine of a

particular type and properly fills the Classifier slot.

In this text the

speaker is emphasizing the virtues of this particular species of medicinal
plant in contrast to other types.

In 44, the genitive NP functions as a

Determiner but would normally follow the demonstrative, which makes a more
general determining reference.

As well as serving to identify a particular

camp, the preposed genitive NP draws attention to the possessor.

The two

men are certainly unusual in deciding to make their camp on the top of a
hill and the speaker goes on to speculate on just what they might be afraid
of in building in such a strategic defensive position.
The preposing and splitting of NPs is discussed in a recent paper by
Siewierska (1984). She finds that phrasal discontinuity in Polish operates
in

order to place contrastive emphasis on some element of the NP. In

concluding she makes the following plea:
Perhaps a detailed investigation of speaker preferences in
relation to discontinuous phrases in some of the Australian
languages such as Walpiri or Kalkatungu (which has not to my
knowledge been done) will confirm the existence of a
correlation between contrast and phrasal discontinuity.
Siewierska (1984:70)
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Perhaps in response to this Laughren (rqs=:)discusses factors influencing the
order

of

nominal

constituents

in

Warlpiri

and

makes

similar

generalizations.
The analysis of Martuthunira NP structure and distribution presented
here essentially defines away the phenomenon of phrasal discontinuity.
Firstly, unlike Polish, which has an otherwise strong tendency for all
modifiers to occur together with their heads, Martuthunira allows a number
of similarly case-marked NPs to occur in a clause, all of which contribute
something to the description and definition of a particular participant.
These are not instances of phrasal discontinuity since each is itself a
fully

specified

NP.

In

Warlpiri,

on

the

other hand,

the

similarly

case-marked NPs are linked together into an NP constituent at some level
and so can be considered instances of phrasal discontinuity.

Nevertheless,

with respect to NPs which apparently break the normal ordering pattern of
functional

constituents,

Siewierska 's

generalizations

do

hold

for

Martuthunira.

8.6.2 Number Non-Agreement
Number suffixes like other nominal inflections are usually distributed to
all elements of an NP, excluding nominals which are inherently specified
for number such as numerals,

non-singular pronouns,

plurals like kupiyaji 'little ones'.

and

idiosyncratic

However, it is not uncommon for

number marking to appear on some part of an apparent NP rather than on all
words in the NP. The exceptions are of two types.
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The first pattern involves NP heads marked for number but with an
unmarked Qualifier. For example:
45. tlmrlajiDkarri-tharra nganajullarta-la llir.ta kuliya-Jalha.
poor fellow
-DUAL
1dl(disharm)-LOC not
hear -PAST
Those two poor fellows with us didn't listen.
46. Dhuvana pawulu-ngara kangku4 .uJi-tharra-a nhuvana-wu-u.
2pl
child-PLURAL take-IMP dog -DUAL-ACC 2pl
-GEN-ACC

You

ch~ren

take those two dogs of yours.

Secondly, a number marked NP may be introduced by a singular demonstrative
or singular possessive construction in the Determiner slot:

47.

kupiyaji karranJkarrany-ngara jalya varuu.
thatNOM little(pl) comorant
-PLURAL useless still

ngunhu

Those little comorants are still no good (can't fly).
48. ngurnu kayarra-a virra
-tharra-a panyu-tharra-a
thatACC two -ACC boomerang-DUAL-ACC good -DUAL-ACC

Those two good boomerangs
49. ngayu thawu-lalha nganaju-u pawulu-ngara-a thawun..-ilyarra.
1sgNOM send -PAST 1sgGEN-ACC child-PLURAL-ACC town -ALL
I sent my children to town.
The simple solution to this problem is to stick to the definition that
the scope of an inflection defines an NP and so treat the apparent NPs in
the above

examples

as

appositional structures.

examples 45 to 49 can then be represented as: .
45 •••• thurlajinkarri-tharra, nganajullarta-la
poor fellow
-DUAL
1dl(disharm)-LOC
two poor fellows, with me •••
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...

The

apparent

NPs

in

46 • • • • myi-tharra, Dl:mvana-w

dog -DUAL

2pl

-GEN

...

two dogs, yours •••

47.

kupiyaji karranykarrany-ngara ...
... nguntm,
thatNOM little(pl) comorant
-PLURAL

that, a group of comorants •••
48.

kayarra virra -tharra panyu-tharra ...
... ngurnu,
thatACC two
boomerang-DUAL good -DUAL

that, two good boomerangs •••

49.

pawlu-ngara ...
... nganaju,
1sgGEN child -PLURAL

mine, children •••
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Chapter 9

Bon-Verbal. Clauses

Martuthunira has two basic non-verbal clause patterns.

In the first type

the clause consists of two nominal expressions, one of which functions as
the subject and the other as the predicate.
nominal

predicate

which

case-marked complement.

takes

a

nominal

The second type involves a
subject

and

an

accusative

The two clause types are described in the sections

9.1 and 9.2 respectively.
Section 9.3 describes the use of basic intransitive state verbs, and the
motion verb

puni..p

'go 1 , as copulas, comparing copula clauses with the

non-verbal clause types.

9.1 Ascriptive/Eguative Clauses

The simplest clause type consists of two nominal expressions, one of which
functions as a predicate, the other as subject.
either ascriptive or equative.

In the former,

These clauses may be
the nominal expression

functioning as predicate describes some general property ascribed to the
entity denoted by the subject NP. The predicate in the equative clause is a
nominal expression making definite reference to some entity with which the
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referent of the subject NP is identified.
As discussed in 3.1.1.1, the boundary between noun and adjective is a
fuzzy one in Martuthunira and it is possible for almost any nominal
expression to be interpreted either as referring to a particular entity or
to be describing a general property.

As a result, the distinction between

ascriptive and equative non-verbal predication is similarly blurred.

Where

the predicate is a single common nominal lexeme there is always some room
for ambiguity and very often the difference in interpretation depends on
the definiteness of reference of the predicate nominal.

If the predicate

can be interpreted as referring to some known entity then the clause is
effectively an identifying equative clause.

Otherwise, the clause can be

read as ascriptive.
However, this ambiguity can extend to clauses in which the predicate is
a more complex NP. In 8.3 I discussed the problem of apparently headless
NPs bearing some adnominal suffix, and decided to treat these as complete
referring expressions.

In the same way, predicate NPs inflected with an

adnominal suffix may,

in some circumstances,

referring expressions.

Clauses containing such endocentric predicates are

function

as

endocentric

interpreted as equatives.

9.1.1 Ascriptive Clauses
The simplest ascriptive clauses consist of a definite subject NP, and a
simple nominal predicate:
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1.

kartungu-ngara pawlu-ngara I mrtivarla paju.

2sgNOM -PLURAL child -PLURAL

fast

REAL

Your children are very fast (runners).
2.

kalika I nyartu.

one

-wyu, I 11ayarta.

kalika, ka,a

lefthanded one

elder brother-SIDE

righthanded

One is lefthanded. One, the older brother, is righthanded.

...

3. ngayu jirli I mir.ta vii panyu
1sgNOM arm

not

if

good

If my arm is no good
Many clauses in which the predicate NP bears some adnominal case suffix
can also be classed as ascriptives.

The most common examples involve the

proprietive or privative suffixes.

Genitive and locative predicates are

discussed in separate sections below.

4.

ngunhu-ngara I juwayu-la-aarta parla-marta.

that -PLURAL

hand

-LOC-PROP rock -PROP

They have rocks in their hands.

5. ngunhaa kanyara I mir.ta kuli,a-aarta.
that

man

not

ear

-PROP

That man has no ears (won't listen).
The usual subject-predicate order may be reversed where some additional
emphasis is placed on the particular predicate; typically it introduces new
information.

Often, al though this is not obligatory, there is a slight

pause between the fronted predicate and the following subject.
6.

airtali-nu, I ngunhaa l'.arnun7.
big
-QUOT that

Apparently he was big, that fellow Karnuny.
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7.

jalya -ngara -rru, I kalyaran yilaDgu.
rubbish-PLURAL-NOW
wood
here

A load cf rubbish, the wood here.

8.

parla-virriwa I nganarna.
money-PRIV
1pl(exc)

We've got no money.
The subject of a non-verbal clause may be ellipsed.

9.

ngunbu

that

For example,

vanthala karri-nguru kuwarri, Pantuwarnangka.
somewhere stand-PRES now

_ _ I m1r. ta-1 yini-marta Pantuwarnangka-marta.
not-THEN name-PROP
-PROP

That one is somewhere there now, Pannawonica Hill.
(It) didn't have the name Pannawonica once.

9.1.2 Equative clauses
Simple equative clauses serve to identify some known referent with some
other known referent.

The subject is typically a demonstrative, usually

the singular proximal Dhiyu or the anaphoric distal ngunhaa, both of which
serve to introduce or reintroduce a definite participant into the discourse

(5.5).
10. Dhiyu I kanparr-vura jalyuru.
this
spider-BELONG hole
This is a spider's hole.
11. nhiyu yartapalyu-rru I Maral.ya-ngara.
this other(pl) -NOW
-PLURAL
This other mob are the Maral.ya.
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12. nhiyu I mir.ta kurlany nhawani-la-nguru,
this
not
knife
thing -LOC-ABL
Kurlanypungkunbu-la-nguru.
-LOC-ABL

This isn't a knife from what's-its-name, Kurlanypungkunhu.
13. ngunhaa I DgUDbaa marrari.
that
that
story
That's that story.
The order of subject and predicate can be reversed but with the equative
clause type it is occasionally difficult to be sure which of the two
definite nominal expressions is the subject.

As a general rule, if one of

the two NPs is a demonstrative then it is the subject and the remaining NP
is the predicate.

The reversal in usual order is most common where the

predicate is a proper name.
14. Pantuwrnangka-nha I Dhiyaa.
name
-PNC
this
Pannawonica, this is.

15. Purntul-va-rru I ngunbaa yini.
name
-~ -NOW
that
name
Purntul, that's its name.

9.1.3 Possessive constructions
In this sub-class of the ascriptive clause type the predicate is a nominal
expression marked with either the genitive suffix or one of the minor
possessive suffixes (4.12, 4.13). Some examples are:

16.

ngunhaa I

that

nganarna-vu -lpurtu.
1pl{exc)-GEN-COMP

That fellow is one of ours.
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17. nhiyu myi I nganaju.
this

dog

1sgGEN

This dog is mine.
18. nganangu Jirru I ngunlm ?
whoGEN
that
nganaju-11Ura

Jirru I

ngunhaa

that

1sg0BL -BELONG

Jirru.

Whose is that one?
He's one of my mob.
Often, possessive relationships are expressed by equative clauses in
which the predicate, and sometimes the subject, is an endocentric genitive
NP.

19. ngayala-tharra ngurnula-ngu I ngurnula-ngu-11Ura
nephew -DUAL
tbatDEF -GEN
thatDEF -GEN-POSS
mari

-wu.ra pawlu-tharra.
younger sister-POSS child -DUAL

Those two nephews of bis are bis younger sister's children.
Although the

following

example

appears

to conform to the

ascriptive

possessive construction illustrated in 16 to 18, the possessive predicates
are interpreted as endocentric and thus the constructions are equivalent to
the equative clause in 19.
20. varruva-ngara-11Ura

devil -PLURAL-BELONG

I Walter. kanyara-wu.ra

I l:arlinpangu.

person -BELONG

His European [name] is Walter. His Aboriginal one is Karlinpangu.

9.1.4 Locational Clauses
The predicate in this clause type describes a place at which the entity
denoted by the subject NP is located.

The predicate may be an inherently
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locative nominal, such as an adverbial demonstrative or compass term, or
may be a more complex NP bearing a locative suffix.
21. ngunhu.-rru I Kinturru-la-rru, karalu-rru.
that -NOW name
-LOC-NOW south -NOW
Kinturru-la I ngunhaa-rru Pintbarr.
name
-LOC that
-NOW name

That is in Minturru country, south. In Minturru country that
Pintharr country is.
22. yawrru varuu, Kavuyu-w1ni I pularna-lva.
west
still near -NEAR
they
-ID
JiDpiDgayinu-vini.
somewhere near
-NEAR

_ _ I vanthala

They are in the west, near Kawuyu Hill.
(They're) somewhere near Jinpingayinu Pool.
23. ngulangu-lwa I ngunhaa
there
-ID
"that

There it isl
The following example illustrates an ablative predicate indicating the
original location of the subject of the clause.

However, there is no sense

in which the clause implies a particular motion away from this point.
24. ngunhaa I ngula-nguru parlu-ngka-nguru Jarrungkajarrungka-la-nguru.
that
there-ABL
top -LOC -ABL
Rocklea Station -LOC-ABL

They are from up there in the high country on top of Rocklea Station.
As

the

following

predications.

In

example

shows,

non-verbal

clauses

allow

second

25, the ablative expression gives a point of orientation

for the compass term predicate of the locational clause:
25. Yurllmgarrarnu-nguru, ngunhu. I ngularla yawurru.
name
-ABL
that
thereNS west
From Yurlungarrarnu Pool, that place is somewhere there to the west.
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9.2 Non-verbal Clauses with Accusative Complements

There are three types of non-verbal clause in which the nominal predicate
takes an accusative complement as well as a subject.

These three are

described in the following sections.

9.2.1 Complements of Kin/Human Relationship Terms
In most

examples of this class a nominal denoting a particular kin

relationship fUnctions·as the predicate; the propositus of the term is the
subject, the possessor is the accusative complement.

The construction is

preferred over a simple possessive ascriptive/equative clause when the
speaker wishes to establish the relationship between two participants and
assumes that the addressee may have no knowledge of the relationship.
the following examples the kinterm predicate is underlined.
26.

ngurnu -agara -a
father thatOBL-PLURAL-ACC

DgUDbu

ngurnula-ngu muyi, ngunbu-1va pavu

that

thatDEF -GEN dog

that

-ID

kupiyaji -1.
little(pl)-ACC

That dog of his, that's the one that is the father of those little
fellows (puppies).

27. llirntiwul-yu,
all

-ACC

ngunbaa

that

ngangka ngurnu -ngara -a.
mother thatOBL-PLURAL-ACC

That one is mother to all of them.
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In

28. Dlllyu puliyanyja ngauva. -a
mimi.
this old man
1pl{inc)-ACC uncle

This old man is mother's brother to

llS •

In the following example, the nominal vinthi 'enemy', is not a kinterm but
in a similar way describes a social relationship between subject and
accusative complement.
29. ngunhu -ngara vinthi ngurnu -ngara -a -lva..
thatNOM-PLURAL enemy thatOBL-PLURAL-ACC-ID
They are enemies to these fellows.

9.2.2 Complements of Psych-Predicates
Martuthunira has a small set of predicate nominals denoting psychological
states and which may take an accusative complement: nhuura 'knowing', viru
'wanting, liking', and va,a 'fear'.

30. ngayu nhuura ngurnu kanyara-a.
1sgNOM knowing thatACC man

-ACC

I know that man.

31. wuraa -lpurtu nganarna, air.ta
alright-COMP

1pl(exc)

not

viru

vantamartu-ngara-a.

liking crazy

-PLURAL-ACC

Alright, we're different, we don't like crazy people.

32.

DgUnhu vaya marntanumarta-a.

that

fear policeman

-ACC

That fellow is frightened of policemen.
Although examples in which the accusative complement is a simple nominal
expression, such as the above, do occur in the data, more often these
predicate nominals

take

clausal complements controlled by either the

subject or a raised accusative argument (11.4).
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9.2.3 Complements of (Common) Nominals
A range of common nominals may take an accusative complement.

The nominal

predicate ascribes some property to the subject of the clause but this
characterisation of the subject is mediated by the accusative complement.
That is, the property of the subject is ascribed relative to the particular
traits, circumstances, or point-of-view (if animate) of the referent of the
complement.
Most examples of this type of complement involve nominal predicates of
the proto-typical value adjective type.

33.

For example:

panyu ngurntura-a.
thatNOM medicine good cold
-ACC

DgUDhaa jami

That jami medicine is good for colds.

34. nhiyu ngurnta kuyil paju warnu nganaju. vu.raal wiyaa panyu
this style
bad
REAL ASSERT 1sgACC
alright maybe good
wirta-ngara -a.
youth-PLURAL-ACC

The lie of this hill is really difficult for me [to climb].
Okay, maybe it's alright for young people.

35. ngunbu paya-nnguntharri ngavu.rr-llBl"ta mir.ta panyu paju
thatNOM drink-HABITNOM

froth

-PROP

not

good

REAL

nganaju-u kurntal -yu.
1sgGEN-ACC daughter-Ace

That beer isn't good for my daughter.
In many cases the predicate governs a clausal complement describing a
set of intended actions which are somehow influenced by the existence of
the property ascribed to the subject of the matrix clause.
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36.

Dhi.yu marlara 111lurru

this

road

paju ngurnu -ngara -a

straight REAL thatOBL-PLURAL-ACC

paJ8.-lalha-nguru-ngara-a

puni-vaa

yilangu marlara-la.

drink-PAST-ABL -PLURAL-ACC go-PURPs:o here

road

-LOC

This road is too straight for those fellows who have been drinking
to walk here on it.

9.3 Copula Constructions

The non-verbal clauses described in the preceding section are effectively
tenseless;
permanent

the

ascriptive/equative

characteristic

or

clauses

relationship

imply
of

the

existence

identity.

The

of

a

nominal

predicates of kin relationship and of psychological state also imply
permanent states.

However, the use of a verbal copula allows the setting

of temporal bounds on the existence of such states, and/or the coding of
various modalities.
Martuthunira makes use of three intransitive stance verbs as copulas:
nyina-fi 'sit, stay, be', karri..p' 'stand', and vanti-d 'lie'. Of these, only
nyina-;d can be said to function like a true dummy copula, both karri-fl and
vanti-f.J' retain something of their core meaning in any copula construction.

Sections 9.3.1 and 9.3.2 describe the various uses of the unmarked nyina-,8
copula and discuss the bases for the choice of one or other marked copula.
In addition, the simple motion verb puni..p •go' may function as a copula
and implies the maintenance of a state throughout the performance of
additional activities.
9.3.~

This is illustrated in 9. 3. 3. Finally, section

describes briefly, the role of the copulas as markers of continuing
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activity.

9.3.1 The unmarked copula nyina-- 'sit, stay, be'
Firstly, the copula construction allows the ascription of a property to the
subject of the clause relative to some time frame - either the present of
utterance or some narrative present - or in relation to some other category
normally encoded

on

the

verb;

such

as

modality

(40)

or

collective

activity/existence (37).
37. pukarti -ngara nyina-marri~ jalya -rru.
snakewood-PLURAL be
-COLL -PRES rubbish-NOW
The snakewood trees are all rubbish now (they weren't always).

38.

ngun1m -ngara

nyina-lha mir.ta-rru panyu •

thatNOM-PLURAL be

-PAST not

-NOW good

...

wuraal-wa-rru ngunhaa. nyilla-layi pularna mir.ta-rru panyu.

alright-¢-NOW thatNOM

be

-FUT they

not

-NOW good

They weren't good ••• Alright that's how it is now, they aren't
going to be good.
39. ngun1m nyina-nguru kurnangu-rru.
thatNOM be
-PRES black
-NOW
That one is black now (he used to be white).

40. ngal.iwa mirntiwul nyina-marld nbuural
1pl(inc) all
be
-CONTR knowing
We should all know that!
In the same way, the copula can be used to present equative predications
with some temporal perspective.

41.

ngunhaa warruwa-1

For example:

nyina-lha -nguru.

thatNOM devil-THEN be

-PAST-ABL

They were devils then.
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42. Dhtiyarra-lva, ngunhaa papungal.i-tharra paju-rru nyina-layi.
thisDUAL -ID
thatNOM deity
-DUAL
REAL-NOW be
-FUT
These two, would end up being our two gods.

43. ngau nhiJU varnu nganaju kaya
face this

ASSERT 1sgGEN

nyina-nguru ngaul
brother be
-PRES face

This face is my brother's face (sudden realization)!
There

are

no

non-verbal

clauses

with

an

existential

Martuthunira; all such predications require a copula.

function

in

For example:

44. varruva-ngara nyina-lha jarrkurti ngunbu -ngara pintirrijila.
devil -PLURAL be -PAST three
thatNOM-PLURAL scattered
There were three groups of devils scattered about.

45.

ngunhaa nyina-nguru kuvarri.

thatNOM be

-PRES now

That one exists today.
Finally, the small set of manner nominals (3.1.1.1) may not function as
primary predicates but require a mediating verbal predicate.

In the

simplest cases these may select a copula, for example:
46. nhartu-npa-lha-lva? nlm.laa
jurlurlu nyina-ngaru,
what -INCH-PAST-ID near you crouched be
-PRES
mir.ta puyii nhaw-rra.
not
farACC see-CTEMP

What's happened? That one nearer you is crouching down and won't
be able to see very far.

9.3.2 karri-P' 'stand' and vanti-,0 'lie', as copulas
Unlike the unmarked copula nyina-Q', karri..p' 'stand' and vanti-,0 'lie'
retain something of their core meaning when functioning as copulas.
choice of copula is dependent on a number of factors.
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The

Firstly, many

subjects typically choose a particular copula because of a characteristic
stance.

Thus trees generally 'stand', plains 'lie'. However, although

there !s a clear tendency for particular entities to choose one or other of
the three copulas, this does not mean that the copulas place selectional
restrictions on what their subjects may be {by contrast Simpson {1983:433)
argues for selectional restrictions for Warlpiri copulas).
Karri-9 is chosen when the subject of the clause is perceived as having

an

essentially vertical

aspect.

However,

the

verb

strongly implies

temporarily arrested.motion; thus eagles may 'stand' in the sky before they
swoop, and water {which generally 'lies') may 'stand' still and clear
before it is muddied {50). Perhaps related to this, karri-,8 replaces
nyilla-,P as the unmarked copula in the avoidance style.

47. ngunbu -ngara karri-nguru panganypa-rru.
thatNOM-PLURAL stand-PRES ready
-NOW

They are standing ready now.
48. karri-nguru kuvarri, Pantuvarnangka.
stand-PRES now
It stands there today, Pannawonica Hill.
49. nhartu ngularla karri-nguru purruru-la-nu?
what
thereNS stand-PRES belt -LOC-QUOT
What's that hanging there somewhere on his belt?
50. vantbarni nhiyu kayulu, panyu? llir.ta nhartu -marta vii,
how
thisNOM water
good
not
something-PROP or
panyu karri-lba.
good stand-PAST

How is this water, good? Maybe it hasn't got anything [in it], has
been standing good (clear and untainted).
Vanti-p' is chosen as

a copula when the subject of the clause is
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perceived as having a marked horizontal orientation, either linear or
planar.

This applies firstly to single entities which lie flat on the

ground,

and the ground itself,

but secondarily to any collection of

entities which can be perceived as distributed in (horizontal) space.
51. thal.ya ngunbu vanti-nguru kana-nglca-1,
kuvarri vi.1.
track
that
lie -PRES clear-LOC-THEN now
or
That track is clear to see, even today.

52. ngurra-rru yirla vanti-nguru ngul.angu.
ground-NOW only lie -PRES there
Only the ground is

t~ere

(nothing else can be seen).

53. Dhiyu pal.yarra vanti-vala kalyaran-vi.rriva-rru.
this plain
lie-PURPds tree
-PRIV -NOW
This plain was to be without trees.
In example 54, a swarm of flies 'lie' scattered upon a bed of leaves
although flies normally 'sit'. Similarly, in example 55, a large group of
people are scattered across a plain although the adverbial nominal jurlurlu
•crouching', normally selects the nyina-jJ copula (see example 46 above).
'

54. Dhiyu varrari yirla vanti-nguru wrrulyva-la.
this fly
only lie -PRES leaves -LOC
There are only these flies on the leaves (the meat is all gone).

55.

Dhiingara vanti-nguru yarrva-ngka jurlurlu.

theseNOM

lie

-PRES

behind-LOC

crouching

These people were spread out behind it, crouching down.
Just as the ground, or 'country' lies, so customs, laws and stories are
'laid out' or distributed throughout a tract of country or to a widely
scattered group of people.

Example 57 illustrates this use of vanti-d, in

contrast to the unmarked nyina-:fi copula.
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56. mir.ta-1
Purntul vanti-nyila.
not
-THEN name
lie -CTEMP
The Purntul ceremony didn't exist then.

57. Dhiyu vanti-nguru. 11arrari-ngara, 11ara1.ya-wra, vantha-rnu
this

lie

-PRES

story -PLURAL devil

-POSS place-PASSP

jinangku-yangu, vantharni vanti-lha -la palalyi-1,
track
-PASSP how
lie -PAST-LOC before -THEN

nyina-lha -la pukarrpukarr-ngara.
be
-PAST-LOC ancients
-PLURAL
These are the stories of the devils, laid down and followed, about
how things were before, when the ancient people were about.

9.3.3 puni..P 'go' as a Copula
The simple motion verb puni-ff 'go', has a restricted fUnction as a copula.
This is illustrated in the following examples:
58. yimpala -rru-va, kanyara-vuyu puni-layi ja1ya -rru,
like that-NOW-YK man
-SIDE go -FUT rubbish-NOW
yaan -virriva-rru.
spouse-PRIV -NOW
Like that, the husband will be rubbish now, without a wife.
59. panyu-1 puni-layi ngathu kul.yakarta-ma-rnu.
good-THEN go -FUT 1sgEFF educated -CAUS-PASSP
Then you'll be good, having been educated by me.
While it is clear that the ascriptive predicates in these two examples,
jalya 'rubbish' and panyu 'good' respectively, are second predicates on the
subject of puni..p', the use of the verb does not imply any motion on the
part of the subject.

Instead, the use of the puni-,6 copula, rather than

nyina..p for example, indicates that the ascribed state will be maintained
while other actions are performed.

Thus the husband in 58 will be as good
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as rubbish and without a wife in all the actions he now performs, wherever
he goes.

Similarly, the child who has been educated properly in 59, will

behave in a correct manner whatever the task.

9.3.4 Copulas as Markers of Continuing Activity
In

the

same way

that

the

copulas nyina-pj

and

puni-pj

describe

the

persistence of a state, they can be used to indicate the persistence of
actions through a period of time.

Typically, the verbs appear together

with other verbs marked with the contemporaneous relative subordinate
clause inflection (11.1.4). For example:
60. ngayu

jirli air.ta vii panyu, puni-rra yavarrunyja-1.yarra

1sgNOM arm

not

nurla-ngara-a

if good

go-CTEMP miss

tbarnta-ngara-a,

meat-PLURAL-ACC euro

jalya -npa -rra

-CTEMP
puni-rra

-PLURAL-ACC useless-INCB-CTEMP go-CTEMP

nhuva-1.yarra varuul-va-1.yarra.

spear-CTEMP

still -CAUS-CTEMP

If my arm is no good, I'll keep on missing game, euros, I'll
continue to be useless, keep on trying to spear them.
61 • vayil ngul.a yarnta-varntura wiyaa parrani-rravaara

maybe IGNOR day

-DISTRIB maybe return -SEQ

ngurnu...-ilyarra-lva, nyina-layi patha-rryarra.

thatOBL-ALL

-ID

sit

-FUT

throw-CTEMP

Maybe each day they came back to that place and stayed there
throwing (boomerangs).
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Chapter 10
The SJlltalt of Verbal C1ausea

Martuthunira shares with its Ngayarda relatives the legacy of a historical
reorganization of basic case-marking patterns from ergative-absolutive to
nominative-accusative.

The modern accusative system emerged through a

reanalysis of an intransitive nominative/dative pattern, once available for
the arguments of transitive verbs under certain semantic conditions, which
then became the standard case-frame for all transitive verbs (see Dench
1982). Simple transitive clauses in the modern Ngayarda languages thus
descend from intransitive clauses and the accusative case suffix descends
from a dative case.
It is clear that the Martuthunira accusative has retained a number of
fUnctions of the old dative and this has resulted in some confusion of the
patterns of transitivity in the language.

Blake (1977:35) notes that an

important function of the dative in many Australian languages is to mark
the complements of "any predicator that is not a transitive verb".

Thus

the dative typically marks the complements of intransitive or middle verbs
such as 'cry for' or 'wait for', and complements of nominal predicates such
as 'knowing', 'wanting' or 'fear'. In addition, the dative often marks the
recipient argument of verbs of giving, and may introduce NP adjuncts with
benefactive or purposive fUnctions (for descriptions of dative functions in
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other Australian languages see especially Hale

( 19 82) for War lpiri and

Goddard (1983) for Yankunytjatjara).
In Martuthunira, the accusative case covers many of these functions as
well as marking the objects of proto-typical primary transitive verbs like
thani-L 'hit', or wurnta-L 'cut'. At the same time, the semantics of the

cardinal

transitive

relationship

is

now

inherent

in

the

accusative

case-marker and has spread to many of the originally dative 'intransitive'
uses (4.3). As a result, there are many types of clause in Martuthunira in
which more than one accusative argument occurs, and where more than one
accusative argument has associated with it something of the semantics of
direct object-hood.

In this description I will maintain that these clauses

are true double-object constructions.
This situation presents some immediate difficulties for analysis, some
of

which

have

been

touched

on

briefly

in

earlier

sections.

The

categorization of verbs into transitivity classes is complicated by two
factors: firstly, the freedom with which objects of apparently transitive
verbs may be omitted, and secondly, the freedom with which many verbs may
take additional accusative arguments resembling, semantically at least,
direct objects.

While there

are clearly limits

to the selection of

additional accusative arguments, these often depend to a great extent on
the particular meaning and context of use of the verbs in question.
Similarly, the linking of different accusative NPs to the semantic roles
assumed by the verb depends on the referents of these NPs and on their
expected roles in particular contexts.

However, I

6.1.3)

subcategorized

that

verbs

may

be

successfully

will assume
for

(as in

their

core

arguments and that the different case frames of certain verbs may be
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accounted for by establishing separate lexical entries {presumably linked
by regular operations on lexical forms) 1 •
The analysis of the passive presents similar difficulties.

The subject

of a passive clause may correspond to one of a range of possible accusative
arguments in the corresponding active clause.

Thus the passive does not

provide any evidence for the organization of grammatical relations within
active clauses and cannot, itself, be fully described in terms of such
underlying grammatical relations.
The Martuthunira data, then, is of considerable theoretical interest.
It is clear that the analysis to be presented here is relevant to the
testing of those theories of syntactic structure which assume the universal
applicability of distinct grammatical relations such as Direct Object and
Indirect

Object.

However,

while

the

Martuthunira

double-object

constructions may prove embarrassing to approaches assuming certain forms
of the Relational Grammar 'Stratal Uniqueness Law', it is nevertheless
possible to assign a unique grammatical relation to each core accusative
argument.

These theoretical issues are discussed briefly in 10.3.

This chapter is organized as follows.

Section 10.1 introduces the range

of types of active clause organized according to identifiable classes of
verbs while section 10.2 describes the Martuthunira passive and discusses
possible analyses of the passive rule.

Section 10.3 discusses the question

of grammatical relations in double-object clauses.
the special case frames of imperative clauses.

Section 10.4 describes

Section 10.5 describes the

use of referential case marking in encoding second
part-whole constructions.

predications

and

Section 10.6 briefly describes the structure of
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interrogative

sentences

and

finally

10. 7

discusses

the

order

of

constituents within the clause.

10.1 Basic Active Argument Structures

The classification of verbs presented in this section is based partly on a
semantic characterization of predicates and partly by the types of argument
they allow.

Of course, these two factors are intimately related.

It is

assumed that verbs can be successfully subcategorized by their argument
structure: an array of possible core and oblique complements (the use of
these terms follows Andrews (1985)). Alternative case frames are assumed to
represent a realignment of these core and oblique arguments and for the
purposes of this description it is assumed that this realignment is a
lexical

operation

linking

different

lexical

entries

for

the

verbal

predicate in question.

10.1.1 Impersonal Verbs
Verbs denoting processes of the weather or emerging times of the day
generally appear in text with no overt, or understood, subject argument.
For example:
1. ngurnu-nguru-va thanturri-layi. yavurrari-rru., tlmlharra-npa -rra

thatOBL-ABL -YK go down

-FUT

-rru,
westward -NOW afternoon-INCH-CTEMP-NOW

jarruru wu.raal-va-rru 1mtbmut1m-npa -rra -rru..
slowly still -~ -NOW cool
-INCH-CTEMP-NOW

From then, [the sun] goes down in the west, it's becoming
a~ernoon, and it slowly continues to get cooler.
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Non-verbal clauses with accusative complements in which the predicate
ascribes some property to the weather may also appear to be subjectless:
2.

1111thu paju nganaju. ngayu

cold

REAL 1sgACC

vayangka -nguru .al.yarra-npa-11irri.

1sgNOM frightened-PRES sick

-INCH-LEST

It's too cold for me. I'm frightened of getting sick.
3.

karlarra paju ngaliva -a

hot

lllDgka-lvaa

REAL 1pl(inc)-ACC eat

-PURPs:o

mrla-a.

meat-ACC

It's too hot for us to eat meat.
However,

on other occasions these clauses may occur with an overt

subject NP; either a nominal referring to the day, or a time of the day, or
the demonstratives

Dhiyu

'this'

or

ngunhaa

'that'.

The demonstrative

subject is equivalent to the use of the English dummy subject 'it'.

4.

thulharra jampa -rru mthmllthu-npa-layi., panyi.-lvala -rru.

afternoon moment-NOW cool

-INCH-FUT dance-PURPds-NOW

The afiernoon will be getting cool soon and we will be able to dance.
5.

Dhiyu

maJ11maJ11-npa-nguru-rru., ngaJ i va mir. ta-rru nhawu-layi..

thiSNOM dark

-INCH-PRES-NOW

1pl(inc) not

-NOW see -FUT

It's getting dark now, we won't be able to see.
The verbs illustrated in the preceding section are all derived from
nominals referring to times of the day or states of the weather.

The only

monomorphemic weather verb occurring in the Martuthunira data is parnta-L
'rain'.

This

verb

may select a demonstrative subject but

is

always

understood to have the implied subject varnan 'rain'. More ofien, either
varnan, or one of a set of nominals referring to clouds or storms appears

as the subject.

Parnta-L may take an added benefactive accusative object,

as illustrated in the following example.

Notice also the use of an ambient

demonstrative subject with the passive verb ngapala-ma-rnu 'make muddy':
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6.

varnan parnta-rnuru-rru warnu ngal.iva -a.
thisNOM rain
rain -PRES -NOW ASSERT 1pl(inc)-ACC

nhiyu

muthu-npa-layi-rru. nhiyu
ngapala-ma -rnu -rru warnan-tu.
cold-INCH-FUT -NOW thisNOM mud
-CAUS-PASSP-NOW rain -EFF
parnta-rnuru varuu.
thisNOM rain -PRES still

nhiyu

This rain is certainly setting in on us. It's getting cold. It's
muddy from the rain. And it's still raining.

10.1.2 Intransitive States/Processes
A number

of predicates

select

a

single

subject

possibility of one or more optional adjuncts.

argument,

with

the

The class includes some

monomorphemic verbs, for example:
varrpurr14

mal.yarra-L
nyuni-0
kampa-JJ
parnti_.
jaama~

'bathe'
'be in pain, be ill'
'drown'
1 be burning, be cooking'
'be smelling, emitting odour'
1 yawn 1

However, simple verbs of this type are not numerous.

Most expressions

of the existence of a state, either in inanimate or animate entities
involve a copula construction incorporating one of the three verbs nyina-e'
'sit, stay, be', karri-Jf 'stand', and wanti-4 'lie' (9.3). Of course these
three verbs also occur as simple verbs of stance falling into the basic
intransitive category.

For example:
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7.

nhiyu

kanyara, wirra
-a
yinka-1.yarra
alright man
boomerang-ACC chisel-CTEMP

nyina-quru wuraal

thisNOM sit

-PRES

yartapalyu-u-rni. thungkara-la nyina-quru, marli -ngka-rru
others -ACC-NOW ground -LOC sit -PRES
cadjeput-LOC -NOW
kartawura-la, mal.arnu-la.
butt
-LOC shade -LOC
This fellow, the man, is sitting carving another load of
boomerangs. He's sitting on the ground, at the foot of a cadjeput
tree, in the shade.

8.

ngunhu-tharra wlu-wirriva kurryu-ngka martura-la, vantharra,
thatNOM-DUAL leg -PRIV
trench-LOC middle-LOC like
vanti-lha-la, ngunbu-tharra nyuju -tharra tharryi -tharra.
lie -PAST-LOC thatNOM-DUAL initiate-DUAL
alongside-DUAL
It was as if they had no legs while they were lying in the
trenches, those two initiates, side-by-side.
With few exceptions,

predicates denoting processes are derived from

nominals through the addition of one of a number of verbalizing suffixes.
Firstly, a range of verbs incorporating the derivational suffixes -rri-/1

(6.3.5), -Carri-- (6.3.6) or -nguli-tf (6.3.7), describe bodily states: for
example, parravarrarri-- 'shiver' , jiDkurnkarri-- 'sneeze' , punganguli-D
'have stomach ache'.

These control a single subject argument.

Secondly, a virtually unlimited number of process predicates can be
derived by the addition of the inchoative suffix -npa-; to a nominal stem
(6 .3.3). However,

the argument structures of these predicates depends

crucially on the nomin,al stem in each case; there is no set of frames
common to all inchoative verbs.

Thus, as described in following sections,

while many inchoative verbs take single subject core arguments, others may
freely take a range of accusative NP arguments or clausal complements on
the subject or accusative object.
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10.1.3 Transitive Activities
A large class contains proto-typical transitive verbs of affect which take
a subject argument usually denoting the actor and an accusative argument
typically denoting a patient.

Clauses involving these verbs often include

instrumental NP adjuncts (marked with the proprietive suffix) and/or second
predications of manner.

9.

llir.ta jarruru ngayu thani-lalha nganaju-u 1my.L-i, kalyaran-marta.
not
slowly 1sgNOM hit -PAST 1sgGEN-ACC dog-ACC stick
•PROP
I thrashed my dog with a stick.
(lit. Not slowly I hit that dog with a stick.)

None of the verbs in this class have alternate case frames whereby some
otherwise non-core argument appears as an accusative object.
of these verbs may freely
argument.

take

an

However, most

additional benefactive

accusative

Some examples of verbs in this class are:

thani-L
y.Lnka-L
kaq>a-L
vurnta-L
Dhurnti....a-L
nlmva-L
karla....a-L

'hit'
purra-L
'chisel'
karta-L
'cook'
kanpi-L
'cut'
kanyja-L
'kill'
ll&Dku-'spear'
'make a fire (out of wood)'

'hit with a thrown stone
'chop, stab, poke'
'winnow'
'hold, keep'
'get, grab, pick up'

As the list suggests, the class also includes the majority of verbs derived
by the addition of the -ma-L causative suffix to a nominal stem (6.3.4).

10.1.4 Verbs of Transfer
The verb

yungku..p

'give' , selects two accusative arguments, denoting the

recipient and the theme.

There are no alternate case frames for this verb
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and it is the best example of a true monomorphemic ditransitive predicate
to be. found in Martuthunira. The potential ambiguity of double-object
constructions is discussed in 10.3.
10. ngayu yungku-lba nganaju-u muyi-1 111rla-a mngka-lwaa.
1sgNOM give -PAST 1sgGEN-ACC dog-ACC meat-ACC eat
-PURPs:o
I gave my dog meat to eat.
Murnta-L 'take from' also takes two accusative objects denoting the theme

and the source.

However, unlike other verbs of this class it does not

allow the source to appear as the subject of a passive clause.
KulJUl&-L 'pay back, give in return' , takes two accusative arguments

denoting the recipient and the theme.

It also takes a locative complement

which denotes the object' for which the theme is a pay-back gift.

However,

there are no examples in the data in which all arguments are represented:
11. ngayu kulJUl&-lalha kartatha-lwayara-a-lpurtu ngawayu-la
1sgNOM pay back-PAST chop
-HABIT-ACC-COMP
turn -LOC
jullpirirr1-la.

knife

-LOC

I paid [him] back with a chopper

in~urn

for a knife.

Finally, the benefactive verb VW"U118.-L 'do for•, can be included in this
class.
the

Typically this verb appears in a subordinate clause controlled by

matrix

subject

with

a

single

accusative

argument

denoting

beneficiary of the action described in the main clause.
12. ngayu wirra
-a
yinka-lalha WUl'Wla-1.yarra nganaju-u 1111.mi-1.
1sgNOM boomerang-ACC carve-PAST do for-CTEMP
1sgGEN-ACC uncle-ACC

I carved a boomerang, doing it for my uncle.
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the

However, when wuruma-L appears in a main clause it may occur with a second
accusative.object denoting the entity upon which some ultimately beneficial
action is performed.

13. Dhuvana puni-rra
2pl

vii thaWD-1mlyarra, nganaju llUl"Ulla-rninyji

go-CTEMP if

town

-ALL

1sgACC

do for-FUT

yurntura-a 118Dyarrka-a-tburti?
flour -ACC sugar -ACC-CONJ

If you go to town, will you [get] some flour and sugar for me? 2
The best classification of 1ftll"Wl8-L, on the basis of the data at hand, is
as a ditransitive verb selecting two accusative arguments.

Then the ·most

common examples of the verb, in which the patient/theme does not appear,
might be explained as 'double-equi': the coreferential omission of both
subject and patient/theme iD. subordinate clauses.

Examples such as the

following, in which the benefactive clause appears at first blush to be
embedded within the matrix clause, can be used to support this argument.
14. ngayu jarraa-lalha nganaju-u papu -u
wuruma-1.yarra
1sgNOM tie up-PAST 1sgGEN-ACC father-ACC do for-CTEMP
varrirti-ngara -a,
spear
-PLURAL-ACC

...

I tied up, for my father, the spears •••
Here the patient NP controls a number of following subordinate clauses and
it is for this reason that it occurs on the far margin of this particular
complex sentence rather than immediately following the main verb.

However,

if 'the spears' is described as a second argument of the subordinate verb

wuruma-L, then the formal representation of such patterns is considerably
simplified: the 'double-equi' affects the object in the main clause and the
subject in the subordinate clause.
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10.1.5 Simple

~otion

Verbs

With few exceptions, simple (intransitive) motion verbs have an alternative
argument frame in which some locational role appears as an accusative
marked argument.

However, verbs differ as to which of a number of possible

locational NPs may otherwise appear with accusative case marking.

The

patterns represented here suggest that motion verbs are subcategorized for
a locational complement which may appear either as an accusative object or
as an oblique NP bearing some locational case suffix.
The two verbs puni...p' 'go' and kurrarti4 'swim' , most often occur with a
nominative subject and with one or more optional locational NPs: locative
denoting the path of the motion,i allative marking goal, or ablative marking
source.
15. kulhawlha varuu, ngaHva puni-layi nbarnu-mil.,arra.
heap
still 1pl(inc) go -FUT grave -ALL
Still heaped together, we go' to the grave.
16 •

parla-ngara -la -rru puni-layi.

hill -PLURAL-LOC-NOW go

-FUT

They travel in the hills then.
17. Dhiyaa kurrarti-layi puyiirta vii, kurrarti-layi.
thisNOM swim
-FUT f arALL
or
swim
-FUT

This fellow can swim a long way.
18. ngunhaa kurrarti-lba kayul.u-la.
thatNOM swim
-PAST water -LOC

That fellow swam in the water.
However, while the ablative and allative NPs are clearly adjuncts, the
locative denoting path is arguably a complement.
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Both verbs occur in an

alternate case frame with the path of motion marked as an accusative
object:
19. ngayu Dhavu-lha parralba-a kurrarti-nyila-a ngurnu ngavurr-yu.
1sgNOM see -PAST turtle-ACC swim
-PrREL-ACC thatACC foam -ACC
I saw a turtle swimming through the foam.
20. nhiingara puni-lha parla-a.
this(pl)NOM go -PAST hill-ACC
These fellows went along in the hills.
The three verbs kanarri-JI 'come' , parrani-j 'return' and vanyjarri-P
•run' take much the same set of locational NPs as •go' and •swim', but for
these verbs it is the goal of motion, otherwise marked allative, that
appears as an accusative argument in the alternate case frame.
21.

kanarri-layi-lwa ngaliwa -milyarra, Dhavu-lu.
thatNOM come
-FUT -ID 1pl(inc)-ALL
see -PURPss

ngunbaa

That fellow will come to us, to see us.
22. vanthala ngunbu -nga.ra kanarri-lha thanarti-la-nguru
somewhere thatNOM-PLURAL come .-PAST sea
-LOC-ABL
varutharra-a -rru kanarri-lha.
marsh
-ACC-NOW come
-PAST
Somewhere there they came out of the sea ••• and came to the
marshes then.
23. vayil ngula yarnta-varntura viJB& parrani-rra-varntura
maybe IGNOR day
-DISTRIB maybe return-CTEMP-DISTRIB
ngurnu-milyarra-lwa.
thatOBL-ALL
-ID
Maybe they came back each day to that place.
24. parrani-layi ngunbaa ngurnu Kavuyu-u-lwa, pungka.-lu karti-Dgka.
return -FUT thatNOM thatACC name-ACC-ID
fall-PURPss side -LOC
It comes right back to that Kawuyu hill, and falls at his side.
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Five motion verbs have alternate frames
endpoint

of motion

~ay

be

marked

locative

in

which the accomplished

or

accusative.

Firstly,

thanturri-P 'descend, go down', tbarrwa-91 'enter', and pungka-Jf 'fall', may

occur with a locative complement indicating the eventual endpoint of the
moving body, or with this complement marked accusative.
The verb karlwa-,0 'arise, go up, get up', is similar thoughJin this case
there is often a conflation of path and goal.

The endpoint of the motion

may be marked allative and the path may be marked locative as in the
following examples:

25. kartu karlwa-layi kaya -arta -rru •
2sgNOM go up -FUT brother-DirALL-NOW

...

wanthala-nguru ngunbu karlwa-lba-rru, parla-ngka?
where
-ABL
that
go up-PAST-NOW hill -LOC

You go up to your brother now ••••
Where did that fellow go up [from], on which hill?
When the verb appears with an accusative argument, this argument generally
denotes both the path taken and the eventual endpoint of the motion.
Karlwa-Y in this frame describes an accomplishment.

'climb', follows the same pattern.

Thus, these two verbs can also be

described as having the goal of motion as a complement.

26. ngaliwa karlwa-layi Kawuyu-ngu.
1pl(inc) go up -FUT

name

-ACC

We'll go up onto Kawuyu.

27. puni-layi
go

-FUT

The verb wirta-L

-ngara, llirntiwul. wirta-lu.
thatNOM-PLURAL all
climb-PURPss

ngunbu

Kavayu-u-rru parla-a.
name-ACC-NOW hill-ACC

Off they go, all to climb Kawuyu hill.
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28. ngunbu -rru ngunbu, parla-ngka-rru virta-nguru. kanta 11Bnapna
thatNOM-NOW thatNOM hill -LOC -NOW climb-PRES
leg
quickly
paju, kuyil-ngurni-la wirt.a-lba -.rti-ma-rnuru paju
REAL bad -OBSCRD-LOC climb-PAST fast-CAUS-PRES REAL

That's him, climbing the hill now. His legs are moving really
quickly, and he's climbed up on a difficult place very quickly.
There are a number of derived motion verbs in the data and these fall
into

two

classes.

Firstly,

there

are

those

verbs

derived

from

an

inherently locative nominal (e.g. yilaDgu-npa-p' [here-INCH-~] •come here•),
or

from

a

nominal

inflected

with

a

locational

ngurra-arta-npa..p [camp-ALL-INCH-~] •come to camp•).

case

suffix

(e.g.

These verbs describe

motion towards the place denoted by the stem nominal and, understandably,
do not have locational complements (nor alternative argument structures).
By contrast, the verb nirna-npa..p •get close to', requires an accusative
argument denoting the goal of motion.
on which it is based,
relationship.

nirna..P

This is expected since the nominal

'close•, denotes a transitive spatial

The verb mrna-ngka-npa-,8 'come up close' , on the other

hand, may take only a subject argument.
Finally, it should be noted that two motion verbs do not have associated
locational complements.

Tburtinti-fl 'move away, disappear 1 , and

yanga-fi

'move, make a movement•, may occur with an accusative object but this
argument denotes a benefactive rather than some locational role.

10.1.6 Verbs of Induced Motion/Position
Verbs of induced motion or induced position have alternate case frames in
which the complement goal can appear either as an oblique locational NP or
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as an accusative object.

The theme argument is marked accusative in both

frames.
ThatbD-L 'let go, send', corresponds to the simple motion verb kanarr1-.ff
•come'. It most often occurs with an allative NP denoting the goal of
motion, but has an alternate frame with the goal marked accusative:
29. ngaliva thatbu-rninyj1 kulbawpa-ngara-a ngurnu -ngara -arta
1pl(inc) send -FUT
fish
-PLURAL-ACC thatOBL-PLURAL-DirALL
kanyara-ngara -arta.
person -PLURAL-DirALL
We'll send fish to those people.
30.

-.rrar1-1 thatbD-yarr1-lha ngurnu -ngara -a.
word -ACC send -COLL-PAST thatOBL-PLURAL-ACC
They sent word to those people.

The two verbs vantha-R 'place, put, leave', and varnt1tha-L 'throw,
drop' , like the motion verbs thanturr1-Jt 'go down, descend' an pnngka-1
'fall' have an endpoint of motion, or induced position, which is generally
marked locative but which can appear as an accusative argument.
tharrvi-L 'put into' corresponds to

tharrva~

Similarly,

•enter'. Once again, the

theme argument of such verbs is always accusative:
31. ngayu puni-lha, yilangu-rru nyina-lu, DgBJDar1-1 -rru
1sgNOM go -PAST here
-NOW sit-PURPss tobacco-ACC-NOW
vantha-rryarra -.rli-ngka.
put
-CTEMP
paper-Loe
I came to sit here and put tobacco in paper (roll a cigarette).
32. nganarna mrla-a vantha-lvayara pa1111lu-ngara -a.
1pl{exc) meat-ACC leave -HABIT
child -PLURAL-ACC
We used to leave meat with/for the kids.
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Just as the inchoative suffix may be added to locative nominals to
derive 'inert' motion verbs, so
to

derive

'inert'

induced

t~e

causative may be added to such nominals

motion

verbs.

That

is,

verbs

such

as

wilyara-la-ma-L 'put on the shoulders', do not take either an oblique NP or

a second accusative NP denoting the goal of motion.

And, finally, a few

induced motion verbs do not have a locational complement.

For example,

second accusative arguments appearing with the verbs kangku-J

'carry,

bring' , and parrani-lha-ma-L 'bring back, return' , are al ways interpreted
as benefactives.

10.1.7 Perception and Cognition Verbs
The perception verbs nhaw..p' 'see'

and kuliJB-L

nominative subject and an accusative object.
accusative sentential complements.

'hear'

occur with a

They also commonly take

The range of possible complement types

and their syntax is discussed in 11.4.
33. ngunhaa nhaw-lha vii nga11
-1 karri-lha -a, ngunhaa
thatNOM see -PAST if 1dl(inc)-ACC stand-PAST-ACC thatNOM
warta
-a -rru purra-l"llinyj1 ngali
-1.
forehead-ACC-NOW hit -FUT
1dl(inc)-ACC

If he saw that we were standing there he would hit us in the forehead.
34. mir.ta nganangu
vii kuliJB-]aJha, nhartu
-u
vii.
not
someoneACC or hear -PAST
something-ACC or
varnan-ku yirla kul1J8.-l"llin7j1 parnta-rnura-a.
rain -ACC only hear -FUT
rain -PrREL-ACC

[I] haven't heard anyone or anything, and will [continue to] hear
just the rain falling.
Both verbs

may also

take

a

reflexive sentential subject complement.

Bbavu-p' is used in this way to present a person's opinion of their own
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appearance, kuli,a-L present&

a personal opinion of one's state of

health.
35. ngartil tharrvi-layi jaat -ku, puni-rravaara Jcarnka -rru,
next
put on -FUT shirt-ACC go -SEQ
pleased-NOW
ngurangura-rru jankul-va-rru Dham-rra.
stylish -NOW self -~ -NOW see -CTEMP

Next I put on a shirt and go off pleased with myself, looking
stylish.
36. DgaJU lli.r.ta varnu panJU paju kuli,a-rnuru jankul
1sgNOM not
ASSERT well REAL hear -PRES self
,arta-ngka-nguru-1 yakarrangu-la-nguru.
other-LOC-ABL-THEN day
-LOC-ABL

I haven't felt very well since the other day.
(lit. I hear myself not well ••• )
nguya-11a-L 'dream, dream about (oneself performing an action)', follows the

same pattern; taking an accusative NP or clausal object and a reflexive
clausal complement on the subject.
Verbs of cognition select either simple nominative and accusative NP
arguments or sentential complements on subject and object.

The most common

such verb is kuli,a-npa-Jf 'think, believe':
37. Dhartu? kartu kuliyanpa-nguru nganaju ngalaRDgka-nyila-a 'llW"tu.
what
2sgNOM think
-PRES 1sgACC lie
-PrREL-ACC HYPTH

What! You think that I'm lying?
38. lli.r.ta kuliyanpa-layi llilltbal yirla kur.ta ka1111D-la
not
think
-FUT alone
only clever water-Loe
imrti.Jmrti-la paju.
fast
-Loe REAL

Don't [you] think that [you're] the only one who is clever [enough
to swim] in fast flowing water.
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Like the speech act verbs described in 10. 1 • 8 below, kuliyanpa4 can
introduce thoughts as direct speech.

However this is quite rare and in

most instances, as in the following example, a demonstrative fills the
accusative argument slot:

39. kuli.yanpa-layi ngurnaa, •palvarru, vi.ya.a nhi.JU
think

-FUT

thatACC

alright

kupa-lha-rru.•
maybe thisNOM cook-PAST-NOW

He thinks this: "Alright, maybe this is cooked now."
The

cognition

verbs

nbuura-npa-fl'

•work

out,

learn•,

nbuura-rri.-tl

•realize, understand•, ngalarri.-9 •forget', and vi.ru-npa-0 •want•, follow
the same pattern.

40.

Some examples are:

Dbuuranpa-lha ngurnu jalurra-a.
1sgNOM learn
-PAST thatACC song -ACC

ngayu

I learnt that song.

41.

Dbuuranpa-layi Dhartu
-u vi.i. ai.l.yirri.-nguli-nyila-a.
thatNOM learn
-FUT something-ACC or hide
-PASS -PrREL-ACC

ngunhaa

He's working out that something or other is being hidden.
42. nhurnti.-ma-rninyji. ngurnaa, yartapalJU kanyara-ngara
dead -CAUS-FUT
thatACC others
person -PLURAL

nbuurarri.-vala vantharni.-i. ngurnta-a ji.warra-ngara -vu -u.
realize -PURPds what way-ACC style-ACC white -PLURAL-GEN-ACC

We'll kill this fellow so this mob of blackfellows will understand
the way of [us] white people.

43. ngunhaa.ai.r.ta vi.runpa-lha yirna
thatNOM not

want

vi.rta-tharra-a mngka-lvaa.
-PAST thisACC youth-DUAL-ACC eat-PURPs:o

He didn't want this pair of boys to eat [any of it].
The verb waJBDgka-9 'be frightened' may take an accusative object as in
the following example:
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44. nlmlaa

pawulu nga.ya-nguni wayangka

near you child

cry

-PRES

-rra

waya-a.

frightened-CT.EMP night-ACC

That child is crying [because he's] scared of the dark.
Vayangka~

may also take an accusative complement describing a situation

which the subject of the verb fears may happen.

Where the situation

described in the complement is to be interpreted in the affirmative, the
verb is negated 3 • For example:

45. nganaju yaan

yungku-lha nga.wurr-marta-a yartapalyu-u-rru

1sgGEN spouse give -PAST foam
kanyara-ngara-a.

-PROP-ACC others

DgUllhaa wayangka

-lha

-ACC-NOW

nganaju ll1r. ta paya-lvaa.

person-PLURAL-ACC thatNOM frightened-PAST 1sgACC

not

drink-PURPs:o

My wife gave the beer to the other people. She was frightened I
would drink.
Unfortunately, there are no examples in the data in which the complement is
to be interpreted negatively.

10.1.8 Verbs of Speech and Information Transfer
As in many Australian languages, the verb vangka-jf 'speak, tell, talk
about' , has a number of senses.

To some extent these depend on the

arguments it takes and on the referents of those arguments.

vangka--

'make a {species characteristic) noise' takes a simple subject NP

describing an animal.

There are no examples in the data of accusative

arguments with the verb used in this sense.
'speak,

Firstly,

tell',

may

take

a

single

With human subjects vangka-.0

accusative

argument

denoting

the

addressee, or two accusative arguments, one of which denotes the addressee
and the other the •speech act', for example 'tell a story', 'speak a word,
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language', 'hold a meeting' (47). There are no alternate case frames for
these arguments.

46.

ngunhaa marrari-1 yimpala -lwa vangka-nguru ngurnu -ngara -a,

thatNOM word -ACC like that-ID speak -PRES
kuliya-lwaa

hear

-1

thatOBL-PLURAL-ACC

viyaa ngula.

-PURPs:o-THEN maybe IGNOR

He talked like that, spoke that word to them, so then they would
hear (understand) maybe, I don't know.
47. ngaliwa yila.Dgu 111.lyangkul -JU wangkarnu-marri-layi.
1pl(inc) here
meeting type-ACC discuss -COLL -FUT
We'll hold a Milyangkul meeting here.
Wangka 'say', introduces a passage of direct speech into a narrative.

An accusative argument denoting the addressee may also occur:

48.

ngUnhaa vangka-lha, •nga.yalyu-marnu, nbuwana kanarri-layi yirru.•

thatNOM say

-PAST

cousin

-GROUP

2pl

come

-FUT

He said, "Hey cousins, you come [with me]."

49.

ngunhaa v8ngka-layi yartapalyu-u, •Dbiyu

thatNOM say

-FUT

others

-nu
virra
thisNOM-QUOT boomerang

-ACC

ngatbu yiDka -mu.•

1sgEFF chisel-PASSP
He says to the mob, "This is a boomerang I have made."
More

rarely,

complements,

vangka-fS

either

'say,

nominative

tell'
or

introduces

accusative.

In

'indirect
either

speech'
case,

accusative NP denoting the addressee is possible, although not common.

50. ngayu vangka-layi nbuwala-a., nganaju-vu-lu Jlilli-ngku
1sgNOM tell -FUT 2dl -ACC 1sgOBL-GEN-EFF uncle-EFF
yarna
-mu.
disappointed-PASSP

I tell you that my uncle was disappointed in me.
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an

51. ,artapalyu wangka-nguru parna-ngka-rru kangku-lha-a,
others

say

-PRES

head -LOC -NOW carry-PAST-ACC

,artapalyu vangka-nguru warryayi-Jalba-a.

others

say

-PRES drag

-PAST-ACC

Some say they carried it on their heads, others say they dragged it.
Vangka-JJ' •call,

name• takes an accusative argument which controls a

complement denoting the name ascribed to the referent of the argument.
Very often, the named referent appears as the subject of an agentless
passive clause; the name is a complement on the subject.

52. tha1111-lalha "kuyurr•-yu -rru vangka-nguli-nyila-a.
send -PAST

bundle -ACC-NOW call

-PASS-PrREL-ACC

They send what's called kuyurr (boomerangs bundled as a gif't).

53. ngunhaa,
thatNOM

ngunlm

vartirra ngayalyu, ngunhaa, ngunlm

thatNOM woman

devil

wangka-nguru kanyara-a, y1rna

call

-PRES

man

-ACC

thatNOM

thatNOM

nyina-nyila-a,

thisACC sit

"kaya•

-a

brother-ACC

nhartu-marta-a,

-PrREL-ACC thing -PROP-ACC

DJ811Pal.i-WUJU-U.

leader · -SIDE-ACC
That one, that woman devil, that one, she calls that man kaya
(elder brother), this man sitting down, the one with that thing,
the leader of the group.
Finally, vangka-d •tell' is used as a manipulative predicate, in which
case the accusative argument controls a purposive subordinate clause.

For

example:

54. ngayu vangka-lha pawlu-a EDku-waa

nganaju-a

nga•ri-1.

1sgNOM tell -PAST child-ACC get-PURPs:o 1sgGEN-ACC tobacco-Ace
I told the child to get my tobacco.
There are few other utterance predicates and none with the complete
range of uses illustrated for

vangka....
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Jin8.rri-fj •ask• occurs in only a

few examples in the data but introduces direct speech and appears to take
similar

However,

complements.

predicate.

it

cannot

be

used

as

a

manipulative

Jilallpirra-Jf 'brag' may take an accusative argument denoting

the addressee and a subject complement:
55. ngunhaa jil..allpa-rra vantbarni kurrarti-lba, jil..allpa-rra
thatNOM brag -CTEMP how
swim -PAST brag -CTEMP

nyina-lha pipi -tburti-i -rru pawu -tburti-1 -rru.
be -PAST mother-CONJ -ACC-NOW father-CONJ -ACC-NOW
He bragged about how he had swum, bragged to his mother and father.
The verb jurrura-L 'point out' describes the act of drawing someone's
attention

to

some

physically

present

object

and

usually

takes

two

accusative arguments denoting, respectively, the thing pointed out and the
person so informed.
used as a verb

However, there is one example in the data of jurrura-L

'to blame, point out that'.

Here it takes a single

accusative complement.
56. ngunhaa vartirra nganaju-rru jurrura -rnuru varrmal.yi-i
thatNOM woman
1sgACC -NOW point out-PRES knife -ACC

vithavitha....a -Jalha-a.
cover over-CAUS-PAST-ACC
That woman is blaming me for covering over (losing) the knife./
That woman is pointing out that I covered the knife.
The most common transfer of information predicate is Dhu.ura-ma-L •teach,
show'.

As the causative counterpart to Dbuura-npa-- 'learn', this verb

takes two accusative arguments:

the experiencer and a NP or clausal

complement denoting the thing learnt or presented:
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57. julyu tburlanyarrara, nganarna-wu, pul1J'81lyja, nbuura-ma-Jalba
old

poor fellow

1pl(exc)-GEN old man

know-CAUS-PAST

nganaju yirna

1sgACC

marrar1-1.
thisACC story-ACC

The poor old fellow, one of our people, an old man, taught me this story.
58. ngunhaa nganaju nbuura-ma-lalba vantharni-1 ngurnu -ngara -a
thatNOM 1sgACC know-CAUS-PAST how
-ACC thatOBL-PLURAL-ACC
warruwa-ngara -a
patharr1-lba-a
yil.aDgu-wa.
devil -PLURAL-ACC fight -PAST-ACC here
-YK

He taught me about how the devils once fought here [in this country].
The superficially similar verb kar1,a-L

'show,

thrust out body part'

describes the act of (often provocatively) placing an object or body part
in the view of some person.

Like nbuura-ma-L it takes two accusative

arguments but does not control clausal complements.

10.1.9 Added Accusative Arguments
A number of the verb types described in the preceding sections have the
ability to optionally take an accusative argument of some kind.

Simple

motion and induced motion verbs have alternate case frames in which some
role, usually path or goal, may appear either as an oblique argument marked
with some locational case or as an accusative object.

For these predicates

the added accusative argument can be seen as marking a role which is
implicit in the situation evoked by the verb.

That is, motion verbs are

subcategorized for a path or goal complement.
However, accusative arguments which do not instantiate implicit roles
may be added quite freely to a number of predicate case frames.

The

interpretation of these arguments depends to a varying degree on the
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particular

predicate.

For

some

verbs

the

added

accusative

argument

approaches the status of a true subcategorized direct object and suggests a
lexical derivation whereby the basic argument array of a predicate is
expanded.

For other verbs, the interpretation of any added accusative NP

is completely predictable suggesting that these arguments have much the
status of optional adjuncts.

10.1.9.1 'Ambitransitive' Verbs
Consider the following examples illustrating the verb panyu-npa--:
59.

vartawirrinpa-rra karla-a panyu-npa-vaa,
thatNOM wait for
-CTEMP fire-ACC good-INCH-PURPs:o

ngunhaa

puvara-npa-vaa,

karlarra-npa-vaa
paju.
coals-INCH-PURPs:o hot
-INCH-PURPs:o REAL

He waits for the fire to become good, to burn down to the coals,
to get really hot.
60. ngayu v1ru
-rru viyaa panyu-npa-layi. paya -lalha-nguru
1sgNOM feelings-NOW maybe good-INCH-FUT drink-PAST-ABL
ngurnu

jallli.

-i.

thatACC medicine-AOC
Perhaps my feelings will become good after drinking that medicine.
61. ngayu ngurnaa viru
-rru panyu-npa-lha, tlmrlanyarrara-a.
thatNOM thatACC feelings-NOW good-INCH-PAST poor fellow -ACC
I feel good towards him, the poor fellow.
62. kartu panyu-npa-layi. nganarna-a ngaJarri-lha-ngara-a.
2sgNOM good-INCH-FUT 1pl(exc)-ACC forget-PAST-PLURAL-ACC
You be good to us fellows who forgot.
There is no sense in which the verb panyu-npa_,, in either 59 or 60 implies
an object.

However, an object is clearly implied by the use of verb

in

examples 61 and 62. This strongly suggests that the verb panyu-npa-- be
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given

two

transitive.

separate

lexical

entries,

one

intransitive

and

the

other

The same obtains for paya-npa-.fi 'become angry, get angry at,

"growl" at'.
The verb ngaya-ji 'cry' has a similar ambivalent status.

When the verb

appears with a single subject argument it generally describes an act of
uncontrolled weeping.
act of weeping for
mourning context.

However, with an accusative object it describes an
some deceased relative,

often

in some ritualized

Again it might be argued that there are two verbs

ngaJ&4; one intransitive and one transitive.

deriving one from the other.

There is no general rule

In a description of Panyjima verb classes

(Dench 1981:92) I used the label 'ambitransitive' to cover a collection of
verbs which displayed a similar ambivalent status as either transitive or
intransitive predicates.

Most of the Martuthunira equivalents of the

Panyjima list are assumed to have implicit arguments (many are motion verbs
and verbs of speech, for example).

The few verbs described in this section

continue to defy such a classification and if the option of establishing
separate lexemes were .ignored, the ambitransitive classification might be
retained.

10.1.9.2 Accusative Benefactive Objects
The most general characterization of benefactive accusative arguments is
that they denote a person who is in some way affected by the actions of the
subject of the verb.

These arguments correspond to 'ethical datives' in

some other Australian languages (eg. Warlpiri, Bale 1982). As a general
rule,

benefactive arguments added to

transitive verbs describing some .

activity on the part of a human subject, denote a person who is viewed as
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benefitting from the results of the activity.

For example:

63. nganaju yaan pavulu-ngara-a
1sgGEN

kampa-lalba marla-a.
wife child-PLURAL-ACC cook -PAST meat-ACC

My wife cooked meat for the kids.

6 4. mJi. yanga-lalha tharnta-a mJi.-ngara-a •1ngka-lvaa airla-a.
dog chase-PAST euro -ACC dog-PLURAL-ACC eat-PURPs:o meat-ACC
The dog chased a euro so all the dogs could eat meat.
65. kartu wraal ngamar1-1
marlimrli-ma-rninyji llirl.illi.rli-la
2sgNOM alright tobacco-ACC twisted -CAUS-FUT
paper
-LOC
nganajullarta-a kayarra-a-1.
1dl(disharm)-ACC two -ACC-THEN
You roll some cigarettes for the two of us.
In the following examples the referent of the benefacti ve NP is seen to
suffer some unpleasantness as a result of the action denoted by the verb.

66. Dhiyu

warrirti parli-npa-nguru nganaju.
thisNOM spear
bent-INCH-PRES 1sgACC

This spear is going bent on me (while attempting to straighten it).
67. llir.ta yimpala -npa-marr1-laJ1. kartungu~ J18PUji-1.
not
like that-INCH-COLL•FUT 2sgGEN-ACC MoFa-ACC
Don't be like that about/on your grandfather.
68. nganaju mrtivarla ngapala-la ngarrani -lha nganaju.
1sgGEN car
mud
-LOC get stuck-PAST 1sgACC
My car got stuck in the mud on me.
In most of these cases the subject of the verb is either an inanimate
object or, if animate, the action is not purposefully directed at some
accomplishment which may be of benefit to some third person.
The status of these added benefactive arguments
problem.

Clearly,

is

an

interesting

we would not want to subcategorize verbs such as
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ngarrani..j •get stuck' or parli-npa-jf 'bend 1 for a benefactive argument,

yet these arguments share many of the semantic features of true direct
objects.

What is more, added benefactive arguments can appear as the

subjects of passive versions of these verbs (10.3), which argues strongly
that they not be considered simple adjuncts.
The analysis I prefer is to establish a 'basic' argument structure for
these verbs upon which a general lexical rule may operate to produce a new
argument array with an added benefactive object.

The difference between

these verbs and the ambitransitive verbs is, then, that the benefactive
argument is added by general rule.

10.1.9.3 Accusative Temporal Adjuncts
Finally, accusative marked NPs describing a period of extended time (4.3.5)
should be mentioned here.

Unlike all other accusative arguments appearing

with verbal predicates, these may not occur as subjects of passive verbs.
By this criterion they can safely be described as adjuncts.

While the

ability to appear as a passive subject does not prove the core status of an
argument (as we shall see), the inability to appear as a passive subject
certainly invalidates any claim to core status.

10.2 Passive Clauses

Passive main clauses in text can be interpreted on the basis of the two
interrelated semantic/pragmatic strategies.
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1.

The passive presents

a non-agent

argument

in a

highly topical

position.
2.

The passive clause allows the description of an event without the
specification of an agent.

Particular cases will often involve both of these factors as the examples
below illustrate.

Passive verbs are underlined.

69. virp1Dykura, ngunhu-lva DgUDbaa marntanbu-ma-nnguli-vaya.ra
spinifex type thatNOM-ID thatNOM net
-CAUS-PASS -HABIT
puliyanyja-ngara-lu jantira -ngara -lu vii kulhanpa-ma.rnu.
old man -PLURAL-EFF old woman-PLURAL-EFF or fish
-ASSOC

varrapa marntanbu-ma-nnguli-vayara.
thatNOM grass
net
-CAUS-PASS -HABIT

ngunbaa

Wirp1DJkura spinifex, that's the one that used to be made into
nets by the old men and women or whoever, for fish. That's the [type
of] grass that was made into nets.
This example clearly illustrates the role of passive clauses in presenting
non-agent arguments as topics of discourse.

In the following example, the

passive clauses also allow the speaker to avoid reference to specific
agents.

70. Dhartu-npa-lha-lva ngula tburlan,.rrara kupuyu , 111.r.ta viJB&
what-INCH-PAST-ID IGNOR poor fellow
little
not
maybe
thalka-nngul.i-ngu.ru thanuva-a 118.!'Uvarla-a paju
feed -PASS -PRES food -ACC much
-ACC REAL
yunglcu-nguli-nguru. tburlaji.nkarri kupuyu yillpala -rru-va
give -PASS -PRES
poor fellow
little like that-NOW-YK
puni-la)'i. Dhaw-ngu-rra parlu )'i.rla mirtali.
go -FUT see-PASS-CTEMP top
only big
What's wrong with that poor little fellow, maybe he isn't being
fed, maybe he isn't being given very much [to eat]. The poor little
fellow will be going along like that now, looking only big up top.
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In a sample of 150 passive clauses in a long stretch of narrative text, 65
percent of all passive clauses were agentless.

Agentless passives made up

70 percent of passive subordinate clauses while 58 percent of passive main
clauses were agentless.

Overall, 57 percent of passive clauses in the

sample were subordinate clauses.
Verbs in Martuthunira can be marked for passive in one of two ways.
Firstly, a verb may be inflected with a suffix which encodes passive voice
as well as other categories such as tense aspect and mood.

The most

prevalent of these suffixes is the passive perfective -yangu/-rnu (6.3.1).
Secondly, the passive derivational suffix -CM-nguli-ji may be added to
active· verb stems deriving a passive verb of the

~-conjugation.

This verb

then takes regular (active) verb inflections (6.6.1). On the same sample of
150 passive clauses, 45 percent involved the passive derivational suffix
and 74 percent of these were agentless.

By contrast, 52 percent of the

inflectional passives occurred without an

agent.

66 percent of the

derivational passives occurred in subordinate clauses as opposed to 60
percent of inflectional passives.
Verbs formed with either the derivational passive or one of the various
inflectional passives have equivalent case frames.

The examples below

illustrate the differences between the passive and active forms of a
transitive activity verb, and the differences between the clauses in which
the forms of the verb may appear.

71. pa11Ulu-ngara pukarra

-a

manku-laJi./-lba.

child-PLURAL firewood-ACC get

-FUT /-PAST

The kids will get/got firewood.
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72. pukarra manku-ngu-layi pawlu-ngara-lu.
firewood get -PASS-FUT child-PLURAL-EFF
The firewood will be gathered by the kids.
73. pukarra 118Dku-yangu pavulu-ngara-lu.
firewood get -PASSP child-PLURAL-EFF
The firewood was gathered by the kids.
In this set of examples the different case frames of the transitive verb

118Dku-{I, 'get, grab, take', are quite clear. The agent of the verb is

in

the unmarked nominative case in 71, but in the effector case in 72 and 73.
The patient is in accusative case in 71 but in nominative case in 72 and
73.
As a general rule, those roles of a given verbal predicate which may be
marked accusative in active clauses can appear as nominative subject
arguments of corresponding passive verb forms.

In the simplest of cases,

transitive activity verbs have passive counterparts with a patient as the
subject

(as in the preceding examples).

subject

of

the

passive

clause

is

the

For simple motion verbs the
path or goal;

that

subcategorized locational complement of the active verb.

is,

the

The passive

subject thus corresponds to the optional accusative argument in an active
clause frame.

74. parlapuni vangka-ngu-rra, parlapuni parla-ngku puni-yangu,
name
ngunlm

call -PASS-CTEMP name

hill -EFF go

-PASSP

vanti-nguru kuvarri.

thatNOM lie

-PRES

now

nparlapunin, it's called. Parlapuni is [the track] where the hill
went along. It's still there today.
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75. yilangu nyina-vaJ8.ra pantuvarnangka-la julyu-ngara
here
sit -HABIT name
-LOC old -PLURAL
patbarri-lu, kanarr1-ngu11-yirr1.

fight-PURPss come

-PASS -LEST

Here on Pannawonica Hill the old people used to stop to fight,
lest anyone come upon them.
Similarly,

the

'added'

arguments of panyu-npa-jf 'become good',

and

paya-npa-9' •get angry' can appear as the subjects of passive forms of these

verbs

( 76) • And benefactive arguments can appear as the subjects of

otherwise intransitive process verbs such as ngarrani-P •get stuck' (77):

76. mir.ta pantm-rninyji, paya-npa-nguli-yirri ngulu
not

touch -FUT

wild-INCH-PASS-LEST

kanyara-lu.
thatEFF man
-EFF

Don't touch or you'll be growled at by the man.

77. ngayu tburlajinkarri, ngayu mirtiwarla-lu ngarrani-yangu.
1sgNOM poor fellow

1sgNCM car

-EFF stick

-PASSP

I'm a poor fellow, I had my car get stuck on me.
Verbs which regularly take two accusative arguments, such as yungku-d
'give', have two passive argument frames: either the recipient or the theme
may appear as the subject of the passive verb form.

Usually, the other

non-agent role is omitted, but if it occurs it retains its status as an
accusative object.

In both frames the agent is marked with the effector

case.
pavulu yungku-yangu mirla-a nganaju-vu-lu Jll&D-tu.
thatNOM child give -PASSP meat-ACC 1sgOBL-GEN-EFF wife-EFF

7 8. ngun1m

That kid was given meat by my wife.
79. nhiyu mirla yungku-yangu y1rna kanyara-a ngulu
vartirra-lu.
thisNOM meat give -PASSP thisACC man -ACC thatEFF woman -EFF

This meat was given to this man by that woman.
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In the same way, those verbs which allow a second accusative argument of
some kind have two possible passive argument frames.

Again, it is rare for

an accusative argument to appear in clauses of this type although examples
do occur.

The following illustrate passives on the various arguments of

induced motion verbs (80 and 81), and of transitive verbs permitting an
added benefactive argument (82 and 83).
80. thatm-rnu warnu pa1a ngaliva ngurnu tharnta-a mirla-a
send-PASSP ASSERT IT
1pl(inc.) thatACC euro -ACC meat-ACC
ngarri-ngka-nguru-u..
ashes -LOC -ABL -ACC

We were sent that euro meat from the ashes.
81. Dhiyu mrla thatm-rnu nganarna-a ngurnu -ngara -lu
thisNOM meat send-PASSP 1pl(exc)-ACC thatOBL-PLURAL-EFF
kanyara-ngara -lu.
man
-PLURAL-EFF

This meat was sent to us by those men.
82. Dhiyu mirla ka.pa-rnu nganaju-vu-lu vartirra-lu.
thisNOM meat cook-PASSP 1sgOBL-GEN-EFF woman -EFF
This meat was cooked by my woman.
83. ngunbu aimi mrla-a kampa-nngu-lay.L vartirra-lu.
thatNOM uncle meat-ACC cook -PASS-FUT woman
-EFF
That uncle will have meat cooked for him by the woman.
The difference between clauses such as 78 and 79 lies simply in the
choice of case-marking on the various NP arguments.
change in the form of the verb.

There is no additional

The syntax of passive clauses thus

involves two interacting factors:
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1.

the marking of the verb as passive, either by derivational suffix or
by inflection, and

2.

the choice of case marking for the arguments of the verb.

The passive verb form dictates an argument frame in which NPs other than
the agent may appear as the subject of the clause (the agent is optionally
deleted).

To use derivational phraseology, the passive removes the agent

from subject position,

and from the core case frame, so that subject

position can be filled by one of a number of other possible arguments.

The

choice of subject is then shown by the choice of case marking on the
remaining arguments.
Martuthunira differs

from its

Ngayarda

relatives

in

allowing

objects of a ditransitive verb as possible subjects of passive clauses.

both
In

both Panyjima and Yinyjiparnti only the recipient argument of a verb like

yung1cu..p

'give', may appear as the subject of a passive clause (see Dench

1982:159 for discussion) 4 •

In these languages it is possible to state the

passive quite neatly in terms of grammatical relations.

Thus in Panyjima,

the recipient object of a ditransitive can be assigned the primary object
relation (see 10.3 below) and the passive refers to the NP bearing this
relation, converting it to subject.

This analysis is clearly not available

in Martuthunira.
Simpson

(1980),

working

within

the

morphology-driven

w•-Grammar

framework, suggests that a rule linked to accusative case could be devised
to account for double-object passives in Ngarluma, were it found to have
them (unfortunately her sources do not provide crucial data on this point):
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Now, if Ngarluma does allow Direct Objects/Themes to
passivize, then we could state PASSIVE as a lexical rule which
picks any ACCUSATIVE linked thematic role in the predicate
argument structure of a verb, and links it instead to
NOMINATIVE.
Simpson (1980:72)
While such a rule might be made to work for Martuthunira there are a few
exceptions to the generalization that any (core) accusative argument can be
the subject of a passive.

For example,

it appears some verbs have

accusative objects which may not occur as subjects in passive clauses.
Hurnta-L 'take from' , takes two accusative arguments, denoting the theme

and source respectively.

84.

mrnta -lalha murla-a ngurnu pawulu-u.
1sgNOM take from-PAST meat-ACC thatACC child-ACC

ngayu

I took meat away from the child.
However, only the source may appear as the subject of a passive clause:

85. ngunhu pawulu ttmur.ta-a mrnta
thatNOM child

sweet-ACC

-rnu.
take from-PASSP

That child had his sweets taken from him.

86. •

jullpirirri ngurnu pawulu-u mrnta
-rnu.
thatNOM knife
thatACC child-ACC take from-PASSP

ngunbaa

• That knife was taken from the child.
("Kid bin taken away from knife ???• AP)
Hurnta-L is the only verb found so far for which this constraint applies

and may need to be marked as an exception to a passive rule which presents
non-subject complements as subjects.
By contrast, the verb jarraa-L 'tie up, bind', and its synonym jankaa-L,
both take a single accusative argument denoting the patient and may
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optionally take a locative NP describing the object to which the patient is
tied.

87. ngayu jarraa-lalha
1sgNOM tie up-PAST

nganaju-u -~-1.
-LOC 1sgGEN-ACC dog-ACC

ngulangu kalyaran-ta

there

tree

I tied up my dog there on the tree.
The location may not be coded as an accusative argument of the active verb
but may appear as the subject in a passive clause.

88. nhiyu -lwa kalyaran ngathu
thisNOM-ID

-~-1
jarraa-rnu.
1sgEFF dog-ACC tie up-PASSP

tree

This is the tree I tied the dog to.
To account for the passive on jarraa-L 'tie up' we would first have to
assume that the verb is subcategorized for a locative complement.
in

this

instance the

However,

locational complement may not be coded

as

an

accusative object (perhaps this privilege is reserved for paths and goals)
and the verb must be marked as an exception to a general lexical rule.

The

passive

the

can

then

be

maintained

as

a

general

rule

complements (subcategorized arguments) of a predicate:

applying

to

any non-subject

complement of an active verb may appear as a subject argument of a passive
form of that verb.
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10.3 Grammatical Belations

It will be clear from the preceding sections that the identification of a
unique grammatical relation 'Direct Object' presents some difficulties in
Martuthunira. The problem lies in the fact that verbs may control more than
one accusative argument and that there are no formal tests
passive, for example) which distinguish among these arguments.

(such as

The problem

is just as real for those verbs which accept an optional second accusative
argument as it is for ditransitives like

yungku4

'give', which are always

understood as having two objects.
But if two accusative arguments are not formally distinguished, how is
the unique assignment of particular NPs to particular thematic roles in the
argument structure of the predicate accomplished?

For example, in a clause

such as the following in which the verb thatbu-L 'send, let go' , appears
with two accusative arguments, which is to be linked to the theme role and
which to the goal? 5

89.

ngayu

thatbu-lalha ngurnu

1sgNOM send

-PAST

miyi-1

kartungu-u pawl.u-u.

thatACC dog-ACC 2sgGEN-ACC child-ACC

The assignment of roles in potentially ambiguous sentences like this
depends on the semantic content of the NPs and on the speaker's perception
of the most likely situation, both in general terms and in particular
contexts.

An unmarked interpretation of 89 would have miyi 'dog', as the

theme and pawu.lu 'child' , as the goal.

The assignment is not affected by

the relative order of the accusative arguments nor their position relative
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to the verb.

This is demonstrated by the following set of test examples.

90a. DgBJU ngurnu kanJ8.ra-a thatbu-lalba nganaju-u kurntal -JU.
1sgNOM thatACC man -ACC send -PAST 1sgGEN-ACC daughter-ACC
I sent that man my daughter.
b.

nganaju-u

DgBJU

kurntal -JU

ngurnu

thatbu-lalba.

111yi-i

1sgNOM 1sgGEN-ACC daughter-ACC thatACC dog-ACC send

-PAST

I sent my daughter that dog.
c.

ngurnu

DgBJU

111yi-i

nganaju-u

kurntal -JU

thatbu-Ja]ha.

1sgNOM thatACC dog-ACC 1sgGEN-ACC daughter-ACC send

-PAST

I sent my daughter that dog.
d•

ngurnu

111yi-i, DgaJU

nganaju-u

pawulu-u

thatbu-lalha.

thatACC dog-ACC 1sgNOM 1sgGEN-ACC child-ACC send

-PAST

I sent my child that dog.
e.

kartungu-u kurnta1 -JU, DgBJU

ngurnu

pawulu-u

thatbu-lalha.

2sgGEN-ACC daughter-Ace 1sgNOM thatACC child-ACC sen9

-PAST

I sent your daughter the child.
In this set of sentences, including 89 above, the rudiments of a ranking of
the type commonly referred to in the broadest possible sense as a hierarchy
of 'animacy' (see Comrie 1981:190) are quite evident.

In most cases this

involves distinctions of the gross animate/inanimate, or human/non-human
kind, but where both the referents are human more fine-grained decisions
based on culture specific notions of social dominance - such as age, gender
and kin relationship - become crucially important.

Although it would be

interesting to investigate Algy Paterson's Martuthunira hierarchy, it must
be remembered that cases of potential ambiguity requiring such delicate
decisions rarely if ever occur in free discourse.

In addition,

assignment of roles is often quite obvious from a given context.
only

in

unnatural

discourse

situations,
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like

linguistic

the

It is

elicitation

sessions, that speakers need to rely on some 'default context'.
The mapping from the 'animacy' hierarchy to the argument positions of
particular predicates must also depend on a hierarchy of thematic roles.
For a verb like JUD8).cu-,tS 'give', for example, the recipient role outranks
the theme role.

Thus given two accusative arguments denoting participants

X and Y, and given the two ranked roles recipient and theme, if X outranks
Y on the animacy hierarchy then it is linked to the recipient role and Y is
linked to the theme role.

The same ranking of thematic roles can be

applied to all verbs admitting two accusative arguments.

Given this, it is

possible to assign grammatical relations (GRs) to the accusative arguments
of ditransitive verbs by a very simple procedure.

The higher role is

assigned one GR, the lower role is assigned another.
Now that the question of possible

GR assignments

for Martuthunira

clauses has been raised, it is worth mentioning in passing the implications
of

this

data

for

particular

theories

of

syntactic

discussion of accusative case-marking in 4.3,
alternate

argument

frames

earlier

in

this

and

structure.

The

the description of

chapter

show

that

it

is

impossible to decide on purely semantic grounds that one of two accusative
arguments is more a
object'.

'direct object' and the other more an

Both arguments approach direct object status.

'indirect

It is also clear

that there are no syntactic tests which distinguish the two arguments.
At

first

blush

this

suggests

that

Martuthunira

double-object

constructions constitute a counter-example to those theories of syntactic
structure which assume a biunique mapping between GRs and NPs: the 'stratal
uniqueness law' in Relational Grammar (Perlmutter and Postal 1983), the
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principle of the 'biuniqueness of function-argument assignments' in Lexical
Functional Grammar (Bresnan and Kaplan 1983: 163) 6 • However, I prefer to
consider GRs as simply a formal representation of the link between thematic
roles (in the argument structure of predicates) and the surface features of
the grammar (be these morphological marking, order constraints or syntactic
rules).

It is clear that in Martuthunira the mapping of a set of

accusative-marked

arguments

to a set of thematic

predicate in any clause is not undecideable.

roles

for

a given

Therefore it must be possible

to construct an interlevel of GRs which are linked from a unique argument
position to a single NP. What these GRs are called is not important
although there is an expectation that they will reflect the thematic roles
with which they are linked 7 •

Thus the GR linked to agent will be the

Subject relation, that linked to Patient will be the Object

rela~ion.

For Martuthunira it is possible to establish two Object relations which
and Object 8 • These relations can then
1
2
be linked to thematic roles by fiat: the Object relation is assigned to an
1
accusative recipient, goal, path, experiencer or benefacti ve, if one is

are nevertheless distinct: Object

present, otherwise to a patient or theme.

If the Object

relation has
1
already been assigned, the patient or theme is assigned the Object
2
relation. The mapping from GRs to accusative NPs in a clause is then quite

straightforward: that NP which is higher on the 'animacy' hierarchy is
mapped onto the Object

1

relation, the lower is mapped onto the Object

relation.
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2

10.4 Case Assignment in Imperative Clauses

For the most part

imperative clauses

follow the normal patterns of

case-marking for active clauses: the addressee is the nominative subject
and any objects of the verb are marked accusative:

91. pamararr1..; kartu ngurnu -ngara -a

pavulu-ngara-al
call out-IMP 2sgNOM thatOBL-PLURAL-ACC child-PLURAL-ACC

You call out to those children!

92. pavulu-ngara -Ji, nganaju kangku-f6 kayulu-ul
child -PLURAL-voe 1sgACC

bring-IMP water-ACC

Hey kids, bring me some water!
However, there is an alternative case-marking pattern available for
imperative clauses in which the object appears as unmarked nominative
topic.

A number of other features of such examples are noteworthy: 1. the

addressee subject is usually omitted, 2. the unmarked object generally
appears in the leftmost position, and 3. the object is introduced by the
'near you' demonstrative form Dlmla. For example:

93. Dlmla
kalaymDarta ttmulva-1..yul kartu m.rti-11a-rnuru
near you billycan
pull
-IMP
2sgNOM f ast-CAUS-PRES
karl.arra-npa-virri-~.

hot

-INCH-LEST -ACC

Pull that billycan [off the fire]! Do ·it quickly or it'll get too
hot [to hold ] •
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94. Dhula
mrla vantba-rryu thnngkara-la, myi.-ngku
near you meat put
-IMP ground -LOC dog -EFF
wmgka-rmgull.-vaa.

eat

-PASS

-PURPs:o

Put that meat on the ground so it can be eaten by the dog.
Examples such as 94 suggest that the lack of accusative marking on the
patient/theme NP is not reflected by
relations of the clause.

an~

difference in the grammatical

The preposed and unmarked object continues to

control the -CM-vaa 'lower subject:main clause object'

purpose clause

inflection (11.3) 9 •
A more interesting deviant pattern is illustrated in the following
example.

In this utterance the speaker dares his addressee to attempt to

deflect a thrown spear:
95. yilarla kartungku thani-1.yul
hereNS 2sgEFF
hit -IMP
You hit this [if you can]!
The surprising feature of this example is the marking of the subject with
the effector case, which is generally reserved for the agent NP in a
passive construction (4.4). This is one of a number of similar sentences
occurring quite freely (though rarely) in text but my attempts to ell.cit
imperatives conforming to the same pattern have met with limited success.
One such elicited example is:

96. kartungku
2sgEFF

Dhawu-P nguDbu

myi.. Dhartu~ kartu kuliJBDpa-layi.?
see-IMP thatNOM dog
what-ACC 2sgNOM think
-FUT

You have a look at that dog. What are you going to think about it?
Here the presumed object of the imperative verb is in unmarked nominative
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case and the whole sentence appears to conform to a standard Australian
ergative

case-marking

pattern.

Interestingly,

my

rather

unsuccessful

attempts to test the grammaticality of constructed examples revealed only
one piece of relevant information: imperative clauses of this kind are
grudgingly acceptable with transitive verbs but are not at all acceptable
with intransitive verbs.
It is not clear to me how this pat tern should be analysed •

While

examples such as 96 appear on the surface to be clear relics of earlier
ergative

active

clauses,

given

the

case-marking

patterns

Martuthunira, they might be analysed as passives 10 •
data does not throw any light on this issue.
which

either

the

effector

subordinate clauses.

'subject'

or

of

modern

Unfortunately, the

There are no examples in

nominative

'object'

control

But more importantly, I have no idea how examples

such as 95 and 96 differ in meaning from the more common imperative clause
pattern illustrated in 91 and 92 above.

10.5 Nominal Adjuncts Marked With Referential Case

Referential

case-marking

serves

a

number

of

different

functions

in

Martuthunira (for a more general discussion of referential case-marking see
Evans

&

Dench 1986). As noted in 3 .3 .1, referential case is used to link

second predicates to their arguments and to link· part and whole where the
part functions as an instrument or is the locus of effect.

These patterns

are described in the following sections 11 •
The

identification

of

second

predicates
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as

separate

constituents

presents

few difficulties

in Martuthunira.

Firstly,

by

the

analysis

presented here, nominals bearing the same final case inflection but which
are separated by some phrasal constituent (that is, excepting separation by
post-inflectional clitics or adverbs)

are described as separate NPs.

Secondly, second predicates in subordinate clauses bear suffixes consistent
with referential case agreement with an absent subject, and are not raised
out of such clauses (but see 11.4) or deleted under identity along with
their controlling arguments.
predicate
possibility

occurs
of

interpretation

adjacent
any

(Simpson

Only where a nominal functioning as a second
to

its

ambiguity

controlling

between

1983:346),

a

argument

'merged'

is

and

there

a

'unmerged'

and such constructions are usually

avoided.

10.5.1 Second Predicates
The two main types of second predication in Martuthunira are firstly,
'attributives', which describe the state of some referent during the time
at which the main clause event is being performed, and secondly 'manner'
predications which describe the manner in which the main predication is
performed by an agent.

The interpretation of a second predicate as either

an attributive or a manner predication depends on the semantic content of
· the particular nominal and that of the main predicate.
following example:
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Consider the

97. tburlanJ&rrara-ngara kupi:,aji,
poor fellow -PLURAL little(pl)

panyu waruul nyina-marri-layi,
good still sit -COLL -FUT

panyu-ngku waDgka-yangu Dbuura-ma-rnu.
good -EFF tell -PASSP know-CAUS-PASSP

Those poor little fellows will continue to be well behaved once
they are told, taught properly.
This sentence includes two uses of the nominal panyu •good', as a second
predicate.

In the first instance panyu describes an attribute, 'good' in

the sense of 'well behaved'.

In the second case, panyu is marked with the

effector suffix in agreement with an absent passive agent, and here is
interpreted as a manner predication •tell, teach properly'.
The following examples provide further illustration.

As 99 shows, the

second predication may be negated.

98.

Dgaliwa puni-layi purnumpu.ni. tbana ngunhaa DbuurrJ8.rri-wala.
1pl(inc) go -FUT quiet
let
thatNOM snore
-PURPds

We'll go quietly, and let him keep snoring.
99.

-ngara pawulu-ngara mr. ta jarruru-lu parrungkarri-:,angu
thatNOM-PLURAL child-PLURAL not
slow -EFF shout at
-PASSP

ngunbu

ngulu

wartirra-lu.

thatEFF woman

-EFF

Those children weren't half shouted at by that woman.
100. nhiyu

tbuur.ta kanyja-rnu juwayu-la kartarr-u paju,
thisNOM fruit
hold-PASSP hand -Loe tight-EFF REAL

nyunyja -.a. -mu -rru. vantharni-rru •mgka-rninyji
squashed-CAUS-PASSP-NOW how
-NOW eat
-FUT

-a -wa, kulbany -lcu -rru'?
like that-ACC-YK squashed-ACC-NOW

yi.npala

This fruit has been held in the hand too tightly, it's been
squashed. How are we to eat it like that, squashed?
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Example 99 involves a number of second predications.

Firstly,

the

manner nominal kartarr 'tightly', which is marked with the effector suffix
in agreement with a passive agent, describes a simple manner predication.
The indefinite/interrogative vantbarni 'how, what way', also functions as a
manner predication on the subject of the verb •ngJca-L 'eat', while the
predicate demonstrative yillpala

'like

that 1 ,

and

the nominal kulhany

'squashed', make ascriptive predications on the (absent but understood)
accusative object.
Example

101

illustrates

what

might

be

called

a

'compound

second

predication', in which a group of similar manner-type nominals combine to
describe, in this case, a particular bodily posture.
101. wanti-rrawaara malarnu-la, vanti-lu
J!llarra mrtivana
lie -SEQ
shade -LOC lie-PURPss on back legs crossed
vartawirri.Dpa-rra airntirimarta-a kampa-nyila-a.
wait for
-CTEMP goanna
-ACC cook -PrREL-ACC
Then I go and lie in the shade, to lie on my back with one leg
propped on my knee, waiting for the goanna which is cooking.
Example 102 is very similar.

In this case the compound

predication

describes a manner of action rather than a stance:
102. ngaliva puni-layi jarruru jir"11la paju, marruva-ma-lwirri
1pl(inc) go -FUT slowly creeping REAL awake-CAUS-LEST
ngurnaa nguyirri vanti-nyila-a, mayiili
-ngu.
thatACC asleep
lie -PrREL-ACC FaFa+1POSS-ACC
We'll go along, really creeping slowly lest we wake up that
fellow lying asleep, our grandfather.
Nominals inflected with an adnominal case suffix may also function as
second predicates of manner.

The privative is a good example:
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103. vantharni-rru kartu nhurnti-ma-rninyji tharnta-a varrirti-virraa?
how
-NOW 2sgNOM dead -CAUS-FUT
euro -ACC spear
-PRIV
How are you going to kill a euro without a spear?
The

use

of

proprietive

expressions

as

instrumental

manner

second

predications is illustrated in 4.10.3. Locative expressions may also be
used as second predications as in the following examples:
104. kartu pamaru panyu kuliya-nngu-layi puyila-lu.
2sgNOM loud
good hear -PASS-FUT farLOC-EFF
You are good and loud and will be heard a long way off.
105. ngayu Dbaw-lha ngurnu -ngara -a kanyara-ngara-a Kavuyu-la-ngurU.
1sgNOM see -PAST thatACC-PLURAL-ACC man -PLURAL-ACC name -LOC-ABL
From Kawuyu hill I saw the people.
A large class of •attributive' second predications bear the temPoral
clitic -1

'THEN'

(7 .8). As with all second predications, the property

ascribed by the second predicate is held to be true during the time at
which the main predication holds, but in these cases the focus is shifted.
These predications provide a temPoral orientation for the whole clause.
For example:
106. air.ta karlarra-a-1
vurnta-rninyji, juvayu kupa-virri.
not
hot
-ACC-THEN cut
-FUT
hand
burn -LEST
111tbumitbu-u vurnta-rninyji, panyu-u -1.

cool

-ACC cut

-FUT

good-ACC-THEN

Don't.cut it when it's hot or you'll burn your hand. Cut it cold,
when it's good.
107. DgaJU puni-vayara thawn-milyarra Jcupuyu-malyarra-1.
1sgNOM go -HABIT town -ALL
little-ALL
-THEN
I

used to go into town when it was a small place.
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108.

-ngara kupiyaji

DgUDbu

wirta-ngku-1

paw -ngku

thatNOM-PLURAL little(pl) youth-EFF-THEN father-EFF
vantba-rnu.

jalya

bereaved leave-PASSP
Those little fellows were left bereaved by their father dying
when he was still a young man.
As these examples show, Martuthunira is quite permissive in the range of
arguments it allows as controllers of secondary predicates.

While manner

predicates are controlled either by the subject or the passive agent, and
attributives

are

generally

controlled

either

by

the

subject

or

an

accusative object, these temporals may be controlled by locational adjuncts
( 107). Other Australian languages are more restrictive.

For example,

Yankunytjatjara allows second predicates only on subjects, Kayardild (Evans
1985:246) allows second predicates only on subjects and objects.
Finally, it is worth noting that Martuthunira does not make use of
•resultative' second predications (such as English "Be painted the fence
white.").

Instead, resultatives typically involve a verb derived by the

addition of the causative suffix to a nominal stem denoting the emerging
state.

The accomplishment of a result is then coded by an attributive

second predication on the verb kuntirri-- •cease doing'.

For example:

109. kartatba-lal.ha ngayu ngurnu v.f.rra
-a
chop
-PAST 1sgNOM thatACC boomerang-ACC
nyarranyarra-.a-1.yarra, nyarranyarra-a -~ kuntirri-layi..
light
-CAUS-CTEMP
light
-ACC-NOW cease
-FUT

I chopped that boomerang, making it light, and will stop when it
is light.
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11 O. ngayu yurrvi-rninyji ngurnaa kurlaDy-marta. maw-lva
1sgNOM shave -FUT
thatACC knife -PROP
later-ID
kuntirri-layi panyu-u -rru varlyarra-a -rru.
cease
-FUT good -ACC-NOW smooth
-ACC-NOW

I'll shave it with a knife. I'll stop doing that later when it's
good and smooth.

10.5.2 Part-Whole Constructions
Part-whole constructions in which the part tunctions as an instrument (111)
or is the locus of effect of some action (112) follow the same syntactic
patterns as second predications.

For example:

111. karnti-1 varuul-va-rru manku-layi, kayarra juvayu
tail-ACC alright-~-NOW grab -FUT
two
hand
tbuulva-rninyji DgUrnaa.
pull
-FUT
thatACC

Alright, grab its tail, pull it with both hands.
112. ngunhaa nhaw-lha vii nga.11 -1 karri-lha -a,
thatNOM see -PAST if 1dl(inc)-ACC stand-PAST-ACC
ngunhaa varta

-a -rru purra-rninyji ngali
-1.
thatNOM forehead-ACC-NOW hit -FUT
1dl(inc)-ACC

If he had seen that we were standing there, he would have hit
us both in the forehead.
However, it should be noted that body-parts filling the role of instrument
also appear in the usual proprieti ve construction, as in the following
example:
113. ngurnaa tl:mulva-rninyji karla-ngka-ngu"1-u, thani-rninyji
thatACC pull
-FUT
fire -Loe -ABL-ACC hit -FUT
juvayu--.rta.
hand -PROP

Then pull it out of the fire and wipe it down with your hand.
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And parts may be dissociated from their wholes and treated as separate
arguments, as in the following:
114. ngunhaa ngarrmgarn-ku kari.ya-1..yarra Dyina-ngu"1 nganaju-wrr:i.Di.
thatNOM chin
-ACC point -CTEMP
sit -PRES 1sgOBL -DIRECT
That fellow is pointing his chin towards us.

10.6 Questions

10.6.1 Polar Questions
Polar questions are identical in form to normal declaratives but have a
characteristic final rising inflection.

In some cases the focus of the

interrogation may be fronted to clause initial position, as in 116 below.
-tbarra-a?
115. kartu kany ja-rnuru v1.rra
2sgNOM keep -PRES boomerang-DUAL -ACC

You have two boomerangs?
116. Jirnaa Dhava-lba?
thisACC see -PAST
Was it this you saw?
117. nlmvana puni.-la:µ vartu tbaVUD-lm.118J"ra?
2pl
go -FUT HYPTH town -ALL
Are you going to town?
Example 117 includes the adverb vartu 'HYPoTHetically' (7.2.4) which most
often occurs in polar interrogatives.
hypothesis

about

a

particular

Typically it indicates the speaker's

situation

disconfirmation from the addressee.
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and

invites

confirmation

or

The very polite request illustrated in example 118 is reported speech
occurring in a long narrative text.

The use of past tense forms of the

verb is possibly intended to suggest a situation that has happened and so
is out of the speaker's humble control.

The word yirru is a semantically

null hesitation marker.
118. nga70 yirru kartungu yi.rru nga70 yi.rru kanarri-lba? DgaJU,
1sgNOM
2sgACC
1sgNOM
come -PAST 1sgNOM
nga:yal70 yi.rru, kartungu kanarri-lba yi.rru? ngaJU yi.rru kanarri-lba
cousin
2sgACC
come -PAST
1sgNOM
come -PAST
yi.rru, nga:J&lJU yi.rru, kartungu yi.rru Dham-lu

cousin

2sgACC

yi.rru?

see-PURPss

Can I come over to you? Can I come over to you, my cousin? Can I
come over there and see you?

10.6.2 Information Questions
Information questions involve one of a set of interrogative/indefinite word
forms as described in chapter 5. In questions these interrogative forms
almost always occur in clause initial position.

As noted in chapter 7, the

illocutionary force of an information question can be modified by the
presence of certain adverbs,
1

IGNORantly 1 , and paju

1

in particular, Jama

'RHETorical',

ngula

REALly 1 , and the 'QUOTative' clitic -nu.

Questions concerning the identity of a person or thing involve ngana
'who' and Dhartu 'what'. For example:
119. nganangu-nu DgaJU Dhuva-l"lluru-va?
whoACC -QUOT 1sgNOM spear-PRES -YK
Who am I supposed to be spearing?
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120. Dhartu-u Dbuvana nbavu-lha?
what -ACC 2pl
see -PAST
What have you seen?
Jlhartu

'what'

also

forms

the

basis

for

intransitive

and

transitive

interrogative verbs derived by the addition of either the inchoative -npa-fi
or causative -ma-L to the nominal stem:
121. Dhartu-ma-rnu -lva-rru ngula, kanyara-nguru varruva-nguru?
what-CAUS-PASSP-ID-NOW IGNOR man
-ABL devil -ABL
What was done to them, after the time they were human devils?
122. Dhartu-npa-lha Dbuvana paw.lu-ngara, llir.ta-rru panp-rnuru jalurra-a?
what-INCH-PAST 2pl
child-PLURAL not
-NOW step -PRES dance-ACC
What's happened to you kids, you're not dancing?
Other questions make use of the variety of interrogative and indefinite
forms based on vantba 'where' (see 5.8).
123. vantbala -rru ngunbu kanyara ngulaDgu nyina-lba -nguru?
somewhere-NOW thatN(!.f man
there
sit -PAST-ABL
Now where is that man who was there?
124. vantharni-1 ngula,
how
-ACC IGNOR

vanka-a-1,
kalllpa-lalha viJB&?
raw-ACC-TBEN cook -PAST maybe

How was it, was it raw then, or maybe it was cooked?
125. Dhartu-u vantbarra-a nbavu-lap?
what -ACC like
-ACC see -FUT
What will it look like? (lit. We'll see it looking like what?)
The following examples illustrate verbs based on these interrogatives:
126. vantbala-ma-lalha kartu? kartu kanyja-rnuru.
where -CAUS-PAST 2sgN(!.f 2sgNCM keep -PRES
What have you done with them? You're keeping them [hidden].
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127. vantbarni-ma-rninyji ngaJ1?
how
-CAUS-FUT
1dl(inc)
How are we going to do it?
128. nganaju ka,a
vantbarni-npa-lba -rru. vantbarni-npa-lba?
1sgGEN brother bow
-INCH-PAST-NOW how
-INCH-PAST
My brother has changed somehow. What's happened to him?

10.7 Constituent Order

Unlike some Australian languages which are characterized by particularly
free constituent order,

Martuthunira has

relatively

is

fixed

order

surprising

a basic SVO pattern.
in

the

light

of

the

This
clear

morpho-syntactic similarities between Martuthunira and excessively free
word order languages like Warlpiri. However, Warlpiri has a rich system of
case inflection for NPs and a complex pronominal cross-referencing system.
Together

these

ensure

that

any

in

clause

the

(re)construction

predicate-argument relationships is quite straightforward.

of

By contrast,

Martuthunira has no cross-referencing system and has an impoverished array
of case markers for core arguments.

Recognizing these facts,

Nathan

(1986), in a La Trobe University Honours dissertation, uses Martuthunira
data to illuminate a discussion of theories of configurationality, in
particular

the

criteria by

which

languages

can

be

characterized

as

'non-configurational'. It is clear from his discussion that the word order
patterns of the Ngayarda languages deserve detailed investigation.
Table 10.1 presents a count of the frequencies of constituent orders in
a lengthy Martuthunira text.

The figures

presented in Nathan (1986:73 & Appendix 1) 12 •
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are extracted

from tables

Table 10.1: Constituent Order

svo
sov
osv
ovs
vso

Transitive
(N:80)

28
2
5

35.00
2.50
6.25

1
1

1.25
1.25

VO

10
1
7
18

12.50
1.25
8.75
22.50

v

7

8.75

VOS

sv
vs
ov

Generalized

percentage

number

type
Intransitive
(N:65)

percentage

number

type

sv
vs

49
14

75.38
21.54

v

2

3.08

v
s

94
17

84.70
15.30

S precedes 0
0 precedes s

31
6

83.78
16.22

V precedes 0
0 precedes v

48
14

77.42
22.58

S precedes
V precedes

These figures clearly illustrate the predominance of patterns in which the
subject precedes both object and verb, and to a slightly lesser extent, the
regularity with which the object follows the verb.
Deviations
patterns.

from

the

unmarked

SVO

pattern

arise

from

two

general

Firstly, in information questions the interrogative occurs in

sentence initial position regardless of whether it is the subject, object,
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verb or some NP adjunct (see examples in previous section).

Secondly,

objects may be placed in an immediate preverbal position of focus.

Where

the subject is omitted for some reason (a common occurrence in chains of
clauses in texts, or in imperatives) the object may appear in clause
initial position.

Some examples of this second pattern are:

129. ngayu ngurnaa karntarra-a yirla thuulva-lalha.
1sgNOM thatACC sinew -ACC only pull -PAST
I only pulled out the sinew (and left the rest).

130. kartu nganaju mir.ta paju kuliJBDpa-lay1.
2sgNOM 1sgACC

not

REAL think

-FUT

You really don't think about me!
131. ngayu yartapalyu-u -rru vavayi-1.yarra, tharnta-a
1sgNOM others
-ACC-NOW look for-CTEMP euro -ACC
jinyji-varla-a varra.
fat
-FULL-ACC CONT

I'll go look for something else, a fat euro for a change.
Once questions are removed from consideration, clauses in which the object
precedes the subject, and/or the verb precedes the subject, are extremely
rare.

Example 132, the only unambiguous example of a clause displaying OSV

order in the data, is a highly marked answer to a choice question.

The VSO

pattern illustrated in 133 is clearly influenced by the subordinate clause
structure.

There are no clear examples of VOS or OVS ordering in the

data.
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132. Jcartu kuliJ'Bllpa-lba-rru vantbanha-a paju virra
-a
Jcangku-layi?
2sgN~ think
-PAST-NOW which -ACC REAL boomerang-ACC take -FUT
Have you decided just which boomerang to take?
ngawl ngurnu

yes

pirtiyarrangu-u, ngurnaa ng&JU

thatACC kurara

-ACC

Jcangku-layi.

thatACC 1sgNOM take

-FUT

nm11a
-a
pukarti -vuyu-u
ng&JU vantha-rnuru.
near you-ACC snakewood-SIDE-ACC 1sgNOM leave -PRES
Yes! That kurara one, that one I'll take. That snakewood one I'm
leaving.
133. ngunhaa kayarra-lva ngulaDgu, kulhi-rnura-la ngauva
thatNOM two
-ID there
bury -PrREL-LOC 1pl(inc)
puliJ'Bllyja-a

tlmrlajinkarri-1.

old man -ACC

poor fellow -ACC

Those two stayed there while we were burying the poor old man.
With regard to constituents other than core arguments, the ordering is
more flexible.

Typically, locational adjuncts occur towards the end of

clauses but may occur in initial topic position where
important background information.

they provide

It is rare for such adjuncts to be

interposed between core arguments and the predicate.
the effector NP, denoting the agent,

typically occurs after the verb

although it may occur between subject and verb.
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In passive clauses

Chapter 11

Co11Plex Sentences

The

first

sections

subordinate

of

clause 1 •

this
Relative

chapter

describe

clauses,

the

described

various
in

11.1,

types

of

provide

information about a NP in the main clause, or specify the temporal or
logical conditions under which the main clause event occurs.
these clauses have both

'NP-relative'

and

'T-relative'

{Hale 1976). Section 11.2 describes 'lest clauses'.

That is,

interpretations

These set forth the

unfavourable consequences of a main clause event and involve verbs bearing
a special lest inflection followed by either the accusative or locative
complementizing suffixes.

Section 11.3 describes 'purpose clauses', which

depict an intended result of the event denoted by a main clause.

Verbs in

purpose clauses select one of a set of three inflections specifying
coreference and necessary causal relationships between main and subordinate
clause.
purpose

Of all Martuthunira subordinate clause patterns, the system of
clause

switch-reference.

inflection

most

closely

resembles

canonical

Section 11.4 then discusses the use of relative clauses

and purpose clauses as sentential complements of predicates of cognition,
perception and information transfer.

These particular complex sentence

constructions involve the raising of subordinate clause subjects into
matrix object position.
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All complex sentence constructions share the following general syntactic
features:
1. Subordinate clauses are typically adjoined (rather than embedded, in the
sense used by Bale 1976) to the main clause and occur adjacent to it.
Reduced (NP-)relative clauses may appear in an embedded position adjacent
to the controlling NP in the main clause.
2. Where the subordinate clause

·and

the main clause share a NP argument,

this NP is omitted from one or other of the subordinate clause or the main
clause, typically from whichever of the two clauses follows the other.

3. The head

of the subordinate clause,

the verb,

typically bears a

complementizing nominal suffix indicating the relationship between the
subject of the clause and an argument of the main clause, or a particular
logico-temporal link between the two clauses.
conventions

described

3.3.2

in

the

By the case-marking domain

complementizing

suffix

is

not

complicated

by

the

distributed to subconstituents of the subordinate clause.
Martuthunira

interclausal

syntax

is

further

interaction of these patterns of multi-clause sentence formation with the
productive voice system.

Section 11.5 describes the role of the passive in

subordinate clause constructions.
problems

posed

by double

Section 11.6 once again considers the

object

constructions;

in

this

context

the

ambiguous control of accusative subordinate clauses.

In conclusion, 11.7

presents

involving

a

number

of

more

complex

subordination.
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examples

multiple

11.1 Relative Clauses

A number of types of relative clause can be recognised.

'Finite relative•

clauses (11.1.1) are defined by the presence on the subordinate clause verb
of a regular main clause tense/aspect/mood inflection.

'Perfect relative•

clauses (11.1.2) involve an ablative complementizing suffix attached to a
finite verb form and describe an event having some continuing relevance to
a main clause event.

In contrast to these two types, •present relative•

(11.1.3), •contemporaneous• (11.1.4) and •sequential' clauses (11.1.5) are
marked by special subordinate verb inflections.

11.1.1 Finite Relative Clauses
Verbs in finite relative clauses are most often inflected with either the
past, passive perfective or habitual inflections.

Examples involving the

f'uture inflection or the counterfactual inflection occur, but very rarely.
Importantly, the main clause present tense inflection may not occur in
finite relative clauses and this f'unctional gap is filled by the present
relative clause described in 11.1.3.
The subordinate clause verb is then f'urther inflected either with the
accusative suffix,

indicating the coreference of the relative clause

subject with an accusative object of the main clause, or with the locative
suffix.

Although finite relative clauses marked with other case suffixes,

in agreement with main clause arguments in other than accusative or
locative case are possible, they rarely occur in unelicited text.
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Finite

relative clauses on subjects are effectively ruled out by the lack· of a
nominative complementizer.

Clearly such clauses would be indistinguishable

from finite main clauses.
Finite

relative

clauses

marked

in

agreement

with

a

controlling

accusative NP function to restrict the reference of that NP. The temporal
axis for the subordinate clause tense specification is the present of
utterance or some established •narrative present•.
1. ngayu

yanga-lalha-rru ngurnu

pa11Ul..u-u

111yi-:1

thani.-l.alha-a.

1sgNOM chase-PAST -NOW thatACC child-ACC dog-ACC hit

-PAST-ACC

I chased that kid who hit the dog.
2. ng&JU

nha1111-layi tbanuva-ngara-a-rru k811J>a-rnu-u

1sgNOM see

-FUT

· · npnaju-1111-lu

food-PLURAL-ACC-NOW cook-PASSP-ACC

vartirra-lu.

1sgOBL-GEN-EFF woman -EFF
I'll see food that's been cooked by my wife.

3. DPJU pun:i-lha Dha1111-lu ngurnu kanyara-a
1sgNOM go -PAST see-PURPss thatACC man -ACC
ngaliva -la

pun:i-layi-:1 v:iruvant:i.

1pl(inc)-LOC go -FUT-ACC morning
I went to see that man who will be going with us tomorrow.
4. DPJU

Dhavu-lha ngurnu

kanyara-a nyina....arn:i-:1

1sgNOM see -PAST thatACC man
ngurnula-ngu-la

-ACC sit

-CONTR-ACC

nsurra-ngka.

thatDEF -GEN-LOC camp

-Loe

I saw that man who should be in his own camp.
Finite relative clauses marked with a locative complementizer suffix
have a number of functions.

Firstly, they may have a NP-relative function

on a locative argument in the main clause.
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s.

panyu-ngurni nga11va
puni-layi kuyilva -nnguli-yirri
good -OBSCRD 1pl(inc)NOM go -FUT make bad-PASS -LEST
kuyil-a kayulu-la ngurnta kuyilva -lvayara-la.
bad-LOC water-LOC manner make bad-HABIT -Loe.
We'll go carefully lest we get badly affected (drowned) in this
water which is habitually treacherous.
However,

they

more

often

function

as

temporal

adverbial

clauses

providing a temporal setting for the events described by the main clause.
In these cases the orienting tense axis for the subordinate clause is the
time at which the main clause event is occurring.
6.

karlarra-npa-lha-la paJu-rru , puvara-npa -lba -la
hot -INCH-PAST-LOC REAL-NOW coals -INCH-PAST-LOC
paJu-rru, ngarri-ngka ka11Pa-rninyji-rru ngurnaa.
REAL-NOW ashes -LOC cook -FUT
-NOW thatACC
Once [the fire] has become really hot and burned right down to
coals, cook that one in the ashes.

7.

ngunhaa pilakurta pi;yuva-npa -lha -la

wii, nburnti-npa -lha -la

thatNOM carpenter finish-INCH-PAST-LOC if

dead

vii,
-INCH-PAST-LOC if

ngana-rru kana yilhi, llir.ta w11 1mr11ta -laJha ngurnaa pilakurta-a'?
who -NOW RHET chips not
if take from-PAST thatACC carpenter-ACC
If when that carpenter is finished, when he has died, who will
have the chips (will have the skill to carve) if they didn't take
them from that carpenter.
Locative marked finite relative clauses have a further function.
each of the

following

examples

In

the subordinate clause provides some

additional information about a NP argument of the main clause, but that
argument is not the subject of the relative clause.

In approximately half

of the total sample of this kind of locative marked finite relative clause,
the linking argument appears as a possessive modifier of the subordinate
subject NP. This is illustrated in 8 and 9. Such sentences are often
translated as English possessive relative constructions (as in 8) otherwise
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as simple conjoined constructions (as in 9).

8.

vangka-lha ngurnu kallyara-a , mrtivarla
1sgNOM say -PAST thatACC man -ACC
motor car

ng&JU

ngurnula-ngu mya. -rnu -la pawlu-ngara-lu.
thatDEF -GEN steal-PASSP-LOC child-PLURAL-EFF
I spoke to that man whose car was stolen by the kids.
9.

nyilla-nguru kallyara-la , ngurnula-ngu pawlu
1sgNOM sit -PRES man
-LOC
thatDEF -GEN child

ng&JU

thani-lalha-la myj.-1 npnaju-u.
hit -PAST-LOC dog-ACC 1sgGEN-ACC
I'm staying with this man and his kid hit my dog.
In 10, the omitted subject of the main clause surfaces as a locative
argument of the subordinate clause.

In contrast to 8 and 9 above, the

relative clause in this example cannot be construed as a NP-relative on a
main clause argument.

Instead it describes a situation involving the

common argument and which serves as an explanation of the state of affairs
described in the main clause.
10. viyaa yi.larla ttw11ngkara-ngurni vanti-nguru, air.ta Dbavu-ngu-layi
maybe hereNV dirt
-OBSCRD lie -PRES not
see -PASS-FUT
ngartil. yilllpalaa pala, Dhiyu kallyara nyina-lha-la kurlany-tha.
again
like that IT
thisNOM man
sit-PAST...;Loc knife -LOC
Maybe it's lying under the dirt here out of sight, and won't be
seen again. That's how it is, this man was sitting on that knife.
Example 11 is similar.

Here the shared argument, 'that stick', do.es not

appear in the relative clause.
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11. ngayu wurnta-Jalha-rru ngurnu kalyarran-ku 111yi-i tbani-lalha-a.
1sgNOM break -PAST -NOW thatACC stick
-ACC dog-ACC hit -PAST-ACC

ngana tbani-lalba-la?
who
hit -PAST -LOC
I broke that stick which hit the dog. Who hit [him with it]?
In 11 'the stick' is inferred as an instrument in the relative clause.
This

instrument provides

a

link between the

event described

in the

accusative marked relative clause modifying 'that stick', and a question
about the identity of an implied agent in that event.
The degree of syntactic linkage between main clause and subordinate
clause in this type of construction is clearly quite low.

While the two

clauses share an argument there are no apparent constraints on what roles
that argument may fulfil in either clause.

Also, as 10 and 11 illustrate,

the argument need not be made explicit in both clauses.

Rather, the

locative complementizer indicates a relationship between two clauses.

The

identity of the linking argument is generally inferred from context.

11.1.2 Perfect Relative Clauses
The perfect relative clause can be recognized as a specialized finite
relative clause involving an ablative complementizer added to a verb
inflected

with

either

the

past

or

passive

perfective

suffixes.

It

describes a completed event which has some continuing relevance to the
action described in the controlling main clause, usually precedes the main
clause, and shares the same subject.
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Perfect relative clauses figure

prominently in programmatic discourse.

In many such texts the various

participants maintain the same roles throughout and so a sequence of
clauses may consist solely of verbs.

12. npyu kaJ!lrj;u-u Dha1111-lha-nguru-rl"ll, viru
-rru pan:ru-npa-layi.
1sgNOM smoke-ACC see -PAST-ABL -NOW feelings-NOW good-INCH-FUT
Now that I've seen the smoke, my feelings will become good [I'll
cheer up].

13. kulha11Ulha-npa-lba-nguru, ngayi-lha-nguru-rru,
piled up -INCH-PAST-ABL cry -PAST-ABL -NOW
karlva-layi mirntiVDl ngurra-arta -npa-layi-rru.
get up-FUT all
camp -DirALL-INCH-FUT-NOW
kulii -lalha-nguru-rru, ngurra-arta-marri-layi-rru.
satisfied-PAST-ABL-NOW camp-DirALL-COLL -FUT-NOW
Having come together in a heap, now that we've cried, we all get
up and move to camp. Now that we're satisfied, we'll head for camp
together.
Where the perfect relative clause follows the main clause there is a
strong implication that the main clause event is a direct result of the
situation described in the subordinate clause.

For example:

14. DgaJU jina-rru 118.lyarra-rnuru puni-lba-nguru ,1urrwalyi-la.
1sgNOM foot-NOW sore
-PRES go -PAST-ABL heat
-LOC
My foot is sore from having gone in the heat.
Perfect
non-subject

relative
arguments

clauses
of

a

occasionally
controlling

occur

as

NP-relatives

clause,

in

which

case

on
the

appropriate C-complementizing case suffix follows the ablative inflection
on the subordinate clause verb.
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15. ngal.iva vithavitha-ma-rninyji-rru thurlanyarrara-a
1pl(inc) covered

-CAUS-FUT

-NOW poor fellow -ACC

vantha-lalha-nguni-u-rru ngal.iva -a.
leave -PAST -ABL-ACC-NOW 1pl(inc)-ACC

We'll bury the poor fellow who has now left us.

16. ngurnu varrirti-1 JUDgku-layi ngurnu -ngara -a
thatACC spear -ACC give

-FUT

thatACC-PLURAL-ACC

kanyara-ngara-a vurnta-lalha-nguru-u.
man -PLURAL-ACC break -PAST -ABL-ACC

Give that spear to those men who broke it.
The difference between this construction and that involving a simple past
tense relative clause is the strong sense of completion of the subordinate
clause event.

11.1.3 Present Relative Clauses
As already noted, present relative clauses, marked by a special verbal
inflection, have very similar functions to finite relatives: they fill a
gap left by the non-occurrence of the present tense inflection in such
clauses.

Their most important function is as NP-relatives restricting

reference by describing the role of a person or object in some currently
occurring activity.

Like finite relatives, present relatives may not be

controlled by nominative subjects •
. 17. ngal i
nyina-layi vavayi-1.yarra kupa-nyila-a.
1dl(inc)NOM sit -FUT wait for-CTEMP cook -PrREL-ACC.

We'll sit waiting for this one that is cooking.
18. ngayu nhavu~-layi kanyara-lu Jalyuru-ma-rnura-lu.
1sgNOM see -PASS-FUT man
-FUT hole -CAUS-PrREL-EFF

I'll be seen by the man who is digging a hole.
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19.

ngurnu miJi.-1 parla-marta par11Dgku-lba,
1sgNOM thatACC dog-ACC stone-PROP hit
-PAST

ngayu

Ji.ma

-marta tbwlgkara-la vanti-nyj.la-marta.
thisOBL-PROP ground -LOC lie -PrREL-PROP

I hit that dog with a stone, with this one lying on the ground.
ngurnu mirla-a vantha-rralba ngulangu,
1sgNOM thatACC meat-ACC place -PAST
there

20. ngayu

mirtivarla-la karri-nJila-la pa1.;yarra-la.
car
-LOC stand-PrREL-LOC plain
-LOC

I put that meat there, in the car which is standing on the flat.
In the following examples the present tense relative clause tunctions as
a temporal adverbial clause.

The subordinate clause verb

bears

the

expected locative complementizer:
vavaJi. -lba jartuntarra -a, ;yarta nsunbD
1sgNOM look for-PAST rock wallaby-ACC other thatNOM

21 • ngayu

vavart -rnura-la tbarnta-a-1purtu.
look for-PrREL-LOC euro -ACC-COMP

I looked for rock wallabies while that other man was looking for euros.
22. ka!pa-nyila-la

-mi karla, nyina-laJi. tbuulva -1.yarra
burn -PrREL-LOC-NOW fire
sit -FUT pull out-CTEMP

llirntirillarta-a punga-a.
goanna
-ACC guts-ACC

While the fire is burning, sit and pull out the goanna 1 s guts.
Present relative clauses also occur without a complementizing case
suffix.

Examples of this kind most often occur in narrative text where

they provide some parenthetical comment on events or situations which are
occurring or obtain at the same

time~,

and incidental to,

the events

described in the main event line.
For example, 23 below is a portion of a narrative describing how a
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wicked uncle eats a whole emu after sending his two nephews to get a stone
knife from a distant quarry.

The audience is reminded of the current

circumstances of the two nephews in the

(underlined) present relative

clause:
23. ngunlm kampa-lalha jaDkurna-a, tbaapuva. vanthanha-rru kana?
thatNOM burn -PAST emu
-ACC big man
which
-NOW RHET
tbuulva -rninyji 111.rntivul-yu, tbuulva -rninyji kalllpa-lha -a.
pull out-FUT .
all
-ACC pull out-FUT
cook -PAST-ACC
ngunbu -rru puni-nyila, wirta-tharra, puu ·

thatNOM-NOW go

-PrREL

youth-DUAL

-rru, puyila-rru.
farNOM-NOW farLOC-NOW

tbaapuva •mgJca-rniny ji. ngunbaa manurri -yaangu-r.ru.
big man eat
-FUT
thatNOM hold back-UNREAL-NOW
minthal jankurna-a ngurnu kalyaalya-ma -lalha.
alone
emu
-ACC thatACC feast
-CAUS-PAST

He cooked the emu, the big man. What now? He pulled it all out,
pulled that thing which was cooked out. [In the meantime] they
were travelling, the two youths, far away, they were at some far
away place. The big man ate it. He ought to have held back. He
made a feast of that emu all by himself.
Example 24 is very similar.

Here two brothers set out to spear an emu.

However, one of the two holds back and lets his brother make the shot:
24. jirruna-npa-layi. ngurnaa vanti-nyi.la-a, jaDkurna-a aiyara-la -a,
sneak -INCH-FUT thatACC lie -PrREL-ACC emu
-ACC egg
-LOC-ACC
Dbuva-rninyji. yarta varra, ya.rta ngunbll karri-nyila, marryara -VU.JU
spear-FUT
other CONT
other thatNOM stand-PrREL young Bro-SIDE
nyartu
-vuyu. karri-nrtla ngu.nhu vartavirrinpa-rra. Dhiyu
lefthanded-SIDE stand-PrREL thatNOM wait
-CTEMP thisNOM
111.rtali-vuyu kaya
-vuyu Dbuva-lalba ngurnaa vanti-nyi.la-a.
big
-SIDE older Bro-SIDE spear-PAST thatACC lie -PrREL-ACC

They sneak up on that one lying down, an emu on its eggs, and
spear it. One stays, the younger brother, the lefthanded one,
he stands waiting. The bigger one, the older brother, spears that
one which is lying down.
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Example 25 is taken from a narrative describing events in the mythical
past.

A group of devils have stolen a hill from a rival group who live on

an island and are carrying it, across sea and land, to its current resting
place.

The present relative clause provides the background information

that the sea was shallow at this time.
25. kanarri-lha -nu, Dhiingara, puni-lha -nguru thanarti-la.
come
-PAST-QUOT thisPLURAL go -PAST-ABL
sea
-LOC

varutharra kayul.u DgUD)m yirla-1, vanti-nyi.la mir.ta purnta paju.
marsh
water thatNOM only-THEN lie -PrREL not
deep
very
puni-lha kanarri-lu.
thatNOM-PLURAL go -PAST come
-PURPss

DgUD)m -ngara

It's said they came [this way], these people, having travelled
through the sea. It was only marsh water then, wasn't very deep.
They travelled [through it] to come [this way].
In examples of this kind it is not at all clear that the present
relative clauses are subordinate clauses.

Firstly, apart from the fact

that they involve a verbal inflection not usually found in main clauses
(and here the argument can very easily become circular), they bear none of
the general formal characteristics of Martuthunira subordinate clauses.
There

is

no

complementizing

case

suffix

and

no

obvious

syntactic

relationship between arguments of this and any adjacent clause.

Nor is it

obvious that present relative clauses of this kind are, in more subtle
ways, semantically dependent on an adjacent clause, although it is quite
clear that they are in some way 'subordinate' to the main event line of the
narrative.
However,

similar

examples

do

occur,

albeit

rarely,

in

general

conversational discourse, and in such cases the unmarked present relative
clause is semantically dependent on an adjacent main clause.
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As the

following

examples

illustrate,

the

present

relative

clause

typically

conveys something of the speaker's own opinions, inferences, explanations
or evidence for the state of affairs described in the main clause.

26. ngayu vaJSngka -lba ngurnu :myi.-1, nganaju marrya.ra
1sgNOM frightened-PAST thatACC dog-ACC 1sgGEN young brother
vayangka -nrtla ngu.rnu.
frightened-PrREL thatACC
I was frightened of that dog [because] my brother is frightened of it.

27. nganarna
varuul piya-rnuni nlmvana-la
1pl{exc)NOM still sing-PRES 2pl
-LOC
nhuura-npa-nyi.la-la kana. Jalya varuul-va-rru
know-INCH-PrREL-LOC RHET bad
still
-NOW

-p

nyi.na-nrtla. 111.r.ta nhuura :mmku-layi. jal.urra-a.
sit -PrREL not
knowing get -FUT song -ACC
We're still singing while you are-learning. [Yet] you're
still useless. You don't know how to get [perform] the songs.

28. kartu -vi vuraal. nlmva-rninyji tbarnta-a,
2sgNOM-VOC alright spear-FUT
euro -ACC

ngayu Jrawngu-npa-nyila, mrla-a
1sgNOM hungry-INCH-PrREL

viru
-npa-nrtla.
meat-ACC wanting-INCH-PrREL

You'll spear euros [so you say], [yet] I'm getting hungry, wanting meat.

29. tbavu I karla kupa-nrtla, nlmvana :mrna-ngka-rru.
good
fire burn -PrREL 2plNOM close-LOC -NOW
Good! There's a fire burning [which I assume you have lit], you
are close-by now.
To some extent, examples of this kind resemble locative marked finite
relative clauses of the type illustrated in 8 to 11 above.

In each case it

is possible to infer some link, in the form of a common participant,
between the situations described in the main and subordinate clauses 2 •
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11.1.4 Contemporaneous Clauses
Subordinate

contemporaneous

clauses

are

marked

by

a

special

verbal

inflection and typically have the same subject as the controlling clause.
The events described in the two clauses are temporally co-extensive and are
often causally interdependent.

Contemporaneous clauses are non-finite;

they assume the tense, aspect and mood specification of the controlling
clause.
30. ngayu karlarra-npa-nguru-rru yakarrangu-la nyj.Da-rra.
1sgNOM hot
-INCH-PRES-NOW sun
-LOC sit -CTEMP
I'm getting hot sitting in the sun.
puni.-nguru-rru kalyaran-ngara-a
1sgNOM go -PRES -NOW stick-PLURAL-ACC

31 • ngayu

pukarti -ngara -a vava.Yi-1.yarra.
snakewood-PLURAL-ACC look for-CTEMP

I'm going along looking for snakewood.

32. nganamarnu vii pithirri-npa-rra vii, ngurnaa
anyone

if chill-INCB-CTEMP if

thatACC

pa,a-rninyji jand.
-1.
drink-FUT
medicine-ACC

If anyone gets a chill, they drink that medicine.
In a few rare cases, the subject of the contemporaneous clause is not
coreferential with the subject of the main clause.
subject

of

the subordinate

accusative object.

clause

is

For example, in 33 the

coreferential

with

the

matrix

Notice that there is no complementizing suffix on the

subordinate verb.
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33. ngartil vii nlmvana puni-rra thawun-mu.l;yarra, ngartil
again
if 2plNOM go-CTEMP town -ALL
again
varuul ngayu JUDSku-la:ri mmvana-a varmal.yi-1.
still 1sgNOM give -FUT 2pl -ACC money -ACC

If you go to town again, I'll give you money yet again.
Extended sequences of
occasionally

occur

in

verbs
text.

bearing

the contemporaneous

In

for

34

example,

a

inflection

sequence

of

contemporaneous verbs describes the melting of coagulated fish fat into a
gravy as it warms in hot sand.
34. vantha-rn.inyji
put
-FUT

.... ngurnu
kampa-vaa
-rru,
thatACC cook -PURPs:o-NOW

wirlukuru-npa -rra pan;yu-npa -rra karlarra-npa -rra.
gravy
-INCH-CTEMP good -INCB-CTEMP hot
-INCB-CTEMP

Put that [fish fat in the hot sand] to cook, turn into gravy,
become good, become warm.
While

it

is

perfectly

contemporaneous
successive

clauses

clause

inappropriate here.

possible
as

chains

subordinate

to

to

describe

such

sequences

of subordination

(with,

its

this

predecessor)

say,
seems

of
each

quite

Rather, the set of predicates functions as a composite

describing essentially one event.
· Similarly in 35, a group of devils undergo a transformation into the
human state.

The contemporaneous predicates clustered together here are

'become human',

become good'

and

the motion verb puni-(t 'go',

which

functions as a copula (9.3.5) emphasizing the gradual nature of the change
and implying that it occurs throughout (and ultimately perhaps due to) the
performance of a number of activities
narrative.
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to

be detailed

later in the

35. pintirrijila
scattered

-ngara nyina-lba, ngartil panyu-rri -rra -rru,
thatNCM-PLURAL sit -PAST next
good -INCH-CTEMP-NOW

ngunbu

panyu-rri -rra -rru kanya.ra-npa -rra -rru puni-rra.
good -INCH-CTEMP-NOW human -INCH-CTEMP-NOW go -CTEMP
varruva-ngara -lva, va.rruva-ngara panyu-npa -rra -rru
devil -PLURAL-ID devil -PLURAL good -INCH-CTEMP-NOW
puni-rra kanyara-npa -rra -rru.
go -CTEMP human -INCH-CTEMP-NOW
They were scattered about. Then [they] became good, [they] became
good, [they] gradually became human. The devils that is, the devils
gradually became good, [they] became human.
However, there is a subtle difference between the sequences of predicates
illustrated here and that exemplified in

~.

Here the verbs 'become good'

and 'become human' bear the temporal clitic -rru 'NOW' and this effectively
marks the two as making separate assertions.
also

became

human;

the

two

resulting

The devils became good and

states

are

not

necessarily

interdependent.
While examples like 34 suggest that the degree of overlap between a
contemporaneous clause and some other clause extends as far as verb
serialisation (see Foley & Van Valin 1984), it would be a mistake to view
this as the cardinal function of the contemporaneous verbal inflection.
Although the inflection indicates that the verb has the same tense, mood
and aspect as the verb in some controlling clause, it does not require that
the two verbs have the same set of core arguments.

11.1.5 Sequential Clauses
Sequential clauses describe an event which follows the main clause event,
often as an immediate consequence of that event.
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Sequential clauses are

marked by a special subordinate clause inflection involving an increment
-vaara to

the

contemporaneous

verb

inflection.

Like

contemporaneous

clauses, sequential clauses typically have the same subject as the main
clause and so do not take complementizing case suffixes.

36.

punga paDgkira-rri -lha parntayarri-rravaara.
thatNOM guts bulging -INCH-PAST explode
-SEQ

ngunhaa

His guts swelled up and then exploded.

37. Dlmva-ru
puni-layi mrla-a. Dlmva-rninyji ngurnaa,
spear-PURPss go -FUT meat -ACC spear-FUT
thatACC
manku-rravaara jillpu-ngara -a.
grab -SEQ
egg -PLURAL-ACC
Go and spear that meat (emu). Spear it and then grab the eggs.

38. vinya-ma -Ja]ba nhnmira-a -rru •••
full -CAUS-PAST

penis

-ACC-NOW

tharrwi-lalha
enter -PAST

jarraa-1.yarravaara nhavani-i, pirriyarta-a p:1nyju1u-u ngurnu,
tie up-SEQ
thing-ACC own
-ACC rope -ACC thatACC
pungka-wirri-la ngunbu.
fall -LEST -Loe thatNC!-1
He filled his penis [with the emu eggs] ••• put them in and then
tied up that thing, his own rope, lest they fall out.

39. pa1varru, 1111r11ta-rninyji-rru ngurnaa 111.rntirilllarta-a,
alright

cut

-FUT

-NOW thatACC

goanna

-ACC

Dyina-rravaara mngka-1.yarra-rru ngal.1
sit -SEQ
eat
-CTEMP -NOW 1dl(inc)NCl1
vartakartara, kar1va-rravaara vinya-rru.
facing
get up-SEQ
full -NOW
Okay, cut up that goanna and then we sit eating it facing
one another, and then get up now, [we're] full.
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11.2 Lest Clauses

Lest clauses describe a state of affairs considered unpleasant by the
speaker and which could be expected to occur as a result of the situation
described by an adjacent and usually controlling clause.

The verb in the

lest clause bears a special verbal inflection which may then be further
inflected with an accusative or a locative complementizing suffix.
As noted in 6. 1 • 4 and illustrated in the following examples, there are
separate active and passive forms of the lest inflection even though the
active inflection freely occurs on derived passive verbs.

There is no

obvious difference in meaning between the two patterns of inflection.
Examples 40 to 42 illustrate lest clauses which have the same subject as
the controlling clause.

No complementizing case suffix is appropriate

here.
40. ngayu vangka-laJi. ld.r.ta-rru yiDka -rninyji virra
-a
1sgNOM say -FUT not
-NOW chisel-FUT
boomerang-ACC
ngartil yarna
-rniyangu. ngayu kuntirri-eguru-rru.
again dissatisfied-PASSLEST 1sgNCM give up -PRES -NOW
•nbartu-n.pa -lha kuntirri-eguru? varuul-wa-rru
what -INCH-PAST give up -PRES still -0 -NOW
ngartil yarna
-nnguli-yirri kartungku.•
again
dissatisfied-PASS -LEST 2sgEFF

I'll tell [him] that I won't chisel a boomerang again in case
[he's] dissatisfied with me: n~y have I chucked it in? You might
be dissatisfied with me again.a
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41. DgaJU pUDi-la)'i-~ npna-virri manbamanha-ma.-1.prra Dhuva.la-a.
1sgNOM go -FUT -NOW sit -LEST awkward -CAUS-CTEMP 2dl -ACC

I'll go now lest I be making it awkward for you.
42. mir.ta pUDi-la)'i ngulangu-va, Jamanu vurnta-rniyangu
not
go -FUT there
-YK foot
cut
-PASSLEST
parla-ngku jurirri-ngara-lu.
stone-EFF sharp-PLURAL-EFF
Don't go there lest [your] foot get cut on the sharp stones.
The choice of an accusative complementizer indicates that the subject of
the lest clause is coreferential with an object of the main clause:

43. mir.ta vantha-rninyji mrla-a yakarrangu-la
not

leave -FUT

meat-ACC sun

-LOC

puva -npa -virri-1.
rotten-INCH-LEST -ACC
Don't leave the meat in the sun or it'll go rotten.
44. kartu kangku-la)'i yirnaa pawlu-u panJU paju.
2sgNOM carry -FUT thisACC child-ACC good REAL

mir.ta vilavila-ma. -rninyji thurlanpa-virri-1.
not
shake
-CAUS-FUT
wake up-LEST -ACC
You carry this child very carefully. Don't shake him or he'll wake up.
The choice of a locative complementizer indicates that the subject of
that clause is not coreferential with either the subject or an accusative
marked object of the controlling clause.

Instead, the subject may be

coreferential with some other non-core participant of the main clause, or
may introduce a new participant.
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45. nyina-fJ nganaju-vu-la ngurriny-tba llBrtama-1.yarra
sit-IMP 1sgOBL-GEN-Loe swag
-Loe press on-CTEMP
puni-wirri-la karra-ngka-a -rru kurti-1.JBJTa,
go -LEST -Loe scrub-Loe-ACC-NOW gather-CTEMP
kanarra-lD kuyilva-rnu-u
pintirrijila-rru.
wind -EFF spoilt-PASSP-ACC scattered
-NOW

Sit on my swag, hold it down, or I'll have to go collecting the
things that are in the scrub, that have been spoilt and scattered
about by the wind

46. lcartu vankulla-lalba paju, valyi -lalba
2sgNOM check

-PAST

REAL

ngurnu

uncover-PAST thatACC

punkurrimarnu-u purntura-a vanti-lba-a, vay:Ll vii
blanket
-ACC rolled-ACC lie-PAST-ACC maybe if

-ngara , parra.lbara-ngara vii , vay:Ll vii
something-PLURAL
centipede-PLURAL or
maybe if

Dhartu

vanti-wirri-la llirtungkura-la punkurrillarnu-la 1
lie -LEST -Loe underneath-Loe blanket
-Loe

Did you check carefUlly and undo that blanket lying rolled up,
in case there should be anything, a centipede or whatever,
lying underneath it?
As these examples illustrate, there is an important difference between
accusative marked lest clauses and those marked locative.

Where the clause

is marked accusative, the predicted unfortunate actions of the subject of
the clause are a direct result of an action (or inaction) on the part of
the subject of the main clause on the subordinate clause subject.

There is

no such direct responsibility where the clause is marked locative.
In most Australian languages in which lest clauses are found, these can
occur independently of a controlling main clause.

For example, Austin

(1981a:229) describes such lest clauses in Diyari but suggests that these
be

considered

structurally

subordinate

since

a

wider

context

of

circumstances leading to the situation described by the lest clause is
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always understood.
Some fifteen percent of the lest clauses occurring in the Martuthunira
data appear to be effectively independent of a main clause.

That is, they

do not bear a complementizing suffix and yet do not have the same subject
as some adjacent clause.

In most cases these unmarked

lest clauses

describe a situation that is considered unfavourable but there is no strong
implication that the situation will necessarily follow if the events
described in some preceding clause are not carried out.

For example:

47. mir.ta tbaavu-rnillyji. pavulu puni-virri kayulu-la-rru
not

let go-FUT

child

go

-LEST water-LOC-NOW

nyuni-lu
-rru.
drown-PURPss-NOW

Don't let him go. The child might go in the water and drown.
48. ngayu wiru
kartungu pukarrangurnaa piyuva-ma -lvaa
1sgNOM wanting 2sgACC
firewood-ACC thatACC finish-CAUS-PURPs:o
kayulu-marta. kupa-lvirri ngurra-a.

water -PROP

burn -LEST

camp-ACC

I want you to put out that [smouldering] firewood with water. It
could burn out the camp otherwise.
In these two examples the subject of the

l~st

clause is coreferential with

an accusative argument of the preceding clause.

However, the accusative

complementizer would imply that the unpleasant situation were a direct
consequence of the addressee's actions or inaction.

The option of leaving

the lest clause unmarked allows the speaker to choose not to imply this
degree of responsibility.
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11.3 Purpose Clauses

Purpose clauses describe a situation which occurs after the event described
in the main clause and which is usually related to the main clause either
as a direct result of the main clause event, or as the purpose for which
the main clause event was performed.
In Martuthunira, as in many Australian languages, purpose clauses select
a verbal inflection conditioned by coreference relations between main
clause and subordinate clause subjects.

That is, they are inflected for

switch-reference {Austin 1981b). However, unlike the binary same-subject/
different-subject contrast found in most of these languages, Martuthunira
has three separate verb inflections:
-l.u/-ru

-PURPss
-CM-vaa

-PURPs:o
-CM-val.a

-PURPds

The -PURPs:o and

Subject of purpose clause is coreferential
with subject of main clause.
Subject of purpose clause is coreferential
with an accusative object of the main clause.
Subject of purpose clause is not
coreferential with the subject of the
main clause.
-PURPds

inflections quite transparently involve

the

addition of the accusative and locative complementizers respectively to a
suffix •-va. The different fUnctions of the two inflections similarly
reflect the different fUnctions of the two complementizers.

The -PURPss

inflection is not related to the other suffixes.
The same-subject purpose clause describes the intended outcome of the
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action performed by the subject of· the main clause.

For example:·

49. kayarra kanarri-lha nganaJu Dham-lu.
two

come

-PAST 1sgACC

see-PURPss

Two people came to see me.
50. kartu puni-layi. mintbal-va-rru nlmva-ru
Jankurna-a.
2sgNOM go -FUT alone -? -NOW spear-PURPss emu
-ACC
You can go by yourself to spear an emu.
Same-subject purpose constructions reveal clearly the rules of set
inclusion by which

arguments

are

considered

referentially

'same'

or

'different'. As the following pair of examples illustrates, where the
subject of either the subordinate clause or the main clause is included
within the reference of the subject of the other clause, the two clauses
are considered to have the same subject 4 •

This pattern holds for all other

constructions organised on the basis of the coreference of arguments.

The

coreferential NPs are underlined in the following examples.
51. nganaJu Jlimi varrirti-1 panyu....a-J.alha, ngaliya
1sgGEN uncle spear -ACC good-CAOS-PAST 1dl(exc)N<l1
puni-lu
mrla-a lll&Dku-lu.
go-PURPss meat-ACC get-PURPss

My uncle fixed up a spear so we two could go to get meat.
52. ngaliya,
nganaju Jlimi, nlmva-lalha tharnta -a,
1dl(exc)N<l1 1sgGEN uncle spear-PAST kangaroo-Ace

nganaJu m1mi ••ngka-ru.
1sgGEN uncle eat-PORPss
We two, my uncle and me, speared a kangaroo so my uncle
could have a feed.
Where the subject of the purpose clause is not coreferential with the
subject of the main clause, there are two possible marking choices for the
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verb.

Generally, where the subject of the purpose clause is coreferential

with an accusative object of the main clause then the -vaa inflection may
be chosen.

Otherwise, the -val.a inflection is chosen.

In the following

examples the subject of the subordinate clause is coreferential with an
accusative argument of the main clause (possible control ambiguities are
discussed in section 11.4 below).

53. ngayu kartungu parla-marta purra-rmnyji pal.ya-a,
1sgNOM 2sgACC

stone-HAVE

hit

-FUT

temple-ACC

pungka-vaa -rru.
fall-PURPs=o-NOW
I'll hit you in the temple with a stone so you fall down.

54.

ngunbu

vartirra 111rla-a kupa-lalha ngurnu -ngara -a

thatNOM woman

meat-ACC cook -PAST

thatOBL-PLURAL-ACC

pawulu-ngara-a wungka-lvaa.
child-PLURAL-ACC eat-PURPs:o
That woman cooked those kids some meat to eat.
The following examples illustrate the functions of the -va.la purpose
inflection.

The subject of a

purpose

clause marked

with

the

-val.a

inflection may be coreferential with an argument of the main clause, or may
introduce another participant.

55. nlmlaa

mrla lcangku-JJ' ngurnu--U.yarra kanyara-111lyarra
near you meat carry-IMP thatOBL-ALL
man
-ALL

kalllpa-lvala amma-1.ya.rra nga.narna-a.
cook-PURPds do for-CTEMP
1pl(exc)-ACC
Take this meat here to that man so he can cook it for us.
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.

56 • ngayu.

nbavungarra-ma-rnuru tbam11n1 :-ngu pawlu-u,
1sgNOM look after-CAUS-PRES DaSo+1POSS-GEN child-ACC

nguyirri-1 wanti-wala.
asleep-THEN lie-PURPds
I'm looking after my grandson's kid so he can have a sleep then.
57. ngaw, ngaliwa
wraal puni-layi purnUJIPuru,
yes
1pl{inc)NOM still go -FUT quiet

thana ngunhaa nbuurryarri-wala marli
-ngka kartawra-la
let
thatNOM snore away-PURPds paperbark-LOC butt
-LOC
Yes, we'll keep going quietly so that that one can keep on snoring
away at the foot of that paperbark.
While there is a strong implication that a purpose clause marked with
the -waa inflection depicts an outcome of the event described in the
controlling main clause and intended by the subject of the main clause, the
bond between a main clause and a purpose clause marked with -val.a is rather
weak.

The event described is seen as an outcome of the main clause but not

as a direct result of the controlling actions of the subject of the main
clause.
In the following example the subject of the purpose clause is in fact
coreferential with an accusative object of the preceding clause.

Here, the

use of the -val.a marked clause indicates that while the event is an outcome
of the controlling clause, it is not an outcome intended by the subject of
the controlling clause.
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58.

muJi,, jarraa-rnu-nguru, ja,a-Jalha-nguru, puld.-lha mulurru
thatNOM dog
tie -PASSP-ABL
escape-PAST-ABL go -PAST straight

ngunhaa

varuul-va-rru kanarri-lu

nyina-nyila-a

still -; -NOW come-PURPss sit
thal.u-vaya panyu-npa-vala

thalu-va,a -a.

-PrREL-ACC pet

-OWNER-ACC

-rru v1ru

pet -OWNER good-INCB-PURPds-NOW feelings
ngurnula-ngu-lu murla-marnu-lu kanarri-yangu.

thatDEF -GEN-EFF meat-ASSOC-EFF come

-PASSP

That dog, having been tied up, having escaped, went straight to
his owner sitting there. And so the owner was very pleased having
his meat-getter come to him.
By contrast, in 59 the -vaa inflection is controlled by an allative NP
in the matrix clause:
59. ngaliva tbathu-rninyji kulbampa-ngara-a ngurnu -ngara -arta
1pl(inc) send -FUT
fish
-PLURAL-ACC thatOBL-PLURAL-DirALL
kan,ara-ngara-a , nga.vayu-1 nga.rti-rru wu.rtu,
person-PLURAL-ACC turn-THEN again -NOW BYPTB
kulbampa-a-lpurtu mngka-lvaa.

fish

-ACC-COMP

eat

-PURPs:o

We'll send fish to those people in return, so they can eat fish
(while we eat the kangaroo meat they sent us).
The following examples, involving the verb

vangka-9

•speak tell', further

demonstrate that the contrast between the two different-subject inflections
is not an automatic response to the case-marking of the controlling NP.
Where the verb is interpreted as an information transfer predicate the
accusative addressee typically controls the -vala inflection

(but see

example 46 in 10. 1 • 8) • Where vangka..; is interpreted as a manipulative
predicate the accusative addressee controls the -vaa inflection.
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60. kartu vangka..; nganaju vantbala-a kartu vitbavitba-ma-lalha-a
2sgNOM say -IMP 1sgACC where -ACC 2sgN<J.1 lost
-CAUS-PAST-ACC
kartungu-u miyi-i, ngaJU puni-vala vavart -"1.
2sgGEN-ACC dog-ACC 1sgNOM go-PURPds look for-PURPss

You tell me where you lost your dog and I'll go and look for it.
61 • ngayu vangka-lba ngurnu pavu.l.u-u vavayi -waa
1sgNOM say -PAST thatACC child-ACC look for-PURPds
miyi-i ngurnula-ngu-u.
dog-ACC thatDEF -GEN-ACC

I told that kid to look for his dog.
Contrastive use of the two choices of purpose clause marking is not
restricted to situations involving animate instigating participants.

There

are no such participants in the following portion of text in which the main
event line involves ambient verbs with forces of nature as their subjects.

62. yakarrangu thanturri-layi yawurrari-r"1, ttmlbarra-npa -rra
sun
descend -FUT westward -NOW afternoon-INCH-NOW
jar"1"1 mraa.1-va-r"1 mitbmmttm-npa-rra-r"1 thanturri-rra-r"1.
slow
alright-¢-NOW cool
-INCH-CTEMP-NOW descend-CTEMP-NOW
ngunhaa •luwalu-npa-waa

-r"1 Jar"1"1-u. R."1ul. ngartil
thatNOM dark-INCH-PURPs:o-NOW slow -ACC still
next

maJmaaJu-npa-layi paju-r"1, m1r. ta paju-r"1 nbavu-vala vaya].a paJu-r"1.
dark
-INCH-FUT REAL-NOW not
REAL-NOW see-PURPds night REAL-NOW

The sun
getting
go dark
able to

is going down in the west, it's afternoon, it's slowly
cool now as the sun goes down. That will make everything
slowly. Next it gets really dark, so [we] really won't be
see anything in the night.

The process of getting ·dark in the -waa clause is interpreted as a direct
result of the sun going down.

However, there is no accusative object

controlling the purpose clause.

No subject for the -val.a marked verb

appears anywhere in the text but since it requires an animate 'perceiver' a
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generalised

'we' is assumed.

Finally, purpose clauses introduced by the minor part of speech tbaDa
can

appear

independently of

a

controlling main clause

(7.11).

Such

constructions usually have the illocutionary force of a mild imperative and
imply an action that would otherwise be described in a controlling clause.

11.4 Clausal Complements

Verbs of perception, cognition and information transfer, and the predicate
nominals nbuura 'knowing', w1ru 'wanting' and vaya 'fear', select clausal
complements of various kinds.

Clausal complements occur either on subject

position or on an accusative argument position and are usually non-verbal
ascriptive clauses

or relative clauses.

However,

the purpose clause

inflection -vaa PURPs:o is used to mark object complements of 'subsequent
time' for some predicates.
The predicate NP or verb in an object complement clause bears an
accusative complementizing suffix and this accusative marking extends to
the subject of the clausal complement.

However, as described in 3.3.2,

subordinate clauses typically bear complementizing case only on the head
verb (or nominal predicate).

NP arguments and adjuncts on these arguments

remain unmarked for complementizing case.

Even though the subject argument

of a subordinate clause is generally omitted, surviving second predications
on that subject remain unmarked.

Thus it is possible to argue that the

subjects of clausal complements are raised into object position in the
matrix clause.

For example,
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nganaju yilangu karr1-nyila-a purnUJIPuru.
1sgACC here
stand-PrREL-ACC quiet

63. Dlmvana Dlmura

2pl

knowing

yilangu karr1-nyila-a purmmpuru.
1sgNOM here
stand-PrREL-ACC quiet

• ngayu

You know that I'm standing here quietly.
There are a number of examples in the data that suggest that second
predications may be raised out of complement clauses along with the subject
of the clause.

All such examples involve interrogative/indefinite second

predications of manner as in the following sentence:

64.

Dhawu-layi Dhartu-u vantbarra-a yi.rna myj.-1 mrt1-1,
1sgNOM see -FUT what-ACC like
-ACC thisACC dog-ACC fast-ACC

ngayu

yanga-rnura-a
tbarnta-a.
chase-PrREL-ACC euro -ACC

I'll see what this dog's speed is like chasing kangaroos.
The choice of verb inflection in complement clauses is not entirely free
but depends in part on the matrix predicate.
Dhawu_,

'see',

.kullya-L

complements

which

reference.

As

can

noted

be
in

'hear'

and

interpreted

Firstly, the perception verbs

nguyi-ma-L

as

having

'dream',

take

non-future

only

temporal

10.1.7, the subject complement constructions

involve the reflexive nominal jankul 'self', which is best described as an
adjunct on the matrix subject 5 • For example:

65.

nguyi-u. -lalba ngurnu myi-1 jankul yanga-lalba-aguru.
1sgNOM dream-CAUS-PAST thatACC dog-ACC self chase-PAST -ABL

ngayu

I dreamt that I had been chasing that dog.
(lit. I dreamt about myself that I had been chasing that dog).
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66 • ngayu

Dbaw-lha ngurnu pawlu-u tbani-rnura-a virra -.arta
1sgNOM see -PAST thatACC child-ACC hit-PrREL-ACC boomerang-PROP

ngurnu myi-1.
thatACC dog-ACC

I saw that child hitting the dog with a boomerang.
On the other hand, complements of the predicate nominals w1ru 'wanting'
and waJB. 'fear', and the derived verbs wiru-npa-,8 'come to want' and
'be

frightened',

take

only

'subsequent

time'

complements.

Subject complements bear the future tense inflection, object complements
bear the -waa PURPs:o inflection.

The following examples illustrate for

wiru.

67. ngayu w1ru

yungk:u-ngu-laJi ngurnu-tbarra-a

1sgNOM wanting give -PASS-FUT

virra -tbarra-a.
thatOBL-DUAL-ACC boomerang-DUAL-ACC

I want to be given those two boomerangs.

68.

mir.ta w1ru y1rna -tbarra-a ngaya.J.a-tbarra-a
thatNOM not
want thisOBL-DUAL -Acc·nephew -DUAL -ACC

ngunbaa

Dlmrnt1-ma-lalha-a
jankurna-a wingka-lwaa ngurnaa.
dead -CAUS-PAST-ACC emu
-ACC eat-PURPs:o thatACC

He didn't want these two nephews who had speared the emu to eat it.
The cognition verb

kuliJB.Dpa~

'think, believe' allows both non-future

and subsequent time complements on both subject and object:
69. ngayu kuliJB.Dpa-lha Dbartu -u ngawayu yungk:u-laJi
1sgNOM think
-PAST something-ACC in turn give -FUT
nganaju-u lllll1 -1.
1sgGEN-ACC uncle-ACC

I thought about giving my uncle something in return.

70. kartu kuliJBD.pa-nguru nganaju ngalavangka-nyila-a
2sgNOM think

-PRES

1sgACC

tell lie

Do you think I'm lying?
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w.rtu1
-PrREL-ACC HIPTH

71 • ngunhaa nganaju kuliJBllP&-lha paya-Jal ha-nguru
thatNOM 1sgACC think
-PAST drink-PAST-ABL
Dllurnti-npa-vaa
paju-rni.
dead -INCH-PURPs:o REAL-NOW
She thinks that I'm really going to die from drinking.
The predicate nominal Dlmura 'knowing', and its inchoative counterpart
nbuura-npa~

'learn' , similarly take both subsequent time and non-future

complements on subject and object.
72. nbuura-npa-laJi. minthal varra panyu-ma-rninyji varrirti-1.
know -INCH-FUT alone
CONT good-CAUS-FUT
spear -ACC
Learn to fix a spear by yourself for a change.
73. ngunbu kanyara llir.ta Dlmura vantbarni-ma -lvaa
ngurnaa
thatNOM man
not
knowing what way-CAUS-PURPs:o thatACC
thaapuva -a. ngunhaa-nu kuJi.l ngunhaa, nbuura-npa-laJi
bad fellow-ACC thatNOM-QUOT bad
thatNOM know -INCH-FUT
nhartu
-u
vil 111.1.)'1.rri-nguli-ny.ila-a •••• ngunhaa nbuura
something-ACC or hide
-PASS -PrREL-ACe
thatNOM knowing
varuu-lpurtu yirna 111.1.)'1.rri-nJi,la-a, kanyara-a.
still-COMP
thisACC hide
-PrREL-ACC man -ACC
That man didn't know what that bad fellow was going to do. He was
bad that one. He was waking up to the fact that something or other
was being hidden. He knew this man was hiding something alright.
Complements of the information transfer
Dlmura-11.a-L 'teach show' were illustrated in 10.1.8. Dlmura-ma-L typically
takes object complements
complements.

Subject complements are illustrated in the following two

examples:
74. 111.r.ta vangka-lha, nganaju llimi, vantharni puni-rra.
not
say -PAST 1sgGEN uncle what way go-CTEMP
He didn't say, my uncle, which way he was going.
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75. ngayu vangka-laJ'i m.r.ta-rru yi.Dka -rnin;yji virra
-a ngartil.
1sgNOM tell -FUT not
-NOW chisel-FUT
boomerang-ACC again
I'll tell [him] that I won't chisel a boomerang again.
As 75 shows, vangka-;f$ permits subsequent time complements on the subject.
However, for both vangka..; and Dbuura-11a-L, subordinate clauses involving
the -vaa PURPs=o inflection are interpreted as regular purpose clauses:

76.

vangka-lha kartungu llBDku-waa nganaju-u nga•ri-1!
1sgNOM tell -PAST 2sgACC
get-PURPs:o 1sgGEN-ACC tobacco-ACC

ngayu

I told you to get my tobacco!
77. ngayu kartungu-ngara -a pawlll-ngara -a Dlmura-11a-rnin;yji
1sgNOM 2sgGEN -PLURAL-ACC child -PLURAL-ACC know-CAUS-FUT
aarrari -.1 Hartutbunira-a vangka-vaa.
-ACC speak -PURPs:o
language-Ace

I'll teach your children to speak Martuthunira.

11.5 Passive in Subordinate clauses

The description of subordinate clause types in the preceding sections of
this

chapter demonstrate that Martuthunira has no general constraint

requiring.coreference between the subject of a subordinate clause and some
argument of the matrix clause.

There are many complex sentence patterns in

which one clause is subordinate to another but where the two share no
arguments.

Thus it should not be surprising that the choice of a passive

subordinate clause is not dictated by strict syntactic rule.

It is worth

remembering that many Australian languages have similar systems of clausal
subordination and yet function perfectly well without a productive voice
system.
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As noted in section 10.2, a passive main clause is used to either
present a non-subject argument in a highly topical position, or to turn
attention away from the agent.

The same pragmatic/semantic considerations

are relevant to the choice of passive subordinate clauses.

However, the

choice of a passive clause is also dependent on the particular relationship
between

main

and

subordinate

clause

indicated

by

subordinate

verb

inflection and complementizing case.
The most common subordinate passive clauses occur in contemporaneous
re lati ve

clauses

and

PURPs:o

-vaa

in

purpose

clauses •

Passive

contemporaneous clauses are usually agentless, have the same subject as the
controlling

main

clause,

and

characterizing that subject.

typically

describe

a

general

In many cases no specific agent can be

understood.

78. Dhu.wana panyu-ma-rninyji llinthal-va-rru kanyarra-lpurtu varnu?
2pl

good-CAUS-FUT

-~

alone

-NOW man

-COMP

ASSERT

air.ta nyina-layi 11UrU11&-nngu-rra
yirla.
not
sit -FUT do for-PASS-CTEMP only

You fellows do it yourselves, you're men aren't you?
Don't just have it done for you all the time.

79. Dhu.wana air.ta Dhu.ura kalya nyina-layi,
2pl

not

state

knowing still sit

-FUT

kuyil paju, karillalkarillal paju karta-rmgu-rra
bad
REAL jumpy
REAL poke -PASS-CTEMP

vantharra Jiq>alaa karta-nngu-rra vantharra 111.llm.
what like like that poke -PASS-CTEMP what like bum

You don't know to sit still, really bad, jumpy as if you were
being poked in the bum.
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80. DgUDlm jantira vangk!-ngu-rra ,"Tharnturrany• than.1-lalba IUyi-1.
thatNOM old woman say -PASS-CTEMP name
hit -PAST dog-ACC
That old woman called Tharnturrany hit the dog.
By contrast, passive subordinate clauses marked with the -vaa purpose
inflection rarely occur without an explicit agent.

The choice of a passive

clause here is largely motivated by the particular semantic properties of
the purpose construction.

The -vaa inflection implies an effective action

in the main clause, typically directed at a participant which f'unctions as
the subject of the subordinate clause.

The object in the main clause may

be prodded into action in the subordinate clause,
subordinate clause is active.

in which case the

Alternatively, the referent of the main

clause object may be placed in a situation in which it is f'urther affected
by a subordinate clause agent.
passive.

In this case the subordinate clause is

For example:

81. nganarna warrirt1-1 kangku-nguru kartungu-lml.yarra yirla,
1pl(exc) spear -ACC bring -PRES

2sgOBL

-ALL

only

kartungku yirla pan;yu-ma-nngu].1-vaa,
thaapuva -ngku kur.ta-ngku.
2sgEFF
only good-CAUS-PASS-PURPs:o bad fellow-EFF clever-EFF
We bring spears only to you, to be fixed only by you, you clever
old bastard •
82. ngal:iva ~u
-ngara -a vii kanyja-rninyj1 m.yinu
1pl(inc) something-PLURAL-ACC or keep -FUT
hidden

paju
REAL

air.ta paju Dbam-ngull-vaa m.yal.yi-ngara -lu.
not
REAL see-PASS-PURPs:o thief
-PLURAL-EFF
We'll keep all the things well hidden so they won't be seen by any
thieves.
83. kartu -lva ngurnaa llBl'Uva
-lalba mmku-ngul.1-vaa
llBl"lltamarta-lu.
2sgNOM-ID thatACC make trouble-PAST grab-PASS-PURPs:o policeman -EFF
You're the one who made trouble for that man so that he was
grabbed by the police.
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Interestingly,

although

passive

same-subject

purpose

accepted as grammatical, no examples occur in free text.

clauses

are

Instead a

construction involving a passive verb inflected for future tense is used.
Example 84 illustrates the elicited pattern while 85 presents the preferred
pattern:
84. ngayu puni-layi tba11UD-milyarra Dhaw-ngu-lu
pulhanyji-lu.
1sgNOM go -FUT town -ALL
see-PASS-PURPss doctor -EFF
I'll go to town to be seen by the doctor.
85. ngayu puni-layi pulhanyji.-lu nhaw-ngu-layi.
1sgNOM go -FUT doctor -EFF see -PASS-FUT
I'll go and be seen by the doctor.
Where the purpose clause has the same subject as the main clause the two
situations are typically seen as being intended and controlled by the one
participant.

However, since the subject of a passive clause is not an

instigating and

controlling participant,

the

choice of a passive is

contrary to the expected reading of a same-subject purpose clause.

It is

not surprising that the construction illustrated in 85 is more natural in
free text.
The choice of a passive form of a NP-relative clause is partly dependent
on a grammaticalization of the topicalizing function of the passive.

If a

relative clause has a non-subject core argument which is coreferential with
a core argument of the main clause, and if the subject of the subordinate
clause is NOT coreferential with a core argument of the main clause, then
the subordinate clause is presented as a passive with the coreferential
argument in subject/pivot position.
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86. mir.ta-nu yanga -rnuru purrkuru paju vantharni-1
not -QUOT follow-PRES truly
REAL what way-ACC
yung1cu-J8118U-U Dhi1yarra-lu puni-layi-lu.
give-PASSP-ACC thisDUAL -EFF go -FUT -EFF

Apparently they didn't follow the way (law) given to them by these
two who were going to go [away].
87. puni-lha DgUDhaa 118Dku-lu
Jilhi-1 -rru, ngurnu
go -PAST thatNOM grab -PURPss chip -ACC-NOW thatACC

kayarra-a virra
-tbarra-a yinka -rnu -u.
two
-ACC boomerang-DUAL -ACC chisel-PASSP-ACC

hod

He went to get the chips of those two boomerangs that\been carved.
Clearly, this strategy will not account for the choice of passive clauses
in object complement clauses of verbs of perception, for example.

Here the

choice of a passive is purely determined by pragmatic considerations:

88. ngayu Dhavu-lha pavulu-ngara-a puliyanyja-ngara -lu
1sgNOM see -PAST child-PLURAL-ACC old people-PLURAL-EFF
nlmura-u.-nnguli-nyila-a.
know-CAUS-PASS -PrREL-ACC

I saw the kids being taught by the old people.

89. ngayu Dhavu-lha puliyanyja-ngara -a nlmura-u.-rnura-a
1sgNOM see -PAST old people-PLURAL-ACC know-CAUS-PrREL-ACC
pavulu-ngara-a.
child-PLURAL-ACC

I saw the old people teaching the kids.
There are very few examples in the data of passive forms of the more
weakly
clauses.

linked

locative

finite

relative

or unmarked

present

relative

Since these clauses are not bound by the constraint placing

coreferential non-subject arguments in pivot position, this is not at all
surprising.

At the same time, since they often constitute parenthetical
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comment on events or participants in the narrative they do not have the
topic

presentation

!unction

of

passive

main

occurring in the data are agentless passives.

clauses.

All

examples

For example:

90. puyi

paju, ngmlhaa ttianarti-la KurlaDJPUDgkunhu,
farNOM REAL thatNOM sea
-LOC name

ngunhu -lwa Pantuvarnanglca maya. -mu -la.
thatNOM thatNOM-ID name
steal-PASSP-LOC

ngunhu

thalu-ngara ngularla kurlany-ngara.
site -PLURAL thereNS knife -PLURAL

It's a long way off, out to sea, that Kurlanypungkunhu Island.
That's the one Pannawonica Hill was stolen from. There are lots
of increase sites somewhere there, knife quarries.

91. walywanti-lha -rru yila -ngara pungka-lha ngurra-ngka-rni,
come off -PAST-NOW thisLOC-PLURAL fall -PAST ground-LOC -NOW
jal.yu-rru thani-nnguli-nJ'ila, karla-ngka varntitha-nnguli-nJ'ila.
neck -NOW hit -PASS -PrREL fire -LOC throw
-PASS -PrREL

All these things here [pointing to private parts] fell off onto
the ground, and they were being hit in the back of the neck, and
being thrown in the fire.
Similarly, passive -vala PURPds purpose clauses are quite uncommon.
Once again,

the choice of a passive clause in this construction is

motivated by the same principles as · explain main clause passives:
decision to topicalize the patient, and/or to ignore the agent.
example:

92. ngayu panyu---lalha varrirti-ngara-a 118J'Uvarla-a,
1sgNOM good-CAUS-PAST spear-PLURAL-ACC many -ACC
Wl"Ulla-1.yarra, ngulu kanyara-l.D llirtuvarra-l.D
do f or-CTEMP
thatEFF man
-EFF teacher -EFF
kur.ta-ngku pa111llu-ngara Dlmura---nnguli-vala ngulu.
clever-EFF child-PLURAL know-CAUS-PASS-PURPds thatEFF

I fixed a lot of spears, doing a favour, so that the children
could be taught [about them] by that clever teacher.
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a

For

93. ngunbu vartirra karra-ngka-rN tlmrtiDti-lha,
thatNOM woman
scrub-LOC -NOW disappear-PAST
yarrwa-ngka-rN ngurnula-ngu-ngara pawulu-ngara

behind-LOC -NOW thatDEF -GEN-PLURAL child-PLURAL
nbawungarrm-rmguli-vala yarta-ngara -lu.

look after

-PASS-PURPds other-PLURAL-EFF

That woman disappeared into the scrub and so now her kids have to
be looked after by other people.
In both of these examples the situation denoted by the subordinate clause
could easily have been described with an active verb bearing the same -val.a
purpose inflection.

However, in both cases the children are the focus of

interest and so a passive is chosen.

11.6 Subordinate Clauses on Double Object Clauses

Verbs

which

allow more

than

one

accusative

subordinate clauses on more than one argument.

object

similarly permit

In fact there are few

examples in the data in which two accusative arguments, one controlling a
subordinate clause, both occur in the same clause.

And there are no

examples

control

in

which

two

accusative

arguments

each

separate

subordinate clauses.
Nevertheless, it is clear from elicited and test data that there is
little room for ambiguity in the interpretation of control relations
·between accusative arguments and subordinate clauses.

Correct assignment

of control relations is facilitated by a number of factors.

Firstly, the

controlling accusative argument typically occurs at the matrix clause
margin adjacent to the subordinate clause.
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Secondly, possible coreference

relationships are inferred from knowledge of the semantiq roles of the main
clause and subordinate clause predicates and knowledge of the likely roles
of the participants.
For example, consider the following pair of test examples which were
given the same English gloss.
94. ngayu ngurnu m.yi-1 kartungu-u. kurntal -yu yungku-lha,
1sgNOM thatACC dog-ACC 2sgGEN-ACC daughter-Ace give -PAST
nha1ft1Dgarra...a

look

a~er

-l.vaa.

-CAUS-PURPs=o

I gave your daughter the dog so she could look

a~er

it.

95. ngayu ngurnu 1myi-1 kartungu-u. kurntal -yu yungku-lha,
1sgNOM thatACC dog-ACC 2sgGEN-ACC daughter-ACC give -PAST
nha1ft1Dgarra-ma

-nngul.1-vaa.

look after -CAUS-PASS

-PURPs:o

I gave your daughter the dog so she could look a~er it.
(lit. I gave your daughter the dog so it could be looked after by her.)
It is clear that the subject of the subordinate clause is linked to
different matrix accusative arguments in each sentence.

Such examples have

an unmarked interpretation in which the participant higher on some scale of
relative animacy is left 'looking

~er'

the lower.

To force a reading of

a sentence such as 94 in which the dog is left looking after the child, the
NP 'your daughter' must appear in the subordinate clause.

The following

examples involving nlmura-ma-L 'show', illustrate this.
96. ngayu ngurnu m.yi-1 Dlmura-ma-Ja]ba kartungu-u. pawu.l.u-u.,
1sgNOM thatACC dog-ACC know-CAUS-PAST 2sgGEN-ACC child-ACC
nhawngarra-ma

-l.waa.

look after -CAUS-PURPs=o
I showed that dog to the child so he would look
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a~er

it.

97. ngayu nhuura-ma-JaJha ngurnu 1mJi-i kartungu-u pawlu-u,
1sgNOM know-CAUS-PAST

thatACC dog-ACC 2sgGEN-ACC

child-~CC

Dha11UDgarra-ma -lvaa
ngurnu pawlu-u.
look after -CAUS-PURPs:o thatACC child-ACC

I showed that dog to the child (or the child to the dog) so it would
look after him.

11.7 Multiple Subordination

The following examples illustrate more complex sentences involving a number
of subordinate clauses.

As

these show,

the coreference relationships

marked by verbal inflection and complementizing case allow sequences of
clauses in which the core arguments of the verb need not appear.

Clause

boundaries are marked by a slash '/':

98. ngayu jarraa-lalba I nganaju-u paw -u
.1sgNOM tie up-PAST

wuruma-1.yarra

1sgGEN-ACC father-ACC do for-CTEMP

warrirti-ngara-a I vanti-vaa I vartavirrinpa-rra nganaju-u
spear -PLURAL-ACC lie-PURPs:o wait for
-CTEMP 1sgGEN-ACC
paw -u I vantharta kanarri-vaa I manku-lu
Jirna -ngara -a
father-ACC somewhen come-PURPs=o get-PURPss thisOBL-PLURAL-ACC
warrirti-ngara -a.
spear
-PLURAL-ACC

I tied up [the spears] I doing the spears for my father I so they
would be I waiting for my father I to come sometime I to get these
spears.
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99. tbllrlaD,arrara llir.ta viJB& nbuura
poor fellow

not

ngali
-1 I karri-nJila~ I
maybe knowing 1dl(inc)-ACC stand-PrREL-ACC

nhaw-rra ngurnaa yillpal.a -a -lva I nyina-nJila-a I
watch-CTEMP thatACC like that-ACC-ID
sit -PrREL-ACC

•mgka-1.JBrra.
eat
-CTEMP
The poor fellow didn't know we I were standing I watching him like
that I sitting I eating.
100. nyina-Jt nganaju-w-la ngurriny-tba I martama-1.JBrra I kanarra-lu
sit-IMP 1sgOBL-GEN-LOC swag
-LOC
press down-CTEMP wind -EFF
patba-rrngul.1-Jirri I varntitba-rn:l.,angu I puni-virri-la
blow -PASS -LEST
throw
-PASSLEST
go -LEST -LOC

karra-ngka-a -rru kurti-1.JBrra I kanarra-lu kuJil-va-l"DU -u.
scrub-LOC -ACC-NOW gather-CTEMP
wind -EFF bad-CAUS-PASSP-ACC
Sit on my swag I press down on it I lest it get blown away by the
wind I get thrown about I lest I have to go I and gather all the
things that are in the scrub I ruined by the wind.
These examples consist of a simple chain of adjoined subordinate clauses
each dependent on the previous clause.

In the following examples, a set of

three purpose clauses are controlled by the one matrix clause:
101. nbuvanal .aarrari vangka-lba nbuvana-a I 111.r.ta patbarri-waa I
2pl
law
say -PAST 2pl -ACC
not
fight-PURPs:o
panyu·nyina-waa I 111.r.ta patbarri-waa. // patbarri-rra vii I
good be-PURPs:o not
fight-PURPs:o
·fight -CTEMP if
nbuvana llir.ta panyu nyina-rra I ngulu -va ngarniwrtu-lu
2pl
not
good be -CTEMP
thatEFF-YK policeman -EFF
manku-ngu-laJi paju-rru.
grab -PASS-FUT REAL-NOW
You fellows! The law tells you I not to fight I to be good/ not to
fight. // If you fight I aren't good I you'll be grabbed by the
policeman for sure.
Finally, in the following example the clause paya-lalba-nguru 'having
been drinking', is dependent on the following -waa marked purpose clause,
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not on the preceding complement taking predicate vayangka-JS 'fear'.
102. ngunhaa nganaju kuliJ811pa-lha // paya-lalha-nguru /

thatNOM 1sgACC

think

-PAST

drink-PAST-ABL

Dhurnti-npa-vaa
paju-rru.
dead -INCH-PURPs:o REAL-NOW

She thinks that I'm really going to die from drinking.
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Footnotes

Footnotes to Chapter 1
1.

The existence of merged alternate generation sets can be derived by
considering the crosscutting patrimoieties and matrimoieties implicit
in the Kariera system. This yields four classes (that is, sections)
which may, logically, be grouped into pairs in three ways; the
original pair of patrimoieties, the pair of matrimoieties, and a pair
of merged alternate generation sets (see Heath 1982). Here I choose
to describe the merged alternate generation sets independently of
this calculation for the principal reason that they appear to be far
more important in the organisation of Pilbara society than either of
the moiety pairs. There does not seem to be any good sociological
reason for deriving the merged alternate generation sets from
moieties (see also White 1981).

2.

I have chosen to call marriage across two generations 'grandkin
marriage'.
Scheffler
(1978)
describes
such
marriages
as
'intergenerational' but this tends to suggest marriage between people
in different merged alternate generation sets and so can be
misleading. In fact grandkin marriage takes place between people in
the same generation set.

3.

Algy Paterson gave me the term Dhaankurti for 'circumcisor', noting
that although it was a Kurrama word it was the word used by the
Martuthunira for this relationship. The word wangkalyi 'circumcisor'
is originally Panyjima but is widely used in the Pilbara area as a
term summing up the relevant avoidance relationships established at
initiation. The phrase, 'my mangkalyi mob' can refer to the family
of the man who was my {or my brother's) wangkalyi, or to the family
of a boy {wurntaja) to whom I am mangkalyi.

4.

A hundred years of introduced stock have wreaked havoc on many of the
more succulent varieties of creeper and fruit bearing plants.
Introduced species have replaced much of the indigenous riverbed
vegetation and are starting to encroach on the grasslands away from
the rivers. There is no doubt that the plant resources of the area
have dwindled.. To European eyes there may appear to be no change in
what has always been seen as a harsh and forbidding environment, but
many Aboriginal people still react with suprise and shock on
returning, perhaps some thirty or forty years later, to the places of
their youth and finding once plentiful food sources gone and buried
under a sea of South African grasses.

5.

Folk memory of the Yinikutira on North West Cape suggests they were
affected by an epidemic of some highly contagious disease before
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European contact but I have recorded no similar stories relating to
the Martuthunira, Nhuwala or Ashburton peoples.
6.

On a similar point, a recent article by Eades (1982) criticises many
grammars of Australian languages B.f: being caught up in the
description of normative grammatical rules to the exclusion of
descriptions of language use. She argues that in producing such
grammars of what often turn out to be highly individuated and
artificial styles of speaking, often appropriate only to elicitation
sessions, linguists are ignoring the ethnography of speaking. In a
number of cases, she argues, this has led linguists to misrepresent
the sociolinguistic status of a particular language variety; "this
assumption has led linguists to incorrectly describe some languages
as dead" (1982:62).
Although her point is valid I believe that Eades does some of the
linguists responsible for these normative descriptions a grave
injustice. In many cases it is not possible to produce more than a
set of normative rules based on the remembered utterances of a few
speakers.
Languages do die and remembered languages are often
socially moribund. However, Eades' criticism makes it clear that
linguists should make a greater effort to describe and critically
evaluate their methodology and to make clear the limits of the data
so collected. In what follows I will attempt to do just this.

Footnotes to Chapter 2
1.

Phonetic symbols presented in this section conform, for the most
part, to standard IPA usage. The symbol [ r] , properly for retroflex
flap, has often been used in the description of Australian languages
to represent the rhotic glide [ _i] • Here I will use the standard
symbols for rhotics. However, I will make the following departures
from IPA: the symbol [j] will be used to denote a voiced palatal
stop, and [ y] will be used for the palatal glide. The symbol [a.] will
be used for the low mid vowel rather than the standard IPA [vJ •

2.

Wordick ( 1982: 19) chooses to distinguish vowel clusters from
· vowel+glide+vowel sequences in Yinyjiparnti and reports that
informants were able to provide near minimal pairs establishing the
contrasts. It is common practice in the description of Australian
languages to treat phonetic vowel clusters phonologically as
involving an intervening glide. In many languages this may be a
trivial matter. However, the Ngayarda languages have undergone a
series of historical processes resulting in the loss and lenition of
intervocalic stops and in these circumstances a regularized
phonological description may obscure phonetic contrasts which point
directly to historical processes.

3. The use of a syllable pa to avoid certain phonotactic constraints is
very common in languages of Western Australia, the best known example
being the addition of the syllable to consonant final stems in a
number of the Western Desert dialects (Dixon 1980:209). Within the
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Ngayarda group, Panyjima shares this feature (see Dench 1981:17)
4.

The two words kuta and kurta are not strictly Martuthunira but were
offered by Algy Paterson in an attempt to demonstrate the phonetic
difference between /r. ti, /rt/ and /t/. Kuta is a borrowing from
Pany jima while kurta is a word which is common to all
languages/speech communities in the area as a general word for
'brother•. The articulation of the apical stops in these forms
corresponds to that in other Martuthunira forms.

5.

I am very grateful to Phil Rose for his help in making the
spectrographic plots and in discussing their implications with me. I
absolve him of any responsibility for the conclusions arrived at
here.

6.

Evans (1985) describes a similar pattern for Kayardild. In discussing
the various phonetic cues associated with different points of
articulation for consonants he notes that:
The length of the preceding vowel is inversely
proportional to stop length, being shortest with /th/ and
longest with /rd/ (as well as being r-coloured). In
other words the sequence c vc
has the same total
1
duration for all c2, but the rela~ive
length of v and c2
vary with the place of articulation.
Evans (1985:500)
Evans also cites Bradley's (1980) study of Yanyuwa stops in which
similar correlations between relative consonant and vowel lengths are
found. Unfortunately, I do not have the instrumental data to make a
confident claim for a similar pattern in Martuthunira, even though
the little data given here is very suggestive.

7.

Interestingly, Figure 2.3 shows a very clear second formant
discontinuity for the r. t closure. However, there is evidence from
other Australian languages showing that F2 values are not distinctive
for the dental, alveolar and retroflex consonant positions (Busby
( 1979), Bradley ( 1980)). Thus, although the discontinuity is an
interesting feature begging fUrther investigation, it should perhaps
not be taken as evidence of a non-homorganic retroflex-alveolar
articulation.
To my ear, the cluster sounds most like a retroflex glide followed by
the alveolar stop. However, the perception of the stop as alveolar
rather than retroflex may be influenced by the very different
intervocalic realizations of the two apical stops: the lengthened
period of closure with some burst release suggests the alveolar
rather than the retroflex. Aural perception is, of course, highly
suggestible and it is possible to decide to hear the rhotic as a
retroflex lateral rather than as a glide. These differences need
have no bearing on alternative phonological analyses of the cluster.
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8.

O'Grady
lists
both
tbukurta
and
111.rta
as
proto-Ngayarda
reconstructions and indicates that he knows of cognates for tbukurta
in the Marnngu group and for 111.rta in the Kanyara group. He does not
specify which languages of the group in either case.

9.

Warlpiri has effectively developed a separate retroflex flap phoneme
as a result of borrowing. In Pre-Warlpiri, the retroflex stop was
realized as a flap intervocalically and the subsequent borrowing of
foreign words with a stop realization between vowels led to the
reassignment of original stops to a new flap phoneme (see Dixon
1980:483).

1O. Evans ( 1985) describes a very similar Kayardild consonant cluster
consisting of the retroflex glide followed by the retroflex stop.
However, in this case there is clear evidence that the cluster
descends from an original homorganic lateral-stop cluster. Evans
decides to represent the cluster orthographically as if it were still
a lateral-stop cluster.
11. There is no obvious motivation for this alternation in forms.
Comparative evidence suggests that two separate suffixes may need to
be reconstructed to account for the full range of collective suffix
forms in languages of the area.
This suggests that two, once
functionally distinct, suffixes have fallen together in · all the
lallguages with a subsequent 'remorphemicization' of the various
allomorphs. In this case, two varying forms have been rationalized
via the prevalent mora-counting metric.
12. This pattern of lenition conforms to historical changes in Kurrama
(see Appendix A.2) ·and suggests that this morpheme was either
borrowed into Martuthunira from Kurrama or somehow otherwise
influenced by Kurrama patterns. It is always possible of course that
Algy Paterson has borrowed a Kurrama morpheme into his last-speaker's
Martuthunira.
13. Notice also that the vowel replacement involving the -rra inflection
does not affect the reduced versions of the collective and body-noise
suffixes.
This could be accounted for simply by ordering the
morphophonemic rules so that vowel replacement precedes haplology.
Alternatively, the haplology might be assumed to obscure the identity
of the suffixes and thus bleeds .a rule dependent on the
identification of the -rra suffix. The difference is trivial.

Footnotes to Chapter 3
1.

To my mind, this function of -nha in marking the status of nominals
as proper names is likely to underlie the use of the -nha suffix in
many of the languages in which it is found, including those for which
it serves primarily as an accusative case marker. However, this
thesis is not the place to present the argument.
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2.

The description of nominal suffix functions presented in this thesis
follows the typology of case functions developed in Evans and Dench
(1986). This typology grew out of the authors' work in the analysis
of Australian languages with quite extensive multiple case-marking,
especially the languages of the Ngayarda and Tangkic groups, .and is
developed most fully in Evans' (1985) description of Kayardild.
Although the Martuthunira data has been of great importance in the
development of this typology I will not present detailed supporting
arguments here. The reader is asked to trust that the typology is
sufficiently defended in other work.

3.

Though to further confuse matters Algy
following test example with a reparsing:

Paterson

accepted

the

vartirra puni-lha ngurnu -marta kanyara-marta
thatNOM woman
go -PAST thatACC-PROP man
-PROP

ngunhu

• mirntirimarta-marta-marta.
goanna
-PROP -PROP
mirntiri martamarta-marta.
fingernail red
-PROP
•

T~t woman went with the man who has a goanna.
That woman went with the man with red fingernails.

Notice that in this reparsing the body-part 111.rDtiri 'fingernail' is
followed by a modifier and so escapes case-marking (8.2.6).

Footnotes to Chapter 4
1.

However, the allative suffix -:rta (see 2.5.3) shows the complete
lenition of the initial consonant of a syllable which is very often
found in a stressed penultimate position.
This is damaging
evidence.

2.

The suffix has an apparent cognate in Jiwarli. The Jiwarli suffix has
a consistent -kura allomorph and so similarly contrasts with the
dative/genitive suffix in that language.

3.

The use of the accusative to mark a complement of extended time has a
clear parallel in a number of Indo-European languages. Kurylowicz
describes the "accusative of temporal extension" in Sanskrit, Greek,
Latin, Gothic and Old Church Slavonic. Generally, "the accusative
noun denotes a stretch of time or, secondarily a moment within the
given stretch of time," Kurylowicz (1964:182). The accusative of
temporal extension in Latin contrasts with the use of the ablative
case to mark "the time at or within which", just as the locative is
used in Martuthunira. For example (Hale and Buck 1903:204 & 230):
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baec
magnam partem aestatis f'aciebant
this.Neut.Pl.ACC greatACC partACC summerGEN do.3pl.IMPF

This they were engaged in doing during a large part of the
summer.
superiore
aestate
cognoverat
precedingABL summerABL learn.3sg.PluPerf

had learned the previous summer
4.

By analogy to the term "cognate object" for the objects of verbs
which are effectively implied by the choice of the predicate, such as
'dance (a dance)', sing (a song)' (see Austin (1982) for example).

5.

At this point I appeal to Hale's discussion of locative adjuncts in
Warlpiri:
It does not make sense to classify the verbs in terms
of the spatial case they select. Since the spatial cases
are themselves meaningful, it is sufficient to know the
meaning of a verb to determine whether or not it will be
compatible with a particular spatial case expression.
Hale (1982:264)
As shown in the text, it is necessary to specify some locational
complements in Martuthunira where these display particular syntactic
behaviours (optional accusative case-marking) but the line must be
drawn somewhere. While, there is a difference between locative
adjuncts which are interpreted as specifying the location of a
particular argument and those which specify the spatial or temporal
locationkof the whole situation, I will not draw a formal distinction
in this description.

6.

The suffix does not occur in Panyjima or Yinyjiparnti and its
adnominal functions are covered, in Panyjima, by the suffix -tbarntu,
which also functions as the genitive and marks benefactives (see
Dench 1981). Data for other Ngayarta languages is incomplete. The
-marnu suffix also occurs in Tharrkari, Jiwarli and Yingarta. In all
of these languages it appears to be restricted to the adnominal (and
lexeme deriving) function.

7.

The -ngurni suffix has a semantic cognate in the Pany jima -puru
'BEHIND' suffix (Dench 1981 :36) and which also marks periods of
extended time when attached to nominals describing seasons or states
of the weather. Wordick's (1982) Yinyjiparnti dictionary lists a
word ngurni which is glossed as 'at same time, simultanaeous'. Given
the Panyjima semantic field this Yinyjiiparnti word may be cognate
with the Martuthunira suffix.
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Footnotes to Chapter 5
1.

An apparently anaphoric form of the distal effector demonstrative
occurs in data collected in the earlier stages of the ivestigation.
This has a form nguulu with a form nguluu occurring with a following
-va clitic. There are only the two examples in the whole data base.
No similar form of the proximal effector occurs and my attempts to
elicit anaphoric forms of either the distal or proximal effector
demonstratives have been unsuccessfUl.
I now suspect that my
previous recognition of the anaphoric effector form was in error,
presumably due to a too narrow transcription of vowel length.

2.

Historically, the anaphoric forms involve the incorporation of a
separate suffix. The most likely candidate is a -ka/-ga suffix found
among the languages of the Southern Pilbara, and also surfacing in
the Pany jima nominative anaphoric demonstrative forms (see Dench
1981:80-81). Austin (1981d:215) describes a Tharrkari 'deictic
suffix' -ga (from •-ka) which is added to demonstratives stems while
Klokeid (1969) describes a -pa suffix in another dialect of Tharrkari
"which seems to be a definitizer and to single out a particular NP".
Warriyangka (closely related to Tharrkari) has a suffix -nka while
Jiwarli has a suffix -pa. Austin (pers. comm.) suggests that these
all seem to indicate definiteness or prior mention.
The Martuthunira -va clitic (7 .9) is most likely related to the same
set of suffixes and it 1 s
ability to appear on anaphoric
demonstratives suggests that the two have different sources (as well
as demonstrating that the anaphoric forms are not synchronically
analyseable as plain forms with an added - • clitic). Given the
patterns of consonant lenition in the area, my guess is that the
anaphoric demonstratives have incorporated a •-ka suffix while the
- • clitic is a reflex of a •-pa form. Reconstruction of the various
suffixes must await a more detailed analysis of their !unctions in
each of the Pilbara languages than is currently available.

3.

Wierzbicka (1972) includes a presentative 'this' as one of a set of
indefinable semantic primitives. She argues that these primitives
cannot be fUrther decomposed and that any attempt to otherwise
portray their meaning leads to eventual circularity in definition.
The Martuthunira proximal demonstrative, especially the suppletive
nominative form DhiJU, includes 'this' as part of its meaning but is
named for an extension of this meaning to refer to entities within
close proximity to the speaker.

4.

The endophoric use of the
uses of English 'this' in
this man •••• n. Halliday
the English demonstrative

Martuthunira proximal is similar to certain
utterances such as, for example, "There was
and Hasan ( 1976) suggest that this use of
is,

not strictly 'phoric' at all ••• 'this man' is present
neither in the text nor in the situation but only in the
speaker 1 s mind.
The context is one of highly coded
in-group speech, and the effect is to emphasize common
experience and a common interest. (1976:61)
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I assume Halliday and Hasan are arguing that in English it is the use
of the demonstrative that invokes common interest since the English
construction implies that the addressee is not able to identify the
new participant. In Martuthunira, on the other hand, the use of the
proximal relies on shared knowledge or experience and assumes that
successful identification of the referent by the addressee is
possible.
5.

The semantic bleeding of a distal demonstrative in endophoric
function is reported for other Australian languages. Morphy (1983)
describes a Djapu demonstrative ngunhi used almost entirely for
discourse deixis and thus contrasting with exophoric demonstratives
dhuval 'proximate', dhuwali 'near' and ngunha 'distant'. She cites a
suggestion by Heath (1980) that the 'near' demonstrative dhuvali may
be the result of a combination of the 'proximate' dhuval and an
anaphoric suffix -yi, and goes on to note that ngunhi might be
similarly derived from ngunha. Although this analysis may be
historically correct, Morphy argues that it has no place in a
synchronic description of Djapu.
Not only has ngunhi a full and separate paradigm, but
its function as a discourse deictic differentiates it
from ngunha, which is almost always used as a context
deictic.
Morphy (1983:61)

6.

This possessive pronominal function is apparently restricted to
distal definite forms. Although genitives based on the proximal stem
were accepted by Algy Paterson they·do not occur in either elicited
sentences or unelicited text.

7.

Donaldson ( 1980: 136) notes that the plural marking of Ngiyambaa
demonstratives "which would normally translate as 'here' or 'there'"
leads to forms with a usual translation
'hereabouts'
or
'thereabouts'.

8.

Algy Paterson offered a proximal form yilaDgu-wyu but as this never
occurs in free text or elicited sentences and involves the locational
stem rather than the locative root, it is probably best ignored.

9.

Various forms of varuul occurring on the data suggest a root varuuto which the temporal clitic -1 is often attached. However, a new
varuul root is emerging. The following table shows the expected
patterns of nominal plus clitic combination for both roots. The
forms are predicted assuming the regular operation of the phonotactic
'cluster-busting' rules.

~
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varuu
-lpurtu

-rru
-DU

unmarked

varuul

waruul-u-lpurtu
waruul-wa-rru (waruul-u-rru)
waruul-u-nu
waruul

waruu-lpurtu
• waruu-rru
waruu-nu
waruu

Of six predicted possibilities, only varuu-rru does not occur in the
data. However, a form varuul-u-rru which is not predicted by the
regular phonotactic rules occurs just once. The roots are clearly in
competition. Firstly, although both forms of the particle occur with
the -lpurtu clitic, that based on varuul is quite rare, suggesting
that the varuu root is winning out. By contrast, the most common
form with the clitic -rru is varuul-va-rru, suggesting (since
varuu-rru never occurs) that the varuul root is winning out on this
front. However, the existence of the unpredicted form varuul-u-rru
suggests that perhaps the varuulvarru form may involve clitics -lva
and -rru added to the varuu root (that is, varuu-lva-rru). There is
no semantic reason for supposing the presence of the -lva clitic in
this form. Finally, both root forms are equally common with the -nu
clitic.

Footnotes to Chapter 6
1.

The imperative inflection in the other languages is uniform!~
-cH-ma which might therefore be reconstructed for proto-Ngayarda.
This would suggest that Martuthunira lost an original •-CM-ma
imperative suffix, its functions being assumed by the •-cH-ku future
suffix. The role of this suffix in marking future tense was then
assumed by new future forms (sources for the suppletive Martuthunira
future suffixes have yet to be discovered) resulting in the
restriction of the suffix to imperative mood.
I have assumed
elsewhere (Dench 1982) that the shift from future to present tense in
the Ngayarda languages is of crucial importance in understanding the
development of accusative syntax in these languages. A clearer
understanding of Ngayarda historical syntax will depend on a detailed
comparison of the reanalysis
of verbal inflections in each of the
Ngayarda languages.

2.

The Martuthunira past tense essentially corresponds to both past
tense and active perfective suffixes in the other Ngayarda
languages. Yinyjiparnti, Panyjima and Ngarluma share a past tense
suffix -nha/-rna which indicates past action and which does not occur
in subordinate clauses. In addition, each has a special 'perfective'
suffix which, unlike the past tense, implies a completed action and
is common in subordinate structures. The Martuthunira past tense
suffix is cognate with the Panyjima perfect.
Yinyjiparnti perfective
Ngarluma active participle
Panyjima perfect
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-(a)ayi./-kaaJi

-ngu.ni/-rnuru
-CM-lha

Also in contrast to Martuthunira, the past tense suffix in Panyjima,
Yinyjiparnti and Ngarluma can occur on a derived passive verb. Such
a construction fulfilS the past tense functions of the passive
perfective in Martuthunira. In addition, the three languages have
special passive perfective inflections corresponding to the active
perfective inflections.
Yinyjiparnti perfective passive -yangaarnu/-rnaarnu
Ngarluma passive perfective
-nhakurla/rnakurla
Pany jima
-jangaanu/rnaanu
The

Pany jima

and

Yiny jiparnti

forms

can

be

reconstructed

as

•-jangu/-rnu with an added ablative suffix •-janu (not occurring as
an ablative in any Ngayarda language but found in this function in
the Western Desert language Mantjiltjara immediately to the east of
the Ngayarda language area).
A pattern of ablative marked
subordinate clauses is well established as an areal feature extending
from (at least) Yingkarta (Kartu group), through the Kanyara and
Mantharta families, and throughout the Ngayarda languages (and see
the Martuthunira 'Perfect• relative clause construction in 11.1.2).
The Ngarluma forms are based on the past tense and involve the
addition of a suffix -kurla, as yet unidentified. It is important to
note that the past tense, performs the functions in Ngarluma of the
relative
clause
infleetion
-(ja)ngu/-rnu
in
Panyjima
and
Yinyjiparnti.
This comparison of forms explains the unusual cognacy between the
Martuthunira passive perfective suffix and the Panyjima and
Yinyjiparnti relative clause inflections:
Martuthunira PASSP
Panyjima relative clause
Yinyjiparnti relative clause

-yangu/-rnu
-jangu/-rnu
-yangu/-rnu

The original suffix can be reconstructed as a subordinate non-finite
clause marker •-(ja)ngu/-rnu where the •-jangu version of the
;-conjugation form was selected when the subordinate clause subject
differed from the main clause subject.
The passive meaning
associated with some of the reflexes of this suffix arose through a
reinterpretation of the pivot NP (see Dench 1982) in certain
subordinate clause types.
In Pany jima and Yiny jiparnti this
reinterpretation occurred in those subordinate clauses marked with
the ablative suffix. The same explanation can be offered for the
Ngarluma passive perfective based on the past tense suffix.
In
Martuthunira the reinterpretation of pivot appears to have extended
to simple relative clauses. Thus the -yangu suffix in Martuthunira
is passive, while in its bare form in the other languages it remains
active.

3.

The passive counterfactual suffix -CM-ngulaanu is clearly based on
the passive derivational suffix -CM-nguli-fi (6.1.4.2). It also
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closely resembles the Panyjima and Yinyjiparnti passive perfective
inflections -rnaanu/-jangaanu which involve an ablative suffix •-janu
(see footnote 2 above). We can suggest, then, that the Martuthunira
passive counterfactual suffix also involves a frozen ablative
suffix. The form of the active counterfactual in Panyjima lends some
support to this hypothesis.
In Panyjima, the counterfactual
inflection is transparently derived by the addition of the ablative
suffix -nguru to the future form of the verb (see Dench 1981:108). If
the original future form of ~-conjugation verbs simply involved the
bare stem (through the lenition of •-ku), the development of the
passive counterfactual suffix might be reconstructed as:
•-CM-nguli-,0-janu
-PASS-FUT-ABL

>

-CM-ngulaanu

Footnotes to Chapter 7
1.

The addition of clitics to consonant-final words and the possibility
of clitic sequences results in a number of non-permissible consonant
clusters. The breaking of these clusters is discussed in 2.3.3.

2.

Adverbs must be distinguished from manner nominals. Nominals may
function as second predicatibns on actors to describe the manner in
which an action is carried out (10.5.1). In addition, a collection of
nominals function as sentential modifiers conveying a range of
temporal meanings. Although these do not bear case-marking (since
they do not agree with a case-marked constituent), there are reasons
for setting them apart from adverbs (see 5.10). ·

3.

Since most of the data I have on this topic relates to the adverbs
'REALly' and varra 'CONTrastive' I will illustrate with these
alone. This will serve to give some idea of the complexities of
adverb scope in Martuthunira but I do not claim that the issues can
necessarily be generalized to other adverbs and clitics.

paju

4.

Although these examples are suggestive, the data does not appear to
support the description of a VP constituent for Martuthunira.
However, I have not investigated scoping in detail and it may be that
relevant arguments for a VP constituent can be made on the basis of
the scoping characteristics of words like the negative, yirla 'only'
and assorted adverbs.

Footnotes to Chapter 8
1.

The present analysis differs from McGregor's in two important
respects. Firstly, I recognise a head corresponding to the Entity
slot in the functional array, and which must appear in any NP ( 8. 3
and footnote 6 below). Secondly, I treat part-whole constructions as
complex fillers of the Entity slot rather than as instances of the
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Classifier""Entity relation (8.2.6). This allows a neater definition
of the Classifier function (though to be fair it no longer fully
resembles McGregor's Classifier). I choose to use Evans' (1985) label
'Determiner' rather than McGregor's 'Deictic' • Otherwise the labels
are identical to those used by McGregor. With these qualifications,
Martuthunira is almost identical to Kuniyanti in the arrangement and
relationships among the functional slots.
2.

In choosing to describe part-whole constructions as apposed NPs
embedded in the Entity slot I avoid the problem of having to
determine which of the two is head of the construction. Before
deciding on a similar analysis for Kayardild, Evans (1985) discusses
the problems inherent in identifying a semantic head of the
part-whole construction and describes semantic tests with give
conflicting results. These tests give similarly conflicting results
in Martuthunira.

3.

Evans ( 1985) treats generic-specific pairs in Kayardild like
part-whole pairs as composite fillers of the entity slot. He notes
that there are no tests which show one or other of the generic and
specific to be the head of the structure and so describes them as
nominals in apposition.

4.

McGregor's analysis of Kuniyanti treats generic-specific pairs and
part-whole pairs as instances of the Classifier-Entity pattern. To
my mind this introduces a numb~ of difficulties not the least of
which is the clear definition of the nature of the Classifier
relationship to the Entity slot.
Removing part-whole and
generic-specific from the Classifier function allows a cleaner
definition of the slot in Martuthunira.

5.

Even though the expression thanuwa-marta-ngara is an afterthought
which will be construed with inlmla-ngara at some level, by the
analysis developed here it is a separate NP and as such must be
accounted for.

6.

McGregor's description of NPs in Kuniyanti allows the possibility of
ellipsis and this leads to some confusion in his analysis. There is
no functional slot which must be represented in every NP and there is
always the possibility of ambiguity depending on how the nominals in
the NP are viewed in relation to the possible slots they may fill.
However, McGregor also mentions the possibility of ellipsis.
An NP need not have constituents realizing each of
these functions. Any subset of the functions may be
realized in an NP, but they invariably occur in the order
indicated. Constituents of the NP may also be ellipsed,
if given.
McGregor (1984:211)
If a well-formed NP can freely involve any subset of the functions
then apparent ellipsis is already accounted for. It appears to me
that McGregor has stumbled over the problem that the nominal in the
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Entity slot is arguably the semantic head of the NP. Thus an NP with
no Entity nominal appears to have something missing and an appeal is
made to ellipsis.

Footnotes to Chapter 10
1.

My position owes much to the lexicalist approach of, for example,
Lexical Functional Grammar. However, I make no firm commitment to the
•correctness' of this analysis of Martuthunira syntax and do not wish
to argue the relative merits of rival theories of grammatical
representation in this thesis. I hope that the reader will not find
this use of a lexicalist perspective too prejudicial.

2.

While it may be tempting to argue that this construction is the
result of a simple ellipsis of a verb specifying the beneficent
action (of which the additional accusative argument is the object),
there are clear arguments against this position. Firstly, as in the
example given in text, wunma-L is very often a finite main verb.
Secondly, and more importantly, the NP denoting the patient/theme may
appear as the nominative subject of a passive form of wunma-L.
Only once was Algy Paterson obliged to give an English gloss for
wunma-L, preferring to contrive a ~oss for a complete benefactive
sentence. In this one instance the 'verb was translated as •to heap
up (something)'. While this reading is certainly possible for many of
the benefactive sentences in which VUl"Ulla-L is used, it is not
compatible with all uses of the verb. Most likely, we are looking at
a stage in the development of a verb 'to heap up', taking an
accusative patient and an optional accusative beneficiary, towards a
semantically bleached verb which takes as its main non-subject
argument a beneficiary and which typically stands in a subordinate
position to some other predicate.

3.

For a discussion of the complements of verbs of fearing see Noonan
( 1985: 119) • The marking of such affirmative complements as negative
is not uncommon. Noonan cites Latin and Russian as examples.

4.

Interestingly,
the
same
pattern
applies
for
double-object
constructions in Sanskrit (Bock ms.). Given two objects of a verb,
that which is higher on the animacy hierarchy may appear as the
subject of the passive , the other may not. As discussed in 10. 3
below, it is possible to assign grammatical relations to the
arguments of such double-object constructions. Perhaps, then, the
passive in Sanskrit can similarly be defined in terms of grammatical
relations.

5.

It should be remembered that examples such as this are extremely rare
and most of the data on such constructions comes in the form of
elicited examples, constructed test examples and the initial
sentences of elicited texts. Generally, only one of the two possible
object arguments appears in any clause.
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6.

Martuthunira is by no means unique in this respect.
The most
celebrated apparent counter example to the 'stratal uniqueness law'
is Kinyarwanda (Gary and Keenan 1977) which similarly displays active
clauses in which two arguments share direct object properties. As in
Martuthunira, both may also be passi vized.
However, while the
Kinyarwanda debate centres on the status of the Bantu objects, it
also questions the processes of promotion of non-core arguments to
object status and the presumed subsequent demotion of displaced
objects to chomeur status.
The Martuthunira data allow the construction of similar arguments.
Those readers who are interested in such issues will already have
considered the possibility of describing the alternate case frames of
induced motion verbs, for example, in terms of a promotion of
locational complements to object status. Such a promotion could then
feed the passive. These readers will also have noted that examples
such as 81 in 10.2, in which the 'promoted' locational complement
co-occurs with a passive on the theme are crucial to such an
analysis.
To some extent the difficulties of the Bantu, and now Martuthunira,
data are 'created' by the particular derivational/transformational
assumptions of Relational Grammar. I believe that the lexicalist
approach of LFG may avoid many of these difficulties. However, this
thesis is not the place to pursue a detailed evaluation of the
relative strengths of the two models in the face of the Martuthunira
data. I prefer to leave this to a separate paper.

7.

In this regard it is interesting to note Dryer's
comments on the use of GRs in LFG:

( 1986) recent

The literature on Lexical-Functional Grammar does not
make it clear what considerations are relevant in
identifying the OBJ and OBJ2 in other languages; they
might as well be ad-hoc grammatical relations used in the
grammar of English, and it is quite unclear what relation
they bear to more familiar grammatical relations like DO
and IO.
Dryer (1986:815)

8.

Here I am following the LFG use of two object relations (Bresnan
1983). Deciding to call one relation Direct Object and the other
Indirect Object prejudices the interpretation of the formal
representation.

9.

The lack of accusative case marking on imperative objects has a near
parallel in a small set of elicited passive clauses.
In the
following examples the theme argument appears in the leftmost
position and is usually separated from the body of the clause by a
slight pause:
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1.

nhiingara marrari-nga.ra, ngayu D.buura-ma-rnu
thisPLURAL story -PLURAL 1sgNCJ-1 know-CAUS-PASSP
nganaju-w-lu

miai-ngku.

1sgACC-GEN-EFF uncle-EFF
These stories were taught me by my uncle.
2.

JUDSku-yangu DgU].u
1sgGEN daughter give -PASSP thatEFF

ngunhu . mrla, nganaju kurntal

thatNOM meat

kanyara-lu kampa-lvaa.
man
-EFF cook-PURPs:o

That meat was given my daughter to cook.
Example 2 shows that despite its adjacency to the verb and the
apparent separation of the theme into a prominent topic position, the
recipient still controls the -CH-vaa purpose clause inflection, and
this is good evidence that it remains an object. The subject of the
clause is in fact the theme. Thus this pattern is probably best seen
as a focussing strategy for surviving objects. Here the recipient
object is placed in an immediate preverbal position, the position of
primary focus for new information, and is stripped of its
case-marking. An alternative construction . in which the recipient
'
functions as subject and the theme is an unmarked
and focussed object
was not accepted by Algy Paterson as grammatical. Nor is it possible
to strip accusative arguments of their case-marking in active
clauses, other than in the imperative.
It must be stressed that these double-nominative passive
constructions were accidental elicitations. No examples appear in
spontaneous text. I would suggest that th,e reader not accord them
too much importance in the analysis of Martutbunira syntax.
10. Passive imperatives also occur in Maori (Chung 1978), though in this
language corresponding active imperatives are not permitted. While
it is clear that Martuthunira is an accusative case-marking language
that has developed out of a previously ergative case-marking
language, the status of the Polynesian proto-language is still the
subject of much debate. Chung's position is that the passive is a
recent development in languages such as Maori and by this reasoning
the passive imperatives are an innovation. By contrast,Clark (1974)
takes the position that proto-Polynesian was ergative. From this
point of view the Maori imperatives might be seen as ergative
relics.
Imperative clauses in the ·other Ngayarda languages also exhibit
traces of historical ergativity. In both Panyjima and Yinyjiparnti,
with the exception of pronouns, the object in an imperative is
usually unmarked. Interestingly, an accusative marked object in a
Yinyjiparnti imperative clause is interpreted as partitive (Wordick
1982:169-170). While in terms of the modern case-marking patterns
this is unusual (an apparent overt marking of transitivity should not
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indicate a partitive object), in terms of a historical ergative
case-marking pattern it is quite understandable: the unmarked
transitive pattern has an absolutive object but a partitive
interpretation may be indicated by marking this object with the
dative cP.se. This pattern survives only in imperative clauses.
11 • Evans ( 1985), in a discussion of referential case-marked NPs in
Kayardild gives a clear definition of a 'genuine' second predicate:
An ascriptive NP , which could appear alone as a
nominal clause
is incorporated within the main
clause, and serves to give manner-type information about
the subject. Semantically, it makes a predication about
the subject that is only asserted to be true during the
time of the main predicate.

Evans (1985:295)
He.then argues that part-whole constructions in which the body-part
describes the 'locus of effect' of some action, while syntactically
identical to second predications, are not true second predications
since the NPs referring to part and to whole may not be placed
together as a simple ascriptive predication in a non-verbal clause.
Unfortunately this strict definition cannot be used in Martuthunira.
While there are many manner-type second predieations which £!!!_ be
expressed as independent ascriptive non-verbal clauses, most manner
nominals may not occur except as second predications on some verbal
predicate. However, rather than use the term 'second predicate' to
cover effectively all referential nominal adjuncts (see for example
Simpson 1983:363) I will follow Evans' lead and treat part-whole
constructions separately.
12.

In the body of his thesis Nathan (198~:41) makes certain
generalizations on the raw figures. In particular he collapses VO
and SVO patterns as (S)VO, VS and VSO as VS(O), and OSV and OV as
O(S)V. While I would accept the first two generalizations as valid I
question the third. If the OV pattern is to be collapsed with any
other pattern then I believe a collapse with the SOV pattern to be
preferable. This alteration in some ways weakens Nathan's arguments
for a relatively rigid word order.
He notes that na major
alternation between, say, pragmatically neutral SVO and SOV orders
would argue for some doubt in suggesting a basic ordern (1986:43).
However, I would contend that the SOV order is pragmatically marked
and thus the conclusion that Martuthunira haS° a strong tendency to
basic SVO order can be defended. It is certainly reflected in the
generalized figures presented in Table 10.1 (in text).
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Footnotes to Chapter 11
1.

The analysis of subordinate clause patterns set out in this chapter
postdates that presented in Dench (forth.). The present analysis
exhibits a number of minor revisions though the core of the analysis
remains unchanged • The main theme of the previous paper was to
demonstrate
that Martuthunira did
not have a
system of
switch-reference for relative clauses and the data were presented in
such a way as to emphasize the points of similarity and
complementarity between what are here described as present relative
clauses and contemporaneous relative clauses. I have also benefitted
from Nathan's ( 1985) reorganization and discussion of the material
presented in that paper. In this thesis the two clause types are
described independently and the glosses for the verbal inflections
have been similarly revised.

2.

I suspect that the present relative inflections -n.µla and -rnura may
ultimately be found to involve a frozen locative complementizing
suffix. This would explain the different-subject constraint and the
apparent subordinate status of the unmarked present relative clause.
However, I have yet to investigate the history of these inflections
in any detail.

3.

The passive clauses involving the verb yarna-L in .example 40 have
been translated as active. The verb is very simil~ in meaning to
the English 'be dissatisfied with' or 'be disappoin'ted in', neither
of which allow a passive in English. My attempts to .find a comparable
English transitive verb allowing a passive have failed.

4.

This pattern of inclusion is quite symmetrical and so contrasts with
patterns reported for a number of other Australian languages with a
switch-reference system. In Diyari (Austin 1981a) for example, the
inclusion principle allows same-subject marking, only where the
subject of the main clause is included in the reference set of the
subject of the subordinate clause. The opposite pattern occurs in
Yankunytjatjara (Goddard 1983); same-subject marking occurs only
where the subject of the subordinate clause is included in the
reference set of the subject of the main clause.

5.

The following rather contrived elicited example shows that the
reflexive nominal can be divorced from its controlling subject
argument in much the same way, I would argue, as body parts can be
syntactically separated from wholes.
ng&JU nguµ-u. -]alba jankul-JU -nu kalyaran-ta-nguru
1sgNOM dream-CAUS-PAST self -ACC-QUOT tree
-LOC-ABL

Dhawu-rra nyina-lba -nguru.
watch-RELss sit -PAST-ABL
I dreamt that I was watching myself from up in a tree.
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Appendix A
The Phonological History of the Bgayarda Languages

A. 1 Introduction

The phonological patterns described in Chapter 2 point to a number of
diachronic changes affecting Martuthunira consonants.

In particular, the

morphophonemic alternations described in 2.5 show evidence of conditioned
lenitions and loss of the peripheral stops in certain consoftant clusters
and

in intervocalic position.

general

phonotactic

patterns

The same changes are reflected
of

the

language:

firstly

the

in the
set

of

permiss;.ble intra-morphemic consonant clusters reveals patterns of lenition
i,

similar to those occurring across morpheme boundaries, and secondly p and k
occur with relatively low frequency in intervocalic position.
Similar changes are described for other Ngayarda languages by 0 1 Grady
(1966) and for the Kanyara and Mantharta languages by Austin

(1981c).

Unfortunately, the only Martuthunira data available to O'Grady at the time
of his study was a basic one hundred item word.list and it was not possible
for him to do more than note that changes affecting this language were
similar

to

changes

affecting

Yiny jiparnti

phonologically innovative languages in the group.

and

Kurrama,

the

most

With additional data it

is possible to extend O'Grady's reconstruction to Martuthunira and thus
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attempt a reappraisal of the diachronic tendencies affecting languages in
the area.
In some instances, O'Grady's formulations need to be reconsidered in the
light of additional data collected by both myself, for Kurrama, and Wordick
( 1982) for Yiny jiparnti. In the sections that follow I

will present

O'Grady's description of the changes affecting stops and

laterals in

Yinyjiparnti and Kurrama,

pointing out where this description can be

updated, and then comparing the changes with those seen to have taken place
in Martuthunira.

A. summary of the changes occurring in the Ngayarda

languages and a comparison with similar changes in the Mantharta and
Kanyara language groups is given in A.4. Finally, A.5 discusses the status
of the alveolar stop t in intervocalic position across the languages of the
wider Pilbara area.

A.2 Phonological Changes in Yinyjiparnti

A.fl..1 Lenition of Stops
Loss of consonants: the peripheral and laminal stops are lost between
identical vowels in disyllabic verb roots and in nominal words of three or
more syllables (restated by Austin 1981c:317). The stop •k is also lost
following the alveolar rhotic trill/tap

•rr.

The peripheral stops 9p and •k lenite to v and the laminal stops •j and
•th

lenite to y and yh (an interdental glide)

respectively in other

intervocalic environments except where; a) the preceding vowel is long; b)
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the word initial consonant is a glide identical to that which would arise
if lenition took place (only relevant for 91>, •k and •j); c) the preceding
syllable in proto-Ngayarda involves a peripheral or laminal stop followed
by a vowel (which might itself suffer some lenition).

Together these

patterns suggest general constraints on sequences of 'weak' syllables.
Sequences involving successive glides, or the combination of long vowels
and glides are not tolerated.

Lenition of 9p to v, and •j to y, also

occurs following •rr.
A number of examples cited by Wordick (1982) suggest that the loss of •k
following •rr does not occur in all cases:
ttvarrtcu

•jarrkurti
•thurrkuny

>
>
>

varrwu
jarrvurti
thurrviny

joey kangaroo
three
white gooseberry shrub

Although O'Grady noted the exceptional form jarrvurti he was unable to
confidently reconstruct the •rrk cluster in this word.
given here is identical to the Panyjima form.

The proto-form

At this stage it I,is not

clear which pattern is the more usual and/or whether separate conditioning
environments need to be recognised.

A.:J,,.2 Changes Affecting Laterals

0'Grady's original formulation describes the following conditioned changes
affecting the four proto-Ngayarda laterals:
The apical laterals descend unchanged in intervocalic position while the
laminal laterals merge with the laminal stops.
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In word final position all

laterals merge with the corresponding, homorganic, stops.
In pre-consonantal position the retroflex lateral is always reflected as
the retroflex rhotic glide r. The alveolar lateral, on the other hand, has
a set of reflexes: t preceding

~'

and rr preceding •k unless immediately

preceded by a productive morpheme boundary in which environment the lateral
is lost.

This last condition accounts for the loss of the •-1- verb

conjugation marker in the Yinyjiparnti inflections -ku C<•-lku) and -kaji
C<•-1kaji) 1 • This loss must follow the lenition of intervocalic peripheral
stops.
O'Grady

suggests

consonant.

However,

that

the

palatal

Wordick 's

( 1982)

lateral

is

dictionary

lost

preceding

includes

a

examples

suggesting lenition of •ly to y preceding •k, and fortition of •1y to i j
preceding

~:

-.alykan
~ilyparra

ttvalypa-L

>
>
>

maykan
pijparra
wajpa-L

mountain gum
dry
remove

A.3 Phonological Changes in Kurrama

The lenition of Kurrama stops completely parallels that described for
Yinyjiparnti. However, there are a number of differences between the two
languages in the reflexes of proto-Ngayarda laterals.
Firstly, the fortition of Yiny jiparnti laterals in word· final position
effectively extends to all syllable final laterals in Kurrama. Thus the
retroflex lateral merges unconditionally with the stop rt, •lh with th and
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•1y with j. The alveolar lateral is similarly reflected as t

preceding

consonants in apparent contrast to the Yinyjiparnti rr reflex preceding

•k.

The Kurrama data I have collected also suggest that the fortition of •1
extends to those morphological environments which in Yinyjiparnti show loss
of the lateral.
proto-Ngayarda Yinyjiparnti

Kurrama

•pulka
tlwirlkara
•-lkaji

putka
wirtkaa
-tkayi

purrtca

wirkaa
-kayi

spinifex resin
shoulders
-FUTure tense

A.4 Phonological Changes in Martuthunira

A • ~ 1 Lenition of Stops
Firstly, a number of Martuthunira words show evidence of the loss of •k
between like vowels:

>
>
>
>

hip bone
spouse
know
spouse of grandparent

kaara
yaan
Dhuura

nbuunu

However, there are also a number of words in which this lenition does not
take place.

Compare the following with the above examples:
type of plant
sun, day
person who talks out of place

makaran
yakarrangu
tbukurtarra

Similarly, there is widespread evidence of the lenition of Ilk to w
(between dissimilar vowels),

~

to

w and
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•j

to

y

intervocalically.

Although there is also phonetic lenition of th to an interdental glide

Jh

(see 2.2.2) this does not result in a phonemic split in Martuthunira
(effected in Yinyjiparnti by the fortition of •lh to th).

>
>
>
>

jiwrra
puva
warruva
mavuntu

bony bream
rotten
devil
punishment spear

ya.van

•pipi
•jipa
•thapi
•japurta

>
>
>
>
>

piwi
jiva
thavi
jawrta

hot cooking stone
breast
shock, surprise
song type
beard

•kaja
9pajapurtu
•yuja
ttvajuwarra

>
>
>
>

kaya
payawrtu
yuya
vayuwarra

elder brother
savage
spinif ex quail 2
type of marsupial rat

•jikurra
•puka
9varruka

-.akuntu
•ya.pan

Once again, there are exceptions to this pattern:

That is,

pukarra
makurra

firewood
afternoon

ngapal.a
kapun
jipurta

mud
person, body
type of fruit

vaja
paju
yaji

baby
REALly
mother's brother

although there are sets of forms

which suggest patterns of

lenition equivalent to those which have affected Yinyjiparnti and Kurrama,
there are also numerous forms which appear otherwise identical and in which
the changes have not taken place.

There are essentially two possible

explanations for this state of affairs: either there is some conditioning
environment yet to be discovered,

or one or other set of forms

exceptional as a result of interference of some kind.
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is

That

the

changes

involve

a

more

particular

set

of

conditioning

environments does not seem plausible given the great similarity between
forms in , both the leni ting and non-leni ting sets.

I have yet to seek

possible cognates in a wide range of languages and so cannot evaluate a
hypothesis that certain forms

are borrowed.

Because the patterns of

lenition do not coincide exactly with those of Yinyjiparnti and Kurrama it
is probably best to assume that the lenited forms are 1Martuthunira proper'
while, if any forms are borrowed, then the non-lenited forms are.

A.if.2 Changes Affecting Clusters
Proto-Ngayarda consonant clusters involving an initial lateral or •rr
followed by a stop have reflexes in Martuthunira showing lenition of the
stop to a glide: •k and • j are lenited to y and •p becomes v. A subsequent
change has affected the laterals so that the retroflex •rl and palatal •1y
merge with the alveolar 1 preceding y:

>
>
>
>

pul.ya
pal.yarra
ngal.ya
pulvu
jirlwa
walywa-L

k:urrparu

>
>
>
>

paljarri
k:urrjarta

>
>

pal.yarri

pulka
parlkarra
ngalyka
varrtcu

pulpu
jirlpa
walypa-L

varryu

k:urrvaru
k:urryarta

spinifex resin
plain
spike, firestick
joey kangaroo
stone axe
ashes
detach
butcher bird
hill kangaroo
spear

The lenition is equivalent to that occurring in Yinyjiparnti and Kurrama
in clusters involving •rr. However, in Martuthunira the lenition extends to
clusters involving laterals.

Recall that in the other two languages it is

the laterals that show the effects of change in the comparable consonant
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clusters: they surface as stops in Kurrama and variously as rhotics or
glides in Yinyjiparnti.

A.5 Summary of Changes

The sets of changes described in the preceding sections suggest two
interacting diachronic tendencies: lenition and loss of non-apical stops,
and the fortition of laterals.

In this section I will summarize the

comparison of the three Ngayarda languages and note Austin's

(1981c)

findings on similar changes in the Kanyara and Mantharta language groups.

A.5.1 Lenition of Non-Apical Stops
In Yinyjiparnti and Kurrama

lenition of all non-apical stops occurs

intervocalically, depending on certain other conditions.

Loss of the stops

occurs between like vowels in all languages but affects only •k (and •th
phonetically) in Martuthunira. In Yinyjiparnti and Kurrama all non-apical
stops are lost in this environment.

In both Yinyjiparnti and Kurrama stops

are lenited or lost following •rr but are retained following (what are
historically) laterals.

In Martuthunira lenition occurs following •rr and

the laterals.
Austin (1981c) describes the lenition and loss of intervocalic stops in
Purduna (Kanyara) and Tharrkari (Mantharta), and compares these with the
changes in Yinyjiparnti and Kurrama. In Purduna all non-apical stops lenite
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to glides C•th surfaces as y in this language) under conditions similar to
those described by 0 1 Grady for Yinyjiparnti and Kurrama. In addition, the
peripheral stops tip and •k are lost between like vowels under certain
conditions.

In Tharrkari, tip is always lenited to v, • j is lenited to y in

the environment of

•1,

and •k is sporadically reflected as v. There is no

lenition of •th. In both Purduna and Tharrkari the loss of a conditioning
environment has led to the phonemicization of a contrast between voiced and
voiceless stops in intervocalic position.

Austin describes the lenitions

and losses as a three stage process involving first the voicing of all
intervocalic stops, the subsequent lenition of various non-apical stops,
. and finally the loss of peripheral stops between like vowels.

The patterns

of loss and lenition are summarized in Table A.1 below.
Table A.1

Environment

•

v.l . - -v.l.

p
k
j
th

p

p
k
j
th

p
k
j
yh

v.l . - -v.J

p
k
j
th

w
w
y
yh

rr

p
k
j

w
Ir
y

p
k
j

p
k
j

b
<G> Vi- J
V.

LC

--

Summary of Stop Reflexes

Yiniji_Earnti Kurrama Martuthunira

i

ro
J1

Jt

'
'
J5

w

JI

y
[j]a

Purduna

Tharrkari

~

w
g/w
j/y
dh

Ji

y
y

p
k
j
yh

y
[yh]

?
?

w
g/w
j/y
dh

w
w
y
yh

w
w
y
[yh]

w
w
y
y

w
g/w
j/y
dh

y

w
y
y

p
k
j

p
k
j

p
k
j

w
y
y

p
k

p
k

j

j

,
w
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?
?

p
k

a

sporadic phonetic loss between like vowels

b

this is the class of exceptional environments detailed
earlier and generally involving a preceding glide

c

any lateral

A.S.2 Lateral Fortition
The historical fortition of laterals is most pervasive in Kurrama in which
the laminal laterals merge with homorganic stops in all environments and
the apical laterals merge with the apical stops in all syllable-final
positions.

In Yinyjiparnti all laterals merge with the stops in word-final

position and the alveolar and palatal laterals also merge with the stops
preceding tip (and, though there are few clear examples, preceding •j). By
contrast, the changes affecting Yinyjiparnti laterals preceding •k may best
be described as lenitions: •1 is either lost or surfaces as the rhotic rr,
and •1y is reflected as the glide y. The retroflex lateral •rl is lenited
to the rhotic glide r in all pre-consonantal environments.
There is no similar lateral fortition in Martuthunira, however, laterals
are generally articulated with prestopping in word-final position and
preceding a consonant.

Similarly, in Panyjima lateral-stop clusters often

involve glottal closure of the lateral preceding stop release.

These

phonetic patterns no doubt reflect the same general tendencies which have
led to the fortition of laterals in Yinyjiparnti and Kurrama.
Unconditioned fortition of laterals occurs in one dialect of Tharrkari
also.

Here the laterals surface as voiced stops between vowels and as

voiceless stops preceding a non-homorganic stop.
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Interestingly,

those

nasals which may occur as the first member of a non-homorganic nasal stop
cluster also surface as stops in Tharrkari. Nasals preceding a homorganic
stop are lost.

There is no fortition of laterals in Purduna but nasals are

similarly realized as stops preceding a non-homorganic stop and are lost in
homorganic nasal-stop clusters.

Table A.2 summarizes the changes affecting

laterals in the three Ngayarda languages.
Table A.2

Summary of Lateral Fortitions

Yinyjiparnti Kurrama Martuthunira

Environment

v_v

•1
•rl
•1y
•1h

1
rl
j
th

1
rl
j
th

1
rl
ly
lh

_I

•1
•r1
•1y

t
rt
j

t
rt
j

1
rl
ly

•1
•rl
•1y

t
r
j

t
rt
j

1
rl
ly

t
rt
j

1
1
1

k

•1
•rl
•1y

rr/~

r
y

A-5.3 Rule Orderings
On

the

basis of this comparison it is possible to suggest relative

orderings of the rules of lenition and fortition.

Firstly, consider the

difference in post-consonantal lenitions between Martuthunira, on the one
hand,

and Yinyjiparnti and Kurrama.

In Martuthunira,

lenition occurs

following •rr and the laterals while in the other two languages it occurs
following •rr only.

If the same rule is involved then this suggests that

the changes affecting laterals preceded consonant lenitions thus bleeding
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the lenition rules of post-lateral environments.
However, there is a complication here: in Yinyjiparnti some •lk clusters
surface as rrk. If the rule effecting the change in the lateral preceded
consonant lenition then we would

expect such clusters to suffer the

ultimate fate of original •rrk: clusters and surface as rr. One solution is
to assume that Yinyjiparnti laterals have been affected by two separate
historical

Firstly,

changes.

laterals

preceding

consonants

strengthened to stops (as in Kurrama) (Rule 1 below).
post-consonantal lenitions

(2),

were

Then, following

these stops have fallen subject to a

weakening rule (3):
1a.

Lateral

>

Stop

I

_$

b.

Lateral
[laminal]

>

Stop

I

v_v

2.

Stop

>

Glide

I Liquid __

3.

Stop

>

<Liquid> I _stop
<Glide> 1
2

<apical>~

<laminal

2

Rule 3 makes generalizations beyond the Yinyjiparnti data.
alveolar and

~aminal

In reality the

stops only fall subject to the rule preceding •k while

the retroflex stop is also affected preceding lip. Both rules 1 and 2 have
applied

in Kurrama

Nevertheless,

while

only

rule

2 has

applied

in Martuthunira.

the phonetic pre-stopping of syllable-final laterals

Martuthunira might be considered an allophonic precursor to rule 1.
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A.6 The Problem of Intervocalic t

The effective ban, in Martuthunira, on the alveolar stop t in intervocalic
position suggests that some historical changes might have effected a merger
with the tap rr in this position.

However, the non-occurrence of t between

vowels is actually very common among the languages of the area and any such
change is clearly not restricted to Martuthunira.
0 1 Grady's (1966) reconstruction includes a listing of 465 reconstructed
items of which just three include a medial alveolar stop.
reflexes only in Panyjima and Palyku
reflexes only in Ngarla and Nyamal
reflexes in Ngarla, Nyamal, Palyku
and Pany jima

to hit
eye
dead

• katama-L
• jitamarra
• kutu

Of these languages,

I

would

argue

that only Pany jima,

on present

evidence, is undeniably a member of the Ngayarda group (see 1.2). While
intervocalic t is not uncommon in Panyjima it is rare in other Ngayarda
languages.

A few

examples

appear

in

Wordick's

(1982)

Yinyjiparnti

dictionary but all of these are identical to Panyjima forms and may be
borrowings.

Hale's (ms.) collection of Ngarluma vocabulary includes no

example of intervocalic t. Cognates between Panyjima and other languages in
the group suggest some historical relationship with the tap rr although I
have yet to investigate this in any detail.
The situation appears to be similar for the Kanyara and Mantharta
languages.

Austin's

(1981c)

reconstruction
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of

proto-Kanyara

and

proto-Mantharta phonology includes a list of 475 reconstructed items in
which there are no examples of intervocalic
of intervocalic t
vocabulary.

in Austin's

(ms.)

•t.

There are also no examples

lists of Thalanyji

and

Jiwarli

Nevertheless, he describes the phonotactics of proto-Kanyara

(to which the phonotactics of proto-Mantharta are identical) as allowing
all consonants to occur in intervocalic position ( 1981c:300) • Although
phonological changes have produced intervocalic alveolars in Purduna and
Tharrkari, Austin notes that, for Tharrkari, nthe contrast between t and rr
is not well established synchronically and the two appear to fluctuate
freely in a number of formsn (1981c:312 footnote 12).
Clearly there is a general tendency in languages of the area to merge
the alveolar stop with the alveolar tap between vowels, corresponding to
the common phonetic realization of the retroflex stop as a flap in this
position.

Footnotes
1.

Wordick (1982) describes a class of 'retroflex' nominals which take a
particular set of case allomorphs.

The items falling into this class

are demonstratives of one kind or another and the variant allomorphs
can be explained by assuming the historical presence of a deictic
stem formative -1 which has subsequently been lost preceding nominal
suffixes with initial k. Comparison of the Yinyjiparnti, Kurrama and
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Panyjima demonstrative systems allows the reconstruction of these
forms.

Unfortunately there is no room to expand on the description

here.
2.

This example is an apparent counter-example to the constraints on
intervocalic lenition Q!scribed by O' Grady. Lenition is not expected
to occur where the word-initial consonant is a glide identical to
that which would arise through lenition of the following consonant.
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Appendix B

.Anaphoric Demonstrative Tracking

The patterns of anaphoric demonstrative tracking described in 5.5.2 are
here illustrated with reference to a length of narrative text.

The text

sample given below is a portion of a traditional story describing the
creation of the first

pair of returning boomerangs by a Martuthunira

culture hero.
Having demonstrated these boomerangs to a rival group of Martuthunira
speaking peoples, described
completely
hero

~hilated

returns

boomerangs.

to

a

as devils

in the stories and later to be

by the relatives of the boomerang-maker, the culture
place

on

the

Fortescue

River

to

continue

making

The leader of the group of devils, intent on securing the two

returning boomerangs for himself, collects a handful of wood chips, the
wastage from the carving of the first two good boomerangs, and makes his
way to where the culture hero is working.

With the chips in his hand he

asks for the boomerang maker to give him the boomerangs which match the
chips.

Unwilling to give them up, the man continues to pass him boomerangs

he has only recently made.
There are basically four separate participants in this part of the
narrative and these form two opposing pairs.

On the one hand, the man who

made the boomerangs is complemented by the devil who is attempting to trick
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him into giving them up.

On the other hand, the first two good returning

boomerangs contrast with the new boomerangs that the culture hero is
currently producing and which he repeatedly offers the devil in response to
the latter's requests.
The narrative proceeds with descriptive statements by the narrator
(non-situated text) interspersed with sections of reported speech (situated
text) by the boomerang-maker and the devil.

Most proximal demonstrative

forms occurring in the reported speech make exophoric reference and so are
irrelevant to questions of endophoric demonstrative tracking.

The relevant

endophoric demonstrative forms are underlined in the text and Table B.1
lists these and shows the patterns of topic switching effected by
anaphoric demonstrative reference.

shi~s

in

Anaphoric demonstrative forms switch

between the man and the devil as one after the other becomes the major
instigator of action in the narrative.

At the same time, the pair of good

boomerangs are also tracked by anaphoric forms in contrast to the unmarked
set of newly made boomerangs.

Extract from "The First Boomerang"

ngayalyu,
1 ngunhaa puni-lha yilhi-i -rru manku-lha, nhiyu
thatNOM go -PAST chip -ACC-NOW grab -PAST thisNOM devil
nhiyu nyina-nguru, vuraal, kanyara, virra
-a
up riverCENT thisNOM sit -PRES
alright man
boomerang-ACC

2 jiDkarni.

3 yi.Dka -1.yarra yartapalyu-u -rru. tbungkara-la nyina-nguru,
chisel-CTEMP
others
-ACC-NOW ground
-LOC sit -PRES
4 marli -ngka-rru kartavura-la, malarnu-la.
cadjeput-LOC -NOW butt
-LOC shade -LOC
5 purrkuru-rru ngu.rnaa kanarri-nyila-a.
truly
-NOW thatACC come
-PrREL-ACC
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nhavu-layi
see -FUT

He went having got the [boomerang] chips, this devil, [came]
this way from up-river.
Alright, this fellow is carving
boomerangs, another lot. He's sitting on the ground, at the
butt of a cadjeput tree, in the shade. He sees that fellow
coming alright.
6 •Ahl nhiyu -rru pala-nu, Dhiyu kuyil nga78].yu
thisNOM-NOW IT -QUOT thisNOM bad
cousin

7 kanarri-ngu.ru-rru.•
come

-PRES -NOW
"Ah, it's this fellow.

This is that bad cousin coming.n

8 ngunhaa tharrwi-lalha thullgkara-la -rru, vanthala. ngunhaa nyina-lha
thatNOM put in -PAST dirt
-LOC-NOW somewhere thatNOM sit -PAST

9 thungkara-la, tharrvi-lalha ngurnu -tharra-a
dirt

-LOC put in -PAST

thatOBL-DUAL

panyu-tharra-a
-ACC good -DUAL -ACC

1O wirra

-tharra-a. Dbuura ngurnu -nu kanyara-a
boomerang-DUAL -ACC knowing thatACC-QUOT person -ACC

11 puni-nyila-a -va Dbawu-rra, ngurnu vavayi -1.yarra.
go -PrREL-ACC-YK look -CTEMP thatACC look for-CTEMP
He put [them] under the sand then, somewhere there. He was
sitting on the ground and put those two good boomerangs away.
Apparently he knew that person was looking arou'1lo'. ~ looking for
them.
12 tharrvi-lalha nharnu-ngka-rru. yartapalyu-la kana -ngka-1
put in -PAST sand -LOC -NOW others
-LOC clear-LOC -THEN
13 vanti-vaa
yinka -nngu-rra kankaruayijila.
lie -PURPs:o chisel-PASS-CTEMP piled up
1ll Dhiyu

kanarri-layi,
thisNOM come
-FUT
He put them under the sand, while [leaving] others quite
clear then. [He] let the ones being carved pile up. This
fellow is coming.

15 •ngayu

1sgNOM

yirru kartungu yirru ngayu kanarri-lha.
2sgACC
1sgNOM come
-PAST

16 yirru, kartungu kanarri-lha

2sgACC

come

-PAST

ngayu, nga78].yu
1sgNOM cousin

yirru? ngayu yirru kanarri-lha, yirru
1sgNOM
come
-PAST
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17 ngayal.yu
cousin

yirru, kartungu

2sgACC

yirru nhavu-lu
yirru.•
see -PURPss

"I've come to you, cousin.
come to see you, cousin."

Can I come over to you?

I've

18 •ngavu, panyu varuu-lpurtu, ngayal.yu yirru. lli.Dthal-yu nganaju yirru
yes
good still-COMP
cousin
alone -ACC 1sgACC

ngayal.yu yirru.•
cousin

19 nyina-nyi.la-a,

sit

-PrREL-ACC

"Yes, that's okay, cousin.
all alone, cousin."

[Come and see me] sitting here

20 •Ahl ngayal.yu yirru, nganaju yirru kartu yirru yungku-layi. yirru
cousin
1sgACC
2sgNOM
give -FUT
21 virra
-a yirru ngurnu -tbarra-a -lwa yirru, kayarra-a
boomerang-ACC
thatOBL-DUAL -ACC-ID
two
-ACC
22 panyu-tbarra-a yirru, ngayal.yu yirru.•
good -DUAL -ACC
cousin
"Ah, cousin.
ones, cousin."

You give me those two boomerangs, the two good

23 kanyja-rryarra, ngunhaa tbaapuwa, juwayu-la vurtu yilhi-i
keep

-PrREL

thatNOM big man

hand

24 ngurnu -tbarra-a
thatOBL-DUAL

virra
-tbarra-a.
-ACC boomerang-DUAL -ACC

-LOC HYPTH chip -ACC
manku-lha ngularla vanthala
grab -PAST thereNS somewhere

25 yinka -rnu
kuwarri -1
paju ~
kanyara-lu. karri-layi
cbisel-PASSP beginning-THEN REAL thisEFF man
-EFF stand-FUT

26 ngunhaa vangk:a-rra,
thatNOM say
-CTEMP
[He's] keeping [them], that big fellow, in his band it
seems, the chips of those two boomerangs. He picked them up
somewhere there where they were chopped out by that man, in the
beginning. He says ,
27 •ngayu yirru viru
yi.rru yungku-ngu -layi.
1sgNOM
wanting
give -PASS-FUT

yirru

28 ngurnu -tbarra-a yi.rru virra
-tbarra-a yirru, ngayal.yu
thatOBL-DUAL-ACC
boomerang-DUAL-ACC
cousin
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yirru,

29 ngurnu yirru ngulangu yirru J8118a-rnu -u
yirru, J8118a-rnu -u
thatACC
there
chase-PASSP-ACC
chase-PASSP-ACC
30 pal.rcu-ra-ma -lvala -rru nganarna J8118a-l.rcu-ra ngurnaa,
plain
-CAUS-PURPds-NOW 1pl(exc) chase-CTEMP
thatACC
31 ngurnu -tharra-a virra
-tharra-a yirru.•
thatOBL-DUAL -ACC boomerang-DUAL -ACC
"I want to be given those two boomerangs, cousin, that were
chased around over there. [And which as a result] we made a
plain [out of that place] chasing those two boomerangs."
32 •ngalN. ngurnu -tharra-a kartu viru-npa -nguru?•
yes
thatOBL-DUAL -ACC 2sgNOM want-INCH-PRES
"Yes. You want those two boomerangs?"

•ngavu 1•
yes

"Yes."

33 manku-lay.i ngurnu -ngara -a vanti-nyi.la-a
grab -FUT thatOBL-PLURAL-ACC lie -PrREL-ACC

kankarmmy.i-i.
piled up
-ACC

34 •Dbiyu
y.irru ngunhaa yirru, ngayalyu yirru.•
thisNOM
thatNOM
cousin

varntitha-rninyji
throw
-FUT

35 ngwihaa Dhavu-vaa.
thatNOM see -PURPs:o
He grabs [one of] those boomerangs that are piled up. "This
is the one, cousin." Be throws [it] so that fellow can see,
36 thaapuva, ngunhaa manku-vala Dhavu-lay.i ngurnu.
big man
thatNOM grab -PURPds see -FUT thatACC

37

Dhavu-lay.i
see -FUT

-1
juva.yu-la -a.
Dhavu-layi wirra
-a. •piyuva
chip -ACC-THEN hand -LOC-ACC see -FUT boomerang-ACC nothing

yilhi-1

38 yirru, ngayalyu yirru. Dhiyu
ya.rta yirru.•
cousin
thisNOM other

varntitha-rninyji.
drop
-FUT

So the devil, he picks it up and looks at it. Looks at the
chips in his hand then. Looks at the boomerang. "Nothing,
cousin. This is another one. 9 He drops it.

39 ngartil varntitha-rninyji ngurnu. •ngurnu -rru-nu
again
throw
-FUT
thatACC thatACC-NOW-QUOT

yarta varuul
other still

40 yirrul Dhiyu
yirru, ngayalyu yirru! Dhiyu
paju yirru, ngayalyu
thisNOM
cousin
thisNOM REAL
cousin
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41 yirru, yilhi

yirru. •

chip
"That's still the
[The man] throws across another one.
wrong one, this one here, cousin. This is the one, cousin,
these chips."
42 nhiyu
mir.ta-lpurtu wiru
yungku-layi ngurnaa, wraal. ngunllu
thisNOM not
-COMP
wanting give -FUT thatACC alright thatNOM

nbarnu-ngurni yirla tbarrv:i.-rnu.
boomerang sand -OBSCRD only put in -PASSP

43 wirra

But this fellow didn't want to give [it] to him.
boomerang had only been put under the sand.
44 •nhiyu

That

ngunbaa.• ngartil varuul llSDku-layi, ngunllu

thisNOM thatNOM

again

still grab -FUT

kanyara. •
thatNOM man

ngayalyu.•
cousin

"This is the one."
is the one, cousin."

Yet again he grabs one, that man.

"This

46 nhiyaa warntitba-rninyji, llSDku-vclla
thisNOM throw

-FUT

tbaapuwa. nhaw-layi kunti.
grab -PURPds big man
look -FUT stop

47 •piyuwa yirru, ngayalyu yirru. nhiyu
nothing

cousin

yarta varuu yirru.•
thisNOM other still

48 warntitba-rninyji. yungku-laJi ngartil varuu.
throw
-FUT
give -FUT again still
This fellow throws [one across to him], so that big fellow
can grab it. He has a look. "Nothing, cousin. This is yet
another one." Drops it. [The man] gives [him] another.
49 "kartu 1111.yirri-nguru yirru, ngayalyu yirrul nhiyu
paju yirru
2sgNOM hide
-PRES
cousin
thisNOM REAL
50 yilhi-rrul nhiyu
paju kartungku yi.Dka -rnu ngul.angu.
chip -NOW thisNOM REAL 2sgEFF
chisel-PASSP there

51 vantbala-ma. -lalha kartu? kartu kanyja-rnuru. ngayu wiru
where
-CAUS-PAST 2sgNOM 2sgNOM keep -PRES
1sgNOM wanting
52 yirnaa paju yilhi-1 -rru, ngayalyu yirru.•
thisACC REAL chip -ACC-NOW cousin
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•You're hiding it, cousin. These are the chips! These are
the ones that were chiselled by you at that place. Where have
you put [them]? You 're keeping [them]. I want these chips,
cousin.•

53 •Dbiyu -rru ngunbaa.•
thisNOM-NOW thatNOM
•This is the one now•
54 ngulangu vanti-lba

there

lie

thawu.rra -ngara.

nbamintha ngula, kayarra jiDa,

-PAST boomerang-PLURAL how many

IGNOR

two

foot

55 kayarra juvayu wirra
-ngara? varntitha-rralba DglJDhaa, ngunbu
two
hand
boomerang-PLURAL throw
-PAST
thatNOM thatNOM

56 thaapuva nlmura-npa -nyila.
big man

know

-INCH-PrREL

A lot of boomerangs were lying there. I don't know how
many, twenty (two feet, two hands) boomerangs perhaps'? He
throws one across. That big fellow is starting to realize
[what is going on].
57 •piyuva, ngaJill.yu yirrul yarta varuu Dhiyu

nothing cousin

other still thisNOM

•Nothing, cousin!

cousin

This is still the wrong one, cousin.•

58 ngunhaa varntitha-rralba ngurnu

thatNOM throw

yirru, ngaJill.yu yirru.•

-PAST

thatACC

thavurra -ngara -a

nbavu-vaa.
boomerang-PLURAL-Ace look -PURPs:o

59 •Dbiyu ngunbaal•
thisNOM thatNOM
He threw the boomerangs across to him so he could see them.
•This is the one!•
60 llaDku-vala ngunhu' ngayal.yu.
grab -PURPds thatNOM devil

nbavu-layi ngurnu,

look •FUT

thatACC

61 panyu-ma

-1.yarra.
good -CAUS-CTEMP

He picks it up, the devil, looks at it, makes sure.

62 •piyuva ngayalyul Dhiyu
nothing cousin

paju yirru yilhi yirru. Dhiyu
yirru
thisNOM REAL
chip
thisNCM
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63 yilhi
chip

yirrul mir. ta nhiyu I
ngurnula-a kartu kany ja-rnuru
not
thisNOM thatDEF -ACC 2sgNOM keep -PRES

64 wanthala. nhiyu
paju 1•
somewhere thisNOM REAL
"No cousin. This chip is the one I want. This chip, not
this one. You •re keeping that particular one somewhere. This
one!"

65 Vaal ngunhaa kanyara mir.ta varuu-lpurtu ngurnu kanangkalwa-lalha.
thatNOM man
not
still-COMP
thatACC make clear -PAST
66 piyuwal wantharni ngunhaa kuyilwa-l.alha. kuyilwa-l.alha-rru ngurnaa
finish how
thatNOM spoil -PAST
spoil -PAST -NOW thatACC
67 ngulangu-lwa, ngun.hu kanyara. mir.ta nhuura wantharni-ma -lwaa
there
-ID
thatNOM man
not
knowing how
-CAUS-PURPs:o

68 ngurnaa thaa.puwa-a.
thatACC big man -ACC
Oh dear. But that man still wouldn't bring them out in the
open. Finish! That's how he spoiled everything. He ruined it
right there, that man. He didn't know what that big fellow was
going to do.

69 ngunbaa-nu kuyi.l, ngnnhaa. nhuura-npa -layi nbartu -..u vii
thatNOM-QUOT bad
thatNOM know -INCH-FUT something-ACC or
70 mil.yirri-nguli-nyila-a. ngunhaa nhuura-npa -layj., warruwa kuyil.
hide
-PASS -PrREL-ACC thatNOM know -INCH-FUT devil
bad
71 ngunhaa nhuura varuu-lpurtu yj.rna 1111.yirri-nyila-a,
thatNOM knowing still-COMP
thisACC hide
-PrRE~-ACC

72 kanyara-a.
man
-ACC

He was bad that fellow. He realized that something or other
was being hidden. He woke up, that bad devil. He knew this
man was hiding something.
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Table B.1: Anaphoric Demonstrative Tracking in Text
Devil

Man

1
1
2
5
8
8
9
10
11
14
21
23
24
25
26
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
39
39
42
44
44
45
46
52
53
55
58
59
60
63
65
66
67
68
69
69
70
71
71

nhiyu

Boomerangs

Others

ngll,Ilhaa
nhiyu
IL
_ngurnaa

ngunhaa•
ngunhaa
ngurnutharra
ngurnu

yilu

laa

ngurnutharra
ngurnutharra

ngunhaa
ngurnutharra
ngurnu
ngurnaa
ngurnutharra
ngurnutharra

I

ngurnungara

ngunhaa
ngunhaa
ngunhaa

I

ngurnaa

I

ngurnu
ngurnu
ngurnu

ngunhu
ngun.haa

~

ngunhu

ngunhaa

~

nhiyaa

l

laa
ngunhaa

yirnaa
ngunhaa
ngunhu
ngurnu
ngunhu

ll

ngurnula
ngurnu

ngunhaa

ngunhaa~

ngunhu

ngurnaa
ngunhaa
ngunhaa
ngunhaa
ngunhaa
yirna

l

ngunhaa

11
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ngurnu

The extract begins as the narrator is returning to the main story line
after discussing the location of a number of sites on the Fortescue River
and so at this point reintroduces both the main characters.
1.

The first sentence introduces the devil, or nga.J8}.yu. The word is
used to refer to the rival group of Martuthunira who are described in
English as 'devils'. As a term of address, as it appears in much of
this text, it is glossed as 'cousin'. The word is no doubt related to
the modern Martuthunira word for cousin ngathal. Notice that in this
first sentence, the proximal demonstrative reintroducing the devil
occurs after an initial distal anaphoric reference in a reversal of
the usual

order of

presentation.

The

anaphoric

form

here

is

effectively cataphoric.
2.

In the next sentence, line 2, the boomerang-maker is reintroduced to
the narrative with a proximal demonstrative.

However, the switch in

focus to this participant is not immediate, the devil still warrants
an anaphoric form on his next appearance (ln 5).

3.

The man then speaks (ln 6) and, as the story describes his actions in
preparing for the approach of the devil, he is tracked with anaphoric
forms.

4.

At line 14, the devil is again brought back into the picture and for
quite some time becomes the focus of the narrative as he attempts to
convince the man to hand over the two returning boomerangs.

5.

At the same time, the pair of good boomerangs are the focus of the
actions of both the boomerang-maker and the devil.
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As soon as the

devil has made it clear to the boomerang-maker just which two
boomerangs he is interested in (lns 29 -31), these are then tracked
by anaphoric forms in contrast to the newly made boomerangs that are
being offered instead.
6 • At line 42 the spotlight swings back to the boomerang-maker.

Be is

reintroduced with a proximal demonstrative at line 42, and then with
an anaphoric proximal form at line 46.
7.

Finally, at line 66, there is a shift back to the devil leading into
events that follow this particular extract.

As a postscript, notice that the last word on line 66 is an anaphoric
distal demonstrative

which

has

escaped

underlining.

This

particular

demonstrative does not refer to any of the particip.ants in the text but
instead makes 'text reference' (5.5.4) to events which occur after this
part of the narrative.

Later, the devil calls up a strong wind to carry

the boomerang chips far to the south into Thalanyji country, thus ensuring
that

no

good

boomerang wood

would

ever

territory.
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again

grow in Martuthunira

Appendix C
Texts

In this appendix I have included six examples of Martuthunira text.
first four of these are 'elicited texts'

The

(1.6.4.3). That is, the first

sentence of the text is a response to a request for a Martuthunira
translation of a proferred English sentence.
constructed from this seed of an idea.

The rest of the narrative is

Texts C.5 and C.6, on the other

hand, are unelicited.
Texts C.1 and C.2, which describe procedures for catching and cooking an
emu and a goanna respectively, are typical of Martuthunira programmatic
discourse.

The texts progress through a sequence of clearly defined

actions and activities.

Past tense and perfect relative (11.1.2) clauses

typically describe completed steps while verbs bearing future or purpose
clause inflections present the next steps to be undertaken.

Most clauses

have no overt subject and I have reflected this in the gloss.

Programmatic

texts

are

typically

ambiguous

generalized second person actor.

between

a

first

person

actor

and

a

For example, both Texts C.1 and C.2 begin

in the first person but the choice of a 'near you' demonstrative form in an
imperative clause in line 12 of Text C.2 suggests a shift to the second
person point-of-view in this text.
Texts c.3, C.4 and C.5 are quite different and consist of a reported
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dialogue involving a number of participants occasionally broken by some
linking commentary from the narrator.

In presenting texts of this sort,

Algy always assumed the role of one of the protagonists and quite often the
point-of-view, the persona of the narrator, shifts within the text.

For

example, in Text C. 3 the narrator begins as a man suggesting that broken
spears be taken to his uncle for repairs.
passage

beginning

at

line

17

Algy

has

However, in the connecting
assumed

the

persona

(quite

justifiably, given his skills as a carpenter) of the uncle and maintains
this point-of-view for the remainder of the text.
Almost all the texts Algy presented in this dialogue genre are moral
tales of one kind or another.
models
language

for

polite

behaviour.

and

The exchanges between speakers present

acceptable

They

are

Martuthunira

lessons

that

go

behaviour,
beyond

especially
the

simple

illustration of grammatically correct sentence and text forms, and provide
instruction, by example, in expected patterns of language use.

Text C.5, a

complaint against an offending brother-in-law, is the clearest example of
this genre and is discussed in more detail below.
Similarly, I discuss Text C. 6, an abusive harangue, separately
below).

(se~

Finally, the reader is referred back to Appendix B for an example

of a long narrative text.
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Text c.1: Bunting and Cooking an Em

1 ngayu

jirruna -npa -lha jankurna-a kulha
-ngka-a, karri-nyila-a
1sgNOM creep up-INCH-PAST emu
-ACC plant(sp)-LOC -ACC stand-PrREL-ACC

2 wingka-1.yarra marrvalany
-ku. ngayu ngurnaa jirruna -npa -lha,
eat
-CTEMP
cockroach bush-ACC 1sgNOM thatACC creep up-INCH-PAST
3 panyu-ma -1.yarra ngurnta panyu-npa -lha jirruna karra-ngurni.
good -CAUS-CTEMP
style good -INCH-PAST creep up scrub-OBSCRD

I crept up on an emu in the scrub, standing eating cockroach
bush. I crept up on it, doing it properly. I crept along
properly in the shelter of the bushes.
4 purrkuru-lva, wirna-npa -lha mirru -ngka-ma -rninyji-rru
true
-ID
close-INCH-PAST woomera-LOC -CAUS-FUT
-NOW
5 imlurru -ma -lalha-rru Dhawungarrama-rninyji. palvarru ngunhaa.
straight-CAUS-PAST -NOW aim
-FUT
alright thatNOM

Alright, when I 've come close I load up the spearthrower.
Once it's straight I aim it. That's right.
6 imrna-ngka-nguru va.rra ngayu thatl:m-lalha iml.urru thanturri-vaa
close-LOC -ABL CONT 1sgNOM send -PAST straight go down -PURPs:o
7 yanti-ngka varuul.. Dhawu-layi ngurnaa kurryarta-marta-a -rru,
side -LOC still see -FUT thatACC spear
-PROP -ACC-NOW
8 yanga-rninyji-rru.
chase-FUT
-NOW

From close up I send [the spear] straight so it goes down
into [the emu's] side. I see that it (the emu) has a spear in
it, and I chase it.
9 purrkuru wuraal -va.-rru, 118Dku-marni, DgUDhaa pungka-lha -rru
true
alright-~ -NOW grab -CONTR thatNOM fall -PAST-NOW
10 Dhurnti-rru. ngayu

dead

-NOW

ngurnaa 118Dku-lha -rru vilyara -la -ma -lalha.
1sgNOM thatACC grab -PAST-NOW shoulder-LOC-CAUS-PAST

Alright, I would have grabbed it (I was about to grab it)
but it fell down dead. I picked it up and put it on my
shoulder.
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11 wraal., 1mlurru -ma

-l.alba ngurra-arta -rru, kanarri-lha ngurra-arta
alright straight-CAUS-PAST ground-DirALL-NOW come
-PAST camp-DirALL

12 pamararri-lha -rru wiru

-rru puyu-npa -vaa.
sing out -PAST-NOW feelings-NOW good -INCB-PURPs:o
Alright, I went straight home, came to the camp and shouted
out so that their feelings (the people in camp) would become
good.

13 ngula-a varntitba-rninyji, pal.warru, kanarri-val.a J1aruwarla -rru
there-ACC throw
-FUT
true
come
-PURPds many people-NOW
14 yurra-rninyji ngurnaa kulyu-ma

-1.yarra jankurna-marnu. karla-ngara
thatACC hole -CAUS-CTEMP
emu
-ASSOC fire-PLURAL

dig -FUT

15 kurti -nnguli-nyila-rru ngula-nguru, kulyu-ngka-rru varntitba-nngu-layi..
· gather-PASS -PrREL-NOW there-ABL
hole -LOC -NOW throw
-PASS-FUT

Then I throw it down on the ground there, alright, so people
come and dig, make a trench for that emu. Meanwhile firewood
is being gathered from around there and is then thrown in the
hole.
16 pal.warru, kampa-rninyji-rru ngurnaa, wirrirri-npa -lvaa

true

light-FUT

-NOW thatACC

flame

-rru. ngurnu
-INCH-PURPs=o-NOW thatACC

17 wartawirrinpa-layi Dbaw-layi puwara -npa -nyi.la-a.
118Dku-layi.
wait for
-FUT see -FUT charcoal-INCB-PrREL-ACC grab -FUT
18 yawan
-ku -rru. pal.warru, ngurnaa wantba-rninyji yawan
-ngara -a.
hot stone-ACC-NOW true
thatACC put
-FUT
hot stone-PLURAL-ACC

Alright, I light [the firewood] so that it bursts into flame
and then wait and watch it burning down to the coals. Then get
the hot cooking stones. Alright, I put the hot cooking stones
inside it (the emu).
19 wraal. -wa-rru ngunbaa. kurni
-ma -rninyji-rru jankaa-rninyji-rru
alright-j1 -NOW thatNOM closed up-CAUS-FUT
-NOW tie up-FUT
-NOW

20 virta-tbarra-a, jankaa-rninyji parna-thurti-i. pal.warru ngunhaa.
leg -DUAL -ACC tie up-FUT
head -CONJ -ACC true
thatNOM
21 varntitba-rninyji-rru

throw

-FUT

purnta-ngka-rru.
-NOW hole -Loe -NOW

That's right. Close it up, tie the two legs together and
tie up the head as well. That's that. I throw it in the hole
now.
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22 palvarru ngunhaa. kupa-rninyji-rru. palyangu-ma -rninyji.
true

thatNOM cook -FUT

-NOW cover

-CAUS-FUT

23 Dharnu-ngara -a

kuvithartu-ma -rninyji. Dharnu-ngara -a
-PLURAL-ACC this way -CAUS-FUT
sand -PLURAL-ACC

sand

24 varntitha-rninyji palyangu-ma -1.yarra ngurnaa.
throw

-FUT

cover

-CAUS-CTEMP

thatACC

That's right. Cook it now. Cover it over. Move the sand
in this direction [indicating] (out of the bottom of the hole
to make room for the emu). Then throw sand [over the emu]
covering it.
25 thana-rru vanti-waa

let

-NOW lie

kampi -rra -rru vanti-waa.
-ACC cooking-CTEMP-NOW lie -PURPs:o

jaDkurna-a.

-PURPs:o emu

26 puni-layi 118.l.arnu-la -rru nJi,Da-lu
vartavirriDpa-rra
jankurlla-a
go -FUT shade -LOC-NOW sit -PURPss wait for
-CTEMP emu
-ACC
27 kampa-nyila-a.

cook -PrREL-ACC
Now I let that emu cook. Go off to sit in the shade and
wait for the emu that's cooking.
28 kampa-lha -rru, puni-layi tbuulva -ni

cook -PAST-NOW go

-rru palykura-a
pull out-PURPss-NOW flat
-ACC

-FUT

29 vurnilywa-ngara -a
leaves

vanti-nyila-a palykura-marnu. palvarru,
-PLURAL-ACC lie -PrREL-ACC plate
-ASSOC true

30 jankurlla-a
emu

thuulva -rninyji vantba-rninyji llBDyjan
-ta -rni.
-ACC pull out-FUT
put
-FUT
ground cover-LOC-NOW

31 vuraal -va-rru, wrnta-rninyji-rni. palvarni ngunba.a.

alright-¢ -NOW cut

-FUT

-NOW true

thatNOM

Once it's cooked, go and pull down some branches, brush, for
a plate. Alright, I pull out the emu and put it on the
groundcover. Alright, cut it up. That's that.

32 •ingka-yarri-layi-rru viD,a-npa -rra -rru, puni-rravaara
eat

-COLL -FUT -NOW full -INCH-CTEMP-NOW go

33 malarnu-milyarra-rru vanti-lu
shade

-ALL

-NOW lie

-SEQ

-rru, parlura-ngara -rru.
-PURPss-NOW full
-PLURAL-NOW
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34 palvarru
true

ngunbaa, palvarru Jlllpalaa.

thatNOM

true

like that

Now we all eat together and fill up, and then we go to the
shade and lie down, all full up now. That's that. That's how
it's done.
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Text c.2: catching a GoaDDa

1 DgaJU jirli mir.ta vii PBDJU, puni-rra
yavarrunyja-1.yarra
1sgNOM arm not
if good
go -CTEMP miss
-CTEMP
2 mirla-ngara -a
tbarnta-ngara -a, jalya -npa -rra, puni-rra
meat -PLURAL-ACC euro
-PLURAL-ACC useless-INCH-CTEMP go -CTEMP

3 nhllva-1.yarra varuulva-1.yarra.
spear-CTEMP
unable -CTEMP
If my arm is not good, I 1 11 keep missing all the game,
euroes, I 1 11 be useless, I 1 11 keep on being unable to spear
them.
4 ngaJU kuntirri-layi-rru tbarnta-ngara -a vavayi -rnillyji.
1sgNOM cease
-FUT -NOW euro
-PLURAL-ACC look for-FUT
5 nhartu-rru kana parilha
-npa -rra puni-layi?_ kuntirri-layi,
what -NOW RHET keep trying-INCH-CTEMP go -FUT
cease
-FUT
6 thana-rru tbarnta-ngara -a. vantharta kana Dbu.rnti-11a -rnillyji?
let -NOW euro
-PLURAL-ACC when
RHET dead
-CAUS-FUT
I 1 11 give up looking for euroes. Why bother to keep on
trying? I'll give up on euroes, let them be. When am I going
to kill one? [Never.]
7 ngawul kuliyanpi-rra DgaJU nhartu
-u viyaa vavayi -rnillyji,
yes
think
-CTEMP 1sgNOM something-ACC maybe look for-FUT
8 jalya -a -VUJU, llirntirimarta-a -rru, tharlvan-lcu -VUJU. panJU-1
useless-ACC-SIDE goanna
-ACC-NOW tame
-ACC-SIDE good -THEN

9 jinangku-layi ngurnaa.
track
-FUT thatACC
Yes, I'll think about looking for something else, something
on the useless (easy) side, goannas for example, something on
the tame side. Then I'll be alright, tracking them.
10 wuraal varuul, nhawu-layi. purrkuru varuul, yil.angu-rru tharrwa-lha,
alright still
see -FUT
true
still
here
-NOW enter -PAST
11 nhiJU
jina, tharrwa-lha varuul yil.angu jalJUru-la, vayil kunti.
thisNOM track enter -PAST still here
hole
-LOC maybe stop
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Okay, I'll see [a track]. True enough, it went in here,
this track, it went in and is still here in the hole, maybe.

118Dku-d pinkarranyu kalyaran, nyuvi-rninyji. vay.Ll
near you grab -IMP dry
stick
poke -FUT
maybe

12 mmlaa

13 vanti-nyila-a

lie

paju yilarla jalyuru-la. mmura-npa -layi-1.
-PrREL-ACC REAL hereNV hole
-LOC know -INCH-FUT -THEN

You grab a dry stick, poke it in at whatever is maybe lying
here in the hole. Find out then.
14 nyuvi-migu-rra

jalyuru-la, DgUDhaa tburtinti-lay.i.
poke -PASS-CTEMP hole
-LOC thatNOM move away-FUT

15 paya-npa -rra -rni nyuvi-migu-rra.

DgUDhaa paya-npa -rra
wild-INCH-CTEMP-NOW poke -PASS-CTEMP thatNOM wild-INCH-CTEMP

16 munykarri-layi-rni, mmura-ma

-1.yarra-rni kanyara-a ngurnu.
make noise-FUT -NOW know -CAUS-CTEMP -NOW man
-ACC thatACC

The thing in the hole getting poked, it moves away then,
getting wild as it's being poked. It makes a "wuny" noise, as
it gets wild, showing a person that [it's there].
17 purrialru varuul, pala y.i.larla varuul vanti-nguru, -.irla. ngayu

true

still

IT

hereNV still

lie

-PRES

meat

1sgNOM

18 manku-layi-rni yirnaa -.irla-a. vayil Dhiyaa jinyji-varla.
grab -FUT -NOW thisACC meat -ACC maybe thisNOM fat
-FULL

True enough. It's still here, the meat.
now. It might be a fat one.

Get this meat

19 manku-layi kalyaran-ku

grab -FUT

stick

piDkarranyu-u. 1mlha-a
-ACC dry
-ACC point-ACC

20 jurirri-ma -rninyji-rni.
sharp -CAUS-FUT
-NOW

yurra-rninyji-rni ngurnu -marta
dig -FUT
-NOW thatOBL-PROP

21 kalyaran-marta 1mlha jurirri-marta.

stick

-PROP

point sharp

-PROP

Then get a dry stick. Sharpen up the point.
that sharp-pointed stick •

And dig with

22 palvarni. ngurnu -marta-va karta-rninyji, karta-rninyji-varntura

alright

thatOBL-PROP -YK jab

-FUT
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jab

-FUT

-DISTRIB

23 jalJUl'U-ma -1.yarra-rru. tbungkara-a varntitba-rninyji
hole
-CAUS-CTEMP -NOW dirt
-ACC throw
-FUT
24 juvaJU-marta. ,urra-rninyji ngartil. Dhavu-layi-rru.
hand -PROP
dig -FUT
again
see -FUT -NOW
Okay, jab the ground with it, jab again and again, -making a
hole. Throw the dirt away with [your] hand. Then dig again.
Now have a look.

25 nhiJU -lva ld.rntirimarta vanti-ngu.ru kana -ngka-lva. vantbanba-r:ru.
thisNOM-ID goanna
lie -PRES clear-LOC -IT
which
-NOW
26 kana murla-a kanangkalva-lalha? va:ru.ul-va-r:ru., murla-a
RHET meat -ACC make clear -PAST still -~ -NOW meat -ACC
27 manku-rravaara ngurnaa.
grab -SEQ
thatACC

This is the goanna, lying in the clear now. What now that
[you've] uncovered the meat? Keep going, grab hold of that
meat.

28 vantbanba-r:ru. kana? karnti-1 va:ru.ul-va-r:ru. manku-layi. kayarra
which
-NOW RHET tail -ACC still -Jd -NOW grab -FUT
two
29 juvaJU tl:mulva -rninyji ngurnaa mrna-n.pa -n.yila-a -rru
hand
pull out-FUT
thatACC close-INCH-PrREL-ACC-NOW
30 jalJUl'U-la -ngu.ru-u
hole
-LOC-ABL -ACC

tlmulva -1.yarra.
pull out-CTEMP

What now? Grab the tail. Pull it with two hands, it'll be
coming closer as [you] pull it out of the hole.
31 yarta-vuJU-l

juvaJU-1
tbathu-rninyji-r:ru., yarta-vuJU juvaJU
other-SIDE-THEN hand -THEN let go-FUT
-NOW other-SIDE hand

32 tl:mulwa -rninyji va:ru.ul. yarta-vuJU juvaJU, tbatlm-lalha-VUJU juvaJU,
pull out-FUT
still
other-SIDE hand
let go-PAST -SIDE hand
33

puni-layi, juvaJU yarta-vuyu, thungku-ngka va:ru.ul. nhiJU
thatNOM go -FUT
hand
other-SIDE back
-LOC still thisNOM

nguDhaa

34 yarta-vuJU juvaJU ttuulva -rnura va:ru.ul.
other-SIDE hand
pull out-PrREL still
Then let go with one hand • The other hand keeps pulling.
The other hand, the one that has let go, it keeps going, that
other hand, along its back. This other hand is still pulling.
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35 yarta-1
-vuyu juvayu puni-layi tbungku-ngka varuul. ngurnu
other-THEN-SIDE hand
go -FUT back
-LOC still thatACC

36 parna-a
111r11a-npa -nyila-a, wangkarr-yu -rru manku-layi.
head -ACC close-INCH-PrREL-ACC throat -ACC-NOW grab -FUT
The other hand keeps going along its back.
now as its head is coming closer.

Grab its throat

37 palvarru DgUDhaa, tbuulva -rni.Dyji-rru karlva-rrawaara. karlva-layi

true

thatNOM

pull out-FUT

-NOW get up-SEQ

get up-FUT

38 ngurnu -marta mirntirimrta-marta, manku-lha -nguru
thatOBL-PROP goanna
-PROP
grab -PAST-ABL

39 vanku-ma -1.yarra.
sure -CAUS-CTEMP
That's right, now pull it out and stand up. Get up with
that goanna having made sure [you've] got hold of it.
40 palwarru, vantba-rni.Dy ji ttn1ngkara-la -rru. llartm -rniny ji

alright

put

-FUT

dir.t

-LOC-NOW press on-FUT

yarta-vuyu juvayu manku-rra parla-a -rru.
occiput-ACC other-SIDE hand
grab -CTEMP stone-ACC-NOW

41 jal.yu -u

42 pariingku-layi parna-a

hit

-FUT

-rru ngurnu
head -ACC-NOW thatACC

Jlirntirillarta-a.
goanna
-ACC

43 puni-rrawaara, vuraal -va-rru ngurra-arta -rru mirla-vari 1•
go -SEQ
alright-~ -NOW camp -DirALL-NOW meat -PROP
Alright, put it on the ground now. Press down on the back
of its neck while, your other hand picks up a rock. Then smash
its head, that goanna. And then go to the camp with some
meat.
44 ngurra-ngka-npa -lha -rru, karla-marnu-rru purnta-11a

camp

-LOC -INCH-PAST-NOW fire -ASSOC-NOW hole

-rninyji-rru
-CAUS-FUT
-NOW

45 Dbarnu-u. puk:arra -ngara -a -rru manku-layi. ngulangu-rru
sand -ACC firewood-PLURAL-ACC-NOW grab -FUT
there
-NOW
46 vantba-rnillyji purnta-ngka-rru, virrirri-11a -rnillyji-rru.
put
-FUT
hole -LOC -NOW flame
-CAUS-FUT
-NOW
Having got back to camp, dig a hole in the sand for a fire.
Get some firewood. Put it there in the hole, and then light
it.
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47 kB11Pa -nyila-la -rru karla, nyina-layi tbuulva -1.,.arra
cooking-PrREL-LOC-NOW fire
sit -FUT pull out-CTEMP
48 mirDtirimarta-a
goanna
-ACC

punga-a. palvarru DgUDhaa, panyu-rru
guts -ACC alright thatNCJ.i good -NOW

49 punga-wirriva-rru vanti-layi DgUDhaa vartavirrinpa-rra karla-a
guts -PRIV -NOW lie -FUT thatNCJ.i wait for
-CTEMP fire -ACC
50 panyu-npa -vaa,
puvara -npa -waa
karlarra-npa -waa paju
good -INCH-PURPs:o charcoal-INCH-PURPs:o hot -INCH-PURPs:o REAL

While the fire's burning, sit down and pull out the goanna's
guts. Okay, now it's gutted, ready and waiting for the fire to
be ready, to burn down to coals, to get really hot.
51 karlarra-npa -lha -la paju-rru, puvara -npa -lha -la paju-rru,
hot
-INCH-PAST-LOC REAL-NOW charcoal-INCH-PAST-LOC REAL-NOW
52 ngarri-ngka kampa-rninyji-rru. panyu-ma -rninyji-rru ngurnaa,
ashes -LOC cook -FUT
-NOW good -CAUS-FUT
-NOW thatACC
53 palyangu-ma -rninyji-rru ngurnaa ngarri-ngk:u karlarra-lu. thaDa-rru
cover
-CAUS-FUT
-NOW thatACC ashes -EFF hot
-EFF let -NOW
54 vanti-vaa
kampi -rra.
lie -PURPs:o cooking-CTEMP

Once it's really hot, once it's burnt right down to the
coals, cook [the goanna] in the ashes. Do it properly, cover
it with hot ashes. Now let it lie there cooking.
55 vanti-layi vartawirrinpa-rra k811Pa -nyila-a ngurnu
lie -FUT wait for
-CTEMP cooking-PrREL-ACC thatACC
56 mirDtirimarta-a.
ku.llyaDpa-layi ngurnaa, •palvarru, viyaa Dhiyu
goanna
-ACC think
-FUT thatACC
alright maybe thisNCJ.i
57 k811Pa -lha -rru1•
cooking-PAST-NOW

Lie down and wait for the goanna while it cooks.
this: nAlright, maybe this is cooked nowln

And think

58 tl:lllulva -rninyji-rru. mrru.lyva-la -rru vantba-rninyji. thaDa kunti
pull out-FUT
-NOW leaves
-LOC-NOW put
-FUT
let
stop
59 vanti-vaa
mitbullthu-npa -rra. llir. ta karlarra-1
lie -PURPs:o cool
-INCB-CTEMP not
hot
-THEN
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60 wurnta-rninyj1 juvayu kupa-virri. mit:tmmttm-u wrnta-rninyj1
cut
-FUT
hand
cook -LEST
cool
-ACC cut
-FUT
61 panyu-u

-1,

air. ta

good -ACC-THEN not

juvayu kaapa-layi • .iiy.ini-rravaara
hand
burn -FUT
sit -SEQ

62 mngka-1.,arra-rru.
eat
-CTEMP -NOW

Now pull it out. Put it on some leaves. Let it lie there
and cool down. Don't cut it while it's hot or [you'll] burn
[your] hand. Cut it cool, it'll be good then, [you] won't burn
[your] hand. And then sit and eat it.

63 juvayu-la mmku-layi jinyj1-1,
hand

-LOC grab -FUT

fat

ttmrnta-rninyj1 parna-a
-ACC rub
-FUT
head -ACC

64 jinyj1-marta·Jmliya-ttmrti-1. ·panyu·ngunbaa.
fat

65

-PROP

ear

-CONJ -ACC good

thatNOM

-a
like that-ACC

·yillpala

-ma -lvayara·puliJBDyja-ngara.
like that-CAUS-HABIT
old person-PLURAL

yillpala

Get some fat in [your] hand and rub [your] head with the
fat, and ears too. That's good~ That's just what the old
people used to do.

1.

The proprietive suffix -vari is a borrowing from Ngarluma which
occasionally occurs in text.

Although Algy will replace this upon

questioning he does not consider it bad Martuthunira. The limited
borrowing of lexemes and some morphemes serves an important sytlistic
function in text construction (much like the selection of synonyms in
English).
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Text C.3: FlliDg a Broken Spear

1 nhiyu. warrirti. wurnta-rnu Dlmvana-lu yungku-nguli.-marni.
thisNOM spear
break -PASSP 2pl
-EFF give -PASS -CONTR
2 nganaju-u
lllim1 -i., vayi.l vii. panyu.-ma -lvaa
ngurnaa
1sgGEN -ACC MoBro-ACC maybe or good -CAUS-PURPs=o thatACC
3 warrirti-i..
spear
-ACC

"This spear that's been broken by you fellows should be
given to my uncle, so perhaps he can fix that spear."
4 ngunhaa, nganaju Iii.mi., panyu....a -lalha waruul-va-rru
thatNOM 1sgGEN MoBro good -CAUS-PAST still -~ -NOW
5 wurnta-rnu -nguru-u. panyu....a -Jalha waruul-va-rru,
break -PASSP-ABL -ACC good -CAUS-PAST still -~ -NOW

6 puni-rravaara kangku-rra ngurnu warrirti.-i.
yungku-lu
go -SEQ
take -CTEMP thatACC spear
-ACC give -PURPss
7 ngurnu -ngara -a
thatOBL-PLURAL-ACC

8 yungku-lu
give -PURPss

kan,ara-ngara -a wrnta-lalha-nguru-u,
man
-PLURAL-ACC break -PAST -ABL -ACC

marrari.-i. -tlmrti.-rru, vangka-lu
-rru,
word
-ACC-CONJ -NOW say
-PURPss-NOW

That fellow, my uncle, fixed the one that had been broken.
Fixed it and then went off, taking the spear to give it to the
fellows who had broken it, and to give them a message too, to
say to them,
9 Dlmvana llir.ta wrnta-rninyji. ngarti.l varrirti.-i.,

2pl

not

break -FUT

again

spear

panyu.-rru
-ACC good -NOW

10 Dhawngarra-ma -rninyji. 1mrla...arnu-u. ·ngartil vii.
look after -CAUS-FUT
meat -ASSOC-ACC again
if
11

wrnta-lalha~,

break -PAST -ABL

m.r.ta-rru kangku-layi nganaju-m.l,arra.
not
-NOW bring -FUT 1sgOBL -ALL

"Don't you break spears again, look after hunting implements
properly. If you break it again, don't bring it to me.
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12 ngayu kuntirr1-nguru-rni panyu-ma -rn1Dyj1 wurnta-rnu -ngara -a
1sgNOM leave it-PRES -NOW good -CAUS-FUT
break -PASSP-PLURAL-ACC

13 varrirt1-1 Dllllwana-lu. Dllllwana panyu-ma -rninyj1 minthal-wa-rni.
spear
-ACC 2pl
-EFF 2pl
good -CAUS-FUT
alone -0 -NOW
14 kanyarra-lpurtu varnu?

man

-COMP

ASSERT

"I'm giving up fixing spears broken by you lot.
them yourselves. You're men aren't you?

You fix

15 ll:ir.ta nyina-layi Vlll'Uma-nngu-rra

not

yirlal Dllllura-npa -lay.1. llinthal
-FUT do for-PASS-CTEMP only know -INCH-FUT alone

sit

16 warra panyu-ma

-rninyji varrirt1-1. pirr1.....arta · warnu?
CONT good -CAUS-FUT
spear
-ACC hands-PROP ASSERT

"Don't just have it done for you! Learn to fix spears
yourselves. You've got hands haven't you?"
17 ngunhu. -ngara kanyara-ngara

thatNOM-PLURAL man

1

nganaju vangka-lay.1. , ngayu

-PLURAL 1sgACC

say

·-FUT

1sgNOM

18 kuliya-lwala marrar1-1
vantharni-1 -lwa ngula. ngayu
listen-PURPds word
-ACC how
-ACC-ID IGNOR 1sgNCl1
19 purnUJIPuru-npa -layi jupa kunt1. ngawayu-rni kuliya-rninyji

quiet

-INCH-FUT

moment stop

turn

-NOW listen-FUT

20 vantharni-1 -lwa. 11Uraal -wa-rni, ngayu purmmpuru-npa -nguru-rni.
how
-ACC-ID
alright-¢ -NOW 1sgNCl1 quiet
-INCH-PRES -NOW

Those men speak to me then, so I listen to [their] answer,
just how [it will come out] I don't know. I'll keep quiet for
just a moment. Take a turn to listen to how [they feel] •
Alright, I'm keeping quiet now.
21 ngavul nganarna varrirt1-i. kangku-nguru kartungu--.lyarra y.1.rla.
yes
1pl{exc) spear
-ACC bring -PRES 2sgOBL -ALL
only
22 nganangu-rni k~ kur.ta-a
yillpala -a -rni-wa kangku-nguru?
whoACC -NOW RHET clever-Ace like that-ACC-NOW-YK bring -PRES
23 kartu -ngku yirla panyu-ma -nnguli-waa,
thaapuwa-ngku
2sgNOM-EFF only good -CAUS-PASS -PURPs:o big man -EFF
24 kur. ta-ngku.
clever -EFF
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"Yes! We bring spears to you only. Who is there, clever
like that, who we can take them to? You're the only one they
can be fixed by, you clever old bastard.
25 nganamarnu-ngu-rru kana kuliyanpa-layi panyu-u kanyara-a
anyone
-ACC-NOW RHET think
-FUT good -ACC man
-ACC
26 pilakurta-a, yungku-layi panyu-ma -lvaa?
carpenter-Ace give -FUT good -CAUS-PURPs=o
"Whoever can we think of who is a good carpenter, who we can
give them to, to fix them?
27 yiq>ala -rru-va. nganarna kuliyanpa-nguru kartungu-1mlyarra yirla
like that-NOW-YK 1pl{exc) think
-PRES 2sgOBL -ALL
only
28 varrirti-ngara -a
spear
-PLURAL-ACC

wurnta-rnu -ngara -a, kartungu yirla
break -PASSP-PLURAL-ACC 2sgACC
only

29 yungku-lu
panyu-ma -lwaa.
give -PURPss good -CAUS-PURPs:o
"It's like that. We think that 1 t 's only to you that we can
[bring] broken spears. You're the only one-we can give them
to, to fix them.
30 nganangu-rru kana kanyara-a kuliyanpa-layi jalya -ngara -a yirla
whoACC -NOW RHET man
-ACC think
-FUT useless-PLURAL-ACC only
31 varnu
ASSERT

kanyara-ngara -a yartapalyu-u?
man
-PLURAL-ACC others
-ACC

"What other man can we think of out of the other people who
are only useless?
32 yiq>ala -rru-va. nganarna vinyarta-ma -rnuru kartungu
like that-NOW-YK 1pl{exc) tired
-CAUS-PRES 2sgACC
33 tburlajinkarri-i. nganangu-rru kuliyanpa-layi pilakurta-a
poor fella
-ACC whoACC -NOW think
-FUT carpenter-ACC
34 jalya -ngara -la kanyara-ngara -la
useless-PLURAL-Loe
-PLURAL-Loe

man

yartapalyu-la?
others
-Loe

"So it's like that. We're tiring you, you poor fellow. Who
can we think of as a carpenter when all the other men are
useless?"
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35 palwarru ngunhaa.
alright thatNOM

ngawul ngayu ngarti.-rru wurtu vangka-layi kartungu
yes
1sgNOM next -NOW HYPTH say
-FUT 2sgACC

36 marrari.-i..
word
-ACC

"That's alright.
alright?

Yes!

I'll say something to you next,

37 purriruru varuul. kartu vangka-lha panyu-ma -1.,arra paju nganaju,
true
still
2sgNOM say -PAST good -CAUS-CTEMP
REAL 1sgACC
38 pinhu -ma -1.yarra paju, panyu-ma -1.yarra paju, tburlajiDkarri-i.
pleased-CAUS-CTEMP
very good -CAUS-CTEMP
REAL poor fellow
-ACC
39 nganaju. ngayu lli.r.ta ngalaDgala-npa -layi kartungu urrari-i.. panyu
1sgACC
1sgNOM not
forget
-INCH-FUT 2sgACC
word
-ACC good
40 kanyara. palwarru ngunhaa.
man
alright thatNOM

"Okay. You spoke making me feel very good, pleasing me
properly, making me feel very good, poor fellow that I am. I
won't forget your word. You're good people. Alright, that's
that."
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Tert C• .I&: A Shopping Exped:l.tion

1 nbuvana puni-layj. wu.rtu thawn-milyarra? nbuvana puni-rra vii.
2pl
go -FUT HYPTH town -ALL
2pl
go -CTEMP if
2 thavun...alyarra , nganaju wu.raa.l wu.rtu, nganaju wruma-rninyji
town -ALL
1sgACC alright HYPTH 1sgACC do for-FUT

3 yurntura-a manyarrka-a -tburti v1:I. parrka -a vi:I.?
flour
-ACC sugar
-ACC-CONJ or tealeaf-ACC or

nAre you going to to'wn? If you 're going to town would you
get for me some flour, some sugar and some tea?n

4 ngalftll nganarna wrwna-rninyji kartungu. parla-virriva nganarna.
yes
1pl(exc) do for-FUT
2sgACC
money-PRIV
1pl(exc)
parla-a manku-vaa.
1pl(exc)-ACC money-ACC grab -PURPs:o

5 kartu -lva yungku-layj. nganarna-a

2sgNOM-ID

give

-FUT

nyes! We'll do that for you. But we've got no money.
give us some money so we can get [the things].

You

6 nganarna manku-lba -nguru-rru thavun-ta -a wrwna-1.yarra kartungu,
1pl(exc) grab -PAST-ABL -NOW town -LOC-ACC do for-CTEMP
2sgACC

•

7 parrani-lha

-ma -rninyji-rru kartungu-milyarra yungku-lu
-rru.
return -PAST-CAUS-FUT
-NOW 2sgACC -ALL
give -PURPss-NOW

nonce we've got the things that are in town, doing it for
you, we'll bring them back to you to give them to you.n
8 ngurra-ngka-npa -lba -rru.

camp

-LOC -INCH-PAST-NOW
They've arrived back in camp now.

9 ng&lftll ngayu .mma-rnu nbuvana-lD. yungku-layj.-lva,
yes
1sgNOM do for-PASSP 2pl
-EFF give -FUT -ID
10 pint:l.rrij:l.la-ma -1.yarra nbuvana-a kangku-lha -nguru-ngara -a.
scattered
-CAUS-CTEMP
2pl
-ACC bring -PAST-ABL -PLURAL-ACC

nyes, I've had [the favour] done for me by you. What I'll
do is give out, share around [the things] among you who brought
them.n
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11 ngawl panyu El"UUl-va-rru yillpala.
yes
good still -¢ -NOW like that
"Yes! That •s very good.
that."

punyjarti varnu pala kartu.
generous ASSERT IT
2sgNOM

You 're certainly generous to do

12 ngaw, ngayu 111.r.ta mmtbavarla.
yes
1sgNOM not
greedy
"Yes, I'm not a greedy fellow."
13 ngavu, nganarna n!mura kartungu. mir.ta El"Uul. kartu llBlltbavarla.
yes
1pl(exc) knowing 2sgACC
not
still 2sgNOM greedy
14 panyu kartu tburlajinkarri. panyu-u
varnu kartungu nganarna
good 2sgNOM poor fellow
good -ACC ASSERT 2sgACC
1pl(exc)

15 vuruma-rninyji nhartu -u vii viru-npa -nyila-a.
do for-FUT
something-ACC or want-INCH-PrREL-ACC

"Yes, we know you. You're not a greedy fellow. You're a
good fellow. Because you' re good we' 11 do anything for you,
should you want anything."
16 ngawl ngartil_ vii Dbuvana puni-rra tbawun-m.lyarra, ngartil El"Uul,
yes
again
if 2pl
go -CTEMP town -ALL
again
still
17 ng&JU JUDgku-layi n!mvana-a varrma.lyi-1.
1sgNOM give -FUT 2pl
-ACC money
-ACC

"Yes! If you go to town again, I'll give you money."
18 ngaw, panyu El"Uul yillpala.
ngayu nyina-vala
vartavirriDpa-rra
yes
good still like that 1sgNOM sit -PURPds wait for
-CTEMP
19 parrani-nyila-a -rru vantbanha-la vii yakarrangu-la, vantbarta
return -PrREL-ACC-NOW which
-LOC or day
-Loe when
20 parrani-vaa.
return -PURPs=o

Yes, [they're] always good like that. So I'll wait for them
to come back, on whichever day it is, whenever they return.
21 kayurtu-u vii Dhaw-layi karlva-nyila-a Jcapa-rnu -u. ngaJU
smoke -ACC or see -FUT get up-PrREL-ACC light-PASSP-ACC 1sgNOM
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22 kayurtu-u
nbaw-lba -nguru-rru w1ru
-rru panyu-npa -layi..
smoke -ACC see -PAST-ABL -NOW feelings-NOW good -INCH-FUT
I 1 ll see smoke or something going up, [smoke] that 1 s been
purposely lit. Having seen the smoke my feelings will become
good (I'll get happy).
23 thaw I karla kupa-nyi.la, Dhu.vana mrna-ngka-rru tbanuva-marta.
look
fire burn -PrREL 2pl
close-LOC -NOW food
-PROP
24 palwarru, ngaHva -.J.w -marri-layi.. w1ru
-rru nga.yu
alright
1pl(inc) cheer up-COLL -FUT
feelings-NOW 1sgNOM
25 panyu-npa -nguru.
good -INCH-PRES
Look! There's a fire burning, you must be close now with the
stores. Alright, we'll be cheering each other up. I 1 ll be
feeling good.
26 nga.yu wi.1,
1sgNOM or

karla-a -rru kulbawlba-.a -rninyji
1pl(inc) fire -ACC-NOW heaped up -CAUS-FUT

nga.liva

21 karlarra-npa -vaa
hot

thanuva-.arnu. karlayamarta-a w1i
-INCH-PURPs:o food
-ASSOC billy can
-ACC or

28 vantha-rninyji karla-ngka karri-vaa
karlarra-npa -rra.
put
-FUT
fire -LOC stand-PURPs:o hot
-INCH-CTEMP
I , all of us, we'll build a fire to heat up for a meal.
[We'll] put the billy or whatever on the fire to warm up.
29 jaq>a -ngka-rru varnu pala, ngurnu nga.yu 11arlara-a karri-nguru
moment-LOC -NOW ASSERT IT
thatACC 1sgNOM road
-ACC stand-PRES
30 nbaw-rra.
see -CTEMP
Now and again, I take a look down the road.
31 purrkuru varuul., Dhu.la

true

still

-ngara mrna-ngka-rru ngaJ i va -a,
near you-PLURAL close-Loe -NOW 1pl(inc)-ACC

32 tbanuva-marta-ngara.
food
-PROP -PLURAL
"True enough, they are close to us now, [the people] with
the stores."
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33 purrkuru varuul., kartu nbaw-nguru?
true
still
2sgNOM see -PRES
"Is that right, you can see them?"

34 parrul Dhartul kartu kuliJBllpa-nguru nganaju ngalavangka-nJila-a
go on what
2sgNOM think
-PRES 1sgACC lie
-PrREL-ACC
35 wrtu? nbaw4 kunti jampa ngurnu -wrrini 11arlara-wrrinil kartu
HYPTH see -IMP stop moment thatOBL-DIRECT road
-DIRECT
2sgNOM
36 nbawu-nguru-rru? DgUDhaa puni....arri-nguru kanyara-ngara,
see -PRES -NOW thatNOM go -COLL -PRES man
-PLURAL
37 parna-virraa-rra

kurrJU-varntura-la.
head -PRIV-INCH+CTEMP hollow-DISTRIB -LOC

-rru-va
thisNOM-NOW-YK

Dhiyu

38 Bllrlla-ngka-rru.

close-LOC -NOW
"Go on! What! Do you think I'm lying? Stop and look in the
direction of the road for a moment! You see them? That's them
going along together, their heads going in and out of view as
~hey go down into each hollow.
They are close now.n

39 ngulangu-npa -lha -rru m.rna-ngka-npa -lba -rru, tbanuva-ngara -.arta,
there
-INCH-PAST-NOW close-Loe -INCH-PAST-NOW food
-PLURAL-PROP
40 nyina-laJi vangkarnu-liarra

sit

-FUT

-rru Dhartu -ngara -a
-COLL+CTEMP-NOW something-PLURAL-ACC

talk

41 118Dku-lha -nguru Wlll'Ulla-1.yarra nyina....arri-lha -ngara -a.

grab -PAST-ABL

do for-CTEMP

sit

-COLL -PAST-PLURAL-ACC

Once they've got there, once they've come close, the people
with the stores , they sit and discuss the things, baving got
them for the ones who stayed behind.
42 vangkarnu-aarri-layi 11avu -rru,

talk

-COLL -FUT

later-NOW

Later they are all talking together,

43 nhuvana, Dhartu -ngara -a nganarna-1.D Wlll"Ulla-rnu -u,
2pl
something-PLURAL-Ace 1pl(exc)-EFF do for-PASSP-ACC
-u vii llir.ta unku-lba -a vii vangka-laJi,
something-ACC or not
grab -PAST-ACC if say -FUT

44 Dhartu
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45 ngalarri-lba -a vii.
forget -PAST-ACC if
"You fellows, of all the things that were brought for you by
us, if there's anything we didn't get, say so, if we forgot
anything."

46 ngawl ngayu Dhaw-layi. purrkuru varuul, kartu 111.r.ta, Dlmvana
yes
1sgNOM look -FUT
true
still
2sgNOM not
2pl
47 ngalarri-lha varuul ngatbu wangka-rcmgu.
forget -PAST still 1sgEFF say -PASSP
"Yes! I'll look. True enough, you didn't, you still forgot
[something] I told you."

48 thaw I Dhartu-u -lva ngula? Dhiyu vangka-layi ngaliva -a 111.r.ta
look!
what -ACC-ID IGNOR thisNOM say -FUT 1pl(inc)-ACC not
49 118Dku-lba -a. parrul kartu wangka-0 -rru.
grab -PAST-ACC go on 2sgNOM say -IMP-NOW
"Look! What is it? This fellow is saying we didn't get
something. Go on! You tell us!"

50 ngawrr-aarta-a 111.r.ta-rru 118Dku-lba, ngalarri-lba -rru.
foam
-PROP -ACC not
-NOW grab -PAST forget -PAST-NOW
"Soap, you didn't get.

You forgot."

51 purrkuru-1

true

varuul palal ngalarri-lba varuul-va -rru,
-THEN still IT
forget -PAST still -TOP-NOW

52 tburlajiDkarri-lu wangka-:yangu • wraal -va-rru, kartu
poor fella
-EFF say -PASSP
alright-~ -NOW 2sgN~
53 panyu-npa -lay.i nganarna-a ngalarri-lba -ngara -a
good -INCH-FUT 1pl(exc)-ACC forget -PAST-PLURAL-ACC
54 vantamartu-ngara -a.
crazy
-PLURAL-ACC
"Well that's right! We forgot [what] we were told by you,
poor fellow. Alright, you be good to us crazy fellows who
forgot."

55 Dhiyu yarta kanyja-rnuru-lva ngawrr...arta-a kaymora-a
thisNOM other hold -PRES -ID foam
-PROP -ACC two
-ACC
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56 mirtali-tharra-a. kartu wraal yungku-yarri-layi yarta-a
big
-DUAL -ACC 2sgNOM alright give -COLL -FUT other-ACC
57 Jirnala-a? kayarra-marta warnu. ka]ika-a JUDSku-layi kalika-a.
thisDEF-ACC two
-PROP ASSERT one
-ACC give -FUT one
-ACC
ttThis other fellow has two big cakes of soap. How about you
give one to this fellow? You've got two! Give him one!tt

58 ngaw I ngayu JUDSku-layi ngurnaa ngawrr-urta-a kalfka-a
yes
1sgNOM give -FUT thatACC foam
-PROP -ACC one
-ACC
59 vara -marnu-u.
clothes-ASSOC-ACC

panyu-l.purtul
good -COMP

nyes! I'll give
clothes. Goodin

him

one

piece
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of

soap

for

[washing]

Text C.5: "l:urntangka•

The bulk of this text is a complaint by a man who has been offended by his
sister and her husband arguing closeby.

The degree of respectful avoidance

normally expected between a man and his sister, and between a man and his
sister's husband, makes this kind of behaviour unacceptable.

The offended

party launches a strong rebuke at his relatives but for the most part
observes a degree of politeness in the style of speaking he adopts.
Respectful speech - 'Kurntangka' (lit. shame-LOC) - is indicated in this
text by a number of features.

The most obvious cue is the choice of

special replacement vocabulary: the verb kanpar14 replaces the everyday
verb wangka-fl 'speak, say' in lines 13, the nominal kanpari replaces the
nominal marrari 'word' in line 2, and puranyi-L replaces nbaw..P 'see' in
line 25. The everyday verb vanyjarri-d 'run away' serves as the respectful
style replacement for puni-~ 'go' in lines 21, 24 and 28. The prevalence of
the verb karri-Ji 'stand, be' is also typical of Kurntangka speech and it
generally replaces the more common copula nyina4 'sit, be'. Karri-JI often
suggests a temporary state preceding imminent departure (see 9.3.2) and is
overtly used in this sense in line 21.
The extensive use of indefinite plural reference is common in the
Kurntangka style of speaking.

Although throughout the text the speaker is

never addressing more than two people, many references to the adressees
involve plural rather than dual pronoun or nominal forms.

The first

example occurs in the form of a second person plural pronoun in line 8,
referring to the arguing married couple, and is repeated throughout.

Other

examples include the plural spouse group term nl:munuvarnti in lines 17 and
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27, and the brother-in-law's reply to the complaint in line 28, in which
the plural pronoun refers to a single addressee.

First person references

to himself and his wife are also in the plural throughout this utterance.
Finally, the collective suffix appears on a number of verbs with the
important function of indicating the harmonic kin relationship between the
various protagonists (see 6.3.2). Clear examples of this occur in lines 2,
5, 25 and 31.

1 kartu -lwa puni-nguru kuJil, yarta-ngara -a Dlmunu-ngara -a
2sgNOM-ID go -PRES bad
other-PLURAL-ACC spouse-PLURAL-ACC
2 viru-npa -marra.
JimPala -rru-va kartu karri-laJi
feel-INCB-COLL+CTEMP like that-NOW-YK 2sgNOM stand-FUT
3 Dlmrta-npa -marri-ngu -rra -rru. nyi.Dgurlu-lpurtu varnu
wild -INCH-COLL -PASS-CTEMP-NOW firstly -CONT
ASSERT

4 kuJilya-rra,
bad-INCH+CTEMP

puni-rra yartapalJU-U Dlmunu-ngara -a
go -CTEMP other mob -ACC spouse-PLURAL-ACC

5 paniya-la -marra.
eye
-LOC-CAUSE+COLL+CTEMP
"You 're bad, upsetting the feelings of others, in-laws [of
yours]. [As you are] like that, you'll be gotten wild with (by
your harmonic relatives). Firstly, you're bad, you get in the
eyes of other people, your in-laws.
6 yi.lpala -rru-va kartu, jurti 11&rrJ8Du, nyina-layi, Dlmvala
like that-NOW-YK 2sgNOM 1sgPOSS Bro-in-law sit -FUT
2dl
7 Dlmunuva,
spouse(dl)

Dlmrta-npa -marra.
Jd.r. ta kuliyanpa-laJi
wild -INCB-COLL+CTEMP not
think
-FUT

8 nganaju vii karri-nJila-a Jilangu. Dlmvana nganaju m.r.ta
1sgACC if stand-PrREL-ACC here
2pl
1sgACC not
9 paju kuliyanpa-layi.
REAL think
-FUT

Dlmvana Dlmura nganaju Jilangu
2pl
knowing 1sgACC here

10 karri-nyila-a.
stand-PrREL-ACC
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"That's how it is with you, my brother in law, the two of
you, husband and wife arguing with each other. You don't think
that I might be standing here. You really don't think about
me. You know I'm standing here.
11 ngayu mir.ta w1ru
kullya-1.yarra karri-layi ntmwana-a.
1sgNOM not
wanting listen-CTEMP
stand-FUT 2pl
-ACC

ngayu
1sgNCJ1

12 yarta-wuyu-lpurtu kanyara. mir.ta w1ru
kullya-la --. -rninyji
other-SIDE-COMP
man
not
wanting ear
-LOC-CAUS-FUT
13 nbllwana-wu -u

2pl

marrari-ngara -a, kanpari--.rri-nyila-a.
-GEN-ACC word
-PLURAL-ACC say
-COLL -PrREL-ACC

I don't want to be listening to you. I'm a man of the other side
(affine). I don't want to get your words in my ears, [don't want to
hear] you speaking to each other.
14 ntmwana kul1J8Dpa-layi yarta-lpurtu nganaju vii karri-nyila-a

2pl

think

-FUT other-COMP

1sgACC

if stand-PrREL-ACC

15 yilangu, kurnta-marta vii, ntmwana. ngayu

here

shame -PROP

or

wurtu Dhiyu?
1sgNOM HYPTH thisNOM

2Pl

"You think a different way about me being here.
or something, you people. Isn't this me?

Have shame

16 kul1J8Dpa-marni varra ngavayu. ntmwana karri-nguni kuvarri

think

-CONTR CONT

turn

2pl

stand-PRES now

17 ntmrta-npa -marra,
ntmunuvarnti. ngayu yarta-wuyu-lpurtu
wild -INCH-COLL+CTEMP spouse(pl)
1sgNOM other -SIDE-COMP
18 kanyara,
man

kurnta panyu. ntmwana viyaa kurnta-virraa karri-layi
shame good
2pl
maybe shame -PRIV stand-FUT

19 yilangu ngatbala karri-nyila-la yilaDgu, ntmrta-npa -marra.
here
1sgLOC
stand-PrREL-LOC here
wild -INCH-COLL+CTEMP

20 kul1J8Dpa-yaangu nganaju
think
-UNREAL 1sgACC

tbu.rlanyarrara-a.
poor fellow
-ACC

"You should think for a change. You 're arguing right now,
husband and wife. I'm a man of the other side, [I've got]
proper respect. Perhaps you have no shame to be here, while
I'm here, arguing with each other. You ought to think about
me, poor old fellow that I am.
21 ngayu karri-nguru vany jarri-layi karri-virri yilangu kullya-la
1sgNCJ1 stand-PRES go
-FUT stand-LEST here
ear
-LOC
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22 varntitha-rrngu-rra kuyi.1-ngara -a kanpari-ngara -a nhuvana-lu
throw
-PASS -CTEMP bad -PLURAL-ACC word
-PLURAL-ACC 2Pl
-EFF
23 nhuunuvarnti-lu kurnta-virriva-lu varnu. puu-rru ng&JU
spouse(p!) -EFF shame -PRIV -EFF ASSERT far-NOW 1sgNCM
24 vanyjarri-layi. 111.r.ta-rru nlmwana-lu

go

-FUT

not

nlmunuvarnti-lu
-EFF spouse(pl) -EFF

-NOW 2pl

25 puranyi.-lvarri-ngu -layi.

see

-COLL

-PASS-FUT

"I'm going to go lest I be here having bad words thrown in
my ears by you married people, shameless people I I'm going
away and then I won't be seen by you.

26 nhuvana nganaju-tharra vii karturra-tharra, kartu vii, jurti
2pl
1sgGEN -DUAL or sisters -DUAL
2sgNCM or
1sgPOSS
27 marryanu,

karri-layi. varuul-va-rru, nhuwana Dlmunuvarnti
Bro-in-law stand-FUT still -~ -NOW 2pl
spouse(pl)
"You people are two of my relatives, two of my sister's
group, and you, my own brother-in-law still, you married
people."

marryanu,
1sgPOSS Bro-in-law

28 ngawl vuraal -va-rru vanyjarri-layi.. nhuvana jurti

yes

alright-p -NOW go

-FUT

2Pl

29 nyi.Dgkurlu-lpurtu varnu, nganarna-a

firstly

-COMP

karri-nyi.la-a patharri-rra,
ASSERT 1pl(exc)-ACC stand-PrREL-ACC fight
-CTEMP

30 vantamartu-ngara, kartungka nyini-nyi.la-la, patharri-rra
crazy

-PLURAL 2sgLOC

sit

-PrREL-LOC fight

nganarna.
-CTEMP 1pl(exc)

"Yes, alright, we'll go. You are my brother-in-law, that's
the first thing, [You are brother-in-law] to us crazy people
fighting, while you're here, we're fighting."
31 vuraal -va-rru kartu, jurti

-.rryanu, vantha-yarri-layi,
alright-¢ -NOW 2sgNCM 1sgPOSS Bro-in-law leave -COLL -FUT

32 vantamartu-ngara.
crazy
-PLURAL
"Alright, my brother-in-law, you crazy people, leave!"
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Text C.6:

HourniDg

Cbant

This text is a transcription of a long haranguing mourning chant remembered
from Algy's childhood.

The speaker, an old woman, blames a younger man for

killing her younger brother by magic.

The first paragraph of the text as

presented below is Algy's hypothetical reconstruction of a complaint the
deceased brother might have made to his sister before his death.
added it as an introduction.

I have

The now deceased brother, now gravely ill,

blames the spirit traveller (juna) for catching and harming his soul.

The

brother was well known for his use of the meaningless hesitation marker
vilangayi, represented in the free gloss as

nummn.

The body of the text is a progressive series of insults delivered in a
plaintive wailing chant.

Every morning the old woman would rise with the

sun and perform this harangue to the hidden amusement of everyone in the
camp.

Needless to say, the object of her derision was never present.

Algy's rendition of the text in something approximating the old woman's
tearfUl and cracking voice was a difficult performance often interrupted by
his uncontrollable bursts of laughter at the strong images it conjures up.
The man criticised in the text was a well known trouble-maker and
revenge killer with a very short temper.
end in typical fashion.

The story has it that he met his

Caught stealing from an army supply depot during

the second world war, he fought with and abused his captors at great
lengths.

Eventually they doused him with aircraft fUel and set it alight

before shooting him, or so the story goes.
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1 ngunlm varuul wilangayi purripurri-ngura varuul wilangayi, DgWlbaa
thatNOM still HESITATION name
-BELONG still HESITATION thatNOM
2 varuul juDa -rri -lba nganaju wilangayi. ngayu nbawu-lba -nguru
still spirit-INCH-PAST 1sgACC HESITATION 1sgNOM see -PAST-PRES

3 ngurnaa mangkarn-ku wilangayi. malyarra-npa -lba -rru wilangayi. ngunlm
thatACC spirit -ACC HESITATION sick
-INCH-PAST-NOW HESITATION thatNOM
4 varuul ngunhaa wilangayi juDa -rri -nguru nganaju wilallgayi. ngayu
still thatNOM HESITATION spirit-INCH-PRES 1sgACC HESITATION 1sgNOM
5 mir. ta-rru panyu wilangayi.. nJina-nguru malyarra-npa -rra -rru
not -NOW good HESITATION sit -PRES sick
-INCH-CTEMP-NOW
6 wilangayi.
HESITATION

That fellow, ummm, who is one of Purripurri's mob, he came
to me as a, umm, spirit. I saw his, umm, ghost. And now I've
gotten, umm, sick. He, umm, came to me as a, umm, spirit. I'm
not good, umm, now. I'm getting, umm, sick.

7 nganarna-wura -wula wurtu pawulu kartu. kuntirri-lba paju
1pl(exc)-BELONG-MATRI HYPTH child 2sgNOM stop
-PAST REAL
8 ngal.iya -a tburlajinkarri-tharra-a.
1dl(exc)-ACC poor fellow -DUAL -ACC

kupa-lba paju,
feelings burn -PAST REAL

wiru

9 yarta-npa -lba paju, wiru
kupa-lba paju,
other-INCH-PAST REAL feelings burn -PAST REAL
10 yarta-npa -lba paju.
other-INCH-PAST REAL

Aren't you our own mother's family, boy? You've given up on
us, we two poor old fellows.
You've turned against us
[feelings burning], you've changed, you're against us [feelings
burning], really changed.

11 payawurtu-lva vii, kartu pavulu. nganarna-wura -wula wrtu pavulu?
savage -ID or 2sgNOM child
1pl{exc)-BELONG-MATRI HYPTB child
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12 piyuva wrtul yarta-npa -lha paju, kupa-lha paju. pirriyarta-vurla
nothing HYPTH other-INCH-PAST REAL burn -PAST REAL own
-MATRI

13 vurtu, kartu pavulu, nganarna-vura -vula wrtu.
HYPTH 2sgNOM child
1pl(exc)-BELONG-MATRI HYPTH
You're savage or something, my boy. Aren't you one of our
family? Oh no, not at all! You've changed, feelings burning.
We thought you were one of our own people, boy, one of our own
mother's family.

14 yimpala -rru-va ngayu nyina-vala
like that-NOW-YK 1sgNOM sit -PURPds

jalya -rru. ngayu nyina-vala,
bereft-NOW 1sgNOM sit -PURPds

15 jurti .arryara, ngaliya tbarratharra-npa -lha. yimpala -rru-va
1sgPOSS brother
1dl(exc) separate
-INCH-PAST like that-NOW-YK
16 puni.-layi ngayu jalya -rru, jurti .arryara-ngu
go -FUT 1sgNOM useless-NOW 1sgPOSS brother -ACC
17 vitbavitba-aa -lalha-rru.
lost
-CAUS-PAST -NOW
And that's how I come to be grieving. Me and my own younger
brother, we've become separated • That's how I come to be
grieving, I've lost my younger brother.

18 ngal:lya tbarratbarra-npa -lha -rru. nbartu-aa -rnuru? ngayu nyina-layi
1dl(exc) separate
-INCH-PAST-NOW what -CAUS-PRES
1sgNOM sit -FUT
19 vanka parilha, nyurnti-npa -yaangu. ngayu yirla nbavu-ngu -layi jalya
alive still
dead
-INCH-UNREAL 1sgNCJ1 only see -PASS-FUT
useless
20 varuu1, ngurnta kuyil, tburlajinkarri, jurti marryara-ngu virriva-rru
still style
bad
poor fellow
to me brother -ACC PRIV -NOW
21 ngurangura-a
stylish
-ACC

vitbavitba-aa -lalha.
lost
-CAUS-PAST

We've become separated. What am I to do? I'm still alive
and I should have died. It 's only me who can be seen, a
useless poor old woman, I've lost my good dead brother, that
fine man.
22 jalya yirla nyina-layi vanka, jal.yu tbani-nngul.i-yaangu nganalu.
rubbish only sit -FUT alive occiput hit -PASS -UNREAL someoneEFF
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23 nhaw-ngu -layi. jalya varuul, tbunkuwrturtu.
see -PASS-FUT useless still humpback

It's just useless me still alive, I should have been hit in
the back of the head by someone [I should have been killed].
[Instead] I appear as a useless old hunchbacked woman.

24 payawrtu yirla, kartu yirla nhaw-ngu -layi. kanyara-ngara -lu.
savage
only
2sgNOM only see -PASS-FUT
man
-PLURAL-EFF
25 vantharni.-wyu? jalya varuul, parlu yirla llirtali,
how
-SIDE rubbish still top
only big

pirlu tbawrra,
buttock skinny

26 parna ngurrara, jina llirtali, m.Jha kurnangu.
head gross
foot big
nose black

And you're the only one who is seen by all the people, the
only savage one. And how [do you look]? You're rubbish, only
your head is big, you've got a skinny arse, a huge head, big
feet and a black nose.

27 kurrinyji nyina-layi. nhaw-rra,
this way sit -FUT see -CTEMP

tlmrla yirla ji.wm-ra-1.yarra, vakurra
eye
only shine -CTEMP
crow

28 vantbarra, jalya kurnangu, punga kuruuru, kanta jurirri varuul, jalya
like
rubbish black
guts round
leg sharp
still useless
29 varuul, virlurlu vantbarra.
still
curlew like

And then you sit looking this way and only your eyes shine
[white out of the black], you're like a crow, useless black
thing, pot belly, skinny thighs [sharp like a knife],
compeletely useless, like [the stick legs of] a curlew.

30 yirrapuva.. 111.r.ta Dl:mura tbarnta-a Dl:mva-rninyji varrirti.-marta.
bad hunter not
know euro
-ACC spear-FUT
spear
-PROP
31 jalyal
useless

jirruna-npa -va.yara tbarnta-a yungku-ngka-a,
sneak -INCH-HABIT euro
-ACC soak -LOC -ACC

32 aanku.-1.D -lpurtu-rru juva.yu-lu -rru. jal.yu -u -rru tbani-rninyji.
grab -EFF-COMP -NOW hand -EFF-NOW occiput-ACC-NOW hit -FUT
33 mrla-a.
meat -ACC
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You're a poor provider! You don't know how to spear a euro
with a hunting spear. Useless! You always sneak up on euroes
when they are in soaks, to grab them instead, with your hands.
Then you hit that meat in the back of the neck.
34 yillpala -lpurtu Dlmrnti-aa -lvayara tbarnta-a.
like that-COMP
dead
-CAUS-HABIT
euro
-ACC

IDir. ta nhuva-lvayara,

not

spear-HABIT

35 jalya varnu pala. mir.ta nlmura, purrkuru paju, warrirti-i
useless ASSERT IT
not
know
truly
REAL spear
-ACC
36 varntitha-rninyji, nhuva-rninyji. jalyal
throw
-FUT
spear-FUT
useless
That's how you kill euroes. You don't spear them, because
you're useless. You don't know, truly, how to throw a hunting
spear, how to spear them. You're useless!
37 tbanartira varnu pala. 118.jun -ngara -a, 118Dku-vayara
sea dweller ASSERT IT
turtle-PLURAL-ACC grab -HABIT
38 majun -ngara -a, karta-lwayara kulbampa-ngara -a tbanartira -a.
turtle-PLURAL-ACC stab -HABIT
fish
-PLURAL-ACC sea dweller-Ace
39 tbanartira -ngara -lpurtu kanyara. nyamina-tlmrti-i karta-lwa,ara.
sea dweller-PLURAL-COMP
man
dugong ~CONJ -ACC stab -HABIT
That's because you' re a seas id er. Turtles are what you
catch, you harpoon turtles and fish, all the sea things.
You 're a man for all the sea creatures. And you stab dugong
too.
40 kartu, yarrva-ngka-rru puliyanyja-ngara -la
2sgNOM after -LOC -NOW old man
-PLURAL-Loe
41 nganaju-ngara -la.
1sgGEN -PLURAL-Loe

piyuwa-la prla-rru,
f inish-LOC only -NOW

yarrva-ngka-rru, llirntiwul-va-rru
after -LOC -NOW all
-YK-NOW

42 piyuwa-npa -lha -la -rru, ngaliya -a
finish-INCH-PAST-LOC-NOW 1dl(exc)-ACC

tbarratbarra-ma -lalha, jurti
separate
-CAUS-PAST
1sgPOSS

43 11&rryara-ngu, va,arri-lha.
brother -ACC finish -PAST
As for you, it's only now, after all my old people are
finished , only after they've all died, that you separate the
two of us, finish off my own younger brother.
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44 kartu Jlir.ta yimpala -ma -nmrni-lva, tbarratbarra-.a -DllBrDi
2sgNOM not

like that-CAUS-CONTR -ID

45 ngal.iya -a
1dl(exc)-ACC

separate

-CAUS-CONTR

nganarna-vaya-la ngal.iya -vaya-la vanka-ngka-1.
kartu
1pl{exc)-OWN -LOC 1dl(exc)-OWN -LOC alive-LOC -THEN 2sgNOM

46 Jl1r. ta jayi -nmarni.
not
escape-CONTR
You wouldn't have been able to do that, wouldn't have
separated us when our people were alive. You wouldn't have
escaped then.

47 kartu payawrtu vangka-ng1m1 yarrva-ngka-r"1 ngal.1.ya -vaya-la
2sgNOM savage

say

-PRES

48 piyuva-la -r"1 yirla.

after -LOC -NOW 1dl(exc)-OWN -LOC

palalyi. 1 kartu tbala karta-nngulaanu nhn•ira-r"1
before
2sgNOM chest stab -PASSCONTR penis -NOW

finish-LOC-NOW only

49 thaatbarra -rri -marni.
open mouthed-INCB-CONTR
You say you're dangerous only now that our family is gone.
Before, you would have been skewered in the chest so that your
penis would have opened like a mouth [with the shock].
50 jalya

varuul. kartu vartirra-a w1ru. kanyara yirla. payawrtu
rubbish still
2sgNOM woman
-ACC like man
only savage

51 vartirra-a

woman

paju nbavu-lha. karri-vayara kalya-lalha martura-a
-ACC REAL see -PAST stand-HABIT
bite -PAST middle -ACC

52 yalhuru-u, vartirra-a nhavu-rra.
tongue -ACC woman
-ACC see -CTEMP

53 ngunya-ngu -rra -r"1.
semen-PSYCH-CTEMP-NOW

DgUDhaa

thatNOM

tburla karima-lha,
eye
jump -PAST

tbarra -rninyji. ngunhaa jarnkalya
ejaculate-FUT
thatNOM penis

54 puva

varuul.
stinking still
You •re good for nothing. The only thing you 're interested
in is women. You get savage when you 1 ve seen a woman. You
stand and bite your tongue in half, watching a woman. Your
eyes pop out as you're filling up with semen [getting randy].
And then it goes off, that stinking penis of yours.

55 muraani,

son+1POSS

kartu nganarna-vura pavulu.
2sgNOM 1pl(exc)-BELONG child
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